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SECTION I OVERVIEW AND BACKGROUND 

CHAPTER 1 OVERVIEW OF THE FLORIDA STANDARDS 

ALTERNATE ASSESSMENT  

The Individuals with Disabilities Education Act (IDEA) requires that students with disabilities be 

included in each state’s system of accountability and that students with disabilities have access to the general 

curriculum. The Every Student Succeeds Act (ESSA) signed by President Obama on December 10, 2015, requires 

that students with disabilities be assessed annually using the statewide assessment system and that alternate 

assessments be aligned with challenging state academic standards. To provide an option for the participation of all 

students in the state’s accountability system, including those for whom participation in the general statewide 

assessments is not appropriate, even with accommodations, Florida Department of Education (FDOE) has 

developed the Florida Standards Alternate Assessment (FSAA) program.  

The FSAA program is fully aligned with Florida alternate achievement standards, otherwise known as 

Access Points. Access Points reflect the key concepts of the Florida Standards and the Next Generation Sunshine 

State Standards (NGSSS) at reduced levels of complexity. They ensure access to the essence or core intent of the 

standards that apply to all students in the same grade. 

The FSAA program includes two components: the FSAA—Performance Task (FSAA—PT), which was 

operationally implemented in spring 2016, and the FSAA—Datafolio, which was operationally implemented in 

fall 2016. The FSAA—PT and FSAA—Datafolio form a continuum of assessment to meet the needs of Florida’s 

students with the most significant cognitive disabilities. Students participate in alternate assessment either through 

the FSAA—PT or through the FSAA—Datafolio. The majority of students will be assessed through the FSAA—

PT as it is the most appropriate assessment of their knowledge, skills, and abilities (KSAs). A small number of 

students with the most significant cognitive disabilities, who typically do not have a formal mode of 

communication and are working at pre-academic levels, will be assessed through the FSAA—Datafolio as it is the 

most appropriate assessment of their KSAs. These two avenues of assessment make up the FSAA program. 

Determining the appropriate curriculum and, subsequently, the exact method of a student’s participation 

in the statewide assessment system is an individual educational plan (IEP) team decision. Concluding that the 

student needs to receive instruction based on alternate achievement standards via access courses and, therefore, be 

assessed with the FSAA requires signed permission from the parent or guardian. If the IEP team determines that 

the student will be assessed with the FSAA, the team also decides whether the student should participate in the 

FSAA—PT or the FSAA—Datafolio. 
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Students with the most significant cognitive disabilities who are enrolled in access courses and are 

instructed on Access Points participate in the FSAA program via one of the two assessments outlined below. 

1. FSAA—Performance Task  

The FSAA—PT is a performance-based assessment aligned with the Florida Standards Access Points 

(FS-APs) for English language arts (ELA) and mathematics, and with the Next Generation Sunshine State 

Standards Access Points (NGSSS-APs) for science and social studies. The assessment measures student 

performance based on alternate achievement standards. The FSAA—PT’s design is based on the broad range of 

KSAs of students with the most significant cognitive disabilities. The test design provides tiered participation 

within the assessment for students working at various levels of complexity. This design consists of item sets of 

three discrete tasks. Each task represents a varying level of cognitive demand, with Task 1 representing the least 

complex task and Task 3 representing the most complex task. This graduated progression provides students the 

opportunity to work to their fullest potential and allows for a greater range of access and challenge.  

2. FSAA—Datafolio  

The FSAA—Datafolio is designed to provide meaningful information about students with the most 

significant cognitive disabilities who typically do not have a formal mode of communication and are working at 

pre-academic levels. The FSAA—Datafolio shows student progress on a continuum of access toward academic 

content rather than mastery of academic content. The intent is to ensure that students are working on academic 

skills that will prepare them to move on to the FSAA—Performance Task as appropriate. Student progress is 

shown through reduced levels of assistance (LOAs) and through increased accuracy. For students being assessed 

through the FSAA—Datafolio, teachers submit student work samples across three collection periods throughout 

the school year. Using predefined activity choices, teachers develop typical classroom activities/tasks that are 

aligned with essential understandings (EUs) and Access Point standards. EUs are supports that unpack the Access 

Points to assist in the teaching and learning of the standards. Student evidence from all three collection periods is 

submitted by the teacher via an online system and independently scored to determine the student’s progress 

toward content access within each content area assessed.  

1.1 HISTORY  

History of Alternate Assessment in Florida 

Florida’s focus on educational accountability began in 1991 with its school improvement and 

accountability legislation. The intent of this legislation was to ensure higher levels of achievement for all students 

and greater accountability for schools. In 1996, the State Board of Education adopted the Sunshine State 

Standards, and the Florida Legislature authorized the Florida Comprehensive Assessment Test (FCAT). During 
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this same time period, efforts were made to build capacity within school districts to develop and implement local 

alternate assessment tools for students for whom the FCAT was not appropriate. In 1999, the Legislature passed 

the A+ Plan for Education, which increased the rigor of standards and accountability for students, schools, and 

educators. The assessment system included reading and mathematics in grades 3–10; writing in grades 4, 8, and 

10; and science in grades 5, 8, and 11. The development of a school grading system was implemented in 1999, 

and a system for calculating individual academic growth over the course of a year was established in 2000. In 

2002, the Florida Alternate Assessment Report (FAAR) was developed to provide information on the progress of 

students with disabilities using the Sunshine State Standards for Special Diploma academic standards. Teachers 

used the FAAR as a reporting mechanism that reflected student progress on the standards based on locally 

determined assessments. The FAAR was intended to function as a uniform tool for reporting the outcomes of 

assessment data for students in grades 3–11.  

In 2005, Florida began the process of revising the Sunshine State Standards. As part of this revision, 

Access Points for students with the most significant cognitive disabilities were developed. These Access Points 

represented the core intent of the standards with reduced levels of complexity. The work of developing Access 

Points for the expansion of the Sunshine State Standards was funded by the State of Florida (FDOE, Bureau of 

Exceptional Education and Student Services) and organized by staff from the Accountability and Assessment for 

Students with Disabilities Project at the Panhandle Area Education Consortium and the Accommodations and 

Modifications for Students with Disabilities Project at Florida State University. The Access Points writing groups 

comprised parents/guardians, teachers, and university personnel with special education and content expertise. In 

conjunction with this activity, Florida entered into a contractual agreement with Measured Progress in 2007 to 

design and develop a statewide alternate assessment based on alternate achievement standards. The intent was to 

replace the FAAR system of local assessments and state reporting aligned with previous standards with a new 

statewide assessment aligned with the newly adopted Access Points. The Access Points Advisory Committee on 

Instruction and Alternate Assessment, representing the perspectives of parents/guardians, teachers, and 

administrators, was created to provide input on the development of the new performance-based assessment: the 

Florida Alternate Assessment (FAA). Following a field test in 2007, the FAA was administered operationally to 

Florida’s students from 2008 to 2015. 

New educational standards for ELA and mathematics, the Florida Standards, were adopted by Florida in 

spring 2014. FS-APs were then developed to target the content of the Florida Standards at a less complex level for 

students with the most significant cognitive disabilities. New blueprints were developed, end-of-course (EOC) 

and social studies assessments were added, administration practices were refined, and teachers were tasked with 

submitting student responses through an online assessment platform. The assessment was rebranded as the Florida 

Standards Alternate Assessment—Performance Task starting in 2016. 
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FSAA—PT Developments in 2014–15 

The new Access Points were included in Florida access courses. A new assessment was required to assess 

students on the mastery of the new Access Points. NGSSS-APs for science remained unchanged. Measured 

Progress and FDOE entered into another contractual arrangement for the development of this new assessment in 

spring 2015. 

Measured Progress, in conjunction with FDOE, developed new assessment blueprints for ELA grades 3–

10 and for mathematics grades 3–8 to reflect the shift to the new Florida Standards. In addition, assessment 

blueprints were developed for high school end-of-course (EOC) assessments for Algebra 1, Geometry, and 

Biology 1. 

Next, an item bank alignment study was performed by Measured Progress content specialists to identify 

which available FAA item sets were aligned with the new FSAA assessment blueprints. The content specialists 

also associated each item set with an aligned FS-AP for mathematics or ELA. Content areas with gaps in coverage 

of the new FSAA assessment blueprints, as identified in the results of the item bank alignment study, were then 

targeted for 2015–16 new development.  

 Item development for the new FSAA—PT began in January 2015. The new development included 56 

item sets for ELA, 64 item sets for mathematics, and 24 item sets for science. In addition to the new development, 

stylistic improvements were made to previously developed item sets to comply with the new assessment design 

features.  

Also included in this development cycle were 24 text-based writing prompts. Five selected-response tasks 

and one open-response task were developed for each writing prompt. All text-based writing development, 

intended to replenish the assessment for up to five administration cycles, was scheduled to be field-tested on the 

2016 FSAA—PT. The two levels were developed to provide a variety of students with the ability to respond to 

text with a written product.  

The five selected-response tasks work together to create the written product through very guided 

selected-response items. An open-response prompt requires students to create their own written product. Students 

may use the mode of communication that is most appropriate for them. The teacher follows the script to walk the 

student through the creation of the written product. The difficulty of the open-response items was developed to 

vary across grade spans by the complexity of the passage to which the student is responding, and to vary in the 

amount of support provided to the student in creation of the written product (i.e., from sentence starters on the 

response template worksheet in the lower grades to a blank response template worksheet in grades 9 and 10).  

Because text-based writing was a new component for alternate assessment in Florida, the initial design of the 

writing prompts was presented to the Access Points Advisory Committee on Instruction and Alternate Assessment 

for feedback in June 2015. Initially, the intent of the design was for students to be administered either the 

selected-response prompt (lower complexity) or the open-response prompt (higher complexity).  
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Major developments for an online system occurred throughout 2015. This resulted in the development of 

the Administration and Registration Tool (ART) and the FSAA Online System testing platform.  

Measured Progress, in conjunction with FDOE, developed new administration trainings and materials that 

were presented to Alternate Assessment Coordinators (AACs) and district trainers at the October 2015 Train-the-

Trainer workshops. Administration training modules were also developed as a means of educating teachers about 

the new assessment. The FSAA Online System User Guide and corresponding tutorials were developed to teach 

users how to navigate the FSAA Online System. 

FSAA—PT Developments in 2015–16 

The operational field test for the FSAA—PT occurred in spring 2016. All students were presented with a 

core set of 16 item sets per grade/course assessed. Students were also presented with three matrix item sets 

totaling 19 sets per grade/course. In addition, ELA included two text-based writing prompts: a selected-response 

prompt and an open-response prompt. The decision to administer the selected-response prompt (lower 

complexity) and the open-response prompt (higher complexity) to all students was an outcome of the January 

2016 Technical Advisory Committee (TAC) meeting. TAC members recommended that all students take both 

levels to allow for maximum access and demonstration of ability. 

All students were administered that FSAA—PT using paper-based components. Teachers recorded 

student responses in the test booklet as they were administered and then entered the responses into the FSAA 

Online System when administration was complete.  

Student results were provided to schools and districts in June 2016. For each academic area assessed, 

results included raw score information for each level of complexity based on student performance on the first 10 

item sets. This was an interim reporting process, as standard setting was not conducted until February 2017; 

however, FDOE felt it was important to provide stakeholders with information about student performance. The 

first 10 item sets were reported since those were administered following the typical adaptive model that is 

reflected in the FSAA—PT test design. Informational brochures that explained the design of the assessment, the 

role of Access Points, and how to interpret the scores were provided to teachers and parents/guardians along with 

Student and Parent Reports in July 2016. Schools and districts also received Student Roster Reports for each 

academic area presenting their students’ individual performances, including “Not Tested” participation status 

codes as applicable. In addition, districts were provided with two data files: Student Test Results Data File and 

Assessed Summary Data File. The Student Test Results Data File included basic demographic information, test 

participation status, and item set scores for each student within the district detailed by school. The Assessed 

Summary Data File included the number of students identified as “Tested” and the number of students “Not 

Tested” by grade and content area within the district detailed by school.  
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As the FSAA—PT was a new assessment, a standard-setting process was required. Standard setting was 

conducted in February 2017 to establish cut scores for each of four achievement levels in ELA, mathematics, and 

science. 

FSAA—PT Developments in 2016–17 

The first fully operational administration for the FSAA—PT occurred in the spring of 2017 for ELA, 

mathematics, and science. All students were presented with a core set of 16 item sets per grade/course assessed. 

Students were also presented with three matrix item sets totaling 19 sets per grade/course. In addition, ELA 

included two text-based writing prompts. Two additional end-of-course assessments, Civics and U.S. History, 

were operationally field-tested in spring 2017. 

All students were administered that FSAA—PT using paper-based components. Teachers recorded 

student responses in the test booklet during administration, and then entered the responses into the FSAA Online 

System when administration was complete.  

As the FSAA—PT social studies end-of-course assessments were new, a standard-setting process was 

required. Standard setting was conducted in July 2017 to establish cut scores for each achievement level in Civics 

and U.S. History.  

Student and Parent Reports were provided to teachers and parents/guardians in spring 2017. For ELA, 

mathematics, and science, the reports included the student’s scaled score, achievement level, complexity level, 

and student accuracy. The reports also indicated how the student’s performance compared to that of other students 

who took the same assessment in the same school, in the same district, and in the state. The social studies reports 

only included raw score information about each level of complexity because standard-setting activities had yet to 

be completed. An interpretative guide related to student and school reports, Understanding the Florida Standards 

Alternate Assessment Reports, was available for parents/guardians, teachers, and administrators. 

FSAA—PT Developments in 2017–18 

Civics and U.S. History were operationally administered for the first time in the spring of 2018. All social 

studies items were previously operationally field-tested in 2017. 

In 2017–18, Measured Progress, in conjunction with FDOE, began the process of transitioning the braille 

version of the FSAA—PT from English Braille American Edition (EBAE) to Unified English Braille (UEB). 

Measured Progress collaborated with the Florida Instructional Materials Center for the Visually Impaired (FIMC-

VI) to translate grades 3–5 of the operational tests and practice tests to UEB. The goal is for all FSAA—PT 

assessments to be UEB by the 2019–20 administration.  

In 2017–18, three new training videos were developed to supplement the administration training modules 

and resources. The administration videos modeled key procedures including scaffolding and presentation of the 

https://fsaa-training.onlinehelp.measuredprogress.org/wp-content/uploads/sites/8/2017/08/FSAA_InterpGuide_2017.pdf
https://fsaa-training.onlinehelp.measuredprogress.org/wp-content/uploads/sites/8/2017/08/FSAA_InterpGuide_2017.pdf
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open-response writing prompt. The administration videos were embedded in the training modules and were also 

available as stand-alone resources on the FSAA Portal. 

FSAA—PT Developments in 2018–19 

In 2018–19, Measured Progress continued to collaborate with FIMC-VI to transition the braille version of 

the FSAA—PT from EBAE to UEB. Grades 6–8, Civics, and Algebra 1 operational items and practice tests were 

translated to UEB. A full-day Train-the-Trainer and an update Train-the-Trainer presentation and training were 

implemented in the summer of 2018. 

1.2 CORE BELIEFS 

The mission of FDOE is to lead and support schools and communities in ensuring that all students 

achieve at the high levels needed to be college- and career-ready, to lead fulfilling and productive lives, and to 

contribute to society. The core beliefs of FDOE are as follows:  

▪ All students can learn. 

▪ All students should have access to the general curriculum. 

▪ All students should be challenged. 

▪ All students should have opportunities to demonstrate what they know and can do. 

1.3 STAKEHOLDERS 

Many stakeholders are involved in the ongoing development of the FSAA—PT. The Access Points 

Advisory Committee on Instruction and Alternate Assessment, comprising teachers, parents/guardians, and 

administrators, was instrumental in providing recommendations for changes to the FSAA program. At this point, 

there has not been a need to meet with this group as the FSAA program for 2018–19 did not have major changes. 

However, FDOE continues to receive stakeholder feedback related to the FSAA program through a designated 

subcommittee of the State Advisory Committee, the Access Subgroup. In addition, the Content Advisory 

Committee (see Appendix A, Table A-1) meets annually to review FSAA—PT specifications and item 

development plans.  

A bias and sensitivity work group, comprising general education and exceptional student education (ESE) 

teachers, specialists, and administrators, gathers in the spring to review passages prior to the start of item 

development for the ELA assessment. Content and bias work groups, comprising general education and ESE 

teachers, specialists, and administrators, convene in the summer to review newly developed items. Each ELA, 

mathematics, science, and social studies content group reviews items for content, alignment with the Access 

Points, appropriateness for the population of students being assessed, and ratings of item complexity (i.e., Depth 
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of Knowledge [DOK] and Presentation Rubric indices). Separate bias and sensitivity groups review the ELA, 

mathematics, science, and social studies items. 

1.4 PURPOSES  

The primary purposes of the FSAA—PT are (1) to assess the annual learning gains of each student toward 

achieving state standards appropriate for the student’s grade level; (2) to provide data for making decisions 

regarding school accountability and recognition; (3) to assess how well educational goals and curricular standards 

are met at the school, district, and state levels; (4) to provide information to aid in the evaluation and development 

of educational programs and policies; and (5) to provide information about the performance of Florida students 

compared with that of other students across the United States. 

1.5 RESULT USES  

2018–19 FSAA—PT results were provided at the student, school, district, and state levels. An 

interpretative guide related to student and school reports, Understanding the Florida Standards Alternate 

Assessment—Performance Task Reports, was available on the FSAA Portal. Educators, parents, and guardians 

were encouraged to use the reported scores to inform instruction and chart student progress in mastery of the 

Access Points. 

Results of the FSAA—PT show educators how students with the most significant cognitive disabilities 

are progressing toward learning the knowledge and skills contained in the Access Points. The results can be used 

to assist IEP teams in developing annual goals and objectives. IEP teams are encouraged to examine the results in 

conjunction with other information—such as progress reports, report cards, and parent/guardian and teacher 

observations—to see what additional instruction, supports, and aids are needed and in which areas. 

The results can also be used to improve instructional planning. For example, a student whose performance 

suggests mastery of Access Points at the lowest level of complexity may be ready for work that is more difficult, 

and instructional planning will likely focus on Access Points at a higher level of complexity. Students’ scores may 

also indicate a need for adjustments to the curriculum or for the provision of additional student supports and 

learning opportunities. 

1.6 PARTICIPATION 

The IDEA requires that students with disabilities be included in each state’s system of accountability and 

that students with disabilities have access to the general curriculum. The ESSA also speaks to the inclusion of all 

children in a state’s accountability system by requiring states to report student achievement for all students as well 

as for specific groups of students (e.g., students with disabilities, students for whom English is a second language) 

on a disaggregated basis. These federal laws reflect an ongoing concern about equity. All students should be 
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academically challenged and taught to high standards. The involvement of all students in the educational 

accountability system provides a means of measuring progress toward that goal. 

IEP teams are responsible for determining whether students with disabilities will be assessed through 

administration of the general statewide, standardized assessment or instructed in APs and assessed through the 

FSAA program, based on criteria outlined in Rule 6A-1.0943(5), Florida Administrative Code (F.A.C.). IEP 

teams should consider the student’s present level of educational performance in reference to the Next Generation 

Sunshine State Standards and Florida Standards. IEP teams should also be knowledgeable of guidelines and the 

use of appropriate testing accommodations. 

In order to facilitate informed and equitable decision-making, IEP teams should answer each of the 

questions referenced in Figure 1-1 when determining the appropriate course of instruction and assessment.  

 

Figure 1-1. 2018–19 FSAA—PT: Checklist for Course and Assessment Participation 

Questions to Guide the Decision-Making Process to Determine 
How a Student with a Disability Will Participate in the Statewide, Standardized 

Assessment Program 
YES NO 

1. Does the student have a significant cognitive disability? ______ ______ 

2. Even with appropriate and allowable instructional accommodations, 
assistive technology, or accessible instructional materials, does the 
student require modifications, as defined in Rule 6A-6.03411(1)(z), F.A.C., 
to the grade-level general state content standards pursuant to Rule 6A-
1.09401, F.A.C.? 

______ ______ 

3.  Does the student require direct instruction in academic areas of English 
language arts, mathematics, social studies, and science based on Access 
Points in order to acquire, generalize, and transfer skills across settings? 

______ ______ 

If the IEP team determines that a “yes” response to all three of the questions accurately characterizes a 

student’s current educational situation, then the FSAA should be used to provide meaningful evaluation of the 

student’s current academic achievement. If “yes” is not checked in all three areas, then the student should be 

instructed in the grade-level general state content standards and participate in the general statewide assessment 

with accommodations, as appropriate.  

Once the IEP team determines that a student will be instructed in Access Points and will therefore 

participate in the FSAA program, the next step is to determine the avenue in which the student will be 

assessed—through the FSAA—PT or the FSAA—Datafolio. Further guidance on how this determination is 

made is available in the Assessment Planning Resource Guide for Individual Educational Plan (IEP) Teams. 

In addition, if the decision of the IEP team is that the student will participate in access courses and be 

assessed through the FSAA, the parents/guardians of the student must give signed consent to have their child 

instructed in Access Points and his or her achievement measured based on alternate achievement standards. This 

decision must be documented on the Parental Consent Form—Instruction in the State Standards Access Points 
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Curriculum and Statewide, Standardized Alternate Assessment. The student’s IEP must also include a statement 

of why the alternate assessment is appropriate and why the student cannot participate in the general assessment.  

A technical assistance paper and assessment participation checklist providing guidance regarding the 

recent revision of Rule 6A-1.0943(4), Florida Administrative Code, effective May 5th, 2017, can be accessed 

online (info.fldoe.org/docushare/dsweb/Get/Document-7301/dps-2014-208.pdf ). 

For each content area, a summary of participation rates and the breakdown by demographic category can 

be found in Appendix B. 

 

https://info.fldoe.org/docushare/dsweb/Get/Document-7301/dps-2014-208.pdf
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SECTION II TEST DEVELOPMENT, ADMINISTRATION, 

SCORING, AND REPORTING 

CHAPTER 2 TEST CONTENT 

2.1 HISTORY OF ALTERNATE ACHIEVEMENT STANDARDS AND ACCESS POINTS 

Designed specifically for students with the most significant cognitive disabilities, the FSAA measures 

student performance based on alternate achievement standards and is aligned with the Florida Standards Access 

Points (FS-APs) for English language arts (ELA) and mathematics, and with the Next Generation Sunshine State 

Standards Access Points (NGSSS-APs) for science and social studies. Access Points reflect the key concepts of 

the Florida Standards and the Next Generation Sunshine State Standards (NGSSS) at reduced levels of complexity 

and include content that has been prioritized and aligned with the academic grade-level content standards for the 

Florida general assessment. The Access Points include curriculum content that students with significant cognitive 

disabilities are expected to access and learn during the course of their instructional programs.  

In 2005, the development of Sunshine State Standards Access Points in language arts and mathematics 

was funded by the Bureau of Exceptional Education and Student Services and organized by staff from the 

Accountability and Assessment for Students with Disabilities Project at the Panhandle Area Educational 

Consortium and from the Accommodations and Modifications for Students with Disabilities Project at Florida 

State University. To begin this process, school districts were invited to nominate participants from across the 

state—including exceptional student education (ESE) teachers, general education teachers, teachers of English 

language learners (ELLs), university instructors, and parents/guardians—to draft Access Points for three levels of 

complexity: Participatory, Supported, and Independent. The draft Access Points were aligned with the 

benchmarks for the 1996 Sunshine State Standards. In December 2005, the Access Points for language arts and 

mathematics were posted for public review in an online survey.  

Beginning in January 2006, staff from the Accountability and Assessment for Students with Disabilities 

Project at the Panhandle Area Educational Consortium and from the Accommodations and Modifications for 

Students with Disabilities Project at Florida State University worked together to align the draft Access Points for 

language arts with the revised benchmarks of the Sunshine State Standards. Throughout the process, teachers and 

university personnel with expertise in language arts and those with expertise in curriculum for students with 

disabilities were consulted, although no formal writing team was established. In April 2006, the Access Points 

were included in an online survey with the revisions to the language arts Sunshine State Standards and were 

aligned with further revisions to the general education standards. The final draft of the language arts Access 

Points was adopted by the State Board of Education on January 25, 2007.  
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In September 2006, the Office of Mathematics and Science convened a committee of framers to consider 

the framework for the revision of the Sunshine State Standards for science content. From October 2006 to January 

2007, a committee met to write the new standards according to the structure set by the framers. The drafts of the 

standards were provided to the public via online sources and through public forums in various locations around 

the state. Online reviewers were able to rate the standards and provide comment. Online reviewers provided 

43,025 ratings of 504 draft standards and benchmarks. Of these reviewers, 1,391 interested persons completed the 

visitor profile. These reviewers identified themselves, in descending order of numbers of reviewers, as teachers, 

administrators, district staff, other interested persons, parents, and no response. Additionally, experts in 

mathematics and mathematics curriculum were gathered to provide an in-depth review of the drafts for comment 

and revision. From April 2007 to June 2007, the benchmarks were revised based on the considerable input from 

the committees and other reviewers. By February 2008, the State Board approved the NGSSS in ELA, 

mathematics, and science. 

From 2009 through 2010, Florida educators, content experts, and reviewers took on leadership roles in the 

development of mathematics and ELA Common Core State Standards (CCSS) for grades K–12. Throughout this 

time, FDOE staff met face-to-face with writers prior to the first draft of the K–12 standards. Preliminary and final 

drafts of the standards were reviewed by staff and key stakeholders across the state.  

In August 2013, Governor Rick Scott convened Florida’s top education leaders and bipartisan 

stakeholders to discuss the sustainability and transparency of the state’s accountability system. Based on input 

from the summit, Governor Scott signed the Florida Plan for Education Accountability (Executive Order 13-276) 

in September 2013. At this time, Governor Scott opened three channels for the public to provide input about the 

CCSS to policymakers. First, three public meetings were held throughout the state at which attendees had the 

opportunity to communicate support for the standards as well as concerns about the standards. Second, a website 

was posted that presented information about the proposed standards, transcripts of the public meetings, and other 

resources. A form was provided on the website for public input. Third, an e-mail address was created for 

individuals to send their comments directly to FDOE.  

Based on the results of the public comment, in January 2014, FDOE recommended that changes be made 

to the standards that had been adopted in July 2010. The changes were based on the results of public review and 

comment. At this time, the CCSS were renamed “Florida Standards.” On February 18, 2014, the Mathematics 

Florida Standards (MAFS) and Language Arts Florida Standards (LAFS) were approved by the Florida State 

Board of Education. The approved Florida Standards for mathematics and ELA reflected stakeholder input and 

stressed a broader approach to student learning, including an increased emphasis on analytical thinking.  

When the State Board of Education adopted the new Florida Standards in February 2014, it became 

necessary to develop new Access Points for mathematics and ELA that were appropriate for Florida students with 

the most significant cognitive disabilities. As is the case with the NGSSS, these new Access Points for students 

with the most significant cognitive disabilities needed to fully align with the Florida Standards. In addition, access 
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courses for students with the most significant cognitive disabilities were revised to contain these new Access 

Points. The new Access Points identified the most salient grade-level, core academic content for students with the 

most significant cognitive disabilities. It is important to note that the Access Points were not “extensions” to the 

standards but instead illustrated the necessary core content, knowledge, and skills that students with the most 

significant cognitive disabilities need at each grade to promote success in the next grade. The majority of adopted 

Access Points also included a series of essential understandings (EUs). EUs are supports that unpack the Access 

Points to assist in the teaching and learning of the standards. The EUs were intended to be fluid and to supplement 

instruction as the new standards evolved. Table 2-1 below indicates the dates the Access Points were approved by 

the Florida State Board of Education (SBE). 

Table 2-1. 2018–19 FSAA—PT: Access Point Approval Dates 

Access Points SBE Approval Date 

ELA Florida Standards Access Points June 2014 

Mathematics Florida Standards Access Points February 2016 

Science Next Generation Sunshine State Standards Access Points February 2016 

Social Studies Next Generation Sunshine State Standards Access 
Points 

May 2016 

2.2  ALIGNMENT AND LINKAGES 

FDOE contracted with the Human Resources Research Organization (HumRRO) to conduct alignment 

studies of the FSAA—PT assessments. The alignment study for the mathematics, ELA, and science assessments 

was conducted in July 2016 and focused on the spring 2016 administration. The alignment study for the writing 

and social studies assessments was conducted in June 2017 and focused on the spring 2017 administration. For 

both studies, HumRRO used the Links for Academic Learning (LAL) alignment method developed by the 

National Alternate Assessment Center as the basis to conduct the content alignment reviews and analyze the 

results (Flowers, Wakeman, Browder, & Karvonen, 2007). HumRRO adapted this method to best fit FDOE’s data 

analysis needs. The criteria are listed below: 

▪ Criterion 1: Age Appropriate—The content is referenced to the student’s assigned grade level 

(based on chronological age). 

▪ Criterion 2: Standards Fidelity— 

o Content Centrality—The target content of the Access Points maintains fidelity with 

the content of the original grade-level standards. 

o Performance Centrality—The focus of achievement of the Access Points maintains 

fidelity with the specified performance in the grade-level standards. 

▪ Criterion 3: Content Coverage— (HumRRO Alignment Method) Uses three of four 

HumRRO criteria: Items represent Access Point content, items represent content categories, 

and Depth of Knowledge (DOK) represents Access Point content.  
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▪ Criterion 4: Content Differentiation—The level of differentiation of content across grade 

levels is appropriate. 

▪ Criterion 5: Achievement—The expected achievement provides the students an adequate 

opportunity to show learning of grade-referenced academic content. 

▪ Criterion 6: Performance Accuracy—The potential barriers to demonstrating what students 

know and can do are minimized in the assessment to increase measurement accuracy of 

student performance. 

The LAL method is appropriate for alignment of the Access Points to the corresponding MAFS, LAFS, 

and Next Generation Sunshine State Standards. Criteria 1–6 were included in the review of the items; however, 

only Criteria 1, 2, 4, and 6 were applied to a review of the Access Points. (The Florida Alternate Assessment 

Alignment Reports are available through the FDOE website.)  

2.3 ASSESSMENT DESIGN 

2.3.1 FSAA—PT Test Design 

In 2014, FDOE issued ITN 2015-43 to solicit proposals for the development and administration of a new 

alternate assessment, intended to replace the Florida Alternate Assessment (FAA). This new assessment would be 

aligned with the Florida Standards Access Points (FS-APs) in ELA and mathematics and with the Next 

Generation Sunshine State Standards Access Points (NGSSS-APs) for science and social studies. In spring 2015, 

a contract was awarded to Measured Progress to develop the FSAA, which included both performance-based and 

portfolio-based assessments.  

The new design of the performance-based assessment is similar to the FAA in that all items were 

developed as item sets containing three tasks (Tasks 1, 2, and 3), arranged in order of increasing level of 

complexity. The labels “Task 1,” “Task 2,” and “Task 3” replaced the previous labels “Participatory,” 

“Supported,” and “Independent.” Scaffolding, as we use the term, is the process of decreasing response options 

when a student responds incorrectly at Task 1. This process was maintained, though it was reduced to only one 

scaffolded attempt per item instead of two. 

For science and social studies, the item sets were aligned with the NGSSS-APs at the three levels of 

complexity. For mathematics and ELA, the item sets were aligned differently: Tasks 1 and 2 were aligned with 

the essential understandings (EUs), while Task 3 (the most complex) was aligned with the FS-APs.  

The writing prompt section of the ELA assessment included two prompts. Writing Prompt 1 consisted of 

five selected-response tasks in response to text. Writing Prompt 2 used an open-response format that required a 

student to create a written product. Both writing prompts target the EUs for selected FS-APs. 

For administration purposes, each content area of the 2018–19 FSAA—PT was separated into two or 

three sessions. Each session required the teacher to follow different administration procedures as outlined below.  
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Session 1 included the first 16 item sets. These item sets were administered adaptively—meaning the 

teacher continued to administer tasks in an item set only if the student responded correctly without scaffolding. It 

is important to remember that each item set contains three tasks, all addressing Access Points at varied levels of 

complexity. All students entered each item set at the lowest level of complexity (Task 1). As the student moved 

up through the tasks in an item set, the level of difficultly increased. This administration procedure is consistent 

with prior administration of the FAA.  

Session 2 included three field-test item sets in ELA, mathematics, science, and social studies. Teachers 

administered these items in a non-adaptive manner—meaning that the teacher administered all three tasks in an 

item set, regardless of whether the student answered each task correctly, incorrectly, or provided no response. 

Session 3 (ELA only) included Writing Prompts 1 and 2. For Writing Prompt 1, each student was read a 

passage followed by five selected-response questions. The student responded to these questions by selecting from 

a field of options in the response booklet. The five selected-response questions are administered as a series with 

each one building on the previous question, with the final outcome being a full writing product in response to a 

passage. For Writing Prompt 2, a second passage was read to the student. The teacher then administered the open-

response writing prompt by guiding the student through a series of scripted tasks. The student responded utilizing 

his or her primary mode of communication to create a written product. A student’s written product was submitted 

in the FSAA Online System. Each student (grades 4–10) was administered both prompts. 

All content on the 2018–19 FSAA—PT was fully aligned with the FS-APs. Table 2-2 displays the grades 

and content areas assessed on the 2018–19 FSAA—PT. 

Table 2-2. 2018–19 FSAA—PT: Grades and Content Areas Assessed 

Grade 
Level 

ELA Mathematics Science 
Algebra 1 

EOC 
Biology 1 

EOC 
Geometry 

EOC 
Civics 
EOC 

U.S. History 
EOC 

3 X X 

4 X X 

5 X X X 

6 X X 

7 X X X 

8 X X X 

9 (ELA 1) X 

10 (ELA 2) X 

High 
School 

X X X X 

▪ ELA access courses are assessed in grades 3–8 with text-based writing prompts in grades 4–

10. Grade 9 students are administered the ELA 1 assessment, and grade 10 students are

administered the ELA 2 assessment. 
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▪ Math access courses are assessed in grades 3–8.

▪ Science access courses are assessed in grades 5 and 8.

▪ Algebra 1, Geometry, Biology 1, and U.S. History access courses are assessed in high school

upon completion of the course.

▪ The Civics access course is assessed in grade 7 or upon completion of the course.

In the initial Invitation to Negotiate (ITN) 2015-43, FDOE requested that the FSAA—PT administration 

be made available to students in both paper-based and computer-based testing formats. Although Florida decided 

to defer the online computer-based administration indefinitely, all FSAA—PT item sets were developed to 

support computer-based administrations. 

2.3.2 2018–19 FSAA—PT Item Set Design 

The 2018–19 FSAA—PT design is based on the broad range of knowledge, skills, and abilities of 

students with the most significant cognitive disabilities. The test design provides tiered participation within the 

assessment for students working at various levels of complexity. This design, as shown in Figure 2-1, consists of 

item sets built with three levels of cognitive demand—a low-level task (Task 1), a medium-level task (Task 2), 

and a high-level task (Task 3).  

Figure 2-1. 2018–19 FSAA—PT: Item Set Tiered Progression 

This tiered progression provides students with the opportunity to work to their fullest potential and allows 

for a greater range of access and challenge. A scaffolding structure is in place at the Task 1 level only. Scaffolding 

is the process of reducing the response options if the student is unable to respond accurately. 

The 2018–19 FSAA—PT also included a text-based writing assessment intended to assess a student’s 

ability to compose a product in response to text. The writing prompts, which were field-tested in 2016, included 

two levels of cognitive demand: 
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▪ The lower-level writing prompt included a series of five selected-response questions in 

response to text. The series of selected-response questions led a student to a full written 

product; for example, the student may have identified the topic, opening sentence, supporting 

details, and a conclusion. These tasks were not written to increase in complexity but were 

intended to lead a student to a full written product via selecting words/phrases from a field of 

options. All five tasks were administered to the student without the use of scaffolding. 

▪ The higher-level writing prompt included an open-response format in which the student was 

asked to respond to text utilizing his or her primary mode of communication. The teacher 

read a passage and then presented a series of questions to the student in a standardized, 

scripted sequence of steps. The student was asked to respond using information from the 

passage. A writing template and an outline template (grades 9–10 only) were provided to help 

structure the student’s response. The writing prompt was scored polytomously on four traits. 

For each trait, the student achieved a score of 0, 1, 2, or 3 (see Table 2-3).  

Table 2-3. 2018–19 FSAA—PT: Writing Type and Traits Scored 

Type Traits Scored (0–3) 

Informative 

▪ Title 

▪ Introduction 

▪ Details from the Passage that Support the Topic 

▪ Conclusion 

Persuasive 

▪ Title/Greeting 

▪ Introduction 

▪ Reasons from the Passage that Support the Claim 

▪ Conclusion 

 

2.3.3 Components 

The 2018–19 FSAA—PT consisted of the following paper-based components: test booklet, response 

booklet, passage booklet, and cards packet and/or strips packet.  

Accommodated materials were available for all student-facing materials (e.g., response booklet, passage 

booklet, cutout cards and/or strips) for students with visual impairments. The accommodated materials were 

available in both formats, contracted and uncontracted braille/tactile graphics.  

Table 2-4 outlines the number of forms for each grade and content area. The forms were clearly labeled 

on the cover of all test components.  
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Table 2-4. 2018–19 FSAA—PT: Number of Forms 

Grade Level / Content Area Number of Forms 

Grades 3–8  
ELA 1 (Grade 9) 

3 

ELA 2 (Grade 10)  
Access Algebra 1   
Access Geometry  
Access Biology 1   

Access Civics  
Access U.S. History 

2 

 

The test booklet contained item set tables that included all necessary instructions for teachers during 

administration. Each item set table included three sections:  

▪ The “Materials” column outlined for the test administrator which materials would be needed 

for the item. Both the materials provided for the administrator and the materials the 

administrator needed to gather from the classroom were identified. Stimulus and response 

options were identified for administrators to facilitate administration and standardize labeling 

of graphics for students with visual impairments.  

▪ The “Teacher Script” column consisted of a clear set of directions for administering each task 

to the student. It outlined directions for the teacher and indicated what text would be read 

aloud to the student. 

▪ The “Student Response” column indicated the response options and the correct response and 

provided a location for the teacher to record the student’s response. 

See an example of a 2018–19 FSAA—PT item set table in Appendix C. 

2.3.4 Administration 

For administration purposes, each content area of the 2018–19 FSAA—PT was separated into two or 

three sessions. Each session required the teacher to follow different administration procedures.  

Session 1 included the first 16 item sets and these sets were common across all forms. The Session 1 item 

sets were administered in an adaptive format—meaning the teacher continued to administer tasks in an item set 

only if the student responded correctly without scaffolding. It is important to remember that each item set contains 

three tasks, all addressing an FS-AP at varied levels of complexity. All students entered each item set at the 

lowest level of complexity. As the student moved up through the tasks in an item set, the level of complexity 

increased. 
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Session 2 included three field-test item sets. Teachers administered these items in a non-adaptive 

manner—meaning the teacher administered all three tasks in an item set, regardless of whether the student 

answered each task correctly or incorrectly, or provided no response.  

Session 3, only included in ELA assessments (grades 4–10), contained Writing Prompts 1 and 2. The 

writing prompts were common across all forms. For Writing Prompt 1, each student was read a passage followed 

by five selected-response questions. The student responded to these questions by selecting from a field of options 

in the response booklet. For Writing Prompt 2, the second passage was then read to the student. The teacher then 

administered the open-response writing prompt by guiding the student through a series of scripted tasks. The 

student responded utilizing his or her primary mode of communication to create a written product. 

2.4 CONTENT AND BLUEPRINTS 

English Language Arts 

Measured Progress was asked to develop new assessment blueprints for ELA grades 3–10 in order to 

fully align the FSAA—PT with the FS-APs (beginning with the 2015–16 administration). In developing the 

assessment blueprint for ELA, Measured Progress staff examined the following documents/resources: 

▪ Florida Standards Assessment Test Design Summary and Blueprint: English Language Arts 

▪ ELA access course descriptions for grades 3–10 

▪ Florida Standards and Florida Standards Access Points 

The ELA blueprint design consists of five reporting categories from the Florida Standards: Key Ideas and 

Details, Craft and Structure, Integration of Knowledge and Ideas, Language and Editing, and Text-Based Writing. 

These five categories comprise reading, writing, language, and speaking and listening standards. The genre may 

vary between informational and literary text as specified in each grade-level blueprint. Text-Based Writing is only 

addressed in grades 4–10. All newly developed item sets for ELA were to be field-tested and their statistics 

evaluated prior to using the items operationally. Accessibility and content specialists from Measured Progress and 

FDOE worked collaboratively together to develop the ELA blueprints. See Appendix D for test blueprints for all 

content areas. 

Mathematics 

Measured Progress was also asked to develop new assessment blueprints for mathematics grades 3–8 in 

order to fully align the FSAA—PT with the FS-APs (beginning with the 2015–16 administration). In addition, 

Florida requested that blueprints be developed to assess high school Access Algebra 1 and Access Geometry in an 

EOC format. All newly developed item sets for mathematics were to be field-tested and their statistics evaluated 
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prior to using the items operationally. Accessibility and content specialists from Measured Progress and FDOE 

worked collaboratively to develop the mathematics blueprints. (Appendix D contains all of the test blueprints.) 

Grades 3–5 address the five reporting categories introduced in elementary school mathematics; grades 6–

8 address the six reporting categories introduced in middle school mathematics; and Access Algebra 1 and Access 

Geometry address three reporting categories each, respective to the high school content introduced in each course.  

In developing the assessment blueprints for mathematics, Measured Progress staff examined the 

following documents/resources:  

▪ Florida Standards Assessment Test Design Summary and Blueprint: Mathematics  

▪ Mathematics access course descriptions for grades 3–8  

▪ Access Algebra 1 and Access Geometry course descriptions and EOC assessment blueprints 

▪ Florida Standards and Florida Standards Access Points  

Science 

Measured Progress was also asked to develop new assessment blueprints for Biology 1 EOC (beginning 

with the 2015–16 administration). Accessibility and content specialists from Measured Progress and FDOE 

worked collaboratively to develop the Biology 1 EOC blueprint. The blueprints for grades 5 and 8 science 

remained unchanged from the previous FAA assessment. (Appendix D contains all of the test blueprints.) 

All newly developed item sets for science were field-tested, and their statistics were evaluated prior to 

using the items as common.  

In developing the FSAA—PT blueprints for science, several documents were examined:  

▪ Alternate Assessment in Science for Students with Disabilities  

▪ Next Generation Sunshine State Standards with Access Points  

▪ FSA Biology 1 EOC assessment blueprint  

▪ Biology 1 access course description 

An emphasis was placed on the reporting categories at each grade level based on looking at the Big Ideas 

to see the range and quantity of benchmarks addressed and the range and quantity of Access Points addressed. 

The Access Points were then reviewed to see whether they were broad or narrow and whether the topics within 

them could support more development and seem more relevant for this population of students.  

The content assessed in alternate assessment reflects the same areas assessed by the Statewide Science 

Assessment. Item sets focus on the science content assessed by the Statewide Science Assessment at each grade 

level based on the standards that are addressed.  
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Social Studies 

The social studies blueprint design was based on the Next Generation Sunshine State Standards. Access 

Civics EOC addresses the four reporting categories’ content introduced in the grade 7 course. Access U.S. History 

EOC addresses the three reporting categories’ content introduced in the high school course. 

All newly developed item sets for social studies were field-tested, and their statistics were evaluated prior 

to using the items as common. 

In developing the test blueprint for social studies, several documents were examined: 

▪ Next Generation Sunshine State Standards with Access Points 

▪ Access Civics and Access U.S. History course descriptions   

▪ FSA Civics and U.S. History EOC assessment blueprints 
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CHAPTER 3 TEST DEVELOPMENT 

3.1 GENERAL PHILOSOPHY 

As noted previously, the FSAA—PT is intended to provide students with the most significant cognitive 

disabilities the opportunity to participate in a statewide assessment that is both meaningful and academically 

aligned. Given the wide diversity of this student population, great emphasis is placed on ensuring that the 2018–

19 FSAA—PT was appropriate and accessible to all students. The assessment design allowed students to progress 

through three levels of complexity in an item set (Task 1, Task 2, and Task 3). Task 1 items demanded the lowest 

level of knowledge and skills to provide students with the greatest access while still maintaining an academic 

foundation. 

To ensure that assessment items were written in a manner that supports the assessment’s design, the item 

development process was iterative, which allowed multiple opportunities for review of the items by Measured 

Progress Content Development (CD) content and accessibility staff, editorial staff, as well as staff from FDOE. In 

addition to the Measured Progress and the FDOE item-review process, separate committees composed of various 

Florida stakeholders also evaluated passages and items for content and bias. These committee members served as 

advisors during development, and represented different school cultures with diverse student populations. The 

reviews at different stages in the development process help ensure alignment with the FS-APs and the NGSSS-

APs. In addition, this multistage development and review process provided ample opportunity to evaluate items 

for their accessibility, appropriateness, and adherence to the principles of universal design. In this way, 

accessibility remains a primary area of consideration throughout the item development process. This is critical in 

developing an assessment that allows for the widest range of student participation, as educators seek to provide 

access to the general education curriculum and foster college- and career-ready expectations for students with the 

most significant cognitive disabilities.  

3.2 TEST DEVELOPMENT PROCESS 

3.2.1 Content Advisory Committee Review 

Prior to developing new content for the 2018–19 assessment, a Content Advisory Committee meeting was 

held in December 2017. The purpose of this meeting was to (1) provide feedback on the item-level specifications 

targeting standards for development in 2018–19, and (2) provide feedback on early concepts and direction for the 

2018–19 item development. 

This meeting took place in Orlando, Florida, and included a stakeholder group consisting of Florida 

educators and content specialists across various grade spans. Each content-specific panel included a group of 

general educators and exceptional student education (ESE) teachers. 
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Each of the panelists reviewed the item specifications that outlined the parameters and the recommended 

concepts for the new item development for 2018–19. The goal of this early stakeholder review was to ensure that 

future development would be fully aligned with the Access Points; that complexity would increase across the item 

sets; that the recommended settings/scenarios/topics were appropriate and would be familiar to Florida’s students; 

and that the targeted development would be fully accessible to all students. The panelists supplied feedback, 

which was recorded by the Measured Progress facilitator. This feedback was presented to FDOE for discussion 

and resolution. Changes were then made to the item-level specifications prior to the passage authoring, item 

writing, and graphic development process. 

3.2.2 Passage Bias and Sensitivity Review 

Issues of bias in test materials are of particular concern because an important tenet of assessment is to 

ensure that all students have an equal opportunity to demonstrate their knowledge and skills. For this reason, all 

passages are reviewed by a Passage Bias and Sensitivity Review Committee (see Appendix A, Table A-3) before 

the item development process begins.  

The Passage Bias and Sensitivity Review Committee met in Tallahassee at the Florida Department of 

Education on February 7, 2019. At this meeting, the committee had two tasks: to review the Bias and Sensitivity 

Guidelines for the Development of the Florida Alternate Assessment and to review the initial drafts of reading 

passages to determine if they were likely to place a particular group of students at an advantage or disadvantage 

for noneducational reasons. Emphasis was placed on the accessibility of the reading passages for the population of 

students in alternate assessment.  

The Passage Bias and Sensitivity Review Committee consisted of individuals selected to participate by 

Measured Progress and approved by FDOE (see Appendix A, Table A-3). They included ESE 

teachers/coordinators, general education teachers, administrators, AAC, and TVI. Also in attendance was an 

FDOE staff member with expertise in teaching students with the most significant cognitive disabilities and vision 

impairments. A representative from the FDOE Bureau of Student Achievement through Language Acquisition 

also participated on the panel. The Measured Progress accessibility specialist and lead developers for ELA 

participated along with additional staff from FDOE.  

Committee members reviewed the reading passages and made recommendations when they believed a 

particular portion of a passage showed bias toward a certain disability group, such as students with low hearing or 

low vision. Another area of recommendation involved age appropriateness and a review of whether the majority 

of students would have exposure to a topic or activity presented in a passage. All information from the bias 

meeting was compiled and any revisions to passages were made as appropriate. All revisions were incorporated 

prior to beginning the item development process. 
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3.2.3 Internal Item Review 

Item sets were initially developed by Measured Progress CD staff. It was the responsibility of the lead 

developer assigned to each content area to oversee all item development within that area for the FSAA—PT. After 

an item set was developed and reviewed by the lead developer, the item set was further reviewed by an 

accessibility specialist. The lead developer was responsible for making sure that the item set stayed true to the 

content of the Access Points it was assessing, and the accessibility specialist reviewed the item for the 

appropriateness of the topics used, materials required, and accessibility of the item for the population of students 

with the most significant cognitive disabilities. Item sets were also reviewed to ensure that they met the item 

specifications. Item sets were further reviewed by editorial staff to maintain consistency of language across the 

items and content areas. 

Assessment specifications for the 2018–19 FSAA—PT were developed and included in the document 

Test Design and Blueprint Specifications for English Language Arts, Mathematics, Science, and Social Studies 

2018–2019 (Appendix D). The test design document outlines a variety of item details such as the length and 

readability of passages for the reading portion of the assessment, the types of distractors at each level of 

complexity, parameters for graphics, and the appropriateness of topics for students being assessed through an 

alternate assessment. 

The Depth of Knowledge (DOK) and the Presentation Rubric collectively make up Complexity Indices 

specific to the FSAA—PT. The DOK has been a part of the specifications document since 2008–09. The 

Presentation Rubric was first developed in 2011–12 and existed as a stand-alone document until the rubric was 

more solidified. During both 2011–12 and 2012–13, the Presentation Rubric was enhanced based on discussions 

with FDOE and feedback received from the Advisory Committee (e.g., sample administration scripts and 

corresponding stimulus/response options were added to Volume of Information; clarifying examples were added 

to Vocabulary and Context, respectively).  

Figure 3-1 provides a flowchart outlining the item development process. There were multiple 

opportunities within the process for CD content and accessibility staff collaboration on item development, as well 

as for FDOE, the Measured Progress Publishing Department, and stakeholder review of items. This iterative 

process between Measured Progress staff, FDOE, and stakeholders ensured that quality items were developed that 

reflect the standards, specifications, and intentions set forth by FDOE. 
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Figure 3-1. 2018–19 FSAA—PT: Item Development Process 
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3.2.4 External Item Review 

FDOE participated in the review of newly developed item sets at three distinct times: early item 

development, late item development, and late test production. FDOE participated in initial item review from 

March to May 2018. All newly developed item sets were authored in Nimble Tools Suite (NTS), providing FDOE 

with the opportunity to evaluate the content of all new developments. FDOE comments were entered into NTS 

and submitted to the Measured Progress accessibility specialist to review in conjunction with the respective 

content area specialists from CD. Measured Progress tracked all resolutions in the item-authoring system. 

The second FDOE review phase occurred after the item content and bias sensitivity review meeting with 

stakeholders. During this phase, all newly developed item sets were revised (if needed) according to stakeholder’s 

recommendations and made available for FDOE review from July to September 2018. During this time, FDOE 

had the opportunity to evaluate all new development that followed from the stakeholder review. FDOE comments 

were captured in NTS and reviewed by the accessibility specialist in conjunction with the respective content area 

specialist from CD at Measured Progress. Measured Progress conducted meetings with FDOE to confirm the type 

and extent of changes being made to items.  

The third phase of FDOE review occurred during the paper-based and computer-based production 

processes. From September to December 2018, FDOE reviewed the paper-based forms of the assessment. Printed 

paper copies of all forms of the assessment, including the auxiliary components, were provided to FDOE for the 

purpose of final sign-off on all print-based materials. FDOE provided comments to Measured Progress in an 

electronic format. Comments were reviewed by the accessibility specialist in conjunction with the respective 

content area specialist from CD at Measured Progress; a list of resolutions was then provided to FDOE to confirm 

the type and extent of changes made to items. From November to December 2018, FDOE reviewed the computer-

based forms of the assessment. All forms were presented for review using the FSAA Online System testing 

platform (TAO–Testing Assisté par Ordinateur). FDOE provided feedback to Measured Progress, which was 

resolved by the accessibility specialist and editorial staff.  

3.2.5 Item Content and Bias/Sensitivity Reviews 

All of the newly developed items for the 2018–19 FSAA—PT were reviewed by stakeholders to confirm 

that the assessment content was aligned with FS-APs and to ensure that all item sets were free of bias or 

sensitivity concerns. This item review meeting was held in Tampa on June 12–15, 2018. 

All participants attended a group orientation geared toward content review or bias review. Stakeholder 

recruitment efforts were made to ensure that each content and bias panel consisted of ESE teachers/coordinators, 

general education teachers, administrators, AACs, and TVIs from a variety of different grades and backgrounds. 

Also in attendance was an FDOE staff member with expertise in teaching students with the most significant 
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cognitive disabilities and vision impairments. Participants were selected by Measured Progress and approved by 

the FDOE.  

Item Content Review panels (see Appendix A, Table A-1) were facilitated by content specialists for each 

content area. The Measured Progress accessibility specialist who had significant involvement in overseeing item 

development, item review, and writing the administration manual for the Florida Standards Alternate Assessment 

was also present to assist as needed. For each task, panelists were asked to ensure that the Access Points were 

addressed, to review and clarify administration language in the test booklet, to ensure that there was only one 

correct answer, to review the graphics for clarity, and to discuss overall complexity as noted in the DOK and the 

Presentation Rubrics. Each panelist reviewed the item sets individually and then shared his or her appraisal with 

the group. The collective recommendations were recorded by the facilitator.  

Item Bias/Sensitivity Review panels were also facilitated by a Measured Progress staff member. Panelists 

were asked to look at both the content and the graphics related to each task. They were asked to identify any 

sensitive topics or issues that may impede a student’s access to the assessment. They were also asked to identify 

any issue of bias that may put a student or group of students at an advantage or disadvantage when taking the 

assessment. As with the Item Content Review panels, each panelist reviewed the item sets individually, shared his 

or her feedback with the group, and the collective recommendations were recorded by the facilitator.  

After the panelists completed their content area review, Measured Progress staff—including the content 

developers, accessibility specialists, and program manager, along with a consultant with expertise on vision 

impairments—and FDOE staff met to review the panelists’ recommendations and incorporate recommendations, 

where appropriate, on each of the items. The recommendations dealt with both content and bias issues, such as 

simplifying graphics, changing distractors that might pose issues for students with hearing and/or visual 

impairments, reducing the complexity of the materials and/or distractors, and making minor changes to DOK 

and/or the Presentation Rubric ratings initially assigned by the test developer during item development. 

3.2.6 Edits and Refinements 

Following the item content and bias/sensitivity reviews, any revisions as an outcome of the committee 

meetings and FDOE decisions were made. The items, once revised, were made available in NTS for final 

approval by FDOE. Items and passage graphic captions then went through an editorial review process in which 

the keys and item specifications were verified, and any issues corrected. 
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CHAPTER 4  ALIGNMENT

4.1 PROMOTING ALIGNMENT THROUGH ACHIEVEMENT LEVEL POLICY DEFINITIONS 
AND ACHIEVEMENT LEVEL DESCRIPTIONS  

For the FSAA—PT, FDOE developed a set of Achievement Level Policy Definitions to delineate the 

expectations of achievement for each achievement level. In addition, grade- and content-specific achievement 

level descriptions (ALDs) were developed. The descriptions provide more granular information about student 

performance relative to the content area and grade level. The definitions and the descriptions guided (a) 

participants during the standard-setting process for the FSAA—PT in February 2017 and July 2017, (b) score 

interpretation on Student and Parent Reports, and (c) teacher understanding of expectations for the progression of 

student performance at each achievement level. The Achievement Level Policy Definitions and the ALDs can be 

found in Appendix E. 

4.1.1 Achievement Level Policy Definitions 

The Achievement Level Policy Definitions provide the overarching description of achievement as 

envisioned by FDOE for each achievement level. These definitions are consistent across grades; however, there is 

an increasing progression of expectation across the four achievement levels. The definitions developed by FDOE 

provide a policy-based claim that clearly explicates FDOE’s intended takeaway message regarding a student’s 

achievement within each achievement level. 

4.1.2 Achievement Level Descriptions, Grade Content as Modifier Specific 

For each achievement level on an assessment, the ALDs should explicate observable evidence of 

achievement, demonstrating how the skill changes and becomes more sophisticated across achievement levels. 

Schneider, Huff, Egan, Gaines, and Ferrara (2013) wrote that for the ALDs to be the foundation of test score 

interpretation, they should reflect more complex knowledge, skills, and abilities (KSAs) as the achievement levels 

increase (e.g., more complex KSAs should be expected for Advanced than for Proficient).  

The FSAA—PT ALDs provide performance expectations through demonstration of certain KSAs that are 

expected in a particular achievement level. These are specific to a particular grade and content area. The 

information in these achievement levels is tailored to include the Access Point(s) and performance-specific

detail(s). Each ALD contains some examples of the Access Points that may be assessed within tasks (Task 1, Task 

2, Task 3); these are examples and not an exhaustive list. As a whole, the ALDs are intended to provide 

descriptions of student performance expectations that increase across the four achievement levels. 
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The development of definitions and descriptions occurred during fall 2016. The definitions and 

descriptions were drafted by FDOE and Measured Progress, and were then reviewed by panelists as a final 

activity of the Content Advisory Committee in December 2016. In general, panelists only made minor 

recommendations to the language in the descriptions. Edits were incorporated and finalized with FDOE. During 

standard setting in February 2017 and July 2017, the definitions and descriptions for each grade and content area 

were provided to panelists and served as the official description of the KSAs that students would be expected to 

display for each achievement level. The information used within the ALDs provided some parameters and 

flexibility to produce a basic picture of student performance without being overly prescriptive. The standard-

setting panelists were able to come to a consensus with a generalized understanding of the information described 

in the ALDs due to their extensive knowledge of the FSAA—PT student population combined with their 

understanding of the Access Points.  

4.2 PROMOTING ALIGNMENT THROUGH STANDARD SETTING 

Standard setting was conducted in February 2017 (ELA, mathematics, and science) and July 2017 (social 

studies) to establish cut scores for each achievement level. To ensure continuity of score reporting across years, 

the cuts that were established at the standard-setting meeting will continue to be used in future years, until it is 

necessary to reset standards.  
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CHAPTER 5 TRAINING AND ADMINISTRATION 

5.1 ADMINISTRATOR TRAINING 

5.1.1 Professional Development 

Measured Progress, in conjunction with FDOE, hosted two half-day and one full-day FSAA—PT Train-

the-Trainer workshops. These trainings were held in Orlando on July 23, 24, and 27, 2018. All Alternate 

Assessment Coordinators (AACs) and/or designated district trainers were invited to attend the workshops. The 

half-day update workshop was designed for AACs who had previously attended the full-day workshop. This 

workshop highlighted new features and previewed key administration components of the 2018–19 FSAA—PT. 

The full-day workshop was designed for AACs who had not previously attended the full-day workshop. The full-

day workshop provided participants information on all aspects of the 2018–19 FSAA—PT. The participants who 

attended the trainings were in turn responsible for training individuals within districts and/or acting as a resource 

for 2018–19 FSAA—PT administration questions. A total of 70 individuals attended the half-day update trainings 

and a total of 28 individuals attended the full-day training in addition to FDOE members and representatives from 

Project Access (FDOE discretionary project providing resources to facilitate the teaching and learning of Access 

Points).  

These Train-the-Trainer workshops were provided by two Measured Progress accessibility specialists 

who were involved in the development, item review, and writing of the administration manual for the 2018–19 

FSAA—PT. The director of Client Services at Measured Progress also participated in the trainings by fielding 

questions and providing an overview of the FSAA Online System.  

This administration training included a 2018–19 FSAA—PT overview with new training requirements 

being discussed in detail to ensure that all district representatives had a clear understanding of their training 

expectations. The workshop provided a thorough review of the assessment, assessment components, 

administration procedures, and test design (detailed in Chapter 2). A large group discussion was held at the end of 

each training whereby the Measured Progress accessibility specialist and FDOE staff provided answers to 

questions generated throughout the day. The questions and answers gathered across the two workshops were 

compiled into one document that was made available to all participants following the meeting. The PowerPoint 

presentation, the 2018–2019 FSAA—PT Test Administration Manual, and all training activities used for the 2018–

19 FSAA—PT Train-the-Trainer workshops were provided to the participants for them to present in their 

respective districts.  

At the close of each session, participants were presented with the opportunity to provide feedback on the 

2018–19 FSAA—PT Train-the-Trainer workshops.  
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5.1.2 2018–19 FSAA—PT Administration Training Modules 

Teachers were required to receive 2018–19 FSAA—PT administration training prior to administering the 

assessment to students. This training was accomplished by participating in district face-to-face training or by 

completing each of three administration training modules online. Training requirements were dependent on prior 

experience with administering the FSAA—PT. Teachers who had NOT been previously trained to administer the 

FSAA—PT were required to attend a face-to-face training provided at the district level and were also 

recommended to review the administration training modules. Teachers who had been previously trained to 

administer the FSAA—PT could meet their training requirement by reviewing the administration training 

modules.  

The modules comprise PowerPoint slides with a voice-over narrative; closed-captioning was provided for 

teachers with hearing impairments. The administration training modules were designed to closely follow the 

information provided in the 2018–19 FSAA—PT Test Administration Manual. Teachers were encouraged to have 

a copy of the manual available while completing the three administration modules. At the end of each module, 

teachers were required to complete a brief quiz related to the information presented, as well as enter their contact 

information. At the end of Module 3, teachers were asked to complete a brief online feedback survey on the 

training. Each module required approximately 25 to 30 minutes to complete. An outline of the information 

covered in each training module is provided below. 

▪ Module 1: Assessment Overview  

o FSAA Overview  

o Important Dates 

o Design Overview 

o Assessment Components 

o Item Set Design 

▪ Module 2: Administration Procedures 

o Administration Procedures 

o Content-Specific Directions 

o Text-Based Writing Assessment 

▪ Module 3: Before, During, and After Administration  

o Before Administration 

o Practice Materials 

o Allowable Adjustments 

o Accommodations 

o During Administration 
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o After Administration 

The administration training modules were available to teachers 24 hours a day, 7 days a week starting 

October 30, 2018, through the administration window. In addition to the modules, supplementary administration 

training resources (e.g., training activities and checklists) were also available on the FSAA Portal for teachers. 

District-level personnel were responsible for ensuring that teachers who were scheduled to administer the 2018–

19 FSAA—PT had attended either a face-to-face training or completed all three of the administration training 

modules.  

Measured Progress used the contact information teachers entered after completing each module to send 

each district a list of teachers who had completed one or more of the three training modules during the online 

training window. Participation reports were updated and posted on a secure file transfer site approximately each 

week during the training window. District personnel were required to follow up with any teachers who had not yet 

completed the required trainings. 

In addition to the three administration training modules, all teachers who intended to administer the 2018–

19 FSAA—PT were also required to view a fourth module that provided instructions on how to enter and submit 

student responses into the FSAA Online System.  

Measured Progress provided FDOE and each district’s AAC with a final district-level summary report 

listing teachers who had completed each of the three administration modules. See Table 5-1 for a teacher 

participation summary. 

Table 5-1. 2018–19 FSAA—PT: Teacher Participation Summary 

Module 1: Assessment Overview 5,256 teachers completed 

Module 2: Administration Procedures 5,170 teachers completed 

Module 3: Before, During, and After 
Administration 

5,038 teachers completed 

Module 4: FSAA Online System* 6,116 teachers completed 

* All teachers were required to view Module 4. Teachers could attend a face-to-face OR watch the other modules. 

 

 Additionally, Measured Progress compiled a state-level summary listing the participation numbers for the 

modules as well as the results of the feedback survey. A total of 1,023 teachers participated in the feedback 

survey; results were shared and discussed with FDOE in an effort to improve future trainings. Survey results can 

be found in Appendix F. 
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5.1.3 Administration Manual 

The 2018–19 FSAA—PT Test Administration Manual was created by Measured Progress, in conjunction 

with FDOE. The 2018–19 FSAA—PT Test Administration Manual includes sections that outline the assessment 

and its purpose, the participation criteria for the assessment, the general administration procedures and materials 

of the assessment, the content-specific directions needed for the assessment, and allowable accommodations for 

specific sectors of the student population.  

The 2018–19 FSAA—PT Test Administration Manual was available to teachers for download on the 

FSAA Portal in August 2018 with printed copies arriving in districts in September 2018. 

5.1.4 Practice Materials 

Measured Progress provided FSAA—PT practice materials reflecting the new design of the assessment in 

2016. The practice tasks were selected from the pool of previously developed item sets. All practice tasks were 

fully aligned with the new FS-APs for ELA and mathematics, and with the NGSSS-APs for science and social 

studies. The selected practice tasks included a full representation of materials and presentations to best prepare 

students for the assessment. Trainers were advised to use practice materials in conjunction with the administration 

manual when providing face-to-face trainings. In addition, administering the practice materials provided teachers 

and students the opportunity to become familiar with the assessment materials, the administration of the 

assessment, the type of preparation needed by the teacher, the anticipated student mode of communication for 

answering selected-response and open-response items, pacing, and administration duration. FSAA—PT practice 

kits were available in two formats for trainers and teachers: printed kits and PDF versions posted on the FSAA 

Portal. Measured Progress also provided braille and tactile graphics practice materials to teachers as needed. In 

2018–19, grades 6–8, Civics, Algebra 1, and Geometry practice kits were translated into UEB and distributed to 

the field. Grades 3–5 were previously translated in 2017–18. (Again, all practice kits will gradually transition to 

UEB by 2019–20.) 
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5.2 OPERATIONAL ADMINISTRATION 

The 2018–19 FSAA—PT followed two administration windows as shown in Table 5-2. 

Table 5-2. 2018–19 FSAA—PT: Administration Windows 

 

The elementary and middle school assessments were administered February 25–April 12, 2019. Once 

teachers had completed administration, they were instructed to enter the student responses into the FSAA Online 

System. Elementary and middle school responses were expected to be entered into the system by April 12, 2019.  

The high school assessments were administered March 11–April 26, 2019. Once teachers had completed 

administration, they were instructed to enter the student responses into the FSAA Online System. All high school 

responses were expected to be entered into the system by April 26, 2019. Teachers were instructed to return all 

assessment materials to Piedra Data Services for storage no later than May 10, 2019. 

Reports were posted for districts on June 7, 2019, including district and school data files.  Paper reports 

were delivered to districts the week of July 9, 2019.  Reporting included all students assessed during the regular 

assessment window.   

Elementary and Middle School (Grades 3–8) and Access Civics EOC Testing Schedule 

Alternate Assessment Materials in Districts February 15–21, 2019 

Student Testing Window February 25–April 12, 2019 

Student Responses Entered into FSAA Online System 

No later than 11:59 p.m. (EST) on April 12, 
2019 

Return of Test Materials to Piedra Data Services No later than May 10, 2019 

High School Access ELA 1 and 2,  Access Algebra 1, Access Geometry, Access Biology 1, 

and Access U.S. History EOC Testing Schedule 

Alternate Assessment Materials in Districts March 11–15, 2019 or March 18–22, 2019 

Student Testing Window Upon receipt of materials through April 26, 
2019 

Student Responses Entered into FSAA Online System No later than 11:59 p.m. (EST) on April 26, 
2019 

Return of Test Materials to Piedra Data Services No later than May 10, 2019 
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Administration Survey Results 

An online administration survey was conducted from February 27 through May 3, 2019. Approximately 

981 educators who administered the assessment participated in the optional 2018–19 FSAA—PT administration 

survey. The survey asked educators to provide demographic information such as school district, number of years 

teaching, and number of years teaching students with the most significant cognitive disabilities. Teachers were 

also asked to provide information on the training they had attended and whether they would have liked any 

additional information on FSAA—PT topics. Feedback on the administration process, including the number of 

students administered, the amount of time required to administer a content area, and the ease of the administration 

process, was also collected. Lastly, teachers were given an opportunity to provide feedback on any general, 

student-specific, or item-specific considerations in an open-response format. Survey results can be found in 

Appendix F. 
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CHAPTER 6 SCORING 

6.1 ENGLISH LANGUAGE ARTS, MATHEMATICS, SCIENCE, AND SOCIAL STUDIES 

6.1.1 Machine Scoring 

The system allowed for teacher entry of student responses to be used for paper-based test delivery. 

Teachers administered and recorded student responses into the print-based test booklet. The test booklet served as 

evidence that could be used as a reference tool to double-check, review, and/or verify student responses. 

Responses were entered into the FSAA Online System following administration of the items. At the completion of 

the operational test, all test data were exported from the system and provided to the Measured Progress 

Information Technology Reporting Services (IT-Reporting) Department for analysis. 

The 2018–19 FSAA—PT was designed on the idea of providing students with the opportunity to work to 

their fullest potential by starting at the lowest level of complexity (Task 1) and working through the higher levels 

based on the accuracy of their responses. As the student works through the levels, the tasks increase in 

complexity. As discussed earlier, items were designed to be administered as item sets, with each item set 

including three tasks that addressed an Access Point at increasing levels of complexity. All students began an item 

set at the Task 1 level and continued to work through each level of complexity until they answered a question 

incorrectly or completed the item set through the Task 3 level. At the Task 1 level of complexity only, scaffolding 

is implemented if a student responds incorrectly to the initial presentation. Specifically, the number of response 

options is reduced from three to two, and Task 1 is readministered to the student. This scaffolding process was 

systematically used across all grades and content areas. All students were presented with 19 item sets (16 

operational, three field-test), and were machine scored for each content area. ELA also included two text-based 

writing prompts. The lower-level writing prompt was machine scored, while the open-response writing prompt 

required human scoring. 

Each task in an item set was scored as correct, incorrect, or not attempted. Non-responses are represented 

by a NULL in the data. Additionally, Task 1 items were indicated as being scaffolded or not scaffolded. A task 

was labeled as scaffolded when the scaffolding indicator was marked as “true.” A task was considered not 

attempted if the final student response was blank or NULL and, when applicable, the scaffolded response was 

blank or NULL. Detailed item set score assignments and the comprehensive data analysis requirements are 

provided in the “Processing and Reporting Business Requirements” document, which can be reviewed in 

Appendix G.  
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6.2 WRITING PROMPT 

6.2.1 Hand Scoring 

The images of student responses—both computer-generated and teacher-uploaded—to open-response 

items were hand scored through the iScore system. Scorers evaluated each response and recorded a score via 

keypad or mouse entry through the iScore system. When a scorer finished evaluating one response, the next 

response appeared immediately on the computer screen.  iScore is Measured Progress’s proprietary scoring 

software. 

Student confidentiality was easily maintained since all scoring was blind (district, school, and student 

names were not visible to scorers). The iScore system maintained the link between the student-response images 

and their associated test. The use of iScore also helped ensure that access to student responses was limited to 

those who were working for Measured Progress in a scoring capacity. Use of iScore eliminates the need for 

scorers to physically handle answer documents and related scoring materials. 

6.2.1.1 SCORING LOCATION AND STAFF 

Scoring Location 

In June 2018, Measured Progress formally affiliated with AdvancED. This affiliation gave Scoring 

Services the opportunity to expand capacity for scoring beyond the three existing Scoring Centers in Dover, NH, 

Longmont, CO, and Menands, NY. For the first time, the scoring of the FSAA—PT occurred at a new Scoring 

Center in Alpharetta, GA. The iScore database, its operation, and its administrative controls remained based in 

Dover, NH. The iScore system monitored accuracy, reliability, and consistency. 

Staff Positions 

The following staff members were involved with scoring the FSAA—PT responses: 

▪ The Assistant Director for Scoring Operations and Logistics oversaw communication and 

coordination of scoring.  

▪ The iScore operational manager coordinated technical aspects of the iScore system.  

▪ The scoring content specialist (writing) ensured consistency of scoring for all grades tested. 

The scoring content specialist also provided read-behind activities (defined in Section 

6.2.1.6) for scoring supervisors.   

▪ A scoring supervisor, selected from a pool of experienced scoring team leaders (STLs) for 

experienced ability to score accurately and to instruct and train scorers, led the scoring 

activity. The scoring supervisor provided read-behind activities for STLs. For this 

administration, the scoring supervisor from the Menands Scoring Center joined the team in 
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Alpharetta to provide additional consistency for the program as it transitioned its scoring 

location. 

▪ Numerous STLs, selected from a pool of skilled and experienced scorers, provided read-

behind activities for the scorers at their scoring tables. (The ratio of STLs to scorers was 

approximately 1:6.) Since this was the first time any scoring was conducted on the Alpharetta 

campus, all STLs completed an intensive “boot camp,” learning the fundamentals of scoring 

and team leadership.  

▪ Scorers at scoring sites scored operational student responses. Recruitment of scorers is 

described below.  

6.2.1.2 SCORER RECRUITMENT AND QUALIFICATIONS 

For writing prompt scoring of the 2018–19 FSAA—PT, Measured Progress actively sought a diverse 

scoring pool. The broad range of scorer backgrounds included scientists, business professionals, authors, teachers, 

graduate school students, and retired educators. Demographic information (e.g., educational background) about 

scorers was electronically captured for reporting and is provided in Tables 6-1 and 6-2. 

All scorers were required to have, at a minimum, a four-year college degree with demonstrated 

coursework related to the content being scored. Preference was given to individuals with degrees in education or 

in the content to be scored. In all cases, potential scorers were required to submit documentation (e.g., résumé 

and/or transcripts) of their qualifications. Tables 6-1 through 6-3 display the demographics of the 37 professionals 

who contributed as the 2018–19 FSAA—PT scoring leadership and scorers. 

All Scoring Services employees are required to sign a nondisclosure/confidentiality agreement. 

Table 6-1. 2018–19 FSAA—PT: Scorer Demographic Survey—Scorers  

Education 
Location 

Alpharetta Day Shift 

Bachelor’s Degree 21 

Master’s Degree 7 

Doctorate 1 

Grand Total 29 
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Table 6-2. 2018–19 FSAA—PT: Scorer Demographic Survey—Scoring Leadership  

Education 
Location 

Alpharetta Day Shift 

Bachelor's Degree 5 

Master's Degree 3 

Doctorate 0 

Grand Total 8 

 

Table 6-3. 2018–19 FSAA—PT: Qualifications of Scoring Leadership and Scorers 

Scoring  
Responsibility 

Educational Credentials 
Total 

Doctorate Master’s Bachelor’s Other 

Scoring Leadership 0  37.5%  62.5%  0  100% 

Scorers  2.5% 24.1% 72.4% 0 100% 

Scoring Leadership = Scoring Supervisors and Scoring Team Leaders 

6.2.1.3 METHODOLOGY FOR SCORING POLYTOMOUS ITEMS 

Possible Score Points 

As discussed in Section 2.3.2, Writing Prompt 2 was scored polytomously on four traits: Title, 

Introduction, Support, and Conclusion. For each trait, a student could achieve a score of 0, 1, 2, or 3.  

Scoring Procedures 

All student responses were scored either from uploaded evidence or computer-generated text. In the 

instance that both uploaded evidence and computer-generated text were available, the scorers first scored the 

uploaded evidence and used the computer-generated text for clarification and confirmation of the uploaded 

student writing evidence. If only computer-generated text was available, it was scored.  

Nonscorable Items 

Nonscorable items were those where the responses were such that it was not possible to give a number 

score. Scorers could designate a response as nonscorable for any of the following reasons: 

▪ Response was unreadable (illegible, too faint to see, or only partially legible/visible). 

▪ Response was written in a language other than English. 

▪ Response required clarification or adjudication by scoring leadership. 

▪ Response could not be scored for a reason other than those listed above. 
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Unreadable responses occur when the test administrator only uploads handwritten student evidence and 

does not transcribe it as a computer-generated response. Unreadable responses were rare, since most of the 

responses were submitted online as computer-generated responses. 

6.2.1.4 SCORER TRAINING 

Scorer training began with an introduction of the on-site scoring staff and an overview of the purpose and 

goals of the project (including discussion about the security, confidentiality, and proprietary nature of testing 

materials, scoring materials, and procedures). 

Next, scorers viewed the training module using the iScore system with individual monitors and headsets. 

The training module thoroughly examined and discussed the rubric for each trait to be scored. Rubrics had been 

developed as part of the item’s initial development process. 

Following their careful study of the rubric, scorers reviewed and/or scored the particular response set (i.e., 

anchor sets, practice sets) organized for that training. (These sets are defined in the following paragraphs.) 

Anchor Set 

The training module presented the anchor set to the scorers. This is a set approved and provided by 

FDOE. Responses in anchor sets are typical, rather than unusual or uncommon; solid, rather than controversial or 

borderline. The anchor sets serve as exemplars for the variety of possible score points. The anchor is read, the 

score for each trait is announced, and the rationale for each score is demonstrated through annotations on the 

screen. 

This anchor set continued to serve as a reference for scorers as they went on to calibration, scoring, and 

recalibration activities for that item. 

Practice Set 

After viewing the initial training module, the scorers next practiced applying the scoring guide and 

anchors to responses in the practice set. The practice set was intended to mimic live scoring. As such, scorers 

assigned scores in each of the traits to each response.  

After scorers independently read and scored a training set response, trainers would poll scorers to record 

their initial range of scores. Trainers then led a group discussion of the responses, directing scorers’ attentions to 

difficult scoring issues (e.g., the borderline between two score points). Throughout the training, trainers modeled 

how to think about scoring by referring to both the anchor set and the rubric. The overall training process, 

including training on the rubric, anchor sets, and practice sets, varied from item to item but required about 130–

180 minutes of training time per prompt. 
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6.2.1.5 LEADERSHIP TRAINING 

Scoring leadership was trained in advance by a scoring content specialist and the scoring supervisor. In 

addition to a discussion of the items and responses, scoring leadership training included greater detail on FDOE’s 

rationale behind the score points (than that covered with regular scorers) to better equip scoring leadership to 

address questions from scorers.  

6.2.1.6 MONITORING OF SCORING QUALITY CONTROL 

Scorers were constantly monitored by Measured Progress for accuracy during the course of the project. 

Calibration sets and read-behind statistics were reviewed daily. Scorers who demonstrated inaccurate or 

inconsistent scoring through these quality-control measures were stopped from scoring, and their work for the day 

was voided and rescored by other qualified scorers. These scorers may have been retrained or may have been 

prevented from continuing to score the item. Table 6-4 shows the number of scorers, by grade, whose work was 

voided. 

Table 6-4. 2018–19 FSAA—PT: Actions Taken When Scorers Fell Below  

the Quality Standards During Scoring 

Grade 

Number of Scorers Whose Work Was 
Voided Once on the Item and Were 
Not Allowed to Continue Scoring the 

Item 

Number of Scorers Whose Work Was 
Voided and Were Retrained and 

Allowed to Continue Scoring the Item 

4 2 2 

5 0 2 

6 0 0 

7 0 1 

8 0 4 

9 0 0 

10 0 2 

 

No scorer repeatedly demonstrated inaccuracy and inconsistency; however, two scorers were removed 

from the project on day 2 when they failed the recalibration set. These scorers’ work was voided. 

The accuracy rate was viewed across multiple quality-control tools but was based on the threshold of 80% 

exact agreement and 90% exact/adjacent agreement. When a scorer fell below this standard and upon approval by 

the scoring supervisor or scoring content specialist, as appropriate, the scorer was allowed to resume scoring. 

Scorers who met or exceeded the expected accuracy rates continued scoring. The use of multiple monitoring 

techniques is critical to monitoring scorer accuracy during the process of live scoring. 
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Read-Behind Scoring Procedures 

Read-behinds provide a crucial tool in verifying scorer accuracy. Read-behind scoring refers to scoring 

leadership (usually an STL) scoring a response after a scorer has already scored the response. (Again, scoring for 

grades 5 and 6 was completed in one day, so no calibration set (see section below, which defines calibration sets 

and their administration) was administered; Table 6-6 lists only the read-behind agreement for those grades.  

Responses placed into the read-behind queue were randomly selected by scoring leadership; scorers were 

not aware which of their responses would be reviewed by their team leader. The iScore system allowed one, two, 

or three responses per scorer to be placed into the read-behind queue at a time and this process was employed 

multiple times throughout the day.  

The STL entered his or her score into iScore before being allowed to see the scorer’s score. Then the STL 

compared the two scores, and the score of record (i.e., the reported score) was determined as follows: 

▪ If there was exact agreement between the scores, no action was necessary; the original score 

remained. 

▪ If the scores were adjacent (i.e., differed by one point), the STL’s score became the score of 

record. (A significant number of adjacent scores for a scorer triggered an individual scoring 

consultation with the STL, after which the scoring supervisor determined whether or when 

the scorer could resume scoring.) 

▪ If the scores were discrepant (i.e., differed by more than one point), the STL’s score became 

the score of record. (This automatically triggered an individual consultation with the STL, 

after which the scoring supervisor determined whether or when the scorer could resume 

scoring on that item.) 

Table 6-5 illustrates how scores were resolved in the read-behind scoring procedure. 

Table 6-5. 2018–19 FSAA—PT: Examples of Read-Behind Scoring 

Scorer Score Leadership Score Score of Record 

2-1-2 2-1-2 2-1-2 

1-1-2 2-1-2 2-1-2 

STLs were tasked with conducting read-behinds on as many responses as manageable, with targets to 

distribute the read-behinds across all the scorers assigned to them. Scorers who hovered at the threshold of 

acceptable accuracy were targeted with more read-behinds than scorers who were consistently demonstrating high 

levels of accuracy.  

Scoring supervisors and the scoring content specialist conducted reviews of read-behinds performed by 

STLs. This system allowed the senior members of leadership to see a list of all read-behinds conducted by an 

STL, the score assigned by the scorer and the STL, and the ability to review the response. This process ensured 
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that all STLs were correctly applying the rubric to their read-behinds and ensured consistency in the quality-

control process.  

Double-Blind Scoring 

While read-behinds measure scorer accuracy in relationship to STL scores, double-blind scoring provides 

statistics on scorer-to-scorer agreement. Double-blind scoring is the practice of having two scorers independently 

score a response without knowing either the identity of the other scorer or the score that was assigned. Twenty 

percent of responses were routed for a double-blind score. For the FSAA—PT, double-blind scores were used 

exclusively to establish inter-rater reliability (IRR). For all responses scored through the double-blind process, the 

score given by the first scorer became the score of record unless the response changed during the read-behind 

process.  

Twenty percent of student responses were double-blind scored (scored independently by two scorers); 

these scores were tracked for “inter-rater agreement.” “Percent Exact Agreement” is the percentage of the double-

blind scored responses that were given the exact same score by both scorers. “Percent Exact/Adjacent Agreement” 

is the percentage of the double-blind scored responses that were given either the exact same scores or were given 

scores that were only different by one point (hence, “adjacent”). For instance, if both scorers assigned a score of 

“2,” then the scores were in “exact” agreement. If one scorer assigned a score of “2” and the second scorer 

assigned a score of “1,” then the scores had “adjacent agreement.” Table 6-6 displays the data by grade level. 

Exact agreement ranged from 76.2% to 93.8% exact agreement and 98.1% to 99.8% exact/adjacent agreement.  

Table 6-6. 2018–19 FSAA—PT: Levels of Agreement—Double-Blind Scoring Agreement Rates 

Grade 

Trait 

Title Introduction Supporting Details Conclusion 

% Exact 
Agreement 

% Exact/ 
Adjacent 

Agreement 

% Exact 
Agreement 

% Exact/ 
Adjacent 

Agreement 

% Exact 
Agreement 

% Exact/ 
Adjacent 

Agreement 

% Exact 
Agreement 

% Exact/ 
Adjacent 

Agreement 

4 89.4 98.3 79.6 98.8 88.9 98.7 77.5 98.6 

5 83.7 98.9 76.3 99.2 88.2 99.2 77.2 98.8 

6 86.3 98.5 79.8 98.6 87.8 98.6 78.4 98.5 

7 88.0 99.2 84.3 99.5 77.8 99.3 81.4 99.5 

8 93.8 99.8 80.4 99.5 76.2 99.5 77.7 99.4 

9 87.7 98.5 81.1 98.4 78.2 98.1 77.7 98.4 

10 85.5 99.3 81.3 99.2 83.3 99.2 83.7 98.6 
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Calibration Sets 

To determine whether scorers were still calibrated to the scoring standard, they were required to take an 

online calibration set at the start of each day after the day on which training occurred. Each calibration set 

consisted of five responses representing the entire range of possible scores. 

Any scorer who demonstrated difficulty was retrained before being allowed by the scoring supervisor to 

continue scoring. Once allowed to resume scoring, these scorers were given an increasing number of read-behinds 

to allow scoring leadership to monitor their work. 

Table 6-7 demonstrates the levels of exact agreement by readers to the previously assigned and approved 

scores of the daily calibration sets combined with the read-behind data. The scoring for grades 4 and 5 was 

completed in one day, so no calibration set was administered, and the table lists only the read-behind agreement 

for those grades. Table 6-8 illustrates the high level of agreement between readers beyond “chance” agreement as 

measured by linearly weighted Kappa statistic (Cohen, 1960).  

This index has two important features that make it especially appropriate for the purposes of this report. 

First, it includes an adjustment for agreement by chance alone. When readers tend to assign some scores more 

frequently than others, the agreement rates are affected, and percentage agreement values can become artificially 

inflated by chance agreement. The Kappa statistic corrects this chance agreement and reveals how much of the 

possible agreement over and above chance the readers have achieved. 

The second aspect concerns the weighting scheme. With unweighted Kappa, reader score comparisons are 

characterized by just two categories—agree or disagree—without considering the size of the disagreement. With 

linearly weighted Kappa, the size of the disagreement is considered in that the agreement index is penalized in 

linear proportion to the size of the difference in the two scores. The greater the difference is, the larger the effect. 

While other weighting schemes can be implemented with Kappa, the linear weighting has the added advantage of 

retaining the same interpretation of its values as with unweighted Kappa because it can be interpreted as an 

appropriately weighted average of all the possible unweighted Kappas that could be constructed on the data 

(Warrens, 2011). The guidelines for the evaluation of Kappa suggested by Landis and Koch (1977) are presented 

below in Table 6-8. 
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Table 6-7. 2018–19 FSAA—PT: Levels of Agreement—Recalibration Data/Validity Agreement Rates 

Grade 

Trait 

Title Introduction Supporting Details Conclusion 

% Exact 
Agreement 

% Exact/ 
Adjacent 

Agreement 

% Exact 
Agreement 

% Exact/ 
Adjacent 

Agreement 

% Exact 
Agreement 

% Exact/ 
Adjacent 

Agreement 

% Exact 
Agreement 

% Exact/ 
Adjacent 

Agreement 

4* 94 98 76 97 93 97 82 97 

5* 92 100 83 100 92 100 82 100 

6 91 100 88 100 90 100 85 99 

7 98 100 93 100 93 100 89 99 

8 96 99 87 100 80 99 79 100 

9 93 100 88 100 83 99 81 99 

10 90 99 86 99 87 99 88 99 

*Data for grades 5 and 6 represents only read-behind agreement and does not contain calibration data since 

calibration sets were not required in these grades. 

 

Table 6-8. 2018–19 FSAA—PT: Weighted Kappa for the Writing Performance Task 

Grade Title Introduction Supporting Details Conclusion 

4 0.88 0.69 0.86 0.73 

5 0.76 0.67 0.78 0.72 

6 0.83 0.75 0.87 0.74 

7 0.82 0.75 0.71 0.75 

8 0.94 0.78 0.70 0.73 

9 0.84 0.74 0.73 0.73 

10 0.81 0.76 0.76 0.77 

< 0 Less than chance agreement 

0.01–0.20 Slight agreement 

0.21–0.40 Fair agreement 

0.41–0.60 Moderate agreement 

0.61–0.80 Substantial agreement 

0.81–0.99 Almost perfect agreement 

 

Scoring Reports 

iScore generated multiple reports that were used by scoring leadership to measure and monitor scorers for 

scoring accuracy, consistency, and productivity. Additional information related to inter-rater consistency statistics 

is discussed in Section 10.3. 
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CHAPTER 7 REPORTING 

7.1 REPORT SHELLS 

The existing Student and Parent Reports and school-level Student Roster Reports were completely 

redesigned during the 2016–17 academic year to support incorporating student scale scores and achievement 

levels as a result of standard-setting activities. Color coding was also integrated in each report to more effectively 

convey student scale scores and achievement levels. For 2017–18, changes were also made to the Student and 

Parent Report in response to legislative requirements. These changes included adding longitudinal information, 

when appropriate, that allows the comparison of results to those from the previous year. In addition, the reports 

were modified to make them easier to understand and more appealing. The scale score positions were made more 

flexible to be proportional within the graph—making it easier to understand the student’s performance and 

updates were made to the student print report so that the colors more accurately matched the richness of the 

student web report. For 2018–19, minor cosmetic and text updates were made to the cover page and the inner 

pages per FDOE request to meet the style requirements. There were also some minor cosmetic changes made to 

the Student Roster Report to make it more visually appealing. Each report is described in greater detail below and 

copies of the reports are available in Appendix I. 

The Student and Parent Report was an 11" x 17" centerfold, full-color design for students in grades 3–8 

who tested in any combination of ELA, mathematics, or science. For students in grades 5 or 8 who tested in 

science in addition to ELA and mathematics, the back page contained the student’s science results. (For students 

who did not test in science, the back page of the report was intentionally left blank.)  

High school students and those participating in an EOC assessment received a new, 8.5" x 11" two-sided, 

full-color Student and Parent Report for each EOC assessment they completed. Results page elements were color 

coded based on the student’s earned achievement level. Elements that were color coded included the achievement 

level and achievement level badge graphic, the complexity level and student accuracy table, the scale score 

display, and the school, district, and state achievement level distribution summary table. 

The Student and Parent Report contained information that identified the assessment and the administration date 

(e.g., spring 2019), as well as student identifying information that included the student’s name, state ID, grade, district, and 

school. Descriptions of the Performance Task assessment design along with helpful links to additional resources for 

parents and guardians can also be found in the Student and Parent Report. Each inner results page indicated the student’s 

overall achievement level, including the Achievement Level Policy Definitions, achievement level descriptions, and scale 

score for that content area; longitudinal data, if appropriate and available; achievement level distribution summary table 

relative to the student’s school, district, and state; as well as detailed information for each set of tasks by 

complexity level and a summary of student accuracy for tasks at each complexity level. At the Task 1 level, if 
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scaffolding was applied (based on an initial incorrect response), additional data were provided to indicate correct-

response accuracy for each time response options were reduced from three to two choices. For ELA, additional 

information was provided specific to the writing task, including overall task accuracy, and writing prompt data by each 

component, including the raw score points earned for each component, as well as a description of what that score means 

based on the approved scoring rubric. 

Two copies of the Student and Parent Report were generated for each assessed student: one full-color print copy and 

one full-color electronic copy. The print copies were returned to the student’s school for distribution. The electronic copies 

were grouped by school and made available to appropriate users via the online reporting application for historical access, 

where users may print additional copies as needed. 

The Student Roster Report retained much of its existing structure and data elements; however, like the Student and 

Parent Report, the 2018–19 Student Roster Report used color coding to allow school staff to easily identify students 

performing at each level for each content area assessed. The Student Roster Report was generated at the school level, by 

content area (including EOCs), and is sorted by grade and then by student name. The Student Roster Report provided the 

following information for each student: 

▪ Student Name 

▪ State ID 

▪ Grade 

▪ Score 

▪ Achievement Level (color coded) 

▪ Task 1 Accuracy (x out of y) 

▪ Task 2 Accuracy (x out of y) 

▪ Task 3 Accuracy (x out of y) 

▪ Participation Status 

For ELA, additional writing data were provided, as in the Student and Parent Report, including the raw 

score points earned on the open-response writing prompt for each dimension. The Student Roster Report also 

included a participation status legend for revised participation statuses. 

Three grayscale print copies of the Student Roster Report were created and returned to schools. Electronic 

copies were also created and posted to the online reporting application for historical access and to enable users to 

print additional copies as needed. 

For additional information regarding each report, please refer to Understanding the Florida Standards 

Alternate Assessment—Performance Task Reports located at: fsaa-training.onlinehelp.measuredprogress.org. 

https://fsaa-training.onlinehelp.measuredprogress.org/wp-content/uploads/sites/8/2017/10/FSAA_InterpGuide_2017_WEB_9-26.pdf
https://fsaa-training.onlinehelp.measuredprogress.org/wp-content/uploads/sites/8/2017/10/FSAA_InterpGuide_2017_WEB_9-26.pdf
https://fsaa-training.onlinehelp.measuredprogress.org/
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7.2 PROCESSING AND REPORTING BUSINESS REQUIREMENTS 

To ensure that the reported results for the FSAA—PT assessments are accurate relative to collected data and 

other pertinent information, a document delineating processing and reporting business requirements is prepared prior to 

each reporting cycle. The requirements are observed in the analyses of FSAA—PT test data and in reporting content area 

results. These requirements also guide data analysts in identifying data from students who are to be excluded from school-, 

district-, and state-level summary computations. A copy of the “Processing and Reporting Business Requirements” 

document is included in Appendix G. 
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SECTION III TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE 

FLORIDA STANDARDS ALTERNATE ASSESSMENT 

This section describes the technical characteristics of the FSAA—PT. As described in the Assessment 

Design section (2.3), the 2018–19 FSAA—PT included two or three sessions. For English language arts (ELA), 

mathematics, science, and social studies, Session 1 included the first 16 item sets. These first 16 item sets were 

administered in an adaptive format—meaning that the teacher continued to administer tasks in an item set only if 

the student responded correctly without scaffolding. Session 2 included 3 field-test item sets in ELA, 

mathematics, science, and social studies. Teachers administered these items in a non-adaptive manner—meaning 

that the teacher administered all three tasks in an item set, regardless of whether the student answered each task 

correctly, incorrectly, or provided no response. In grades 4–10, Session 3 included text-based Writing Prompts 1 

and 2. Writing Prompt 1 consisted of a series of five selected-response questions. Writing Prompt 2 was an open-

response prompt scored polytomously on four traits. The reporting scale for ELA, mathematics, and science was 

established at the completion of standard setting in February 2017. The reporting scale for social studies was 

established at the completion of standard setting in July 2017. 

Both qualitative and quantitative analyses have been conducted on the items of the 2018–2019 FSAA—

PT tests, including ELA, mathematics, science, and social studies. Qualitative analyses are described in earlier 

chapters of this report; this section focuses on quantitative evaluation. In particular, Chapter 8 presents results for 

classical item analyses including differential item functioning (DIF) analyses and correlations of total scale scores 

between ELA and mathematics tests, Chapter 9 focuses on the item response theory (IRT) analyses and results, 

and Chapter 10 reviews the reliability analyses and results. Chapter 11 provides an overall summary of the 

validity evidence, reviewing not only the quantitative evidence, but also discussing how the quantitative evidence 

links up with the qualitative evidence to give a complete validity argument for the assessment program.  

Note that classical difficulty (p-value) and discrimination (point-biserial) indices are often included as 

part of the quantitative analyses and results in evaluating testing programs. However, such indices are not 

appropriate for tests that have the adaptive format like FSAA – PT. There are 16 operational item sets in each test. 

Within each item set, the Task 1 item was administered to every student; the Task 2 was administered only if the 

student responded correctly on the Task 1 item; and the Task 3 was administered only if the student responded 

correctly on both the Task 1 and Task 2 items. For any one item set, the ability distribution for the students taking 

Task 1 is much different than for those taking Task 2, which is in turn much different from the distribution of 

those taking Task 3. Thus, comparing classical statistics across different tasks is inappropriate. As an example of 

the inappropriateness, consider a case where the two items have similar p-values, but one item is a Task 1 item 

and the other is a Task 3 item.  This similarity would lead to the misleading inference that the two items are 
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comparable in difficulty when, in fact, the Task 3 item is much harder than the Task 1 item.  Thus, the classical 

difficulty and discrimination statistics are not included in this section. 

CHAPTER 8 CLASSICAL ITEM ANALYSIS 

8.1 DIFFERENTIAL ITEM FUNCTIONING 

The Code of Fair Testing Practices in Education (Joint Committee on Testing Practices, 2004) explicitly 

states that subgroup differences in performance should be examined when sample sizes permit and that actions 

should be taken to ensure that differences in performance are because of construct-relevant, rather than irrelevant, 

factors. The Standards for Educational and Psychological Testing (AERA et al., 2014) includes similar guidelines. 

As part of the effort to identify such problems, FSAA—PT assessment items were evaluated in terms of DIF 

statistics. 

For the 2018–19 FSAA—PT assessments, the standardization DIF procedure (Dorans & Kulick, 1986) 

was employed to evaluate subgroup differences. The standardization DIF procedure is designed to identify items 

for which subgroups of interest perform differently, beyond the impact of differences in overall achievement. The 

DIF procedure calculates the difference in item performance for two groups of students (at a time) matched for 

achievement on the total assessment. Specifically, average item performance is calculated for students at every 

total score. Then an overall average is calculated, weighting the total score distribution so that it is the same for 

the two groups. In calculating the total score, it was assumed that a student would have scored the non-

administered items incorrectly. 

When differential performance between two groups occurs on an item (i.e., a DIF index in the “low” or 

“high” categories, explained below), it may or may not be indicative of item bias. Course-taking patterns or 

differences in school curricula can lead to DIF, but for construct-relevant reasons. On the other hand, if subgroup 

differences in performance can be traced to differential experience (such as geographical living conditions or 

access to technology), the inclusion of such items should be reconsidered.  

It is important to point out that a DIF assessment was conducted initially—at the time of field-testing. If 

an item displayed high DIF, it was flagged for review by a Measured Progress content specialist. The content 

specialist consulted with FDOE to determine whether to include the flagged item in the 2018–19 FSAA—PT.  

Computed DIF indices have a theoretical range from -1.0 to 1.0 for dichotomously scored items, and the 

index is adjusted to the same scale for polytomously scored items (the writing prompt traits). Dorans and Holland 

(1993) suggested that index values between -0.05 and 0.05 should be considered negligible. The preponderance of 

FSAA—PT assessment items fell within this range.  

Dorans and Holland further stated that items with values between -0.10 and -0.05 and those with values 

between 0.05 and 0.10 (“low” DIF) should be inspected to ensure that no possible effect is overlooked. They also 
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stated that items with values outside the -0.10 to 0.10 range (“high” DIF) are more unusual and should be 

examined very carefully. (Again, items with low/high values were identified at the time of field-testing and 

appropriate actions taken in consultation with FDOE.) 

For the 2018–19 FSAA—PT assessments, the following subgroup comparisons were evaluated for DIF: 

▪ Male versus Female

▪ White versus Black or African American

▪ White versus Hispanic/Latino

▪ Non-limited English Proficient versus Limited English Proficient

▪ Not Economically Disadvantaged versus Economically Disadvantaged

The tables in Appendix J present the number of items classified as either “low” or “high” DIF, overall and 

by group favored. The DIF statistics were calculated based only on the members of the subgroup in question in 

the computations; values were calculated only for subgroups with 100 or more students. Dimensionality analyses 

providing evidence in regard to the assumption of unidimensionality were also conducted in the first year of each 

assessment. These analyses require that all students take all the items, and such a design was implemented in the 

first year for a substantial proportion of each assessment. The 2015–16 dimensionality analyses that were 

conducted for mathematics, reading, and science; and the 2016–17 analyses for grade 7 Civics and high school 

U.S. History are presented in Appendix K.   

8.2 CORRELATIONS BETWEEN ELA AND MATHEMATICS TEST SCORES 

One source of evidence for the validity of interpretations and uses of test scores is the relationship 

between, in this case, FSAA-PT ELA and mathematics scores, and external measures of related constructs. This 

type of evidence is evaluated as convergence with highly similar constructs and measures and divergence from 

less similar constructs and measures. Acquiring evidence from external measures for students with significant 

cognitive disabilities is burdensome, so evidence of the relationship between FSAA ELA and mathematics scores 

is commonly accepted (e.g., in peer review). The FSAA-PT ELA-mathematics total-test scale score correlations 

are presented in Table 8-1.     

These total-test scale score correlations are quite high, though not far out of line with correlations 

like these for grade level assessments, which typically are in the {.60, .80} range. More to the point, the grades 3-

8 and high school ELA-mathematics correlations for another performance task based alternate assessment 

program are, in order of grades, .85, .84, .83, .83, .80, .82, and .79.  

The FSAA-PT correlations provide strong evidence of convergence regarding the relationship between 

the FSAA-PT ELA and mathematics assessments. (The disattenuated correlations also indicate strong 

convergence.) The correlations indicate little discriminance between ELA and mathematics; that is, that the ELA 

and mathematics assessments measure something unique. The ELA and mathematics performance tasks do, of 
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course, measure quite different content area knowledge and skills, so these correlations suggest that students’ 

general academic and communicative capabilities are reflected strongly in both their ELA and mathematics 

performances and scores.  

Table 8-1: 2018–19 FSAA—PT: Total Test Score Correlations—ELA and Mathematics 

Grade Raw Correlations Disattenuated Correlations 

3 0.87 0.95 
4 0.88 0.96 
5 0.87 0.95 
6 0.85 0.93 
7 0.82 0.90 
8 0.84 0.91 

The table does not show correlations between reporting categories either within or across the two content 

areas (ELA and mathematics). The rationale is that the adaptive nature of the test results in different students 

taking different tasks within each reporting category. Thus, the sum score for any reporting category is 

uninterpretable because it is composed of adaptively administered tasks. Hence, the correlations between different 

pairs of reporting categories will not have comparable interpretations, rendering the comparisons meaningless.  
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CHAPTER 9  ITEM RESPONSE THEORY SCALING AND 

EQUATING 

As noted in Brown (1983), “A test is only as good as the items it contains.” A complete evaluation of a 

test’s quality must include an evaluation of each item. Both the Standards for Educational and Psychological 

Testing (AERA et al., 2014) and the Code of Fair Testing Practices in Education (Joint Committee on Testing 

Practices, 2004) include standards for identifying quality items. While the specific statistical criteria identified in 

these publications were developed primarily for general—not alternate—assessment, the principles and some of 

the techniques apply within the alternate assessment framework as well. 

This chapter describes the procedures used to calibrate, equate, and scale the 2018–19 FSAA—PT. 

During the course of these psychometric analyses, a number of quality-control procedures and checks on the 

processes were implemented. These procedures included evaluation of item parameters and their standard errors 

for reasonableness, evaluation of model fit, and evaluation of the scaling and equating results. 

9.1 ITEM RESPONSE THEORY 

All FSAA—PT items were calibrated using item response theory (IRT). IRT uses mathematical models to 

define a relationship between an unobserved measure of student performance, usually referred to as theta (𝜃) and 

the probability (p) of getting a dichotomous item correct. In the IRT literature, 𝜃 is commonly referred to as the 

“ability parameter” or the “person parameter”; thus, the term “ability” is sometimes used to refer to 𝜃 in this 

chapter. In IRT, all items are assumed to be independent measures of the same construct (i.e., of the same 𝜃). 

Another way to think of 𝜃 is as a mathematical representation of the latent trait of interest. Several common IRT 

models are used to specify the relationship between 𝜃 and p (Hambleton & Swaminathan, 1985; Hambleton & 

van der Linden, 1997). The process of determining the specific mathematical relationship between 𝜃 and p is 

called item calibration. After items are calibrated, they are defined by a set of parameters that specify a nonlinear, 

monotonically increasing relationship between 𝜃 and p. Once the item parameters are known, an estimate of  𝜃 for 

each student can be calculated based on the student’s observed responses to the items. This estimate, 𝜃, is 

considered to be an estimate of the student’s true score or a general representation of student performance. It has 

characteristics that may be preferable to those of raw scores for equating purposes because it specifically models 

examinee responses at the item level, and also facilitates equating to an IRT-based item pool (Kolen & Brennan, 

2014). 

For the 2018–19 FSAA—PT assessments, the two-parameter logistic (2PL) model was used for 

dichotomous items. The 2PL model for dichotomous items can be defined as: 
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𝑃𝑖(𝜃𝑗) =
exp[𝐷𝑎𝑖(𝜃𝑗 − 𝑏𝑖)]

1 + exp[𝐷𝑎𝑖(𝜃𝑗 − 𝑏𝑖)]
, 

where 

𝑖 indexes the items, 

𝑗 indexes students, 

𝛼 represents item discrimination, 

𝑏 represents item difficulty, and 

𝐷 is a normalizing constant equal to 1.701. 

For polytomous items (Writing Prompt 2), the generalized partial credit model (GPCM; Muraki, 1992) 

was used. The GPCM model is defined as:  

 

𝑃𝑖𝑘(𝜃) =
𝑒𝑥𝑝 ∑ 𝐷𝑎𝑖(𝜃 − 𝑏𝑖 + 𝑑𝑗)𝑘

𝑗=0

∑ 𝑒𝑥𝑝 ∑ 𝐷𝑎𝑖(𝜃 − 𝑏𝑖 + 𝑑𝑗)𝑣
𝑗=0

𝑚−1
𝑣=0

, 

 

where 

𝑖 indexes the items, 

𝑘 indexes score categories (k = 0,1, …,m), 

𝛼 represents item discrimination, 

𝑏 represents item difficulty,  

𝑑 represents category boundary parameter, and 

𝐷 is a normalizing constant equal to 1.701. 

For more information about item calibration, the reader is referred to Lord and Novick (1968), Hambleton 

and Swaminathan (1985), or Baker and Kim (2004) for the 2PL model and to Muraki (1992) for the GPCM 

model.  

9.2 CALIBRATION RESULTS 

In the calibration of the 2018–19 FSAA—PT assessments, a number of quality-control procedures and 

checks were conducted. These included evaluation of the calibration process (e.g., checking the number of 

Newton cycles required for convergence for reasonableness), checking item parameters and their standard errors 

for reasonableness, and evaluation of model fit. After the initial item calibration in PARSCALE, each item was 

carefully examined for model fit. In particular, a visual inspection of the item fit plots is conducted. The empirical 

proportions of correct responses at given ability levels were evaluated against the model-based expectations. The 

graphs were examined for any systematic bias in the estimation, or poorly performing items. In addition, the item 

parameters were inspected using the criteria listed below for a and b parameters, with the standard error of the 

difficulty parameters being generally less than 0.3. The tables in Appendix L provide IRT item parameters for 

each of the core items on the 2018–19 FSAA—PT assessments by grade and content area.  
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The summary statistics are presented in Table 9-1 at the task level for each test and Table 9-2 for writing 

selected-response (SR) items in ELA Grade 4 to 10 tests. The mean item parameter estimates shown in the tables 

below are within generally acceptable and expected ranges. The generally acceptable range is between 0 and 2 for 

the a parameter, and from -3 to 3 for the b parameter. For the FSAA—PT, the acceptable range for the a 

parameter is 0.2 and above. If the a parameter of an item fell below 0.2 (but greater than 0) and the item was 

needed for blueprint coverage, the item was included in scoring (only two such items occurred for this 

administration). For easy reference, these tables display the means and standard deviations of the a and b 

parameters. 

The items were developed to correspond to different task levels. Table 9-1 shows that the IRT item 

difficulty, as shown by the b parameter, tends to have a positive relationship with task level as intended. As the 

task level increases, the average b values tend to increase, indicating that, on average, the items tend to be more 

difficult (as intended). On the other hand, the IRT item discrimination, as shown by the a parameter, tends to have 

a negative relationship with task level. As the task level increases, the average a values tend to decrease, 

indicating that the items tend to become less discriminating with the increase of task level. No overall reversal of 

average difficulty (between Tasks 1 and 2 or Tasks 2 and 3) was found. 
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Table 9-1. 2018–19 FSAA—PT: IRT Summary Statistics by Grade and Task 

Content 
Area 

Grade 
Task 
Level 

Number of 
Items 

a b 

Minimum Maximum Mean SD Minimum Maximum Mean SD 

ELA 
Reading 

3 

1 16 0.58 1.81 1.36 0.41 -1.10 0.07 -0.69 0.32 

2 16 0.43 1.38 0.77 0.25 -0.61 0.51 -0.16 0.34 

3 16 0.41 1.16 0.63 0.20 -0.77 1.04 0.21 0.63 

4 

1 16 0.44 2.12 1.42 0.50 -1.16 0.29 -0.92 0.35 

2 16 0.35 1.20 0.80 0.26 -1.29 0.89 -0.33 0.61 

3 16 0.38 1.29 0.70 0.27 -1.03 1.57 0.29 0.72 

5 

1 16 0.62 2.05 1.46 0.32 -1.42 -0.76 -1.06 0.16 

2 16 0.43 1.43 0.93 0.30 -0.99 0.58 -0.36 0.39 

3 16 0.27 1.13 0.62 0.21 -0.83 1.92 0.19 0.70 

6 

1 16 0.83 2.07 1.35 0.40 -1.56 -0.16 -0.96 0.34 

2 16 0.33 1.50 0.82 0.32 -0.93 0.26 -0.41 0.39 

3 16 0.22 1.40 0.63 0.30 -0.69 1.24 0.37 0.60 

7 

1 16 0.80 2.19 1.54 0.40 -1.51 -0.44 -1.07 0.32 

2 16 0.29 1.28 0.82 0.30 -1.76 0.82 -0.41 0.57 

3 16 0.35 1.15 0.66 0.20 -1.10 1.97 0.17 0.69 

8 

1 16 0.77 2.18 1.49 0.36 -1.37 -0.54 -1.04 0.24 

2 16 0.48 1.85 0.95 0.37 -1.23 0.69 -0.42 0.46 

3 16 0.34 0.97 0.68 0.18 -0.58 1.12 0.21 0.54 

9 

1 16 0.54 2.41 1.71 0.48 -1.37 -0.79 -1.07 0.15 

2 16 0.30 1.35 0.71 0.27 -1.96 0.90 -0.19 0.67 

3 16 0.21 1.10 0.64 0.29 -0.81 2.61 0.25 0.87 

10 

1 16 0.78 1.92 1.42 0.38 -1.28 -0.65 -0.94 0.18 

2 16 0.40 1.53 0.82 0.29 -1.15 0.61 -0.43 0.51 

3 16 0.30 1.00 0.62 0.19 -0.47 1.80 0.32 0.69 

Mathematics 

3 

1 16 0.66 1.85 1.21 0.32 -1.20 -0.45 -0.87 0.23 

2 16 0.59 1.58 1.09 0.32 -0.94 0.86 -0.32 0.47 

3 16 0.22 1.37 0.62 0.33 -0.95 2.44 0.75 0.94 

4 

1 16 0.61 2.21 1.43 0.44 -1.24 -0.66 -0.95 0.20 

2 16 0.31 1.34 0.76 0.27 -1.17 0.30 -0.37 0.43 

3 16 0.32 0.92 0.61 0.17 -0.99 2.00 0.54 0.73 

5 

1 16 1.02 1.99 1.43 0.29 -1.35 -0.41 -1.02 0.25 

2 16 0.40 1.24 0.81 0.22 -0.55 1.32 0.16 0.55 

3 16 0.24 0.71 0.55 0.14 -1.16 2.19 0.62 0.92 

continued 
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Content 
Area 

Grade 
Task 
Level 

Number of 
Items 

a b 

Minimum Maximum Mean SD Minimum Maximum Mean SD 

Mathematics 

6 

1 16 0.83 1.87 1.34 0.28 -1.25 -0.59 -0.88 0.17 

2 16 0.28 1.61 0.89 0.43 -0.99 0.89 -0.21 0.50 

3 16 0.32 1.32 0.72 0.25 -0.81 2.24 0.37 0.73 

7 

1 16 0.50 1.60 1.22 0.31 -1.65 -0.61 -1.11 0.30 

2 16 0.39 0.93 0.66 0.16 -0.92 1.33 -0.07 0.59 

3 16 0.11 1.07 0.57 0.28 -1.11 2.69 0.39 0.91 

8 

1 16 0.68 1.93 1.26 0.39 -1.40 -0.59 -0.99 0.23 

2 16 0.49 1.44 0.94 0.30 -1.18 0.67 -0.49 0.47 

3 16 0.39 1.52 0.80 0.27 -0.71 0.77 -0.13 0.40 

Science 

5 

1 16 0.84 2.34 1.63 0.45 -1.40 -0.55 -1.09 0.23 

2 16 0.59 2.80 1.41 0.58 -1.22 0.35 -0.69 0.35 

3 16 0.43 1.74 0.95 0.37 -0.95 1.70 0.05 0.61 

8 

1 16 0.63 1.92 1.43 0.39 -1.54 -0.46 -1.02 0.27 

2 16 0.64 1.67 0.94 0.26 -1.01 0.40 -0.43 0.40 

3 16 0.39 1.13 0.63 0.20 -0.87 1.64 0.17 0.70 

Algebra 1 HS 

1 16 0.63 1.62 1.25 0.26 -1.40 -0.56 -0.97 0.24 

2 16 0.42 1.07 0.83 0.19 -1.01 0.05 -0.27 0.27 

3 16 0.38 1.13 0.60 0.19 -0.41 1.19 0.25 0.49 

Biology 1 HS 

1 16 0.85 3.10 2.03 0.63 -1.55 -0.88 -1.28 0.18 

2 16 0.38 1.92 0.89 0.36 -1.83 0.56 -0.69 0.62 

3 16 0.60 1.42 0.82 0.25 -0.98 0.53 -0.19 0.44 

Geometry HS 

1 16 0.61 2.15 1.32 0.46 -1.61 -0.72 -1.25 0.24 

2 16 0.43 1.26 0.86 0.27 -0.80 0.21 -0.31 0.30 

3 16 0.31 1.16 0.69 0.25 -1.01 0.96 0.10 0.52 

Civics 7 

1 16 0.96 2.59 1.72 0.39 -1.42 -0.75 -1.09 0.22 

2 16 0.40 1.56 0.98 0.33 -1.25 0.18 -0.44 0.35 

3 16 0.37 1.07 0.67 0.20 -0.66 0.96 0.17 0.42 

U.S. History HS 

1 16 16 1.14 2.52 1.83 0.43 -1.32 -0.74 -1.11 

2 16 16 0.53 1.87 1.04 0.41 -0.94 -0.18 -0.50 

3 16 16 0.36 1.25 0.69 0.26 -0.53 0.93 0.09 
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Table 9-2. 2018–19 FSAA—PT: IRT Summary Statistics for Writing Selected-Response Items 

Content Area Grade 
Number of 

Items 

a b 

Mean SD Mean SD 

ELA Writing 

4 5 0.98 0.65 -0.24 0.67 

5 5 1.10 0.39 -0.83 0.46 

6 5 1.05 0.46 -0.60 0.68 

7 5 1.09 0.64 -0.94 0.78 

8 5 1.20 0.75 -0.65 0.58 

9 5 1.17 0.68 -0.72 0.46 

10 5 0.84 0.26 -0.30 0.64 
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9.3 EQUATING 

The purpose of equating is to ensure that scores obtained from different forms of an assessment are 

equivalent to each other. Equating may be used if multiple assessment forms are administered in the same year, as 

well as to equate one year’s forms to those given in the previous year. Equating ensures that students are not given 

an unfair advantage or disadvantage because the assessment form they take is easier or harder than those taken by 

other students. Equating also makes it possible to compare scores across assessment forms or across years. 

The FSAA—PT assessments used an equating procedure in which assessment forms were equated to the 

theta scale established on the reference form (i.e., the form used in the most recent standard setting). This is 

accomplished through the chained linking design, in which every new form is equated back to the theta scale of 

the previous year’s assessment form through the use of common items. It can therefore be assumed that the theta 

scale of every new assessment form is the same as the theta scale of the reference form since this is where the 

chain originated.  

The groups of students who took the equating items on the 2018–19 FSAA—PT assessments are not 

equivalent to the groups who took them in the reference years. IRT is particularly useful for equating scenarios 

that involve nonequivalent groups (Allen & Yen, 1979). Equating for FSAA—PT uses the anchor-test-

nonequivalent-groups design described by Petersen, Kolen, and Hoover (1989). In this equating design, no 

assumption is made about the equivalence of the examinee groups taking different test forms (i.e., naturally 

occurring groups are assumed). Comparability is instead evaluated by utilizing a set of anchor items (also called 

common or equating items). However, the equating items are designed to mirror the entire operational test in 

terms of item types and distribution of emphasis.  

Item parameter estimates for the 2018–19 FSAA—PT assessments were placed on the 2017–18 scale by 

using the method of Stocking and Lord (1983), which is based on the IRT principle of item parameter invariance. 

According to this principle, the equating items for both the 2017–18 assessments and the 2018–19 tests should 

have the same item parameters. After the item parameters for each of the current (2018–19) assessments were 

estimated using PARSCALE (Muraki & Bock, 2003), the Stocking and Lord method was employed to find the 

linear transformation (slope and intercept) that adjusts the equating items’ parameter estimates such that the 

current year’s test characteristic curve (TCC) for the equating items is as close as possible to that of the prior 

year’s assessments. Note that for the FSAA—PT ELA assessments that included an open-response item (grades 

4–8), equating was performed using only the multiple-choice items. After the completion of the equating, the 

writing prompt traits were scaled to the operational scale with all the multiple-choice items fixed to their equated 

item parameters.  
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9.4 EQUATING RESULTS 

Prior to calculating the Stocking and Lord (1983) transformation constants, evaluations of the equating 

items were conducted. The equating data were analyzed in detail for scale drift through traditional delta analyses 

and b-b plots. The delta analysis converts p-values to a type of z-score called delta scores using the inverse of the 

normal cumulative function, followed by a linear transformation to a metric with a mean of 13 and a standard 

deviation of 4 (Dorans & Holland, 1993). For the 2018–19 FSAA—PT analyses, the delta values were compared 

to the old delta values for the 2017–18 assessments using linear regression analysis. A standardized perpendicular 

difference from the regression line was calculated for each item; any item with a difference of 3 or greater was 

flagged for drift. The b-b plots were similar in nature, with the main difference being that the IRT b-parameters 

are used rather than transformed p-values. The delta analyses and b-b plots were used to detect items that 

appeared as outliers, and were evaluated in terms of suitability for use as equating items.  

Once all of the evaluations of the equating items were complete, the Stocking and Lord (1983) method of 

equating was used to place the item parameters onto the previous year’s scale, as described above. The Stocking 

and Lord transformation constants are presented in Table 9-3. Also shown in Table 9-3 are the number of 

equating items and the number of items detected as outliers for each subject and grade level. 

Table 9-3. 2018–19 FSAA—PT: Stocking and Lord Transformation Constants  

Content Area Grade Slope Intercept  
# of Equating 

Items 
# of 

Outliers 

ELA 

3 0.9824 0.1708 21 1 

4 1.0034 0.1058 18 1 

5 0.9946 0.1333 21 0 

6 0.9891 0.0805 21 0 

7 1.0382 0.1264 21 0 

8 1.0261 0.1560 21 1 

9 1.0242 0.1585 21 0 

10 1.0119 0.0925 21 0 

Mathematics 

3 1.0944 0.2634 21 0 

4 1.0106 0.1908 21 0 

5 1.0326 0.1517 21 1 

6 1.0189 0.1298 21 1 

7 1.0830 0.1793 21 2 

8 1.0610 0.2418 21 2 

Science 
5 1.0537 0.1385 21 0 

8 1.0572 0.1728 21 1 

Algebra 1 HS 1.0609 0.1957 21 0 

Biology 1 HS 1.0689 0.0894 21 0 

Geometry HS 1.0871 0.1400 21 1 

Civics 7 1.0268 0.1829 24 1 

U.S. History HS 1.0052 0.0040 18 0 
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9.5 PATTERN SCORING 

For FSAA—PT assessments, pattern scoring is used to generate student-ability estimates. That is, student 

ability, θ, is estimated based on the pattern of correct and incorrect responses, not based on the number of correct 

responses. Therefore, students who answer the same number of items correctly or have the same raw scores will 

not likely have the same theta estimates unless they have the same pattern of correct and incorrect responses or 

answer exactly the same items correctly. Because the 2018–19 FSAA—PT consisted of item sets—each of which 

consisted of three tasks that are adaptively administered—the particular tasks a student responds to and the 

number of tasks a student responds to can vary greatly across students. Thus, the number of tasks a student 

correctly responds to does not automatically result in a particular ability estimate—it depends on which tasks they 

have responded to correctly. Thus, pattern scoring provides more accurate estimates of student ability.  

Two methods are typically employed in pattern scoring: one method is based on maximum likelihood 

estimates, and the other is based on Bayesian theory (Baker, 1992). Maximum likelihood estimation has a 

limitation in that it cannot provide a reasonable estimate for perfect score patterns. If a student has incorrect or 

correct responses on all items, the maximum likelihood estimate is negative or positive infinity. In comparison, 

due to the use of a prior distribution, the Bayesian method could provide a more reasonable estimate for perfect 

score patterns. Based on research findings, the Bayesian method is used for FSAA—PT assessments.  

According to Bayes’s rule, the posterior distribution of θ given a student’s response pattern  is: 

𝑝(𝜃|𝒚) =
𝑝(𝜃)𝑝(𝒚|𝜃)

∫ 𝑝(𝜃)𝑝(𝒚|𝜃)𝑑𝜃

where 𝑝(𝜃) is the prior distribution of θ, and 𝑝(𝒚|𝜃) is the likelihood of the response pattern 𝒚. By the 

conditional independence property in IRT, 𝑝(𝒚|𝜃) can be calculated by the product of response probability on 

each item conditional on θ, which is computed based on the 2PL model for dichotomous items and the GPCM for 

polytomous items. As 𝑝(𝜃|𝒚) is the posterior distribution of θ, the Expected A Posteriori (EAP) method is used to 

summarize the posterior distribution and provide a point estimate for ability. The EAP estimate calculates the 

expected value of the posterior distribution, which can be formulated as:  

𝐸(𝜃|𝒚) = ∫ 𝜃𝑝(𝜃|𝒚)𝑑𝜃. 

Due to the difficulty of deriving the integration analytically, quadrature approximation (Baker, 1992, 

p.211) is used to calculate EAP. Specifically, 𝑝(𝜃|𝑦) is calculated at a discrete set of 𝜃 values, and 𝐸(𝜃|𝑦) is

calculated as: 

𝐸(θ|y) =
∑ θqp(θq)p(y|θq)q

∑ p(θq)p(y|θq)q
, 

where q is the index for each quadrature 𝜃 point.The EAP calculation was implemented in PARSCALE 

for the 2018–19 FSAA—PT. The standard normal density was used as the prior distribution, and 40 equally 
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spaced quadrature points from -4 to 4 were used for quadrature approximation in PARSCALE. To facilitate score 

interpretation, the EAP scores were further transformed to the reported scale scores during the scaling process.  

In addition to providing the point estimate of ability, the variance of the posterior distribution can also be 

calculated as a measure of error in ability estimates. A smaller posterior distribution variance implies that if this 

student takes the same test repeatedly, the ability estimates from each test administration will be similar to each 

other. Thus, the posterior variance provides a measure of the conditional reliability at each ability level. Smaller 

posterior variance implies better conditional reliability. The posterior variance is defined as: 

𝑉𝑎𝑟(𝜃|𝒚) = ∫(𝜃 − 𝐸(θ|y))2𝑝(𝜃|𝒚)𝑑𝜃. 

It is also calculated by quadrature approximation as:  

𝑉𝑎�̃�(𝜃|𝒚) =
∑ (θq−�̃�(θ|y))2p(θq)p(y|θq)q

∑ p(θq)p(y|θq)q
. 

9.6 ACHIEVEMENT STANDARDS 

Standard setting for the 2018–19 FSAA—PT assessments was conducted in two stages. As described in 

Table 9-4, standard setting for most of the assessments was performed in February 2017 using the 2015–16 data. 

For the high school Access U.S. History and grade 7 Access Civics EOC assessments, introduced in 2016–17, 

standard setting was performed in July 2017.  

Table 9-4. 2018–19 FSAA—PT: Summary of Standard-Setting Activities 

Stage Assessments Date 

1 

ELA: 3–10 
Mathematics: 3–8 
Science: 5 and 8 

EOC: Algebra 1, Geometry, and Biology 1 

February 14–16, 2017 
Orlando, FL 

2 U.S. History and Civics 
July 13–14, 2017 

Orlando, FL 

 

Details of the standard-setting procedures can be found in the Florida Standards Alternate Assessment—

Performance Task Standard Setting Report (Measured Progress, 2017a & 2017b). At the completion of the Stage 

1 standard setting, the reporting scale was established and theta cuts were transformed to the reporting scale. As 

described in the Florida Standards Alternate Assessment—Performance Task Standard Setting Report (Measured 

Progress, 2017a), policy adjustments were made to the cut scores on the scale score metric and made available for 

public review. These Stage 1 cut scores were approved in May 2017 by the Florida State Board of Education 

following a 90-day public review. Cut scores for the Stage 2 standard-setting tests were approved on February 20, 
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2018, following the same procedure. The scale score cuts for all the Stage 1 and Stage 2 tests are presented in the 

next section.  

9.7 REPORTED SCALE SCORES 

Because the 𝜃 scale used in IRT calibrations is not readily understood by most stakeholders, reporting 

scales were developed for the FSAA—PT. The reporting scales are simple linear transformations of the 

underlying 𝜃 scale. 

By providing information that is more specific about the position of a student’s results, scale scores 

supplement achievement level designations. Students’ EAP proficiency estimates on the 2018–19 FSAA—PT 

assessments were translated to scale scores using a data analysis process called scaling, which simply converts 

from one scale to another scale. In the same way that a given temperature can be expressed on either Fahrenheit or 

Celsius scales, or the same distance can be expressed in either miles or kilometers, student scores on the 2018–19 

FSAA—PT assessments can be expressed in scale scores. 

It is important to note that converting from EAP theta scores to scale scores does not change students’ 

achievement level classifications. Scale scores make for more consistent reporting of results. The psychometric 

advantage of scale scores comes from their being linear transformations of 𝜃. Equating is a statistical procedure 

that is used to adjust for differences in form difficulty so that scores on alternate forms can be used 

interchangeably (Kolen & Brennan, 2014). Since the 𝜃 scale is used for equating, scale scores are comparable 

from one year to the next. 

The scale scores are obtained by a simple translation of ability estimates (𝜃) using the linear relationship 

between threshold values on the 𝜃 metric and their equivalent values on the scale score metric. Scale scores are 

calculated using the linear equation: 

𝑆𝑆 = 𝑚𝜃 + 𝑏, 

where 

𝑚 is the slope and 

𝑏 is the intercept. 

For 2018–19 FSAA—PT operational scaling, a reporting scale was established, following the completion 

of the Stage 1 standard setting, for ELA, mathematics, and science assessments with a mean of 600 and a standard 

deviation of 20 and the scale score ranges between 540 and 660. A reporting scale for EOC assessments was 

established with a mean of 800 and standard deviation of 25, and with scale score ranges between 725 and 875. 

Table 9-5 shows the transformation constants—the slope and intercept—used to calculate the scale scores 

for each content area and grade. Note that the values in the table will not change unless the standards are reset. 

Also, in a given year it may not be possible to attain a particular scale score, but the scale score cuts will remain 

the same. 
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Table 9-5. 2018—19 FSAA—PT: Theta-to-Scale Score Transformation Constants  

by Content Area and Grade 

Subject Grade Slope Intercept 

ELA 

3 20 600 

4 20 600 

5 20 600 

6 20 600 

7 20 600 

8 20 600 

9 20 600 

10 20 600 

Mathematics 

3 20 600 

4 20 600 

5 20 600 

6 20 600 

7 20 600 

8 20 600 

Science 
5 20 600 

8 20 600 

Algebra 1  HS 25 800 

Biology 1 HS 25 800 

Geometry HS 25 800 

Civics 7 25 800 

U.S. History HS 25 800 

 

Table 9-6 presents all the cut scores in the scale score metric. They were used for producing the data for 

this technical report. As alluded to in the previous discussion of equating, the scale was established during the 

base year and the forms serve as the reference forms for subsequent equating. The cut scores will remain fixed 

throughout the assessment program unless standards are reset for any reason. Also shown in the table are the 

minimum and maximum possible values for the scale scores. 
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Table 9-6. 2018–19 FSAA—PT: Cut Scores on the Reporting Scale 

Subject Grade 
Scale Score 

Minimum Cut1 Cut2 Cut3 Maximum 

ELA 

3 540 583 599 618 660 

4 540 582 597 618 660 

5 540 583 599 618 660 

6 540 583 599 618 660 

7 540 583 599 618 660 

8 540 582 598 614 660 

9 540 582 598 620 660 

10 540 584 598 617 660 

Mathematics 

3 540 586 600 617 660 

4 540 587 599 618 660 

5 540 586 600 617 660 

6 540 586 600 617 660 

7 540 587 600 617 660 

8 540 586 598 615 660 

Science 
5 540 580 599 616 660 

8 540 580 600 619 660 

Algebra 1 HS 725 774 797 823 875 

Biology 1 HS 725 773 795 823 875 

Geometry HS 725 777 799 827 875 

Civics 7 725 773 796 818 875 

U.S. History HS 725 778 792 818 875 

 

Table 9-7 shows the standard errors in scale score metric at the cut scores. 

Table 9-7. 2018–19 FSAA—PT: Standard Errors at the Cut Scores 

Subject Grade 
Standard Error 

Cut1 Cut2 Cut3 

ELA 

3 4 5 6 

4 3 4 6 

5 3 4 6 

6 4 4 6 

7 3 5 6 

8 3 4 6 

9 3 5 6 

10 3 4 6 

Mathematics 

3 4 4 6 

4 4 5 7 

5 4 5 7 

6 4 5 7 

7 5 6 7 

continued 
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Subject Grade 
Standard Error 

Cut1 Cut2 Cut3 

Mathematics 8 4 5 6 

Science 
5 3 4 7 

8 4 5 7 

Algebra 1 HS 5 6 8 

Biology 1 HS 4 6 9 

Geometry HS 5 6 9 

Civics 7 4 5 8 

U.S. History HS 4 5 8 

 

Table 9-8 shows the percentage of students by achievement levels along with the average and standard 

deviation of the scale scores for each grade/content area combination. The combined percentages of Level 3 and 

Level 4 students within each grade and content area are also provided in the table.  

Table 9-8. 2018–19 FSAA—PT: Percentage of Students by Performance-Level Categories 

Content Area Grade 
Number 

of 
Students 

Levels Average 
Scale 
Score 

SD of 
Scale 
Score 

Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4 
Levels 3 

& 4 

ELA 

3 3,164 13.94 26.74 36.69 22.63 59.32 603.29 18.90 

4 3,215 15.12 24.23 39.16 21.49 60.65 602.14 18.82 

5 3,383 15.87 26.07 35.32 22.73 58.05 602.63 18.61 

6 3,282 17.25 26.42 35.92 20.41 56.33 601.62 18.59 

7 3,404 17.69 24.91 34.02 23.38 57.40 602.46 19.31 

8 3,229 14.99 24.71 30.38 29.92 60.30 603.02 19.10 

9 3,169 15.21 24.05 40.20 20.54 60.74 603.02 18.90 

10 3,632 19.22 23.02 34.42 23.35 57.77 601.86 18.94 

Mathematics 

3 3,161 18.95 21.77 30.05 29.23 59.28 604.77 20.16 

4 3,212 20.08 19.74 36.83 23.35 60.18 603.61 19.06 

5 3,397 19.46 25.76 32.09 22.70 54.79 602.87 19.32 

6 3,274 21.56 23.95 30.97 23.52 54.49 602.55 19.27 

7 3,402 20.52 25.13 28.63 25.72 54.35 603.17 19.73 

8 3,225 17.21 20.00 31.60 31.19 62.79 604.90 20.63 

Science 
5 3,390 14.66 27.64 29.62 28.08 57.70 603.36 21.13 

8 3,222 13.13 28.96 35.82 22.10 57.92 603.37 19.90 

Algebra 1 HS 4,096 11.06 27.17 38.16 23.61 61.77 804.74 25.10 

Biology 1 HS 3,550 13.75 25.92 37.24 23.10 60.34 802.86 26.40 

Geometry HS 3,093 15.36 28.10 36.92 19.62 56.54 803.44 25.56 

Civics 7 3,093 11.06 24.67 34.21 30.07 64.28 804.68 24.63 

U.S. History HS 3,307 19.81 18.57 36.59 25.04 61.63 800.72 24.82 
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9.8 COMPARABILITY OF SCORES ACROSS YEARS  

Comparability of scores across years has been maintained through equating via the use of common items. 

As described in detail earlier in this chapter (Section 9.3), equating allows scores on different test forms across 

years to be compared. Achievement standards were established in the standard setting conducted in 2017. Details 

of the standard-setting procedures can be found in related standard-setting reports. To ensure continuity of score 

reporting, including achievement levels, across years, the cuts that were established at the standard-setting 

meetings are used to report assessment results and will continue to be used in future years. 

To further examine score comparability, multiyear graphs of cumulative scale score distributions are 

provided in Appendix M, Cumulative Scale Score Distributions. To provide means for further examination of 

comparability across years in terms of standards, Tables N-1 through N-8 in Appendix N show achievement level 

distributions for both 2017–18 and 2018–19 by grade for each content area. The results show that the percentages 

of students at each achievement level across the two years are very similar to each other.   
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CHAPTER 10 RELIABILITY  

10.1 RELIABILITY (OVERALL AND SUBGROUP) 

Although individual item performance is an important focus for evaluation, a complete evaluation of an 

assessment must also address the way in which items function together and complement one another. Any 

measurement includes some amount of measurement error. No academic assessment can measure student 

performance with perfect accuracy; some students will receive scores that underestimate their true ability, and 

other students will receive scores that overestimate their true ability. Items that function well together produce 

assessments that have less measurement error (i.e., the error is small on average). Such assessments are described 

as “reliable.” 

There are a number of ways to estimate an assessment’s reliability. The most common method is 

Cronbach’s α, which assumes that all the students for a given assessment were administered the same set of items. 

For the 2018–19 FSAA—PT, items were administered adaptively, so different students were typically 

administered different sets of items. Thus, Cronbach’s α cannot be appropriately applied to estimate reliability for 

the 2018–19 FSAA—PT. Hence, we turned to an IRT-based formulation of reliability, as described below.  

10.2 IRT MARGINAL RELIABILITY 

IRT marginal reliability estimation is based on applying the standard classical test theory (CTT) formula, 

relating variances of true score, observed score, and measurement error, in the IRT setting. In CTT, the 

relationship between these variances is given by the following formula: 

𝜎𝑋
2 = 𝜎𝑇

2 + 𝜎𝐸
2 

where 𝜎𝑋
2 is the observed-score variance, 𝜎𝑇

2 is the true-score variance, and 𝜎𝐸
2 is the error variance. Starting from 

this basic equation, it can be shown that the formula for CTT reliability can be expressed by: 

𝐶𝑇𝑇 𝑅𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑎𝑏𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦 = 1 −  
𝜎𝐸

2

𝜎𝑋
2. 

 

IRT marginal reliability is based on extending the CTT model to an IRT framework (Samejima, 1994) 

and provides an IRT-based estimate of the overall test reliability. Error variance is estimated as the mean squared 

conditional standard error of measurement (CSEM) of the theta estimates across students within a grade. 

Observed score variance is estimated as the variance of the theta estimates across students within a grade. IRT 

marginal reliability is then given by the following formula: 
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𝐼𝑅𝑇 𝑀𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙 𝑅𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑎𝑏𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦 = 1 − 
𝑆𝐸(𝜃)2̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅

𝑉𝑎𝑟(�̂�)
, 

 where 

 𝑆𝐸(𝜃)2̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅ represents the average squared CSEM and  

 𝑉𝑎𝑟(𝜃) represents total variance of observed  estimates. 

  

Using this formula, IRT marginal reliability estimates were calculated for each assessment, and the results 

are presented in Table 10-1. The reliability of an assessment can also be inferred from directly examining the 

CSEMs themselves, so the table also includes the square root of the average error variance for each assessment. 

Note that the CSEM values are reported in scaled score units. 

Table 10-1. 2018–19 FSAA—PT: IRT Reliability Summary 

Subject Grade 
Number of  
Students 

IRT Marginal Reliability CSEM 

ELA 

3 3,164 0.91 5.62 

4 3,216 0.92 5.22 

5 3,383 0.92 5.24 

6 3,282 0.92 5.19 

7 3,404 0.92 5.31 

8 3,229 0.93 5.18 

9 3,169 0.92 5.32 

10 3,632 0.93 5.07 

Mathematics 

3 3,161 0.92 5.86 

4 3,213 0.91 5.86 

5 3,397 0.91 5.70 

6 3,274 0.91 5.68 

7 3,402 0.90 6.29 

8 3,225 0.92 5.91 

Science 
5 3,390 0.93 5.57 

8 3,222 0.91 5.88 

Algebra 1 HS 4,096 0.92 7.06 

Biology 1 HS 3,550 0.93 6.98 

Geometry HS 3,093 0.92 7.23 

Civics 7 3,093 0.92 6.88 

U.S. History HS 3,307 0.93 6.56 
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Subgroup Reliability 

The reliability coefficients discussed in the previous section were based on the overall population of 

students who took the 2018–19 FSAA—PT. IRT marginal reliability estimates for subgroups were also calculated 

using the procedures defined above, but, in this case, only the members of the subgroup in consideration were 

used in the computations. The results are reported in Appendix O. Note that statistics are reported only for 

subgroups in which more than 25% of the students scored above the lowest attainable scale score.  

For several reasons, the statistics in Appendix O should be interpreted with caution. First, inherent 

differences between grades and content areas preclude making valid inferences about the quality of an assessment 

based on statistical comparisons with other assessments. Second, reliabilities are dependent not only on the 

measurement properties of an assessment but on the statistical distribution of the studied subgroup. For example, 

it can be readily seen in Appendix O that subgroup sample sizes vary considerably, which results in natural 

variation in reliability coefficients. Alternatively, reliability, which is a type of correlation coefficient, may be 

artificially depressed for subgroups with little variability (Draper & Smith, 1998). Finally, there is no industry 

standard to interpret the strength of a reliability coefficient when the population of interest is a single subgroup. 

10.3 INTER-RATER CONSISTENCY 

Chapter 6 of this report describes the processes that were implemented to monitor the quality of the hand 

scoring of student responses for open-response items. One of these processes was double-blind scoring of 20% of 

student responses to the ELA Writing Prompt 2, which was scored on four dimensions (in grades 4–10). The 

iScore software randomly selects 20% of all student responses to be routed to a second scorer so that inter-rater 

comparability can be established. The scores of the initial scorer serve as the final score of record. Results of the 

double-blind scoring, used during the scoring process to identify scorers who required retraining or other 

intervention, are presented here as evidence of the reliability of the FSAA—PT assessments for ELA. A summary 

of the inter-rater consistency results is presented in Table 10-2. Results in the table are averaged across the four 

dimensions by grade. The table shows the number of score categories, number of included scores, percent exact 

agreement, percent adjacent agreement, percentage of responses that required a third score, and the correlation 

between the first two sets of scores. This same information is provided, but at the item level, in Appendix P. 
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Table 10-2. 2018–19 FSAA—PT: Summary Inter-rater Consistency Statistics by Grade—ELA 

Grade 
Number of 

Score 
Categories 

Number of  
Included  
Scores 

Percent  
Exact 

Percent  
Adjacent 

Percent 
Non-Exact / 

Non-
Adjacent 

Correlation 

4 5 2,784 83.23 16.49 15.09 0.87 

5 5 2,648 79.80 20.02 21.15 0.81 

6 5 2,616 82.07 17.81 17.58 0.87 

7 5 2,840 81.65 18.24 16.34 0.83 

8 5 2,652 80.24 19.53 16.89 0.87 

9 5 2,496 79.49 20.15 28.85 0.84 

10 5 2,896 81.15 18.44 29.56 0.84 

10.4 DECISION ACCURACY AND CONSISTENCY 

While related to reliability, the accuracy and consistency of classifying students into performance 

categories is an even more important issue in a standards-based reporting framework (Livingston & Lewis, 1995). 

For every 2018–19 FSAA—PT assessment grade and content area, each student’s performance was classified into 

one of the following achievement levels: Level 1, Level 2, Level 3, or Level 4. This section of the report explains 

the methodologies used to assess the reliability of classification decisions and presents the results. 

Accuracy refers to the extent to which decisions based on test scores match decisions that would have 

been made if the scores did not contain any measurement error. Accuracy must be estimated, because errorless 

test scores do not exist. Consistency measures the extent to which classification decisions based on test scores 

match the decisions based on scores from a second, parallel form of the same assessment. Consistency can be 

evaluated directly from actual responses to test items if two complete and parallel forms of the assessment are 

given to the same group of students. In operational test programs, however, such a design is usually impractical. 

Instead, techniques have been developed to estimate both the accuracy and the consistency of classification 

decisions based on a single administration of an assessment. The Rudner (2001, 2005) method was used for the 

2018–19 FSAA—PT because it can be easily applied to data that are scored in the IRT  metric or any linear 

transformation of this metric, such as the scale scores. The applicability of the Rudner method to IRT-based 

metrics distinguishes this method from methods based on observed scores, such as the Lewis and Livingston 

(1995) method.  

Readers are referred to Rudner (2001, 2005) for details of the Rudner method; here we briefly review the 

basic idea behind the method. To help simplify notation, we will use the traditional symbol θ ̂ to refer to an 

estimate of . The heart of the method is the creation of the conditional probability distribution of  θ ̂ for a given 

value of . In theory, this probability distribution is to be calculated with respect to the distribution of the true 

values of  for the students who took the test of interest.  The best way to approximate the distribution of the true 

values of  for the students is to use the empirical distribution of the θ ̂ values.  Thus, for purposes of this 

calculation we use the value of θ ̂ for each student as though it were a true value of .  
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The desired conditional distribution of  θ ̂ for a given value of  is assumed to be a normal distribution, 

which is totally defined by its mean and standard deviation.  Thus, treating each value of θ ̂ in the data as a true  

value, the mean of this distribution is set equal to the θ  ̂value of interest, and the standard deviation is set equal to 

the standard error for this θ .̂  Each distribution is then interpreted as the distribution of θ ̂ values for a fixed value 

of .  Using these conditional distributions, the method calculates for each value of  in the empirical  

distribution, the expected proportion of the θ ̂ values that occur in an interval [a, b]. Then, by summing over all 

the true ’s in the empirical distribution that are in an interval [c, d], the method yields the expected proportion of 

these true ’s whose  θ ̂ values are in [a, b]. By setting [a, b] and [c, d] to correspond to the  intervals defined by 

the performance level cuts, the method yields the estimated elements of a classification accuracy table.  For 

example, suppose [c, d] is set to be the values corresponding to the upper and lower bounds of Level 2.  If [a, 

b] is also set to the same bounds, then the calculated probability is the probability that an examinee is classified 

into Level 2, given that the true status of the student is in Level 2.  These probabilities can be summed over 

appropriate cells to estimate overall values of classification accuracy.   

These probabilities can also be used to estimate classification consistency.  Consistency is an estimate of 

the probability of being classified into the same category two independent administrations of the test of interest 

and a hypothetical parallel test.  By the principle of independence, it can be calculated by squaring the appropriate 

probabilities and then summing the values.  As an example, consider the estimation of the probability a student is 

consistently classified into Level 2 over the two independent administrations. Following the example above for 

classification accuracy, let both [c, d] and [a, b] be the upper and lower bounds for Level 2.  As noted above, this 

results in the probability that a Level 2 student is correctly classified into Level 2.  The square of this probability 

results in the probability that a Level 2 student is consistently classified into Level 2 over the two administrations. 

Note that more calculations need to be conducted to calculate the total probability that a student is consistently 

classified into Level 2. We must also calculate the probability that a Level 1 student is classified into Level 2; and 

the probability that a Level 3 student is classified into Level 2; and the probability that a Level 4 student is 

classified into Level 2.  Each of these probabilities are then squared.  Finally, all the squared probabilities are 

summed to obtain the total probability that a student is consistently classified into Level 2.  

For the classification accuracy tables, cell [i, j] represents the estimated proportion of students whose true 

 fell into classification i (where i = 1 to 4, for the four achievement levels) and θ ̂ fell into classification j (where 

j = 1 to 4). The sum of the diagonal entries (i.e., the proportion of students whose true and estimated 

classifications matched) signified overall accuracy. 

For the classification consistency tables, cell [i, j] of a table represents the estimated proportion of 

students whose θ ̂ on the first of two hypothetical parallel tests would fall into classification i (where i = 1 to 4) 

and whose θ ̂ on the second hypothetical parallel test would fall into classification j (where j = 1 to 4). The sum of 

the diagonal entries (i.e., the proportion of students categorized by the two tests into exactly the same 

classification) signified overall consistency. 
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Another way to measure consistency is to use Cohen’s (1960) coefficient κ (kappa), which assesses the 

proportion of consistent classifications after removing the proportion of consistent classifications that would be 

expected by chance. It is calculated using the following formula: 

 κ=((Observed agreement)-(Chance agreement))/(1-(Chance agreement) )=(∑_i▒C_ii -∑_i▒〖

C_(i.) C_(.i) 〗)/(1-∑_i▒〖C_(i.) C_(.i) 〗), 

where 

C_(i.) is the proportion of students whose observed achievement-level would be Level i (where i = 1 – 4) 

on the first hypothetical parallel form of the test; 

C_(.i) is the proportion of students whose observed achievement-level would be Level i (where i = 1 – 4) 

on the second hypothetical parallel form of the test; and 

C_ii is the proportion of students whose observed achievement-level would be Level i (where i = 1 – 4) 

on both hypothetical parallel forms of the test. 

Because κ is corrected for chance, its values are lower than other consistency estimates. 

 

The accuracy and consistency analyses described above are provided in Appendix Q. The table includes 

overall accuracy and consistency indices, including kappa. Accuracy and consistency values conditional upon 

achievement level are also given. For these calculations, the denominator is the proportion of students associated 

with a given achievement level. For example, the conditional accuracy value is 0.93 for Level 1 for grade 7 ELA. 

This figure indicates that among the students whose true thetas placed them in this classification, 93% would be 

expected to be in this classification when categorized according to their estimated thetas. Similarly, a consistency 

value of 0.86 indicates that 86% of grade 7 ELA students with estimated thetas in Level 1 would be expected to 

be classified in this level again if a second, parallel assessment were administered. 

For some testing situations, decisions around level thresholds may be of great concern. For the 2018–19 

FSAA—PT, Table P-2 in Appendix Q provides accuracy and consistency estimates at each cutpoint, as well as 

false positive and false negative decision rates. (A false positive is the proportion of students whose estimated 

thetas were above the cut and whose true thetas were below the cut. A false negative is the proportion of students 

whose estimated thetas were below the cut and whose true thetas were above the cut.)  

Note that, in the absence of research on DAC statistics in the alternate assessment arena, no guidelines are 

available for how to interpret the strength of the values. Furthermore, it is important to remember that it is 

inappropriate to compare DAC statistics between grades and content areas. 
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CHAPTER 11 VALIDITY 

One purpose of this report is to describe the technical aspects of the 2018–19 FSAA—PT to support valid 

score interpretations. This report presents documentation to substantiate intended interpretations of test scores 

(AERA et al., 2014). Each of the chapters in this report contributes important information to the validity argument 

from one or more of the following perspectives: test development, test administration, scoring, item analyses, 

scaling and equating, reliability, comparability, and score reporting. 

The 2018–19 FSAA—PT was based on, and aligned with, the Florida Standards Access Points (FS-APs) 

in ELA and mathematics, and with the Next Generation Sunshine State Standards Access Points (NGSSS-APs) in 

science and social studies. The results are intended to enable inferences about student achievement on Access 

Points, and these achievement inferences are meant to be useful for program and instructional improvement and 

as a component of school accountability. 

The Standards for Educational and Psychological Testing (AERA et al., 2014) provides a framework for 

describing sources of evidence that should be considered when constructing a validity argument. These sources 

include evidence based on the following five general areas: test content, response processes, internal structure, 

relationship to other variables, and consequences of testing. Although each of these sources may speak to a 

different aspect of validity, they are not distinct types of validity. Instead, each contributes to a body of evidence 

about the comprehensive validity of score interpretations. 

A measure of evidence on test content validity is meant to determine how well the assessment tasks 

represent the curriculum and standards for each content area and grade level. This is informed by the item 

development process, including how the assessment items align to the curriculum and standards. Viewed through 

the lens provided by the content standards, evidence based on test content was extensively described in Chapters 3 

and 4. Components of validity evidence based on assessment content include the following: item alignment with 

the Florida Standards and Next Generation Sunshine State Standards; item bias, sensitivity, and content-

appropriateness review processes; and adherence to the test blueprint. As discussed earlier, Florida educators 

aligned all of the 2018–19 FSAA—PT questions with specific Florida Standards and Next Generation Sunshine 

State Standards, and each question underwent several rounds of review for content fidelity and appropriateness. 

Evidence based on internal structure is presented in detail in the discussions of item analyses, scaling and 

equating, and reliability in Chapters 8–10. Technical characteristics of the internal structure of the assessments are 

presented in terms of differential item functioning (DIF) analyses, item response theory (IRT) calibration, 

equating, and pattern scoring, reliability, and standard errors of measurement (SEM). Each assessment was 

equated to the same grade-level and content-area assessment from the prior year to preserve the meaning of scores 

over time. In general, item difficulty and discrimination indices were in acceptable and expected ranges, as very 

few items were answered correctly at near-chance or near-perfect rates. 
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 Similarly, the positive discrimination indices indicate that most items were assessing consistent 

constructs, and students who performed well on individual items tended to perform well overall. Chapter 6, on 

training and administration information, describes the steps taken to train the teachers/test administrators on 

administration and scoring procedures. Assessments were administered according to state-mandated standardized 

procedures, as described in the administration manual. These efforts to provide thorough training opportunities 

and materials helped maximize consistency of administration and scoring across teachers, which enhanced the 

quality of test scores and, in turn, contributed to validity. While results of the study indicated that scoring and 

administration procedures were being followed to a high degree overall, there were also some areas identified for 

improvement to enhance the validity of the assessment in the next administration. 

Evidence based on the consequences of testing is addressed in the scale score information in Chapter 9. 

Scale scores offer the advantage of simplifying the reporting of results across content areas, grade levels, and 

subsequent years. Achievement levels provide users with reference points for mastery at each grade and content 

area, which is another useful and simple way to interpret scores. Several different standard reports have been 

provided to stakeholders. Additional evidence of the consequences of testing could be supplemented with broader 

investigation of the effect of testing on student learning. 

To further support the validation of the assessment program, additional studies might be considered to 

provide evidence regarding the relationship of FSAA—PT assessment results to other variables, including the 

extent to which scores converge with other measures of similar constructs and the extent to which they might 

diverge from measures of different constructs. Relationships among measures of the same or similar constructs 

can sharpen the meaning of scores and appropriate interpretations by refining the definition of the construct. 
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Table A-1. 2018–19 Florida Standards Alternate Assessment: Item Content Review Committee 

Name District Position Gender Ethnicity Group 

Thomas Allard 64 – Volusia ESE Teacher Male White/Caucasian ELA 3–8 
Richard Archambault 09 – Citrus Gen Ed Teacher Male White/Caucasian Science 
Cheryl Bishop 35 – Lake AAC Female White/Caucasian HS Math 
Leo Booth 18 – Flagler Gen Ed Teacher Male White/Caucasian SS 
Kathy Briggs 65 – Wakulla ESE Teacher Female White/Caucasian Science 
Christine Burkhart 08 – Charlotte Gen Ed Teacher Female White/Caucasian HS ELA 
Jeris Burns-Flemmings 16 – Duval ESE Teacher Female Black/African American ELA 3–8 
Kathleen Bussendorf 05 – Brevard Gen Ed Teacher Female White/Caucasian Math 3–8 
Kayla Cerquozzi 41 – Manatee ELA 3–8 
Andrea Ciotti 06 – Broward AAC Female Hispanic/Latino ELA 3–8 
Cynthia Dils 27 – Hernando TVI Female White/Caucasian Math 3–8 
Marion Elliot 41 – Manatee Gen Ed Teacher Female White/Caucasian Math 3–8 
Melissa Fiuza 08 – Charlotte Gen Ed Teacher Female White/Caucasian Science 
John Gaylor 16 – Duval ESE Teacher Male White/Caucasian HS Math 
Megan Guarente 08 – Charlotte Gen Ed Teacher Female White/Caucasian HS Math 
Robin Harwell 68 – FSDB Diagnostician Female White/Caucasian Math 3–8 
David Hass 35 – Lake ESE Teacher Male White/Caucasian Math 3–8 
Jessica Kapp 08 – Charlotte Gen Ed Teacher Female  Science 
Marcy Kleer 41 – Manatee Gen Ed Teacher Female White/Caucasian Math 3–8 
Deborah Kline 05 – Brevard ESE Teacher Female White/Caucasian HS ELA 
Deborah Kootsouradis 16 – Duval Gen Ed Teacher Female White/Caucasian HS ELA 
Chandrell Larkin 13 – Dade Administrator Female Black/African American HS ELA 
Carlos Lebron Rivera 48 – Orange ESE Teacher Male Hispanic/Latino ELA 3–8 
Candace Lee 56 – St. Lucie ESE Teacher Female White/Caucasian Science 
Elizabeth Lewis 58 – Sarasota AAC Female White/Caucasian SS 
Lori Lynch 08 – Charlotte Gen Ed Teacher Female White/Caucasian SS 
Sharon McCants 06 – Broward Gen Ed Teacher Female Black/African American Science 
Rosalind McCray 50 – Palm Beach Administrator Female Black/African American HS ELA 
Nancy McElligott 06 – Broward ESE Teacher Female White/Caucasian Science 
Jenna Mullins 09 – Citrus Gen Ed Teacher Female White/Caucasian Science 
Breonne Murray 65 – Wakulla Gen Ed Teacher Female Black/African American HS Math 
Novelette Pitt 06 – Broward ESE Specialist Female Black/African American Math 3–8 
Mandi Prescott 46 – Okaloosa ESE Teacher Female White/Caucasian SS 
Jodi Richards 08 – Charlotte Gen Ed Teacher Female White/Caucasian HS Math 
Carey Roberts 68 – FSDB ESE Teacher Female White/Caucasian ELA 3–8 
Elvira Ruiz-Carrillo 13 – Dade Administrator Female Hispanic/Latino SS 
Edward Sagarese 08 – Charlotte ESE Teacher Male White/Caucasian HS ELA 
Christopher Salamone 52 – Pinellas ESE Teacher Male White/Caucasian SS 
Brittny Sanders 60 – Sumter Gen Ed Teacher Female Black/African American Math 3–8 
Frank Santa Maria 08 – Charlotte Gen Ed Teacher Male White/Caucasian ELA 3–8 
Victoria Smith 09 – Citrus Gen Ed Teacher Female White/Caucasian HS Math 
Jenny Strickland 67 – Washington Gen Ed Teacher Female White/Caucasian ELA 3–8 
Tracey Swart 41 – Manatee ESE Teacher Female White/Caucasian SS 
Leia Swiggett 09 – Citrus AAC Female White/Caucasian HS Math 
Tanaka Travis 17 – Escambia ESE Coordinator Female Black/African American Science 
Edmund Trygar 09 – Citrus ESE Coordinator Male White/Caucasian ELA 3–8 
Andrea Vineyard 42 – Marion ESE Coordinator Female White/Caucasian HS ELA 
Jacqueline Wilson 67 – Washington Gen Ed Teacher Female White/Caucasian SS 
Paula Wilson 67 – Washington Gen Ed Teacher Female White/Caucasian Math 3–8 
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Table A-2. 2018–2019 Florida Standards Alternate Assessment: Item Bias and 
Sensitivity Review Committee 

Name District Position Gender Ethnicity Group 

Sharon Donegan 50 – Palm Beach ESE Teacher Female ELA & SS 

Junia Fischer 57 – Santa Rosa ESE Teacher Female 
American 
Indian/Alaskan Native; 
White 

ELA & SS 

Catherine Giles 06 – Broward ESE Teacher Female Black/African American Math & Sci 

Janis Hachiya 29 – Hillsborough Gen Ed Teacher Female Asian/Pacific Islander ELA & SS 

Carol Hall 16 – Duval AAC Female White/Caucasian ELA & SS 

Jeanette Herring 08 – Charlotte Gen Ed Teacher Female Hispanic/Latino; White Math & Sci 

Kenny Hodges 53 – Polk ESE Teacher Male White/Caucasian Math & Sci 

Bruce McVae 09 – Citrus ESE Teacher Male White/Caucasian ELA & SS 

Justine Micalizzi 08 – Charlotte ESE Teacher Female ELA & SS 

Jamie Mobberly 16 – Duval Administrator Female White/Caucasian Math & Sci 

Tonya Morris 17 – Escambia Gen Ed Teacher Female Black/African American Math & Sci 

Amrita Prakash 13 – Dade Administrator Female Black/African American ELA & SS 

Angela Karen 
Stone 

09 – Citrus Gen Ed Teacher Female Math & Sci 

Carlos Talavera 47 – Okeechobee TVI Male Hispanic/Latino Math & Sci 

Christopher 
Townley 

06 – Broward ESE Teacher Math 
American 

Indian/Alaskan 
Native; White 

Math & Sci 

Carly Workman 50 – Palm Beach Administrator Female White/Caucasian Math & Sci 

Table A-3. 2018–19 Florida Standards Alternate Assessment: Passage Bias 
and Sensitivity Review  Committee 

Name District Grade Position Gender Ethnicity 

Thomas Allard 64 – Volusia Middle 
Special Education 
Teacher 

Male White 

Courtney Benedix 37 - Leon All 
Special Education 
Teacher 

Female 

Kenneth Hodges 53 - Polk Middle & High 
Special Education 
Teacher 

Male White 

Trenisha Reynolds 37 - Leon All Grades Vision Teacher Female 

Katy Svitenko 03 - Bay High 
Special Education 
Teacher 

Female White 

Melinda Tindall 20 -Gadsden Middle 
Special Education 
Teacher 

Female White 

Melinda Wilson-
Jones 

37 - Leon 
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Table A-4. 2018–19 Florida Alternate Assessment: Content Advisory Committee—Mathematics 

Name District Grade Position Gender Ethnicity 

Cynthia Carrig 64 - Volusia High ESE Teacher Female White/Caucasian 
Corinne deArakal 64 - Volusia Elementary ESE Teacher Female White/Caucasian 
Marion Elliot 41 - Manatee High Gen Ed Teacher Female White/Caucasian 
Amy Hagerty 08 - Charlotte High Gen Ed Teacher Female White/Caucasian 
Rafael Harley 06 - Broward Elementary ESE Specialist Male Black/African American 
Robin Harwell 68 - FSDB Middle Diagnostician Female White/Caucasian 
Marcy Kleer 41 - Manatee High Gen Ed Teacher Female White/Caucasian 
Sally Walden 03 - Bay High ESE Teacher Female White/Caucasian 

Table A-5. 2018–19 Florida Alternate Assessment: Content Advisory Committee—English Language Arts 

Name District Grade Position Gender Ethnicity 

Thomas Allard 64 – Volusia Middle ESE Teacher Male White/Caucasian 
Kasey Cavanaugh 27 – Hernando Middle Gen Ed Teacher Female White/Caucasian 
Amanda Gaughan 59 - Seminole Middle ESE Teacher Female White/Caucasian 
Deborah 
Kootsouradis 

16 - Duval High Gen Ed Teacher Female White/Caucasian 

Martha Leslie 67 - Washington High ESE Teacher Female Black/African American 
Michelle Metheny 35 - Lake Middle ESE Teacher Female White/Caucasian 
Jennifer Pyott 58 - Sarasota Middle Gen Ed Teacher Female White/Caucasian 
Luann Reel 18 - Flagler High ESE Teacher Female White/Caucasian 
Carey Roberts 68 - FSDB Elementary ESE Teacher Female White/Caucasian 

Table A-6. 2018–19 Florida Alternate Assessment: Content Advisory Committee—Social Studies 

Name District Grade Position Gender Ethnicity 

David Hass 35 - Lake All ESE Teacher Male White/Caucasian 
Debra LaFountaine 49 - Osceola Middle Gen Ed Teacher Female White/Caucasian 
Justine Micalizzi 08 - Charlotte High ESE Teacher Female 
Katherine Shattuck 54 - Putnam Middle ESE Teacher Female White/Caucasian 
Nancy Sokoloff 50 Palm Beach Middle ESE Teacher Female White/Caucasian 
Kenneth Sparkman 62 - Taylor Middle Gen Ed Teacher Male White/Caucasian 
Katy Svitenko 03 - Bay High ESE Teacher Female White/Caucasian 
Devin Watson 49 - Osceola High Gen Ed Teacher Female 

Table A-7. 2018–19 Florida Alternate Assessment: Content Advisory Committee—Science 

Name District Grade Position Gender Ethnicity 

Barry Archie 17 - Escambia Middle Gen Ed Teacher Male Black/African American 
Kenny Hodges 53 - Polk High ESE Teacher Male White/Caucasian 
Bruce Jeffrey 09 - Citrus Middle ESE Teacher Male White/Caucasian 
Jagathy Nair 50 - Palm Beach Elementary ESE Teacher Female Asian/Pacific Islander 
Kathy Russ 66 - Walton Middle ESE Teacher Female White/Caucasian 
Christopher 
Salamone 

52 - Pinellas High ESE Staff Male White/Caucasian 

Brittny Sanders 60 - Sumter Elementary Gen Ed Teacher Female Black/African American 
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Table B-1. 2018–19 FSAA—PT: Summary of Participation 

by Demographic Category—ELA* 

Description 
Number 
Enrolled 

Percent 
Tested 

All Students 26,478 98.59 

Male 15,116 98.78 

Female 7,036 98.74 

7,173 98.99 

57 100.00 

501 99.21 

6,688 98.70 

35 100.00 

6,971 98.67 

Hispanic 

American Indian or Alaskan Native 

Asian 

Black Non-Hispanic

Pacific Islander 

White Non-Hispanic

Multiracial 727 97.72 

Economically Disadvantaged 1,082 99.45 

Not Economically Disadvantaged 25,396 98.55 

Limited English Proficient 1,764 99.16 

Non-Limited English Proficient 24,714 98.55 

* Data source: Florida Department of Education

Table B-2. 2018–19 FSAA—PT: Summary of Participation 

by Demographic Category—Mathematics* 

Description 
Number 
Enrolled 

Percent 
Tested 

All Students 19,671 99.23 

Male 11,343 99.30 

Female 5,211 99.29 

5,507 99.37 

41 100.00 

385 99.48 

5,024 99.29 

24 100.00 

5,017 99.23 

Hispanic 

American Indian or Alaskan Native 

Asian 

Black Non-Hispanic

Pacific Islander 

White Non-Hispanic

Multiracial 556 99.11 

Economically Disadvantaged 790 99.25 

Not Economically Disadvantaged 18,881 99.23 

Limited English Proficient 1,500 99.54 

Non-Limited English Proficient 18,171 99.21 

* Data source: Florida Department of Education
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Table B-3. 2018–19 FSAA—PT: Summary of Participation 

by Demographic Category—Science* 

Description 
Number 
Enrolled 

Percent 
Tested 

All Students 6,612 98.88 

Male 4,028 98.94 

Female 1,875 99.10 

1,977 98.85 

16 100.00 

152 100.00 

1,787 98.89 

6 100.00 

1,780 99.22 

Hispanic 

American Indian or Alaskan Native 

Asian 

Black Non-Hispanic

Pacific Islander 

White Non-Hispanic

Multiracial 185 98.40 

Economically Disadvantaged 282 99.30 

Not Economically Disadvantaged 6,330 98.86 

Limited English Proficient 447 99.33 

Non-Limited English Proficient 6,165 98.85 

* Data source: Florida Department of Education

Table B-4. 2018–19 FSAA—PT: Summary of Participation 

by Demographic Category—Algebra 1* 

Description 
Number 
Enrolled 

Percent 
Tested 

All Students 4,096 98.34 

Male 1,519 98.38 

Female 730 98.65 

679 98.69 

7 100.00 

46 100.00 

706 99.02 

4 100.00 

742 97.89 

Hispanic 

American Indian or Alaskan Native 

Asian 

Black Non-Hispanic

Pacific Islander 

White Non-Hispanic

Multiracial 65 95.59 

Economically Disadvantaged 118 98.33 

Not Economically Disadvantaged 3,978 98.34 

Limited English Proficient 111 98.23 

Non-Limited English Proficient 3,985 98.35 

* Data source: Florida Department of Education
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Table B-5. 2018–19 FSAA—PT: Summary of Participation 

by Demographic Category—Biology 1*

Description 
Number 
Enrolled 

Percent 
Tested 

All Students 3,550 98.64 

Male 1,468 99.06 

Female 678 98.40 

615 99.19 

5 100.00 

47 100.00 

690 98.85 

721 98.63 

Hispanic 

American Indian or Alaskan Native 

Asian 

Black Non-Hispanic

White Non-Hispanic

Multiracial 68 97.14 

Economically Disadvantaged 91 98.91 

Not Economically Disadvantaged 3,459 98.63 

Limited English Proficient 112 99.12 

Non-Limited English Proficient 3,438 98.62 

* Data source: Florida Department of Education

Table B-6. 2018–19 FSAA—PT: Summary of Participation 

by Demographic Category—Geometry* 

Description 
Number 
Enrolled 

Percent 
Tested 

All Students 3,093 98.44 

Male 389 98.98 

Female 215 99.54 

196 99.49 

1 100.00 

16 100.00 

169 98.83 

1 100.00 

202 99.51 

Hispanic 

American Indian or Alaskan Native 

Asian 

Black Non-Hispanic

Pacific Islander 

White Non-Hispanic

Multiracial 19 95.00 

Economically Disadvantaged 32 100.00 

Not Economically Disadvantaged 3,061 98.42 

Limited English Proficient 42 100.00 

Non-Limited English Proficient 3,051 98.42 

* Data source: Florida Department of Education
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Table B-7. 2018–19 FSAA—PT: Summary of Participation 

by Demographic Category—Civics* 

Description 
Number 
Enrolled 

Percent 
Tested 

All Students 3,093 99.29 

Male 1,902 99.42 

Female 854 99.42 

883 99.10 

7 100.00 

74 97.37 

837 99.64 

10 100.00 

854 99.65 

Hispanic 

American Indian or Alaskan Native 

Asian 

Black Non-Hispanic

Pacific Islander 

White Non-Hispanic

Multiracial 91 100.00 

Economically Disadvantaged 139 100.00 

Not Economically Disadvantaged 2,954 99.29 

Limited English Proficient 199 100.00 

Non-Limited English Proficient 2,894 99.28 

* Data source: Florida Department of Education

Table B-8. 2018–19 FSAA—PT: Summary of Participation 

by Demographic Category—U.S. History* 

Description 
Number 
Enrolled 

Percent 
Tested 

All Students 3,307 98.13 

Male 912 98.06 

Female 426 98.38 

349 98.59 

5 100.00 

34 100.00 

384 98.46 

4 100.00 

514 97.90 

Hispanic 

American Indian or Alaskan Native 

Asian 

Black Non-Hispanic

Pacific Islander 

White Non-Hispanic

Multiracial 48 94.12 

Economically Disadvantaged 76 100.00 

Not Economically Disadvantaged 3,231 98.09 

Limited English Proficient 56 98.25 

Non-Limited English Proficient 3,251 98.13 

* Data source: Florida Department of Education
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APPENDIX C—SAMPLE ITEM SET



Sample Item Set Table
Item 2
Florida Standards Access Point: Use ratios and reasoning to solve real-world mathematical problems (e.g., by reasoning about tables of 
equivalent ratios, tape diagrams, double number line diagrams, or equations).

Task 1

Materials Teacher Script Student Response

Response Booklet: page 21

Stimulus picture card:

3 erasers

Picture cards:

(quarters)

(rulers)

(books)

Here is a picture of three erasers.

Which group has a different number of objects than the number of 

erasers?

\ A: quarters

\ B: rulers

\ C: books

\ D: No Response

Scaffolded Response
(when applicable)
\ A: quarters

\ B: rulers

\ C: books

\ D: No Response

Task 2

Materials Teacher Script Student Response

Response Booklet: page 23

Stimulus picture card:

package of 2 paintbrushes

Number cards:

2

10

50

Here is a package of two paintbrushes.

Ms. Tandy bought  ve of these packages.

How many paintbrushes did Ms. Tandy buy in all?

Read the number cards to the student.

\ A: 2

\ B: 10

\ C: 50

\ D: No Response

Task 3

Materials Teacher Script Student Response

Response Booklet: page 25

Stimulus picture card:

3 jars of paint

Number cards:

3

15

20 

Here is a picture of three jars of paint.

Ms. Tandy has twenty students in her class. She puts the students 
into groups of four. She gives each group three jars of paint.

How many jars of paint does Ms. Tandy need for her class?

Read the number cards to the student.

\ A: 3

\ B: 15

\ C: 20

\ D: No Response
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Sample Student Response Booklet

Task 1 Stimulus and Response Options

NOTE: Student uses daily mode of communication to select a response option.

E
R

A
S

E
R

E
R

A
S

E
R

E
R

A
S

E
R

Page 212015-2016_FL_ALT_Gr6-8_PT_Response

222591

Grade 6 Mathematics Item 2 — Task 1

1

2

3

4

5

6

RU
LE

R

1

2

3

4

5

6

RU
LE

R

1

2

3

4

5

6

RU
LE

R
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Sample Student Response Booklet (cont .)

Task 2 Stimulus and Response Options

NOTE: Student uses daily mode of communication to select a response option.

Paintbrushes

Page 232015-2016_FL_ALT_Gr6-8_PT_Response

222594

Grade 6 Mathematics Item 2 — Task 2

2 10 50
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Sample Student Response Booklet (cont .)

Task 3 Stimulus and Response Options

NOTE: Student uses daily mode of communication to select a response option.

Page 252015-2016_FL_ALT_Gr6-8_PT_Response

222600

Grade 6 Mathematics Item 2 — Task 3

3 15 20
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Social Studies 

Blueprint Design 

The social studies design is based on the Next Generation Sunshine State Standards and 
consists of a total of 16 common items. Access Civics End-of-Course addresses the four 
reporting categories’ content introduced in the grade 7 course. Access U.S. History End‐of‐
Course addresses the three reporting categories’ content introduced in the high school course.  

In developing the test blueprint for social studies, several documents were examined:  

 Sunshine State Standards with Access Points 
 Civics End-of-Course assessment blueprint 
 U.S. History End‐of‐Course assessment blueprint 
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Access Civics End‐of‐Course 
	 The four reporting categories for the Civics End‐of‐Course assessment are as follows: 

o	 Origin and Purposes of Law and Government 
o	 Roles, Rights, and Responsibilities of Citizens 
o	 Government Policies and Political Processes 
o	 Organization and Function of Government 

	 The emphasis of each reporting category is similar to the Civics End‐of‐Course 
assessment where it is evenly divided across the four reporting categories. 

FSAA—PT Civics End‐of‐Course Assessment 

Reporting Category  Standard   Number of Items 

SS.7.C.1.2  
SS.7.C.1.4  

Origin and Purposes of Law  SS.7.C.1.7  
4 

and Government  SS.7.C.1.8  
SS.7.C.1.9  
SS.7.C.3.10  

SS.7.C.2.1  
SS.7.C.2.2  

Roles, Rights, and 
SS.7.C.2.4   4 

Responsibilities of Citizens 
SS.7.C.3.7  
SS.7.C.3.12  

SS.7.C.2.8  
SS.7.C.2.10  

Government Policies and  SS.7.C.2.12  
4 

Political Processes  SS.7.C.2.13  
SS.7.C.4.1  
SS.7.C.4.2  
SS.7.C.3.3  
SS.7.C.3.4  

Organization and Function of  SS.7.C.3.5  
4 

Government   SS.7.C.3.11  
SS.7.C.3.13  
SS.7.C.3.14  
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Access U.S. History End‐of‐Course 
	 The three reporting categories for the Access U.S. History End‐of‐Course assessment 

are as follows: 
o	 Late Nineteenth and Early Twentieth Century, 1860–1910 
o	 Global Military Political, and Economic Challenges, 1890–1940 
o	 The United States and the Defense of the International Peace, 1940–present 

	 The emphasis of each reporting category is similar to the general education U.S. History 
End‐of‐Course assessment where Global Military, Political, and Economic Challenges, 
1890–1940 has the strongest emphasis with Late Nineteenth and Early Twentieth 
Century, 1860–1910 having the least emphasis. 

	 The standard SS.912.A.1.1 is introduced in all three reporting categories. Each year 
there will be one item that addresses this standard. The topic or scenario of this item 
will rotate through the three reporting categories each development cycle. 

FSAA—PT U.S. History End‐of‐Course Assessment 

Reporting Category  Standard   Number of Items 

SS.912.A.2.1  
Late Nineteenth and Early   SS.912.A.2.7  
Twentieth Century, 1860– SS.912.A.3.1   4 
1910  SS.912.A.3.2  

SS.912.A.3.13  
SS.912.A.4.1  
SS.912.A.4.5  
SS.912.A.4.11  

Global Military, Political, 
SS.912.A.5.3  

and Economic Challenges,  6 
SS.912.A.5.5  

1890–1940 
SS.912.A.5.10  
SS.912.A.5.11  
SS.912.A.5.12  
SS.912.A.6.1  
SS.912.A.6.10  
SS.912.A.6.13  
SS.912.A.6.15  

The United States and the   SS.912.A.7.1  
Defense of the International  SS.912.A.7.4   5 
Peace, 1940–present  SS.912.A.7.6  

SS.912.A.7.8  
SS.912.A.7.11  
SS.912.A.7.12  
SS.912.A.7.17  

Introduced in all Reporting 
SS.912.A.1.1*   1  

Categories 

* SS.912.A.1.1: Topic/scenario of the A.1.1 item will rotate through all three reporting categories. 
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Science
 

Blueprint Design 
The science design consists of the four Bodies of Knowledge from the Next Generation Sunshine 
State Standards.  Each of the Bodies of Knowledge assesses three to seven items. The 
assessment consists of a total of 16 common items. 

All newly developed items for science will be field‐tested and their statistics will be evaluated 
prior to using the items as common.  

The assessment blueprints for science grades 5 and 8 and Biology 1 were unchanged from the 
previous assessment administration. 

In developing the test blueprint for science, several documents were examined: 

 Alternate Assessment in Science for Students with Disabilities 
 Sunshine State Standards with Access Points 
 Biology 1 End‐of‐Course assessment blueprint 

The content assessed in alternate assessment should generally reflect the same areas assessed 
by the Statewide Science Assessment: Nature of Science, Earth and Space Science, Physical 
Science, and Life Science. In order to meet this criterion, the blueprint distributes the 
assessment items across the four science Bodies of Knowledge. Items will focus on the science 
content assessed at each grade level based on the Big Ideas that are addressed.  

Therefore, the science blueprint chart involves: 
1. Distribution of major science Bodies of Knowledge across each grade level. 
2. Assessment of the majority of Big Ideas that are addressed at each of the grade levels. 

An emphasis was placed on the Bodies of Knowledge at each grade level based on evaluating 
the Big Ideas to see the range and quantity of benchmarks addressed and the range and 
quantity of Access Points addressed. The Access Points were then reviewed to see if they are 
broad or narrow and if the topics within them can support more items and are deemed more 
relevant for this population of students. Special attention was paid to the Task 1 level Access 
Points as these can be very few and narrow, very few and broad, or many. Based on the review 
of the Access Points, not all Big Ideas that are addressed at each grade level for instruction will 
be assessed at each grade level. However, all of the Big Ideas are assessed at least once 
throughout a student’s school years. 
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Grade 5
 

	 Only two of the four Big Ideas in Nature of Science are addressed leading to less 
emphasis and the recommendation for three items. The Big Idea: The Practice of 
Science is the constant across all grade levels for assessment. 

	 Five Big Ideas in Physical Science are introduced leading to more emphasis. Three of the 
five Big Ideas are assessed at this grade level for a total of five items. 

	 Life Science and Earth and Space Science remain at four items each. 

FSAA—PT Grade 5 Science Assessment Blueprint 

Reporting 
Standards (Big Ideas)  Course Standards  Number of Items  

Category 

SC.5.N.1.1  
SC.5.N.1.2  

Big Idea 1: The Practice  of  SC.5.N.1.3  
Nature of  Science  SC.5.N.1.4  

3 
Science  SC.5.N.1.5  

SC.5.N.1.6  
Big Idea 2: The Characteristics  SC.5.N.2.1  
of Scientific Knowledge  SC.5.N.2.2  

SC.5.E.7.1  
SC.5.E.7.2  
SC.5.E.7.3  

Earth and  Big Idea 7: Earth Systems and 
SC.5.E.7.4   4 

Space Science  Patterns 
SC.5.E.7.5  
SC.5.E.7.6  
SC.5.E.7.7  
SC.5.P.10.1  
SC.5.P.10.2  

Big Idea 10: Forms of Energy 
SC.5.P.10.3  
SC.5.P.10.4  

Physical  Big Idea 11: Energy Transfer  SC.5.P.11.1  
5

Science  and Transformations  SC.5.P.11.2  
SC.5.P.13.1  

Big Idea 13: Forces and  SC.5.P.13.2  
Changes in Motion  SC.5.P.13.3  

SC.5.P.13.4  
Big Idea 14: Organization and 

SC.5.L.14.1  
Development of Living 

Life Science  SC.5.L.14.2  
Organisms  4 

Big Idea 17: Interdependence  SC.5.L.17.1  
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Grade 8
 

	 The four Big Ideas in Nature of Science are addressed. Two of the four Big Ideas are 
assessed at this grade level for a total of three items. The Big Idea: The Practice of 
Science is the constant across all grade levels for assessment. 

	 Physical Science addresses two Big Ideas, which is more emphasis than Earth and Space 
Science and Life Science; therefore, the recommendation is to include seven items for 
assessment. 

	 Earth and Space Science and Life Science have fewer Access Points to address for a 
recommendation of three items each for assessment. 

FSAA—PT Grade 8 Science Assessment Blueprint 
Reporting 

Standards (Big Ideas)  Course Standards  Number of Items  
Category 

SC.8.N.1.1  
SC.8.N.1.2  

Big Idea 1: The Practice  of  SC.8.N.1.3  

Nature of  Science  SC.8.N.1.4 

Science  SC.8.N.1.5   3 

SC.8.N.1.6  

Big Idea 4: Science and  SC.8.N.4.1  

Society  SC.8.N.4.2  

SC.8.E.5.1   SC.8.E.5.7  
SC.8.E.5.2   SC.8.E.5.8  
SC.8.E.5.3   SC.8.E.5.9  

Earth and  Big Idea 5: Earth in Space and 
SC.8.E.5.4   SC.8.E.5.10   3 

Space Science  Time 
SC.8.E.5.5   SC.8.E.5.11  
SC.8.E.5.6   SC.8.E.5.12  

SC.8.P.8.1   SC.8.P.8.6  
SC.8.P.8.2   SC.8.P.8.7  

Big Idea 8: Properties of  SC.8.P.8.3   SC.8.P.8.8  
Matter  SC.8.P.8.4   SC.8.P.8.9  

Physical  SC.8.P.8.5   7 
Science 

SC.8.P.9.1  

Big Idea 9: Changes in Matter  SC.8.P.9.2  
SC.8.P.9.3  

SC.8.L.18.1  
Big Idea 18: Matter and  SC.8.L.18.2  

Life Science  3 
Energy Transformations  SC.8.L.18.3  

SC.8.L.18.4  
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Access Biology 1 End‐of‐Course: 
	 Two Big Ideas are addressed in the Biology 1 End‐of‐Course assessment: Life Science 

and Nature of Science. 
	 Life Science is heavily introduced on this assessment. In keeping with the general
 

education end‐of‐course exam, the Life Science standards are broken down into
 
separate reporting categories:
 

o	 Molecular and Cellular Biology – seven standards are addressed for a total of five 
items. 

o	 Classification, Heredity, and Evolution – four standards are addressed for a total 
of four items. 

o	 Organisms, Populations, and Ecosystems – six standards are addressed for a total 
of six items. 

	 Nature of Science is addressed with one standard (N.1.1) for one item. The topic or 
scenario of this item will rotate through the three reporting categories in each 
development cycle. 

FSAA—PT Biology 1 End‐of‐Course Assessment 

Reporting Category  Standard  Number of Items  

SC.912.L.14.1 
SC.912.L.14.3 
SC.912.L.16.3 

Molecular and Cellular 
SC.912.L.18.1  5 

Biology 
SC.912.L.18.12 
SC.912.L.18.9 
SC.912.L.16.17 

SC.912.L.15.1 
Classification, Heredity,  SC.912.L.15.13 

4 
and Evolution  SC.912.L.15.6 

SC.912.L.16.1 

SC.912.L.14.7 
SC.912.L.16.10 

Organisms, Populations,   SC.912.L.16.13 
6 

and Ecosystems  SC.912.L.17.5 
SC.912.L.17.9 
SC.912.L.17.20 

Introduced in all 
SC.912.N.1.1  1  

Reporting Categories  
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Mathematics 

Blueprint Design 
The mathematics design is based on the Florida Standards and consists of a total of 16 core 
item sets. Grades 3–5 address the five reporting categories introduced in elementary 
mathematics; Grades 6–8 address the six reporting categories introduced in middle school 
mathematics; and Algebra 1 and Geometry address three reporting categories each, respective 
to the high school content introduced in each course. 

All newly developed items for mathematics will be field‐tested and their statistics will be 
evaluated prior to using the items as common. 

Updated assessment blueprints for mathematics grades 3–8 were developed for spring 2018. 
The updated assessment blueprint includes standards for the linking items. The assessment 
blueprints for Access Algebra 1 and Geometry EOCs are unchanged from 2015–16. 

In developing the assessment blueprint for mathematics, Measured Progress staff examined 
the following documents/resources: 

• Florida Standards Assessments Test Design Summary and Blueprint: Math 
• Mathematics access course descriptions for grades 3–8; Access Algebra 1 and Geometry 
• Florida Standards and Florida Standards Access Points 

Grades 3–5 Reporting Categories: 

 Operations and Algebraic Thinking 
 Numbers in Base Ten 
 Numbers and Operations Fractions 
 Measurement and Data 
 Geometry 

Grades 6–8 Reporting Categories: 

 Ratio and Proportional Relationships 
 Functions 
 Expressions and Equations 
 Geometry 
 Statistics and Probability 
 The Number System 

The aforementioned reporting categories and each category’s level of emphasis were selected 
to mirror the Florida Standards Assessments. 
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Grades 3–8 Mathematics Blueprints 
FSAA—PT Grade 3 Mathematics Assessment 

Reporting Category  Standards   Number of Items 

MAFS.3.OA.1.1 
MAFS.3.OA.2.5 

Operations, Algebraic Thinking,  MAFS.3.OA.2.6 
7 

and Numbers in Base Ten  MAFS.3.OA.4.8 
MAFS.3.NBT.1.1 
MAFS.3.NBT.1.3 

Numbers and Operations‐ MAFS.3.NF.1.1 
3 

Fractions   MAFS.3.NF.1.3 

MAFS.3.MD.1.1 
MAFS.3.MD.2.3 

Measurement, Data, and  MAFS.3.MD.2.4 
6 

Geometry   MAFS.3.MD.3.6 
MAFS.3.MD.4.8 
MAFS.3.G.1.1  

FSAA—PT Grade 4 Mathematics Assessment 


Reporting Category  Standards   Number of Items 

MAFS.4.OA.1.1 
Operations and Algebraic 

MAFS.4.OA.2.4  3 
Thinking  

MAFS.4.OA.3.5 

MAFS.4.NBT.1.2 
Numbers and Operations in 

MAFS.4.NBT.1.3  3 
Base Ten 

MAFS.4.NBT.2.5 

MAFS.4.NF.1.1  
Numbers and Operations‐ MAFS.4.NF.1.2 

4 
Fractions   MAFS.4.NF.2.3 

MAFS.4.NF.3.7 

MAFS.4.MD.1.3 
Measurement, Data, and  MAFS.4.MD.2.4 

6 
Geometry   MAFS.4.G.1.2  

MAFS.4.G.1.3  
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 FSAA—PT Grade 5 Mathematics Assessment 


Reporting Category  Standards   Number of Items 

MAFS.5.OA.1.2 
MAFS.5.OA.2.3 

Operations, Algebraic Thinking, 
MAFS.5.NF.1.2  6 

and Fractions  
MAFS.5.NF.2.5 
MAFS.5.NF.2.6 

MAFS.5.NBT.1.3 
Numbers and Operations in  MAFS.5.NBT.1.4 

5 
Base Ten  MAFS.5.NBT.2.6 

MAFS.5.NBT.2.7 

MAFS.5.MD.1.1 
MAFS.5.MD.2.2  

Measurement, Data, and  MAFS.5.MD.3.3  
5 

Geometry   MAFS.5.MD.3.4 
MAFS.5.G.1.1  
MAFS.5.G.2.4  

FSAA—PT Grade 6 Mathematics Assessment 


Reporting Category  Standards   Number of Items 

Ratio and Proportional  MAFS.6.RP.1.1 
2 or 3 

Relationships  MAFS.6.RP.1.3 

MAFS.6.EE.1.1 
MAFS.6.EE.1.4 

Expressions and Equations  5 
MAFS.6.EE.2.5 
MAFS.6.EE.3.9 

MAFS.6.G.1.1  
Geometry   2 or 3 

MAFS.6.G.1.4  

MAFS.6.SP.1.2 
Statistics and Probability   3 

MAFS.6.SP.2.4 

MAFS.6.NS.2.4 
The Number System  MAFS.6.NS.3.6  3 

MAFS.6.NS.3.8 
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FSAA—PT Grade 7 Mathematics Assessment 


Reporting Category  Standards   Number of Items 

MAFS.7.RP.1.1 
Ratio and Proportional 

MAFS.7.RP.1.2  4 
Relationships 

MAFS.7.RP.1.3 

MAFS.7.EE.2.3 
Expressions and Equations  3 

MAFS.7.EE.2.4 

MAFS.7.G.1.1  
MAFS.7.G.2.4  

Geometry   4 
MAFS.7.G.2.5  
MAFS.7.G.2.6  

MAFS.7.SP.2.3 
Statistics and Probability   MAFS.7.SP.3.5  2 or 3 

MAFS.7.SP.3.8 

MAFS.7.NS.1.1 
The Number System  MAFS.7.NS.1.2  2 or 3 

MAFS.7.NS.1.3 

FSAA—PT Grade 8 Mathematics Assessment 


Reporting Category  Standards   Number of Items 

MAFS.8.EE.1.2 
MAFS.8.EE.1.3 

Expressions and Equations  5 
MAFS.8.EE.2.5 
MAFS.8.EE.3.8 

MAFS.8.F.1.1  
Functions   4 

MAFS.8.F.1.3  

MAFS.8.G.1.1  
Geometry   MAFS.8.G.1.4   4 

MAFS.8.G.3.9  

Statistics and Probability   MAFS.8.SP.1.4 
and  MAFS.8.NS.1.1  3 
The Number System  MAFS.8.NS.1.2 
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Access Algebra 1 End‐of‐Course Reporting Categories: 
 Statistics and the Number System
 
 Algebra and Modeling
 
 Functions and Modeling
 

Most standards on the Algebra 1 blueprint overlap between Access Algebra 1A, Access Algebra 
1B, and Access Liberal Arts Mathematics. 

FSAA—PT Algebra 1 End‐of‐Course Assessment 

Reporting Category  Standards  Number of Items 

Statistics and the Number 
System 

MAFS.912.S‐ID.1.2 
MAFS.912.S‐ID.3.9 

3 

Algebra and Modeling 
MAFS.912.A‐CED.1.1 
MAFS.912.A‐CED.1.2 
MAFS.912.A‐CED.1.3 

7 

Functions and Modeling 
MAFS.912.F‐IF.2.4 
MAFS.912.F‐IF.2.5 
MAFS.912.F‐IF.2.6 

6 

Access Geometry End‐of‐Course Reporting Categories: 

 Congruence, Similarity, Right Triangles, and Trigonometry
 
 Circles, Geometric Measurement, and Geometric Properties with Equations
 
 Modeling with Geometry
 

Most standards on the Geometry blueprint overlap between Access Geometry, Access Informal 
Geometry, and Access Liberal Arts Mathematics. 

FSAA—PT Geometry End‐of‐Course Assessment 

Reporting Category  Standards  Number of Items 

Congruence, Similarity, Right 
Triangles, and Trigonometry 

MAFS.912.G‐CO.1.1 
MAFS.912.G‐CO.1.3 
MAFS.912.G‐CO.1.4 
MAFS.912.G‐SRT.1.2 
MAFS.912.G‐SRT.1.3 
MAFS.912.G‐SRT.2.5 

7 

Circles, Geometric 
Measurement, and 
Geometric Properties with 
Equations 

MAFS.912.G‐C.1.1 
MAFS.912.G‐GMD.1.3 
MAFS.912.G‐GMD.2.4 
MAFS.912.G‐GPE.2.7 

6 

Modeling with Geometry 
MAFS.912.G‐MG.1.1 
MAFS.912.G‐MG.1.2 
MAFS.912.G‐MG.1.3 

3 
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English Language Arts 

Blueprint Design 
The ELA design consists of five reporting categories from the Florida Standards: Key Ideas and 
Details, Craft and Structure, Integration of Knowledge and Ideas, Language and Editing, and 
Text‐Based Writing. These five categories encompass reading, writing, language, and speaking 
and listening standards. The genre may vary between informational and literary text as 
specified in each grade‐level blueprint, with Text‐Based Writing being the exception, only 
addressing informational text. 

All newly developed items for ELA will be field‐tested and their statistics will be evaluated prior 
to using the items as common.  

Updated assessment blueprints for ELA grades 3–10 were developed for spring 2018. The 
updated assessment blueprint includes standards for the linking items. 

In developing the assessment blueprint for ELA, Measured Progress staff examined the 
following documents/resources: 

•	 Florida Standards Assessments Test Design Summary and Blueprint: ELA 
•	 ELA access course descriptions for grades 3–10 
•	 Florida Standards and Florida Standards Access Points 

Grades 3–8: 

Key Ideas and Details 

	 All three standards (1.1, 1.2, and 1.3) will be assessed at each grade level. These are 
basic skills necessary for responding to literary text as well as informational text. There 
is a heavier emphasis on literary text in grades 3–5. It is important for students to be 
exposed to and instructed on these skills as building blocks for the more complex skills 
at grades 6–8 of finding support in identifying a theme, identifying central ideas, stating 
an opinion and supporting it, and recognizing the basis for argument. The ability to 
distinguish between a detail and the central idea is a more difficult skill for students. 
Identifying the relationships between ideas in a text is also a more difficult skill for 
students. 

	 Alternating the testing of Key Ideas and Details for literary text and informational text 
each year in successive grade levels provides for heavier emphasis on literary text in 
grades 3–5 and heavier emphasis on informational text in grades 6–8. This model allows 
for teachers to focus on one type of text but not ignore the other. 
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Craft and Structure 

 Grades 3 and 4 focus on decoding literary text and point of view in literary text. 
 Grades 3 and 4 focus on text structures in informational text where text structures are 

more concrete. 
 Grades 5–7 will transition to more involved literary texts having more complex plots, 

multiple characters, and less familiar settings. 
 Grade 8 will provide paired informational passages with concrete text and differing 

viewpoints. 

Integration of Knowledge and Ideas 

	 Grades 3 and 4 focus on use of illustrations, connections in text, and compare and 
contrast in informational text where the use of illustrations and the connections 
between the illustrations and the text are clearer and literal, making it easier for 
students to compare and contrast them. 

	 Grade 5 will transition from concrete to abstract thinking in literary text. This coincides 
with L.3.4 and L.3.5, which require abstract thinking. 

Language and Editing 

	 Both standards (1.1 and 1.2) can be assessed at each grade level. 
	 Alternate literary and informational text at each grade, opposite to Key Ideas and 

Details. In order to use language correctly and to improve it by editing, students must 
understand what they are trying to say or what the statement being edited is supposed 
to mean (i.e., reading for a different purpose). 

Text‐Based Writing 

	 Writing will be in response to informational text based on the informational emphasis in 
the Access Points. The writing items will be in the form of a writing prompt. 

	 For grades 4 and 5, the response will be explanatory, and in grades 6–8, the response will 
be argument. The focus will be on conveying a message and not on the writing 
conventions. Conventions are tested in Language and Editing. 

Independent Reading Items Across All Grades: 

	 Items that require independent reading passages will be double‐coded to either
 
LAFS._.RL.4.10 (literary) or LAFS._.RI.4.10 (informational).
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Grades 3–8 ELA Assessment Blueprints 
FSAA—PT Grade 3 ELA Assessment 

Reporting Category  Genre   Standard   Number of Items 

LAFS.3.RL.1.1  
Key Ideas and Details   Literary  LAFS.3.RL.1.2   3 

LAFS.3.RL.1.3   
LAFS.3.RL.2.4  
Also assesses  

Literary  LAFS.3.RF.3.3 and   2 or 3 
LAFS.3.RF.4.4   

Craft and Structure   LAFS.3.RL.2.6  
LAFS.3.L.2.3.a 
LAFS.3.L.3.4  

Informational   2 or 3 
LAFS.3.L.3.5  
LAFS.3.RI.2.5  
LAFS.3.SL.1.2  

Literary  2 or 3 
LAFS.3.SL.1.3  

Integration of  
LAFS.3.RI.3.7  

Knowledge and Ideas 
Informational   LAFS.3.RI.3.8   2 or 3 

LAFS.3.RI.3.9  
LAFS.3.L1.1   

Language and Editing   Informational   3 
LAFS.3.L.1.2  

FSAA—PT Grade 4 ELA Assessment 

Reporting Category  Genre   Standard   Number of Items 

LAFS.4.RI.1.1  
Key Ideas and Details   Informational  LAFS.4.RI.1.2   3 

LAFS.4.RI.1.3  
LAFS.4.RL.2.4  
Also assesses  

Literary  LAFS.4.RF.3.3   2 or 3 
LAFS.4.RF.4.4  

Craft and Structure  
LAFS.4.RL.2.6  
LAFS.4.L.3.4  

Informational   LAFS.4.L.3.5   2 or 3 
LAFS.4.RI.2.5  
LAFS.4.RL.3.7  

Literary  Also assesses  2 or 3 
Integration of   LAFS.4.SL.1.2  
Knowledge and Ideas  LAFS.4.RI.3.7  

Informational   LAFS.4.RI.3.8   2 or 3 
LAFS.4.RI.3.9  
LAFS.4.L.1.1  

Language and Editing   Literary  3 
LAFS.4.L.1.2  
LAFS.4.W.1.2 

Text‐Based Writing   Informational   2 
LAFS.4.W.2.4 
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 FSAA—PT Grade 5 ELA Assessment 

Reporting Category  Genre   Standard   Number of Items 

LAFS.5.RL.1.1  
Key Ideas and Details   Literary  LAFS.5.RL.1.2   3 

LAFS.5.RL.1.3  
LAFS.5.L.3.4  

Literary  LAFS.5.L.3.5   2 or 3 
LAFS.5.RL.2.5  
LAFS.5.RI.2.4  

Craft and Structure  
Also assesses  

Informational   LAFS.5.RF.3.3 and   2 or 3 
LAFS.5.RF.4.4  
LAFS.5.RI.2.6  
LAFS.5.RL.3.7  

Literary  2 or 3 
Integration of   LAFS.5.RL.3.9  
Knowledge and Ideas  LAFS.5.SL.1.2  

Informational   2 or 3 
LAFS.5.SL.1.3  
LAFS.5.L.1.1  

Language and Editing   Informational   3 
LAFS.5.L.1.2  
LAFS.5.W.1.2 

Text‐Based Writing   Informational   LAFS.5.W.2.4  2 
LAFS.5.W.1.1 

FSAA—PT Grade 6 ELA Assessment 

Reporting Category  Genre   Standard   Number of Items 

LAFS.6.RI.1.1  
Key Ideas and Details   Informational  LAFS.6.RI.1.2   3 

LAFS.6.RI.1.3  
LAFS.6.RL.2.4  

Literary  LAFS.6.L.3.4   2 or 3 
Craft and Structure   LAFS.6.L.3.5  

LAFS.6.RI.2.5  
Informational   2 or 3 

LAFS.6.RI.2.6  

Literary  LAFS.6.RL.3.9   2 or 3 
Integration of  
Knowledge and Ideas  LAFS.6.SL.1.2  

Informational   2 or 3 
LAFS.6.SL.1.3  
LAFS.6.L.1.1  

Language and Editing   Literary  3 
LAFS.6.L.1.2  
LAFS.6.W.1.1 

Text‐Based Writing   Informational   LAFS.6.W.2.4  2 
LAFS.6.W.1.2 
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FSAA—PT Grade 7 ELA Assessment 

Reporting Category  Genre   Standard   Number of Items 

LAFS.7.RL.1.1  
Key Ideas and Details   Literary  LAFS.7.RL.1.2   3 

LAFS.7.RL.1.3  

LAFS.7.RL.2.5  
Literary  2 or 3 

LAFS.7.RL.2.6  
Craft and Structure   LAFS.7.RI.2.4  

Informational   LAFS.7.L.3.4   2 or 3 
LAFS.7.L.3.5  

Literary  LAFS.7.SL.1.2   2 or 3 
Integration of  
Knowledge and Ideas  LAFS.7.RI.3.8  

Informational   2 or 3 
LAFS.7.RI.3.9  

LAFS.7.L.1.1  
Language and Editing   Informational   3 

LAFS.7.L.1.2  

LAFS.7.W.1.1 
Text‐Based Writing   Informational   2 

LAFS.7.W.2.4 

FSAA—PT Grade 8 ELA Assessment 

Reporting Category  Genre   Standard   Number of Items 

LAFS.8.RI.1.1  
Key Ideas and Details   Informational  LAFS.8.RI.1.2   3 

LAFS.8.RI.1.3  
LAFS.8.RL.2.4  

Literary  LAFS.8.L.3.4   2 or 3 
LAFS.8.L.3.5Craft and Structure     
LAFS.8.RI.2.5  

Informational   2 or 3 
LAFS.8.RI.2.6  

Literary  LAFS.8.SL.1.2   2 or 3 
Integration of  
Knowledge and Ideas  LAFS.8.RI.3.8  

Informational   2 or 3 
LAFS.8.RI.3.9  

LAFS.8.L.1.1  
Language and Editing   Literary  3 or 4 

LAFS.8.L.1.2  

LAFS.8.W.1.1 
Text‐Based Writing   Informational   LAFS.8.W.2.4  2 

LAFS.8.W.1.2 
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 Grades 9–10 (ELA 1 and ELA 2) 

Key Ideas and Details 

 All three standards (1.1, 1.2, and 1.3) will be assessed at each grade level. 
 Alternating literary and informational text each year provides for heavier emphasis on 

informational text in grades 9–10. 

Craft and Structure 

 Grade 9 will focus on balancing skills across the standards using informational text in 
which text structures are concrete. 

 Grade 10 will transition to more abstract literary text with more challenging 
organization and nuances in language as well as more complex literary elements. 

Integration of Knowledge and Ideas 

	 Grades 9 and 10 are a mix of informational and literary text assessing the most concrete 
skills. 

Language and Editing 

 Both standards (1.1 and 1.2) can be assessed at each grade level. 
 In each successive grade, the genre will alternate between literary and informational 

text, opposite to Key Ideas and Details. 

Text‐Based Writing 

	 Writing will be in response to text. The writing items will be in the form of a writing 
prompt. For high school, the writing response will alternate between explanatory and 
argument. Grade 9 will be an explanatory response, and grade 10 will be an argument as 
a response. 

•	 Student could be given an outline with separate phrases/clauses on a familiar 
debatable topic (some suitable, some not); student would fill in the outline with 
the phrases/clauses, showing order, acknowledgment, reasons, etc. 

	 The focus will be on conveying a message and not on the writing conventions.
 
Conventions are tested in Language and Editing.
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Grades 9–10 (ELA 1 and ELA 2) Assessment Blueprints 
FSAA—PT Grade 9 (ELA 1) Assessment 

Reporting Category  Genre   Standard   Number of Items 

LAFS.910.RI.1.1 
Key Ideas and Details   Informational  LAFS.910.RI.1.2  2 or 3 

LAFS.910.RI.1.3 

LAFS.910.RI.2.4 
LAFS910.L.3.4 

Craft and Structure   Informational   3 or 4 
LAFS.910.RI.2.5 
LAFS.910.RI.2.6 

Literary  LAFS.910.SL.1.2  2 or 3 
Integration of  
Knowledge and Ideas  LAFS.910.RI.3.7 

Informational   LAFS.910.SL.1.2  2 or 3 
LAFS.910.RI.3.8 

LAFS.910.L.1.1 
Language and Editing   Literary  3 or 4 

LAFS.910.L.1.2 

LAFS.910.W.1.2 
Text‐Based Writing   Informational   LAFS.910.W.2.4  2 

LAFS.910.W.1.1 

FSAA—PT Grade 10 (ELA 2) Assessment 

Reporting Category  Genre   Standard   Number of Items 

LAFS.910.RL.1.1 
Key Ideas and Details   Literary  LAFS.910.RL.1.2  2 or 3 

LAFS.910.RL.1.3 

LAFS.910.RL.2.4 
LAFS910.L.3.4 

Craft and Structure   Literary  3 or 4 
LAFS.910.L.3.5 
LAFS.910.RL.2.5 

Literary  LAFS.910.SL.1.2  2 or 3 

Integration of   LAFS.910.RI.3.7 
Knowledge and Ideas  LAFS.910.SL.1.3 

Informational   2 or 3 
LAFS.910.RI.3.8 

LAFS.910.L.1.1 
Language and Editing   Informational   3 or 4 

LAFS.910.L.1.2 

LAFS.910.W.1.1 
Text‐Based Writing   Informational   2 

LAFS.910.W.2.4 
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Florida Standards Alternate Assessment—Performance Task Achievement Level Policy Definitions and Achievement Level Descriptions
	

INTRODUCTION
	

In Large-scale assessments, achievement levels are achievement standards that give meaning and context for interpreting student performance. For the Florida 
Standards Alternate Assessment (FSAA) Performance Task the Florida Department of Education (the Department) developed a set of Achievement Level Policy 
Definitions that served as the defining descriptions for each achievement level. In addition, grade and content specific Achievement Level Descriptions were developed. 
The Descriptions provide more granular information about student performance relative to the content area and grade level. The Definitions and the Descriptions are 
intended to guide (a) participants during the standard-setting process for the FSAA—PT in February 2017, (b) score interpretation on student reports, and (c) teacher 
understanding of expectations for the progression of student performance at each achievement level. 

ACHIEVEMENT LEVEL POLICY  DEFINITIONS
The Achievement Level Policy Definitions provide the overarching description of achievement as envisioned by the Department for each achievement level. These 
Definitions are consistent across the grades; however, there is an increasing progression of expectation across the four achievement levels. The Definitions developed 
by the Department provide a policy-based claim. This claim clearly explicates the Department’s intended take-away message regarding a student’s achievement within 
each performance level. 

ACHIEVEMENT  LEVEL DESCRIPTORS,  GRADE CONTENT SPECIFIC
For each achievement level on an assessment, Achievement Level Descriptions should explicate observable evidence of achievement, demonstrating how the skill 
changes and becomes more sophisticated across performance levels. Schneider, Huff, Egan, Gaines, and Ferrara (2013) wrote that for Achievement Level Descriptions 
(ALDs) to be the foundation of test score interpretation, they should reflect more complex knowledge, skills, and abilities (KSAs) as the performance levels increase (e.g., 
more complex KSAs should be expected for Advanced than for Proficient). The FSAA—PT Achievement Level Descriptions provide performance expectations through 
demonstration of certain KSAs that is expected in a particular achievement level. These are specific to a particular grade and content area. The information in these is 
tailored to include the Florida Standards Access Points (FS-APs) and/or Essential Understandings (EUs) in English Language Arts (ELA) and Mathematics, and the Next 
Generation Sunshine State Standards Access Points (NGSSS-APs) in Science and Social Studies; and performance specific detail within each achievement level. Each 
achievement level contains some examples of the FS-APs; NGSSS-APs and/or EUs that may be assessed within tasks  (Task 1, Task 2, Task 3). These are examples 
and not an exhaustive list. As a whole, the descriptions are intended to provide description of student performance expectations that increase across the four 
achievement levels. 

Key  for text colors within the Achievement Level Descriptions: 
English Language Arts (ELA) and Mathematics 
Within achievement levels 2 and 3 some of the text has a number (1, 2, or 3) that is superscript. This differentiation is specific to the FS-APs and EUs. For each grade, 1 
represents EU information at the Task 1 level, 2 represents EU information at the Task 2 level, and 3 represents AP  information at the Task 3 level. 

Science and Social Studies 
Within achievement levels 2 and 3 some of the text has a number (1, 2, or 3) that is superscript. This differentiation is specific to the NGSSS-APs. For each grade, 1 
represents Participatory AP information at the Task 1 level, 2 represents Supported AP  information at the Task 2 level, and 3 represents Independent AP  information at 
the Task 3 level. 



F  LORIDA STANDARDS  ALTERNATE  ASSESSMENT— P ERFORMANCE  TASK  (FSAA—  PT) A  CHIEVEMENT LEVEL  POLICY  DEFINITIONS
Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4 

Students at this level do not  Students  at this  level demonstrate a Students  at this  level demonstrate a Students at this level demonstrate an 
demonstrate an adequate level of  limited level  of success with the  satisfactor  y lev  el of  succes  s wit  h th  e abov  e satisfactor  y leve  l of  success with  
success  with the Florida Standards  Florida Standards  Access  Points. Florida Standards  Access  Points. the Florida Standards  Access  Points. 
Access Points. 

F  LORIDA STANDARDS  ALTERNATE  ASSESSMENT— P ERFORMANCE  TASK  (FSAA—  PT) A  CHIEVEMENT LEVEL  DESCRIPTIONS  – 
GRAD  E 3 ENGLISH LANGUAGE  ARTS  (ELA) 

Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4 
This categor  y represents  beginning This categor  y represents  limited This categor  y represents  satisfactor  y This categor  y represents  strong 

academic awareness  and emerging academic achievement success. academic achievement. Students  academic achievement. Students  

academic achievement. Students  Students  scoring in this categor  y scoring in this categor  y have scoring in this  categor  y are able to mak  e 

scoring in this categor  y are have developed some foundational developed basic academic  concepts,  inferences, consistentl  y relate to more 

developing rudimentar  y knowledge  academic concepts, can occasionall  y frequently relate to abstract  material, abstract material, differentiate, and 

and basic concepts  of specific  relate to abstract material,  and are and are able  to more closel  y generalize specific academic  skills  

academic skills derived from  beginning to discriminate specific  discriminate specific academic  skills  derived from instruction and practice.  At  

instruction and practice. At this  level,  academic skills derived from  derived from instruction and practice. this level the student consistentl  y 

the student does  not demonstrate a  n instruction and practice. At this  level A  t this leve  l th  e studen  t demonstrates a high level of success  

adequate level of success  when the student  demonstrates limited demonstrates  moderate success  performing specific and increasingl  y 

performing specific and increasingl  y success when  performing specific  when performing specific and complex  academic tasks on demand. 

complex  grade level academic  tasks and increasingl  y complex  grade level  increasingl  y complex  grade  level Students  independentl  y demonstrate 

on demand. Students ma  y or  ma  y academic tasks on demand. academic tasks on demand. academic achievement on skills, related 

not independentl  y demonstrate Students  independentl  y demonstrate Students  independentl  y demonstrate to: 

beginning academic  awareness  and academic achievement on skills, academic achievement on skills, x Making inferences beyond recall 
emerging academic  achievement on related to: related to: and abilit  y to reason, plan, make 
skills, related to: x Basic recall of  previousl  y learne  d x Making inferences beyond recall connections, or  sequence steps to 

x Basic  recall of previousl  y learned information or  pulling with successful performance and formulate a response with 

information or  pulling words/phrases directly from  the ability to reason, plan, or  successful performance 

words/phrases directly from  the stimulus wit  h successfu  l sequence  steps to  formulate a x Item  setting that ma  y reference 
stimulus performance and some level of  response with some successful home, school, and/or global 

x Item  setting that may reference inference beyond  recal  l with performance community with the us  e of familia  r o  r 

home and school activities  with som  e successfu  l performance 



    

 

   

   

 

  

 

 

  

 

 

  

 

   

 

     

  

  

 

  

  

 

  

  

  

  

     

   

  

 

 

  

   

  

  

 

 

    

      

  

 

    

    

 

 

  

  

 

 

  

 

   

 

 

 

x 

the use of familiar words or basic 

content specific words 

Content specific items that 

assess basic tasks, such as: 

identify a character’s actions in a 

story; identify who is telling a 

story in a text; identify frequently 

used nouns; identify the text 

features (e.g., charts, 

illustrations, maps, titles); identify 

key or the most important points 

or ideas in a text; capitalize 

dates; identify questions related 

to the topic 

x 

x 

Item setting that may reference 

home, school, and/or community 

with the use of familiar words or 

basic content specific words 

Content specific items that 

assess tasks, such as: identify a 

character’s actions in a story2; 

identify who is telling a story in a 

text1; identify high frequency 

words2; locate information in a 

variety of text features2; identify 

key or the most important points 

or ideas in a text1; capitalize 

dates; identify questions related 

to the topic1 

x 

x 

Item setting that may reference 

home, school, and/or global 

community with the use of 

familiar words and/or content 

specific words 

Content specific items that 

assess tasks, such as: identify a 

change that happens to a 

character by the end of the story3; 

match the point of view to each 

character in a story2; identify 

grade-level words with accuracy3; 

use text features (captions, maps, 

illustrations) to locate information 

relevant to a given topic or 

question3; identify the differences 

of the key points in two texts2; 

capitalize proper nouns2; ask a 

question about the topic using 

academic language2 

x 

unfamiliar words and content 

specific words 

Content specific items that assess 

tasks, such as: describe how a 

character changed in a story (e.g., 

different words, thoughts, feelings, 

actions); identify narrator's or 

character’s point of view; identify 

grade-level words with accuracy; 

use text features (captions, maps, 

illustrations) to locate information 

relevant to a given topic or question; 

contrast the differences of two texts 

or adapted texts on the same topic 

or by the same author; capitalize 

words in holidays, product names, 

geographic names and appropriate 

words in a title; ask and answer 

questions about information from a 

speaker, offering appropriate 

elaboration and detail 



F  LORIDA STANDARDS  ALTERNATE  ASSESSMENT— P ERFORMANCE  TASK  (FSAA—  PT) A  CHIEVEMENT LEVEL  POLICY  DEFINITIONS
Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4 

Students at this level do not  Students  at this  level demonstrate a Students  at this  level demonstrate a Students at this level demonstrate an 
demonstrate an adequate level of  limited level  of success with the  satisfactor  y lev  el of  succes  s wit  h th  e abov  e satisfactor  y leve  l of  success with 
success  with the Florida Standards  Florida Standards  Access  Points. Florida Standards  Access  Points. the Florida Standards  Access  Points. 
Access Points. 

F  LORIDA STANDARDS  ALTERNATE  ASSESSMENT— P ERFORMANCE  TASK  (FSAA—  PT) A  CHIEVEMENT LEVEL  DESCRIPTIONS  – 
GRAD  E 4 ENGLISH LANGUAGE  ARTS  (ELA) 

Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4 
This categor  y represents  beginning This categor  y represents  limited This categor  y represents  satisfactor  y This categor  y represents  strong 

academic awareness  and emerging academic achievement success. academic achievement. Students  academic achievement. Students  

academic achievement. Students  Students  scoring in this categor  y scoring in this categor  y have scoring in this  categor  y are able to mak  e 

scoring in this categor  y are have developed some foundational developed basic academic  concepts, inferences, consistentl  y relate to more 

developing rudimentar  y knowledge  academic concepts, can occasionall  y frequently relate to abstract  material, abstract material, differentiate, and 

and basic concepts  of specific  relate to abstract material,  and are and are able  to more closel  y generalize specific academic  skills  

academic skills derived from  beginning to discriminate specific discriminate specific academi  c skills  derived from instruction and practice.  At  

instruction and practice. At this  level,  academic skills derived from  derived from instruction and practice. this level the student consistentl  y 

the student does  not demonstrate a  n instruction and practice. At this level A  t this leve  l th  e studen  t demonstrates a high level of success  

adequate level of success  when the student  demonstrates limited demonstrates moderat  e success performing specific and increasingl  y 

performing specific and increasingl  y success when  performing specific  when performing specific and complex  academic tasks on demand. 

complex  grade level academic  tasks and increasingl  y complex  grade level  increasingl  y complex  grade  level Students  independentl  y demonstrate 

on demand. Students ma  y or  ma  y academic tasks on demand. academic tasks on demand.  academic achievement on skills, related  

not independentl  y demonstrate Students  independentl  y demonstrate Students  independentl  y demonstrate to: 

beginning academic  awareness  and academic achievement on skills, academic achievement on skills, x Making inferences  beyond recall 
emerging academic  achievement on related to: related to: and abilit  y to reason, plan, make 
skills, related to: x Basic  recall of previousl  y learned x Making inferences beyond recall connections, or  sequence steps to 

x Basic  recall of previousl  y learned information or pulling with successful performance and formulate a response with 

information or pulling words/phrases directl  y from the ability to reason, plan, or  successful performance 

words/phrases directl  y fro  m th  e stimulus wit  h successfu  l sequence  steps  to formulate a x Item  setting that may reference  
stimulus performance and some level of  response with some successful home, school, and/or global 

x Item  setting that ma  y reference inference beyond recall with performance community with the us  e of familia  r o  r 

home and school activities  with som  e successfu  l performance 



    

 

   

  

   

 

 

  

 

 

  

  

  

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

  

  

 

   

 

    

 

 

  

   

 

  

 

  

 

 

 

    

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

  

  

  

    

 

  

   

 

 

 

   

  

 

   

  

 

 

 

  

  

   

 

   

 

 

    

     

  

 

 

     

    

 

   

    

 

 

 

  

 

 

  

  

 

 

  

 

x 

the use of familiar words or basic 

content specific words 

Content specific items that 

assess basic tasks, such as: 

identify the topic of a text; identify 

signal words used to identify a 

text structure for a description or 

time/order sequence; identify the 

common topic of two texts; 

identify the narrator in the story; 

recognize letter-sound 

correspondences; identify key 

ideas from information presented 

in diverse media; identify places 

in literary writing where 

characters talk and quotation 

marks are used; through 

selected responses produce a 

clear, coherent draft (e.g., 

select/generate responses to 

form paragraph/essay) that is 

appropriate to the specific task, 

purpose and audience for use in 

developing a permanent product 

x 

x 

Item setting that may reference 

home, school, and/or community 

with the use of familiar words or 

basic content specific words 

Content specific items that 

assess tasks, such as: identify 

the location in text that provides 

evidence of supporting details2; 

identify signal words used to 

identify a text structure for a 

description or time/order 

sequence1; compare the 

evidence presented by two 

authors on the same key point or 

idea2; identify the narrator in the 

story1; recognize letter-sound 

correspondences1; summarize  

one main idea and the supporting 

details for that main idea 

presented in diverse media2; 

identify places in literary writing 

where characters talk and 

quotation marks are used1; 

through selected responses 

produce a clear, coherent draft 

(e.g., select/generate responses 

to form paragraph/essay) that is 

appropriate to the specific task, 

purpose and audience for use in 

developing a permanent product 

x 

x 

Item setting that may reference 

home, school, and/or global 

community with the use of 

familiar words and/or content 

specific words 

Content specific items that 

assess tasks, such as: identify 

supporting details of an 

informational text3; identify signal 

words to use when writing text 

structures for problem/solution or 

compare/contrast2; identify the 

most important information about 

a topic gathered from two texts on 

the same topic in order to write or 

speak about the subject 

knowledgeably3; with prompting 

and support, describe point of 

view2; read multisyllabic words in 

context2; paraphrase portions of a 

text read aloud or information 

presented in diverse media and 

formats, including visually, 

quantitatively and orally3; identify 

places in informational and 

persuasive writing where 

research and/or experts are being 

quoted and quotation marks are 

used2; independently or through 

selected responses produce a 

clear, coherent draft (e.g., 

x 

unfamiliar words and content 

specific words 

Content specific items that assess 

tasks, such as: identify supporting 

details of an informational text; 

identify signal words that provide 

clues in determining the specific text 

structure of a short, informational 

text or text excerpt (e.g., 

description, problem/solution, 

time/order, compare/contrast, 

cause/effect, directions); identify the 

most important information about a 

topic gathered from two texts on the 

same topic in order to write or 

speak about the subject 

knowledgeably; determine the 

author’s point of view (first- or third-

person) in one story; recognize and 

accurately use letter-sound 

correspondences, syllabication 

patterns and morphology (e.g., 

affixes) to identify and/or read 

multisyllabic words paraphrase 

portions of a text read aloud or 

information presented in diverse 

media and formats, including 

visually, quantitatively and orally; 

use commas and quotation marks in 

writing; independently produce a 

clear, coherent draft (e.g., 



  

  

 

  

   

 

 

select/generate responses to select/generate responses to form 

form paragraph/essay) that is paragraph/essay) that is appropriate 

appropriate to the specific task, to the specific task, purpose and 

purpose and audience for use in audience for use in developing a 

developing a permanent product permanent product 



APPROVED - FLORI  DA STANDARD  S ALTERNATE  ASSESSMENT (FSAA) ACHIEVEMENT LEVEL POLICY DEFINITIONS
Leve  l 1 Leve  l 2 Leve  l 3 Leve  l 4 

Students at this level do not  Students  at this  level demonstrate a Students  at this  level demonstrate a Students at this level demonstrate an 
demonstrate an adequate level of limited level  of success with the satisfactor  y level of  succes  s wit  h th  e abov  e satisfactor  y leve  l of  success wit  h 
success  with the Florida Standards Florida Standards Access  Points. Florida Standards Access  Points. the Florida Standards Access  Points. 
Access Points. 

F  LORIDA STANDARDS  ALTERNATE  ASSESSMENT— P  ERFORMANCE T  ASK (FSAA—  PT) ACHIEVEMENT  LEVEL  DESCRIPTIONS  – 
GRAD  E 5 ENGLISH LANGUAGE ARTS (ELA  ) 

Leve  l 1 Leve  l 2 Leve  l 3 Leve  l 4 
This categor  y represents beginning This categor  y represents limited This categor  y represents satisfactory This categor  y represents  strong 

academic awareness  and emerging academic achievement success. academic achievement. Students academic achievement. Students 

academic achievement. Students Students  scoring in this category scoring in this category have scoring in this  category are  able to make 

scoring in this category are have developed some foundational developed basic academic concepts, inferences, consistently relate to more 

developing rudimentar  y knowledge academic concepts, can occasionally frequently relate to abstract  material, abstract material, differentiate, and 

and basic concepts  of specific relate to abstract material,  and are and are able  to more closely generalize specific academic  skills 

academic skills derived from beginning to discriminate specific discriminate specific academic skills derived from instruction and practice. At 

instruction and practice. At this level, academic skills derived from derived from instruction and practice. this level the student consistently 

the student does  not demonstrate an instruction and practice. At this  level A  t this leve  l th  e studen  t demonstrates a high level of success 

adequate level of success when the student  demonstrates limited demonstrates  moderate success performing specific  and increasingly 

performing specific and increasingly success when performing specific when performing specific and complex  academic tasks  on demand. 

complex  grade level academic  tasks and increasingly complex grade level increasingl  y complex  grade  level Students  independentl  y demonstrate 

on demand. Students  may or may academic tasks on demand. academic tasks on demand. academic achievement on skills, related  

not independentl  y demonstrate Students  independentl  y demonstrate Students  independentl  y demonstrate to: 

beginning academic  awareness  and academic achievement on skills, academic achievement on skills, x Making inferences  beyond recall 
emerging academic  achievement on related to: related to: and abilit  y to reason, plan, make 
skills, related to: x Basic  recall of  previously learned x Making inferences beyond recall connections, or  sequence steps to 

x Basic  recall of  previously learned information or pulling with successful performance and formulate a response with 

information or pulling words/phrases directl  y from the ability to reason, plan, or successful performance  

words/phrases directl  y from the stimulus wit  h successful sequence  steps to  formulate a x Item  setting that may reference  
stimulu  s performance and some level of response with some successful home, school, and/or global 

x Item  setting that ma  y reference inference beyond recall with performance communi  ty with the us  e of familia  r o  r 

home and school activities with some successful performance 



    

 

    

  

 

 

 

  

  

  

  

 

  

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

  

 

   

 

    

 

 

  

 

 

  

   

  

  

 

 

 

  

 

 

  

  

  

    

 

   

  

  

 

 

  

  

  

 

  

 

   

  

    

 

   

   

  

  

  

 

    

 

  

  

   

   

 

   

  

 

   

  

 

    

 

 

 

  

 

x 

the use of familiar words or basic 

content specific words 

Content specific items that 

assess basic tasks, such as: 

determine the topic of story or 

poem; identify an important part 

of the story (a sentence, event, 

scene, etc.); identify 

visual/multimedia elements 

within a text; identify key 

information from two or more 

sources for the same topic; read 

multisyllabic words in context; 

identify the main idea of a text; 

use spelling features typically 

representative of Letter Name 

spellers (beginning consonants, 

ending consonants, 

preconsonatal nasals, medial 

vowels, affricates); through 

selected responses produce a 

clear, coherent draft (e.g., 

select/generate responses to 

form paragraph/essay) that is 

appropriate to the specific task, 

purpose and audience for use in 

developing a permanent product 

x 

x 

Item setting that may reference 

home, school, and/or community 

with the use of familiar words or 

basic content specific words 

Content specific items that 

assess tasks, such as: identify 

details from text that support a 

topic2; identify an important part 

of the story (a sentence, event, 

scene, etc.)1; identify  

visual/multimedia elements within 

a text1; integrate key information 

from two sources into one 

answer/opinion2; read 

multisyllabic words in context1; 

organize key details (graphic 

organizers, etc.)2; use spelling 

features typically representative 

of Letter Name spellers 

(beginning consonants, ending 

consonants, preconsonatal 

nasals, medial vowels, 

affricates)1; through selected 

responses produce a clear, 

coherent draft (e.g., 

select/generate responses to 

form paragraph/essay) that is 

appropriate to the specific task, 

purpose and audience for use in 

developing a permanent product 

x 

x 

Item setting that may reference 

home, school, and/or global 

community with the use of 

familiar words and/or content 

specific words 

Content specific items that 

assess tasks, such as: determine 

the theme of a story, drama or 

poem from details in the text3; 

place an important part of a story 

into a list of the major events from 

a story in order2; describe the 

visual/multimedia element found 

within a text2; analyze multiple 

accounts of the same event or 

topic3; recognize syllabication 

patterns2; summarize the text or a 

portion of the text read, read 

aloud or presented in diverse 

media3; use spelling features 

typically representative of Within 

Word spellers [long vowel 

patterns (e.g., ai , ue , oa , ee ), 

long vowel patterns with silent e 

marker, ambiguous vowel 

patterns (e.g., ou , ow , oi ), r -

controlled vowels]2; 

independently or through selected 

responses produce a clear, 

coherent draft (e.g., 

select/generate responses to 

x 

unfamiliar words and content 

specific words 

Content specific items that assess 

tasks, such as: determine the theme 

of a story, drama or poem from 

details in the text; use signal words 

(e.g., meanwhile, unlike, next) to 

identify common types of text 

structure (e.g., sequence, 

compare/contrast, cause/effect, 

description) within a text; describe 

how visual and multimedia elements 

contribute to the meaning of a text 

(e.g., graphic novel, multimedia 

presentation of fiction, folktale, 

myth, poem); analyze multiple 

accounts of the same event or topic; 

use syllabication patterns to decode 

words; summarize the text or a 

portion of the text read, read aloud 

or presented in diverse media; spell 

words correctly in writing, consulting 

references as needed; 

independently produce a clear, 

coherent draft (e.g., select/generate 

responses to form paragraph/essay) 

that is appropriate to the specific 

task, purpose and audience for use 

in developing a permanent product 



  

 

  

form paragraph/essay) that is 

appropriate to the specific task, 

purpose and audience for use in 

developing a permanent product 



F  LORIDA STANDARDS  ALTERNATE  ASSESSMENT— P ERFORMANCE  TASK  (FSAA—  PT) A  CHIEVEMENT LEVEL  POLICY  DEFINITIONS
Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4 

Students at this level do not  Students  at this  level demonstrate a Students  at this  level demonstrate a Students at this level demonstrate an 
demonstrate an adequate level of  limited level  of success with the  satisfactor  y lev  el of  succes  s wit  h th  e abov  e satisfactor  y leve  l of  success with  
success  with the Florida Standards  Florida Standards  Access  Points. Florida Standards Access  Points. the Florida Standards  Access  Points. 
Access Points. 

F  LORIDA STANDARDS  ALTERNATE  ASSESSMENT— P ERFORMANCE  TASK  (FSAA—  PT) A  CHIEVEMENT LEVEL  DESCRIPTIONS  – 
GRAD  E 6 ENGLISH LANGUAGE  ARTS  (ELA) 

Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4 
This categor  y represents  beginning This categor  y represents  limited This categor  y represents  satisfactor  y This categor  y represents  strong 

academic awareness  and emerging academic achievement success. academic achievement. Students  academic achievement. Students  

academic achievement. Students  Students  scoring in this categor  y scoring in this categor  y have scoring in this  categor  y are able to mak  e 

scoring in this categor  y are have developed some foundational developed basic academic  concepts, inferences, consistentl  y relate to more 

developing rudimentar  y knowledge  academic concepts, can occasionall  y frequently relate to abstract  material, abstract material, differentiate, and 

and basic concepts  of specific  relate to abstract material,  and are and are able  to more closel  y generalize specific academic  skills  

academic skills derived from  beginning to discriminate specific  discriminate specific academi  c skills  derived from instruction and practice.  At  

instruction and practice. At this  level,  academic skills derived from  derived from instruction and practice. this level the student consistentl  y 

the student does  not demonstrate a  n instruction and practice. At this  level A  t this leve  l th  e studen  t demonstrates a high level of success  

adequate level of success  when the student  demonstrates limited demonstrates moderat  e success performing specific and increasingl  y 

performing specific and increasingl  y success when  performing specific  when performing specific and complex  academic tasks on demand. 

complex  grade level academic  tasks and increasingl  y complex  grade level  increasingl  y complex  grade  level Students  independentl  y demonstrate 

on demand. Students ma  y or  ma  y academic tasks on demand. academic tasks on demand.  academic achievement on skills, related  

not independentl  y demonstrate Students  independentl  y demonstrate Students  independentl  y demonstrate to: 

beginning academic  awareness  and academic achievement on skills, academic achievement on skills, x Making inferences  beyond recall 
emerging academic  achievement on related to: related to: and abilit  y to reason, plan, make 
skills, related to: x Basic  recall of previousl  y learned x Making inferences  beyond recall connections, or  sequence steps to 

x Basic  recall of previousl  y learned information or pulling with successful performance and formulate a response with 

information or pulling words/phrases directl  y from the ability to reason, plan, or  successful performance 

words/phrases directl  y fro  m th  e stimulus wit  h successfu  l sequence  steps to  formulate a x Item  setting that may reference 
stimulus performance and some level of  response with some successful home, school, and/or global 

x Item  setting that ma  y reference inference beyond recall with performance community with the us  e of familia  r o  r 

home and school activities  with some successful performance 



    

 

   

  

 

 

 

  

 

 

  

  

 

 

  

   

  

  

 

 

 

  

 

 

  

 

   

 

     

  

   

 

 

  

 

 

  

 

 

 

  

   

 

  

 

 

  

 

 

  

  

  

    

     

  

  

 

  

   

  

 

  

  

 

 

  

  

 

 

  

 

 

 

    

     

     

  

  

   

  

  

  

  

 

  

 

   

 

 

 

x 

the use of familiar words or basic 

content specific words 

Content specific items that 

assess basic tasks, such as: 

identify important people, events, 

or ideas in the text; identify 

evidence from the text that 

supports author's point of view; 

identify the theme or topic of a 

written story; match the figurative 

phrase to its meaning; identify a 

phrase that contains allusion or 

personification from a list; identify 

personal, possessive, and 

indefinite pronouns (e.g., I, me, 

my; they, them, their; anyone, 

everything) in writing; identify a 

common topic from two or more 

diverse sources (e.g., presented 

visually, quantitatively, orally); 

through selected responses 

produce a clear, coherent draft 

(e.g., select/generate responses 

to form paragraph/essay) that is 

appropriate to the specific task, 

purpose and audience for use in 

developing a permanent product 

x 

x 

Item setting that may reference 

home, school, and/or community 

with the use of familiar words or 

basic content specific words 

Content specific items that 

assess tasks, such as: identify a 

description of an event or 

individual in a text2; identify  

evidence from the text that 

supports author's point of view1; 

identify similarities between two 

texts on the same topic2; match 

the figurative phrase to its 

meaning1; identify a phrase that 

contains allusion or 

personification from a list1; 

identify reflexive pronouns (e.g., 

myself, ourselves) in writing2; 

identify a common topic from two 

or more diverse sources (e.g., 

presented visually, quantitatively, 

orally)1; through selected 

responses produce a clear, 

coherent draft (e.g., 

select/generate responses to 

form paragraph/essay) that is 

appropriate to the specific task, 

purpose and audience for use in 

developing a permanent product 

x 

x 

Item setting that may reference 

home, school, and/or global 

community with the use of 

familiar words and/or content 

specific words 

Content specific items that 

assess tasks, such as: identify 

key individuals, events or ideas in 

a text3; identify the author's point 

of view2; compare texts from 

different genres that have a 

similar theme or address the 

same topic3; use context clues to 

define a figurative phrase2; sort a 

list of statements containing 

allusions and personification and 

literal meaning into correct 

groups2; identify and use 

pronouns accurately in writing3; 

identify common information (e.g., 

details, ideas, opinions) from 

multiple diverse sources (e.g., 

presented visually, quantitatively, 

orally)2; independently or through 

selected responses produce a 

clear, coherent draft (e.g., 

select/generate responses to 

form paragraph/essay) that is 

appropriate to the specific task, 

purpose and audience for use in 

developing a permanent product 

x 

unfamiliar words and content 

specific words 

Content specific items that assess 

tasks, such as: identify key 

individuals, events or ideas in a text; 

identify the author's point of view; 

compare texts from different genres 

that have a similar theme or 

address the same topic; determine 

the meaning of figurative phrases 

as used in text; explain the meaning 

of figures of speech (e.g., 

personification, idioms, proverbs) in 

context; identify and use pronouns 

accurately in writing; explain 

information learned from various 

mediums; independently produce a 

clear, coherent draft (e.g., 

select/generate responses to form 

paragraph/essay) that is appropriate 

to the specific task, purpose and 

audience for use in developing a 

permanent product 



F  LORIDA STANDARDS  ALTERNATE  ASSESSMENT— P ERFORMANCE  TASK  (FSAA—  PT) A  CHIEVEMENT LEVEL  POLICY  DEFINITIONS
Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4 

Students at this level do not  Students  at this  level demonstrate a Students  at this  level demonstrate a Students at this level demonstrate an 
demonstrate an adequate level of  limited level  of success with the  satisfactor  y lev  el of  succes  s wit  h th  e abov  e satisfactor  y leve  l of  success with  
success  with the Florida Standards  Florida Standards  Access  Points. Florida Standards  Access  Points. the Florida Standards  Access  Points. 
Access Points. 

F  LORIDA STANDARDS  ALTERNATE  ASSESSMENT— P ERFORMANCE  TASK  (FSAA—  PT) A  CHIEVEMENT LEVEL  DESCRIPTIONS  – 
GRAD  E 7 ENGLISH LANGUAGE  ARTS  (ELA) 

Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4 
This categor  y represents  beginning This categor  y represents  limited This categor  y represents  satisfactor  y This categor  y represents  strong 

academic awareness  and emerging academic achievement success.  academic achievement. Students  academic achievement. Students  

academic achievement. Students  Students  scoring in this categor  y scoring in this categor  y have scoring in this  categor  y are able to mak  e 

scoring in this categor  y are have developed some foundational developed basic academic  concepts, inferences, consistentl  y relate to more 

developing rudimentar  y knowledge  academic concepts, can occasionall  y frequently relate to abstract  material, abstract material, differentiate, and 

and basic concepts  of specific  relate to abstract material,  and are and are able  to more closel  y generalize specific academic  skills  

academic skills derived from  beginning to discriminate specific  discriminate specific academi  c skills  derived from  instruction and practice. At  

instruction and practice. At this  level,  academic skills derived from  derived from instruction and practice.  this level the student consistentl  y 

the student does  not demonstrate a  n instruction and practice. At this  level A  t this leve  l th  e studen  t demonstrates a high level of success  

adequate level of success  when the student demonstrates  limited demonstrates moderat  e success performing specific and increasingl  y 

performing specific and increasingl  y success when  performing specific  when performing specific and complex  academic tasks on demand. 

complex  grade level academic  tasks and increasingl  y complex  grade level  increasingl  y complex  grade  level Students  independentl  y demonstrate 

on demand. Students ma  y or  ma  y academic tasks on demand. academic tasks on demand  . academic achievement on skills, related 

not independentl  y demonstrate Students  independentl  y demonstrate Students  independentl  y demonstrate to: 

beginning academic  awareness  and academic achievement on skills, academic achievement on skills, x Making inferences  beyond recall 
emerging academic  achievement on related to: related to: and abilit  y to reason, plan, make 
skills, related to: x Basic  recall of previousl  y learned x Making inferences beyond recall connections, or  sequence steps to 

x Basic  recall of previousl  y learned information or pulling with successful performance and formulate a response with 

information or pulling words/phrases directl  y from the ability to reason, plan, or  successful performance 

words/phrases directl  y fro  m th  e stimulus wit  h successfu  l sequence  steps to  formulate a x Item  setting that ma  y reference 
stimulus performance and some level of  response with some successful home, school, and/or global 

x Item  setting that ma  y reference inference beyond recall with performance community with the us  e of familia  r o  r 

home and school activities  with som  e successfu  l performance 



    

 

   

 

  

 

  

   

  

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

   

 

    

  

 

    

 

  

  

  

  

  

  

 

  

 

 

   

 

 

 

  

 

 

  

  

  

    

  

   

  

 

  

 

 

  

  

  

 

 

 

   

 

  

  

 

 

  

 

    

 

  

   

  

 

    

 

 

 

   

  

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

x 

the use of familiar words or basic 

content specific words 

Content specific items that 

assess basic tasks, such as: 

identify the theme or central idea 

of the text; identify a point of view 

that matches a character from a 

story; identify a phrase that 

contains a simile from a list; 

identify a claim from the text; use 

a dictionary to define words with 

similar denotations; use spelling 

features typically representative 

of Within Word spellers [long 

vowel patterns (e.g., ai, ue, oa, 

ee), long vowel patterns with 

silent e marker, ambiguous 

vowel patterns (e.g., ou, ow, oi), 

r-controlled vowels)]; determine 

how the information in diverse 

media and formats clarifies a 

given topic or text; through 

selected responses produce a 

clear, coherent draft (e.g., 

select/generate responses to 

form paragraph/essay) that is 

appropriate to the specific task, 

purpose and audience for use in 

developing a permanent product 

x 

x 

Item setting that may reference 

home, school, and/or community 

with the use of familiar words or 

basic content specific words 

Content specific items that 

assess tasks, such as: identify 

supporting details of the theme or 

central idea at the beginning of 

the story2; identify a point of view 

that matches a character from a 

story1; identify a phrase that 

contains a simile from a list1; 

differentiate a fact vs. a claim2; 

use a dictionary to define words 

with similar denotations1; use  

spelling features typically 

representative of Syllables and 

Affixes spellers (e.g., 

open/closed syllables, doubling)2; 

determine how the information in 

diverse media and formats 

clarifies a given topic or text1; 

through selected responses 

produce a clear, coherent draft 

(e.g., select/generate responses 

to form paragraph/essay) that is 

appropriate to the specific task, 

purpose and audience for use in 

developing a permanent product 

x 

x 

Item setting that may reference 

home, school, and/or global 

community with the use of 

familiar words and/or content 

specific words 

Content specific items that 

assess tasks, such as: determine 

the theme or central idea of a 

text3; compare the point of view of 

one character to the point of view 

of a different character in a story2; 

sort a list of phrases into three 

groups - similes, metaphors, and 

literal (not a simile or a 

metaphor)2; identify an argument 

or claim that the author makes3; 

from a given list of words with 

similar denotations, choose an 

appropriate word to be used in a 

given context (i.e. short, stubby, 

petite – which word would you 

use to describe a friend’s 

mother?)2; spell words correctly in 

writing3; identify the media that 

help to clarify a topic (or 

contribute to understanding)2; 

independently or through selected 

responses produce a clear, 

coherent draft (e.g., 

select/generate responses to 

form paragraph/essay) that is 

x 

unfamiliar words and content 

specific words 

Content specific items that assess 

tasks, such as: determine the theme 

or central idea of a text; compare 

and contrast the points of view of 

different characters in the same 

text; determine the meaning of 

words and phrases as they are 

used with figurative language; 

identify an argument or claim that 

the author makes; distinguish 

among the connotations 

(associations) of words with similar 

denotations (definitions) (e.g., slim, 

skinny, scrawny, thin); spell words 

correctly in writing; explain if and 

how ideas presented in diverse 

media (e.g., visually, personal 

communication, periodicals, social 

media) clarify a topic, text or issue 

under study; independently produce 

a clear, coherent draft (e.g., 

select/generate responses to form 

paragraph/essay) that is appropriate 

to the specific task, purpose and 

audience for use in developing a 

permanent product 



 

  

appropriate to the specific task, 

purpose and audience for use in 

developing a permanent product 



F  LORIDA STANDARDS  ALTERNATE  ASSESSMENT— P ERFORMANCE  TASK  (FSAA—  PT) A  CHIEVEMENT LEVEL  POLICY  DEFINITIONS
Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4 

Students at this level do not  Students  at this  level demonstrate a Students  at this  level demonstrate a Students at this level demonstrate an 
demonstrate an adequate level of  limited level  of success with the  satisfactor  y lev  el of  succes  s wit  h th  e abov  e satisfactor  y leve  l of  success with  
success  with the Florida Standards  Florida Standards  Access  Points. Florida Standards  Access  Points. the Florida Standards  Access  Points. 
Access Points. 

F  LORIDA STANDARDS  ALTERNATE  ASSESSMENT— P ERFORMANCE  TASK  (FSAA—  PT) A  CHIEVEMENT LEVEL  DESCRIPTIONS  – 
GRAD  E 8 ENGLISH LANGUAGE  ARTS  (ELA) 

Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4 
This categor  y represents  beginning This categor  y represents  limited This categor  y represents  satisfactor  y This categor  y represents  strong 

academic awareness  and emerging academic achievement success. academic achievement. Students  academic achievement. Students  

academic achievement. Students  Students  scoring in this categor  y scoring in this categor  y have scoring in this  categor  y are able to mak  e 

scoring in this categor  y are have developed some foundational developed basic academic  concepts, inferences, consistentl  y relate to more 

developing rudimentar  y knowledge  academic concepts, can occasionall  y frequently relate to abstract  material, abstract material, differentiate, and 

and basic concepts  of specific  relate to abstract material,  and are and are able  to more closel  y generalize specific academic  skills  

academic skills derived from  beginning to discriminate specific  discriminate specific academic  skills  derived from instruction and practice.  At  

instruction and practice. At this  level,  academic skills derived from  derived from instruction and practice.  this level the student consistentl  y 

the student does  not demonstrate a  n instruction and practice. At this level A  t this leve  l th  e studen  t demonstrates a high level of success  

adequate level of success  when the student  demonstrates limited demonstrates moderat  e success performing specific and increasingl  y 

performing specific and increasingl  y success when  performing specific  when performing specific and complex  academic tasks on demand. 

complex  grade level academic  tasks and increasingl  y complex  grade level  increasingl  y complex  grade  level Students  independentl  y demonstrate 

on demand. Students ma  y or  ma  y academic tasks on demand. academic tasks on demand.  academic achievement on skills, relate  d 

not independentl  y demonstrate Students  independentl  y demonstrate Students  independentl  y demonstrate to: 

beginning academic  awareness  and academic achievement on skills, academic achievement on skills, x Making inferences  beyond recall 
emerging academic  achievement on related to: related to: and abilit  y to reason, plan, make 
skills, related to: x Basic  recall of previousl  y learned x Making inferences beyond recall connections, or  sequence steps to 

x Basic  recall of previousl  y learned information or pulling with successful performance and formulate a response with 

information or pulling words/phrases directl  y from the ability to reason, plan, or  successful performance 

words/phrases directl  y fro  m th  e stimulus wit  h successfu  l sequence  steps to  formulate a x Item  setting that ma  y reference 
stimulus performance and some level of  response with some successful home, school, and/or global 

x Item  setting that ma  y reference inference beyond recall with performance community with the us  e of familia  r o  r 

home and school activities  with som  e successfu  l performance 



    

 

    

  

  

 

 

 

  

  

 

 

 

 

 

   

 

   

 

  

  

 

  

  

 

   

 

    

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

  

 

 

  

  

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

  

  

  

    

  

  

 

   

 

  

 

 

   

    

 

 

  

  

  

 

 

 

    

    

  

 

   

  

 

  

 

  

     

 

 

   

 

 

 

 

 

  

x 

the use of familiar words or basic 

content specific words 

Content specific items that 

assess basic tasks, such as: 

identify important people, events, 

or ideas in text; identify main 

idea within a paragraph; identify 

conflicting information from two 

texts; identify a phrase that 

contains allusion or 

personification from a list; identify 

a sentence that uses a literary 

device (e.g., similes, metaphors, 

hyperbole, personification, 

imagery); identify the meaning of 

various punctuation marks (e.g. 

commas, ellipses, dashes) for a 

text (e.g., tells how a reader 

reads a text); identify the 

purpose of the text; through 

selected responses produce a 

clear, coherent draft (e.g., 

select/generate responses to 

form paragraph/essay) that is 

appropriate to the specific task, 

purpose and audience for use in 

developing a permanent product 

x 

x 

Item setting that may reference 

home, school, and/or community 

with the use of familiar words or 

basic content specific words 

Content specific items that 

assess tasks, such as: identify 

the relationship between people, 

events, or ideas in a text from a 

list2; identify supporting details 

within a paragraph2; identify 

conflicting information from two 

texts1; identify a phrase that 

contains allusion or 

personification from a list1; 

identify a sentence that uses a 

literary device (e.g., similes, 

metaphors, hyperbole, 

personification, imagery)1; 

identify the meaning of various 

punctuation marks (e.g. commas, 

ellipses, dashes) for a text (e.g., 

tells how a reader reads a text)1; 

identify the purpose of a visual 

representation such as a graph 

or a map2; through selected 

responses produce a clear, 

coherent draft (e.g., 

select/generate responses to 

form paragraph/essay) that is 

appropriate to the specific task, 

x 

x 

Item setting that may reference 

home, school, and/or global 

community with the use of 

familiar words and/or content 

specific words 

Content specific items that 

assess tasks, such as: use 

comparisons provided by the text 

to identify relationships between 

people or events3; outline the 

structure (i.e., sentence that 

identifies key concept(s), 

supporting details) within a 

paragraph3; distinguish identified 

statements as fact or 

interpretation2; identify a 

requested figure of speech (i.e., 

hyperbole, oxymoron, irony, pun, 

alliteration, allusion, 

personification, simile, metaphor, 

analogy) within a list of phrases 

and sentences2; write a sentence 

using a literary device (e.g., 

similes, metaphors, hyperbole, 

personification, imagery)2; 

determine which punctuation 

marks should be used to 

determine how a reader reads a 

text2; analyze the purpose of 

information presented in diverse 

media (e.g., visually, personal 

x 

unfamiliar words and content 

specific words 

Content specific items that assess 

tasks, such as: use comparisons 

provided by the text to identify 

relationships between people or 

events; outline the structure (i.e., 

sentence that identifies key 

concept(s), supporting details) 

within a paragraph; analyze a case 

in which two or more texts provide 

conflicting information on the same 

topic; determine the meaning of 

words and phrases as they are 

used in a text, including figurative 

(i.e., metaphors, similes and idioms) 

and connotative meanings; use 

literacy devices (e.g., similes, 

metaphors, hyperbole, 

personification, imagery) in 

narrative writing; use punctuation 

(e.g., comma, ellipsis, dash) to 

indicate a pause or break; analyze 

the purpose of information 

presented in diverse media (e.g., 

visually, personal communication, 

periodicals, social media); 

independently produce a clear, 

coherent draft (e.g., select/generate 

responses to form paragraph/essay) 

that is appropriate to the specific 



 

  

 

 

  

 

 

 purpose and audience for use in 

developing a permanent product 

communication, periodicals, 

social media)3; independently or 

task, purpose and audience for use 

in developing a permanent product 

through selected responses 

produce a clear, coherent draft 

(e.g., select/generate responses 

to form paragraph/essay) that is 

appropriate to the specific task, 

purpose and audience for use in 

developing a permanent product 



F  LORIDA STANDARDS  ALTERNATE  ASSESSMENT— P ERFORMANCE  TASK  (FSAA—  PT) A  CHIEVEMENT LEVEL  POLICY  DEFINITIONS
Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4 

Students at this level do not  Students  at this  level demonstrate a Students  at this  level demonstrate a Students at this level demonstrate an 
demonstrate an adequate level of  limited level  of success with the  satisfactor  y lev  el of  succes  s wit  h th  e abov  e satisfactor  y leve  l of  success with  
success  with the Florida Standards  Florida Standards  Access  Points. Florida Standards  Access  Points. the Florida Standards  Access  Points. 
Access Points. 

F  LORIDA STANDARDS  ALTERNATE  ASSESSMENT— P ERFORMANCE  TASK  (FSAA—  PT) A  CHIEVEMENT LEVEL  DESCRIPTIONS  – 
GRAD  E 9 ENGLISH LANGUAGE  ARTS  (ELA) I 

Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4 
This categor  y represents  beginning This categor  y represents  limited This categor  y represents  satisfactor  y This categor  y represents  strong 

academic awareness  and emerging academic achievement success. academic achievement. Students  academic achievement. Students  

academic achievement. Students  Students  scoring in this categor  y scoring in this categor  y have scoring in this  categor  y are able to mak  e 

scoring in this categor  y are have developed some foundational developed basic academic  concepts, inferences, consistentl  y relate to more 

developing rudimentar  y knowledge  academic concepts, can occasionall  y frequently relate to abstract  material, abstract material, differentiate, and 

and basic concepts  of specific  relate to abstract material,  and are and are able  to more closel  y generalize specific academic  skills  

academic skills derived from  beginning to discriminate specific  discriminate specific academi  c skills  derived from instruction and practice.  At  

instruction and practice. At this  level,  academic skills derived from  derived from instruction and practice. this level the student consistentl  y 

the student does  not demonstrate a  n instruction and practice. At this  level A  t this leve  l th  e studen  t demonstrates a high level of success  

adequate level of success  when the student  demonstrates limited demonstrates  moderate success  performing specific and increasingl  y 

performing specific and increasingl  y success when  performing specific  when performing specific and complex  academic tasks on demand. 

complex  grade level academic  tasks and increasingly complex grade level  increasingl  y complex  grade  level Students  independentl  y demonstrate 

on demand. Students ma  y or  ma  y academic tasks on demand. academic tasks on demand  . academic achievement on skills, relate  d 

not independentl  y demonstrate Students  independentl  y demonstrate Students  independentl  y demonstrate to: 

beginning academic  awareness  and academic achievement on skills, academic achievement on skills, x Making inferences  beyond recall 
emerging academic  achievement on related to: related to: and abilit  y to reason, plan, make 
skills, related to: x Basic  recall of previousl  y learned x Making inferences beyond recall connections, or  sequence steps to 

x Basic  recall of previousl  y learned information or pulling with successful performance and formulate a response with 

information or pulling words/phrases directl  y from the ability to reason, plan, or  successful performance 

words/phrases directl  y fro  m th  e stimulus wit  h successfu  l sequence  steps to  formulate a x Item  setting that may reference 
stimulus performance and some level of  response with some successful home, school, and/or global 

x Item  setting that ma  y reference inference beyond recall with performance community with the us  e of familia  r o  r 

home and school activities  with some successful performance 



    

 

   

  

 

 

  

 

 

  

 

  

  

  

 

 

  

 

   

 

   

 

   

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

  

 

  

 

 

 

 

  

  

 

 

  

  

  

    

 

  

  

  

  

 

 

 

 

  

  

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

    

    

  

 

  

 

   

  

 

   

 

 

 

    

  

 

  

 

   

 

 

 

x 

the use of familiar words or basic 

content specific words 

Content specific items that 

assess basic tasks, such as: 

identify key ideas in a text; 

identify figurative, connotative, or 

technical language used in text; 

find a claim the author makes in 

the text; identify, from print 

sources, information about the 

topic of the informational report; 

identify the definition of a word 

when presented with the entire 

listing of a word from a 

dictionary; identify phrases 

(noun, verb, adjectival, adverbial, 

participial, prepositional, and 

absolute) to convey meaning and 

add interest to writing; list the 

various findings from the 

sources; through selected 

responses produce a clear, 

coherent draft (e.g., 

select/generate responses to 

form paragraph/essay) that is 

appropriate to the specific task, 

purpose and audience for use in 

developing a permanent product 

x 

x 

Item setting that may reference 

home, school, and/or community 

with the use of familiar words or 

basic content specific words 

Content specific items that 

assess tasks, such as: identify 

the type of signal words that 

connect key points2; identify 

figurative, connotative, or 

technical language used in text1; 

find a claim the author makes in 

the text1; identify similar 

information about the topic in two 

accounts about a subject2; 

identify the part of speech of a 

word when presented with the 

entire listing of a word from a 

dictionary2; identify phrases 

(noun, verb, adjectival, adverbial, 

participial, prepositional, and 

absolute) to convey meaning and 

add interest to writing1; list  the  

various findings from the 

sources1; through selected 

responses produce a clear, 

coherent draft (e.g., 

select/generate responses to 

form paragraph/essay) that is 

appropriate to the specific task, 

purpose and audience for use in 

developing a permanent product 

x 

x 

Item setting that may reference 

home, school, and/or global 

community with the use of 

familiar words and/or content 

specific words 

Content specific items that 

assess tasks, such as: identify 

connections between key points3; 

identify meaning or tone derived 

from figurative, connotative, or 

technical language used in text2; 

list/highlight one or more 

sentences that support the claim2; 

compare and contrast various 

accounts of a subject in two or 

more mediums3; find the precise 

meaning of a word3; identify 

clauses (independent, 

dependent2; noun, relative, 

adverbial) to convey meaning and 

add interest to writing2; identify  

characteristics of credible sources 

of information2; independently or 

through selected responses 

produce a clear, coherent draft 

(e.g., select/generate responses 

to form paragraph/essay) that is 

appropriate to the specific task, 

purpose and audience for use in 

developing a permanent product 

x 

unfamiliar words and content 

specific words 

Content specific items that assess 

tasks, such as: identify connections 

between key points; analyze the 

use of figurative, connotative or 

technical terms on the meaning or 

tone of text; analyze in detail how 

an author’s ideas or claims are 

developed; compare and contrast 

various accounts of a subject in two 

or more mediums; find the precise 

meaning of a word; use various 

types of phrases (noun, verb, 

adjectival, adverbial, participal, 

prepositional, absolute) and clauses 

(independent, dependent; noun, 

relative, adverbial) to convey 

meaning and add interest to writing; 

analyze credibility of sources and 

accuracy of information presented 

in social media regarding a given 

topic or text; independently produce 

a clear, coherent draft (e.g., 

select/generate responses to form 

paragraph/essay) that is appropriate 

to the specific task, purpose and 

audience for use in developing a 

permanent product 



F  LORIDA STANDARDS  ALTERNATE  ASSESSMENT— P ERFORMANCE  TASK  (FSAA—  PT) A  CHIEVEMENT LEVEL  POLICY  DEFINITIONS 
Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4 

Students at this level do not  Students  at this  level demonstrate a Students  at this  level demonstrate a Students at this level demonstrate an 
demonstrate an adequate level of  limited level  of success with the  satisfactor  y lev  el of  succes  s wit  h th  e abov  e satisfactor  y leve  l of  success with  
success  with the  Florida Standards  Florida Standards  Access  Points. Florida Standards  Access  Points. the Florida Standards  Access  Points. 
Access Points. 
F  LORIDA STANDARDS  ALTERNATE  ASSESSMENT— P ERFORMANCE  TASK  (FSAA—  PT) A  CHIEVEMENT LEVEL  DESCRIPTIONS  DESCRIPTORS– 

GRAD  E 10 ENGLISH  LANGUAGE  ARTS  (ELA) II 
Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4 

This categor  y represents  beginning This categor  y represents  limited This categor  y represents  satisfactor  y This categor  y represents  strong 

academic awareness  and emerging academic achievement success. academic achievement. Students  academic achievement. Students  

academic achievement. Students  Students  scoring in this categor  y scoring in this categor  y have scoring in this  categor  y are able to mak  e 

scoring in this categor  y are have developed some foundational developed basic academic  concepts, inferences, consistentl  y relate to more 

developing rudimentar  y knowledge  academic concepts, can occasionall  y frequently relate to abstract  material, abstract material, differentiate, and 

and basic concepts  of specific  relate to abstract material,  and are and are able  to more closel  y generalize specific academic  skills  

academic skills derived from  beginning to discriminate specific  discriminate specific academi  c skills  derived from instruction and practice. At  

instruction and practice. At this  level,  academic skills derived from  derived from instruction and practice. this level the student consistentl  y 

the student does  not demonstrate a  n instruction and practice. At this  level A  t this leve  l th  e studen  t demonstrates a high level of success  

adequate level of success  when the student  demonstrates limited demonstrates moderat  e success performing specific and increasingl  y 

performing specific and increasingl  y success when  performing specific  when performing specific and complex  academic tasks on demand. 

complex  grade level academic  tasks and increasingl  y complex  grade level  increasingl  y complex  grade  level Students  independentl  y demonstrate 

on demand. Students ma  y or  ma  y academic tasks on demand. academic tasks on demand.  academic achievement on skills, relate  d 

not independentl  y demonstrate Students  independentl  y demonstrate Students  independentl  y demonstrate to: 

beginning academic  awareness  and academic achievement on skills, academic achievement on skills, x Making inferences beyond recall 
emerging academic  achievement on related to: related to: and abilit  y to reason, plan, make 
skills, related to: x Basic  recall of previousl  y learned x Making inferences beyond recall connections, or  sequence steps to 

x Basic  recall of previousl  y learned information or pulling with successful performance and formulate a response with 

information or pulling words/phrases directl  y from the ability to reason, plan, or  successful performance 

words/phrases directl  y fro  m th  e stimulus wit  h successfu  l sequence  steps to  formulate a x Item  setting that may referenc  e 
stimulus performance and some level of  response with some successful home, school, and/or globa  l 

x Item  setting that ma  y reference inference beyond recall with performance communit  y with the use of familiar or  

home and school activities  with som  e successfu  l performance 



    

 

    

  

 

  

 

  

 

   

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

  

 

   

 

   

  

  

 

 

 

   

  

 

   

 

  

  

  

 

  

  

  

  

     

  

 

  

  

  

 

 

  

   

  

    

  

 

   

  

  

 

    

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

   

 

   

  

 

 

   

 

   

 

 

 

x 

the use of familiar words or basic 

content specific words 

Content specific items that 

assess basic tasks, such as: 

identify theme of a text from a 

list; identify the author’s effect 

(e.g., tension, suspense, 

surprise) for a text; identify a 

claim/argument in the text; recall 

the meaning of frequently used 

nouns; identify sentences that 

need a semicolon and/or colon; 

identify why a credible source of 

information is important; identify 

the topic of the passage; through 

selected responses produce a 

clear, coherent draft (e.g., 

select/generate responses to 

form paragraph/essay) that is 

appropriate to the specific task, 

purpose and audience for use in 

developing a permanent product 

x 

x 

Item setting that may reference 

home, school, and/or community 

with the use of familiar words or 

basic content specific words 

Content specific items that 

assess tasks, such as: identify 

theme of a text from a list1; 

identify evidence from the text 

that contributes to either mystery, 

tension, or surprise2; list/highlight 

one or more sentences that 

support the author's 

claim/argument2; recall the 

meaning of frequently used 

nouns1; identify sentences that 

need a semicolon and/or colon1; 

identify why a credible source of 

information is important1; identify 

the author’s opinion about the 

topic2; through selected 

responses produce a clear, 

coherent draft (e.g., 

select/generate responses to 

form paragraph/essay) that is 

appropriate to the specific task, 

purpose and audience for use in 

developing a permanent product 

x 

x 

Item setting that may reference 

home, school, and/or global 

community with the use of 

familiar words and/or content 

specific words 

Content specific items that 

assess tasks, such as: map a 

theme throughout text using 

evidence to understand how the 

theme develops2; identify  the  

author’s choice of text structure to 

create meaning (e.g., order of 

events, flashbacks, 

foreshadowing)3; delineate/trace 

the authors argument and specific 

claims3; use various types of 

context clues like 

definition/explain, 

restatement/synonym, 

contrast/antonym, inference, and 

punctuation2; use semicolons or 

colons correctly in a given or 

provided paragraph2; determine 

the accuracy of a statement in 

text using a provided resource2; 

determine the speaker’s point of 

view or purpose in a text3; 

independently or through selected 

responses produce a clear, 

coherent draft (e.g., 

select/generate responses to 

x 

unfamiliar words and content 

specific words 

Content specific items that assess 

tasks, such as: determine the theme 

or central idea of an adapted grade-

appropriate text; identify the 

author’s choice of text structure to 

create meaning (e.g., order of 

events, flashbacks, foreshadowing); 

delineate/trace the authors 

argument and specific claims; use 

context (e.g., the overall meaning of 

a sentence, paragraph or text; a 

word’s position in a sentence) as a 

clue to the meaning of a word or 

phrase; use a semicolon (i.e., to link 

two or more related independent 

clauses) appropriately in writing; 

analyze credibility of sources and 

accuracy of information presented 

in social media regarding a given 

topic or text; determine the 

speaker’s point of view or purpose 

in a text; independently produce a 

clear, coherent draft (e.g., 

select/generate responses to form 

paragraph/essay) that is appropriate 

to the specific task, purpose and 

audience for use in developing a 

permanent product 



  

 

 

form paragraph/essay) that is 

appropriate to the specific task, 

purpose and audience for use in 

developing a permanent product 



          
          
           

           
                

       

  
        

         
           

    
        

         
             

         
          

              
           
             

        

     
  

               
             

 
                

             
 

INTRODUCTION
	

In Large-scale assessments, achievement levels are achievement standards that give meaning and context for interpreting student performance. For the Florida 
Standards Alternate Assessment—Performance Task (FSAA—PT) the Florida Department of Education (the Department) developed a set of Achievement Level Policy 
Definitions that served as the defining descriptions for each achievement level. In addition, grade and content specific Achievement Level Descriptors were developed. 
The Descriptors provide more granular information about student performance relative to the content area and grade level. The Definitions and the Descriptors are 
intended to guide (a) participants during the standard-setting process for the FSAA—PT in February 2017, (b) score interpretation on student reports, and (c) teacher 
understanding of expectations for the progression of student performance at each achievement level. 

ACHIEVEMENT LEVEL POLICY  DEFINITIONS 
The Achievement Level Policy Definitions provide the overarching description of achievement as envisioned by the Department for each achievement level. These 
Definitions are consistent across the grades; however, there is an increasing progression of expectation across the four achievement levels. The Definitions developed 
by the Department provide a policy-based claim. This claim clearly explicates the Department’s intended take-away message regarding a student’s achievement within 
each performance level. 

ACHIEVEMENT LEVEL DESCRIPTORS,  GRADE CONTENT SPECIFIC 
For each achievement level on an assessment, Achievement Level Descriptors should explicate observable evidence of achievement, demonstrating how the skill 
changes and becomes more sophisticated across performance levels. Schneider, Huff, Egan, Gaines, and Ferrara (2013) wrote that for Achievement Level Descriptions 
(ALDs) to be the foundation of test score interpretation, they should reflect more complex knowledge, skills, and abilities (KSAs) as the performance levels increase (e.g., 
more complex KSAs should be expected for Advanced than for Proficient). The FSAA—PT Achievement Level Descriptors provide performance expectations through 
demonstration of certain KSAs that is expected in a particular achievement level. These are specific to a particular grade and content area. The information in these is 
tailored to include the Florida Standards Access Points (FS-APs) and/or Essential Understandings (EUs) in English Language Arts (ELA) and Mathematics, and the Next 
Generation Sunshine State Standards Access Points (NGSSS-APs) in Science and Social Studies; and performance specific detail within each achievement level. Each 
achievement level contains some examples of the FS-APs; NGSSS-APs and/or EUs that may be assessed within tasks (Task 1, Task 2, Task 3). These are examples 
and not an exhaustive list. As a whole, the descriptors are intended to provide description of student performance expectations that increase across the four achievement 
levels. 

Key  for text colors within the Achievement Level Descriptors: 
English Language Arts (ELA) and Mathematics 
Within achievement levels 2 and 3 some of the text has a number (1, 2, or 3) that is superscript. This differentiation is specific to the FS-APs and EUs. For each grade, 1 
represents EU information at the Task 1 level, 2 represents EU information at the Task 2 level, and 3 represents AP information at the Task 3 level. 

Science and Social Studies 
Within achievement levels 2 and 3 some of the text has a number (1, 2, or 3) that is superscript. This differentiation is specific to the NGSSS-APs. For each grade, 1 
represents Participatory AP information at the Task 1 level, 2 represents Supported AP information at the Task 2 level, and 3 represents Independent AP information at 
the Task 3 level. 



F  LORIDA STANDARDS  ALTERNATE  ASSESSMENT— P ERFORMANCE  TASK  (FSAA—  PT) A  CHIEVEMENT L  EVEL P  OLICY DEFINITIONS 
Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4 

Students  at this  level do not  Students  at this  level demonstrate a Students  at this  level demonstrate a Students at this level demonstrate an 
demonstrate an adequate level of  limited level  of success with the  satisfactor  y lev  el of  succes  s wit  h th  e above satisfactory level of  success  with  
success  with the Florida Standards  Florida Standards  Access  Points. Florida Standards  Access  Points. the Florida Standards  Access  Points. 
Access Points. 

F  LORIDA STANDARDS  A  LTERNATE ASSESSMENT— P  ERFORMANCE T  ASK (FSAA—  PT) A  CHIEVEMENT L  EVEL D  ESCRIPTORS – 
GRAD  E 3 MATHEMATICS 

Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4 
This categor  y represents  beginning This categor  y represents  limited This categor  y represents  satisfactor  y This categor  y represents  strong 

academic awareness  and emerging academic achievement success. academic achievement. Students  academic achievement. Students  

academic achievement. Students  Students  scoring in this categor  y scoring in this categor  y have scoring in this  categor  y are able to mak  e 

scoring in this categor  y are have developed some foundational developed basic academic  concepts  , inferences, relate to more abstract 

developing rudimentar  y knowledge  academic concepts, can occasionall  y frequently relate to abstract  material, material, differentiate, and generalize 

and basic concepts  of specific  relate to abstract material,  and are and are able  to more closel  y specific academic skills  derived from  

academic skills derived from  beginning to discriminate specific  discriminate specific academi  c skills  instruction and practice. At this  level the 

instruction and practice. At this  level,  academic skills derived from  derived from instruction and practice. student  consistently demonstrates  a 

the student does  not demonstrate a  n instruction and practice. At this  level A  t this leve  l th  e studen  t high level of  success  performing specific  

adequate level of success  when the student  demonstrates limited demonstrates moderat  e success and increasingl  y complex  academic  

performing specific and increasingl  y success when  performing specific  when performing specific and tasks on demand. 

complex  grade level academic  tasks and increasingl  y complex  grade level  increasingl  y complex  grade  level Students  independentl  y demonstrate 

on demand. Students ma  y or  ma  y academic tasks on demand. academic tasks on demand  . academic achievement on skills, related 

not independentl  y demonstrate Students  independentl  y demonstrate Students  independentl  y demonstrate to: 

beginning academic  awareness  and academic achievement on skills, academic achievement on skills, x Making inferences beyond recall 
emerging academic  achievement on related to: related to: and abilit  y to reason, plan, make 
skills, related to: x Basic  recall of previousl  y learned x Making inferences beyond recall connections, or  sequence steps to 

x Basic  recall of previousl  y learned information or pulling with successful performance and formulate a response with 

information or pulling words/phrases directl  y from the ability to reason, plan, or  successful performance 

words/phrases directl  y fro  m th  e stimulus wit  h successfu  l sequence  steps to  formulate a x Item  setting that may reference 
stimulus performance and some level of  response with some successful home, school, and/or global 

x Item  setting that ma  y reference inference beyond recall with performance communit  y with the use of familiar or  

home and school activities  with som  e successfu  l performance 



    

 

    

 

  

  

 

 

   

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

   

 

     

  

 

 

  

  

 

 

 

 

   

 

  

  

  

    

  

 

  

 

 

  

 

   

 

 

  

  

 

    

 

  

   

   

   

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

x 

the use of familiar words or basic 

content specific words 

Content specific items that 

assess basic tasks, such as: 

understand same and different; 

understand that 60 minutes = 1 

hour; count the number of tiles 

on all sides (the outer ring) and 

combine to determine the 

perimeter; identify ones, tens, 

and hundreds in bundled sets; 

multiply (x) and divide (÷) with 

concrete objects by making 

arrays; use counting and 

grouping to get the answers; 

group a set of objects into equal 

sets (division); count the number 

of the parts selected (e.g., three 

of the four parts; have fraction 

present but not required to read 

¾) 

x 

x 

Item setting that may reference 

home, school, and/or community 

with the use of familiar words or 

basic content specific words 

Content specific items that 

assess tasks, such as: count the 

number of sides a shape has2; 

use an analog clock to 

demonstrate the fractions of an 

hour1; count the number of tiles 

on all sides (the outer ring) and 

combine to determine the 

perimeter1; identify ones, tens, 

and hundreds in bundled sets1; 

identify related problems (2 x 3 = 

3x 2)2; group a set of objects into 

equal sets (division)1; recognize 

that fraction bars of equal lengths 

can be divided into different 

numbers of equal parts/units2 

x 

x 

Item setting that may reference 

home, school, and/or global 

community with the use of 

familiar words and/or content 

specific words 

Content specific items that 

assess tasks, such as: identify 

different examples of 

quadrilaterals3; match numerical 

time to shaded analog clocks2; 

understand the vocabulary and 

concepts of perimeter, sides, 

addition, +, gaps, and overlaps2; 

match vocabulary of ones, tens, 

and hundreds to digits in a 

number2; recognize multiplication 

as communicative and 

associative3; identify or draw a 

pictorial representation of an 

array that matches the set2; 

identify the fraction that matches 

the representation of partitioned 

rectangles and circles into halves, 

fourths, thirds, and eighths3 

x 

unfamiliar words and content 

specific words 

Content specific items that assess 

tasks, such as: identify different 

examples of quadrilaterals; 

determine the equivalence between 

the number of minutes and the 

number of hours (e.g., 60 minutes = 

1 hour) on a number line; use 

addition to find the perimeter of a 

rectangle; use place value to round 

to the nearest 10 or 100; recognize 

multiplication as communicative and 

associative; model division as the 

inverse of multiplication for 

quantities less than 10; identify the 

fraction that matches the 

representation of partitioned 

rectangles and circles into halves, 

fourths, thirds, and eighths 



F  LORIDA STANDARDS  ALTERNATE  ASSESSMENT— P ERFORMANCE  TASK  (FSAA—  PT) A  CHIEVEMENT L  EVEL P  OLICY DEFINITIONS 
Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4 

Students  at this  level do not  Students  at this  level demonstrate a Students  at this  level demonstrate a Students at this level demonstrate an 
demonstrate an adequate level of  limited level  of success with the  satisfactor  y lev  el of  succes  s wit  h th  e above satisfactory level of  success  with  
success  with the Florida Standards  Florida Standards  Access  Points. Florid  a Standards Access Points. the Florida Standards  Access  Points. 
Access Points. 

F  LORIDA STANDARDSALTERNATE  ASSESSMENT— P ERFORMANCE  TASK  (FSAA—  PT) A  CHIEVEMENT L  EVEL D  ESCRIPTORS – 
GRAD  E 4 MATHEMATICS 

Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4 
This categor  y represents  beginning This categor  y represents  limited This categor  y represents  satisfactor  y This categor  y represents  strong 

academic awareness  and emerging academic achievement success. academic achievement. Students  academic achievement. Students  

academic achievement. Students  Students  scoring in this categor  y scoring in this category have scoring in this  categor  y are able to mak  e 

scoring in this categor  y are have developed some foundational developed basic academic  concepts,  inferences, consistently relate to more 

developing rudimentar  y knowledge  academic concepts, can occasionall  y frequently relate to abstract  material, abstract material, differentiate, and 

and basic concepts  of specific  relate to abstract material,  and are and are able  to more closel  y generalize specific academic  skills  

academic skills derived from  beginning to discriminate specific  discriminate specific academi  c skills  derived from  instruction and practice. At  

instruction and practice. At this  level,  academic skills derived from  derived from instruction and practice.  this level the student consistentl  y 

the student does  not demonstrate a  n instruction and practice. At this  level A  t this leve  l th  e studen  t demonstrates a high level of success  

adequate level of success  when the student  demonstrates limited demonstrates moderat  e success performing specific and increasingl  y 

performing specific and increasingl  y success when  performing specific  when performing specific and complex  academic tasks on demand. 

complex  grade level academic  tasks and increasingl  y complex  grade level  increasingl  y complex  grade  level Students  independentl  y demonstrate 

on demand. Students ma  y or  ma  y academic tasks on demand. academic  tasks on demand. academic achievement on skills, related 

not independentl  y demonstrate Students  independentl  y demonstrate Students  independentl  y demonstrate to: 

beginning academic  awareness  and academic achievement on skills, academic  achievement on skills, x Making inferences  beyond recall 
emerging academic  achievement on related to: related to: and abilit  y to reason, plan, make 
skills, related to: x Basic  recall of previousl  y learned x Making inferences beyond recall connections, or  sequence steps to 

x Basic  recall of previousl  y learned information or pulling with successful performance and formulate a response with 

information or pulling words/phrases directl  y from the ability to reason, plan, or  successful performance 

words/phrases directl  y fro  m th  e stimulus wit  h successfu  l sequence  steps to  formulate a x Item  setting that may reference  
stimulus performance and some level of  response with some successful home, school, and/or global 

x Item  setting that ma  y reference inference beyond recall with performance communit  y with the use of familiar or  

home and school activities  with som  e successfu  l performance 



    

 

    

  

 

 

 

  

 

  

 

  

 

  

 

 

  

   

 

   

 

 

 

  

 

   

 

    

  

 

 

  

 

 

  

  

 

  

  

   

 

 

  

 

  

  

  

    

  

  

  

  

 

   

   

 

 

  

 

 

 

  

 

 

  

  

 

  

    

  

  

 

  

    

 

  

 

 

 

   

  

 

  

  

  

 

 

 

x 

the use of familiar words or basic 

content specific words 

Content specific items that 

assess basic tasks, such as: 

identify attributes within a two-

dimensional figure (e.g., 

rectangles have sides: student 

identifies sides of rectangle- and 

angles, student identifies angles 

in rectangle); use real-world 

objects and manipulatives to 

create a line plot; given two 

decimals, identify which decimal 

is greater than the other; given a 

fraction (with a denominator of 

10 or less), model the fraction 

with manipulatives in a rectangle 

or circle; create an array of sets 

(e.g., three rows of two objects) 

from a group of objects; identify 

ones, tens, hundreds, and 

thousands when given a number 

card; use manipulatives to 

combine sets and skip count to 

find the product 

x 

x 

Item setting that may reference 

home, school, and/or community 

with the use of familiar words or 

basic content specific words 

Content specific items that 

assess tasks, such as: identify 

parallel and perpendicular lines 

within two-dimensional shapes2; 

use real-world objects and 

manipulatives to create a line 

plot1; apply understanding of the 

symbols of <, >, and = with whole 

numbers2; given a fraction (with a 

denominator of 10 or less), model 

the fraction with manipulatives in 

a rectangle or circle1; create or 

identify an array that has up to 

five columns and up to five rows2; 

identify multiples of whole 

numbers using a hundreds 

chart2; identify ones, tens, 

hundreds, and thousands when 

given a number card1; use 

manipulatives to combine sets 

and skip count to find the 

product1 

x 

x 

Item setting that may reference 

home, school, and/or global 

community with the use of 

familiar words and/or content 

specific words 

Content specific items that 

assess tasks, such as: identify 

and sort objects based on 

parallelism, perpendicularity, and 

angle type3; use visual 

representations of fractions to 

add or subtract2; use =, <, or > to 

compare two decimals (decimals 

in multiples of .10)3; compare the 

two models to determine if they 

are greater than, less than, or 

equal to one another2; use 

objects to model multiplication 

involving up to five groups with up 

to five objects in each and write 

equations to represent the 

models3; identify multiples for a 

whole number (e.g., The multiples 

of 2 are 2, 4, 6, 8, 10…)3; using a 

number line or hundreds chart, 

locate a given number, then 

identify the closest 10, 100, 

10002; make rectangular arrays 

using base ten blocks (use a 

template as needed)-count base 

ten blocks to solve2 

x 

unfamiliar words and content 

specific words 

Content specific items that assess 

tasks, such as: identify and sort 

objects based on parallelism, 

perpendicularity, and angle type; 

solve problems involving addition 

and subtraction of fractions with like 

denominators (2, 4, and 8) by using 

information presented in line plots; 

use =, <, or > to compare two 

decimals (decimals in multiples of 

.10); compare 2 given fractions that 

have different denominators; use 

objects to model multiplication 

involving up to five groups with up 

to five objects in each and write 

equations to represent the models; 

identify multiples for a whole 

number (e.g., The multiples of 2 are 

2, 4, 6, 8, 10…); use a hundreds 

chart or number line to round to any 

place (i.e., ones, tens, hundreds, 

thousands); solve a two-digit by 

one-digit whole number 

multiplication problem using two 

different strategies 



F  LORIDA STANDARDS  ALTERNATE  ASSESSMENT— P ERFORMANCE  TASK  (FSAA—  PT) A  CHIEVEMENT L  EVEL P  OLICY DEFINITIONS 
Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4 

Students  at this  level do not  Students  at this  level demonstrate a Students  at this  level demonstrate a Students at this level demonstrate an 
demonstrate an adequate level of  limited level  of success with the  satisfactor  y lev  el of  succes  s wit  h th  e above satisfactory level of  success  with  
success  with the Florida Standards  Florida Standards  Access  Points. Florida Standards  Access  Points. the Florida Standards  Access  Points. 
Access Points. 

F  LORIDA STANDARDSALTERNATE  ASSESSMENT— P ERFORMANCE  TASK  (FSAA—  PT) A  CHIEVEMENT L  EVEL D  ESCRIPTORS – 
GRAD  E 5 MATHEMATICS 

Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4 
This categor  y represents  beginning This categor  y represents  limited This categor  y represents  satisfactor  y This categor  y represents  strong 

academic awareness  and emerging academic achievement success. academic achievement. Students  academic achievement. Students  

academic achievement. Students  Students  scoring in this categor  y scoring in this categor  y have scoring in this  categor  y are able to mak  e 

scoring in this categor  y are have developed some foundational developed basic academic  concepts,  inferences, consistently relate to more 

developing rudimentar  y knowledge  academic concepts, can occasionall  y frequently relate to abstract  material, abstract material, differentiate, and 

and basic concepts  of specific  relate to abstract material,  and are and are able  to more closel  y generalize specific academic  skills  

academic skills derived from  beginning to discriminate specific  discriminate specific academi  c skills  derived from instruction and practice.  At  

instruction and practice. At this  level,  academic skills derived from  derived from instruction and practice. this level the student consistentl  y 

the student does  not demonstrate a  n instruction and practice. At this  level A  t this leve  l th  e studen  t demonstrates a high level of success  

adequate level of success  when the student  demonstrates limited demonstrates moderat  e success performing specific and increasingl  y 

performing specific and increasingl  y success when  performing specific  when performing specific and complex  academic tasks on demand. 

complex  grade level academic  tasks and increasingl  y complex  grade level  increasingl  y complex  grade  level Students  independentl  y demonstrate 

on demand. Students ma  y or  ma  y academic tasks on demand. academic tasks on demand.  academic achievement on skills, related  

not independentl  y demonstrate Students  independentl  y demonstrate Students  independentl  y demonstrate to: 

beginning academic  awareness  and academic achievement on skills, academic achievement on skills, x Making inferences  or calculations  
emerging academic  achievement on related to: related to: beyond recall and abilit  y to reason, 
skills, related to: x Basic  recall of previousl  y learned x Making inferences  or calculations  plan, make connections, or  

x Basic  recall of previousl  y learned information or pulling beyond recall with successful sequence steps to  formulate a 

information or pulling words/phrases/shapes  directl  y performance and abilit  y to response with successful 

words/phrases/shapes directl  y from the stimulus with successful reason, plan, or  sequence steps  performance 

from the stimulus performance and some level of  to formulate a response with x Item  setting that may reference  

x Item  setting that ma  y reference inference or calculation beyond som  e successfu  l performance home, school, and/or global 

home and school activities  with communit  y with the use of familiar  or  



    

 

    

   

  

 

 

 

 

 

  

  

  

 

    

  

 

   

     

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

  

  

 

  

  

  

   

    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

  

 

 

 

 

    

 

  

 

 

  

 

 

   

 

 

  

   

 

 

x 

the use of familiar words or basic 

content specific words 

Content specific items that 

assess basic tasks, such as: 

identify a line plot; identify the 

origin (i.e., point of intersection of 

perpendicular lines); recognize 

part/whole when materials are 

divided into tenths; use change 

to represent less than one, with 

one being a dollar; understand 

that the numerator tells the 

number of parts and the 

denominator tells the type of 

parts (e.g., fourths, halves); show 

what happens to set when 

multiplied by 1 (1×) or some 

other whole number (2×); 

complete a pattern in a table 

x 

x 

recall with some successful 

performance 

Item setting that may reference 

home, school, and/or community 

with the use of familiar words or 

basic content specific words 

Content specific items that 

assess tasks, such as: identify a 

line plot1; identify the x- and y-

axes2; count tenths to determine 

how many [e.g., four tenths; 0.4 

(decimal present but need not be 

read)]2; use change to represent 

less than one, with one being a 

dollar1; understand that the 

numerator tells the number of 

parts and the denominator tells 

the type of parts (e.g., fourths, 

halves)1; show what happens to 

set when multiplied by 1 (1×) or 

some other whole number (2×)1; 

identify a numeric pattern given a 

data set in a table2 

x 

x 

Item setting that may reference 

home, school, and/or global 

community with the use of 

familiar words and/or content 

specific words 

Content specific items that 

assess tasks, such as: identify 

correct data display on a line 

plot2; graph ordered pairs 

(coordinates)3; read, write, or 

select a decimal to the 

hundredths place3; understand 

that numbers to the right of the 

decimal represent a value less 

than one2; solve fraction 

problems using a picture, 

models, representation cards, 

number sentences, mathematical 

word problems, or a graphic 

representation2; recognize that 

when a number is multiplied by a 

number greater than one, the 

product will increase2; given two 

pattern descriptions involving the 

same context (e.g., collecting 

marbles), determine the first five 

terms and compare the values3 

x 

unfamiliar words and content 

specific words 

Content specific items that assess 

tasks, such as: collect and graph 

fractional data on a line plot (e.g., 

length of each person’s pencil in 

classroom, hours of exercise each 

week); graph ordered pairs 

(coordinates); read, write, or select 

a decimal to the hundredths place; 

round decimals to the next whole 

number; solve word problems 

involving the addition and 

subtraction of fractions using visual 

fraction models; determine whether 

the product will increase or 

decrease based on the multiple 

using visual fraction models; given 

two pattern descriptions involving 

the same context (e.g., collecting 

marbles), determine the first five 

terms and compare the values 



F  LORIDA STANDARDS  ALTERNATE  ASSESSMENT— P ERFORMANCE  TASK  (FSAA—  PT) A  CHIEVEMENT L  EVEL P  OLICY DEFINITIONS 
Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4 

Students  at this  level do not  Students  at this  level demonstrate a Students  at this  level demonstrate a Students at this level demonstrate an 
demonstrate an adequate level of  limited level  of success with the  satisfactor  y lev  el of  succes  s wit  h th  e above satisfactory level of  success  with  
success  with the Florida Standards  Florida Standards  Access  Points. Florida Standards  Access  Points. the Florida Standards  Access  Points. 
Access Points. 

F  LORIDA STANDARDS  ALTERNATE  ASSESSMENT— P ERFORMANCE  TASK  (FSAA—  PT) A  CHIEVEMENT L  EVEL D  ESCRIPTORS – 
GRAD  E 6 MATHEMATICS 

Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4 
This categor  y represents  beginning This categor  y represents  limited This categor  y represents  satisfactor  y This categor  y represents  strong 

academic awareness  and emerging academic achievement success. academic achievement. Students  academic achievement. Students  

academic achievement. Students  Students  scoring in this categor  y scoring in this categor  y have scoring in this  categor  y are able to mak  e 

scoring in this categor  y are have developed some foundational developed basic academic  concepts  , inferences, consistently relate to more 

developing rudimentar  y knowledge  academic concepts, can occasionall  y frequently relate to abstract  material, abstract material, differentiate, and 

and basic concepts  of specific  relate to abstract material,  and are and are able  to more closel  y generalize specific academic  skills  

academic skills derived from  beginning to discriminate specific  discriminate specific academi  c skills  derived from  instruction and practice. At  

instruction and practice. At this  level,  academic skills derived from  derived from instruction and practice.  this level the student consistentl  y 

the student does  not demonstrate a  n instruction and practice. At this  level A  t this leve  l th  e studen  t demonstrates a high level of success  

adequate level of success  when the student  demonstrates  limited demonstrates moderat  e success performing specific and increasingl  y 

performing specific and increasingl  y success when  performing specific  when performing specific and complex  academic tasks on demand. 

complex  grade level academic  tasks and increasingl  y complex  grade level  increasingl  y complex  grade  level Students  independentl  y demonstrate 

on demand. Students ma  y or  ma  y academic tasks on demand. academic tasks on demand  . academic achievement on skills, relate  d 

not independentl  y demonstrate Students  independentl  y demonstrate Students  independentl  y demonstrate to: 

beginning academic  awareness  and academic achievement on skills, academic achievement on skills, x Making inferences  or calculations  
emerging academic  achievement on related to: related to: beyond recall and abilit  y to reason, 
skills, related to: x Basic recall of previousl  y learned x Making inferences or  calculations  plan, make connections, or  

x Basic  recall of previousl  y learned information or pulling beyond recall with successful sequence steps to  formulate a 

information or pulling words/phrases/shapes directl  y performance and abilit  y to response with successful 

words/phrases/shapes directl  y from the stimulus  with successful reason, plan, or  sequence steps  performance 

from the stimulus performance and some level of  to formulate a response with x Item  setting that may referenc  e 

x Item  setting that may reference inference or calculation beyond som  e successfu  l performance home, school, and/or global 

home and school activities  with communit  y with the use of familiar  or  



    

     

  

   

 

  

 

   

 

 

 

 

    

  

 

   

 

    

  

  

 

  

 

  

 

 

   

  

  

  

    

  

 

  

 

 

 

    

 

   

  

 

  

  

 

  

 

  

 

 

   

  

 

 

 

  

  

 

   

   

 

 

 

 

 

    

 

  

   

x 

the use of familiar words or basic 

content specific words 

Content specific items that 

assess basic tasks, such as: use 

objects or visual representations 

to determine if both sides of an 

equation are equal; use objects 

or pictures to solve equations 

with whole numbers; match a 

side of the net to its 

corresponding side on the three-

dimensional shape; recognize 

the coordinates of labeled points 

on a coordinate plane; multiply 

using concrete objects; identify 

the smallest number and the 

largest number in the range; 

identify what a data point 

represents 

x 

x 

recall with some successful 

performance 

Item setting that may reference 

home, school, and/or community 

with the use of familiar words or 

basic content specific words 

Content specific items that 

assess tasks, such as: identify 

equivalent number sentences2; 

use objects or pictures to solve 

equations with whole numbers1; 

match a side of the net to its 

corresponding side on the three-

dimensional shape1; multiply a 

number by a whole number1; use 

coordinates to identify points that 

have been plotted on a 

coordinate plane2; use a ratio to 

solve a measurement conversion 

problem2; use a number line to 

record responses in numerical 

order2; display the frequency of a 

data set on a line plot1 

x 

x 

Item setting that may reference 

home, school, and/or global 

community with the use of 

familiar words and/or content 

specific words 

Content specific items that 

assess tasks, such as: evaluate 

whether sides of an equation are 

equal using models3; evaluate an 

expression using substitution 

(For example, using 

manipulatives, find the value of x 

+ 4 when x = 2)2; demonstrate 

the surface area of rectangular 

prisms using visuals2; identify 

multiples of whole numbers using 

a hundreds chart with markers2; 

graph or identify points in all four 

quadrants of the coordinate 

plane, given a coordinate plane 

on graph paper3; solve one-step 

real-world measurement 

problems involving whole number 

unit rates when given the unit 

rate ("Three inches of snow falls 

per hour, how much falls in six 

hours?")3; find the range of a 

given data set3; plot a data point 

on a partially completed line plot 

(i.e., histogram, dot plot, stem 

and leaf) from a frequency table2 

x 

unfamiliar words and content 

specific words 

Content specific items that assess 

tasks, such as: evaluate whether 

sides of an equation are equal using 

models; solve an equation using 

substitution; find the surface area of 

the three dimensional figure by 

adding the areas of the shapes 

forming the two-dimensional nets; 

find the least common multiple of 

two whole numbers that are less 

than or equal to 10; graph or identify 

points in all four quadrants of the 

coordinate plane, given a 

coordinate plane on graph paper; 

solve one-step real-world 

measurement problems involving 

whole number unit rates when given 

the unit rate ("Three inches of snow 

falls per hour, how much falls in six 

hours?"); find the range of a given 

data set; display data on a line plot, 

such as dot plots, histograms or box 

plot 



F  LORIDA STANDARDS  ALTERNATE  ASSESSMENT— P ERFORMANCE  TASK  (FSAA—  PT) A  CHIEVEMENT L  EVEL P  OLICY DEFINITIONS 
Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4 

Students  at this  level do not  Students  at this  level demonstrate a Students  at this  level demonstrate a Students at this level demonstrate an 
demonstrate an adequate level of  limited level  of success with the  satisfactor  y lev  el of  succes  s wit  h th  e above satisfactory level of  success  with  
success  with the Florida Standards  Florida Standards  Access  Points. Florida Standards  Access  Points. the Florida Standards  Access  Points. 
Access Points. 

F  LORIDA STANDARDS  ALTERNATE  ASSESSMENT— P ERFORMANCE  TASK  (FSAA—  PT) A  CHIEVEMENT L  EVEL D  ESCRIPTORS – 
GRAD  E 7 MATHEMATICS 

Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4 
This categor  y represents  beginning This categor  y represents  limited This categor  y represents  satisfactor  y This categor  y represents  strong 

academic awareness  and emerging academic achievement success. academic achievement. Students  academic achievement. Students  

academic achievement. Students  Students  scoring in this categor  y scoring in this categor  y have scoring in this  categor  y are able to mak  e 

scoring in this categor  y are have developed some foundational developed basic academic  concepts,  inferences, consistently relate to more 

developing rudimentar  y knowledge  academic concepts, can occasionall  y frequently relate to abstract  material, abstract material, differentiate, and 

and basic concepts  of specific  relate to abstract material,  and are and are able  to more closel  y generalize specific academic  skills  

academic skills derived from  beginning to discriminate specific  discriminate specific academi  c skills  derived from instruction and practice. At  

instruction and practice. At this  level,  academic skills  derived from  derived from instruction and practice. this level the student consistentl  y 

the student does  not demonstrate a  n instruction and practice. At this level A  t this leve  l th  e studen  t demonstrates a high level of success  

adequate level of success  when the student  demonstrates limited demonstrates moderat  e success performing specific and increasingl  y 

performing specific and increasingl  y success when  performing specific  when performing specific and complex  academic tasks on demand. 

complex  grade level academic  tasks and increasingl  y complex  grade level  increasingl  y complex  grade  level Students  independentl  y demonstrate 

on demand. Students ma  y or  ma  y academic tasks on demand. academic tasks on demand. academic achievement on skills, relate  d 

not independentl  y demonstrate Students  independentl  y demonstrate Students  independentl  y demonstrate to: 

beginning academic  awareness  and academic achievement on skills, academic achievement on skills, x Making inferences  or calculations  
emerging academic  achievement on relate  d to: related to: beyond recall and abilit  y to reason, 
skills, related to: x Basic  recall of previousl  y learned x Making inferences or  calculations  plan, make connections, or  

x Basic  recall of previousl  y learned information or pulling beyond recall with successful sequence steps to  formulate a 

information or pulling words/phrases/shapes  directl  y performance and abilit  y to response with successful 

words/phrases/shapes directl  y from the stimulus with successful reason, plan, or  sequence steps  performance 

from the stimulus performance and some level of  to formulate a response with x Item  setting that may referenc  e 

x Item  setting that may reference inference or calculation beyond som  e successfu  l performance home, school, and/or global 

home and school activities  with communit  y with the use of familiar  or  



    

    

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

 

 

 

 

  

   

  

  

    

  

  

   

 

     

  

 

 

 

  

 

  

 

    

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

  

 

 

  

  

  

    

 

  

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

 

  

 

    

 

 

 

    

 

 

 

 

 

   

 

   

 

 

   

  

 

 

  

x 

the use of familiar words or basic 

content specific words 

Content specific items that 

assess basic tasks, such as: 

demonstrate operations using 

manipulatives when presented 

with common language 

(altogether, left over, sum, etc.); 

use a grid placed over a circle to 

count the estimated area of the 

circle; given a scenario, students 

can use operations to solve 

problems. (For example: 10 

students can fit on a school bus; 

35 students have signed up for a 

field trip. How many buses do 

they need?); identify the 

placement of numbers in a ratio 

to the given context (the meaning 

of 5:1; five pencils each week); 

identify points on a graph in 

relationship to their situation; 

match the description to the 

image (normal, positive skew, 

negative skew); use items like 

coins to determine the probability 

of an outcome (1/2 heads) 

x 

x 

recall with some successful 

performance 

Item setting that may reference 

home, school, and/or community 

with the use of familiar words or 

basic content specific words 

Content specific items that 

assess tasks, such as: create a 

pictorial array for the 

mathematical equation and 

match the answer symbol (+ or – 

), following multiplication or 

division rules for an equation2; 

use a grid placed over a circle to 

count the estimated area of the 

circle1; solve real-world problems 

involving operations with rational 

numbers 0 to 100 2; given a 

scenario, find the two quantities 

in a ratio and answer a question. 

(For example: Reece has 25 

pencils that must last five weeks. 

How many pencils may he use 

each week?)2; identify points on a 

graph in relationship to their 

situation1; match the description 

to the image (normal, positive 

skew, negative skew)1; use items 

like coins to determine the 

probability of an outcome (1/2 

heads)1 

x 

x 

Item setting that may reference 

home, school, and/or global 

community with the use of 

familiar words and/or content 

specific words 

Content specific items that 

assess tasks, such as: solve real-

world, multi-step problems using 

positive and negative rational 

numbers (whole numbers, 

fractions and decimals)3; given a 

grid placed over a circle, have 

students count the number of 

squares that cover the circle. 

(have students combine partial 

squares as a part of the count)2; 

solve real-world and 

mathematical problems involving 

the four operations with rational 

numbers from -100 to 100 3; 

solve one-step problems 

involving unit rates associated 

with ratios of fractions3; match a 

line with its proportional 

relationship2; given a graphed 

distribution of a set of data, 

identify a statement that 

describes the distribution2; 

identify or apply the formula for 

finding probability of an event 

(probability of an event 

x 

unfamiliar words and content 

specific words 

Content specific items that assess 

tasks, such as: solve real-world, 

multi-step problems using positive 

and negative rational numbers 

(whole numbers, fractions and 

decimals); estimate the area of a 

circle using graph paper; solve real-

world and mathematical problems 

involving the four operations with 

rational numbers from -100 to 100; 

solve one-step problems involving 

unit rates associated with ratios of 

fractions; identify lines plotted on a 

coordinate plane that represent a 

proportional relationship; given 

graphed distributions of two sets of 

data, make statements comparing 

the two sets of data; determine the 

theoretical probability of compound 

events (e.g., two coins or two dice) 



  

 

happening = number of ways it 

can happen/total number of 

outcomes)2 



F  LORIDA STANDARDS  ALTERNATE  ASSESSMENT— P ERFORMANCE  TASK  (FSAA—  PT) A  CHIEVEMENT L  EVEL P  OLICY DEFINITIONS 
Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4 

Students  at this  level do not  Students  at this  level demonstrate a Students  at this  level demonstrate a Students at this level demonstrate an 
demonstrate an adequate level of  limited level  of success with the  satisfactor  y lev  el of  succes  s wit  h th  e abov  e satisfactor  y leve  l of  success with  
success  with the Florida Standards  Florida Standards  Access  Points. Florida Standards  Access  Points. the Florida Standards  Access  Points. 
Access Points. 

F  LORIDA STANDARDS  ALTERNATE  ASSESSMENT— P  ERFORMANCE T  ASK (FSAA—  PT) A  CHIEVEMENT L  EVEL D  ESCRIPTORS – 
GRAD  E 8 MATHEMATICS 

Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4 
This categor  y represents  beginning This categor  y represents  limited This categor  y represents  satisfactor  y This categor  y represents  strong 

academic awareness  and emerging academic achievement success. academic achievement. Students  academic achievement. Students  

academic achievement. Students  Students  scoring in this categor  y scoring in this categor  y have scoring in this  categor  y are able to mak  e 

scoring in this categor  y are have developed some foundational developed basic academic  concepts,  inferences, consistently relate to more 

developing rudimentar  y knowledge  academic concepts, can occasionall  y frequently relate to abstract material, abstract material, differentiate, and 

and basic concepts  of specific  relate to abstract material,  and are and are able  to more closel  y generalize specific academic  skills  

academic skills derived from  beginning to discriminate specific  discriminate specific academi  c skills  derived from instruction and practice.  At  

instruction and practice. At this  level,  academic skills derived from  derived from instruction and practice. this level the student consistentl  y 

the student does  not demonstrate a  n instruction and practice. At this  level A  t this leve  l th  e studen  t demonstrates a high level of success  

adequate level of success  when the student  demonstrates limited demonstrates moderat  e success performing specific and increasingl  y 

performing specific and increasingl  y success when  performing specific  when performing specific and complex  academic tasks on demand. 

complex  grade level academic  tasks and increasingl  y complex  grade level  increasingl  y complex  grade  level Students  independentl  y demonstrate 

on demand. Students ma  y or  ma  y academic tasks on demand. academic tasks on demand.  academic achievement on skills, relate  d 

not independentl  y demonstrate Students  independentl  y demonstrate Students  independentl  y demonstrate to: 

beginning academic  awareness  and academic achievement on skills, academic achievement on skills, x Making inferences  or calculations  
emerging academic  achievement on related to: related to: beyond recall and abilit  y to reason, 
skills, related to: x Basic  recall of previousl  y learned x Making inferences or  calculations  plan, make connections, or  

x Basic  recall of previousl  y learned information or pulling beyond recall with successful sequence steps to  formulate a 

information or pulling words/phrases/shapes  directl  y performance and abilit  y to response with successful 

words/phrases/shapes directl  y from  th  e stimulus wit  h successfu  l reason, plan, or  sequence steps  performance 

from the stimulus performance and some level of  to formulate a response with x Item  setting that may referenc  e 

x Item  setting that may reference inference or calculation beyond som  e successfu  l performance home, school, and/or global 

home and school activities  with communit  y with the use of familiar  or  



    

     

  

 

  

  

 

 

    

  

  

 

 

 

  

 

 

    

  

 

   

     

  

   

 

 

 

 

   

 

 

  

 

  

 

  

  

  

    

  

 

   

  

 

  

 

  

  

 

 

    

  

 

 

  

  

  

   

  

 

    

   

  

 

 

   

  

x 

the use of familiar words or basic 

content specific words 

Content specific items that 

assess basic tasks, such as: use 

base ten blocks to multiply a 

single digit number by 10; 

identify parts of a line graph; use 

manipulatives or a graphic 

organizer to solve a problem; use 

the vertical line test to determine 

whether a line is a function or 

non-function; identify a linear 

function on a graph as one that 

forms a straight line; use 

manipulatives to demonstrate 

rotations, reflections, or 

translations; recognize 

corresponding points and sides 

in figures (e.g., match concrete 

examples of congruent shapes, 

match concrete examples of 

similar shapes); locate whole 

numbers on a number line 

x 

x 

recall with some successful 

performance 

Item setting that may reference 

home, school, and/or community 

with the use of familiar words or 

basic content specific words 

Content specific items that 

assess tasks, such as: use base 

ten blocks to multiply a single 

digit number by 100 or 1000 2; 

identify parts of a line graph1; 

identify the solution to a system 

(i.e., find when the two lines on 

the same graph cross)2; locate 

input and output on a T-chart or 

function table2; identify a linear 

function on a graph as one that 

forms a straight line1; match or 

identify when a two-dimensional 

drawing has been rotated, 

reflected, or translated2; describe 

circles, squares, rectangles, and 

triangles by telling about their 

shape, sides, lines, and angles2; 

locate whole numbers on a 

number line1 

x 

x 

Item setting that may reference 

home, school, and/or global 

community with the use of 

familiar words and/or content 

specific words 

Content specific items that 

assess tasks, such as: multiply 

single digits by the power of 10 

using a calculator3; identify given 

coordinates (x, y) as a point on a 

graph2; use a T-chart or function 

table to determine at least four 

values of an equation2; identify a 

non-linear function on a graph as 

one that does not make a straight 

line2; perform rotations, 

reflections, and translations using 

pattern blocks3; recognize 

congruent and similar figures3; 

locate a decimal (or a fraction) on 

a number line2 

x 

unfamiliar words and content 

specific words 

Content specific items that assess 

tasks, such as: multiply single digits 

by the power of 10 using a 

calculator; define rise/run (slope) for 

linear equations plotted on a 

coordinate plane; identify the 

coordinates of the point of 

intersection for two linear equations 

plotted on a coordinate plane; graph 

the points of a function given the 

rule of a simple function and 

identifying four values of x and y; 

identify graphed functions as linear 

or not linear; perform rotations, 

reflections, and translations using 

pattern blocks; recognize congruent 

and similar figures; locate 

approximations of irrational 

numbers on a number line 



F  LORIDA S  TANDARDS ALTERNATE  ASSESSMENT— P  ERFORMANCE TASK  (FSAA—PT)  A  CHIEVEMENT L  EVEL P  OLICY DEFINITIONS 
Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4 

Students  at this  level do not  Students  at this  level demonstrate a Students  at this  level demonstrate a Students at this level demonstrate an 
demonstrate an adequate level of  limited level  of success with the  satisfactor  y lev  el of  succes  s wit  h th  e above satisfactory level of  success  with  
success  with the Florida Standards  Florida Standards  Access  Points. Florida Standards  Access  Points. the Florida Standards  Access  Points. 
Access Points. 

F  LORIDA STANDARDS  A  LTERNATE ASSESSMENT— P  ERFORMANCE T  ASK (FSAA—  PT) A  CHIEVEMENT L  EVEL D  ESCRIPTORS – 
ALGEBR  A 1 EOC  

Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4 
This categor  y represents  beginning This categor  y represents  limited This categor  y represents  satisfactor  y This categor  y represents  strong 

academic awareness  and emerging academic achievement success. academic achievement. Students  academic achievement. Students  

academic achievement. Students  Students  scoring in this categor  y scoring in this categor  y have scoring in this  categor  y are able to mak  e 

scoring in this categor  y are have developed some foundational developed basic academic  concepts, inferences, consistently relate to more 

developing rudimentar  y knowledge  academic concepts, can occasionall  y frequently relate to abstract  material, abstract material, differentiate, and 

and basic concepts  of specific  relate to abstract material,  and are and are able  to more closel  y generalize specific academic skills  

academic skills derived from  beginning to discriminate specific  discriminate specific academi  c skills  derived from instruction and practice.  At  

instruction and practice. At this  level,  academic skills derived from  derived from instruction and practice.  this level the student consistentl  y 

the student does  not demonstrate a  n instructio  n an  d practice  . A  t this leve  l A  t this leve  l th  e studen  t demonstrates a high level of success  

adequate level of success  when the student  demonstrates limited demonstrates moderat  e success performing specific and increasingl  y 

performing specific and increasingl  y success when  performing specific  when performing specific and complex  academic tasks on demand. 

complex  grade level academic  tasks and increasingl  y complex  grade level  increasingl  y complex grade leve  l Students  independentl  y demonstrate 

on demand. Students ma  y or  ma  y academic tasks on demand. academic tasks on demand.  academic achievement on skills, related 

not independentl  y demonstrate Students  independentl  y demonstrate Students  independentl  y demonstrate to: 

beginning academic  awareness  and academic achievement on skills, academic achievement on skills, x Making inferences  or calculations  
emerging academic  achievement on related to: related to: beyond recall and abilit  y to reason, 
skills, related to: x Basic  recall of previousl  y learned x Making inferences or  calculations  plan, make connections, or  

x Basic  recall of previousl  y learned information or pulling beyond recall with successful sequence steps to  formulate a 

information or pulling words/phrases/shapes  directl  y performance and abilit  y to response with successful 

words/phrases/shapes directl  y from  th  e stimulus wit  h successfu  l reason, plan, or  sequence steps performance 

from the stimulus performance and some level of  to formulate a response with x Item  setting that ma  y reference 

x Item  setting that may reference inference or calculation beyond som  e successfu  l performance home, school, and/or global 

home and school activities  with communit  y with the use of familiar  or  



    

    

 

  

  

 

 

 

  

  

  

 

 

  

 

 

  

    

  

 

   

     

 

  

  

 

 

  

 

  

 

 

  

  

  

  

    

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

    

  

 

 

  

  

  

  

  

 

 

  

  

  

x 

the use of familiar words or basic 

content specific words 

Content specific items that 

assess basic tasks, such as: 

match an equation with one 

variable to a real-world context; 

identify the point of intersection 

between two graphs (of a two-

variable equation); translate word 

problems into equations or 

inequalities; match individual key 

features with the relationship 

between x and y values in a 

graph; pair domain numbers to 

positions on the x-axis of a 

coordinate plane; identify the 

concepts of steepness, rise and 

fall in real-life contexts (e.g., 

ramps, roofline, stairs, 

escalators); identify the highest 

and lowest value in a data set 

given a number line and 

matching symbols (concept of 

range) 

x 

x 

recall with some successful 

performance 

Item setting that may reference 

home, school, and/or community 

with the use of familiar words or 

basic content specific words 

Content specific items that 

assess tasks, such as: identify a 

graphed inequality that 

represents a real-world situation2; 

identify the point of intersection 

between two graphs (of a two-

variable equation)1; understand 

the following related vocabulary: 

more than, less than, equal, 

equation, inequality2; understand 

related vocabulary (increasing, 

decreasing, positive, negative; 

maximum, minimums, 

symmetry)2; understand 

coordinate planes2; identify the 

concepts of steepness, rise and 

fall in real-life contexts (e.g., 

ramps, roofline, stairs, 

escalators)1; identify the highest 

and lowest value in a data set 

given a number line and 

matching symbols (concept of 

range)1 

x 

x 

Item setting that may reference 

home, school, and/or global 

community with the use of 

familiar words and/or content 

specific words 

Content specific items that 

assess tasks, such as: create 

linear, quadratic, rational, and 

exponential equations and 

inequalities in one variable and 

use them in a contextual situation 

to solve problems3; match the 

equation to its graph2; solve an 

equation with at least one 

variable2; select the graph that 

matches the description of the 

relationship between two 

quantities in the function3; given 

the graph of a function, 

determine the domain3; 

understand that “rise over run” 

means vertical change over 

KRUL]RQWDO�FKDQJH��ǻ\���ǻ[��2; 

identify the mode and the spread 

of the data using a line drawing 

of the distribution2 

x 

unfamiliar words and content 

specific words 

Content specific items that assess 

tasks, such as: create linear, 

quadratic, rational, and exponential 

equations and inequalities in one 

variable and use them in a 

contextual situation to solve 

problems; graph equations in two or 

more variables on coordinate axes 

with labels and scales; identify and 

interpret the solution of a system of 

linear equations from a real-world 

context that has been graphed; 

select the graph that matches the 

description of the relationship 

between two quantities in the 

function; given the graph of a 

function, determine the domain; 

describe the rate of change of a 

function using numbers; describe a 

distribution using center and spread 



   FloridaStandardsAlternate Assessment—Performance Task Achievement Level Policy Definitions and Achievement Level Descriptions
	

F  LORIDA STANDARDS  ALTERNATE  ASSESSMENT— P ERFORMANCE  TASK  (FSAA—  PT) A  CHIEVEMENT L  EVEL P  OLICY DEFINITIONS 
Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4 

Students  at this  level do not  Students  at this  level demonstrate a Students  at this  level demonstrate a Students at this level demonstrate an 
demonstrate an adequate level of  limited level  of success with the  satisfactor  y lev  el of  succes  s wit  h th  e above satisfactory level of  success  with  
success  with the Florida Standards  Florida Standards  Access  Points. Florida Standards  Access  Points. the Florida Standards  Access  Points. 
Access Points. 

F  LORIDA STANDARDS  ALTERNATE  ASSESSMENT— P ERFORMANCE  TASK  (FSAA—  PT) A  CHIEVEMENT L  EVEL D  ESCRIPTORS – 
GEOMETRY EOC 

Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4 
This categor  y represents  beginning This categor  y represents  limited This categor  y represents  satisfactor  y This categor  y represents  strong 

academic awareness  and emerging academic achievement success. academic achievement. Students  academic achievement. Students  

academic achievement. Students  Students  scoring in this categor  y scoring in this categor  y have scoring in this  categor  y are able to mak  e 

scoring in this categor  y are have developed some foundational developed basic academic  concepts  , inferences, consistently relate to more 

developing rudimentar  y knowledge  academic concepts, can occasionall  y frequently relate to abstract  material, abstract material, differentiate, and 

and basic concepts  of specific  relate to abstract material,  and are and are able  to more closel  y generalize specific  academic skills  

academic skills derived from  beginning to discriminate specific  discriminate specific academi  c skills  derived from instruction and practice.  At  

instruction and practice. At this  level,  academic skills derived from  derived from instruction and practice. this level the student consistentl  y 

the student does  not demonstrate a  n instructio  n an  d practice  . A  t this leve  l A  t this leve  l th  e studen  t demonstrates a high level of success  

adequate level of success  when the student demonstrates  limited demonstrates moderat  e success performing specific and increasingl  y 

performing specific and increasingl  y success when  performing specific  when performing specific and complex  academic tasks on demand. 

complex  grade level academic  tasks and increasingl  y complex  grade level  increasingl  y complex  grade  level Students  independentl  y demonstrate 

on demand. Students ma  y or  ma  y academic tasks on demand. academic tasks on demand  . academic achievement on skills, relate  d 

not independentl  y demonstrate Students  independentl  y demonstrate Students  independentl  y demonstrate to: 

beginning academic  awareness  and academic achievement on skills, academic achievement on skills, x Making inferences or  calculations  
emerging academic  achievement on related to: related to: beyond recall and abilit  y to reason, 
skills, related to: x Basic  recall of previousl  y learned x Making inferences or  calculations  plan, make connections, or  

x Basic  recall of previousl  y learned information or pulling beyond recall with successful sequence steps to  formulate a 

information or pulling words/phrases/shapes  directl  y performance and abilit  y to response with successful 

words/phrases/shapes directl  y from the stimulus with successful reason, plan, or  sequence steps  performance 

from the stimulus performance and some level of  to formulate a response with x Item  setting that may referenc  e 

x Item  setting that may reference inference or calculation beyond som  e successfu  l performance home, school, and/or global 

home and school activities  with communit  y with the use of  familiar  or  



      
    

    

   

  

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

  

    

  

 

   

   

 

 

 

 

 

  

  

  

  

  

  

    

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

  

  

 

 

   

  

 

    

  

 

  

 

  

 

 

 

 

   

    

   

 

 

 

   

 

  

 

Florida Standards Alternate Assessment—Performance Task Achievement Level Policy Definitions and Achievement Level Descriptions
	

x 

the use of familiar words or basic 

content specific words 

Content specific items that 

assess basic tasks, such as: use 

coordinates to draw plane figures 

in a coordinate plane; match a 

model to the term rotations, 

reflections. and translations; 

select two objects that are the 

same shape; given two circles 

and a non-circle (oval, egg 

shape, etc.), identify the circles 

as similar; match a picture of the 

side with a picture of the shape; 

given a triangle or rectangle, 

determine the perimeter; identify 

a figure that represents a change 

in the original figure 

x 

x 

recall with some successful 

performance 

Item setting that may reference 

home, school, and/or community 

with the use of familiar words or 

basic content specific words 

Content specific items that 

assess tasks, such as: 

distinguish between translations, 

rotations, and reflections2; match 

a model to the term rotations, 

reflections. and translations1; 

describe the characteristics of the 

two figures that are similar2; 

given two circles and a non-circle 

(oval, egg shape, etc.), identify 

the circles as similar1; match a 

picture of the side with a picture 

of the shape1; given a triangle or 

rectangle, determine the 

perimeter1; identify which 

attribute has been changed when 

shown the original figure2 

x 

x 

Item setting that may reference 

home, school, and/or global 

community with the use of 

familiar words and/or content 

specific words 

Content specific items that 

assess tasks, such as: describe 

the rotations and reflections of a 

rectangle, parallelogram, 

trapezoid, or regular polygon that 

maps each figure onto itself3; 

identify a transformation shown 

on a coordinate plane2; use 

proportions to compare figures 

based on side lengths to 

determine similarity2; using two 

circles of different sizes, place 

one on top of the other 

(translations) to prove the circles 

are similar by stretching or 

shrinking (dilations)2; identify the 

shape of a side(s) of a three-

dimensional object2; using the 

identified formula and given 

coordinates, calculate the 

perimeter or area2; find the area 

or volume of a figure2 

x 

unfamiliar words and content 

specific words 

Content specific items that assess 

tasks, such as: describe the 

rotations and reflections of a 

rectangle, parallelogram, trapezoid, 

or regular polygon that maps each 

figure onto itself; using previous 

comparisons and descriptions of 

transformations, develop and 

understand the meaning of 

rotations, reflections, and 

translations based on angles, 

circles, perpendicular lines, parallel 

lines, and line segments; determine 

if two figures are similar; compare 

the ratio of diameter to 

circumference for several circles to 

establish all circles are similar; 

identify shapes created by cross 

sections of two-dimensional and 

three-dimensional figures; use the 

distance formula to calculate 

perimeter and area of polygons 

plotted on a coordinate plane; 

describe the relationship between 

the attributes of a figure and the 

changes in the area or volume 

when one attribute is changed 



      

          
          
           

           
              

       

  
        

         
           

    
         

        
              

         
          

              
           
            

        

      
  

               
            

 
                

             
 

Florida Standards Alternate Assessment—Performance Task Achievement Level Policy Definitions and Achievement Level Descriptions
	

INTRODUCTION
	

In Large-scale assessments, achievement levels are achievement standards that give meaning and context for interpreting student performance. For the Florida 
Standards Alternate Assessment—Performance Task (FSAA—PT) the Florida Department of Education (the Department) developed a set of Achievement Level Policy 
Definitions that served as the defining descriptions for each achievement level. In addition, grade and content specific Achievement Level Descriptions were developed. 
The Descriptions provide more granular information about student performance relative to the content area and grade level. The Definitions and the Descriptions are 
intended to guide (a) participants during the standard-setting process for the FSAA—PT in February 2017, (b) score interpretation on student reports, and (c) teacher 
understanding of expectations for the progression of student performance at each achievement level. 

ACHIEVEMENT LEVEL POLICY  DEFINITIONS 
The Achievement Level Policy Definitions provide the overarching description of achievement as envisioned by the Department for each achievement level. These 
Definitions are consistent across the grades; however, there is an increasing progression of expectation across the four achievement levels. The Definitions developed 
by the Department provide a policy-based claim. This claim clearly explicates the Department’s intended take-away message regarding a student’s achievement within 
each performance level. 

ACHIEVEMENT LEVEL DESCRIPTIONS,  GRADE CONTENT SPECIFIC 
For each achievement level on an assessment, Achievement Level Descriptions should explicate observable evidence of achievement, demonstrating how the skill 
changes and becomes more sophisticated across performance levels. Schneider, Huff, Egan, Gaines, and Ferrara (2013) wrote that for Achievement Level Descriptions 
(ALDs) to be the foundation of test score interpretation, they should reflect more complex knowledge, skills, and abilities (KSAs) as the performance levels increase (e.g., 
more complex KSAs should be expected for Advanced than for Proficient). The FSAA—PT Achievement Level Descriptions provide performance expectations through 
demonstration of certain KSAs that is expected in a particular achievement level. These are specific to a particular grade and content area. The information in these is 
tailored to include the Florida Standards Access Points (FS-APs) and/or Essential Understandings (EUs) in English Language Arts (ELA) and Mathematics, and the Next 
Generation Sunshine State Standards Access Points (NGSSS-APs) in Science and Social Studies; and performance specific detail within each achievement level. Each 
achievement level contains some examples of the FS-APs; NGSSS-APs and/or EUs that may be assessed within tasks (Task 1, Task 2, Task 3). These are examples 
and not an exhaustive list. As a whole, the Descriptions are intended to provide description of student performance expectations that increase across the four 
achievement levels. 

Key for text colors within the Achievement Level Descriptions: 
English Language Arts (ELA) and Mathematics 
Within achievement levels 2 and 3 some of the text has a number (1, 2, or 3) that is superscript. This differentiation is specific to the FS-APs and EUs. For each grade, 1 
represents EU information at the Task 1 level, 2 represents EU information at the Task 2 level, and 3 represents AP information at the Task 3 level. 

Science and Social Studies 
Within achievement levels 2 and 3 some of the text has a number (1, 2, or 3) that is superscript. This differentiation is specific to the NGSSS-APs. For each grade, 1 
represents Participatory AP information at the Task 1 level, 2 represents Supported AP information at the Task 2 level, and 3 represents Independent AP information at 
the Task 3 level. 



F  LORIDA STANDARDS  ALTERNATE  ASSESSMENT— P ERFORMANCE  TASK  (FSAA—  PT) A  CHIEVEMENT LEVEL  POLICY  DEFINITIONS 
Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4 

Students at this level do not  Students  at this  level demonstrate a Students  at this  level demonstrate a Students at this level demonstrate an 
demonstrate an adequate level of  limited level  of success with the  Next  satisfactor  y lev  el of  succes  s wit  h the abov  e satisfactor  y leve  l of  success with  
success with  the  Nex  t Generati  on Generation Sunshine State  Next Generation Sunshine State  the Next Generation Sunshine State 
Sunshine State Standards Access  Standards Access  Points. Standards Access  Points. Standards Access Points. 
Points. 

F  LORIDA STANDARDS  ALTERNATE  ASSESSMENT— P ERFORMANCE  TASK  (FSAA—  PT) A  CHIEVEMENT LEVEL DESCRIPTIONS 
–G  RADE 5 S  CIENCE 

Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4 
This categor  y represents  beginning This categor  y represents  limited This categor  y represents  satisfactor  y This categor  y represents strong 

academic awareness  and emerging academic achievement success. academic achievement. Students  academic achievement. Students  

academic achievement. Students  Students  scoring in this categor  y scoring in this categor  y have scoring in this  categor  y are able to mak  e 

scoring in this categor  y are have developed some foundational developed basic academic  concepts,  inferences, consistently relate to more 

developing rudimentar  y knowledge  academic concepts, can occasionall  y frequently relate to abstract  material, abstract material, differentiate, and 

and basic concepts  of specific  relate to abstract material,  and are and are able  to more closel  y generalize specific academic  skills  

academic skills derived from  beginning to discriminate specific  discriminate specific academi  c skills  derived from instruction and practice.  At  

instruction and practice. At this  level,  academic skills derived from  derived from instruction and practice.  this level the student consistentl  y 

the student does  not demonstrate a  n instruction and practice. At this  level A  t this leve  l th  e studen  t demonstrates a high level of success  

adequate level of success  when the student  demonstrates limited demonstrates moderat  e success performing specific and increasingl  y 

performing specific and increasingl  y success when  performing specific  when performing specific and complex  academic tasks on demand. 

complex  grade level academic  tasks and increasingl  y complex  grade level  increasingl  y complex  grade  level Students  independentl  y demonstrate 

on demand. Students ma  y or  ma  y academic tasks on demand. academic tasks on demand.  academic achievement on skills, related  

not independentl  y demonstrate Students  independentl  y demonstrate Students  independentl  y demonstrate to: 

beginning academic  awareness  and academic achievement on skills, academic achievement on skills, x Making inferences  beyond recall 
emerging academic  achievement on related to: related to: and abilit  y to reason, plan, make 
skills, related to: x Basic  recall of previousl  y learned x Making inferences beyond recall connections, or  sequence steps to 

x Basic  recall of previousl  y learned information or pulling with successful performance and formulate a response with 

information or pulling words/phrases directl  y from the ability to reason, plan, or  successful performance 

words/phrases directl  y fro  m th  e stimulus wit  h successfu  l sequence  steps to  formulate a x Item  setting that may reference  
stimulus performance and some level of  response with some successful home, school, and/or global 

x Item  setting that ma  y reference inference beyond recall with performance communit  y with the use of familiar or  

home and school activities  with som  e successfu  l performance 



    

 

    

  

 

 

 

 

 

   

 

 

 

   

  

   

   

  

 

 

   

 

    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

   

  

  

  

  

    

   

 

  

   

 

 

 

 

  

 

  

 

 

 

  

 

  

 

 

    

 

  

 

 

   

  

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

  

  

 

x 

the use of familiar words or basic 

content specific words 

Content specific items that 

assess basic tasks, such as: 

recognize that people use 

observation and actions to get 

answers to questions about the 

natural world; recognize the 

importance of making careful 

observations; recognize the 

weather conditions including 

hot/cold and raining/not raining 

during the day; recognize a 

source of light energy (Sun, light 

bulb); recognize a way to stop an 

object from moving; observe 

plants and animals and 

recognize how they are alike in 

the way they look; match 

common living things with their 

habitats 

x 

x 

Item setting that may reference 

home, school, and/or community 

with the use of familiar words or 

basic content specific words 

Content specific items that 

assess tasks, such as: identify 

the result of a simple 

experiment2; recognize the 

importance of making careful 

observations1; identify different 

types of precipitation, including 

rain and snow2; recognize a 

source of light energy (Sun, light 

bulb)1; recognize a way to stop 

an object from moving1; 

recognize the functions of the 

major parts of plants and 

animals2; match common living 

things with their habitats1 

x 

x 

Item setting that may reference 

home, school, and/or global 

community with the use of 

familiar words and/or content 

specific words 

Content specific items that 

assess tasks, such as: identify 

the basic purpose of an 

experiment3; recognize that 

science knowledge is based on 

careful observations2; describe 

types of precipitation, including 

rain, snow, and hail3; recognize 

uses of electrical energy (popcorn 

popper, vacuum cleaner), heat 

energy (grill, heater), light energy 

(sunlight, flashlight), and 

mechanical energy (bicycle)2; 

recognize the source of a force 

(push or pull) used to stop an 

object from moving2; identify 

functions of plant and animal 

structures; for example, plant 

stem transports food to leaves, 

and heart pumps blood to parts of 

the body3; recognize that many 

different kinds of living things are 

found in different habitats2 

x 

unfamiliar words and content 

specific words 

Content specific items that assess 

tasks, such as: identify the basic 

purpose of an experiment; identify 

that science knowledge is based on 

observations and evidence; 

describe types of precipitation, 

including rain, snow, and hail; 

identify forms of energy, including 

heat, light, sound, electrical, and 

mechanical; identify that an 

opposing force (push or pull) is 

needed to prevent an object from 

moving; identify functions of plant 

and animal structures; for example, 

plant stem transports food to 

leaves, and heart pumps blood to 

parts of the body; identify features 

of common plants and animals that 

enable them to survive in different 

habitats (environments) 



F  LORIDA STANDARDS  ALTERNATE  ASSESSMENT— P ERFORMANCE  TASK  (FSAA—  PT) A  CHIEVEMENT LEVEL  POLICY  DEFINITIONS 
Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4 

Students at this level do not  Students  at this  level demonstrate a Students  at this  level demonstrate a Students at this level demonstrate an 
demonstrate an adequate level of  limited level  of success with the Next satisfactor  y lev  el of  succes  s wit  h th  e abov  e satisfactor  y leve  l of  success with  
success with  the  Nex  t Generati  on Generation Sunshine State  Next Generation Sunshine State the Next Generation Sunshine State 
Sunshine State Standards Access  Standards Access  Points. Standards Access  Points. Standards Access Points. 
Points. 

F  LORIDA STANDARDS  ALTERNATE  ASSESSMENT— P ERFORMANCE  TASK  (FSAA—  PT) A  CHIEVEMENT LEVEL DESCRIPTIONS 
–G  RADE 8 S  CIENCE 

Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4 
This categor  y represents  beginning This categor  y represents  limited This categor  y represents  satisfactor  y This categor  y represents  strong 

academic awareness  and emerging academic achievement success. academic achievement. Students  academic achievement. Students  

academic achievement. Students  Students  scoring in this categor  y scoring in this categor  y have scoring in this  categor  y are able to 

scoring in this categor  y are have developed some foundational developed basic academic  concepts,  make inferences, consistentl  y relate to 

developing rudimentar  y knowledge  academic concepts, can occasionall  y frequently relate to abstract  material, more abstract material, differentiate,  

and basic concepts  of specific  relate to abstract material,  and are and are able  to more closel  y and generalize specific academic skills  

academic skills derived from  beginning to discriminate specific  discriminate specific academi  c skills  derived from  instruction and practice.  

instruction and practice. At this  level,  academic skills derived from  derived from instruction and practice.  A  t this leve  l th  e studen  t consistentl  y 

the student does  not demonstrate a  n instruction and practice. At this  level At this  level the student demonstrates  demonstrates a high level of success  

adequate level of success  when the student  demonstrates limited moderat  e success wh  en performing performing specific and increasingl  y 

performing specific and increasingl  y success when  performing specific  specific and increasingl  y complex  complex  academic tasks on demand. 

complex  grade level academic  tasks and increasingl  y complex  grade level  grade level academic tasks on Students  independentl  y demonstrate 

on demand. Students ma  y or  ma  y academic tasks on demand. demand. Students  independentl  y academic achievement on skills, 

not independentl  y demonstrate Students  independentl  y demonstrate demonstrate academic achievement relate  d to: 

beginning academic  awareness  and academic achievement on skills, on skills, related to: x Making inferences  beyond recall 
emerging academic  achievement on relate  d to: x Making inferences beyond recall and abilit  y to reason, plan, make 
skills, related to: x Basic  recall of previousl  y learned with successful performance and connections, or sequence steps to 

x Basic  recall of previousl  y learned information or pulling ability to reason, plan, or sequence  formulate a response with 

information or pulling words/phrases directl  y from the steps to formulate a response with  successful performance 

words/phrases directl  y fro  m th  e stimulus wit  h successfu  l som  e successfu  l performance x Item  setting that may referenc  e 
stimulus performance and some level of  x Item  setting that may reference home, school, and/or globa  l 

x Item  setting that ma  y reference inference beyond recall with home, school, and/or global communit  y with the use of familiar  

home and school activities  with som  e successfu  l performance communit  y with the use of familiar  



    

 

    

 

 

 

    

 

  

 

  

 

 

 

 

  

  

 

   

 

    

   

 

 

  

 

    

  

  

  

 

 

  

  

  

   

  

  

 

 

  

 

 

 

  

 

 

   

  

 

 

   

 

  

 

 

 

  

 

 

  

 

 

 

   

    

   

 

  

 

 

   

  

  

  

    

  

 

 

 

  

  

  

 

 

  

x 

the use of familiar words or basic 

content specific words 

Content specific items that 

assess basic tasks, such as: 

recognize science as a way to 

solve problems about the natural 

world; recognize a way science 

is used in the community; 

recognize the Sun and stars as 

objects in space; recognize 

substances by physical 

properties, such as weight 

(heavy and light), size (big and 

small), and temperature (hot and 

cold); recognize common acids 

as safe or harmful; recognize an 

example of a physical change, 

such as ice changing to water; 

recognize that food provides 

energy 

x 

x 

Item setting that may reference 

home, school, and/or community 

with the use of familiar words or 

basic content specific words 

Content specific items that 

assess tasks, such as: recognize 

science as a way to solve 

problems about the natural 

world1; recognize that science 

processes can be used to help 

people in the community and 

state make wise choices2; 

recognize the Sun and stars as 

objects in space1; recognize 

substances by physical 

properties, such as weight (heavy 

and light), size (big and small), 

and temperature (hot and cold)1; 

recognize common acids, such 

as vinegar, and bases, such as 

ammonia, and their hazardous 

properties2; observe and 

recognize physical changes in 

matter as able to change back 

(reversible), such as water to ice, 

and chemical changes of matter 

as unable to change back 

(irreversible), such as cake to 

cake batter2; recognize that food 

provides energy1 

x 

words and/or content specific 

words 

Content specific items that assess 

tasks, such as: recognize that the 

basic process used in scientific 

investigations involves 

questioning, observing, and 

recording and sharing results2; 

identify ways that science 

processes can be used to make 

informed decisions in the 

community, state, and nation3; 

recognize that conditions on other 

planets in the Solar System are 

different than those on Earth2; 

observe and compare substances 

by physical properties, such as 

weight, size, boiling and melting 

points, and magnetic properties2; 

identify common acids, such as 

lemon juice and vinegar, and 

bases, such as baking soda and 

ammonia, and their hazardous 

properties3; observe and classify 

changes in matter as physical 

(reversible) or chemical 

(irreversible)3; recognize that 

plants and animals get energy 

from food2 

x 

or unfamiliar words and content 

specific words 

Content specific items that assess 

tasks, such as: identify a possible 

explanation (hypothesis) for a 

science problem; identify ways that 

science processes can be used to 

make informed decisions in the 

community, state, and nation; 

compare conditions on other 

planets in the Solar System to 

those on Earth, such as gravity, 

temperature, and atmosphere; 

observe and compare substances 

based on their physical properties, 

such as thermal and electrical 

conductivity, solubility, or magnetic 

properties; identify common acids, 

such as lemon juice and vinegar, 

and bases, such as baking soda 

and ammonia, and their hazardous 

properties; observe and classify 

changes in matter as physical 

(reversible) or chemical 

(irreversible); recognize that cells 

break down food to release energy 



      Florida Standards Alternate Assessment—Performance Task Achievement Level Policy Definitions and Achievement Level Descriptions
	

F  LORIDA STANDARDS  ALTERNATE  ASSESSMENT— P  ERFORMANCE T  ASK (FSAA—  PT) A  CHIEVEMENT LEVEL  POLICY  DEFINITIONS 
Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4 

Students at this level do not  Students  at this  level demonstrate a Students  at this  level demonstrate a Students at this level demonstrate an 
demonstrate an adequate level of  limited level  of success with the  Next  satisfactor  y lev  el of  succes  s wit  h th  e abov  e satisfactor  y leve  l of  success with  
success with  the Ne  xt Generatio  n Generation Sunshine State  Next Generation Sunshine State  the Next Generation Sunshine State 
Sunshi  ne State Standards Acces  s Standards Access  Points. Standards Access  Points. Standards Access Points. 
Points. 

F  LORIDA STANDARDS  ALTERNATE  ASSESSMENT— P ERFORMANCE  TASK  (FSAA—  PT) A  CHIEVEMENT LEVEL DESCRIPTIONS 
–B  IOLOGY 1 E O C  

Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4 
This categor  y represents  beginning This categor  y represents  limited This categor  y represents  satisfactor  y This categor  y represents  strong 

academic awareness  and emerging academic achievement success. academic achievement. Students  academic achievement. Students  

academic achievement. Students  Students  scoring in this categor  y scoring in this categor  y have scoring in this  categor  y ar  e able to mak  e 

scoring in this categor  y are have developed some foundational developed basic academic  concepts, inferences, consistentl  y relate to more 

developing rudimentar  y knowledge academic concepts, can occasionall  y frequently relate to abstract  material, abstract material, differentiate, and 

and basic concepts of  specific  relate to abstract material,  and are and are able  to more closel  y generalize specific academic  skills  

academic skills derived from  beginning to discriminate specific  discriminate specific academi  c skills  derived from instruction and practice.  At  

instruction and practice. At this  level,  academic skills derived from  derived from instruction and practice. this level the student consistentl  y 

the student does  not demonstrate a  n instruction and practice. At this  level A  t this leve  l th  e studen  t demonstrates a high level of success  

adequate level of  success  when the student  demonstrates limited demonstrates moderat  e success performing specific and increasingl  y 

performing specific and increasingl  y success when  performing specific  when performing specific and complex  academic tasks on demand. 

complex  grade level academic  tasks and increasingl  y complex  grade level  increasingl  y complex  grade  level Students  independentl  y demonstrate 

on demand. Students ma  y or  ma  y academic tasks on demand. academic tasks on demand  . academic achievement on skills, relate  d 

not independentl  y demonstrate Students  independentl  y demonstrate Students  independentl  y demonstrate to: 

beginning academic  awareness  and academic achievement on skills, academic achievement on skills, x Making inferences  beyond recall 
emerging academic  achievement on related to: related to: and abilit  y to reason, plan, make 
skills, related to: x Basic  recall of previousl  y learned x Making inferences beyond recall connections, or  sequence steps to 

x Basic  recall of previousl  y learned information or pulling with successful performance and formulate a response with 

information or pulling words/phrases directl  y from the ability to reason, plan, or  successful performance 

words/phrases directl  y from the stimulus wit  h successfu  l sequence  steps to  formulate a x Item  setting that may referenc  e 
stimulus performance and some level of  response with some successful home, school, and/or global 

x Item  setting that ma  y reference inference beyond recall with performance community with the use of familiar or  

home and school activities  with som  e successfu  l performance 



      

    

 

   

  

 

 

 

  

  

 

   

 

   

 

 

  

 

   

 

    

 

   

 

    

 

   

 

 

 

   

  

 

  

  

  

  

    

   

 

 

 

 

 

  

  

   

 

  

 

  

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

   

  

 

 

 

  

  

 

 

 

  

 

   

 

   

  

  

   

   

 

Florida Standards Alternate Assessment—Performance Task Achievement Level Policy Definitions and Achievement Level Descriptions
	

x 

the use of familiar words or basic 

content specific words 

Content specific items that 

assess basic tasks, such as: 

recognize a process used in 

science to solve problems, such 

as observing, following 

procedures, and recognizing 

results; match parts of common 

living things to their functions; 

recognize that plants and 

animals change as they age; 

recognize a food; recognize that 

living things produce offspring 

(reproduce); recognize what 

happens to plants and animals 

when they don’t get enough food 

or water; recognize that plants 

and animals use water to live 

x 

x 

Item setting that may reference 

home, school, and/or community 

with the use of familiar words or 

basic content specific words 

Content specific items that 

assess tasks, such as: recognize 

a process used in science to 

solve problems, such as 

observing, following procedures, 

and recognizing results1; match 

parts of common living things to 

their functions1; match fossils to 

related species2; recognize that 

new medicines and foods can be 

developed by science 

(biotechnology)2; recognize that 

living things produce offspring 

(reproduce)1; recognize how 

animals and plants in an 

ecosystem may be affected by 

changes to the food supply or 

climate2; recognize that plants 

and animals use water to live1 

x 

x 

Item setting that may reference 

home, school, and/or global 

community with the use of 

familiar words and/or content 

specific words 

Content specific items that 

assess tasks, such as: identify 

the basic process used in 

scientific investigations, including 

questioning, observing, recording, 

determining, and sharing results2; 

recognize that cells have different 

parts and each has a function2; 

identify that prehistoric plants and 

animals changed over time 

(evolved) or became extinct3; 

identify ways that biotechnology 

has impacted society and the 

environment, such as the 

development of new medicines 

and farming techniques3; 

recognize that cells reproduce by 

dividing2; identify that living things 

in an ecosystem are affected by 

changes in the environment, such 

as changes to the food supply, 

climate change, or the 

introduction of predators3; identify 

the important role of water in 

x 

unfamiliar words and content 

specific words 

Content specific items that assess 

tasks, such as: identify a problem 

based on a specific body of 

knowledge, including life science, 

earth and space science, or 

physical science, and do the 

following: 1. Identify a scientific 

question 2. Examine reliable 

sources of information to identify 

what is already known 3. Develop a 

possible explanation (hypothesis) 4. 

Plan and carry out an experiment 5. 

Gather data based on measurement 

and observations 6. Evaluate the 

data 7. Use the data to support 

reasonable explanations, 

inferences, and conclusions; identify 

the major parts of plant and animal 

cells, including the cell membrane, 

nucleus, and cytoplasm, and their 

basic functions; identify that 

prehistoric plants and animals 

changed over time (evolved) or 

became extinct; identify ways that 

biotechnology has impacted society 

and the environment, such as the 

development of new medicines and 

farming techniques; recognize that 



      

    

 

  

 

  

  

 

 

  

 

 

 

Florida Standards Alternate Assessment—Performance Task Achievement Level Policy Definitions and Achievement Level Descriptions
	

sustaining life of plants and 

animals2 

cells reproduce by dividing to 

produce new cells that are identical 

(mitosis) or new cells that are 

different (meiosis); identify that 

living things in an ecosystem are 

affected by changes in the 

environment, such as changes to 

the food supply, climate change, or 

the introduction of predators; 

identify that special properties of 

water, such as the ability to 

moderate temperature and dissolve 

substances, help to sustain living 

things on Earth 



      

          
          
            

           
              

       

  
        

         
           

    
      

         
              

         
         

             
           
             

        

     
  

               
            

 
                

             
 

Florida Standards Alternate Assessment—Performance Task Achievement Level Policy Definitions and Achievement Level Descriptions
	

INTRODUCTION
	

In Large-scale assessments, achievement levels are achievement standards that give meaning and context for interpreting student performance. For the Florida 
Standards Alternate Assessment—Performance Task (FSAA—PT) the Florida Department of Education (the Department) developed a set of Achievement Level Policy 
Definitions that served as the defining descriptions for each achievement level. In addition, grade and content specific Achievement Level Descriptions were developed. 
The Descriptions provide more granular information about student performance relative to the content area and grade level. The Definitions and the Descriptions are 
intended to guide (a) participants during the standard-setting process for the FSAA—PT in February 2017, (b) score interpretation on student reports, and (c) teacher 
understanding of expectations for the progression of student performance at each achievement level. 

ACHIEVEMENT LEVEL POLICY  DEFINITIONS 
The Achievement Level Policy Definitions provide the overarching description of achievement as envisioned by the Department for each achievement level. These 
Definitions are consistent across the grades; however, there is an increasing progression of expectation across the four achievement levels. The Definitions developed 
by the Department provide a policy-based claim. This claim clearly explicates the Department’s intended take-away message regarding a student’s achievement within 
each performance level. 

ACHIEVEMENT LEVEL DESCRIPTIONS,  GRADE CONTENT SPECIFIC 
For each achievement level on an assessment, Achievement Level Descriptors should explicate observable evidence of achievement, demonstrating how the skill 
changes and becomes more sophisticated across performance levels. Schneider, Huff, Egan, Gaines, and Ferrara (2013) wrote that for Achievement Level Descriptions 
(ALDs) to be the foundation of test score interpretation, they should reflect more complex knowledge, skills, and abilities (KSAs) as the performance levels increase (e.g., 
more complex KSAs should be expected for Advanced than for Proficient). The FSAA—PT Achievement Level Descriptions provide performance expectations through 
demonstration of certain KSAs that is expected in a particular achievement level. These are specific to a particular grade and content area. The information in these is 
tailored to include the Florida Standards Access Points (FS-APs) and/or Essential Understandings (EUs) in English Language Arts (ELA) and Mathematics, and the Next 
Generation Sunshine State Standards Access Points (NGSSS-APs) in Science and Social Studies; and performance specific detail within each achievement level. Each 
achievement level contains some examples of the FS-APs; NGSSS-APs and/or EUs that may be assessed within tasks (Task 1, Task 2, Task 3). These are examples 
and not an exhaustive list. As a whole, the descriptions are intended to provide description of student performance expectations that increase across the four 
achievement levels. 

Key for text colors within the Achievement Level Descriptions: 
English Language Arts (ELA) and Mathematics 
Within achievement levels 2 and 3 some of the text has a number (1, 2, or 3) that is superscript. This differentiation is specific to the FS-APs and EUs. For each grade, 1 
represents EU information at the Task 1 level, 2 represents EU information at the Task 2 level, and 3 represents AP information at the Task 3 level. 

Science and Social Studies 
Within achievement levels 2 and 3 some of the text has a number (1, 2, or 3) that is superscript. This differentiation is specific to the NGSSS-APs. For each grade, 1 
represents Participatory AP information at the Task 1 level, 2 represents Supported AP information at the Task 2 level, and 3 represents Independent AP information at 
the Task 3 level. 



F  LORIDA STANDARDS  ALTERNATE  ASSESSMENT— P  ERFORMANCE TASK  (FSAA—  PT) A  CHIEVEMENT LEVEL  POLICY  DEFINITIONS 
Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4 

Students at this level do not  Students  at this  level demonstrate a Students at this level demonstrate a Students at this level demonstrate an 
demonstrate an adequate level of  limited level  of success with the Next satisfactor  y lev  el of  succes  s wit  h the abov  e satisfactor  y leve  l of  success with  
success with  the  Nex  t Generati  on Generation Sunshine State  Next Generation Sunshine Stat  e the Next Generation Sunshine State 
Sunshine State Standards Access  Standards Access  Points. Standards Access  Points. Standards Access Points. 
Points. 

F  LORIDA STANDARDS  ALTERNATE  ASSESSMENT—P ERFORMANCE  TASK  (FSAA—  PT) A  CHIEVEMENT LEVEL DESCRIPTIONS 
–C  IVICS EOC 

Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4 
This categor  y represents  beginning This categor  y represents  limited This categor  y represents  satisfactor  y This categor  y represents  strong 

academic awareness  and emerging academic achievement success  . academic achievement. Students  academic achievement. Students  

academic achievement. Students  Students  scoring in this categor  y scoring in this categor  y have scoring in this  categor  y are able to mak  e 

scoring in this categor  y are have developed some foundational developed basic academic  concepts  , inferences, consistently relate to more 

developing rudimentar  y knowledge  academic concepts, can occasionall  y frequently relate to abstract  material, abstract material, differentiate, and 

and basic concepts  of specific  relate to abstract material,  and are and are able  to more closel  y generalize specific academic  skills  

academic skills derived from  beginning to discriminate specific  discriminate specific academi  c skills  derived from instruction and practice.  At  

instruction and practice. At this  level,  academic skills derived from  derived from instruction and practice. this level the student consistentl  y 

the student does  not demonstrate a  n instructio  n an  d practice  . A  t this leve  l A  t this leve  l th  e studen  t demonstrates a high level of success  

adequate level of success  when the student  demonstrates limited demonstrates moderat  e success performing specific and increasingl  y 

performing specific and increasingl  y success when  performing specific  when performing specific and complex  academic tasks on demand. 

complex  grade level academic  tasks and increasingl  y complex  grade level  increasingl  y complex  grade  level Students  independentl  y demonstrate 

on demand. Students ma  y or  ma  y academic tasks on demand. academic tasks on demand  . academic achievement on skills, relate  d 

not independentl  y demonstrate Students  independentl  y demonstrate Students  independentl  y demonstrate to: 

beginning academic  awareness  and academic achievement on skills, academic achievement on skills, x Making inferences  beyond recall 
emerging academic  achievement on related to: related to: and abilit  y to reason, plan, make 
skills, related to: x Basic  recall of previousl  y learned x Making inferences beyond recall connections, or  sequence steps to 

x Basic  recall of previousl  y learned information or pulling with successful performance and formulate a response with 

information or pulling words/phrases directl  y from the ability to reason, plan, or  successful performance 

words/phrases directl  y fro  m th  e stimulus wit  h successfu  l sequence  steps to  formulate a x Item  setting that ma  y reference 
stimulus performance and some level of  response with some successful home, school, and/or global 

x Item  setting that ma  y reference inference beyond recall with performance community with the us  e of familia  r o  r 

home and school activities  with some successful performance 



    

 

   

 

   

     

 

 

 

   

  

 

   

 

    

   

 

 

 

 

 

  

  

 

 

 

  

  

  

    

  

 

 

    

 

 

  

 

 

  

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

    

   

  

 

  

  

 

 

  

 

 

 

  

 

 

  

 

 

   

 

 

x 

the use of familiar words or basic 

content specific words 

Content specific items that 

assess basic tasks, such as: 

recognize that the government 

has different parts; recognize a 

right of citizens guaranteed by 

law; recognize an authority to 

respond to a problem; recognize 

that the Supreme Court 

recognizes that all citizens are 

equal; recognize that the United 

States government has three 

parts; recognize that local, state, 

and federal governments provide 

services; recognize that the 

United States helps other 

countries 

x 

x 

Item setting that may reference 

home, school, and/or community 

with the use of familiar words or 

basic content specific words 

Content specific items that 

assess tasks, such as: recognize 

the powers of the branches of 

government of the United 

States2; recognize a right of 

citizens guaranteed by law1; 

recognize an authority to respond 

to a problem1; recognize the 

importance of landmark Supreme 

Court cases, such as Brown v. 

Board of Education2; recognize 

the major function of the three 

branches of the United States 

government2; recognize that 

local, state, and federal 

governments provide services1; 

recognize that the United States 

helps other countries1 

x 

x 

Item setting that may reference 

home, school, and/or global 

community with the use of 

familiar words and/or content 

specific words 

Content specific items that 

assess tasks, such as: identify 

examples of separation of powers 

in the Constitution, such as the 

three branches of government3; 

recognize the rights of individuals 

in the Bill of Rights2; recognize a 

problem in the local community 

and an authority to respond to 

that problem2; identify the 

importance of landmark Supreme 

Court cases, such as Brown v. 

Board of Education and Miranda 

v. Arizona3; identify the major 

function of the three branches of 

the United States government 

established by the Constitution3; 

recognize major obligations and 

services of local, state, and 

federal governments2; recognize 

that the United States assists 

other nations, such as providing 

aid through the United Nations 

and Peace Corps2 

x 

unfamiliar words and content 

specific words 

Content specific items that assess 

tasks, such as: identify examples of 

separation of powers in the 

Constitution, such as the three 

branches of government; identify 

the rights of individuals in the Bill of 

Rights and other amendments to 

the Constitution; recognize a 

problem in the local community and 

the appropriate governmental 

agency to respond to that problem; 

identify the importance of landmark 

Supreme Court cases, such as 

Brown v. Board of Education and 

Miranda v. Arizona; identify the 

major function of the three branches 

of the United States government 

established by the Constitution; 

identify obligations and services of 

local, state, and federal 

governments; identify ways the 

United States works with other 

nations through international 

organizations, such as the United 

Nations, Peace Corps, and World 

Health Organization 



F  LORIDA STANDARDS  ALTERNATE  ASSESSMENT— P  ERFORMANCE TASK  (FSAA—  PT) A  CHIEVEMENT LEVEL  POLICY  DEFINITIONS 
Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4 

Students at this level do not  Students  at this  level demonstrate a Students  at this  level demonstrate a Students at this level demonstrate an 
demonstrate an adequate level of  limited level  of success with the  Next  satisfactor  y lev  el of  success  wit  h the abov  e satisfactor  y leve  l of  success with  
success with  the Ne  xt Generatio  n Generation Sunshine State  Next Generation Sunshine  State  the Next Generation Sunshine State 
Sunshi  ne State Standards Acces  s Standards Access  Points. Standards Access  Points. Standards Access Points. 
Points. 

F  LORIDA STANDARDS  ALTERNATE  ASSESSMENT— P ERFORMANCE  TASK  (FSAA—  PT) A  CHIEVEMENT LEVEL DESCRIPTIONS 
–U.S.H  ISTORY EOC 

Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4 
This categor  y represents  beginning This categor  y represents  limited This categor  y represents  satisfactor  y This categor  y represents  strong 

academic awareness  and emerging academic achievement success.  academic achievement. Students  academic achievement. Students  

academic achievement. Students  Students  scoring in this categor  y scoring in this categor  y have scoring in this  categor  y are able to mak  e 

scoring in this categor  y are have developed some foundational developed basic academic  concepts,  inferences, consistently relate to more 

developing rudimentar  y knowledge  academic concepts, can occasionall  y frequently relate to abstract  material, abstract material, differentiate, and 

and basic concepts  of specific  relate to abstract material,  and are and are able  to more closel  y generalize specific academic  skills  

academic skills derived from  beginning to discriminate specific  discriminate specific academi  c skills  derived from instruction and practice.  At  

instruction and practice. At this  level,  academic skills derived from  derived from instruction and practice. this level the student consistentl  y 

the student does  not demonstrate a  n instruction and practice. At this  level A  t this leve  l th  e studen  t demonstrates a high level of success  

adequate level of success  when the student  demonstrates limited demonstrates moderat  e success performing specific and increasingl  y 

performing specific and increasingl  y success when  performing specific  when performing specific and complex  academic tasks on demand. 

complex  grade level academic  tasks and increasingl  y complex  grade level  increasingl  y complex  grade  level Students  independentl  y demonstrate 

on demand. Students ma  y or  ma  y academic tasks on demand. academic tasks on demand.  academic achievement on skills, related 

not independentl  y demonstrate Students  independentl  y demonstrate Students  independentl  y demonstrate to: 

beginning academic  awareness  and academic achievement on skills, academic achievement on skills, x Making inferences  beyond recall 
emerging academic  achievement on related to: related to: and abilit  y to reason, plan, make 
skills, related to: x Basic  recall of previousl  y learned x Making inferences beyond recall connections, or  sequence steps to 

x Basic  recall of previousl  y learned information or pulling with successful performance and formulate a response with 

information or pulling words/phrases directl  y from the ability to reason, plan, or  successful performance 

words/phrases directl  y fro  m th  e stimulus wit  h successfu  l sequence  steps to  formulate a x Item  setting that may referenc  e 
stimulus performance and some level of  response with some successful home, school, and/or global 

x Item  setting that ma  y reference inference beyond recall with performance community with the us  e of familia  r o  r 

home and school activities  with som  e successfu  l performance 



    

 

    

  

 

 

 

   

   

   

 

 

   

  

 

   

 

    

  

  

  

 

 

 

  

  

  

 

  

 

 

   

 

  

  

    

 

 

  

  

 

 

 

 

 

   

 

   

   

  

   

 

  

 

 

 

  

 

    

   

  

   

  

 

  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

    

  

  

 

 

 

 

  

   

   

x 

the use of familiar words or basic 

content specific words 

Content specific items that 

assess basic tasks, such as: 

recognize that historians write 

about events; recognize 

characteristics of life during the 

Civil War; recognize employment 

options in America; recognize a 

contribution of Florida as it 

relates to American history; 

recognize that countries want to 

prevent wars; recognize a 

development in Florida, such as 

the space program; recognize 

that people act in violent and 

nonviolent ways to bring about 

change 

x 

x 

Item setting that may reference 

home, school, and/or community 

with the use of familiar words or 

basic content specific words 

Content specific items that 

assess tasks, such as: identify 

the importance of the use of 

authentic sources by historians to 

write about events2; recognize 

the major causes and 

consequences of the Civil War2; 

recognize employment options in 

America1; recognize a 

contribution of Florida as it 

relates to American history1; 

recognize that countries want to 

prevent wars1; recognize key 

events in Florida, such as the 

construction of military bases and 

the development of the space 

program2; recognize that people 

act in violent and nonviolent ways 

to bring about change1 

x 

x 

Item setting that may reference 

home, school, and/or global 

community with the use of 

familiar words and/or content 

specific words 

Content specific items that 

assess tasks, such as: identify 

the importance of the use of 

authentic sources and critical 

review by historians to write about 

events3; identify the major causes 

and consequences of the Civil 

War3; recognize responses to 

economic challenges faced by 

farmers, such as shifting from 

hand labor to machine farming, 

the creation of colleges to support 

agricultural development, and 

increasing the use of commercial 

agriculture2; recognize key events 

and people in Florida history, 

such as the participation of 

Florida troops in the Spanish 

American War2; recognize that 

the League of Nations was 

formed to prevent wars2; identify 

key events in Florida, such as the 

construction of military bases and 

World War II training centers and 

the development of the space 

program and NASA3; recognize 

x 

unfamiliar words and content 

specific words 

Content specific items that assess 

tasks, such as: identify the 

importance of the use of authentic 

sources and critical review by 

historians to write about events; 

identify the major causes and 

consequences of the Civil War; 

identify responses to economic 

challenges faced by farmers, such 

as shifting from hand labor to 

machine farming, the creation of 

colleges to support agricultural 

development, and increasing the 

use of commercial agriculture; 

identify key events and people in 

Florida history, such as the 

participation of Florida troops and 

the role of Tampa during the 

Spanish-American War; identify 

actions of the United States and 

world powers to avoid future wars, 

such as forming the League of 

Nations; identify key events in 

Florida, such as the construction of 

military bases and World War II 

training centers and the 

development of the space program 

and NASA; identify important acts of 

key persons and organizations in 



 

 

  

   

  

  

   

 

important acts of key persons and the Civil Rights Movement and 

organizations in the Civil Rights Black Power Movement, such as 

Movement and Black Power Martin Luther King, Rosa Parks, the 

Movement, such as Martin Luther NAACP, and Malcolm X 

King, Rosa Parks, the NAACP, 

and Malcolm X 2 
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87 ø?PHIAL?AMnB?FH?CLîMOMDFBJ?FKB?FBDF?MO?FKB?EHîoIFBJ?JCFKBJ?FKCO?oCoBJéoBOEMA333?MF?MD?FHH?îIEK?PHJn3 4÷24÷278<?8l24?@ü 

88 CLLJBDD?oJHEBLIJBD?ëHJ?OHOéìBJïCA�?OHOéPJMFBJD?ëHJ?PJMFMOô?oHJFMHO 4÷22÷278<?:l4;?@ü 

82 þoFMHOD?ëHJ?HoBOéJBDoHODB?PJMFMOô 4÷8=÷278<?=l88?Nü 

89 ÿKB?CîHIOF?Hë?MOëH?PCD?HìBJPKBAîMOô3øë?MF?PBJB?DECëëHALBL?COL?OHF?DH?îIEK?ø?PHIAL?KCìB?ïBBO?C 4÷8=÷278<?=l87?Nü 
AHF?ABDD?OBJìHID3 

84 �JMFMOô?CDDBDDîBOF 4÷8;÷278<?;l9=?@ü 

85 ø?OBBL?FH?KCìB?EHìBJCôB?LIJMOô?îG?EACDD?FMîB?ëHJ?FBDFMOô 4÷8;÷278<?2l94?@ü 

8: OHOB 4÷8;÷278<?2l7:?@ü 

8; KHP?FH?BOFBJ?FKB?PJMFMOô?HO?FKB?EHîoIFBJ 4÷8;÷278<?88l85?Nü 

8= öHP?FKB?CAFBJOCFB?DFCOLCJLD?AMOB?Io?PMFK?FKB?JBôIACJ?DFCOLCJLD 4÷8;÷278<?=l72?Nü 

88?÷?=<
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8< OC 4÷8;÷278<?;l2<?Nü 

27 öMôK?OIîïBJ?Hë?DFILBOFD?PKH?KCìB?Nmð�?ìCAML?JBDIAFD?CJB?C?EKCAABOôB 4÷8:÷278<?88l88?@ü 

28 @CEnMOô?Io 4÷8:÷278<?87l75?@ü 

22 CAAHPCïAB?CEEHîîHLCFMHOD?ëHJ?PJMFMOô?oJHîoF?ëHJ?AHP?EHôOMFMìB�?OHOéìBJïCA?DFILBOFD�OHOéPJMFMOô 4÷=÷278<?9l28?@ü 
DFILBOFD 

29 FKB?IDB?Hë?CLîMOMDFBJMOô?FH?C?DFILBOF?FKCF?MD?ïAMOL�?OHOìBJïCA?COL?JBëIDBD?FH?LH?COGFKMOô?HFKBJ?FKCO 4÷4÷278<?9l2:?@ü 
DABBo 

24 øODFBCL?Hë?9?ìMLBHD?ECO?PB?KCìB?8?ìMLBH?FKCF?HOAG?BñoACMOD?FKB?EKCOôBD?ëHJ?FKCF?GBCJ�?ND?MF?MD 9÷2<÷278<?2l2=?@ü 
FKBDCîB?BìBJG?GBCJ3 

25 ÿKB?MOëHJîCFMHO?PCD?ìBJG?MOëHJîCFMìB3 9÷8=÷278<?=l7<?@ü 

2: õBF?FKB?CDDBDDîBOF?�HoBO?�?CëFBJ?FKB?FBCEKBJ?CEEMLBOFAG?EAHDBD?MF?ïBëHJB?DIïîMFFMOô?FKB?�JMFMOô 9÷8=÷278<?8l48?@ü 
oHJFMHO3 

2; îHJB?oJCEFMEB?îCFBJMCAD 9÷85÷278<?=l82?Nü 

2= îHJB?oJCEFMEB?MFBîD?�?oMEFIJBD?ëHJ?PJMFMOô?FBDF?ëJHî?DFCFB 9÷88÷278<?2l48?@ü 

82?÷?=<
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><?ÿKB?ómNN�@ÿ?ÿBDF?NLîMOMDFJCFMHO?üCOICA?�ÿNü�?HIFAMOBL 
CLîMOMDFJCFMHO?oJHEBLIJBD�?CEEHîîHLCFMHOD�?COL?JBACFBL?CDDBDDîBOF 

oJHFHEHAD3?@ABCDB?DBABEF?FKB?EHODMLBJCFMHO?FKCF?CooAMBD?FH?GHI3 
NODPBJBLl?<94? mnMooBLl?4< 

fOqNMgOR 
oVhSPSTRNMglll 

fOqNMgOPQM 
TSkhSMOQs[l 

fOqNMgOTTPQOR 
oVhSPSTRNMgOlll 

fOghgOSTPOqNM 
PQMOQs[l 

\] W\] ^\] _\] `\] Y\] Z\] a\] b\] c\] W\\] 

ABCDEFGHIJKHEC FECLJBCEC 

ø?IDBL?C?oJMOFéïCDBL?ÿNü3   9=3546 9:7 

ø?IDBL?FKB?HOAMOB?ÿNü3 2234=6 287 

ø?IDBL?ïHFK?C?oJMOFéïCDBL?ÿNü?COL?FKB?HOAMOB?ÿNü3 973:26 2=: 

ø?LML?OHF?IDB?FKB?ÿNü3 =3956 ;= 

ÿþÿNû <94 

89?÷?=<
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>87?ðML?GHI?IDB?oJCEFMEB?îCFBJMCAD?PMFK?GHIJ?DFILBOF�D�?oJMHJ?FH 
CLîMOMDFBJMOô?FKB?ómNN�@ÿ� 

NODPBJBLl?<95? mnMooBLl?4= 

dMN 

eT 

\] W\] ^\] _\] `\] Y\] Z\] a\] b\] c\] W\\] 

ABCDEFGHIJKHEC FECLJBCEC 

�BD 73 76 5:8  : 7

ýH 473776 9;4 

ÿþÿNû <95 

84?÷?=<
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>88?�KMEK?Hë?FKB?CLîMOMDFJCFMHO?DIooHJF?LHEIîBOFD?LML?GHI?IDB 
FKJHIôKHIF?FKB?CLîMOMDFJCFMHO?Hë?FKB?ómNN�@ÿ�?�íKBEn?CAA?FKCF?CooAG3� 

NODPBJBLl?<2<? mnMooBLl?54 

QTohmORSg 
\MSMVRklll 

UTYMmP 
]^mQRSrMOLhNP 

LhNPOTVO_RVgN 
RSg`TVORPVholll 

aVRhkkM 
QRmPhkMORqnnRVU 

fOghgOSTPOqNM 
PQMlll 

\] W\] ^\] _\] `\] Y\] Z\] a\] b\] c\] W\\] 

ABCDEFGHIJKHEC FECLJBCEC 

ÿHoME?COL?õBOBJCA?�HECïIACJG?ûMDF 523286 4=5 

þï�BEF?òñEKCOôB?ûMDF 273946 8=< 

ûMDF?Hë?íCJLD?COL÷HJ?mFJMoD?COL?ÿBCEKBJéõCFKBJBL?üCFBJMCAD :=3256 :94 

êJCMAAB?ÿCEFMAB?mIîîCJG 838=6 88 

ø?LML?OHF?IDB?FKB?CLîMOMDFJCFMHO?DIooHJF?LHEIîBOFD3 8:39:6 852 

ÿHFCA?ùBDoHOLBOFDl?<2< 

85?÷?=<
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>82?þìBJ?FKB?EHIJDB?Hë?FKB?278=�278<?DEKHHA?GBCJ�?KHP?HëFBO?LML?GHI
 
ìMDMF?FKB?ómNN?@HJFCA?FH?CEEBDD?FJCMOMOô?MOëHJîCFMHO�?COOHIOEBîBOFD�?COL
 

HFKBJ?ómNN?JBDHIJEBD� 
NODPBJBLl?<9:? mnMooBLl?4; 

bVM[qMSPkUOXOf 
mQMm—MgOPQMlll 

UmmRNhTSRkkUOX 
fORmmMNNMglll 

eMiMVOXOfOghg 
STPORmmMNNlll 

\] W\] ^\] _\] `\] Y\] Z\] a\] b\] c\] W\\] 

ABCDEFGHIJKHEC FECLJBCEC 

óJB�IBOFAG?�?ø?EKBEnBL?FKB?ómNN?@HJFCA?ëHJ?IoLCFBD?COL?CEEBDDBL?C?ìCJMBFG?Hë?JBDHIJEBD?HO?C?JBôIACJ?ïCDMD3 223226 27= 

þEECDMHOCAAG?�?ø?CEEBDDBL?JBDHIJEBD?HOAG?PKBO?îG?NAFBJOCFB?NDDBDDîBOF?íHHJLMOCFHJ?HJ?HFKBJ?LBDMôOBB?MOLMECFBL?FKCF?ø :;3;46 :94  
OBBLBL?FH3 

ýBìBJ?�?ø?LML?OHF?CEEBDD?JBDHIJEBD?HO?FKB?ómNN?@HJFCA3 873746 <4 

ÿþÿNû <9: 

8:?÷?=<
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>89?�KMEK?Hë?FKB?ëHAAHPMOô?JBDHIJEBD?LML?GHI?CEEBDD?HO?FKB?ómNN 
@HJFCA�?�íKBEn?CAA?FKCF?CooAG3� 

NODPBJBLl?=2<? mnMooBLl?854 

sgnhShNPVRPhTS 
NqooTVPlll 

QMNP 
sgnhShNPVRPhlll 

[TgqkMNORSg 
PqPTVhRkN 

sgnhShNPVRPhTS 
PVRhShSrOihgMTN 

XVRmPhmM 
nRPMVhRkN 

RRnokM 
ToMSSVMNoTSNlll 

bRssOTkqMoVhSPN 

sNNMNNnMSP 
XkRSShSrlll 

WSgMVNPRSghSr 
PQMObRsslll 

eTSM 

\] W\] ^\] _\] `\] Y\] Z\] a\] b\] c\] W\\] 

ABCDEFGHIJKHEC FECLJBCEC 

NLîMOMDFJCFMHO?DIooHJF?LHEIîBOFDl?þï�BEF?òñEKCOôB?ûMDF�?ûMDF?Hë?íCJLD÷mFJMoD?COL?ÿBCEKBJéõCFKBJBL?üCFBJMCAD�?ÿHoME?COL 9<3926 92: 

õBOBJCA?�HECïIACJG?ûMDF�?êJCMAAB?ÿCEFMAB?mIîîCJG 

ÿBDF?NLîMOMDFJCFMHO?üCOICA?�ÿNü� :83476 57< 

üHLIABD?COL?FIFHJMCAD    ;:3<:6 :9=

NLîMOMDFJCFMHO?FJCMOMOô?ìMLBHD 583:96 42= 

@JCEFMEB?îCFBJMCAD 423=26 955 

mCîoAB?HoBOéJBDoHODB?PJMFMOô?JIïJMED 223446 8=: 

ómNN?ïAIBoJMOFD 843=46 829 

NDDBDDîBOF?@ACOOMOô?ùBDHIJEB?õIMLB?ëHJ?øò@?ÿBCîD =37=6 :; 

;3<:6 ::�OLBJDFCOLMOô?FKB?ómNN?ùBoHJFD?278=    

ýHOB 83286 87  

8;?÷?=<
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ÿHFCA?ùBDoHOLBOFDl?=2< 

8=?÷?=<
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>84?NJB?FKBJB?COG?CLLMFMHOCA?JBDHIJEBD?FKCF?GHI?PHIAL?AMnB?FH?DBB?HO?FKB
 
ómNN?@HJFCA?FKCF?PHIAL?BOKCOEB?GHIJ?CLîMOMDFJCFMHO?BñoBJMBOEB�?�@ABCDB
 

AMîMF?GHIJ?JBDoHODB?FH?857?PHJLD3� 
NODPBJBLl?27:? mnMooBLl?;;; 

M FECLJBCEC OANE 

8 øÿ?�þ�ûð?êò?õþþð?ÿþ?öN�ò?üþùò?�øðòþm?þó?ðøóóòùòýÿ?�N�m?ÿöò?�ùøÿøýõ?@øòíò 5÷9÷278<?9l47?@ü 
�Nm?Nmmòmmòð?�øÿö?N?�Nùøòÿ�?þó?mÿ�ðòýÿm?�øÿö?íþõýøÿø�ò?ðømNêøûøÿøòm3?ÿöò 
�øðòþ?þýû�?möþ�òð?ÿöò?mÿ�ðòýÿm?ÿöNÿ?@øí�òð?óùþü?@øíÿ�ùòm�?öþ�ò�òù?ø?öNð 
mÿ�ðòýÿm?ÿöNÿ?�òùò?Nêûò?ÿþ?ùòm@þýð?�òùêNûû�?ê�ÿ?�mòð?@øíÿ�ùòm?í�òm?ÿþ 
Nmmømÿ�?ê�ÿ?øýmømÿòð?þý?�ùøÿøýõ?þý?ÿöò?ÿòü@ûNÿò3 

2 üHJB?oJCEFMEB?îCFBJMCAD 5÷9÷278<?2l2<?@ü 

9 ýHOB?CF?FKMD?FMîB3 5÷9÷278<?8l44?@ü 

4 ýHOB 5÷9÷278<?8l7;?@ü 

5 OHOB 5÷2÷278<?2l82?@ü 

: ìMDICAD?ëHJ?PJMFMOô?oJHîoF?PMFK?oJMHJ?FMîB 5÷2÷278<?82l88?@ü 

; OH 5÷2÷278<?<l5<?Nü 

= O÷C 5÷2÷278<?<l5=?Nü 

< ýHOB 5÷2÷278<?<l95?Nü 

87 OH 5÷2÷278<?<l22?Nü 

88 ýH 5÷2÷278<?=l9<?Nü 

82 üHJB?oJCEFMEB?îCFBJMCAD�?mFILBOFD?PKH?FCnB?FKB?ómN?ôBF?C?oABFKHJC?Hë?oJCEFMEB�?MOEAILMOô?oJCEFMEB 5÷2÷278<?;l8<?Nü 
FBDFD�?oJHìMLBL?FH?FKBî3?óHJ?B�IMFCïAB?FJBCFîBOF�?DH?DKHIAL?HIJ?ómNN?DFILBOF3 

89 ýHOB 5÷8÷278<?87l4:?@ü 

84 OHOB?FKCF?M?ECO?FKMOn?Hë 5÷8÷278<?4l48?@ü 

85 OH 5÷8÷278<?4l7:?@ü 

8: ýHF?CF?FKMD?FMîB3 5÷8÷278<?9l88?@ü 

8; NLLMFMHOCA?DCîoAB?ìMLBHD?PHIAL?ïB?KBAoëIA3?�DMOô?C?DFILBOF?�HJ?ëCnB?DFILBOF�?FKCF?MD?PHJnMOô?CF?C 5÷8÷278<?82l72?@ü 
AHPBJ?ABìBA?Hë?EHîoABñMFG?�CïAB?FH?IDB?HOAG?9?EKHMEBD?CF?C?FMîB?ëHJ?PJMFMOô�3?N?DCîoAB?ìMLBH?Hë?C 
DFILBOF?EHîoABFMOô?FKB?öMôK?mEKHHA?PJMFMOô?oJHîoF3 

8= OH 4÷97÷278<?82l9;?@ü 

8< O÷C 4÷97÷278<?88l44?Nü 

27 ø?ëBBA?FKB?FJCMOMOô?ëHJ?FKMD?oJHEBDD?MD?HìBJAG?EHîoAMECFBL3ø?LML?FKB?FJCMOMOô?îHOFKD?ïBëHJB?CEFICAAG 4÷97÷278<?87l4;?Nü 
CLîMOMDFBJMOô?FKB?FBDF3?øë?GHI?EHIAL?LH?C?DKHJF?5?îMOIFB?ìMLBH?HìBJìMBP?Hë?KHP?FH?CLîMOMDFBJ?FKB 
FBDF?DH?FBCEKBJD?EHIAL?CEEBDD?MF?CD?C?JBëJBDKBJ�?ø?PHIAL?KCìB?IDBL?MF3?úIDF?LH?C?DMîoAB?BñCîoAB?Hë?C 
FBCEKBJ?CLîMOMDFBJMOô?FKB?FBDF?PMFK?HOB?DECëëHALBL?oJHïABî?COL?KHP?FH?oJHoBJAG?CLîMOMDFBJ?FKB 
PJMFMOô?oHJFMHO3?mHîBFKMOô?�IMEn?COL?BCDG?ëHJ?FBCEKBJD?FH?CEEBDD?MO?HIJ?ïIDG?DEKBLIABD3?NADH 
îCnB?GHIJ?PBïDMFB?BCDMBJ?FH?OCìMôCFB?DH?PB?LHO�F?KCìB?FH?DBCJEK?ëHJ?FKB?JMôKF?AMOnD� 

28 üHJB?oJCEFMEB?îCFBJMCAD?é?:�;�=?ôJCLBDl?òûN�?üCFK�?íMìMED�?mEMBOEB 4÷97÷278<?=l87?Nü 

22 ýHF?CF?FKMD?FMîB33 4÷2<÷278<?<l45?@ü 

29 ýH 4÷2<÷278<?;l89?@ü 

24 ý÷N 4÷2<÷278<?9l7<?@ü 

25 �Hï?LIFMBD?COL?FMîBAMOBD?DMîoAMëMBL 4÷2<÷278<?2l95?@ü 

8<?÷?=<
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2: êCDMECAAG?DHîB?îHJB?oJCEFMEB?îCFBJMCAD�?BDoBEMCAAG?PJMFMOô3?ÿKB?OBBLD?Hë?OHOéìBJïCA?PMFK?AMîMFBL 4÷2<÷278<?2l27?@ü 
PJMFMOô?DnMAAD?OBBL?ôJBCFBJ?oJCEFMEB?FH?CFFBîoF?FBDFMOô�?BìBO?PMFK?oJCEFMEB?ïBMOô?ôMìBO?FKJHIôKHIF?FKB 
GBCJ3 

2; ø?FKMOn?PKCF?GHI?KCL?PCD?BñEBAABOF�?�BBo?Io?FKB?ôJBCF?PHJn� 4÷2<÷278<?8l45?@ü 

2= OC 4÷2<÷278<?82l92?@ü 

2< OH 4÷2<÷278<?88l4=?Nü 

97 OH 4÷2<÷278<?88l9=?Nü 

98 üHJB?HoBO?PJMFMOô?oJHîoFD?ëHJ?oJCEFMEB?MO?FKB?EACDDJHHî3?üIEK?îHJB?ëHJ?KMôK?DEKHHA?oABCDB� 4÷2<÷278<?88l2;?Nü 

92 OH 4÷2<÷278<?88l87?Nü 

99 ø?FKHIôKF?FKB?FBDF?�IBDFMHOD?MO?FKB?JBCLMOô?DBEFMHO?PBJB?îHJB?LMëëMEIAF?FKCO?MO?oCDDBL?GBCJD3?üG 4÷2<÷278<?;l47?Nü 
DFILBOFD?CJB?HO?C?ABìBA?8÷oCJFMEMoCFHJG?ABìBA?COL?FKBMJ?JBDoHODBD?FH?FKB?ëMJDF?ABìBA?�IBDFMHOD?PBJB 
OHF?EHJJBEF?LIB?FH?FKB?MOEJBCDBL?LMëëMEIAFG?ABìBA3?ÿKBDB?�IBDFMHOD?PBJB?îHJB?HO?C?DIooHJFMìB?HJ 
BìBO?MOLBoBOLBOF?ABìBA?JCFKBJ?FKCO?C?ïBôMOOMOô?ABìBA3 

94 ýN 4÷2=÷278<?=l7<?@ü 

95 ýH�?FKCOn?GHI 4÷2;÷278<?4l2=?@ü 

9: ýH 4÷2:÷278<?9l9:?@ü 

9; OC 4÷2:÷278<?8l4<?@ü 

9= îHJB?oJCEFMEB?îCFBJMCAD 4÷2:÷278<?82l88?@ü 

9< OH 4÷2:÷278<?;l29?Nü 

47 øF?PCD?LMëëMEIAF?FH?ëMOL?CooJHoJMCFB?ìMDICAD?ëHJ?FKB?HoBO?PJMFMOô?DBEFMHO3?øF?PHIAL?ïB?ôHHL?Më?OBñF?GBCJ 4÷25÷278<?5l77?@ü 
PB?CJB?oJHìMLBL?PMFK?FKCF?îCFBJMCA3 

48 ýHOB 4÷25÷278<?9l5:?@ü 

42 NDDMDF?HO?EJBCFMOô?PJMFMOô?ìHECïIACJG?oMEFIJB?PHJL?ECJLD÷EIFHIFD?FH?ïBFFBJ?CDDMDF?FKB?DFILBOFD?PMFK 4÷25÷278<?2l8:?@ü 
FKBMJ?CODPBJ?EKHMEBD3?øF?îCnBD?MF?LMëëMEIAF?ëHJ?îG?FBCEKBJD?FH?EJBCFB?oMEFIJB?ECJLD?FKCF?îCFEK?FKB 
ìHECïIACJG?PHJLD?COL?CFFCEK?C?oMEFIJB3?ÿKMD?DKHIAL?EHîB?ëJHî?MO?KHIDB?PMFK?FKB?FBDFMOô?oCEnBF3 

49 OHOB 4÷25÷278<?8l49?@ü 

44 ý÷N 4÷25÷278<?8l9:?@ü 

45 üHJB?oJCEFMEB?îCFBJMCA 4÷25÷278<?8l2:?@ü 

4: ø?PHIAL?AHìB?FH?DBB?DHîB?CLLMFMHOCA?PJMFMOô?îCFBJMCAD3?øF?PHIAL?ïB?DH?KBAoëIA?Më?FKBJB?PBJB?îCFBJMCAD 4÷25÷278<?82l49?@ü 
FKCF?PB?EHIAL?IDB?HëFBO?LIJMOô?FKB?GBCJ?FBCEKMOô?FKCF?PHIAL?îCnB?FKB?PJMFMOô?oJHEBLIJB?îHJB 
ëCîMAMCJ?mHîB?FKMOô?�IDF?AMnB?FKB?FBDF3 

4; ýBBL?îHJB?PHJn?FMîB?FH?MOoIF?FKB?DFILBOFD?CODPBJD?MOFH?FKB?DGDFBî3?þOB?oACOOMOô?oBJMHL?MD?OHF 4÷25÷278<?82l92?@ü 
BOHIôK?FMîB?COL?PB?KCìB?FH?FIJO?MO?FKB?ïHHnABF?BìBJGLCG?DH?ECO�F?PHJn?HO?MF?CëFBJ?DEKHHA3?ÿKB?HOAG 
HoFMHO?ABëF?MD?FH?FCnB?oBJDHOCA?ABCìB?FMîB?COL?PHJn?HO?MF?LIJMOô?DEKHHA3 

4= OH 4÷25÷278<?87l74?Nü 

4< OH 4÷25÷278<?<l5:?Nü 

57 ø?FKMOn?FJCMOMOô?�ëCEB?FH?ëCEB�?OBBLD?FH?KCooBO?ëHJ?FKHDB?PKH?LH?FKB?ðCFCëHAMH3?ø?FKMOn?FJCMOMOô?PHIAL 4÷25÷278<?=l24?Nü 
ïB?KBAoëIA?FH?CDDIJB?FKCF?FKBJB?MD?oJHoBJ?FBDF?BëëMECEG3 

58 OH 4÷25÷278<?;l48?Nü 

52 ø?PHIAL?AMnB?FKB?DFHJG?oMEFIJBD?FH?ïB?MO?EHAHJBL3?ø?FKMOn?DFILBOFD?PHIAL?CDDHEMCFB?FKB?FBDF?FH 4÷24÷278<?5l47?@ü 
EACDDJHHî?FCIôKF?DnMAAD?Më?FKB?JBCLMOôD?PBJB?AMnB?FKB?JBCLMOôD?MO?FKB?ïHHnD?FKBG?IDB?CAA?GBCJ3 

59 ý÷N 4÷24÷278<?9l42?@ü 

54 ýHOB3?�BJG?øOëHJîCFMìB 4÷24÷278<?2l94?@ü 

55 ýH 4÷24÷278<?8l4<?@ü 

5: îHJB?oJCEFMEB3333 4÷24÷278<?8l47?@ü 

5; ø?PHIAL?AMnB?FH?DBB?oMEFIJB?PHJL?ECJLD?ëHJ?FKB?PJMFMOô?CDDBDDîBOF�?ëHJ?DFILBOFD?FKCF?CJB?OHOéìBJïCA 4÷24÷278<?8l98?@ü 
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5= îHJB?oJCEFMEB?îCFBJMCAD 4÷24÷278<?8l29?@ü 

5< ý÷N 4÷24÷278<?87l2;?Nü 

:7 N?EHîoABFB?EHîoJBKBODMìB?AMDF?Hë?FBCEKBJ?ôCFKBJBL?îCFBJMCAD?OBBLBL?FKCF?ECO?ïB?JBìMBPBL?COL 4÷24÷278<?87l2:?Nü 
ôCFKBJBL?ïBëHJB?FKB?FBDFMOô?PMOLHP3?�B?LH?OHF?ôBF?FH?JBìMBP?FKB?FBDFD?ïBëHJBKCOL?COL?îCOG?Hë?ID 
LH?îIAFMoAB?ôJCLBD3?mH?ø?KCìB?FH?DMôO?HIF?îG?FBDF?ïHHnABFD?COL?ôH?FKJHIôK?COL?DBB?PKCF?îCFBJMCAD?ø 
OBBL?ïBëHJB?ø?ECO?DFCJF?FBDFMOô?COL?KHoB?FKCF?ø?KCìB?FKBî?CìCMACïAB3?øë?PB?KCL?FKB?AMDF?ïBëHJBKCOL 
FKMD?PHIAL?OHF?ïB?CO?MDDIB3 

:8 ý÷N 4÷24÷278<?<l57?Nü 

:2 @ABCDB?oJHìMLB?oMEFIJBD?ëHJ?FKB?PJMFMOô?oJHîoFD?JCFBJ?FKCO?KCìMOô?FKB?MODFJIEFHJD?LH?FKMD 4÷24÷278<?=l25?Nü 
FKBîDBAìBD3 

:9 OH 4÷24÷278<?;l59?Nü 

:4 OHOB 4÷29÷278<?9l95?@ü 

:5 OH 4÷29÷278<?2l99?@ü 

:: O÷C 4÷29÷278<?8l54?@ü 

:; ýH 4÷29÷278<?8l57?@ü 

:= N?JBEHJLMOô?Hë?CAA?FKB?DFHJMBD?PB?KCìB?FH?JBCL3 4÷29÷278<?8l4=?@ü 

:< ýþ 4÷29÷278<?8l85?@ü 

;7 ÿKB?DIooHJF?PCD?ìBJG?EHîoJBKBODMìB 4÷29÷278<?8l88?@ü 

;8 ýH?FKBJB?CJB?OH?CLLMFMHOCA?JBDHIJEBD 4÷29÷278<?88l48?Nü 

;2 ÿKB?JBDHIJEBD?oJHìMLBL?PBJB?ìBJG?KBAoëIA?COL?DIëëMEMBOF3 4÷29÷278<?88l95?Nü 

;9 ýHOB 4÷29÷278<?87l47?Nü 

;4 ýHF?CF?FKMD?FMîB 4÷29÷278<?87l9;?Nü 

;5 ýHOB?CF?FKMD?FMîB3 4÷29÷278<?87l92?Nü 

;: ýHOB?CF?FKMD?FMîB 4÷29÷278<?<l45?Nü 

;; ýHOB 4÷29÷278<?<l8=?Nü 

;= öCìMOô?FKB?CDDBDDîBOF?EHîoABFB?HOAMOB?CD?HooHDBL?FH?oCoBJ?ïCDBL?COL?FKBO?IoAHCLMOô3 4÷29÷278<?;l5<?Nü 

;< OH 4÷29÷278<?;l58?Nü 

=7 ýH�?ïIF?oBJKCoD?FKB?oCoBJéïCDBL?FBDFD?îCFBJMCAD?EHIAL?KCìB?îHJB?DFILBOF?ëJMBOLAG?oMEFIJBD?�DHîB 
GHI?EHIALO�F?FBAA?PKCF?FKBG?PBJB?l�3 

4÷29÷278<?:l4=?Nü 

=8 NAA?PCD?CLB�ICFB3 4÷22÷278<?<l9<?@ü 

=2 ÿHH?AHOô?ëHJ?FKB?DFILBOFD 4÷22÷278<?=l4:?@ü 

=9 üHJB?ìMDICAD?JBACFBL?FH?FKB?PJMFMOô?oJHîoFD?ëHJ?OHOéìBJïCA?DFILBOFD3 4÷22÷278<?9l89?@ü 

=4 øë?CLLMFMHOCA?MOëHJîCFMHO?MD?CLLBL�?ø?LHO�F?nOHP?PKBO?COGHOB?PMAA?KCìB?FKB?FMîB?FH?CEEBDD?MF3 4÷22÷278<?8l58?@ü 

=5 ýH 4÷22÷278<?82l9;?@ü 

=: mEKHHA?ÿBDFMOô?íHHJLMOCFHJ 4÷22÷278<?88l44?Nü 

=; ø?FKMOn?ëHJ?FKB?PJMFMOô?FBDF?Më?C?DFILBOF?JB�IMJBD?oMEFIJB?ECJLD?FKCF?FKB?oMEFIJB?ECJLD?DKHIAL?ïB 4÷22÷278<?<l8=?Nü 
CìCMACïAB?HO?FKB?ómNN?@HJFCA?COL?CïAB?FH?oJMOF?FKB?oMEFIJB?ECJLD3?ÿKCF?PCG?CAA?DFILBOFD?PHIAL?ïB 
IDMOô?FKB?DCîB?oMEFIJB?ECJLD3 

== ø?PHIAL?AMnB?FKCF?FKB?ìHECïIACJG?PHJLD÷ECJLD?IDBL?ëHJ?FKB?HoBO?JBDoHODB?2?PMAA?ïB?ôMìBO?FH?ID3 4÷22÷278<?;l78?Nü 

=< üHJB?oJCEFMEB?îCFBJMCADéPB?HOAG?KCìB?2?�IBDFMHOD?oBJ?DIï�BEF?COL?OH?IoLCFB?DMOEB?278:3?NADH�?C 4÷28÷278<?4l42?@ü 
ìCJMBFG?Hë?PCGD?FH?oJBDBOF?PJMFMOô?oJHîoF?2?PMFK?îHLBAMOô?COL?CEFICA?oMEFIJBD?FH?ïB?IDBL3?@MEFIJBD 
DKHIAL?CADH?ïB?oJHìMLBL?ëJH?FKB?CEFICA?FBDF3?øF?DKHIAL?ïB?IOMëHJî?CEJHDD?FKB?ïHCJL?ëHJ?CAA?DEKHHAD3 

<7 NF?FKMD?FMîB?FKB?EIJJBOF?JBDHIJEBD?CJB?DIëëMEMBOF3 4÷27÷278<?88l59?Nü 

<8 OH 4÷8<÷278<?87l48?@ü 

28?÷?=<
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<2 öMôK?DEKHHA?ABìBA?oMEFIJB?DIooHJFD?ëHJ?PJMFMOô3 4÷8<÷278<?9l84?@ü 

<9 ýH3 4÷8<÷278<?<l47?Nü 

<4 ø?PHIAL?AMnB?îHJB?MOëHJîCFMHO?HO?KHP?FH?LBCA?PMFK?NíNÿD�?FKB?EHAHJ?oJHEBLIJBD?COL?COOHFCFMHO?ëHJ 4÷8<÷278<?=l5<?Nü 
DFILBOFD?PKH?ECO?ïCJBAG?PJMFB?COL?CJB?OHOìBJïCA3 

<5 ÿKB?êJCMAAB?ïHHnD?IDBL?LIJMOô?CLîMOMDFJCFMHO?ü�mÿ?KCìB?oJMOF?IOLBJ?FKB?ïJCMAAB3?N?DFILBOF?DKHIAL 4÷8=÷278<?:l77?@ü 
OHF?KCìB?FH?FBAA?FKB?FBCEKBJ?PKCF?FKB?ïJCMAAB?DCGD3 

<: ø?PHIAL?AMnB?FH?JBEHîîBOL?FKB?CLîMOMDFJCFMHO?Hë?FKB?FBDF?FH?ïB?EHîoIFBJ?ïCDB?MODFBCL?Hë?oCoBJ 4÷8=÷278<?9l24?@ü 
ïCDB3?øF?PMAA?DCìB?C?AHF?Hë?FMîB�?JBDHIJEBD?COL?îHOBG3 

<; ýHOB 4÷8=÷278<?2l8:?@ü 

<= ýH 4÷8=÷278<?2l7=?@ü 

<< ýH 4÷8=÷278<?87l28?Nü 

877 NLîMOMDFJCFMHO?BñCîoAB?ìMLBHD?PMFK?IDB?Hë?CEEHîîHLCFMHOD3 4÷8=÷278<?<l98?Nü 

878 NôCMOé?FKBJB?PCD?DH?îIEK?FH?LMôBDF?COL?MF?MD?JBACFMìBAG?DMîoAB�?ïIF?CîHIOF?Hë?MOëH?PCD?CJLIHID 4÷8=÷278<?=l89?Nü 
PKBO?DHîB?Hë?MF?PCD?OHF?OBBLBLé 

872 ýH 4÷8;÷278<?:l49?@ü 

879 �MLBHD?Hë?FBCEKBJD?IDMOô?FKB?oJCEFMEB?îCFBJMCAD3 4÷8;÷278<?:l78?@ü 

874 üHJB?oJCEFMEB?FBDFD?FKCF?CJB?MO?oCoBJ?ëHJî?AMnB?FKB?CEFICA?FBDF?MFDBAë3 4÷8;÷278<?9l27?@ü 

875 ýH 4÷8;÷278<?9l85?@ü 

87: ýH 4÷8;÷278<?9l88?@ü 

87; OH 4÷8;÷278<?2l55?@ü 

87= ýHOB 4÷8;÷278<?2l52?@ü 

87< OHOB 4÷8;÷278<?2l7=?@ü 

887 ýHOB 4÷8;÷278<?8l44?@ü 

888 OHOB 4÷8;÷278<?8l28?@ü 

882 OHOB 4÷8;÷278<?82l5:?@ü 

889 OHOB 4÷8;÷278<?82l45?@ü 

884 ïBFFBJ?FJCMOMOô?HO?BOFBJMOô?FKB?PJMFMOô?oHJFMHO?HOAMOB 4÷8;÷278<?88l8:?Nü 

885 mBEIJMFG?DIîîCJG?LHEIîBOFD?ëHJ?DEKHHA?CLîMOMDFJCFHJD?COL?FBDFMOô?EHHJLMOCFHJD3 4÷8;÷278<?88l82?Nü 

88: @KGDMECA?FJCMOMOô?îCFBJMCAD 4÷8;÷278<?87l5<?Nü 

88; ýHOB�?BìBJGFKMOô?MD?�IDF?oBJëBEF3 4÷8;÷278<?87l45?Nü 

88= OH 4÷8;÷278<?87l75?Nü 

88< üHJB?HJ?�oLCFBL?oJCEFMEB?îCFBJMCAD3?mKHIAL?ïB?IoLCFBL?BìBJG?GBCJ3 4÷8;÷278<?<l5:?Nü 

827 ýþýò 4÷8;÷278<?<l4<?Nü 

828 ýHOB 4÷8;÷278<?<l4;?Nü 

822 ýHOB?CF?FKMD?FMîB 4÷8;÷278<?<l95?Nü 

829 OHF?CF?FKMD?FMîB 4÷8;÷278<?<l8;?Nü 

824 ýHA 4÷8;÷278<?<l82?Nü 

825 OHOB 4÷8;÷278<?<l75?Nü 

82: OHOB 4÷8;÷278<?<l74?Nü 

82; ýH 4÷8;÷278<?=l59?Nü 

82= ýH3 4÷8;÷278<?;l58?Nü 

82< ýHOB 4÷8;÷278<?;l44?Nü 

22?÷?=<
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897 ýHOB 4÷8;÷278<?;l97?Nü 

898 OC 4÷8;÷278<?;l97?Nü 

892 ø?LH?OHF?OBBL?COG?CLLMFMHOCA?JBDHIJEBD3 4÷8:÷278<?88l22?@ü 

899 mIïD?é?MF?MD?ìBJG?KCJL?FH?FBCEK?COL?FBDF3 4÷8:÷278<?<l59?@ü 

894 ýH 4÷8:÷278<?:l85?@ü 

895 øF�D?ìBJG?DFJBDDëIA?ôBFFMOô?FKB?�JMFMOô?@JHîoF?2?JMôKF?ïBëHJB?FBDFMOô?COL?FKBO?KCìB?FH?îCnB?oMEFIJBD 4÷8:÷278<?4l7<?@ü 
ëHJ?CAA?Hë?FKB?PHJLD?ëHJ?DFILBOFD?PKH?CJBO�F?CïAB?FH?PJMFB3 

89: OHF?CF?FKMD?FMîB 4÷8:÷278<?9l52?@ü 

89; ýHOB 4÷8:÷278<?9l24?@ü 

89= ý÷N 4÷8:÷278<?9l8<?@ü 

89< öHP?FKB?FBDF?�IBDFMHOD?CJB?LBìBAHoBL?COL?KHP?FKB?ABìBAD?CJB?DEHJBL3 4÷8:÷278<?9l82?@ü 

847 üHJB?oMEFIJBD?ëHJ?FKB?PJMFMOô?oJHîoFD3 4÷82÷278<?5l24?@ü 

848 ýH 4÷82÷278<?9l8:?@ü 

842 ýHOB 4÷82÷278<?87l5;?Nü 

849 ýN 4÷82÷278<?87l5;?Nü 

844 ýHOB3 4÷88÷278<?9l9:?@ü 

845 þOAMOB?ómNN?oJCEFMEB?JBDHIJEBD?ëHJ?DFILBOFD3 4÷88÷278<?8l49?@ü 

84: @MEFIJBD?IDBL?PMFK?FKB?��JMFMOô�?DBEFMHO?Hë?ómNN?DKHIAL?ïB?oJHìMLBL3?øF?FHHn?C?AHF?Hë?BñFJC?FMîB 4÷88÷278<?=l22?Nü 
DBCJEKMOô?COL?oJBoCJMOô?oMEFIJBD?FH?ôH?PMFK?FKB?DBABEFBL?FHoME÷ìHECïIACJG3 

84; ø?PHIAL?AMnB?îHJB?oJCEFMEB?îCFBJMCAD?îCLB?CìCMACïAB3 4÷87÷278<?88l8:?Nü 

84= OH 4÷<÷278<?4l8=?@ü 

84< NLLMFMHOCA?@JCEFMEB?üCFBJMCAD 4÷<÷278<?9l87?@ü 

857 ýH 4÷<÷278<?<l49?Nü 

858 OHOB 4÷=÷278<?8l9=?@ü 

852 oJCEFMEB?îCFBJMCAD3 4÷=÷278<?87l8<?Nü 

859 ýHOB?CF?FKMD?FMîB3 4÷=÷278<?<l9:?Nü 

854 ýHF?CF?FKMD?FMîB3 4÷=÷278<?;l58?Nü 

855 O÷C 4÷:÷278<?4l55?@ü 

85: ý÷N 4÷:÷278<?8l75?@ü 

85; ø?PHIAL?AMnB?FH?JBEBMìB?îHJB?oJCEFMEB?îCFBJMCAD?FH?IDB?PMFK?îG?DFILBOFD?oJMHJ?FH?FKB?FBDF?DFCJFMOô3 4÷5÷278<?9l45?@ü 

85= ýH3?ø�L?AMnB?FH?DBB?îG?DFILBOFD?KCìB?C?ëIOEFMHOCA?EIJJMEIAIî?FH?KBAo?FKBî?DIEEBBL?CëFBJ?KMôK 4÷5÷278<?82l52?@ü 
DEKHHA3?óHJ?BñCîoAB?FKB?�ðMDEHìBJG?@JHôJCî�?COL?OHF?FKMD?CECLBîME?EIJJMEIAIî3 

85< N?EABCJ?oJMOFHIF?Hë?FKB?DBDDMHO?8?DECëëHALMOô?ëAHP?EKCJF3 4÷4÷278<?=l48?Nü 

8:7 O÷C 4÷9÷278<?8l44?@ü 

8:8 ýHOB 4÷9÷278<?87l77?Nü 

8:2 ýH 4÷2÷278<?5l77?@ü 

8:9 OHOB 4÷2÷278<?2l98?@ü 

8:4 OHOB 4÷2÷278<?2l97?@ü 

8:5 ýHOB3 4÷2÷278<?2l27?@ü 

8:: OH 4÷2÷278<?82l84?@ü 

8:; ýHOB?CF?FKMD?FMîB 4÷8÷278<?88l9:?Nü 

8:= ýHOB?CF?FKMD?FMîB3 4÷8÷278<?87l28?Nü 

29?÷?=<
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8:< ýHF?CF?FKMD?FMîB3 9÷2=÷278<?;l84?@ü 

8;7 ý÷N 9÷2;÷278<?82l59?@ü 

8;8 OH 9÷25÷278<?2l99?@ü 

8;2 ý÷N 9÷25÷278<?82l55?@ü 

8;9 ý÷N 9÷25÷278<?88l59?Nü 

8;4 øF?PHIAL?ïB?OMEB?FH?DnMo?FKB?ïIïïAB?DKBBFD?COL?JBEHJL?CODPBJD?LMJBEFAG?HOAMOB?FH?DCìB?KHIJD?Hë 9÷24÷278<?=l2:?@ü 
JBoBFMFMìB?PHJn?ëHJ?FBCEKBJD3 

8;5 OHOB 9÷24÷278<?;l47?@ü 

8;: ø?DCìBL?CAA?Hë?îG?îCFBJMCAD?ëHJî?îG?ëCEB?FH?ëCEB?FJCMOMOô?ACDF?GBCJ3?ø?IDBL?FKBî?FH?DFILG?COL 9÷28÷278<?4l57?@ü 
JBCE�ICMOF?îGDBAë?PMFK?CLîMOMDFBJMOô?FKB?CDDBDDîBOF3 

8;; ø?PHIAL?AMnB?FH?OHF?BìBJ?OBBL?FH?IDB?MF?CôCMO3?ø?DBB?OH?ìCAIB?MO?CLîMOMDFBJMOô?FKB?ómNN3?øF?PCDFBD 9÷28÷278<?4l9<?@ü 
ìCAICïAB?FBCEKMOô?FMîB?COL?oJHìMLBD?IOJBAMCïAB?LCFC3?üG?oBJDHOCA?BñoBJMBOEB�?COBELHFCA?OHFBD� 
LCFC�?COL?DFILBOF?BìMLBOEB?ECO?oJHìMLB?C?JBCA?IOLBJDFCOLMOô?Hë?îG?DFILBOFD3?ø?KHoB?DHîBLCG 
DHHO?DHîBHOB?ïBôMOD?FH?îCnB?LBEMDMHOD?FKCF?BîoHPBJ?FBCEKBJD?COL?DIooHJF?DFILBOFD3?ÿKMD?MD 
LBîBCOMOô?FH?HIJ?oJHëBDDMHO3 

8;= O÷C 9÷28÷278<?87l99?Nü 

8;< MF?FCnBD?C?AHF?FH?KCìB?FKB?oJCEFMEB?îCFBJMCAD?oJMOFBL?COL?HOAG?FPH?MFBîD?MD?OHF?BOHIôK3?M?îCnB?C 9÷8<÷278<?4l79?@ü 
EBOFBJ?PMFKMO?îG?EACDDJHHî?DH?FKB?DFILBOFD?nOHP?KHP?FH?MOFBJCEF?PMFK?FKB?îCFBJMCAD3 

8=7 ýH3?ø?PCD?ìBJG?oABCDBL3 9÷8=÷278<?=l82?@ü 

8=8 BñoCOLBL?ìHECïIACJG?AMDF?FH?BODIJB?ø?Cî?CïAB?FH?FBCEK?FKB?DFILBOFD?nOHP?FKB?ACOôICôB?BñoBEFBL 9÷85÷278<?<l59?Nü 
ëJHî?FKBî3 

8=2 êBFFBJ?BñoACOCFMHO?Hë?ómNN?DEHJBD?COL?PKCF?BñCEFAG?FKBG?îBCO3 9÷85÷278<?=l84?Nü 

8=9 üHJB?oJCEFMEBD?HO?FKB?PJMFMOô?oJHîoFD3 9÷85÷278<?=l74?Nü 

8=4 N?oCJBOF?ëJMBOLAG?BñoACOCFMHO?ABFFBJ?FH?oCJBOFD?BñoACMOMOô?DEHJBD?Hë?FKB?ómNN3 9÷84÷278<?8l75?@ü 

8=5 ÿJCMOMOô?FKCF?MDO�F?DH?EHOëIDMOô 9÷84÷278<?82l27?@ü 

8=: OH 9÷84÷278<?<l7=?Nü 

8=; OH 9÷84÷278<?;l82?Nü 

8== ÿKBJB?OBBLD?FH?ïB?îHJB?MOëHJîCFMHO?HO?IDMOô?oMEFIJBD?ëHJ?OHOìBJïCA?DFILBOFD?LIJMOô?FKB?HoBO 9÷84÷278<?;l74?Nü 
JBDoHODB?PJMFMOô?oHJFMHO3 

8=< ýHF?EIJJBOFAG 9÷89÷278<?88l57?@ü 

8<7 OHOB 9÷89÷278<?=l7;?Nü 

8<8 ýH 9÷89÷278<?;l9:?Nü 

8<2 ýHOB?CF?FKMD?FMîB 9÷82÷278<?2l47?@ü 

8<9 ø?PHIAL?AMnB?FH?IFMAM�B?oCoBJ?ïCDBL?FBDF?oJBo?îCFBJMCAD?ëJHî?FKB?ïBôMOOMOô?Hë?FKB?GBCJ?FKCF?EHJJBACFB 9÷82÷278<?8l87?@ü 
PMFK?FKB?ôJCLB?ABìBA?ø?PMAA?ïB?FBDFMOô3 

8<4 O÷C 9÷82÷278<?8l7=?@ü 

8<5 üHJB?@JCEFMEB?üCFBJMCAD 9÷82÷278<?82l57?@ü 

8<: ýþýò 9÷82÷278<?87l5:?Nü 

8<; ýN 9÷82÷278<?;l52?Nü 

8<= OH 9÷88÷278<?:l72?@ü 

8<< ýHOB 9÷88÷278<?9l98?@ü 

277 oJCEFMEB?�IBDFMHOD?ëHJ?CAA?CJBCD?HO?FKB?ïAIBoJMOF?oMEFIJBD?ëHJ?PJMFMOô?oJHîoF?2 9÷88÷278<?2l44?@ü 

278 ýH 9÷88÷278<?2l94?@ü 

272 ýH 9÷88÷278<?8l57?@ü 

24?÷?=<
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279 ý÷N 9÷88÷278<?8l45?@ü 

274 OH 9÷88÷278<?8l42?@ü 

275 ýHOB 9÷88÷278<?8l7:?@ü 

27: ø?PHIAL?AMnB?FKMD?FBDF?OHF?FH?ïB?CLîMOMDFBJBL3?øF?MD?FMîB?EHODIîMOô?COL?OHF?C?FHHA?FKCF?ø?ECO?ôBF?IDBëIA 9÷88÷278<?82l5<?@ü 
MOëHJîCFMHO?ëHJ?îG?DFILBOFD3 

25?÷?=<
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>85?ÿH?KHP?îCOG?DFILBOFD?LML?GHI?CLîMOMDFBJ?FKB?ómNN�@ÿ� 
NODPBJBLl?<7;? mnMooBLl?;: 

USMONPqgMSP 

aMPjMMSOPjT 
RSgOVhiMlll 

aMPjMMSONh^ 
RSgOPMSlll 

[TVMOPQRSOPMS 
NPqgMSPN 

\] W\] ^\] _\] `\] Y\] Z\] a\] b\] c\] W\\] 

ABCDEFGHIJKHEC FECLJBCEC 

þOB?DFILBOF 843556   892

êBFPBBO?FPH?COL?ëMìB?DFILBOFD 993:96 975 

êBFPBBO?DMñ?COL?FBO?DFILBOFD 983426 2=5 

üHJB?FKCO?FBO?DFILBOFD 273476 8=5 

ÿþÿNû <7; 

2:?÷?=<
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>8:?ðML?FKB?DEKHHA?oJHìMLB?C?DIïDFMFIFB?FBCEKBJ�D�?FH?EHìBJ?GHIJ 
EACDDJHHî?PKMAB?GHI?CLîMOMDFBJBL?FKB?ómNN�@ÿ� 

NODPBJBLl?=<7? mnMooBLl?<9 

dMN 

eT 

\] W\] ^\] _\] `\] Y\] Z\] a\] b\] c\] W\\] 

ABCDEFGHIJKHEC FECLJBCEC 

�BD ;3 <6 242  2 8

ýH ;23=86 :4= 

ÿþÿNû =<7 

2;?÷?=<
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>8;?ýHP?FKCF?GHI�ìB?EHîoABFBL?CLîMOMDFJCFMHO?Hë?FKB?ómNN�@ÿ 
CDDBDDîBOF�?KHP?îCOG?KHIJD?LH?GHI?ïBAMBìB?GHI?DoBOF?CLîMOMDFBJMOô?FKB 
ëHAAHPMOô?CDDBDDîBOFD?oBJ?DFILBOF�?øë?GHI?CLîMOMDFBJBL?FH?îHJB?FKCO?HOB 

DFILBOF�?oABCDB?MOLMECFB?CO?CìBJCôB?OIîïBJ?Hë?KHIJD?oBJ?DFILBOF3 
NODPBJBLl?<87? mnMooBLl?;9 

]LsO―RMNNhTSN 
WO‖O^‗ 

]Ls 
‘VhPhSr―RMNNlll 

[RPQMnRPhmN―hSm 
kqghSrOskrMTlll 

2=?÷?=<
 



LMNNOPQRSOWOQTqV 

[TVMOPQRSO`OQTqVN fOghgOSTPORgnhShNPMVOPQhNOmTSPMSPORVMRl 

\] W\] ^\] 
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RmhMSmM 
―hSmkqghSrlll 

RTmhRkORPqghMN 
―hSmkqghSrlll 

PECC ALLFJSKTANEPU  ALLFJSKTANEPU TJFEGNIAB KGOKOGBJN NJNAP 
NIABGQ V–XGIJRFC XWYGIJRFC YGIJRFC AOTKBKCNEFGNIKC 
IJRF HJBNEBNGAFEAZ 

òûN?�mBDDMHOD?8?�?2� 823756 5<3956 8232;6 873726 :3986 
87; 52; 87< =< 5: === 

òûN?�JMFMOô�mBDDMHO?9� 5<32<6 273;86 43726 43:26 8839:6 
578 8;5 94 9< <: =45 

üCFKBîCFMED�MOEAILMOô 2837;6 5238:6 8839<6 =3986 ;37:6 
NAôBïJC?8?COL?õBHîBFJG� 8=5 45= 877 ;9 :2 =;= 

mEMBOEB?�MOEAILMOô?êMHAHôG 2<34:6 973;86 53826 43;46 2<3<:6 
8� 29: 24: 48 9= 247 =78 

mHEMCA?mFILMBD?�MOEAILMOô 2735=6 283946 43<26 93;<6 4<39;6 
íMìMED?COL?�3m3?öMDFHJG� 8:9 8:< 9< 97 9<8 ;<2 

_\] `\] Y\] Z\] a\] b\] c\] W\\] 

sooVT^hnRPMkUO^–_OQTqVN sooVT^hnRPMkUO_–`OQTqVN 

2<?÷?=<
 



― m qg r
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>8=?þìBJ?KHP?îCOG?LCGD?LML?GHI?CLîMOMDFBJ?FKB
 
ëHAAHPMOô?CDDBDDîBOFD�??øë?GHI?CLîMOMDFBJBL?FH?îHJB?FKCO?HOB?DFILBOF�
 

oABCDB?MOLMECFB?CìBJCôB?OIîïBJ?Hë?LCGD?oBJ?DFILBOF3 
NODPBJBLl?<75? mnMooBLl?;= 

]LsO―RMNNhTSN 
WO‖O^‗ 

]Ls 
‘VhPhSr―RMNNlll 

[RPQMnRPhmN―hSm 
kqghSrOskrMTlll 

RmhMSmM 
hS k hS lll 

97?÷?=<
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―hSmkqghSrlll 

RTmhRkORPqghMN 
―hSmkqghSrlll 

\] W\] ^\] _\] `\] Y\] Z\] a\] b\] c\] W\\] 

LMNNOPQRSOWOgRU sooVT^hnRPMkUO^–_OgRUN sooVT^hnRPMkUO`–YOgRUN 

[TVMOPQRSOYOgRUN fOghgOSTPORgnhShNPMVOPQhNOmTSPMSPORVMRl 

PECC ALLFJSKTANEPU ALLFJSKTANEPU  TJFEGNIAB KGOKOGBJN NJNAP 
NIAB VWXGOAUC Y–\GOAUC \GOAUC AOTKBKCNEFGNIKC 
QGOAU HJBNEBNGAFEAZ 

òûN?�mBDDMHOD?8?�?2� 223886 4<39=6 873446 883<76 :38;6 
8<; 447 <9 87: 55 =<8 

òûN?�JMFMOô�mBDDMHO?9� 523546 283;=6 53446 <3886 883826 
444 8=4 4: ;; <4 =45 

üCFKBîCFMED�MOEAILMOô 2<3286 423746 873546 873426 ;3;<6 
NAôBïJC?8?�?õBHîBFJG� 255 9:; <2 <8 := =;9 

mEMBOEB?�MOEAILMOô?êMHAHôG 983=46 253256 534;6 ;34:6 2<3<=6 
8� 25: 279 44 :7 248 =74 

mHEMCA?mFILMBD?�MOEAILMOô 293;56 8;3246 43286 534<6 4<3976 
íMìMED?COL?�3m3?öMDFHJG� 8=: 895 99 49 9=: ;=9 

98?÷?=<
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>8<?�CD?FKBJB?BOHIôK?FMîB?PMFKMO?FKB?CLîMOMDFJCFMHO?PMOLHP?ëHJ?GHI?FH
 
CLîMOMDFBJ?FKB?ómNN�@ÿ?FH?CAA?Hë?GHIJ?DFILBOFD� 

NODPBJBLl?<72? mnMooBLl?=8 

dMN 

eT 

\] W\] ^\] _\] `\] Y\] Z\] a\] b\] c\] W\\] 

ABCDEFGHIJKHEC FECLJBCEC 

�BD    <435;6 =59

ýH    53496 4<

ÿþÿNû <72 

92?÷?=<
 



8 

2 

4 

5 

87 

88 

82 

84 

85 
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>27?�KCF?oJBoCJCFMHOD?PBJB?JB�IMJBL?FH?BODIJB?FKCF?CAA?Hë?GHIJ?DFILBOFD 
PBJB?CDDBDDBL?LIJMOô?FKB?CLîMOMDFJCFMHO?PMOLHP�?�@ABCDB?AMîMF?GHIJ 

JBDoHODB?FH?857?PHJLD3� 
NODPBJBLl?4:7? mnMooBLl?529 

M FECLJBCEC OANE 

ø?OBBLBL?FMîB?FH?DBF?Io?COL?ôBF?BìBJGFKMOô?FHôFKBJ3 5÷4÷278<?=l4:?Nü 

ÿþ@øí?@øíÿ�ùòm?þó?�þíNê�ûNù�?ÿþ?�mò?óþù?�ùøÿøýõ?@ùþü@ÿ	 5÷9÷278<?9l42?@ü 

9 üG?DEKBLIAB?PCD?CL�IDFBL?FH?CEEHîîHLCFB?DIëëMEMBOF?FMîB?FH?CLîMOMDFBJ?FKB?CDDBDDîBOF3 5÷9÷278<?2l92?@ü 

ýBBLBL?FH?KCìB?C?DFILBOF?CEFMìCFBL?PKMEK?FHHn?DBìBJCA?LCGD?COL?ACFB?BOFBJMOô?JBDoHODBD?ïBECIDB 5÷9÷278<?8l4=?@ü 
Hë?LBACG?ëHJ?FKMD?DFILBOF3 

mEKBLIAMOô	 5÷9÷278<?8l88?@ü 

:	 mHîB?Hë?îG?DFILBOFD?PBJB?OHF?CDDBDDBL?LIB?FH?CïDBOEBD?HJ?PMFKLJCPCAD?KHPBìBJ?FH?oJBoCJB�?ø 
PCD?JB�IMJBL?FH?JBìMBP?CAA?4?îHLIABD�?ôH?HO?FKB?ÿNü?FH?BODIJB?CAA?DFILBOFD?PBJB?JBôMDFBJBL?COL 
EHJJBEF?FBDF3?ðIJMOô?FKB?FBDFMOô?PMOLHP�?PB?KCL?FH?LBEMLB?PKMEK?DFILBOF?PB?PBJB?ôHMOô?FH?FBDF?HO 
FKCF?LCG3?ÿKBO?ôH?FH?CO?CJBC?PKBJB?FKB?FBDF?PBJB?AHEnBL?Io�?JBEMBìB?DFILBOFD?FBDF?JBEHJL?FBDF 
ïHHnABF?COL?îCOICA?OIîïBJ?COL?DMôO?FKCF?GHI?JBEMBìBL3?õH?ïCEn?FH?îG?LBDMôOCFBL?FBDFMOô?CJBC� 
FBDF?îG?DFILBOF�?JBEHJL?CODPBJD�?FJCODëBJ?CODPBJD?ëJHî?FBDF?ïHHnABF?FH?ÿNü?JBìMBP?ëHJ?CEEIJCEG 
COL?DIïîMF3?NëFBJ?DIïîMFFMOô�?PB?PHIAL?JBFIJO?FBDFMOô?îCFBJMCA?COL?EHHJLMOCFHJ?PHIAL?DMôO?FKCF 
îCFBJMCAD?PBJB?JBFIJOBL3 

5÷9÷278<?88l7=?Nü 

; öCìB?CO?DEKBLIAB	 5÷9÷278<?<l57?Nü 

= ÿKCF?CAA?îCFBJMCAD?PBJB?CìCMACïAB3	 5÷9÷278<?<l4<?Nü 

< öCL?FH?DoAMF?îG?EACDD?FH?HFKBJ?EACDDBD?COL?oJBoCJB?îG?EACDDJHHî3	 5÷9÷278<?<l82?Nü 

N?LBDMôOCFBL?FBDFMOô?CJBC?COL?EHìBJCôB3	 5÷9÷278<?;l9<?Nü 

FGoMECA?FBDF?oJBo	 5÷9÷278<?;l82?Nü 

ÿBCEKBJD?îBF?COL?LMDEIDDBL?DFILBOFD?PKH?PHIAL?ïB?CDDMôOBL?FH?PKMEK?òmò?FBCEKBJ?FH?CLîMOMDFBJ 5÷2÷278<?4l54?@ü 
FKB?ómNN?CDDBDDîBOF3ÿKB?FBCEKBJD?oJBoCJBL?FH?CLîMOMDFBJ?FKB?CDDBDDîBOFD?LIJMOô?oACOOMOô 
oBJMHLD3?ÿBCEKBJD?îBF?FH?LMDEIDD?CLîMOMDFJCFMHO?Hë?FKB?CDDBDDîBOFD?COL?FH?HJôCOM�B?LCGD?FBCEKBJD 
PHIAL?ïB?FBDFMOô3?moJMOô?êJBCn?KCL?FH?ïB?EHODMLBJBL?CD?AHDF?FMîB?LIB?FH?KCìMOô?5?LCGD?Hëë3 

89 mEKBLIAB?CL�IDFîBOFD	 5÷2÷278<?2l24?@ü 

ÿBCî?PHJn?KBAoMOô?PMFK?FBDFMOô?COL?EACDD?EHìBJCôB	 5÷2÷278<?82l85?@ü 

PHJnMOô?PMFK?FKB?FBDFMO?EHHJLMOCFHJ	 5÷2÷278<?87l9:?Nü 

8: >IMBF?moCEB?FH?NLîMOMDFBJ?FKB?FBDF?MD?CAA3	 5÷2÷278<?87l75?Nü 

8; ø?îCLB?C?DEKBLIAB�?îG?oCJCD?KCL?FH?FCnB?HìBJ?EACDDBD3	 5÷2÷278<?87l77?Nü 

8= ø?KCL?FH?oJBoCJB?FKB?FBDFMOô?BOìMJHOîBOF?COL?CEEHîîHLCFB?FKB?DFILBOF?PMFK?ïJBCnD3 5÷2÷278<?<l5:?Nü 

8< ðCMAG?CDDMDFCOEB?Hë?DFILBOFD?FH?DEKHHA?MD?C?ïMô?ëCEFHJ3?íHìBJCôB?�mIïD�?PKBO?FBDFMOô?MD?KCooBOMOô 5÷2÷278<?<l55?Nü 
FH?ïB?CïAB?FH?nBBo?FKB?JHIFMOBD?COL?JIO?C?DîHHFK?FBDFMOô?DEKBLIAB3 

mBABEFMOô?CooJHoJMCFB?oMEFIJBD?ëJHî?ìHECïIACJG?ëHJ?PJMFMOô	 5÷2÷278<?<l9<?Nü 

ÿJGMOô?FH?ëMOL?DIïDFMFIFB?FBCEKBJD3	 5÷2÷278<?<l24?Nü 

NJJCOôBL?DIïDFMFIFBD�?EIF?HIF?HOBéDMLBL?îCFBJMCAD�?îCLB?COL?oJMOFBL?ìMDICAD?COL?PHJLD?FH?IDB?ëHJ 5÷2÷278<?=l5<?Nü 
PJMFMOô?DBEFMHO3 

oJBoCJCFMHO?FMîB?PCD?ôHHL3	 5÷2÷278<?;l2;?Nü 

üCnMOô?DIJB?Hë?EHìBJCôB�OH?DIïDFMFIFB?PCD?CJJCOôBL�3?õMìMOô?Io?îG?oACOOMOô?FMîB?FH 5÷8÷278<?87l54?@ü 
CEEHîîHLCFB?FMîB?FH?FBDF?CAA?DFILBOFD3?õMìMOô?EHîoABñ?DFILBOFD?CAAHFFBL?FMîB?ëHJ?FBDFMOô3 

99?÷?=<
 

27 

28 

22 

29 
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25 ýHF?AHDMOô?FMîB?PMFK?FBCEKMOô3?ø?KCL?OH?DIïDFMFIFB?FBCEKBJ?oJHìMLBL?ïG?îG?DEKHHA?BìBO?FKHIôK?ø 5÷8÷278<?<l22?@ü 
JB�IBDFBL?HOB3?ÿKMD?PCD?IOCEEBoFCïAB3 

2: oJB?oJMOFMOô?oMEFIJB?ìHECïIACJG?AMDFD?ëHJ?PJMFMOô?JBDoHODB3 5÷8÷278<?4l44?@ü 

2; ø?KCL?FH?KCìB?C?�IMBF?CJBC?PMFK?FCïAB?COL?EKCMJD?COL?AHFD?Hë?BLMïAB?JBMOëHJEBJD3?ø?FBDFBL?îHDFAG?LIJMOô 5÷8÷278<?4l8=?@ü 
FKB?îHJOMOôD?ïBëHJB?AIOEK?CD?FKBG?oBJëHJî?ïBFFBJ?CF?FKHDB?FMîBD3?óJB�IBOF?ïJBCnD?ëHJ?FKB?DFILBOFD 
COL?îGDBAë?PBJB?OBBLBL3?ø?KCL?FH?CEEHIOF?ëHJ?FKB?FKB?DFILBOFD?PMFK?oHHJ?CFFBOLCOEB3 

2= CFFBOLCOEB?Hë?DFILBOFD�?DIïDFMFIFB?MO?oACEB?ëHJ?îB3?þï�BEF?COL?ECJL?MFBîD?FCnBO?HIF?COL?HJôCOM�BL� 5÷8÷278<?9l57?@ü 
�JMFMOô?oMEFIJBD?HJôCOM�BL?ëHJ?PJMFMOô?oJHîoF 

2< MF?PCD?FMôKF3?ø?KCL?LCFCëHAH?CD?PBAA3?COL?2?øò@m?MF?PCD?FHH?îIEK�?oABCDB?DoCEB?HIF?OBñF?GBCJ3 5÷8÷278<?9l47?@ü 

97 ø?PCD?îMDDMOô?HOB?Hë?îG?DFILBOFD?FBDFD?IOFMA?FKB?PBBn?ïBëHJB?FKB?FBDF?PCD?LIB 5÷8÷278<?9l29?@ü 

98 ø?FKMOn?ëHJ?C?JBôIACJ?òmò?FBCEKBJ?FKBJB?MD?BOHIôK?FMîB�?êIF?ø?Cî?C?�CJDMFG?ÿBOOMD?íHCEK?COL?îMDD 5÷8÷278<?9l82?@ü 
9é4?LCGD?Hë?FKB?FBDFMOô?PMOLHP?ëHJ?FBOOMD3?ø?CADH?Cî?Hëë?ECîoID?KCAë?LCG?ëHJ?íCJBBJ?òñoBJMBOEBD?DH 
îG?FMîB?FH?CLîMOMDFBJ?MD?AMîMFBL3 

92 mFILBOFD?FGoMECA?PHJn?DEKBLIAB?PCD?LMDJIoFBL3?ÿKBG?KCL?FH?ïB?oJBoCJBL?MO?CLìCOEB?ëHJ?FKMD?COL 5÷8÷278<?8l4<?@ü 
CLLMFMHOCA?MOEBOFMìBD?PBJB?ïJHIôKF?COL?EJBCFBL?FH?CDDMDF?MO?nOHPMOô?PKBO?FKBG?EHIAL?FCnB?C?ïJBCn3 
NAA?DFILBOFD?CJB?OHOéìBJïCA?COL?îCFBJMCAD?PMFK?FKB?CooJHoJMCFB?CODPBJ?EKHMEBD?KCL?FH?ïB?oJBoCJBL 
ëHJ?FKB?PJMFMOô?oJHîoFD3 

99 ýHOB?JBCAAG 5÷8÷278<?87l9<?Nü 

94 mIïDFMFIFB?EHìBJCôB3 5÷8÷278<?<l7=?Nü 

95 ÿKB?oJHEBDD?DFCFBD?FKCF?DFILBOFD?DKHIAL?ïB?FBDFBL?LIJMOô?FMîBD?PKBO?FKB?DFILBOF?PMAA?ïB?CF?FKBMJ 4÷97÷278<?2l42?@ü 
ïBDF3?�MFK?DIEK?C?DîCAA?PMOLHP?FH?FBDF?COL?84?DFILBOFD?FH?FBDF?FKMD?PCD?LMëëMEIAF3?øF?MD?C?DFJIôôAB?FH 
ëMOL?ôHHL?FMîBD?ëHJ?FKB?DFILBOFD?COL?FH?îCEK?îG?DEKBLIAB3 

9: IDMOô?oJCEFMEB?DFGAB?�IBDFMHOD 4÷97÷278<?8l8=?@ü 

9; HJôCOM�CFMHO?COL?DEKBLIAMOô 4÷97÷278<?82l49?@ü 

9= øOLBoBOLBOF?PHJn÷îCFBJMCAD?COL?MODFJIEFMHO?ëHJ?FKHDB?OHF?FBDFMOô?LIB?FH?OHF?KCìMOô?C?DIïDFMFIFB3 4÷97÷278<?88l57?Nü 

9< ø?OBBLBL?CO?BñFJC?oCJC?PMFK?îG?DFILBOFD?FKCF?PBJB?OHF?FCnMOô?FKB?FBDF3?ø?OBBLBL?FH?ïB?DIJB?ø?KCL?CAA 4÷97÷278<?88l47?Nü 
îCFBJMCAD?JBCLG?FH?CLîMOMDFBJ?FKB?FBDF3 

47 ýHFKMOô�?ø?HOAG?KCL?FPH?DFILBOFD?HO?CAFBJOCFB?CDDBDDîBOF?DH?CLîMOMDFBJBL?FKB?FBDF?LIJMOô?îG 4÷97÷278<?87l4=?Nü 
oACOOMOô3 

48 þùõNýø�Nÿøþý?Nýð?ÿøüòûøýòm 4÷97÷278<?<l2:?Nü 

42 ø?KCL?FH?ëMOL?EACDD?EHìBJCôB?COL?C?�IMBF?oACEB?FH?FBDF?îG?DFILBOFD3 4÷97÷278<?<l8<?Nü 

49 mFCëë?DEKBLIAMOô?COL?EHìBJCôB�?EKBEnMOô?HIF?FKB?CooJHoJMCFB?ómNN?ïHHnABFD?COL?DBFD3 4÷97÷278<?=l2=?Nü 

44 öCL?FH?îCnB?DIJB?ø?KCL?oMEFIJBD?FH?JBoJBDBOF?FKB?ìHECï?ëHJ?FKB?PJMFMOô?oJHîoF?CD?PBAA?CD?DBF?Io?FKB 4÷97÷278<?;l44?Nü 
oMEFIJBD?HO?DHîB?Hë?îG?DFLIBOFD?EHîîIOMECFMHO?LBìMEBD3 

45 N?�IMBF?EHJOBJ?PCD?JB�IMJBL3?ø?CLîMOMDFBJBL?FKB?ómNN?ðCFCëHAMH?NDDBDîBOF3 4÷2<÷278<?<l59?@ü 

4: CAA?DoBEMëMBL?MO?ïHHn 4÷2<÷278<?=l4<?@ü 

4; ómNN?ÿJCMOMOô?@ð?�CFEKMOô?FKB?ómNN?ÿJCMOMOô?üHLIABD 4÷2<÷278<?;l74?@ü 

4= PJMFFBO?JBDoHODB?ìMDICA?CMLD 4÷2<÷278<?4l58?@ü 

4< õCFKBJMOô?îCFBJMCAD�?AHECFMOô?C?JHHî?FH?CLîMOMDFBJ?FKB?FBDF3 4÷2<÷278<?9l4=?@ü 

57 FKB?FJCMOMOô?îHLIABD 4÷2<÷278<?9l9;?@ü 

58 õCFKBJMOô?îCOMoIACFMìBD?ëHJ?FKB?üCFK?DBEFMHO 4÷2<÷278<?9l89?@ü 

52 mIïDFMFIFB?CìCMACïMAMFG?COL?CFFBOLCOEB?COL?oHDMFMìB÷BîHFMHOCA?îMOLDBF?Hë?FKB?DFILBOF3 4÷2<÷278<?9l88?@ü 

59 mIï?oJHìMLBL?FH?DIoBJìMDB÷FBCEK?HFKBJ?DFILBOFD?@JBoCJB?FBDFMOô?îCFBJMCAD?oJMHJ?FH?FBDFMOô3?@JBoCJB 4÷2<÷278<?2l42?@ü 
DFILBOFD?ëHJ?EKCOôB?MO?DEKBLIAB 

54 öCìMOô?FKB?îCFBJMCAD?oJBoCJBL?COL?ïJHIôKF?FH?FKB?EACDDJHHî÷FBDFMOô?JHHî?BCEK?LCG?PCD?FKB?îCMO 4÷2<÷278<?2l97?@ü 
PCG?ø?DFCGBL?oJBoCJBL3 

94?÷?=<
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�OHPMOô?KHP?COL?PKBJB?FH?FBDF?BCEK?MOLMìMLICA?DFILBOF?ïCDBL?HO?FKBMJ?OBBLD÷EKCJCEFBJMDFMED?COL 
KCìMOô?FKB?EACDDJHHî?CFîHDoKBJB?ïB?EHOLIEMìB?FH?FBDFMOô?FKB?MOLMìMLICA3 

5:	 ø?KCL?FH?FBAA?îG?CLîMOMDFJCFHJD?PKBOBìBJ?M?PCD?ôHMOô?FH?FBDF?FKB?DFILBOF?ïBECIDB?FKBG?DCML?FKCF?FKBG 
PBJB?ôHMOô?FH?DEKBLIAB?MF?COL?FKBG?OBìBJ?LML3?ø?PCD?ABëF?PMFK?HOAG?CFPH?PBBn?PMOLHP?FH?CLîMOMDFJCFB 
FKB?FBDF3 

5;	 NAA?HOB?DMLBL?îCFBJMCAD?OBBL?FH?ïB?EIF?HIF?FH?ïB?IDBL?HO?CO?BGB?ôC�B?ïHCJL 

5=	 ýHOB 

5<	 üG?CMLB?oJHìMLBL?EHìBJCôB?PKMAB?ø?PCD?CLîMOMDFBJMOô?FKB?FBDFD3?ø?KCL?FH?BODIJB?FKCF?FKB?EHîoIFBJ 
ACï?PCD?CìCMACïAB?�FKB?HOAG?oACEB?BîoFG?ëHJ?COG?ABOôFK?Hë?FMîB?FKCF?PHIAL?oJHìMLB?DoCEB?COL 
DBEIJMFG3 

:7	 HïFCMOMOô?C?DIïDFMFIFB?FH?EHìBJ?îG?EACDD 

:8	 ýHOB 

:2	 ø?EHîoABFBL?FKB?CDDBDDîBOFD?MO?FKB?CAAHFFBL?FMîB?ïIF?MF?PCD?ìBJG?LMëëMEIAF3?ø?OBBLBL?C?DIïDFMFIFB?ëHJ 
DHîB?Hë?FKB?LCGD?COL?îG?LMDFJMEF?ôCìB?ID?ABDD?FMîB?DH?FKCF?FKBG?EHIAL?îBBF?FKB?DFCFB?LBCLAMOB3?�B 
OBBL?C?AHOôBJ?oBJMHL?Hë?FBDFMOô?FMîB?DH?FKCF?PB?ECO?DoJBCL?MF?HIF?îHJB?COL?OHF?ïB?CPCG?ëJHî?HIJ 
EACDDJHHîD?CD?îIEK3 

:9	 mEKBLIAMOô?FMîB�?ôCFKBJMOô?îCFBJMCAD 

:4	 üCnMOô?DIJB?FKBG?KCL?FKB?FMîB?COL?FHHn?ïJBCnD�?KCL?DHîBFKMOô?FH?BCF?COL?LJMOn�?COL?ëBAF 
EHîëHJFCïAB 

:5	 ø?KCL?FH?ôMìB?Io?CAA?EACDDJHHî?MODFJIEFMHO?ëHJ?CAA?ïIF?9?LCGD?Hë?FKB?FBDFMOô?PMOLHP?ëHJ?FKB?BOFMJB?LCG 
Hë?FKB?FBDFMOô?oBJMHL3?ÿKMD?îBCOF?DFILBOFD?PBJB?OHF?JBEBMìMOô?MODFJIEFMHO?ëHJî?üò�?ïIF?ëJHî?C 
EHIoAB?LMëëBJBOF?CMLBD?JHFCFBL?FKJHIôK?îG?EACDD?BìBJG?ëBP?LCGD3?ø?KCL?85?DFILBOFD?FH?FBDF?COL?C 
EHIoAB?ôMìB?îIAFMoAB?FBDFD?FH3?ÿKMD?CADH?îBCOF?ôMìMOô?Io?AIOEKBD?COL?oACOOMOô?FMîB?FH?BODIJB?CAA 
DFILBOFD?PBJB?FBDFBL3?ýHF?CooJHoJMCFB?EHOLMFMHOD?ëHJ?FBDF?CLîMOMDFJCFHJD3 

::	 ø?KCL?FH?EJBCFB?FKB?ìMDICAD?ëHJ?FKB?ìHECïIACJG?PHJLD3 

:;	 @IJB?HJôCOM�CFMHO?HO?îG?oCJF?COL?HO?FKB?oCJFD?Hë?CAA?Hë?FKB?HFKBJ?FBCEKBJD?CLîMOMDFBJMOô?FKB?FBDF3 

:=	 öCìMOô?CAA?îCFBJMCAD?oJBoCJBL?MO?CLìCOEB3 

:<	 üG?oJBo?PCD?DFHooMOô?îG?ABDDHO?oACOD?COL?oJHìMLMOô?FKB?FBDFD�?CD?ø?LML?OHF?JBEBMìB?FKB?îCFBJMCAD 
ëJHî?îG?LMDFJMEF?IOFMA?NoJMA?8DF3 

;7	 øF?PHIAL?ïB?KBAoëIA?FH?KCìB?C?DIïDFMFIFB?MO?FKB?EACDDJHHî?FH?KBAo?PMFK?FKB?EACDDJHHî?JHIFMOBD?PKMAB?ø 
PCD?FBDFMOô 

;8	 øF?PCD?C?ìBJG?DKHJF?oBJMHL?Hë?FMîB?FH?FBDF?FKB?OIîïBJ?Hë?DFILBOFD?PB?PBJB?BñoBEFBL?FH?FBDF3 

;2	 óABñMïAB?DEKBLIAMOô 

;9	 üG?FBCEKBJ?CML?COL?oBBJ?EHIODBAHJD?PHJnBL?�IMBFAG?PMFK?FKB?HFKBJ?DFILBOFD?PKMAB?ø?FBDFBL?nMLD 
MOLMìMLICAAG?HJ?îG?DFILBOFD?PHJnBL?�IMBFAG?HO?ACoFHoD?PMFK?KBCLoKHOBD?HO?PKMAB?ø?FBDFBL3 

;4	 mBF?Io?îCFBJMCAD 

;5	 ø?EHIAL?OHF?DFCJF?CLîMOMDFBJMOô?FKB?ómNN?PKBO?FKB?FBDFMOô?PMOLHP?HoBOBL?ïBECIDB?FKB?îCFBJMCAD 
PBJB?OHF?HO?ECîoID3?îG?DEKHHA?KCL?FH?CEFMìBAG?DBBn?HIF?FKB?îCFBJMCAD?DH?ø?EHIAL?FBDF?îG?DFILBOF3 

;:	 mMOEB?HIJ?DEKHHA÷LMDFJMEF?LMLO�F?oJHìMLB?DIïD?ëHJ?HIJ?EACDD?PB?KCL?FH?�IôôAB?CJHIOL?DFILBOFD?DH 
BCEK?FBCEKBJ?KCL?FKB?HooHJFIOB?FMîB?FH?CLîMOMDFBJ?FKB?CDDBDDîBOF3?ÿKMD?IOëHJFIOCFBAG?EJBCFBL?CO 
IODBFFAMOô?CFîHDoKBJB?ëHJ?HIJ?îHJB?DBìBJ?DFILBOFD3?øF?JBCAAG?PHIAL?ïB?KMôKAG?ïBOBëMEMCA?ëHJ?HIJ 
LMDFJMEF?HJ?DFCFB?FH?ôMìB?FKB?ëIOLD?oHDDMïAB?ëHJ?DIïD?LIJMOô?FKB?FBDFMOô?PMOLHP3 

;;	 üHDF?Hë?îG?DFILBOFD?KCL?FH?oCJFMEMoCFB?MO?îHJB?FKCO?HOB?ómNN—@ÿ3?ø?KCL?FH?EHHJLMOCFBL?PMFK 
COHFKBJ?FBCEKBJ?COL?EACDDJHHî?CMLB?FH?ëMF?FMîB?MO?FH?CLîMOMDFBJ?BCEK?FBDF?CF?C?FMîB?PKBO?ø?EHIAL 
KCìB?EHìBJCôB?ëJHî?COHFKBJ?FBCEKBJ?HJ?CO?CMLB?FH?PCFEK?îG?EACDD3 

;=	 mHîB?oJBoCJCFMHOD?PBJB?FH?oJCEFMEB?PMFK?FKBî?ïBëHJB?FKB?FBDF?PKBJB?FKBG?nOHP?PKCF?FH?BñoBEF?COL 
LH?FKBî?îHJB?JBACñBL?COL?ëCDFBJ3?NADH�?ø?ECAABL?oCJBOFD?FH?CìHML?CïDBOFD?LIJMOô?FKHDB?LCGD�?COL?ø 
LML?OHF?ïB?PMFK?FKB?DFILBOF?îHJB?FKCO?CO?KHIJ?FH?CìHML?FMJBLOBDD3?øO?CLLMFMHO�?ø?FJMBL?FH?IDB?îHJOMOô 
FMîB?ëHJ?FBDFMOô?PKBO?îG?DFILBOFD?oJHLIEB?îHJB?COL?ïBFFBJ3 

4÷2<÷278<?2l2:?@ü 

4÷2<÷278<?8l59?@ü 

4÷2<÷278<?8l28?@ü 

4÷2<÷278<?8l8:?@ü 

4÷2<÷278<?8l7=?@ü 

4÷2<÷278<?82l5<?@ü 

4÷2<÷278<?82l95?@ü 

4÷2<÷278<?82l79?@ü 

4÷2<÷278<?88l5;?Nü 

4÷2<÷278<?88l48?Nü 

4÷2<÷278<?88l9;?Nü 

4÷2<÷278<?88l95?Nü 

4÷2<÷278<?88l95?Nü 

4÷2<÷278<?88l8=?Nü 

4÷2<÷278<?88l89?Nü 

4÷2<÷278<?88l88?Nü 

4÷2<÷278<?87l5;?Nü 

4÷2<÷278<?87l9;?Nü 

4÷2<÷278<?<l88?Nü 

4÷2<÷278<?=l89?Nü 

4÷2<÷278<?=l7;?Nü 

4÷2<÷278<?;l4;?Nü 

4÷2<÷278<?;l9=?Nü 

4÷2=÷278<?87l98?@ü 
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;<	 @JHìMLMOô?îCFBJMCAD?ëHJ?DFILBOFD?PKH?PBJB?OHF?FBDFMOô?NABJFMOô?CEEBDD?DFILBOFD?MO?ôBOBJCA 
BLIECFMHO?EACDDBD?Hë?LCFB?COL?FMîB?ëHJ?FBDFMOô 

=7	 óMOLMOô?C?DBEIJB?JHHî3?NDDIJMOô?îG?EACDD?PCD?FCnBO?ECJB?Hë?MO?îG?CïDBOEB3?óMOLMOô?C?DBEIJBL 
HëëMEB÷ECïMOBF?ëHJ?FBDFMOô?îCFBJMCAD?FH?ïB?AHEnBL?COL?JBCLG?PKBO?OBBLBL3 

=8	 �B?PHIAL?KCìB?KCìB?FKBî?LHOB?BCJAMBJ?ïIF?DFILBOFD?COL?DFCëë?PBJB?MAA3?NADH?DHîB?DFILBOFD 
DFJIôôABL?PMFK?FKB?PJMFMOô?oJHîoFD?FKMD?GBCJ?COL?OBBL?FH?ïB?EHCñBL?BìBJGLCG?FH?FJG?FH?EHîoABFB 
DBDDMHO?93 

=2	 ø?KCL?FH?HJôCOM�B?îG?CMLBD?FH?EHìBJ?îG?EACDDBD3 

=9	 ø?FBDFBL?CAA?LCG?OH?AIOEK?ïJBCnD?CF?CAA3?ø?KCL?FH?BODIJB?FKCF?BìBJGFKMOô?PCD?DHJFBL?COL?JBCLG?FH?ôH 
ëHJ?BCEK?DFILBOF3 

=4	 OHF?FH?îCOG 

=5	 ø?KCL?FH?EHHJLMOCFB?PMFK?HFKBJ?FBCEKBJD?MO?FKB?oJHôJCî?DH?PB?EHIAL?IDB?HIJ?oCJCoJHëBDDMHOCAD?FH 
CDDMDF?MO?PHJnMOô?PMFK?FKB?DFILBOFD?PKH?PBJB?OHF?ïBMOô?FBDFBL?HO?FKCF?oCJFMEIACJ?LCG?PKMAB?PB 
FBDFBL?HOB?DFILBOF?CF?C?FMîB3 

=:	 ý÷N 

=;	 @ACOOMOô?ïBôCO?MO?FKB?óCAA 

==	 ùBìMBPMOô?FKB?DFCOLCJL 

=<	 öCìMOô?C?ìBJG?AHP?EHôOMFMìB?EACDD?�øOðééDBìBJB÷oJHëHIOL�?COL?îBLMECAAG?ëJCôMAB?EACDD�?DBìBJCA?Hë?îG 
DFILBOFD?FBOL?FH?KCìB?ëJB�IBOF?CïDBOEBD3?üG?ïMôôBDF?EHOEBJO?PCD?FH?FJG?FH?ECoMFCAM�B?HO?FKB?LCGD 
FKBG?PBJB?KBJB?�?ôBF?FKB?FBDFMOô?LHOB?MO?ECDB?FKBG?PBJB?HIF?ëHJ?CO?BñFBOLBL?oBJMHL?Hë?FMîB3 

<7	 òODIJB?EHìBJCôB?ëHJ?EACDDBD?PKMAB?ø?PCD?FBDFMOô3 

<8	 mBFFMOô?oACEB�?îCFBJMCAD?�?COL?JBìMBP?CAA?FKB?EHîoHOBOF?Hë?FKB?FBCEKBJ?îCOICA333 

<2	 üCnMOô?EBJFCMO?FKCF?FKB?oCJBOF?ïJMOôD?FKB?DFILBOF?HO?FMîB?ëHJ?FBDFMOô3 

<9	 ûMîMFMOô?FKB?CECLBîME?JMôHJD?HìBJCAA?ëHJ?2?îHOFKD?ëHJ?îG?DFILBOFD3?ÿKB?�IDF?PHIALO�F?FHABJCFB 
MOFBODB?FBDFMOô?COL?KMôK?MîoCEF?CECLBîMED?CF?FKB?DCîB?FMîB3 

<4	 C?FBOFCFMìB?DEKBLIAB?PCD?EJBCFBL?ëHJ?ID?FH?ëHAAHP�?CAAHPMOô?ëHJ?DFILBOFD?OBBLBL?îHJB?HJ?ABDD?FMîB3 
NADH�?PB?PBJB?BOEHIJCôBL?FH?KCìB?CAA?FBDFMOô?LHOB?ïG?FKB?�BLOBDLCG?ïBëHJB?FKB?BOL?Hë?FKB 
CLîMOMDFJCFMHO?PMOLHP�?FH?CAAHP?ëHJ?COG?MDDIBD?PMFK?FKB?HOAMOB?oHJFCA3 

<5	 EJBCFB?C?DGîïHAéDIooHJFBL?ìHECïIACJG?AMDF?ëHJ?òûN?PJMFMOô 

<:	 ø?KCL?FH?oCEB?îGDBAë?oJHëBDDMHOCA?FH?FKB?oHMOF?PKBJB?îG?DFILBOFD?PBJB?OHF?JIDKBL?FH?FKB?oHMOF?Hë 
ëJIDFJCFMHO3 

<;	 ûHHnMOô?HìBJ?CAA?FKB?îCFBJMCAD?COL?ïBMOô?ëCîMAMCJM�BL?PMFK?MF3 

<=	 íJBCFMOô?PJMFMOô?ìHECïIACJG?oMEFIJB?PHJL?ECJLD÷EIFHIFD?FH?ïBFFBJ?CDDMDF?FKB?DFILBOFD?PMFK?FKBMJ 
CODPBJ?EKHMEBD3 

<<	 ÿBDFMOô?ECABOLCJ�?ûBFFBJ?FH?oCJBOFD�?ÿBCEKBJ?ÿJCMOMOô�?íACDD?EHìBJCôB?LIJMOô?FBDFMOô3 

877	 @JBoCJBL?îCFBJMCAD?oJMHJ?FH?CDDBDDMOô 

878	 üCnMOô?oMEFIJBD?ëHJ?FKB?PJMFMOô?FHoMED 

872	 êJCMAAB?òAC?ðøð?ýþÿ?öN�ò?ÿöò?óøùmÿ?5;?oCôBD?JBDoHODB?PHJLD?MO?êJCMAAB3?ÿKB?ìHECïIACJG?AMDF 
PCD?OMF?MO?êJCMAAB3?ÿKB?DBOFBOEB?DFJMoD?FH?ïB?oIF?MO?HJLBJ?OHF?MO?ïJCMAAB3 

879	 ÿKB?EACDD?PHJnBL?PMFK?C?oCJC?HO?MùBCLG�?PKMAB?FKB?FBCEKBJ?CLîMOMDFBJBL?FKB?ómNN?MOLMìMLICAAG?FH?C 
DFILBOF3?òmò÷Nmð?FBCEKBJD?OBBL?CO?BñFJC?oACOOMOô?oBJMHL?FH?MOoIF?FKB?DFILBOF?CODPBJD?MOFH?ómNN 
HOAMOB?COL?FH?PHJn?HO?øò@D3 

874	 �DMOô?oJCEFMEB?FBDF?FH?EHAABEF?LCFC?HO?FKB?ïBDF?EHOLMFMHOD?ëHJ?BCEK?DFILBOF?FH?PHJn?CF?FKB?ïBDF?Hë 
FKBMJ?CïMAMFMBD?�AHECFMHO�?JBMOëHJEBJD�?BOôCôBîBOF?FBEKOM�IBD�?DIooHJFD?COL?CEEHîHLCFMHOD�3 
ðBFBJîMOB?KHP?îCOG?�IBDFMHOD?BCEK?DFILBOF?ECO?PHJn?HO?MO?HOB?DMFFMOô?ïBëHJB?ôBFFMOô?BñKCIDFBL 
HJ?AHHDMOô?MOFBJBDF?HO?FCDn3?õBFFMOô?ëCîMAMCJ?PMFK?FKB?CLîMOMDFJCFMHO?Hë?FKB?FBDF?��IBDFMHOD� 
oJHîoFMOô�3 

875	 îCDDMìB?oJBo?FMîB?FH?oJBoCJB?îCFBJMCAD?ëHJ?FKHDB?DFILBOFD?OHF?FBDFMOô?é?FMîB?DoBOF?îCnMOô 
CJJCOôBîBOFD?ëHJ?EACDD?EHìBJCôB 

4÷2=÷278<?=l84?@ü 

4÷2;÷278<?4l95?@ü 

4÷2:÷278<?5l79?@ü 

4÷2:÷278<?9l9=?@ü 

4÷2:÷278<?8l9;?@ü 

4÷2:÷278<?8l72?@ü 

4÷2:÷278<?82l85?@ü 

4÷2:÷278<?88l72?Nü 

4÷2:÷278<?<l48?Nü 

4÷2:÷278<?;l42?Nü 

4÷2:÷278<?;l92?Nü 

4÷25÷278<?:l28?@ü 

4÷25÷278<?5l92?@ü 

4÷25÷278<?4l78?@ü 

4÷25÷278<?9l94?@ü 

4÷25÷278<?9l27?@ü 

4÷25÷278<?9l7<?@ü 

4÷25÷278<?2l55?@ü 

4÷25÷278<?2l59?@ü 

4÷25÷278<?2l8;?@ü 

4÷25÷278<?8l4=?@ü 

4÷25÷278<?8l4:?@ü 

4÷25÷278<?8l2=?@ü 

4÷25÷278<?8l84?@ü 

4÷25÷278<?82l9<?@ü 

4÷25÷278<?82l27?@ü 

4÷25÷278<?82l87?@ü 
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87: N?�IMBF?JHHî 

87; FBCEKBJ?EHìBJCôB?ëHJ?BCEK?HFKBJ333PB?OBBLBL?FH?EHHJLMOCFB3 

87= ùHHî?oJBëBJBOEB3 

87< ø?îCLB?DIJB?DFILBOFD?ôHF?BOHIôK?JBDF�?KCL?ïJBCnëCDF?COL?FHHn?OBEBDDCJG?ïJBCnD?FH?ôBF?PCFBJ?COL 
FKB?JBDFJHHî3 

887	 @JCEFMEB?KHP?FH?JBDoHOL?FH?�IBDFMHOD3?@JMOF?HIF?FKB?ìHECïIACJG?PHJLD�?ACîMOCFB?COL?EIF?FHHn?FHH 
îCOG?KHIJD?Hë?oJBoCJCFMHO3?�KG?CJB?FKB?îCFBJMCAD?OHF?oJHìMLBL?ëHJ?ID3?NOL?OHP?ø?KBCJ?PB?KCìB?FH 
JBFIJO?FKB?ìHECïIACJG?PHJLD?FKCF?ø?FHHn?FMîB?FH?oJMOF�?EIF�?ACîMOCFB?COL?EIF?CôCMO3 

888	 ôHHL?oACOOMOô 

882	 ÿKMD?FBDF?MD?OHF?CooJHoJMCFB?COL?DKHIAL?OHF?ïB?JB�IMJBL?ëHJ?HIJ?øOFBAABEFICAAG?ðMDCïABL?mFILBOFD3
�oBJMHL� 

889 ø?EHOFCEFBL?FKBMJ?ôBOBJCA?BLIECFMHO?FBCEKBJD?FH?DEKBLIAB?FMîBD÷LCGD?HìBJ?FKB?EHIJDB?Hë?9?PBBnD?FH 
EHîoABFB?CDDBDDîBOFD3 

884 üCnMOô?DIJB?ø?KCL?CO?CooJHoJMCFB?FBDF?CJBC�?CLLMFMHOCA?OBBLBL?îCFBJMCAD?COL?BOHIôK?EHìBJCôB 
LIJMOô?FBDFMOô3 

885 üCnMOô?DIJB?FBDF?îCFBJMCAD?PBJB?FKBJB?ëHJ?CAA?DFILBOFD3?óCîMAMCJM�MOô?îGDBAë?PMFK?FKB?îCOICA?COL 
MFBîD?JB�IMJBL?ëHJ?FBDFMOô3 

88:	 ø?KCL?FH?îCnB?CJJCOôBîBOFD?ëHJ?îG?DFILBOFD?FH?ïB?DoAMF?Io?MOFH?HFKBJ?EACDDJHHî?DH?FKCF?ø?EHIAL 
CLîMOMDFBJBL?FKB?FBDF?HOB?FH?HOB�?COL?ø?KCL?FH?îCnB?DIJB?FKB?JHHî?ø?IDBL?ëHJ?FBDFMOô?PCD?OHF?ïBMOô 
IDBL?ïG?COGHOB?BADB3 

88;	 ø?IDBL?oACOOMOô?KHIJD?COL?DFILG?KCAA?FH?îCnB?îHJB?FMîB?FH?CLîMOMDFBJ?FKB?FBDFD3 

88=	 ø?KCL?85?DFILBOFD?FH?CLîMOMDFBJ?FKB?FBDF?FH3?êBDMLBD?FBDFMOô�?ø?KCL?FH?ôCFKBJ?ABDDHOD?COL?PHJn?PKMAB 
ø?PCD?HIF?Hë?FKB?JHHî?HO?C?LCMAG?ïCDMD3?NADH�?øò@�D?DFMAA?KCL?FH?ïB?LHOB?COL?îBBFMOôD?KBAL?LIJMOô 
FKB?FBDFMOô?PMOLHP3?ø?KCL?îHJB?DFILBOFD?FH?FBDF?FKCO?ACDF?GBCJ�?COL?FKB?DCîB?CîHIOF?Hë?FMîB?FH 
EHîoABFB3?NADH�?KCìMOô?FH?ôH?ïCEn?COL?MOoIF?CODPBJD?MOFH?FKB?EHîoIFBJ?CëFBJ?FBDFMOô�?PCD?LHIïAB 
FKB?PHJn3?øO?CLLMFMHO�?ø?PHIAL?FKMOn?FKCF?FKB?DFHJMBD?FKCF?KCL?FH?ïB?JBCL?HìBJ?COL?HìBJ?EHIAL?ïB?oIF 
HOFH?C?LMDE?FKCF?JBCL?FKB?oCJCôJCoKD÷DFHJMBD3?üCOG?oJBoCJCFMHOD?OBBLBL?FH?ïB?LHOB?MO?HJLBJ?ëHJ?FKB 
DFILBOFD?FH?ïB?CDDBDDBL?LIJMOô?FKB?PMOLHP3?NADH�?ø?FKMOn?8é2?PBBnD?îHJB?MO?FKB?CLîMOMDFJCFMHO 
PMOLHP?MD?OBEBDDCJG3?üG?DEKHHA?KCD?HìBJ?877?DFILBOFD?FCnMOô?FKB?ómNN3 

88<	 íHìBJCôB?PCD?CDDMôOBL?FH?EHìBJ?HIJ?EACDD?ëHJ?FKB?BñFBOF?Hë?HIJ?CDDBDDîBOF?oBJMHL3 

827	 ýHOB?NAA?@JBoCJCFMHOD?PBJB?ôMìBO?FH?îB?oJMHJ?FH?CLîMOMDFJCFMHO3 

828	 �B?KCìB?OHFMëMBL?DFILBOFD?COL?oCJBOFD?HO?FMîB�?PB?KCìB?DEKBLIABL?CEEHJLMOôAG?FKB?CLîMOMDFJCFMHO 
Hë?FKB?FBDF3 

822	 üCnMOô?DIJB?FKB?EHJJBEF?DFILBOF?PCD?ïBMOô?FBDFBL?HO?oCoBJ?COL?HOAMOB3?NADH?îCnMOô?DIJB?FKB 
DFILBOF?PCD?CLîMOMDFBJBL?FKB?EHJJBEF?FBDFMOô?îCFBJMCAD3 

829	 ÿPH?DFILBOFD?PBJB?FBDFBL?BCEK?LCG?oBJ?DIï�BEF?CJBC3 

824	 üCnMOô?DIJB?FKB?CJBC?ëHJ?CLîMOMDFBJMOô?ómNN?PCD?C?�IMBF?CJBC?COL?îCFBJMCAD?PBJB?CìCMACïAB3 

825	 ëMOLMOô?EHìBJCôB?ëHJ?DFILBOFD?OHF?FBDFMOô?COL?FKB?oJBoCJCFMHO?Hë?BñFJC?PHJn?ëHJ?FKB?DFILBOFD?OHF 
FBDFMOô3 

82:	 ýHFMëGMOô?FKB?oCJBOFD?FKB?MîoHJFCOEB?Hë?CFFBOLCOEB?COL?îCnMOô?DIJB?FKCF?FKB?FBDFMOô?CJBCD÷JHHîD 
PBJB?CìCMACïAB3?õCFKBJMOô?FKB?îCFBJMCAD?OBBLBL?ëHJ?FKB?FBDF3 

82; þIJ?FBDFMOô?EKCMJ?îCLB?DIJB?PB?DFCJFBL?CD?DHHO?CD?FKB?FBDFMOô?PMOLHP?ïBôCO?COL?nBoF?FJCEn?Hë?CAA 
DFILBOFD 

82= öCL?FH?DoAMF?EACDDBD?PMFK?HFKBJ?FBCEKBJD?COL?îCnB?DIJB?FBDFMOô?îCFBJMCAD?PBJB?MO?ïIMALMOô3 

82< øOLBoBOLBOF?PHJn?KCL?FH?ïB?ôMìBO?FH?DFILBOFD?COL?îG?EACDD?PCD?DoAMF?COL?îHìBL?FH?HFKBJ?EACDDBD3 
ÿBDFMOô?PCD?CADH?EHOLIEFBL?LIJMOô?îG?oACOOMOô?oBJMHL3 

897 íACDD?BOìMJHOîBOF3?ýH?LMDFJCEFMHOD3 

898	 ø?KCL?FH?KCìB?CAA?FKB?EHoMBD?JBCLG?COL?KCìB?îG?oMAB?DBF?Io�?ïJHnBO?Io?MOFH?DIï�BEF?CJBCD�?COL?JBCLG 
oJMHJ?FH?FBDFMOô3 

4÷25÷278<?87l7:?Nü 

4÷25÷278<?<l78?Nü 

4÷25÷278<?=l5=?Nü 

4÷25÷278<?=l9:?Nü 

4÷25÷278<?=l2;?Nü 

4÷25÷278<?;l44?Nü 

4÷25÷278<?82l49?Nü 

4÷24÷278<?87l5:?@ü 

4÷24÷278<?=l9=?@ü 

4÷24÷278<?;l5:?@ü 

4÷24÷278<?5l49?@ü 

4÷24÷278<?5l2<?@ü 

4÷24÷278<?4l97?@ü 

4÷24÷278<?9l4=?@ü 

4÷24÷278<?2l95?@ü 

4÷24÷278<?2l2<?@ü 

4÷24÷278<?8l54?@ü 

4÷24÷278<?8l9=?@ü 

4÷24÷278<?8l2<?@ü 

4÷24÷278<?82l44?@ü 

4÷24÷278<?82l72?@ü 

4÷24÷278<?88l5<?Nü 

4÷24÷278<?87l2=?Nü 

4÷24÷278<?87l77?Nü 

4÷24÷278<?<l77?Nü 

4÷24÷278<?=l4<?Nü 

9;?÷?=<
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892 �B?PBJB?BîCMABL?COL?îCLB?CEEHIOFCïAB?Hë?PKH?PCD?ABëF?FH?FBDF?PMFK?BOHIôK?FMîB?FH?oJHoBJAG?oACO3 4÷24÷278<?=l2;?Nü 

899 JBìMBP?Hë?FBDF?îCFBJMCAD?FH?MODIJB?CAA?îCFBJMCAD?PBJB?CìCMACïAB?COL?JBìMBP?Hë?FBCEKBJ?ôIMLBAMOBD 4÷24÷278<?;l2:?Nü 

894 moBEMCA?OBBLD?DFILBOFD?OBBLD?îHJB?FMîB?COL?ëABñMïMAMFG?FH?ïB?CLîMOMDFBJ?FKB?FBDF?DBEFMHOD3 4÷24÷278<?;l88?Nü 

895 ø?FBCEK?C?:FK?oBJMHL?DIooABîBOF?DH?ø?KCL?FH?PHJn?CJHIOL?FKCF�?øò@?îBBFMOôD�?ùÿ?îBBFMOôD33 4÷29÷278<?5l9:?@ü 

89: AMDFBOMOô?DnMAAD 4÷29÷278<?9l9=?@ü 

89; ø?KMôKAMôKFBL?CAA?FKB?FBCEKBJ?JBDoHODB?MO?ïHAL?ïBëHJB?COL?�IBDFMHOD?DH?ø?PHIAL?OHP?PKCF?FH?DCG 4÷29÷278<?9l99?@ü 
CKBCL?Hë?FMîB 

89= ùBìMBP?òmò?JHDFBJ�?NEEBDD?ómmNN?oHJFCA?FH?MOLMECFB?FKB?CLîMOMDFJCFMHO?Hë?FKB?FBDF?PCD?EHîoABFB3 4÷29÷278<?9l2=?@ü 

89< íIFFMOô?HIF?COL?HJôCOM�MOô?FKB?HOBéDMLBL?îCFBJMCAD3 4÷29÷278<?2l4<?@ü 

847 ýHOB 4÷29÷278<?2l4:?@ü 

848 �B?ôHF?FBDFMOô?HìBJ?C?PBBn?ACFB3 4÷29÷278<?2l94?@ü 

842 mFILBOFD?PBJB?oJBoCJBL?CEEHJLMOô?FH?FKB?CLîMOMDFJCFMHO?ïHHnABF3 4÷29÷278<?2l94?@ü 

849 ûBDDHO?oJBoCJBL?ëHJ?îG?HFKBJ?DFILBOFD?DH?FKCF?ø?EHIAL?FBDF?FKB?DFILBOFD?PKH?PBJB?FCnMOô?ómNNé 4÷29÷278<?2l2:?@ü 
@ÿ3 

844 N?oJMìCFB?JHHî?PCD?îCLB?CìCMACïAB?ëHJ?FBDFMOô3 4÷29÷278<?2l7<?@ü 

845 C?DEKBLIAB?Hë?PKH?ø?PMAA?ïB?CLîMOMDFBJMOô?HO?PKCF?LCG?COL?PKCF?DIï�BEF 4÷29÷278<?8l5=?@ü 

84: øOëHJî?FKB?oCJBOFD?FH?îCnB?DIJB?FKB?DFILBOF?PCD?oJBDBOF?CAA?FKB?LCGD?Hë?FKB?FBDF3 4÷29÷278<?8l55?@ü 

84; ÿBCEKBJD?COL?oCJC?EHìBJBL?BCEK?HFKBJD?EACDD3 4÷29÷278<?8l58?@ü 

84= êB?DIJB?DFILBOFD?PBJB?CFFBOLMOô?DEKHHA3 4÷29÷278<?8l58?@ü 

84< ùBìMBP?îCFBJMCAD 4÷29÷278<?8l8<?@ü 

857 M?ëHAAHPBL?C?DEKBLIAB3 4÷29÷278<?8l8;?@ü 

858 ýHOB�?ïBECIDB?FKB?FBDFMOô?PMOLHP?PCD?CLB�ICFBAG?FMîBL 4÷29÷278<?8l8:?@ü 

852 �B?PBJB?ôMìBO?FKB?PMOLHP?FH?CLîMOMDFBJ?FKB?FBDF?COL?PBJB?JBDoHODMïAB?ëHJ?HJôCOM�MOô?HIJ?FMîB 4÷29÷278<?8l74?@ü 
ïCDBL?HO?DFILBOF?OBBLD�3?ÿKB?PMOLHP?PCD?CîoAB?BOHIôK?FH?CLîMOMDFBJ?FKB?FBDF3 

859 ÿPH?HFKBJ?FBCEKBJD?DoAMF?îG?DFILBOFD?PKMAB?ø?FBDFBL3 4÷29÷278<?82l52?@ü 

854 mEKBLIAMOô?FBDFMOô?ëHJ?DFILBOFD?CF?FKBMJ?KHîB3?�öHDoMFCA?KHîBïHIOL?FBCEKBJ� 4÷29÷278<?88l5=?Nü 

855 mBEIJMFG�?CLîMOMDFJCFMHO?îCFBJMCA�?COL?CAA?HFKBJ?oBJFMOBOF?FBDF?îCFBJMCA 4÷29÷278<?88l9=?Nü 

85: ýHOB 4÷29÷278<?87l48?Nü 

85; ÿMîB?KCD?FH?ïB?ECAEIACFBL?MO?ëHJ?ÿN?FH?EHOFCEF?oCJBOF÷ôICJLMCO?FH?BODIJB?CFFBOLCOEB�?CD?PBAA?CD� 4÷29÷278<?87l48?Nü 
KHîB?oJBoCJCFMHO?ïBëHJB?FBDF3?öHîB?oJBoCJCFMHO?MOEAILBD?FKB?ëHAAHPMOôl?ôBF?FH?ïBL?BCJAG�?KCìB?C 
KBCAFKG?ïJBCnëCDF�?ïJMOô?�CEnBF?BFE3 

85= N?ECABOLCJ?PCD?îCLB?CD?FH?PKCF?LCGD?ø?PMAA?CLîMOMDFBJ?FKB?FBDF3 4÷29÷278<?87l99?Nü 

85< @CJBOFD?COL?DFILBOFD?PBJB?EHOFCEFBL?FH?îCnB?FKBî?CPCJB?Hë?FKB?FBDFMOô?DBCDHO3 4÷29÷278<?87l98?Nü 

8:7	 �CFEKMOô?üHLIABD?MO?C?FMîBAG?îCOOBJ�?COL?ôCFKBJMOô?îCFBJMCAD3 4÷29÷278<?87l87?Nü 

8:8	 óHJ?BCEK?FBDFMOô?DBDDMHO?ø?ôCFKBJBL?OBBLBL?îCFBJMCAD?oJMHJ?BCEK?DBDDMHOD�?NOL?JBìMBPBL?FKB?FKB 4÷29÷278<?87l79?Nü 
LMJBEFMHOD?ëHJ?BCEK?DBDDMHOD?FH?BODIJB?DFILBOFD?ëIAAG?IOLBJDFHHL?PKCF?FH?LH3 

8:2	 ÿHH?AHOô?ëHJ?FKB?DFILBOFD 4÷29÷278<?<l5<?Nü 

8:9	 öCìMOô?C?ôHHL?FBDFMOô?BOìMJHOîBOF3 4÷29÷278<?<l4<?Nü 

8:4	 N?ECABOLCJ?PCD?îCLB?HO?PKCF?LCG?ø?PMAA?CLîMOMDFBJBL?FKB?FBDF?FH?FKB?DFILBOFD3 4÷29÷278<?<l4;?Nü 

8:5 @ACOOMOô?CEEHJLMOôAG3 4÷29÷278<?<l24?Nü 

8:: ø?KCL?FH?îCnB?DIJB?FKCF?CAA?MFBîD?OBBLBL?PBJB?PMFKMO?îG?JBCEK?LIJMOô?FKB?FBDF3 4÷29÷278<?<l28?Nü 

8:; ø?KCL?EHìBJCôB?ëHJ?DHîB?Hë?FKB?CLîMOMDFJCFMHO?COL?MOoIF?FMîB3?ø?FBCEK?ëIAA?FMîB�?DH?FKCF?PCD?Hë?KBAo3 4÷29÷278<?<l8;?Nü 

9=?÷?=<
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8:=	 ø?KCìB?C?AHF?Hë?OHOìBJïCA?DFILBOFD?COL?FKMD?FCnBD?îIEK?AHOôBJ?FH?ôBF?FKBî?FH?EHHoBJCFB?BDoBEMCAAG 
FKB?HOBD?FKCF?LH?OHF?PCOF?FH?oHMOF?Hë?EKHHDB?CO?CODPBJ3?ÿKBDB?DFILBOFD?CADH?OBBL?C?AHF?Hë?ïJBCnD 
LIJMOô?FBDFMOô3 

8:<	 DBEIJMFG?AHô?FH?nBBo?FJCEn?Hë?DFILBOFD?PKH?EHîoABFBL?FKB?CDDBDDîBOF 

8;7	 CFFBOLCOEB 

8;8	 ÿBDF?oJBoCJCFMHO?îCFBJMCAD�?DEKBLIAMOô�?AHECFMHO?COL?EHìBJCôB3 

8;2	 îCnMOô?DIJB?BCEK?DFILBOF?KCL?C?FBDF?ïHHnABF?COL?ôCFKBJMOô?îCFBJMCAD?ëHJ?BCEK?ôJCLB?ABìBA 

8;9	 O÷C 

8;4	 NAA?îCFBJMCAD?COL?DIooAMBD?�LBìMEBD�?FBDF?îCFBJMCAD�?PJMFMOô?FHHAD�?oMEFIJBD�?BFE3�?PBJB?JBCLG?FH?ôH?CD 
DHHO?CD?FKB?DFILBOFD?DCF?PMFK?îB?MO?C?�IMBF?CJBC3?üMOMîCA?MOFBJJIoFMHOD?PBJB?C?îIDF?DH?FKCF?ø?LMLO�F 
KCìB?FH?JBoBCF?îGDBAë?COL?îHDF?MîoHJFCOFAG?îG?DFILBOFD?PHIAL?OHF?ôBF?LMDFJCEFBL?HJ?MOFBJJIoFBL3 

8;5	 �HECïIACJG?ECJLD?êJCMAAB?ëHJ?þîMFFBL?DBEFMHOD3?ÿKMD?MD?�ýNííò@ÿNêûò�?NAA?Hë?FKB?DBEFMHOD?DKHIAL 
ïB?oIF?MO?êJCMAAB3?øë?FKMD?MD?FKB?IDBL?îBFKHL?PMFKMO?FKB?EACDDJHHî?MF?DKHIAL?ïB?KHP?FKB?DFILBOF?FBDFD� 

8;:	 öCAA?îHOMFHJD?MO?oACEB�?EACDD?EHìBJCôB�?CEEBDD?FH?FKB?îCFBJMCAD 

8;;	 þïFCMOMOô?mIïDFMFIFB?FBCEKBJD�?JBDEKBLIAMOô?PMFK?oCJBOFD?LIB?FH?CïDBOEBD�?COL?CE�IMJMOô?C?ëCîMAMCJ 
FBDFMOô?JHHî3 

8;=	 @ACOOMOô?PMFK?òmò?DoBEMCAMDF?COL?9?HFKBJ?FBCEKBJD?�üCFK�?mEMBOEB?COL?íMìMED�?�?OHFBD?KHîB?FH 
oCJBOFD?ECOEBAAMOô?òûN?ëHJ?2?PBBnD�?COL?DoAMFFMOô?îG?EACDD?PMFK?HFKBJ?FBCEKBJD� 

8;<	 ø?KCL?FKB?CDDMDFCOEB?ëJHî?îG?îBOFHJ?FBCEKBJ?PMFK?CLîMOMDFBJMOô?FKB?FBDF3 

8=7	 þJôCOM�CFMHO�?oACOOMOô?ABDDHOD�?COL?FMîB3 

8=8	 øO?KHIDB?DoJBCLDKBBF?PCD?EJBCFBL?PMFK?DFILBOFD?OCîB?COL?CDDBDDîBOFD?KB?HJ?DKB?PBJB?FH?ïB 
ôMìBO3?øO?CLLMFMHO�?ìMDICAD?FH?JBoJBDBOF?GBD÷OH?PBJB?BOACJôBL?COL?ACîMOCFBL?ëHJ?DFILBOFD?PKH 
EHîîIOMECFB?PMFK?BGB?ôC�B?FH?IDB3 

8=2	 ø?PCD?OHF?CDDMôOBL?C?DIï�?ïIF?FKB?oCJCoJHëBDDMHOCAD?HO?îG?FBCî?EHìBJBL?PKMAB?ø?FBDFBL?FH?CAAHP?îB 
FH?EHîoABFB?FKMD?PMFKMO?FKB?PMOLHP3 

8=9	 NFFBOLCOEB?PCD?DFJBDDBL?FH?FKB?DFILBOFD�?C?oCJCoJHëBDDMHOCA?FH?PCFEK?FKB?JBDF?Hë?îG?EACDD3 

8=4	 NAA?FBDFD?PBJB?JBCLG?COL?MO?HJLBJ?îCnMOô?BCDG?ëHJ?îB?FH?EHOFMOIB?FBDFMOô?BCEK?LCG?PMFKHIF?FHH 
îCOG?MOFBJJIoFMHOD3 

8=5	 ø?KCL?FH?EJBCFB?C?DEKBLIAB?FH?BODIJB?FKCF?CAA?DFILBOFD?KCL?BOHIôK?FMîB?FH?EHîoABFB?FKB?BOFMJB 
CDDBDDîBOF3 

8=:	 N?AMDF?Hë?BAMôMïAB?DFILBOFD?PCD?LMDFJMïIFBL?FH?îB3?ø?CDDBDDBL?CF?FKBMJ?FBDFMOô?OBBLBL?IOFMA?FKBG 
ëCFMôIBL3?ÿHHn?DKHJF?ïJBCnD?COL?FBDFBL?HìBJ?LCGD3 

8=;	 �DB?FKB?FMîB?PMDBAG?ïG?EKBEnMOô?HO?CAA?DFILBOF�D?DEKBLIABD?COL?PHJn?PKCF?PCD?FKB?ïBDF?ëHJ?FKBî� 
COL?DEKBLIAB?FKB?DFILBOFD?BìBO?Më?ø?OBBLBL?FH?ôMìB?Io?îG?oACOOMOô?FMîB�?MF?MD?PHJFK?MF3 

8==	 ø?FKMOn?FKCF?DFJMoD?COL?ECJLD?DKHIAL?ïB?BAMîMOCFBL3?ø?FKMOn?CAA?FBDFMOô?îCFBJMCAD?DKHIAL?ïB?MO?FKB 
oJBDBOFCFMHO?ïHHnD3 

8=<	 ø?KCL?FH?îCnB?FKB?oJBoCJCFMHOD?CD?C?FBCEKBJ?îG?îCnMOô?DIJB?FKBJB?PCD?CO?HoBO?JHHî3?êBMOô 
LMAMôBOF?FH?EKBEn?HIF?îCFBJMCAD?ïBëHJB?DEKHHA?DFCJFBL3?ÿBDF?DFILBOFD?PMFK?KMôK?CïDBOEBD?ëMJDF3 

8<7	 ÿKB?LMDFJMEF?KCL?FH?oCG?ëHJ?C?DIïDFMFIFB?FH?ïB?MO?îG?EACDDJHHî?HìBJ?îIAFMoAB?LCGD3?ø?CADH?LBìBAHoBL 
C?EKBEnAMDF?FH?BODIJB?FKCF?ø?FBDFBL?BCEK?DFILBOF?MO?FKB?JB�IMJBL?DIï�BEF?CJBCD3 

8<8	 �B?EHìBJBL?EACDDBD?PMFKMO?HIJ?DEKHHA?COL?IDBL?HIJ?EHOëBJBOEB?oBJMHL?FH?CLîMOMDFBJ?CAA?FBDFD3 

8<2	 �IMBF?CJBC?FH?FBDF 

8<9	 õCFKBJ?FBCEKBJ?îCFBJMCAD 

8<4	 ÿBCEKBJD?KBAoBL?EHìBJ?BCEK?HFKBJD?EACDDBD?PKBO?C?DIï?PCD?OHF?CìCMACïAB3?ÿBDFMOô?PCD?FMîB 
EHODIîMOô?COL?MOFBJëBJBL?PMFK?ìCAICïAB?FBCEKMOô?FMîB?ëHJ?DFILBOFD3 

4÷29÷278<?<l89?Nü 

4÷29÷278<?=l4;?Nü 

4÷29÷278<?=l9:?Nü 

4÷29÷278<?=l72?Nü 

4÷29÷278<?;l54?Nü 

4÷29÷278<?;l52?Nü 

4÷29÷278<?:l59?Nü 

4÷22÷278<?<l57?@ü 

4÷22÷278<?<l42?@ü 

4÷22÷278<?=l94?@ü 

4÷22÷278<?:l54?@ü 

4÷22÷278<?:l74?@ü 

4÷22÷278<?9l8;?@ü 

4÷22÷278<?8l5=?@ü 

4÷22÷278<?8l9=?@ü 

4÷22÷278<?82l54?@ü 

4÷22÷278<?88l57?Nü 

4÷22÷278<?88l48?Nü 

4÷22÷278<?88l7<?Nü 

4÷22÷278<?87l82?Nü 

4÷22÷278<?<l8<?Nü 

4÷22÷278<?=l9:?Nü 

4÷22÷278<?;l59?Nü 

4÷22÷278<?;l8;?Nü 

4÷22÷278<?;l7;?Nü 

4÷22÷278<?;l79?Nü 

4÷28÷278<?;l4=?@ü 

8<5	 ø?PCD?ôMìBO?C?DIï?ëHJ?FKB?8DF?PBBn?COL?FKBO?ôMìBO?EHìBJCôB?ëHJ?8?KHIJ?oBJ?LCG?ëHJ?FKB?DBEHOL 4÷28÷278<?4l4:?@ü 
PBBn3?ø?CADH?IDBL?îG?oACOOMOô?FMîB?HO?DBìBJCA?HEECDMHOD?MO?HJLBJ?FH?ëMOMDK�?DMOEB?FKBJB?PCD?OH 
HFKBJ?EHìBJCôB?CìCMACïAB3 

9<?÷?=<
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8<: êHCJLéîCnBJ�?oMEFIJB?DGîïHAD÷MEHOD�?COL?îCOMoIACFMìBD?PBJB?oACOOBL?CKBCL?Hë?FMîB3 4÷27÷278<?88l5<?Nü 

8<; îMOMîCA 4÷8<÷278<?87l45?@ü 

8<= ø?KCL?FH?PCMF?IOFMA?DHîBHOB?PHIAL?ïB?CïAB?FH?EHìBJ?FKB?EACDD?FH?ïBôMO?CDDBDDMOô3?NADH�?DIï?oACOD 4÷8<÷278<?9l8<?@ü 
KCL?FH?ïB?oJBoCJBL?ëHJ?BìBJG?FBDF?LCG?ëHJ?îIAFMoAB?DIï�BEFD?COL?ìCJMHID?ABìBAD3 

8<< � mIïD?ëHJ?îG?EACDD?�?>IMBF?CìCMACïAB?JHHîD?�?óABñMïAB?AIOEK?FMîBD 4÷8<÷278<?82l4<?@ü 

277 õBFFMOô?IOMOFBJJIoFBL?FMîB?FH?CLîMOMDFBJ?FBDF3 4÷8<÷278<?<l44?Nü 

278 õCFKBJMOô?îCFBJMCAD3?mHHFKMOô?OBJìBD?�FKBMJD�333?ëMOLMOô?EHìBJCôB?FH?PCFEK?JBDF?Hë?EACDD 4÷8<÷278<?:l98?Nü 

272 þIJ?òmò?moBEMCAMDF?EJBCFBD?C?FBDFMOô?DEKBLIAB?ëHJ?ID3?9?FBCEKBJD?CLîMOMDFBJ?FKB?FBDF?HìBJ?2é9 4÷8=÷278<?9l8<?@ü 
PBBnD3 

279 EACDD?EHìBJCôB 4÷8=÷278<?2l8;?@ü 

274 üCFBJMCA?HJôCOM�CFMHO?ùBìMBP?ÿüN?DBìBJCA?FMîBD 4÷8=÷278<?8l9;?@ü 

275 ø?KCL?FH?EJBCFB?oMEFIJB?ECJLD?FH?ôH?CAHOô?PMFK?FKB?PJMFMOô3 4÷8=÷278<?8l77?@ü 

27:	 ø?KCL?FH?FBDF?4÷5?KHIJD�?BìBJG?LCG�?PMFK?LMDFJCEFMHOD�?COL?PKMAB?oJHìMLMOô?ABDDHOD?ëHJ?FKB?EACDD�?Hë 4÷8=÷278<?82l5;?@ü 
FKB?BOFMJB?FBDFMOô?PMOLHP3 

27; íACDDJHHî?EHìBJCôB?COL?CEFMìMFMBD 4÷8=÷278<?82l9<?@ü 

27= ÿKB?HOAG?JBCDHO?FKBJB?PCD?BOHIôK?FMîB?PCD?ïBECIDB?ø?FBDFBL?BìBJG?LCG?CAA?LCG3 4÷8=÷278<?87l7=?Nü 

27< ûBDDHO?oACOD?ëHJ?PKBO?ø?PCD?HIF?FBDFMOô3 4÷8=÷278<?<l99?Nü 

287 mEKBLIABD?PBJB?DBF?COL?JBìMDBL?CD?OBBLBL3?NLîMOMDFBJD?PBJB?CDDMôOBL?EBJFCMO?FBDF?DIï�BEFD3 4÷8=÷278<?=l55?Nü 

288 òODIJMOô?FKCF?CAA?DFILBOFD?FKCF?PBJB?FH?ïB?FBDFBL?PCD?oJBDBOF?HJ?MO?CFFBOLCOEB?HO?FKB?LCG?Hë?FBDFMOô 4÷8=÷278<?=l99?Nü 

282 öBAo?ëJHî?N@é?NEEBDD?FH?oJCEFMEB?PKBOBìBJ?FKB?DEKHHA?PCD?HoBO?PMFKMO?FKB?JHHî?PMFK?FKB 4÷8=÷278<?=l85?Nü 
îCFBJMCAD?éHoBO?LHHJ?KBAo��� 

289 öCL?FH?ëMF?MF?MOFH?FKB?DEKHHA�D?PMOLHP?Hë?òþí?FBDFMOô3 4÷8=÷278<?=l84?Nü 

284 õBFFMOô?C?DIïDFMFIFB?FH?EHìBJ?îB3 4÷8=÷278<?;l44?Nü 

285	 mEKBLIAB?CL�IDFîBOFD?PBJB?îCLB?PMFK?HFKBJ?FBCEKBJD?ëHJ?OHOéFBDFMOô?DFILBOFD?FH?PHJn?PMFK?FKBî3 4÷8=÷278<?:l5;?Nü 
üCFBJMCAD?ôCFKBJBL?COL?JBFIJOBL?LCMAG� 

28: üCFBJMCAD�?DEKBLIAMOô� 4÷8;÷278<?=l24?@ü 

28; òCEK?LCG?ø?OBBLBL?FH?oJBoCJB?îG?oCJCoJHëBDDMHOCAD?FH?KCìB?îG?EACDD?ëHJ?îHDF?Hë?FKB?LCG3?øF?PCD 4÷8;÷278<?4l8:?@ü 
AMnB?oJBoCJMOô?ëHJ?C?DIïDFMFIFB?ëHJ?PBBnD3 

28= mFCJFMOô?ëJHî?FKB?ëMJDF?LCG?PB?PBJB?CïAB?FH?CLîMOMDFBJ?�ïBëHJB?FKB?ïJBCn�?COL?KCìMOô?CAA?îCFBJMCAD 4÷8;÷278<?4l7;?@ü 
CìCMACïAB3 

28< ÿKB?FBDFMOô?îCFBJMCAD?PBJB?CìCMACïAB?FH?îB?FH?EKBEn?HIF?COL?JBFIJO?COGFMîB?LIJMOô?FKB?LCG?ïG 4÷8;÷278<?9l27?@ü 
õIMLCOEB3 

227 íACDDJHHî?oACOD?PKBO?ø?Cî?OHF?MO?FKB?EACDDJHHî 4÷8;÷278<?9l8<?@ü 

228 �B?KCL?FH?ïB?DIJB?FH?MOEAILB?FKB?DFILBOFD?FCnMOô?FKB?ómNN?FKCF?PBJB?OHF?CDDMôOBL?FH?HIJ?øýð 4÷8;÷278<?9l85?@ü 
EACDD3 

222 üG?FBCî?COL?ø?KCL?FH?ôCFKBJ?HIJ?DFILBOFD?MOëHJîCFMHO?COL?øò@?LCFC?FH?îCnB?DIJB?PB?KCL?FKBî?CAA 4÷8;÷278<?9l85?@ü 
AMDFBL?ëHJ?FBDFMOô3?�B?IDBL?HIJ?oJCEFMEB?FBDFD?PMFK?HIJ?DFILBOFD?FH?ëCîMAMCJM�B?FKBî?PMFK?FKB?ëHJîCF3 
�B?îCLB?DIJB?PB?KCL?CAA?HIJ?FBDFMOô?EHîoABFBL?COL?EKBEnBL?ïBëHJB?FKB?LIB?LCFB3 

229 ø?îCLB?C?DEKBLIAB?Hë?PKH?ø?PCD?FBDFMOô?COL?PKBO3 4÷8;÷278<?9l84?@ü 

224 þIJ?CLîMOMDFJCFMHO?LML?CAA?Hë?FKB?OBEBDDCJG?oJBo?BñFJBîBAG?PBAA 4÷8;÷278<?2l5;?@ü 

225 ø?PHJnBL?PMFK?BCEK?DFILBOF?BìBJG?LCG3 4÷8;÷278<?2l54?@ü 

22: DEKBLIAMOô?PMFK?CLîMO�?DFCëë�?DFILBOF�?COL?DIïDFMFIFB 4÷8;÷278<?2l2;?@ü 

22; �B?KCL?FH?îCnB?DIJB?HIJ?@CJCD?PBJB?MO?FKB?EACDDJHHî?EHìBJMOô?ëHJ?HIJ?DFILBOFD3 4÷8;÷278<?2l2:?@ü 

22= oACOOMOô?PMFK?FBCî 4÷8;÷278<?2l7<?@ü 

22< NFFBOLCOEB?EKBEn?ëHJ?DFILBOF?PKH?MD?CïDBOF?HëFBO3 4÷8;÷278<?2l77?@ü 

47?÷?=<
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297	 øF?FCnBD?îHJB?FMîB?FKCO?�OHJîCA�?ABDDHO?oACOOMOô?FH?oACO?EACDDJHHî?MODFJIEFMHO?FH?�EHìBJ�?EHOFBOF 
PKMAB?MODFJIEFHJ?MD?HIF?FBDFMOô3?�ÿBDFMOô?MD?CïHIF?�FJMoAB?LIFG��?OHF?�IDF?LHIïAB3 

298	 îCFBJMCAD?oJBìMBPBL?COL?oJBoCJBL?ëHJ?CEEHîHLCFMHOD?COL?DKCJMOô?FBDFMOô?�LMìMLMOô?Io?FKB 
DFILBOFD�?CîHOô?òmò?FBCEKBJD3 

292	 N?�IMBF?JHHî�?ôCFKBJMOô?Hë?Hï�BEFD÷?ìMDICAD?ëHJ?CDDBDDîBOF 

299	 õBFFMOô?DIï?PCD?FKB?KCJLBDF?oCJF3?øF?MD?C?DCîB?ëIOLMOô?MD?OHF?CìCMACïAB?ëHJ?DIï?FH?CLîMOMDFBJ?FKB?FBDF 

294	 mFILBOFD?�?oACOOMOô?LIJMOô?FBDFMOô?FMîB3 

295	 oJBoCJCFMHO?Hë?FBDFMOô?îCFBJMCAD?COL?DEKBLIAMOô?FMîB?FH?BODIJB?CAA?DFILBOFD?PBJB?ôMìBO?BOHIôK?FMîB 
ëHJ?JB�IMJBL?CEEHîîHLCFMHOD3 

29: oIAA?HIF?Hë?EACDD 

29; íIFFMOô?HIF?DFJMoD?COL?EHAABEFMOô?FKB?oMEFIJBD?ëHJ?FKB?PJMFMOô?oHJFMHO?Hë?FKB?FBDF3?íHAACïHJCFMOô?PMFK 
CLîMOMDFJCFMHO?FH?DBB?PKCF?LCFBD?PHJn?ïBDF?ëHJ?FBDFMOô3 

29=	 �B?KCL?FH?FJCMO?CLLMFMHOCA?oBJDHOOBA?FH?CLîMOMDFBJ?FKB?ómNN 

29<	 ø?HOAG?FBDFBL?HOB?DFILBOF�?DH?MF?LML?OHF?JB�IMJB?îIEK?oJBoCJCFMHO3 

247	 oACOOMOô?CEFMìMFMBD?FH?nBBo?DFILBOFD?ïIDG?PKMAB?ø?PCD?HIF?Hë?FKB?EACDDJHHî�?EHHJLMOCFMOô?PMFK?HFKBJ 
FBCEKBJD?FBDFMOô?FKB?DCîB?DFILBOFD 

248	 ÿBCEKBJéoJBoCJBL?îCFBJMCAD�?Hï�BEF?AMDFD�?ïJCMAAB?EIFHIF?ECJLD 

242	 ýHOB 

249	 ûBDDHO?oACOOMOô�?FBDFMOô?FHHA?DIEK?ECAEIACFHJ?COL?îCnMOô?DIJB?ø?JBEBMìBL?CAA÷BOHIôK?FBDFMOô 
îCFBJMCAD 

244	 @CJBOFD?PBJB?OHFMëMBL?Hë?FKB?FBDF?LCGD?FH?BODIJB?FKCF?FKB?DFILBOFD?PBJB?PBAA?JBDFBL3 

245	 ÿKB?FMîB?ëJCîB?PCD?EIFFMOô?MF?EAHDB3?mMOEB?PB?CJB?DBJìMEMOô?DFILBOFD?PMFK?DoBEMCA?OBBLD?C?AHF?Hë 
FKBî?CJB?HIF?ëHJ?AHOô?oBJMHLD?Hë?FMîB3 

24: üCnMOô?ìMDICAD?ëHJ?PJMFMOô?oJHîoFD?COL?oIJEKCDMOô?JBMOëHJEBîBOFD?FH?BODIJB?DFILBOFD?DFCG?ëHEIDBL 

24; @CJBOF?OHFMëMECFMHO?FKCF?FBDFMOô?PCD?ôHMOô?HO?COL?oABCDB?KCìB?DFILBOF?PBAA?JBDFBL?COL?ëBL?HO?FBDF 
LCG÷LCGD3 

24=	 íHHJLMOCFMOô?PMFK?HFKBJ?òmò?FBCEKBJD?PKBO?DFILBOF?PCD?ïBMOô?FBDFBL?LIJMOô?FKBMJ?EACDD?FMîB3 

24<	 FKB?HOB?oCôB?JBoDHODB?îCFBJMCAD?CAA?JBCLG?EIF?HIF 

257	 OHOB 

258	 üCFBJMCAD?CJJMìB?HO?FMîB?COL?PMLBJ?PMOLHP 

252	 NLLMFMHOCA?LCGD?PHIAL?ïB?ôHHL3?ø?KCìB?FH?îCnB?C?ECABOLCJ?COL?ïAHEn?HIF?LCGD?COL?FMîBD3?ÿKB 
DFILBOFD?KCìB?BABEFMìBD?COL?íHîîIOMFG?MODFJIEFMHO?PKMEK?CëëBEF?FKB?FBCEKBJ?MO?EHîoABFMOô?FKB 
FBDFD3 

259 mIïDFMFIFB?oJHEIJBL?COL?ABDDHO?oACOD?EJBCFBL?ëHJ?EACDD?mEKBLIAB?CJJCOôBL?ÿCDn?ECJLD?COL?DFJMoD 
HJôCOM�BL?COL?EAMooBL?FHôBFKBJ 

254 mBFFMOô?Io?ACJôB?BOìBAHoBD?PMFK?FBDF?îCFBJMCAD�?ôCFKBJMOô?COG?OBEBDDCJG?DIooAMBD?ëHJ?CLîMOMDFBJMOô 
îCFK?�B3ô3�?ECAEIACFHJ�?EHIOFBJD�?JIABJD�?BFE3� 

255 oCJCD?PCFEKBL?DFILBOFD?MO?HOB?JHHî?PKMAB?ø?FBDFBL?MO?îG?JHHî3?ÿKBJB?PBJB?OH?HFKBJ 
CEEHîîHLCFMHOD?ëHJ?FBDFMOô?ïBECIDB?Hë?FKB?KIJJMECOB 

25:	 ø?OBBLBL?C?DIï?COL?KCL?FH?oJBo?ëHJ?FKB?DIï?CD?PBAA?CD?BîHFMHOCAAG?oJBo?FKB?nMLD?FH?KCìB?C?DIï?COL 
FH?FCnB?FKB?FBDF3 

25; NAA?FBDFMOô?îCFBJMCAD?OBBLBL?FH?ïB?HJôCOM�BL?FH?CìHML?LMDJIoFMHOD?LIJMOô?FBDFMOô3 

25= öCìMOô?FKB?îCFBJMCAD?JBCLG?FH?CLîMOMDFBJ?FKB?FBDF3 

25<	 ùBìMBP?EHOFBOF3?NF?FKMD?FMîB�?ø?KCìB?HOB?DFILBOF?JBîCMOMOô?FH?CDDBDD?ïIF?IOCïAB?FH?LH?DH�?DBìBJCA 
ECAAD?KCìB?ïBBO?îCLB?KHîB?FH?BODIJB?FKCF?FKMD?DFILBOF?CFFBOL?DEKHHA?COL?PMAA?ïB?FBDFBL3 

4÷8;÷278<?8l55?@ü 

4÷8;÷278<?8l52?@ü 

4÷8;÷278<?8l4;?@ü 

4÷8;÷278<?8l9:?@ü 

4÷8;÷278<?8l2;?@ü 

4÷8;÷278<?8l2;?@ü 

4÷8;÷278<?8l29?@ü 

4÷8;÷278<?8l27?@ü 

4÷8;÷278<?8l8:?@ü 

4÷8;÷278<?82l5=?@ü 

4÷8;÷278<?82l4<?@ü 

4÷8;÷278<?82l4;?@ü 

4÷8;÷278<?82l4;?@ü 

4÷8;÷278<?82l94?@ü 

4÷8;÷278<?82l97?@ü 

4÷8;÷278<?82l24?@ü 

4÷8;÷278<?82l8=?@ü 

4÷8;÷278<?88l4;?Nü 

4÷8;÷278<?88l42?Nü 

4÷8;÷278<?88l8=?Nü 

4÷8;÷278<?88l84?Nü 

4÷8;÷278<?88l87?Nü 

4÷8;÷278<?88l7<?Nü 

4÷8;÷278<?87l5<?Nü 

4÷8;÷278<?87l58?Nü 

4÷8;÷278<?87l45?Nü 

4÷8;÷278<?87l9:?Nü 

4÷8;÷278<?87l8;?Nü 

4÷8;÷278<?87l7;?Nü 

4÷8;÷278<?87l78?Nü 

2:7 ýþýò	 4÷8;÷278<?<l58?Nü 

48?÷?=<
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2:8	 NFFBOLCOEB 

2:2	 JBMOëHJEBîBOFD�?oABOFG?Hë?FMîB 

2:9	 üBBFMOôD?JBôCJLMOô?IoLCFBD?HO?278=é8<?ómNN�?MîoHJFCOF?LCFBD�?MODFJIEFMHOD?COL?ìMLBH?FJCMOMOô 
îHLIABD3 

2:4	 íHîîIOMECFMHO?PMFK?FKBMJ?HFKBJ?FBCEKBJD?COL?EHHJLMOCFMHO÷oACOOMOô?PMFK?îG?EACDDJHHî?oCJC3 

2:5 EHìBJCôB?Hë?EACDDBD 

2:: CLîMOMDFJCFMHO?FH?ôBF?îCFBJMCAD?COL?HoBO?FKB?ÿNü?FMîBAG 

2:; óMOLMOô?oACEBîBOF?HJ?PHJn?ëHJ?HFKBJ?DFILBOFD?MO?HJLBJ?FH?KCìB?FMîB?FH?FBDF3 

2:= NEEBDD?FH?ôIMLCOEB?ëHJ?îCFBJMCAD�?EHìBJCôB?ëHJ?FKB?JBDF?Hë?FKB?DFILBOFD?MO?îG?EACDD�?ABDDHO?oACOD 
ëHJ?FKB?JBDF?Hë?FKB?DFILBOFD?MO?îG?EACDD 

2:<	 EHéFBCEKMOô 

2;7	 õCFKBJBL?CAA?îCFBJMCAD 

2;8	 ÿBDFMOô?CAA?LCG?MOEAILMOô?ïBëHJB?DEKHHA?DFCJFD?COL?CëFBJ?FKB?LCG?MD?HìBJ3 

2;2	 üCnB?DIJB?FKCF?ø?KCL?CAA?Hë?FKB?ìMDICA?ECJLD?ëHJ?FKB?FBDF3 

2;9	 þIJ?òmò?DoBEMCAMDF?CJJCOôBL?FKB?AMDF�?HJôCOM�BL?FKB?îCFBJMCAD?COL?FKB?JHHîD?FH?FBDF3?òìBJGFKMOô?JCO 
ôJBCF� 

2;4	 õCFKBJMOô?FBCEKBJ?îCFBJMCAD?COL?EJBCFMOô?ìMDICAD3 

2;5	 FBDF?oCEnBF?oJBoD�?ôCFKBJMOô?îCFBJMCAD�?ôBFFMOô?FBDF?ïHHnD?JBCLG�?AHôôMOô?LCMAG?FBDFD÷DFILBOFD÷ïHHnD 
MO?COL?HIF 

2;:	 DEKBLIAB?FMîMOô 

2;;	 NFFBîoFMOô?FH?DEKBLIAB?DFILBOFD?PKH?JCJBAG?CFFBOL?DEKHHA?ïIF?CJB?DFMAA?BOJHAABL3 

2;=	 NOHFKBJ?DFILBOF?ECîB?ACFB?FH?FKB?EACDD?COL?PB?KCL?C?ëBP?LCGD?FH?CDDBDD?KMî3 

2;<	 ABDDHOD?COL?oJCEFMEB?FKCF?EHIAL?ïB?LHOB?MOLBoBOLBOFAG?HJ?PMFK?ôIMLCOEB?ëJHî?oCJCoJHëBDDMHOCAD 
COL?HïDBJìBL?ïG?îB?PKMAB?FBDFMOô3 

2=7	 ómNN?FJCMOMOôD?KBAL?CF?îG?DEKHHA?COL?Hëë?ECîoID 

2=8	 ø?AHHnBL?FKJHIôK?FKB?FBDF?îCFBJMCAD?COL?DBF?FKBî?Io?ïG?EHOFBOF?ëHJ?BCEK?DFILBOF?P÷?FKBMJ?MOLMìMLICA 
CEEHîîHLCFMHOD?COL?FKB?ëHJîCF?FKBG?CJB?IDBL?FH?PHJnMOô?MO3 

2=2	 ÿKB?HOAMOB?îHLIABD3 

2=9	 íHîoABFMOô?FKB?HOAMOB?îHLIABD?COL?DBFFMOô?Io?C?FBDFMOô?DEKBLIAB?ïBFPBBO?CAA?FKB?FBCEKBJD?FH 
BODIJB?FKCF?PB?FBDFBL?CAA?Hë?HIJ?DFILBOFD?PMFKMO?FKB?PMOLHP3 

2=4	 ø?ôCìB?CAA?DBEFMHOD?Hë?FKB?FBDFBL?HOB?DFILBOFCF?C?FMîB3 

2=5	 NAA?HFKBJ?DFILBOFD?HO?ECDBAHCL?PBJB?LBoJMìBL?Hë?FBCEKMOô?DIooHJF?LIB?FH?FKB?BOHJîHID?FMîB?DAHF 
FKB?ómNN?FCnBD?oBJ?DFILBOF� 

2=:	 EIFFMOô?HIF?HOB?DMLBL?îCFBJMCA?COL?îCnMOô?oMEFIJB?ECJLD?ëHJ?FKB?PJMFMOô?oHJFMHO 

2=;	 öCìMOô?ABDDHO?îCFBJMCAD?ëHJ?CDDMDFCOFD?FH?IDB?MO?îG?CïDBOEB 

2==	 üG?CDDMDFCOFD?JCO?îG?EACDD?PKMAB?ø?PCD?FBDFMOô3 

2=<	 mEKHHA?oJHìMLBL?DIïD3?NDDMDFCOEB?ëJHî?oCJBOFD?FH?CDDIJB?FKB?DFILBOFD?PBJB?CìCMACïAB3?�DB?Hë?HFKBJ 
DFCëë?JHHîD3?N3@3�D?DIooHJF3 

2<7	 ø?HOAG?KCL?5?DFILBOFD3?FKBJB?PCD?BOHIôK?FMîB3?M?ôHF?DFCJFBL?JMôKF?CPCG3 

2<8	 ýHOB 

2<2	 ÿKB?DFILBOF?ø?FBDFBL?ïBECîB?BAMôMïAB?ëHJ?øýð?4?LCGD?oJMHJ?FH?FKB?LBCLAMOB?FH?DIïîMF?FKB?FBDF?DH?PB 
KCL?FH?HJLBJ?FKB?FBDF?COL?ôH?oMEn?MF?Io?MO?HJLBJ?FH?EHîoABFB?FKB?ómNN3 

4÷8;÷278<?<l4=?Nü 

4÷8;÷278<?<l9;?Nü 

4÷8;÷278<?<l92?Nü 

4÷8;÷278<?<l92?Nü 

4÷8;÷278<?<l29?Nü 

4÷8;÷278<?<l8<?Nü 

4÷8;÷278<?<l85?Nü 

4÷8;÷278<?<l7;?Nü 

4÷8;÷278<?<l7;?Nü 

4÷8;÷278<?<l7:?Nü 

4÷8;÷278<?<l74?Nü 

4÷8;÷278<?<l79?Nü 

4÷8;÷278<?=l5<?Nü 

4÷8;÷278<?=l5:?Nü 

4÷8;÷278<?=l44?Nü 

4÷8;÷278<?=l42?Nü 

4÷8;÷278<?=l99?Nü 

4÷8;÷278<?=l2=?Nü 

4÷8;÷278<?=l25?Nü 

4÷8;÷278<?=l8;?Nü 

4÷8;÷278<?=l77?Nü 

4÷8;÷278<?;l5=?Nü 

4÷8;÷278<?;l5;?Nü 

4÷8;÷278<?;l55?Nü 

4÷8;÷278<?;l59?Nü 

4÷8;÷278<?;l58?Nü 

4÷8;÷278<?;l4=?Nü 

4÷8;÷278<?;l45?Nü 

4÷8;÷278<?;l9<?Nü 

4÷8;÷278<?;l92?Nü 

4÷8;÷278<?;l98?Nü 

4÷8;÷278<?;l8;?Nü 

2<9 üCnB?DIJB?oJBoCJCFMHOD?PBJB?îCLB?ëHJ?HFKBJ?DFILBOFD?FH?PHJn?PKMAB?ø?CLîMOMDFBJBL?HOB?DFILBOF?FKB 4÷8;÷278<?;l89?Nü 
ómNN3 

2<4 üG?EHéFBCEKBJ?COL?ø?PHJnBL?HIF?C?DEKBLIAB?FKCF?PHJnBL?ìBJG?PBAA��	 4÷8;÷278<?;l7<?Nü 

42?÷?=<
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2<5	 NJJCOôB?FMîB?PMFK?EHFBCEKBJD?FH?ïB?HIF?Hë?FKB?EACDDJHHî?ëHJ?DBìBJCA?LCGD÷EACDD?oBJMHLD?MO?HJLBJ?FH 
CLîMOMDFBJ?FKB?FBDF 

2<:	 ø?PCD?CïAB?FH?FBDF?FKB?DFILBOFD?HO?C?HOB?FH?HOB?ïCDMD3 

2<;	 ø?CLîMOMDFBJBL?FKB?FBDF?MO?DBEFMHO?�MB3�?PKHAB?EACDD?EHîoABFBL?ûCOôICôB?ïBëHJB?ø?PBOF?FH?FKB?OBñF 
FBDF�3 

2<=	 íHHJLMOCFMOô?PMFK?HFKBJ?FBCEKBJD?PKH?PBJB?FBDFMOô?FKB?DCîB?DFILBOFD�?EHîMOô?Io?PMFK?oACOD÷ 
îCFBJMCAD?ëHJ?FKB?CMLBD?FH?�FBCEK�?FKB?EACDDBD?PKMAB?ø?PCD?FBDFMOô?ëHJ?2?PBBnD 

2<<	 �KBO?CAA?DFCëë?PCD?CF?PHJn?COL?C?DFILBOF?FKCF?OBBLBL?FH?ïB?FBCFBD?PBJB?MO?EACDD�?ø?FBDFBL3 

977	 @JBoCJCFMHOD?PBJB?ôJBCF?BDoBEMCAAG?PKBO?ôBF?C?OBP?DFILBOF?CF?ACDF?îMOIFB3 

978	 ùBDEKBLIAMOô?EACDDBD�?HJôCOM�MOô?îCFBJMCAD3 

972	 ø?oJBooBL?FKB?îCFBJMCAD?CD?îIEK?CD?ø?EHIAL3?ø?JBCL?FKB?îCFBJMCAD?ïBëHJB?ø?CLîMOMDFBJBL?FKBî3?ø 
îCLB?DIJB?ø?KCL?CAA?FKB?DIooAMBD?ëHJ?FKB?FBDFMOô?MB?JIABJ?BFE 

979	 @ACOOMOô?FKB?FBDFD?oBJ?LCG?oBJ?DFILBOFD�?EKBEn?FKB?oJHôJBDD?Hë?FBDFMOô?BìBJG?PBBn?PMFKMO?FKB?òmò 
LBoCJFîBOF 

974	 ø?KCL?FH?oJBoCJB?ëHJ?DIïDFMFIFBD?COL?ø?PCDO�F?CïAB?FH?ôMìB?FKB?CFFBOFMHO?FH?FKB?JBDF?Hë?îG?EACDD?LIJMOô 
FKB?FMîB?ø?PCD?FBDFMOô?HO?ómNN3?�ø?KCìB?C?EACDD?FKCF?MOEAILBD?DFILBOFD?HO?ïHFK?DFCOLCJLD?COL 
CEEBDD?oHMOFD3� 

975	 ðML?OHF?KCìB?C?DIïDFMFIFB?ëHJ?îG?EACDD?ëHJ?FKB?îC�HJMFG?Hë?FKB?FBDFMOô?PMOLHP?DH?ø?KCL?FH?KCìB 
CDDMôOîBOFD?JBCLG?ëHJ?îG?EACDD?FKCF?FKBG?EHIAL?ïB?LHOB?MOLBoBOLBOFAG?PKMAB?ø?PCD?CLîMOMDFBJMOô 
FKB?CDDBDDîBOFD3 

97: @ACOOMOô?CKBCL?COL?ëHAAHPMOô?FKB?DEKBLIAB?ø?îCLB?ëHJ?îGDBAë3 

97; FMîB?îCOCôBîBOF 

97= øFBîD?HJ?PHJn÷ABDDHOD?KCL?FH?ïB?oJBoCJBL?ëHJ?DFILBOFD?OHF?FBDFMOô?FKCF?PBJB?JBABìCOF?COL 
îBCOMOôëIA3?ND?PKBO?GHI?CJB?CïDBOF�?FKMD?FCnBD?KHIJD?HJ?oACOOMOô?COL?oJBoCJMOô3 

97<	 mFILBOFD?PBJB?FBDFBL?LIJMOô?LMëëBJBOF?DIï�BEF?CJBCD?FH?KCìB?BOHIôK?FMîB?FH?EHîoABFB?FBDFMOô3 

987	 ý÷N 

988	 øF?PHIAL?ïB?KBAoëIA?FH?KCìB?C?AHOôBJ?PMOLHP?ïBECIDB?FKB?FBDFMOô?KCL?FH?ïB?DEKBLIABL?CJHIOL?HFKBJ 
LBîCOLD?�@JHôJBDDMHO?îBBFMOôD?ëJHî?îMLLAB?DEKHHA?COL?FH?KMôK?DEKHHA?COL?FKB?ómN�3 

982	 ý÷N?HOAG?KCL?8?DFILBOF 

989	 mHîB?Hë?îG?DFILBOFD?PBOF?HIF?Hë?FHPO?ëHJ?BîBJôBOEMBD3?ø?CADH?KCìB?DFILBOFD?PMFK?ïBKCìMHJD?PKMEK 
ECO?OHF?ïB?EHOFJHAABL3?øF?PCD?KCJL?FH?oJBLMEF?PKBO?C?ôHHL?LCG?ëHJ?FBDFMOô?PHIAL?ïB3 

984 ÿKCF?CAA?PBJB?oJHìMLBL?FBDFMOô?îCFBJMCAD 

985 íHODFCOF?DIoBJìMDMHO?MO?îG?EACDDJHHî?ïG?HFKBJ?DFCëë?îBîïBJD3?ø?FBDFBL?OHODFHo?ëHJ?HìBJ?9?PBBnD3 

98:	 ÿH?MODIJB?FKCF?CAA?DFILBOFD?PBJB?FBDFBL?ø?oJHìMLBL?ABDDHO?oACOD?COL?îCFBJMCAD?ëHJ?oCJCéoJHD?FH?IDB 
PMFK?DFILBOFD?JBîCMOMOô?MO?FKB?EACDDJHHî?DH?FKCF?ø?EHIAL?EHOFMOICAAG?oIAA?MOLMìMLICA?DFILBOFD?FH?FBDF3 

98; óMOLMOô?FKB?oMEFIJBD?ëHJ?FKB?PJMFMOô?oJHîoF�?COL?oJMOFMOô?C?DBF?Hë?oMEFIJBD?ëHJ?BCEK?DFILBOF?COL 
ëMOLMOô?FCoB?FH?FCoB?FKBî?HO?FKB?oCoBJ3 

98=	 ùB�IBDFMOô?C?DIï�?COL?PJMFMOô?DIï?oACOD3?íHAABEFMOô?FBCEKBJ?ôCFKBJBL?îCFBJMCAD?FHHn?C?îMOMîCA 
CîHIOF?Hë?FMîB?COL?BëëHJF�?oJBoCJMOô?FKB?FBDFMOô?oCEnBFD?FHHn?CïHIF?2?KHIJD?�89?DFILBOFD��?EJBCFMOô 
FKB?JBDoHODB?EKHMEBD?ëHJ?FKB?HoBO?JBDoHODB?PJMFMOô?oJHîoF?oJHïCïAG?FHHn?4?HJ?5?KHIJD3?ÿKMD 
DKHIAL?ïB?DFCOLCJLM�BL3 

98<	 íHìBJCôB?PMFKMO?FKB?LBoCJFîBOF 

927	 DFJCFBôME?oACOOMOô 

928	 íACDDJHHî?EHìBJCôB?ïG?C?DIïDFMFIFB?COL?PHJnMOô?PMFK?FKB?ómN?FBDFMOô?DEKBLIAB3 

922	 ýHOB 

929	 þJôCOM�MOô?îCFBJMCAD?COL?Hï�BEFD3óMôIJMOô?HIF?PKMEK?DFILBOFD?OBBL?FH?ïB?FBDFBL?ïBëHJB?FKB?moJMOô 
êJBCn?MO?FKB?îMLLAB?Hë?FBDFMOô3?ðIB?FH?JBôJBDDMHO?MO?DFILBOFD?PMFK?Nmð 

4÷8;÷278<?;l7:?Nü 

4÷8;÷278<?;l7:?Nü 

4÷8;÷278<?:l59?Nü 

4÷8:÷278<?88l8;?@ü 

4÷8:÷278<?<l5=?@ü 

4÷8:÷278<?=l85?@ü 

4÷8:÷278<?=l89?@ü 

4÷8:÷278<?;l4<?@ü 

4÷8:÷278<?:l8<?@ü 

4÷8:÷278<?5l75?@ü 

4÷8:÷278<?4l99?@ü 

4÷8:÷278<?4l84?@ü 

4÷8:÷278<?4l89?@ü 

4÷8:÷278<?9l5=?@ü 

4÷8:÷278<?9l54?@ü 

4÷8:÷278<?9l27?@ü 

4÷8:÷278<?9l85?@ü 

4÷8:÷278<?9l84?@ü 

4÷8:÷278<?9l89?@ü 

4÷8:÷278<?87l55?Nü 

4÷8:÷278<?87l49?Nü 

4÷85÷278<?=l24?Nü 

4÷82÷278<?5l2<?@ü 

4÷82÷278<?4l89?@ü 

4÷82÷278<?9l8;?@ü 

4÷82÷278<?8l47?@ü 

4÷82÷278<?8l8=?@ü 

4÷82÷278<?87l5<?Nü 

4÷82÷278<?87l27?Nü 
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924	 ø?PHJn?PMFK?FKB?öHDoMFCA?öHîBïHIOL?oJHôJCî?MO?þí@m3?�B?HOAG?DBB?HIF?DFILBOFD?8é2?KHIJD?C 
PBBn?MO?îCOG?ECDBD3?ðIJMOô?FKB?DCîB?PMOLHP?CD?ómNN?oBJëHJîCOEB?FCDn?PB?CADH?KCL?FH 
CLîMOMDFBJ?FKB?ómNN?LCFCëHAMH?COL?FKB?ómN?9JL?ôJCLB?òûN?COL?4é82?�JMFMOô?FH?DFILBOFD3?øF?PCD 
BñFJBîBAG?LMëëMEIAF?FH?EHîoABFB?BìBJGFKMOô?COL?DFMAA?îBBF?FKB?OBBLD?Hë?FKB?DFILBOFD3 

925	 mBEIJB?C?JHHî?MO?FKB?DEKHHA?ëHJ?ómNN?FBDFMOô?þýû�?DH?FKCF?PB?LML?OHF?PCDFB?FMîB?PCAnMOô?CJHIOL 
FKB?DEKHHA?AHHnMOô?ëHJ?CO?CìCMACïAB?JHHî3?@CEB?HIJDBAìBD?COL?îCnB?DIJB?FKCF?PB?LML?OHF?KCìB?COG 
îBBFMOô?oACOOBL?LIJMOô?HIJ?FBDFMOô?FMîBD?BCEK?LCG3 

92: �IMBF?LMDFJCEFMHO?ëJBB?BOìMJHOîBOF�?EHìBJCôB?ëHJ?DHîB?EACDD 

92; õBFFMOô?oJBoCJBL?ïG?ôHMOô?FKJHIôK?COL?ëCîMAMCJM�MOô?GHIJDBAë?PMFK?FKB?FBDF?oJHEBDD3 

92= @JCEFMEB?JIOOMOô?FKJHIôK?BCEK?FBDF�?DBFFMOô?Io?FBDF?îCFBJMCA?ïG?ôJCLB?�9é5��?ëMOLMOô?C?JHHî?FH?FBDF?MO 
COL?ABDDHO?oACOD?ëHJ?DIïD 

92<	 mFILBOF?CFFBOLCOEB3 

997	 ýHOB?PBJB?JB�IMJBL 

998	 �B?KCL?FPH?FBCEKBJD?CLîMOMDFJCFMOô?FKB?FBDF?ïBECIDB?PB?KCL?24?DFILBOFD?DH?FKCF?ëCEMAMFCFBL?FKB 
FBDFMOô?FMîB3?øF?PBOF?PBAA3 

992	 ýHFKMOô?PCD?JB�IMJBL3 

999	 üCnB?DIJB?FKCF?ø?PCD?PBAAéoJBoCJBL?FKJHIôK?ómNN?FJCMOMOô3 

994	 ø?OBBLBL?FH?îCnB?C?PHJL?ïCOn?ECJLD?PMFK?oMEFIJBD�?ACîMOCFB?FKBî�?COL?oJBéJBEHJL?FKB?DPMFEKBD3 

995	 ýHOB?OBBLBL3?�MFK?�IDF?HOB?DFILBOF?OBBLMOô?FKB?ómNN�?ø?PCD?CïAB?FH?PHJn?PMFK?KMî?LIJMOô?îG 
JBôIACJ?FMîB?DAHF?BCEK?LCG3 

99: DIMFCïAB?DoCEB3 

99; @JBoCJB?îG?JHHî�?EKCOôB?îG?DEKBLIAB3?ùBìMBP?CEEHîîHLCFMHOD?îCnB?DIJB?ø?oJHìMLB?FKBî?COL 
KCìB?CAA?îCFBJMCAD?JBCLG3 

99=	 ûBDDHO?oACOD?ëHJ?îG?oCJCoJHëBDDMHOCA?PKMAB?ø?PCD?FBDFMOô?DFILBOFD3 

99<	 üG?oCJCoJHëBDDMHOCAD?KCL?FH?FCnB?ECJB?Hë?îG?EACDD?ëHJ?îHJB?FKCO?5?KHIJD?BCEK?LCG?ëHJ?CAîHDF?C 
îHOFK?DH?FKCF?ø?EHIAL?FBDF?FKB?DFILBOFD3?ø?KCìB?8<?DFILBOFD3 

947	 NEEBDD?FH?îCFBJMCAD?COL?CEEBDD?FH?FBDFMOô?JHHîD3 

948	 ýHFKMOô?HIF?Hë?FKB?HJLMOCJG 

942	 ÿBCEKBJ?KCL?FH?oIAA?DFILBOFD?FKJHIôKHIF?BCEK?LCG?LIJMOô?FKB?FBDFMOô?PMOLHP3?ÿBCEKBJ?KCL?FH?oIAA 
8é2?DFILBOFD?BCEK?LCG?MO?HJLBJ?FH?ëMOMDK?HO?FMîB3 

949 ø?OBBLBL?FMîB?ëHJ?îCnMOô?FKB?oMEFIJBD?ëHJ?FKB?PJMFMOô3?ÿKMD?FHHn?Io?îHDF?Hë?FKB?FMîB�?ïBECIDB?FKB 
oJHôJCî?ø?PCD?IDMOô?MD?OHF?ìBJG?IDBJ?ëJMBOLAG3 

944	 þïFCMOMOô?COL?HJôCOM�MOô?FBDF?îCFBJMCAD 

945	 ø?Cî?C?mIooHJF?ÿBCEKBJ?COL?Cî?OHF?CDDMôOBL?C?EACDDJHHî?ïIF?CDDMDFBL?PMFK?FKB?FBDFMOô 
CLîMOMDFJCFMHO3?ø?PCFEKBL?FKB?JB�IMJBL?FJCMOMOô�D?COL?BCJOBL?FKB?EBJFMëMECFBD?Hë?EHîoABFMHO3 

94:	 NëFBJ?LBEMLMOô?KHP?îCOG?LCGD?MF?îCnB?FCnB?FH?CLîMOMDFBJ�?ø?KCL?FH?CDDMôO?C?DIïDFMFIFB�?COL?ëMOL?C 
DoBEMëME?AHECFMHO?FH?CLîMOMDFBJ3?ø?CADH?KCL?FH?îCnB?DIJB?DFILBOF�D?CEEHîîHLCFMHOD?PBJB?DBF?MO 
oACEB3 

94;	 DEKBLIAMOô 

94=	 ûBDDHO?oACOD?ëHJ?îG?CDDMDFCOFD?FH?CLîMOMDFBJ?PKMAB?ø?PCD?FBDFMOô�?EJBCFMOô?FHoME?ìHECïIACJG?ECJLD 
ëHJ?îG?OHOéìBJïCA?DFILBOFD�?BîCMAMOô?FBCEKBJD?Hë?DFILBOFD?OHF?MO?îG?EACDDJHHî 

94<	 ø?KCL?FH?CJJCOôB?PMFK?FKB?òmò?moBEMCAMDF?FH?ôBF?FKB?îCFBJMCAD?BCEK?LCG3?ø?KCL?FH?PHJn?CJHIOL?KBJ 
DEKBLIAB?ïBECIDB?DHîBFMîBD?DKB?KCL?îBBFMOôD?MO?FKB?îHJOMOô?COL?DH?ø?EHIALO�F?ôBF?îG?îCFBJMCAD 
PKMEK?îBCOF?ø?EHIALO�F?FBDF?FKBO3 

957 EHìBJCôB?COL?CEFMìMFMBD?ëHJ?FKB?HFKBJ?DFILBOFD 

958 @ACOOMOô?COL?DFCFMOô?BCJAG3 

952 ø?KCL?C?�IMBF?JHHî?FH?FBDF?BCEK?DFILBOF3 

4÷82÷278<?<l5<?Nü 

4÷82÷278<?;l95?Nü 

4÷88÷278<?=l98?@ü 

4÷88÷278<?4l2;?@ü 

4÷88÷278<?4l7=?@ü 

4÷88÷278<?9l9=?@ü 

4÷88÷278<?9l98?@ü 

4÷88÷278<?8l5=?@ü 

4÷88÷278<?8l45?@ü 

4÷88÷278<?82l44?@ü 

4÷88÷278<?82l9:?@ü 

4÷88÷278<?=l25?Nü 

4÷88÷278<?;l58?Nü 

4÷87÷278<?5l94?@ü 

4÷87÷278<?88l27?Nü 

4÷87÷278<?=l9<?Nü 

4÷87÷278<?;l5:?Nü 

4÷<÷278<?4l22?@ü 

4÷<÷278<?9l82?@ü 

4÷<÷278<?2l2<?@ü 

4÷<÷278<?2l79?@ü 

4÷<÷278<?87l5<?Nü 

4÷<÷278<?<l4<?Nü 

4÷<÷278<?<l4=?Nü 

4÷=÷278<?4l5<?@ü 

4÷=÷278<?9l5<?@ü 

4÷=÷278<?9l25?@ü 

4÷=÷278<?8l4=?@ü 

4÷=÷278<?8l47?@ü 
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959 ýHF?îIEK?oJBoCJCFMHOD?PBJB?JB�IMJBL?ëHJ?îG?oCJF?Hë?CLîMOMDFBJMOô?FKB?ómNN 

954 oJMOF?îCFBJMCAD�?EHîoIFBJ�?BñEKCOôB?îCFBJMCAD3 

955 üCnMOô?DIJB?ø?KCL?BOHIôK?FMîB?FH?FBDF?FKBî?MOLMìMLICAAG?PMFKMO?îG?DEKBLIAB3?üCnMOô?Io?FMîB?PMFK 
FBCEKBJD?HO?LCGD?ø?LML?OHF?KCìB?C?DIïDFMFIFB?CìCMACïAB3 

95:	 üCnB?DIJB?DFILBOFD?PBJB?oJBDBOF?BCEK?LCG3?mBEIJB?C?�IMFB?DBEAILBL?CJBC?MO?FKB?EACDDJHHî3 
oJBìMBP?îCFBJMCAD?IDB?ëHJ?FBDFMOô3 

95; NE�IMJBL?C?DIïDFMFIFB?FBCEKBJ?COL?KCL?îCFBJMCAD?JBCLG?ëHJ?FKB?DIïDFMFIFB?FH?IDB3?NADH?OHFMëMBL 
DFILBOFD?COL?oCJBOFD?CïHIF?FBDFMOô?DH?FKBG?EHIAL?ïB?oJBoCJBL3 

95= óMOLMOô?C?oACEB?FH?FBDF3?õBFFMOô?C?DIïDFMFIFB3 

95< ýHOB 

9:7	 ø?KCL?C?oJHïABî?PMAA?EHìBJCôB3?íHIAL?OHF?ëMOL?DIïDFMFIFB?EHìBJCôB3?mBOF?îG?DFILBOFD?FH?COHFKBJ 
EACDDJHHî?FH?EHîoABFB?FKB?îMLLAB?DEKHHA?FBDFMOô3?ø?LHO�F?nOHP?CïHIF?FKB?KMôK?DEKHHA?FBDFMOô3?ø?PMAA 
ëMOL?HIF?OBñF?PBBn3?ø?OBBL?FH?FBDF?4?�<FK?ôJCLBJD�3 

9:8	 ýHOB 

9:2	 ø?îCLB?DIJB?BìBJGFKMOô?ëJHî?FKB?FBDF?PCD?oJBoCJBL?ëHJ?DFILBOFD?CD?PBAA?CD?JBPCJLD?ëHJ?EHîoABFMOô 
FKB?FBDF3 

9:9	 õBFFMOô?FHôBFKBJ?PMFK?îG?EH?FBCEKBJ?FH?DBF?Io?C?DEKBLIAB?CD?FH?PKMEK?LCGD?PB?PHIAL?DBF?CDMLB?ëHJ 
FBDFMOô?COL?PKMEK?LCGD?PB?PHIAL?EHìBJ?BCEK?HFKBJD?EACDDBD3 

9:4	 õCFKBJ?CAA?JB�IMJBL?FBCEKBJ?îCFBJMCAD3?mHJF?FKB?MFBîD 

9:5	 ûHFD?Hë?FBCîPHJn?COL?BñFJC?PHJnAHCL?ëHJ?îG?CDDMDFCOFD333OHOéFBDFMOô?DFILBOFD?MODFJIEFMHO?PCD 
LMëëMEIAF?FH?CEKMBìB?FKJHIôKHIF?FKB?FBDFMOô?PMOLHP3 

9:: öCìMOô?BOHIôK?FMîB?FH?EHîoABFB?FKB?FJCMOMOô?îHLIABD?COL?KCìMOô?FKB?FBDFD÷îCFBJMCAD?CìCMACïAB?CF 
FKB?ïBôMOOMOô?Hë?FKB?CLîMOMDFJCFMHO?PMOLHP?CJB?îHDF?MîoHJFCOF3 

9:; CDDMDFCOFD?KCL?FH?EHìBJ?HFKBJ?DFILBOFD?PKMAB?ø?FBDFBL 

9:= ø?oJBoCJB?îG?DFILBOFD?ïBëHJBKCOL3?ø?LBìBAHo?CEFMìMFMBD?PKBJB?FKBG?IDB?JBCLMOô?EHîoJBKBODMHO� 
ëBBLïCEn?COL?ø?MOFJHLIEB?BìCAICFMHOD3 

9:< �B?EHîïMOBL?HIJ?EACDDBD?ïBECIDB?C?DIï?PCD?OHF?oJHìMLBL3 

9;7	 þï�BEF?BñEKCOôB?AMDF�?ìHECïIACJG?AMDF?PMFK?oMEFIJBD3?ø?PCD?ìBJG?LMDCooHMOFBL?MO?FKB?�îBCDIJBL 
oJHôJBDD�?ôJHIo?ëHJ?OHF?CODPBJMOô?CO?BîCMA?CïHIF?CEEHîîHLCFMHOD?ëHJ?C?DFILBOF?PMFK?ìMDICA 
MîoCMJîBOFD 

9;8	 EHìBJCôB?ëHJ?îG?EACDDJHHî?PCD?C?ïMô?MDDIB 

9;2	 ø?OBBLBL?FH?ëMOL?C?�IMBF?oACEB?FH?FBDF3?øF?PCD?LMëëMEIAF?COL?BOLBL?Io?IDMOô?C?oHL÷HëëMEB?CJBC?ïBFPBBO 
îG?EACDDJHHî?COL?COHFKBJ?EACDD3?ÿKBJB?PBJB?MOFBJJIoFMHOD?FKCF?EHIAL?OHF?ïB?CìHMLBL3 

9;9	 @BJîMDDMHO?FH?FCnB?FKBî?HIF?Hë?FKBMJ?EACDD?FH?FBDF3 

9;4	 íJBCFMOô?ïIDG?ïMOLBJD?ëHJ?DFILBOFD?FH?PHJn?HO?PKMAB?M?PCD?FBDFMOô?COHFKBJ?DFILBOF3 

9;5	 øO?HJLBJ?FH?FBDF?CAA?FKB?DFILBOFD?HO?îG?AMDF�?ø?oIAABL?DFILBOFD?ëJHî?CAA?HFKBJ?CECLBîMED÷BñFJC 
EIJJMEIACJ?ëHJ?FKB?LCG?FKBG?FBDFBL�?FKBG?PBOF?FH?ïJBCn?ëCDF?AIOEK?HOAG3?ø?ôCìB?îCOG?ïJBCnD?ëHJ 
îHìBîBOF�?DOCEn?COL?JBDF3 

9;:	 ÿIJOMOô?MO?C?ÿðò?ëHJî�?DBEIJMOô?C?DIï?ëHJ?FKB?PBBn�?COL?PJMFMOô?ABDDHO?oACOD?ëHJ?FKB?PBBn3?óMOLMOô 
C?�IMBF?oACEB?FH?FBDF?PMFKMO?FKB?DEKHHA3 

9;;	 O÷C 

9;=	 ÿKB?DFILBOFD?ø?PCD?CDDMôOBL?FH?FBDF?KCL?FKB?ëHAAHPMOô?EHîoAMECFMHODl?HOB?KCL?C?îBLMECA?MDDIB?COL 
FKB?HFKBJ?DFILBOF?DFHooBL?CFFBOLMOô?DEKHHA?COL?PB?CJB?DFMAA?MO?EHOFCEF?FJGMOô?FH?ôBF?KMî?FH?CFFBOL3 

9;<	 3 

9=7	 ø?DFCJFBL?FKB?FBDF?CD?DHHO?CD?PB?JBEBMìBL?MF?ëJHî?EHIOFG 

9=8	 ND?DHHO?CD?FKB?îCFBJMCAD?PBJB?îCLB?CìCMACïAB?COL?FKB?FBDFMOô?PMOLHP?HoBOBL�?ø?ïBôCO?FBDFMOô 
DFILBOFD3?üG?DFILBOFD?KCìB?HIFDMLB?FKBJCoMBD�?LHEFHJ?CooHMOFîBOFD�?COL?KBCAFK?MDDIBD3?ø?LH?OHF 
PCOF?ïG?DFILBOFD?HJ?îGDBAë?FH?ëBBA?JIDKBL?LIJMOô?FKB?FBDFMOô?FMîB3 

4÷=÷278<?8l8<?@ü 

4÷=÷278<?87l28?Nü 

4÷=÷278<?<l9=?Nü 

4÷=÷278<?;l5:?Nü 

4÷=÷278<?;l9=?Nü 

4÷=÷278<?;l99?Nü 

4÷:÷278<?88l94?@ü 

4÷:÷278<?5l84?@ü 

4÷:÷278<?8l7=?@ü 

4÷5÷278<?9l4:?@ü 

4÷5÷278<?2l95?@ü 

4÷5÷278<?8l5<?@ü 

4÷5÷278<?8l7=?@ü 

4÷5÷278<?82l55?@ü 

4÷5÷278<?82l2<?@ü 

4÷5÷278<?82l77?@ü 

4÷5÷278<?88l8=?Nü 

4÷5÷278<?<l9:?Nü 

4÷4÷278<?9l77?@ü 

4÷4÷278<?8l5=?@ü 

4÷4÷278<?=l49?Nü 

4÷9÷278<?8l45?@ü 

4÷9÷278<?88l77?Nü 

4÷9÷278<?87l75?Nü 

4÷9÷278<?<l8;?Nü 

4÷9÷278<?<l7<?Nü 

4÷9÷278<?5l49?Nü 

4÷2÷278<?5l72?@ü 

4÷2÷278<?4l49?@ü 
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9=2 mFCJFBL?FKB?FBDFMOô?oJMHJ?FH?PKHAB?DEKHHA?FBDFMOô?DBDDMHOD?ïBôCO3 4÷2÷278<?9l8;?@ü 

9=9 OHOB 4÷2÷278<?2l92?@ü 

9=4 DEKBLIAB?CL�IDFîBOFD?PBJB?îCLB 4÷2÷278<?2l92?@ü 

9=5 ÿBCEKBJ?EHOFCEFBL?oCJBOF?JBôCJLMOô?ëJB�IBOF?CïDBOEBD?COL?C?oACOOBL?ëIAA?PBBn?CPCG?ëJHî?DEKHHA 4÷2÷278<?2l25?@ü 
ëHJ?C?ëCîMAG?FJMo3?òOEHIJCôBL?CFFBOLCOEB3?ýBBLBL?FH?BODIJB?DFILBOF?PCD?FBDFBL?HO?C?LCG?DFILBOF 
PCD?ëHEIDBL?COL?JBCLG?FH?FBDF3 

9=: ø?FBDFBL?CD?DHHO?CD?FKB?FBDFMOô?PMOLHP?HoBOBL?CëFBJ?moJMOô?êJBCn3 4÷2÷278<?8l94?@ü 

9=; @JBoCJMOô?MOLBoBOLBOF?PHJn?ëHJ?FKBî?FH?LH3 4÷2÷278<?82l9;?@ü 

9== óABñMïMAMFG?MO?DEKBLIABD?ïBFPBBO?FKB?DoHJFBL?ABìBA?FBCEKBJD3 4÷2÷278<?82l25?@ü 

9=<	 M?KCL?FH?FBDF?LIJMOô?CAA?Hë?îG?oACOOMOô?oBJMHLD?ëHJ?FKB?BOFMJB?FBDF?PMOLHP3?�B?CJB?OHF?oJHìMLBL?DIïD 4÷2÷278<?82l8<?@ü 
FH?EHìBJ?HIJ?EACDDBD3?�B?KCL?FH?KIOF?CJHIOL?FKB?DEKHHA?FH?ëMOL?oACEBD?FH?FBDF3?þIJ?DEKHHA?LHBD?OHF 
îCnB?MF?C?oJMHJMFG3 

9<7 �B?KCL?OH?DIïD?FH?DIooHJF?DH?PB?OBBLBL?FH?îCnB?DIJB?KB?HFKBJ?DFILBOFD?PKH?PBJB?OHF?FBDFMOô 4÷2÷278<?88l4;?Nü 
KCL?PHJn?FKCF?PCD?îHJB?MOLBoBOLBOF?MO?OCFIJB3 

9<8 EHîMOô?FH?PHJn?BCJAG?FH?ôBF?CAA?OBBLBL?FBCEKBJ?îCFBJMCAD?FHôBFKBJ 4÷2÷278<?88l29?Nü 

9<2 ðBìBAHoMOô?EHìBJCôB?FH?FBDF?îIAFMoAB?oBJMHLD?CD?PBAA?CD?ABCìMOô?oACOD?ëHJ?FKB?oCJCoJHëBDDMHOCA?MO 4÷2÷278<?87l88?Nü 
FKB?JHHî?FH?FBCEK?DH?DFILBOFD?CJB?DFMAA?ABCJOMOô3 

9<9 ø?oIAABL?KMôKBJ?ABìBA?DFILBOFD?ëMJDF?DH?FKCF?ø?PHIAL?KCìB?îHJB?FMîB?FH?CLîMOMDFBJ?FBDFD?FH?AHPBJ?ABìBA 4÷8÷278<?88l9=?Nü 
DFILBOFD 

9<4	 ø?KCL?FH?ïB?PBAA?oJBoCJBL?FH?BODIJB?OH?FMîB?PCD?AHDF?HO?LIB?FH?îG?ACEn?Hë?oJBoCJBLOBDD3?ø?CADH?KCL 4÷8÷278<?87l52?Nü 
FH?CL�IDF?îG?LCMAG?FBDFMOô?DEKBLIAB?FH?BODIJB?FKCF?îG?DFILBOFD?FKCF?CJB?ëJB�IBOFAG?CïDBOF?PBJB 
FBDFBL?PKBO?FKBG?PBJB?oJBDBOF?CF?DEKHHA3 

9<5 mFILBOFD?PBJB?CJJCOôBL?ïG?FKBMJ?ôJCLB?ABìBA�COL?KHP?AHOô?FKBG?EHIAL?DFCG?ëHEID?HO?HOB?DIï�BEF3 4÷8÷278<?87l2:?Nü 

9<: mEKBLIAMOô?FH?LH?FKB?FBDFMOô?PKMAB?FKB?JBDF?Hë?FKB?EACDD?PCD?DIoBJìMDBL?ïG?HFKBJ?CLIAFD3 4÷8÷278<?87l24?Nü 

9<; ø?EJBCFBL?C?ôBOBJCA?DEKBLIAB?�ìBJG?ëABñMïAB?ïCDBL?HO?DFILBOF?ïBKCìMHJ�?FH?FJG?COL?nBBo?C?FMîBAMOB 4÷8÷278<?<l44?Nü 
ëHJ?FBDFMOô3 

9<= øF?PCD?�òù�?KCJL?FH?ôBF?CAA?Hë?îG?DFILBOFD?FBDFBL?MO?FKB?PMOLHP?ôMìBO?ïG?HIJ?LMDFJMEF3?�MLD?CJB?DMEn 9÷2<÷278<?2l92?@ü 
COL?CïDBOF?DHîB?EHîB?MO?PMFK?DBìBJB?ïBKCìMHJD?COL?ø?nOHP?FKBG?PHIALO�F?oBJëHJî?PBAA3?ÿKBJB?MD 
DoJMOô?ïJBCn?MO?FKB?PMOLHP?FHH3?�B?KCL?2?îHJB?PBBnD?IOFMA?NoJMA?82FK?FKCF?PB?PBJB?OHF?CAAHPBL?FH 
IDB3?øF?ëBAF?ìBJG?EJCîîBL?COL?JIDKBL3 

9<< N?DIïDFMFIFB�?PHJn?CJBC?COL?FBDFMOô?îCFBJMCAD3 9÷2<÷278<?87l74?Nü 

477 úIDF?KCL?FH?îCnB?DIJB?FKCF?ø?oACOOBL?ëHJ?FKB?HFKBJ?DFILBOFD?PKH?PBJB?OHF?CLîMOMDFBJBL?FKB?FBDF3 9÷2=÷278<?;l8:?@ü 

478 üIAFMoAB?FBCEKBJD?FBDFBL�?BëëMEMBOF?oJHEBDD?Hë?ôBFFMOô?nMLD?ëJHî?EACDD3 9÷2=÷278<?8l82?@ü 

472 C?AHF?Hë?oCoBJ 9÷2=÷278<?87l5;?Nü 

479 öCìMOô?C?DIïDFMFIFB?FBCEKBJ?ôJBCFAG?BOKCOEBL?FKB?BCDB?COL?FMîMOô?Hë?BCEK?FBDFMOô?DBDDMHO3 9÷2;÷278<?82l5;?@ü 
�OHPMOô?îG?EACDDBD?PBJB?EHìBJBL?FHHn?oJBDDIJB?Hëë�?COL?ø?EHIAL?nBBo?DBDDMHO?FMîBD?CooJHoJMCFB 
ëHJ?BCEK?DFILBOF3 

474 ÿJGMOô?FH?ôBF?FH?FKBî?BìBJGLCG3 9÷25÷278<?2l95?@ü 

475	 NFFBOLCOEB�?óCîMAMCJMFG?Hë?îCFBJMCAD�?COL?ýBôCFMìB?BëëBEFD?Hë?DFILBOF�D?LMDCïMAMFG?�B3ô3?LML?C?DFILBOFD 9÷25÷278<?88l5<?Nü 
PMFK?NIFMDî?LML?OHF?ôBF?KMD÷KBJ?îBLMECFMHO�?COL?FKB?BOFMJB?LCG?PCD?CëëBEFBL?ïBECIDB?ïBKCìMHJD 
PBJB?IOEHOFJHAACïAB�?FKCF?CëëBEFBL?FBDFMOô?ëHJ?FKCF?DFILBOF?COL÷HJ?HFKBJD3 

47: mIïDFMFIFBD 9÷25÷278<?<l28?Nü 

47; ýHOB?îG?CLîMOMDFJCFMHO?ôCìB?îB?oABOFG?Hë?HooHJFIOMFG?FH?EHîoABFB?FKB?CDDBDDîBOFD3 9÷24÷278<?;l42?@ü 

47= CL�IDFBL?DEKBLIAMOô 9÷22÷278<?9l87?@ü 

47< oJCEFMEMOô?PMFK?FKB?DCîoAB?FBDFD 9÷22÷278<?;l48?Nü 

4:?÷?=<
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487	 ø?ìMBPBL?FKB?FJCMOMOô?ìMLBHD?COL?JBìMBPBL?îG?FJCMOMOô?îCFBJMCAD?COL?FKB?ÿNü3?ø?HJôCOM�BL?FKB 
îCFBJMCAD?COL?EHAABEFBL?FKB?FBCEKBJ?EHAABEFBL?MFBîD?MO?CLìCOEB3?ø?îCLB?DIJB?ø?PCD?oJBoCJBL?FH 
CLîMOMDFBJ?FKB?FBDF3?ø?KCL?LMDEIDDMHOD?PMFK?îG?DFILBOF?FH?JB?ëCîMAMCJM�B?FKBî?PMFK?FKB?FBDFMOô 
oJHEBDD3?ø?LML?OHF?HìBJPKBAî?îG?DFILBOFD3?ø?ôCìB?FKBî?ëJB�IBOF?2é9?îMOIFB?ïJBCnD3?ø?DFCJFBL?FKB 
oJHEBDD?BCJAG?MO?FKB?HoBOMOô?Hë?FBDFMOô?PMOLHP?FH?CAAHP?ëHJ?DFILBOF?CïDBOEBD?COL?HïAMôCFMHOD?FH?îG 
HFKBJ?DFILBOFD3 

488	 ýHOB 

482	 NL�IDFîBOF?Hë?DEKBLIABD3 

489	 �CFEKMOô?ìMLBHD�?JBCLMOô?HOAMOB?îCOICAD�?EKBEnMOô?FKB?îCFBJMCA?ïBëHJB?FBDFMOô�?oJCEFMEMOô?FKB?FKB 
CDDBDDîBOF?IDMOô?FKB?îHLBAD3 

484	 O÷C 

485	 MF?FCnBD?FMîB?FH?DBF?Io?FKB?FBDF?îCFBJMCAD?COL?JBìMBP?FKB?JBCLMOô?JB�IMJBL?ïG?FKB?FBCEKBJ?é?M?ôH 
FKJHIôK?BCEK?FCDn?DH?M?Cî?DIJB?Hë?PKCF?M?Cî?FH?LH3?üG?CLîMOMDFJCFHJ?ôBFD?C?DIï?COL?oJBo?FKB 
îCFBJMCAD3?FKBO?MF?MD?�IDF?DEKBLIAMOô?FKB?ïBFFBJ?M?Cî?oJBoCJBL?FKB?ABDD?FMîB?MF?FCnBD?PMFK?BCEK 
DFILBOF3 

48:	 �ëMOLMOô?FKB?DCîB?DIï?FH?EHìBJ?FKB?BOFMJB?FBDFMOô?FMîB3?�mBOLMOô?KHîB?ABFFBJD?FH?JBîMOL?oCJBOFD 
CïHIF?FBDFMOô?COL?FH?KCìB?FKBMJ?EKMAL?BCF?C?ôHHL?KBCAFKG?ïJBCnëCDF3?üCnMOô?CJJCOôBîBOFD?FH?FBDF 
FKHDB?DFILBOFD?FKCF?PBJB?HIF?DMEn3?öCìMOô?FH?HJLBJ?îHJB?FBDF?ëHJ?OBP?DFILBOF�D?FKCF?ïBôCO?CëFBJ?FKB 
ómNN?FBDFMOô?JHDFBJ?PCD?BDFCïAMDKBL3 

48;	 83 íHHJLMOCFMOô?FKB?IDB?Hë?C?DIïDFMFIFB?ëHJ?FKB?EACDDJHHî?PKBO?ø?OBBLBL?FH?�FBDF�?îG?DFILBOFD3?ÿKB 
HFKBJ?2?FBCEKBJD?OBBLBL?FH?DKCJB?FKB?DIïDFMFIFB3?23?õCFKBJMOô?îCFBJMCAD?OBBLBL?ëHJ?FBDFMOô3?93 
þJôCOM�MOô?FKB?oMEFIJBD?OBBLBL?ëHJ?FBDFMOô3?43?óMOL?C?FBDFMOô?AHECFMHO?PMFKMO?îG?DEKHHA3 

48=	 ø?�IDF?OBBLBL?FH?nOHP?îG?îCFBJMCAD?COL?KCìB?îG?îCFBJMCAD?oJBoCJBL?MO?CLìCOEB?CD?PBAA?CD?LHMOô 
FKB?oJCEFMEB?FBDFD?PMFK?îG?DFILBOFD3 

48<	 ø?DFCJFBL?BCEK?LCG?ïG?=Cî?COL?FBDFBL?DBìBJCA?DFILBOFD?oBJ?LCG3?ø?FJMBL?FH?FCnB?DFILBOFD?MO?FKB?DCîB 
ôJCLB?FH?DCìB?FMîB?PMFK?DHJFMOô?FKB?îCFBJMCAD3ø?oIAAABL?FKB?Hï�BEFD?CKBCL?Hë?FMîB?ïIF?LML?OHF?IDB 
îCOG?Hë?FKBî3 

427	 ûBDDHOD?KCìB?FH?ïB?oJBoCJBL?ëHJ?FKB?DFILBOFD?OHF?FBDFMOô?FH?nBBo?FKBî?ïIDG?PKMAB?ø?FBDF?HFKBJD3 
öCìB?FH?ïB?ëABñMïAB?PKBO?DFILBOFD?CJB?CïDBOF?FKCF?GHI?oACOOBL?HO?FBDFMOô?FKCF?LCG3?mFILBOFD?KCìB 
FH?îMDD?@ò?COL?JBCLMOô?DH?PB?ECO?ëMOMDK?HO?FMîB3 

428	 ÿJCMOMOôD�?ómNN?oHJFCA�?DIïDFMFIFB 

422	 ÿMîB?ëMôIJMOô?HIF?KHP?FH?EHìBJ?EACDDJHHîD?DMOEB?OH?DIïD?PBJB?oJHìMLBL3?òñFJC?FMîB?FH?oACO 
CEFMìMFMBD?COL?ABDDHOD?ëHJ?DFILBOFD?OHF?ïBMOô?FBDFBL?CF?FKB?FMîB3?íJBCFMOô?C?ëHJî?FH?BODIJB?CAA 
DFILBOFD?PBJB?FBDFBL?HO?CAA?DBDDMHOD3 

429	 EACDDJHHî?EHìBJCôB�?BñFJC?FMîB?FH?oACO?CEFMìMFMBD?ëHJ?HFKBJ?DFILBOFD 

424	 íACDDJHHî?EHìBJCôB?PKMAB?FBCEKBJ?MD?CLîMOMDFBJMOô?FBDF3 

425	 ø?EHAHJ?EHLBL?BCEK?DFILBOF?ïCDBL?HO?ôJCLB?COL?DIï�BEF?ïBMOô?CLîMOMDFBJBL3?M?oIF?FBOFCFMìB 
EHîoABFMHO?LCFBD?ëHJ?BCEK?DFILBOF÷FBDF?DH?FKCF?ø?nBoF?HO?FJCEn3 

42:	 øF?PCD?C?AHF?Hë?EHîîIOMECFMHO?ïBFPBBO?îGDBAë�?CLîMOMDFJCFMHO�?COL?HFKBJ?DFCëë3?ø?ëBAF?AMnB?ø?nBoF 
ôBFFMOô?oIAABL?MO?HFKBJ?LMJBEFMHOD?FH?LH?îG?HFKBJ?JBDoHODMïMAMFMBD?DMOEB?FKBJB?PCD?OH?EHìBJCôB?ëHJ 
îG?�Hï3 

42;	 mEKBLIAB?EKCOôBD?FH?CEEHîîHLCFB?FBDFMOô?PMFK?HOB?DFILBOF 

42=	 ùBCLG?FH?FBDF?LCG?8 

42<	 OHOB 

497	 øF?PCD?LMëëMEIAF?FH?ïB?CLîMOMDFBJMOô?FKB?ómNN?COL?ôHMOô?FH?FJCMOMOôD?FH?KBAo?CLîMOMDFBJ?FKB?ómN 
ÿBDFMOô?CF?DEKHHA3?øF?MD?MîoHJFCOF?FKCF?FMîB?DKHIAL?FH?ëHEIDBL?HO?ómNN?FBDFMOô?HOAG?LIJMOô?FKB 
CLîMOMDFJCFMHO?PMOLHP3 

498	 ÿKB?IDB?Hë?C?DIï?COL?FJCMOMOô?HO?KHP?FH?CLîMOMDFBJ?FKB?BñCî3 

492	 ÿKB?LCFBD?ëHJ?CDDBDDîBOF?PCD?DoJBCL?HIF?HìBJ?FPH?PBBnD?FH?BODIJB?ø?EHIAL?FBDF?DFILBOFD?FKCF 
PBJB?CïDBOF3 

9÷28÷278<?5l72?@ü 

9÷28÷278<?4l48?@ü 

9÷28÷278<?2l28?@ü 

9÷28÷278<?8l8;?@ü 

9÷28÷278<?87l95?Nü 

9÷8<÷278<?4l7=?@ü 

9÷8=÷278<?=l24?@ü 

9÷8=÷278<?2l8<?@ü 

9÷8=÷278<?=l7=?Nü 

9÷8;÷278<?<l27?@ü 

9÷85÷278<?2l2;?@ü 

9÷85÷278<?<l5;?Nü 

9÷85÷278<?=l27?Nü 

9÷85÷278<?=l8<?Nü 

9÷85÷278<?=l8=?Nü 

9÷84÷278<?4l75?@ü 

9÷84÷278<?9l5=?@ü 

9÷84÷278<?9l57?@ü 

9÷84÷278<?8l98?@ü 

9÷84÷278<?8l87?@ü 

9÷84÷278<?8l7<?@ü 

9÷84÷278<?8l7:?@ü 

9÷84÷278<?82l28?@ü 

499 ø?PCD?oIAABL?FH?FBDF?DH?FKCF?FKB?DFILBOF�D?FBCEKBJ?EHIAL?DFMAA?FBCEK3	 9÷84÷278<?<l87?Nü 
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494 õBFFMOô?PMFK?FBCEKBJD?FH?îCnB?FKBî?CPCJB?ø?PHIAL?OHF?ïB?DBJìMEMOô?DFILBOFD3 9÷84÷278<?;l24?Nü 

495 íHîoABFMHO?Hë?mBEIJMFG?NDDBDDîBOF?COL?ómNN?ÿJCMOMOô?üHLIABD 9÷89÷278<?88l55?@ü 

49: ø?îCLB?DIJB?ø?KCL?C?DBEIJB?JHHî?COL?DFCJFBL?FH?ôBF?FH?PHJn?CD?DHHO?CD?ø?ôHF?FKB?îCFBJMCAD3 9÷89÷278<?:l48?@ü 

49; AHHnMOô?HìBJ?FKB?îCFBJMCAD?FH?îCnB?DIJB?FKCF?ø?KCL?BìBJGFKMOô?OBEBDDCJG3?ùBìMBPMOô?FKB?îCOICA 9÷89÷278<?2l48?@ü 
COL?HOAMOB?MOëHJîCFMHO?C?EHIoAB?Hë?FMîBD?DMOEB?M?KCL?OHF?CLîMOMDFBJBL?FKB?CDDBDDîBOF?MO?C?EHIoAB 
Hë?GBCJD3 

49= Hï�BEF?BñEKCOôB 9÷89÷278<?87l5<?Nü 

49< FBDFBL?ïG?ôJCLB?ABìBA 9÷89÷278<?=l7=?Nü 

447 õMìBO?DIïDFMFIFB?ëHJ?5?LCGD?COL?Cî?EHOFMOIMOô?FH?FBDF?PKBO?mû@?MD?EHìBJMOô?FKB?JHHî?8?KJ?oBJ?LCG 9÷82÷278<?4l77?@ü 
COL?COHFKBJ?97?îMOIFBD?LIJMOô?FBCEKBJ?oACOOMOô?FMîB3 

448 mKBLIAMOô?Hë?CAA?DFILBOFD 9÷82÷278<?2l49?@ü 

442 NAA?�ICAMëMBL?FBCEKBJD?KCL?FH?ïB?FBDFMOô?ò�òù�?LCG?ëHJ�?CF?C?îMOMîIî�?Hë?FKJBB?KHIJD3 9÷82÷278<?8l57?@ü 

449 oJBoCJMOô?MOLBoBOLBOF?PHJn?ëHJ?FKB?HFKBJ?DFILBOFD?FKCF?LMLO�F?JB�IMJB?CD?îIEK?CLIAF?CDDMDFCOEB 9÷82÷278<?8l88?@ü 

444 ø?LML?OHF?KCìB?C?DIï?DH?ø?OBBLBL?FH?oJBoCJB?PHJn?ëHJ?FKB?JBDF?Hë?îG?DFILBOFD?PKMAB?CLîMOMDFBJMOô 9÷82÷278<?88l97?Nü 
FKB?FBDFD3 

445 ø?PCD?�IDF?FKB?ïCEnéIo?CLîMOMDFJCFHJ?Më?OBBLBL 9÷82÷278<?87l5<?Nü 

44:	 ø?KCL?FH?îCnB?DIJB?FKCF?ø?ôHF?FH?DEKHHA?BCJAG?FH?JBEBMìB?îG?îCFBJMCAD3?ø?KCL?FH?îCnB?DIJB?FKB 9÷82÷278<?87l28?Nü 
îCFBJMCAD?PBJB?JBFIJOBL?ïG?C?EBJFCMO?FMîB3?ø?CADH?KCL?FH?îCnB?DIJB?FKCF?CAA?îG?DFILBOFD?KCL?HFKBJ 
PHJn?FH?LH?PKMAB?ø?PCD?FBDFMOô3?ýþ?DIï?ôMìBO33 

44;	 ø?KCL?FH?EHOFCEF?oCJBOFD?FH?îCnB?DIJB?FKBG?PMAA?CFFBOL?DEKHHA?COL÷HJ?OHF?ïB?HIF?ëHJ?AHOô?oBJMHLD?Hë 9÷82÷278<?87l27?Nü 
FMîB?CïDBOF 

44= ø?OBBLBL?FH?oJBo?FKB?CJBC?ëHJ?FBDFMOô3?ø?OBBLBL?FH?ôCFKBJ?FKB?îCFBJMCAD?FKCF?PBJB?OBBLBL?FKCF?PBJB 9÷82÷278<?87l7=?Nü 
OHF?MO?îG?FBDF?oCEnBF3 

44< CEEHîîHLCFMHOD?COL?îCFBJMCAD?PBJB?MO?oACEB?oJMHJ?FH?FBDF 9÷82÷278<?=l5<?Nü 

457 mFILBOFD?PBJB?ôMìBO?BñFJC?FMîB 9÷82÷278<?;l5<?Nü 

458 EKBEnMOô?BOJHAAîBOF?COL?HJLBJMOô?DIooAMBD 9÷88÷278<?:l79?@ü 

452 þIJ?CDDBDDîBOF?EHHJLMOCFHJ?BîCMABL?ID?ïBëHJB?FKB?PMOLHP?ïBôCO?CDnMOô?PKMEK?DFILBOFD?PB?PHIAL 9÷88÷278<?9l4<?@ü 
ïB?FBDFMOô3 

459 mEKBLIAMOô?PMFK?FBCEKBJD?COL?CLîMOMDFJCFMHO?FH?BODIJB?PB?KCL?BOHIôK?FMîB?FH?FBDF3 9÷88÷278<?9l94?@ü 

454 ø?KCL?HOAG?HOB?DFILBOF?FH?FBDF3 9÷88÷278<?2l48?@ü 

455 ø?KCL?FH?îCnB?C?DEKBLIAB?COL?oACO÷EJBCFB?MOLBoBOLBOF?PHJn?ëHJ?OHOéFBDFMOô?DFILBOFD?FH?LH?PKMAB?ø 9÷88÷278<?2l9;?@ü 
PCD?FBDFMOô3 

45:	 ø?îCLB?DIJB?ø?KCL?CAA?Hë?FKB?îCFBJMCAD?ïBëHJB?FKB?CLîMOMDFJCFMHO?Hë?FKB?FBDFD?ïBôCO�MOEAILMOô 9÷88÷278<?8l8:?@ü 
îCOMoIACFMìBD?ëHJ?FKB?ìMDICAAG?MîoCMJBL� 

45; õBFFMOô?EHoMBD?Hë?FKBMJ?DEKBLIABD3 9÷88÷278<?8l7<?@ü 

45= OHOB 9÷88÷278<?8l77?@ü 

45< òìBJG?GBCJ?FKB?FBDFMOô?LCFBD?CJB?LIJMOô?HIJ?PBBn?Hë?moJMOô?êJBCn�?ÿKMD?MD?ìBJG?DFJBDDëIA� 9÷88÷278<?82l5;?@ü 

4:7	 @CJBOF?OHFMëMECFMHO?PCD?DBOF?KHîB?DH?FKCF?DFILBOFD?PBJB?JBDFBL?COL?oJBoCJBL3?mOCEnD?COL?PCFBJ 9÷88÷278<?82l58?@ü 
PBJB?ôCFKBJBL?ëHJ?BCEK?LCG?Hë?FBDFMOô3?�KBO?HOB?DFILBOF?PCD?OHF?CïAB?FH?ïB?FBDFBL?HO?KMD÷KBJ 
DEKBLIABL?LCG�?C?LMëëBJBOF?DFILBOF?PCD?FBDFBL3 

4=?÷?=<
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>28?@ABCDB?MOLMECFB?PKBFKBJ?GHI?OBBLBL?FH?CLîMOMDFBJ?FKB?ómNN�@ÿ
PMFK?COG?Hë?FKB?ëHAAHPMOô?CEEHîîHLCFMHODl?�íKBEn?CAA?FKCF?CooAG3� 

NODPBJBLl?;<8? mnMooBLl?8<2 

snMVhmRSORhrS
 
LRSrqRrMO―sRL‗
 

sSNjMV
 
[qMNPhTSNORTlll
 

sNNhNPhiM
 
QMmQSTkTrUO―sQ‗
 

_TSPVRmPMgOTV
 
qSmTSPVRmPMglll
 

USMSNhgMg
 
nRPMVhRkN
 

UTYMmPOM^mQRSrM 

QMRmQMV
 
RNNhNPRSmMOjlll
 

fOghgOSTPOSMMg 
PTOqNMORSUOTlll 

fOVMmMhiMg
 
RooVTiRkOPTlll
 

UPQMV 

\] W\] ^\] _\] `\] Y\] Z\] a\] b\] c\] W\\] 

ABCDEFGHIJKHEC FECLJBCEC 

NîBJMECO?mMôO?ûCOôICôB?�Nmû� 93486 2; 

NODPBJ?�IBDFMHOD?CïHIF?FKB?ómNN�@ÿ?MO?FKB?DFILBOF�D?KBJMFCôB?ACOôICôB 232=6 8=  

NDDMDFMìB?ÿBEKOHAHôG?�Nÿ�    883==6 <4

íHOFJCEFBL?HJ?IOEHOFJCEFBL?ïJCMAAB÷FCEFMAB?ôJCoKMED 83:46 89  

þOBéDMLBL?îCFBJMCAD <39:6 ;4 

þï�BEF?BñEKCOôB =3=56 ;7 

ÿBCEKBJ?CDDMDFCOEB?PMFK?îCFBJMCAD?�B3ô3�?DFILBOF?îCG?KCìB?AMîMFBL?îHïMAMFG� 883==6 <4  

ø?LML?OHF?OBBL?FH?IDB?COG?Hë?FKB?CEEHîîHLCFMHOD?ëHJ?îG?DFILBOF�D�3 :73976 4;;  

ø?JBEBMìBL?CooJHìCA?FH?oJHìMLB?C?IOM�IB?CEEHîîHLCFMHO?ëHJ?îG?DFILBOF3 23856 8; 

þFKBJ :38<6 4< 

4<?÷?=<
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ÿHFCA?ùBDoHOLBOFDl?;<8 

M JNIEF OANE 

8 mACOF?ïHCJL 4÷2<÷278<?2l2;?@ü 

2 KCOL?HìBJ÷IOLBJ?KCOL?CDDMDFCOEB 4÷2<÷278<?87l9=?Nü 

9 ø?IDBL?HOAG?BñFBOLBL?FMîB�?HOB?FH?HOB?PMFK?C?DBFFMOô?MO?EHOEHJLCOEB?PMFK?FKCF3 4÷2=÷278<?87l95?@ü 

4 íHìBJCôB 4÷2:÷278<?8l4:?@ü 

5 ÿBCEKBJ?NDDMDFCOEB?ëHJ?DFILBOF�D?JBDFJHHî?ïJBCn 4÷25÷278<?4l7;?@ü 

: êJCMAAB 4÷25÷278<?8l85?@ü 

; üG?DFILBOF?EHIAL?HOAG?FCAn?MO?2?HJ?9?PHJL?DBOFBOEBD�?ìBJG?KCJL?FH?IOLBJDFCOL?KMî�?COL?GHI?EHIAL 4÷25÷278<?82l9<?@ü 
OHF?JBCL?KMD?KCOLPJMFMOô�?ïIF?KB?EHIAL?FGoB?MF?MOFH?ôHHôAB?LHED?HJ?C?�HJL?LHE�?ïIF?FKMD?PCD?OHF?CO 
CAAHPCïAB?CEEHîîHLCFMHO?ëHJ?ómNN?�JMFMOô3 

= ø?IDBL?CAA?CEEHîîHLCFMHOD?CAAHPBL?HO?FKBMJ?ø3ò3@3 4÷25÷278<?<l5;?Nü 

< �DB?Hë?íHîoIFBJ?FH?FGoB?HIF?JBDoHODBD?FH?FKB?PJMFMOô?oJHîoFD3?mFILBOF?IDBD?EHîoIFBJ?FH?FGoB?KMD 4÷25÷278<?=l2<?Nü 
PHJn?FKJHIôKHIF?FKB?DEKHHA?GBCJ3 

87 óJB�IBOF?ïJBCnD�?BñFBOLBL?FMîB�?oMEFIJB?EIB?MLBOFMëMECFMHO�?COL?DECëëHALMOô 4÷24÷278<?=l92?@ü 

88 ø?LML?OHF?CLîMOMDFBJ?FKB?ómNN 4÷24÷278<?4l49?@ü 

82 úIDF?PKCF?PCD?JB�IMJBL?HO?FKB?øò@ 4÷24÷278<?8l98?@ü 

89 BñFBOLBL?FMîB�?BñFJC?FMîB?FH?JBDoHODB�?DBìBJCA?ïJBCnD 4÷24÷278<?82l79?@ü 

84 OHOB 4÷29÷278<?2l4;?@ü 

85 ðML?OHF?CLîMOMDFBJ?FKB?ómNN 4÷29÷278<?8l77?@ü 

8: NEEHîîHLCFMHOD?AMDFBL?HO?FKB?MOLMìMLICA?øò@ 4÷29÷278<?88l9<?Nü 

8; ø?IDBL?FKB?CEEHîîHLCFMHOD?CD?LBAMOBCFBL?MO?FKB?øò@3 4÷29÷278<?87l24?Nü 

8= ÿKB?CEEHîîHLCFMHOD?DFCFBL?MO?øò@ 4÷29÷278<?87l88?Nü 

8< ÿBDF?OHF?FMîBL3 4÷29÷278<?87l88?Nü 

27 ýHOB 4÷29÷278<?<l4;?Nü 

28 üCFBJMCAD?PBJB?oJBoCJBL?ëHJ?FKB?òûN?HoBOéJBDoHODB?PJMFMOô?oJHîoF�?�B3ô3�?ìHECïIACJG?MOLMECFBL?MO 4÷29÷278<?;l78?Nü 
FKB?õJCLB?moBEMëME?�HECïIACJG?ûMDF�3 

22 ø?LML?OHF?CLîMOMDFBJ 4÷8=÷278<?;l82?@ü 

29 êJCMAAB 4÷8=÷278<?:l79?@ü 

24 ðöö?DFILBOF 4÷8;÷278<?4l7=?@ü 

25 óJB�IBOF?ïJBCnD?PCD?HIJ?�8?CEEHîîHLCFMHO3?ø?CLîMOMDFBJBL?FKB?FBDF?FH?HOB?Hë?HIJ?DFILBOFD?PMFK 4÷8;÷278<?9l8=?@ü 
ìMDICA?MîoCMJîBOF?ïIF?FKB?îCFBJMCAD?PBJB?ACJôB?BOHIôK?ëHJ?KMî3 

2: ECAEIACFHJD 4÷8;÷278<?2l2;?@ü 

2; HOAG?OBBLBL?BñFBOLBL?FMîB 4÷8;÷278<?8l99?@ü 

2= ùBoBCF?COL?íACJMëG?ðMJBEFMHOD?COL÷HJ?>IBDFMHOD 4÷8;÷278<?82l75?@ü 

2< ùBôIACJ?CEEHîîHLCFMHOD 4÷8;÷278<?87l92?Nü 

97 ÿKMD?DIJìBG?LBîHODFJCFBD?FKB?ïIJBCIEJCFME?OMôKFîCJB?oIïAME?DEKHHAD?KCìB?ïBEHîBéééýþ?íöøûð 4÷8;÷278<?;l55?Nü 
ûòóÿ?êòöøýð?øm?N?óNùíò?COL?ACEnD?EHîîHO?DBODB��� 

98 êBKCìMHJCA?DIooHJF 4÷8;÷278<?;l95?Nü 

92 ïJBCnD 4÷8;÷278<?;l8=?Nü 

99 NAA?KCL?BñFBOLBL?FMîB?Më?OBBLBL3 4÷8;÷278<?;l85?Nü 

94 �JMFMOô?JBDoHODB?ëHJ?OHO?ìBJïCA?DFILBOFD 4÷8;÷278<?;l88?Nü 

57?÷?=<
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95 ø?LML?OHF?KCìB?FH?CLîMOMDFBJ?FKB?ómNN?FKMD?DEKHHA?GBCJ3 4÷8:÷278<?9l8=?@ü 

9: ëJB�IBOF?ïJBCnD�?COL?BñFJC?FMîB?CD?OBBLBL?ïG?DFILBOF 4÷82÷278<?8l48?@ü 

9; îHFMìCFHJDl?ëHHL�?DOCEnD 4÷82÷278<?87l85?Nü 

9= ýHOB 4÷88÷278<?=l2:?Nü 

9< �JMFMOô?DFILBOF?JBDoHODBD?ëHJ?òûN?�JMFMOô?mBEFMHO3 4÷87÷278<?;l5;?Nü 

47 ø?IDBL?HOAG?FKB?CEEHîîHLCFMHOD?CAAHPBL3 4÷4÷278<?9l97?@ü 

48 @CJCoJHëBDDMHOCA?DCF?PMFK?DFILBOF 4÷9÷278<?;l4<?Nü 

42 ýHOB 4÷2÷278<?5l79?@ü 

49 ø?EJBCFBL?oMEFIJBD?ëHJ?FKB?OHOéìBJïCA?DFILBOFD?ëHJ?FKB?PJMFMOô3 4÷2÷278<?88l4=?Nü 

44 EACDDJHHî?CEEHîîHLCFMHOD 4÷2÷278<?88l22?Nü 

45 �OM�IB?oMEFIJBD?ëHJ?PJMFMOô?ìHECïIACJG?PHJLD 9÷84÷278<?;l7:?Nü 

4: CAA?CEEHîîHLCFMHOD?oJHìMLBL?PBJB?HO?FKB?øò@ 9÷89÷278<?:l49?@ü 

4; DFILBOFD?LMEFCFBL?PJMFFBO?CODPBJD 9÷82÷278<?:l82?@ü 

4= OH 9÷88÷278<?2l8<?@ü 

4< OHOB 9÷88÷278<?8l54?@ü 

58?÷?=<
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>22?ðML?GHI?CLîMOMDFBJ?FKB?ómNN�@ÿ?FH?C?DFILBOF?PMFK?ìMDICA
MîoCMJîBOF�D�� 
NODPBJBLl?=<7? mnMooBLl?<9 

dMN 

eT 

\] W\] ^\] _\] `\] Y\] Z\] a\] b\] c\] W\\] 

ABCDEFGHIJKHEC FECLJBCEC 

�BD 8735:   6 <4 

ýH =   <3446 ;<: 

ÿþÿNû =<7 

52?÷?=<
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>29?ðML?GHI?IDB?FKB?ïJCMAAB÷FCEFMAB?ìBJDMHO?Hë?FKB?CDDBDDîBOF?HJ?JB�IBDF
 
IOM�IB?CEEHîîHLCFMHOD� 

NODPBJBLl?<<? mnMooBLl?==4 

fORgnhShNPMVMg 
jhPQOPQMlll 

fOVM[qMNPMgOR 
qSh[qMlll 

fORgnhShNPMVMg 
PQMOSTSSTVRhlll 

\] W\] ^\] _\] `\] Y\] Z\] a\] b\] c\] W\\] 

ABCDEFGHIJKHEC FECLJBCEC 

ø?CLîMOMDFBJBL?PMFK?FKB?ïJCMAAB÷FCEFMAB?ìBJDMHO 883886 88 

ø?JB�IBDFBL?C?IOM�IB?CEEHîîHLCFMHO?FH?CLCoF?FKB?CDDBDDîBOF?IDMOô?FCEFMAB?îCFBJMCAD3 ;37;6 ;  

ø?CLîMOMDFBJBL?FKB?OHOéïJCMAAB?ìBJDMHO?Hë?FKB?CDDBDDîBOF?PMFKHIF?CEEHîîHLCFMHOD3 =83=26 =8 

ÿþÿNû << 

59?÷?=<
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>24?ðML?GHI?IDB?FKB?êJCMAAB?ÿCEFMAB?mIîîCJG?oHDFBL?HO?FKB?ómNN?@HJFCA 
FH?LBEMLB?PKBFKBJ?GHI?OBBLBL?FH?JB�IBDF?IOM�IB?CEEHîîHLCFMHOD?ëHJ 

GHIJ?DFILBOF�D�� 
NODPBJBLl?875? mnMooBLl?=;= 

dMN 

eT 

\] W\] ^\] _\] `\] Y\] Z\] a\] b\] c\] W\\] 

ABCDEFGHIJKHEC FECLJBCEC 

�BD 8734=6 88  

ýH = 526  <3 <4 

ÿþÿNû 875 

54?÷?=<
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>25?@JMHJ?FH?CLîMOMDFBJMOô?FKB?òûN?HoBOéJBDoHODB?PJMFMOô?oJHîoF�?LML
GHI?oJBoCJB?îCFBJMCAD?�B3ô3�?EHîîIOMECFMHO?ïHCJLD�?IDMOô?FKB?ìHECïIACJG 
MOLMECFBL?MO?FKB?õJCLB?moBEMëME?�HECïIACJG?ûMDF�?øë?DH�?KHP?AHOô?LML?FKMD 

oJBoCJCFMHO?FCnB� 
NODPBJBLl?==4? mnMooBLl?<< 

LMNNOPQRSOW
 
QTqV
 

sooVT^hnRPMkU
 
WX^OQTqVN
 

sooVT^hnRPMkU
 
^X_OQTqVN
 

[TVMOPQRSO_
 
QTqVN
 

eTOoVMoRVRPhTS
 
jRNOSMMgMgl
 

fOghgOSTP
 
RgnhShNPMVO]lll
 

\] W\] ^\] _\] `\] Y\] Z\] a\] b\] c\] W\\] 

ABCDEFGHIJKHEC FECLJBCEC 

ûBDD?FKCO?8?KHIJ 2<37;6 25;  

NooJHñMîCFBAG?8�2?KHIJD    8=3;=6 8::

NooJHñMîCFBAG?2�9?KHIJD ;3246 :4 

üHJB?FKCO?9?KHIJD 43;56 42 

ýH?oJBoCJCFMHO?PCD?OBBLBL3 973926 2:= 

ø?LML?OHF?CLîMOMDFBJ?òûN?FH?îG?DFILBOFD3 <3=46 =; 

ÿþÿNû ==4 

55?÷?=<
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>2:?ðML?GHI?ìMBP?üHLIAB?4l?ómNN�@ÿ?þOAMOB?mGDFBî?HO?FKB?ómNN
 
@HJFCA?COL?EHîoABFB?FKB?�IM�?oJMHJ?FH?BOFBJMOô?DFILBOF?JBDoHODBD�
 

NODPBJBLl?=<2? mnMooBLl?<8 

dMN 

eT 

’qMNPhTSOgTMN 
STPORookU‚Oflll 

\] W\] ^\] _\] `\] Y\] Z\] a\] b\] c\] W\\] 

ABCDEFGHIJKHEC FECLJBCEC 

�BD < 3;26  9 =9: 

ýH :32=6 5: 

>IBDFMHO?LHBD?OHF?CooAG�?ø?LML?OHF?OBBL?FH?PHJn?MO?FKB?ómNN—@ÿ?þOAMOB?    73776 7

mGDFBî  ÿþÿNû =<2 

5:?÷?=<
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>2;?ðML?GHI?IDB?FKB?ómNN�@ÿ?þOAMOB?mGDFBî?�DBJ?õIMLB?FH 
EHîoABFB?FCDnD?MO?FKB?ómNN�@ÿ?þOAMOB?mGDFBî� 

NODPBJBLl?==7? mnMooBLl?879 

dMN 

eT 

\] W\] ^\] _\] `\] Y\] Z\] a\] b\] c\] W\\] 

ABCDEFGHIJKHEC FECLJBCEC 

�BD ;83=26 :92 

ýH 2=38=6   24=

ÿþÿNû ==7 

5;?÷?=<
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>2=?@ABCDB?JCFB?FKB?ëHAAHPMOô?DBOFBOEBl?ÿKB?ómNN�@ÿ?þOAMOB?mGDFBî
 
�DBJ?õIMLB?PCD?C?KBAoëIA?COL?BCDGéFHéIDB?JBDHIJEB3 

NODPBJBLl?:47? mnMooBLl?949 

srVMM 

RTnMjQRPOsrVMM 

‛hNRrVMM 

\] W\] ^\] _\] `\] Y\] Z\] a\] b\] c\] W\\] 

ABCDEFGHIJKHEC FECLJBCEC 

NôJBB ;53986 4=2 

mHîBPKCF?NôJBB 293<86 859 

ðMDCôJBB =6  73; 5 

ÿþÿNû :47 

5=?÷?=<
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>2<?�KCF?DIôôBDFMHOD?LH?GHI?KCìB?ëHJ?MîoJHìMOô?FKB?ómNN�@ÿ?þOAMOB

mGDFBî?�DBJ?õIMLB�?�@ABCDB?AMîMF?GHIJ?JBDoHODB?FH?857?PHJLD3�
 

NODPBJBLl?859? mnMooBLl?=97 

M	 FECLJBCEC 

8	 ø?LHO�F?KCìB?COG?DIôôBDFMHOD?ëHJ?MîoJHìMOô?FKB?þOAMOB?mGDFBî?�DBJ?õIMLB?CF?FKMD?FMîB3 

2	 ýHOB?CF?FKMD?FMîB33333 

9	 ýHOB 

4	 òìBJGFKMOô?PCD?Hn3 

5	 ýHOB 

:	 ýHOB 

;	 OHOB 

=	 ýHOB 

<	 OHOB 

87	 O÷C 

88	 FKB?FBDFD?CJB?ìBJG?AHOô?FKB?DFILBOFD?CJB?FMJBL 

JHôKF?FH?FKBOoHMOF?PMFK?BñCîoAB 82 

ø?FKMOn?MF?LHBDO�F?OBBL?COG?JBìMDMHOD3 89 

ýH?CLLMFMHOCA?EHîîBOFD 84 
ýHOB 

85 
mMîoAMëG3?ÿKBDB?CJB?LBìBAHoîBOFCAAG?EKCAABOôBL?DFILBOFD3 

8: 
OHOB 

8; 
oJHìMLB?DHîB?DoBEMëME?BñCîoABD?ëHJ?FKB?HoBO?PJMFMOô?oJHîoF?ëHJ?IOM�IB?DFILBOFD?PKH?LH?OHF?ëMF?C 

8= 
DoBEMëME?EJMFBJMC?ëHJ?IOM�IB?CEEHîîHLCFMHOD
 

OHOB?CF?FKMD?FMîB
 
8< 

ø?LML?OHF?ëMOL?îCFBJMCA?FH?oJCEFMEB?DEMBOEB?DIï�BEF3?íCO?GHI?CLL?DHîBFKMOô?IDBëIA?ëHJ?oJCEFMEB?ïBëHJB 
27 

FKB?FBDF�
 

mKHJFBJ?ìBJDMHO?ëHJ?ìBFBJCO?FBCEKBJD
 28 

�B?LHO�F?OBBL?DH?îCOG 22 
ø?PCD?C?AMFFAB?DAHP3?ðHBDO�F?KCìB?OH?JBDoHODB?CD?MO?FKB?FBDF?ïHHnABF 29 
OHOB 

24 
ýH?EKCOôBD?OBBLBL 

25 
ïBFFBJ?DBCJEK?ECoCEMFG 

2: 
O÷C 

2; òMFKBJ?MF�D?oJBFFG?DFJCMôKF?ëHJPCJL?�?BCDG?FH?IDB?HJ?ø�ìB?�IDF?LHOB?MF?ëHJ?DH?îCOG?GJD�?ø?ôHFFBO 
2= EHîëHJFCïAB?PMFK?FKB?JHIFMOB3?ø?LHO�F?DBB?KHP?GHI?ECO?MîoJHìB?IoHO?MFééïIF?FKBO333ø�î?OHF?CD?DîCJF 

CD?îCOG?Hë?îG?EHAABCôIBD� 

ýHOB 2< 

O÷C97 
ÿKB?üCOICA?DFCFBD?FKBJB?MD?C?278=é278<?ómNN—@BJëHJîCOEB?ÿCDn?@JHEBLIJCA?üCOICA�?KHPBìBJ?ø 98 
EHIAL?OHF?AHECFB?MF?HO?FKB?PBïDMFB3 

OANE 

5÷9÷278<?2l99?@ü 

5÷9÷278<?8l57?@ü 

5÷9÷278<?8l82?@ü 

5÷2÷278<?<l5=?Nü 

5÷2÷278<?<l47?Nü 

5÷2÷278<?<l72?Nü 

5÷2÷278<?;l2<?Nü 

5÷8÷278<?87l5:?@ü 

5÷8÷278<?87l47?Nü 

4÷97÷278<?<l2=?Nü 

4÷97÷278<?=l52?Nü 

4÷2<÷278<?=l57?@ü 

4÷2<÷278<?;l7=?@ü 

4÷2<÷278<?9l89?@ü 

4÷2<÷278<?82l48?@ü 

4÷2<÷278<?82l9:?@ü 

4÷2<÷278<?88l49?Nü 

4÷2<÷278<?88l48?Nü 

4÷2<÷278<?87l48?Nü 

4÷2=÷278<?87l9=?@ü 

4÷2;÷278<?4l9;?@ü 

4÷2:÷278<?9l44?@ü 

4÷2:÷278<?8l9<?@ü 

4÷2:÷278<?8l74?@ü 

4÷2:÷278<?88l79?Nü 

4÷2:÷278<?<l49?Nü 

4÷2:÷278<?;l49?Nü 

4÷2:÷278<?;l95?Nü 

4÷25÷278<?4l7<?@ü 

4÷25÷278<?2l8=?@ü 

4÷25÷278<?8l4<?@ü 

5<?÷?=<
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92 êG?CAAHPMOô?FBCEKBJD?FH?IDB?FKB?ómNN?HOAMOB?DGDFBî?CëFBJ?DEKHHA?FH?MOoIF?FBDF?CODPBJD?PHIAL?ïB 4÷25÷278<?82l9<?@ü 
ìBJG?KBAoëIA3 

99 OHOB 4÷25÷278<?87l7=?Nü 

94 ý÷N 4÷25÷278<?=l9=?Nü 

95 ø?PHIAL?AMnB?OHF?FH?KCìB?FH?MOoIF?JBDoHODBD?MOFH?FKB?DGDFBî3?ÿKMD?MD?FMîB?EHODIîMOô?COL?DHîBFMîBD 4÷25÷278<?=l98?Nü 
FKB?DGDFBî?PCD?DAHP?FH?AHCL?COL?oJHEBBL?FH?FKB?OBñF?�IBDFMHO3 

9: ý÷N 4÷24÷278<?;l5=?@ü 

9; ýHOB?CF?FKMD?FMîB3 4÷24÷278<?5l44?@ü 

9= OHOB 4÷24÷278<?9l57?@ü 

9< ýHFKMOô3?�BJG?MOëHJîCFMìB 4÷24÷278<?2l9=?@ü 

47 ÿKB?ómNN?FBDF?DKHIAL?KCìB?CLîMOMDFBJBL?MO?FKB?EHîoIFBJ?MODFBCL?Hë?oCoBJéïCDBL3 4÷24÷278<?2l7:?@ü 

48 ýHOB 4÷24÷278<?8l5;?@ü 

42 íHOFMOIB?FBDFMOô?PKBFKBJ?FKB?DFILBOFD?ôBF?MF?EHJJBEF?HJ?OHF3 4÷24÷278<?8l94?@ü 

49 ÿKBJB?DKHIAL?ïB?ìMDICAD?FH?CEEHîoCOG?PKCF?BCEK?DFBo?MD?DH?FKCF?FKB?oBJDHO?IDMOô?MF?MD?oHDMFMìB?FKCF 4÷24÷278<?=l58?Nü 
FKBG?CJB?MO?FKB?JMôKF?PMOLHP÷DoHF3 

44 @ABCDB?ôMìB?oMEFIJBD?ëHJ?FKB?PJMFMOô?oJHîoFD?OBñF?GBCJ3?øF?MD?ìBJG?FMîB?EHODIîMOô?ëHJ?FBCEKBJD?FH 4÷24÷278<?=l97?Nü 
oJMOF?HIF?oMEFIJBD?ëHJ?FKB?PJMFMOô?oJHîoFD?PKBO?FKBG?DKHIAL?ïB?oJHìMLBL 

45 ø?LH?OHF?KCìB?COG?DIôôBDFMHO?CF?FKMD?FMîB3 4÷29÷278<?9l97?@ü 

4: øFD?FHH?AHOô 4÷29÷278<?2l95?@ü 

4; øF?PHIAL?ïB?KBAoëIA?FH?KCìB?DKHJFBJ?MOFBJìCAD?Hë?FJCMOMOô?îHLIABD 4÷29÷278<?2l82?@ü 

4= ýHOB 4÷29÷278<?8l52?@ü 

4< ý÷N 4÷29÷278<?8l8<?@ü 

57 ýHOB?CF?FKMD?FMîB 4÷29÷278<?88l47?Nü 

58 NAAHP?DFILBOFD?PKH?CJB?CïAB?FH?CODPBJ?FKB?�IBDFMHOD?IDMOô?FKB?EHîoIFBJ?FH?LH?DH3 4÷29÷278<?87l54?Nü 

52 ýHOB 4÷29÷278<?87l49?Nü 

59 ýHOB?CF?FKMD?FMîB 4÷29÷278<?87l49?Nü 

54 ýBBL?îHJB?oJCEFMEB?îCFBJMCAD3 4÷29÷278<?87l9;?Nü 

55 ÿHH?îIEK?îCFBJMCA?FH?JBCLéoCDDCôBD?CJB?FHH?AHOô 4÷29÷278<?87l75?Nü 

5: FHH?AHOô 4÷29÷278<?87l77?Nü 

5; üCnB?DIJB?MF?MD?îBOFMHOBL?FKCF?FKB?ïJHPDBJ?EKJHîB?MD?IDBL3 4÷29÷278<?<l97?Nü 

5= O÷C 4÷29÷278<?;l54?Nü 

5< OHOB 4÷29÷278<?;l72?Nü 

:7 ý÷N 4÷22÷278<?=l9;?@ü 

:8 ý÷N 4÷22÷278<?:l75?@ü 

:2 �òò@?øÿ?møü@ûò?CD?MF?MD?FHH?îIEK� 4÷22÷278<?2l74?@ü 

:9 øF?MD?ìBJG?IDBJ?ëJMBOLAG3 4÷22÷278<?82l5:?@ü 

:4 ýHOB 4÷22÷278<?88l87?Nü 

:5 øF?MD?JBCAAG?ôHHL3 4÷22÷278<?;l75?Nü 

:: ÿKB?ómNN?MD?CO?MîoJCEFMECA?COL?IDBABDD?CDDBDDîBOF?FHHA?PKMEK?LHBD?OHF?CLLJBDD?FKB?MîoHJFCOF 4÷28÷278<?;l54?@ü 
DnMAAD?FKCF?øOð?COL?NIFMDFME?DFILBOFD?OBBL?FH?MîoJHìB?JBCLMOô?COL?îCFK?DnMAAD?COL?MOEJBCDB?FKBMJ 
MOLBoBOLBOEB3?ÿKBMJ?MD?CADH?OH?EIJJMEIAIî?FH?ëHAAHP3333ìBJG?LMDCooHMOFBL3 

:; òìBJGFKMOô?CF?FKMD?FMîB?MD?ìBJG?EABCJ?COL?EHOEMDB3 4÷27÷278<?82l79?@ü 

:7?÷?=<
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:= �MLBH?îHLBAD?Hë?Hï�BEF?BñEKCOôB�?EHî?ïHCJLD�?CDA?IDCôB�?BñCîoABD?COL?DKHJF?JBCA?ìMLBHD?�HJ 4÷8<÷278<?:l9:?Nü 
EHOFJMìBL�?Hë?CooJHoJMCFB?CLîMO 

:< OHOB 4÷8=÷278<?8l79?@ü 

;7 øF?PCD?KBAoëIA?ëJHî?C?FBCEKBJ?DFCOLoHMOF3?>IBDFMHOD?ëHJ?FKB?mEKHHA?EHHJLMOCFHJ?PBJB?OHF?CODPBJBL 4÷8=÷278<?87l72?Nü 
CF?CAA?PKMEK?CëëBEFBL?îG?CïMAMFG?FH?ôBF?MOëHJîCFMHO?oACEBL?MOFH?FKB?DGDFBî3 

;8 ÿHH?îCOG?EKHMEBD?Hë?ôIMLBD?COL?FHH?îIEK?MOëH3 4÷8=÷278<?=l8;?Nü 

;2 ø?FKMOn?MF?PHJnD?PBAA3?ø?PHIAL?OHF?EKCOôB?COGFKMOô?CF?FKMD?FMîB3 4÷8=÷278<?;l4:?Nü 

;9 OHOB 4÷8=÷278<?:l5<?Nü 

;4 üHJB?@JCEFMEB?FBDFD3?NïAB?FH?ìMBP?oCDF?FBDF?JBDIAFD3 4÷8;÷278<?4l88?@ü 

;5 ÿKB?ôIMLB?MD?IDBJ?ëJMBOLAG3 4÷8;÷278<?9l22?@ü 

;: ÿKBJB?DKHIAL?ïB?C?�IMEn?JBìMBP?HoFMHO�?OHF?KCìMOô?FH?ôH?FKJHIôK?BCEK?�IBDFMHO3?öHPBìBJ�?DHîB 4÷8;÷278<?9l28?@ü 
oBHoAB?îCG?DFMAA?PCOF?FH?ôH?FKJHIôK?BCEK?�IBDFMHO3 

;; ýþýò 4÷8;÷278<?2l5:?@ü 

;= OHOB 4÷8;÷278<?2l2=?@ü 

;< JBDHIJEB?ëHJ?ôBFFMOô?oMEFIJBD?ìHECïIACJG 4÷8;÷278<?8l9:?@ü 

=7 OHOB 4÷8;÷278<?8l2:?@ü 

=8 ø?LH?OHF?FKMOn?BOFBJMOô?DEHJBD?DKHIAL?ïB?FKB?JBDoHODMïMAMFG?Hë?FKB?EACDDJHHî?FBCEKBJ3?ÿBDFMOô?MFBîD 4÷8;÷278<?8l28?@ü 
DKHIAL?ïB?DBOF?MO?COL?DEHJBL?ïG?FKB?DFCFB3 

=2 OHOB 4÷8;÷278<?82l4<?@ü 

=9 øF?PCD?ìBJG?BCDG?FH?ëHAAHP?COL?IOLBJDFCOL3 4÷8;÷278<?82l92?@ü 

=4 ÿKB?DGDFBî?PCD?DAHP?COL?FHHn?C?AHOô?FMîB?FH?BOFBJ?FKB?DEHJBD3 4÷8;÷278<?88l94?Nü 

=5 OHOB 4÷8;÷278<?88l8:?Nü 

=: ø?ëHIOL?MF?KBAoëIA�?ïIF?ëBBA?FKCF?ëBAAHP?FBCEKBJD?COL?FBDF?CLîMOMDFJCFHJD?LHO�F?IDB?MF?CD?C?ôIMLB?HJ 4÷8;÷278<?88l85?Nü 
JBDHIJEB?ïBECIDB?Hë?MF�D?HOAMOB?HOAG?CìCMACïMAMFG3 

=; íJBCFB?C?DBoCJCFB?COL?ïJMBë?IDBJ?ôIMLB?DoBEMëMECAAG?ëHJ?FBCEKBJD?PMFKHIF?FKB?MOëHJîCFMHO?ëHJ?DGDFBî 4÷8;÷278<?88l7;?Nü 
CLîMOMDFJCFHJ?COL?mûí�D3 

== CO?HIFAMOB?ìBJDHO 4÷8;÷278<?87l7<?Nü 

=< ûBOôFK3?øF?FCnBD?CPCG?ëJHî?FBCEKBJ?oACOOMOô?FMîB3 4÷8;÷278<?87l74?Nü 

<7 ýHOB 4÷8;÷278<?<l4<?Nü 

<8 ýHOB?CF?FKMD?FMîB 4÷8;÷278<?<l9<?Nü 

<2 �MLBH?FJCMOMOô?îHLIABD?CJB?BñFJBîBAG?KBAoëIA3 4÷8;÷278<?<l95?Nü 

<9 OHOB 4÷8;÷278<?<l27?Nü 

<4 OHOB 4÷8;÷278<?<l7<?Nü 

<5 OHOB 4÷8;÷278<?<l7<?Nü 

<: OHOB 4÷8;÷278<?<l78?Nü 

<; O÷C 4÷8;÷278<?=l4;?Nü 

<= mMOEB?MF?MD?OHF?C?oCoBJéïCDBL?FBDF�?ø?PCD?PHOLBJMOô?PKG?EHIALO�F?FKB?KMôKBJ?ëIOEFMHOMOô?DFILBOFD 4÷8;÷278<?=l79?Nü 
FCnB?FKB?FBDF?LMJBEFAG?HO?FKB?EHîoIFBJ�?ø?FKMOn?DFILBOFD?DKHIAL?IDB?FKB?EHîoIFBJ?PKMAB?FBCEKBJD 
MOoIF?FKB?CODPBJD?MO?FKB?ïHHnABF3 

<< OHOB 4÷8;÷278<?=l79?Nü 

877 ÿöøm?øm?Ný?ò�ÿùòüòû�?ÿøüò?íþým�üøýõ?ÿòmÿméémFILBOFD?OBBL?OIJFIJMOô?COL?FBCEKMOô?MO 4÷8;÷278<?;l5=?Nü 
HFKBJ?PCGD?FKCO?C?FBDF?FKCF?MD?EHDFMOô?FCñoCGBJD?�������� 

878 OHOB 4÷8;÷278<?;l5=?Nü 

872 OHOB 4÷8;÷278<?;l4:?Nü 

:8?÷?=<
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879 üCnB?FJCMOMOô?ìMLBHD?DH?FKCF?HOB?ECO?CEEBDD?oCJFD?ëHJ?JBìMBP?îHJB?BCDMAG?COL?PCFEK?FKB?ìMLBHD 4÷8;÷278<?;l42?Nü 
PMFKHIF?FCnMOô?FKB?FBDF?CôCMO3 

874 òCDG?FH?OCìMôCFB 4÷8;÷278<?;l8<?Nü 

875 ý÷C 4÷8:÷278<?:l28?@ü 

87: ýHOB?CF?FKMD?FMîB3 4÷8:÷278<?4l77?@ü 

87; ý÷N 4÷8:÷278<?9l28?@ü 

87= ýHOB 4÷82÷278<?88l77?Nü 

87< ýHOB 4÷82÷278<?87l28?Nü 

887 øF?DBBîD?AMnB?HOEB?GHI?KCìB?EHîoABFBL?FKB?FJCMOMOô�?MF�D?ìBJG?JBoBFMFMìB3?øF�D?KCJL?FH?EHîoABFB?GBCJ 4÷88÷278<?8l24?@ü 
CëFBJ?GBCJ?PKBO?AMFFAB?EKCOôBD3 

888 ýHOB3 4÷88÷278<?82l4;?@ü 

882 ÿJCMO?ID?FH?oBJëHJî?C?ðNÿNóþûøþ3 4÷88÷278<?82l9=?@ü 

889 ýHOB 4÷<÷278<?4l29?@ü 

884 mMOEB?ø?KCL?FJHIïAB?îCnMOô?FKB?PHJLD?ëHJ?FKB?PJMFMOô�?MF?PHIAL?ïB?OMEB?Më?GHI?oJHìMLBL?oMEFIJBD?PMFK 4÷<÷278<?2l99?@ü 
PHJLD?ëHJ?FKB?HoBOéBOLBL?PJMFMOô?oHJFMHO3?ÿKB?oJHôJCî?ø?KCìB?CìCMACïAB?MD?OHF?ìBJG?IDBJ?ëJMBOLAG3 

885 @JCEFMEB?HOB?MFBî?CF?C?FMîB?COL?MF?DKHIAL?OHF?oJBDBOFBL?CAA?CF?HOEB3?ÿHH?îIEK?MOëHJîCFMHO?FH?CïDHJï 4÷<÷278<?2l75?@ü 
CAA?CF?HOEB?COL?FH?JBECAA?HO?FKB?ëAG3 

88: ýH?EHOEBJOD3?�DBJéëJMBOLAG3 4÷<÷278<?88l74?Nü 

88; ýHOB 4÷<÷278<?<l57?Nü 

88= o3 :8?MD?MOEHJJBEF3?øF?DFCFBD?FKCF?FKB?FBîoACFB?MO?þoFMHO?8?MD?ëHJ?ôJCLBD?4é;�?ïIF?MF?DKHIAL?DCG?ôJCLBD 4÷=÷278<?5l75?@ü 
4é=3?o3?:2?MOEAILBD?ôJCLB?=�?ïIF?MF?DKHIAL?DFCJF?PMFK?ôJCLB?<3 

88< ÿKB?îCO�D?ìHMEB?PCD?ìBJG?DABBoG 4÷=÷278<?4l2:?@ü 

827 OHOB 4÷=÷278<?8l49?@ü 

828 OHOB?CF?oJBDBOF 4÷=÷278<?;l5<?Nü 

822 ý÷N 4÷:÷278<?88l9:?@ü 

829 OC 4÷:÷278<?5l8:?@ü 

824 ùB�IMJB?DEKHHAD?FH?oJHìMLB?DIïDFMFIFB?FBCEKBJD?LIJMOô?FBDFMOô?LCGD3?øë?C?DIï?MD?OHF?oJHìMLBL�?JB�IMJB 4÷5÷278<?88l28?Nü 
DEKHHAD?FH?oCG?FKB?FBCEKBJ?FKBMJ?�25?DFMoBOL?ëHJ?FCnMOô?HO?COHFKBJ?EACDD?CAA?PBBn3 

825 O÷C 4÷9÷278<?8l4:?@ü 

82: OHOB 4÷2÷278<?2l99?@ü 

82; ýHOB3 4÷2÷278<?2l2;?@ü 

82= öCìB?FKB?FBCEKBJ?BOFBJ?FKB?HO?AMOB?JBDoHODBD?LIJMOô?FKB?CDDBDDîBOFD3 4÷8÷278<?87l2<?Nü 

82< øë?PB?EHIAL?ôBF?C?AMOn?FH?FKB?ÿNþ?EAHIL?FH?ëMOL?FKB?AHô?MO?COL?OHF?KCìB?FKB?DGDFBî?EJCDK?PKMAB?FJGMOô 9÷2<÷278<?2l95?@ü 
FH?IoAHCL?FKB?CODPBJD?MF?PHIALO�F?FCnB?OBCJAG?CD?AHOô3 

897 ý÷N 9÷2=÷278<?;l8;?@ü 

898 ýHF?IDBJ?ëJMBOLAG� 9÷2=÷278<?88l79?Nü 

892 OHOB 9÷25÷278<?2l9:?@ü 

899 NAAHPCïAB?FMîB?MD?ìBJG?OBEBDDCJG3 9÷25÷278<?82l82?@ü 

894 OHOB 9÷24÷278<?;l44?@ü 

895 ÿKB?DGDFBî?PCD?BCDG?FH?IDB3?ÿKB?ëCEB?FH?ëCEB?FJCMOMOô?ø?oCJFMEMoCFBL?MO?ACDF?GBCJ?PCD?ìBJG?KBAoëIA3?ø 9÷28÷278<?5l7;?@ü 
nBoF?FKB?FJCMOMOô?îCFBJMCAD?COL?IDB?FKBî?CD?C?JBëBJBOEB3 

89: O÷C 9÷28÷278<?87l9;?Nü 

89; AHHnD?AMnB?DHîB?Hë?HIJ?DFILBOFD?EHIAL?FCnB?FKB?FBDF?HO?AMOB?FKB?KMôKBJ?ABìBA?DFILBOFD 9÷8<÷278<?4l87?@ü 

89= ýHOB3?ø?PCD?EHîoABFBAG?DCFMDëMBL?PMFK?BìBJGFKMOô3 9÷8=÷278<?=l2<?@ü 

:2?÷?=<
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89< OHOB 9÷85÷278<?=l22?Nü 

847 ýHOB?CF?FKMD?FMîB3 9÷85÷278<?=l22?Nü 

848 OHOB 9÷84÷278<?8l88?@ü 

842 ýHOB?EIJJBOFAG 9÷89÷278<?88l5;?@ü 

849 @BJKCoD?MF?ECO?ïB?DFJBCîAMOBL?FH?ïB?OHF?DH?îCOG?DBEFMHOD 9÷89÷278<?2l42?@ü 

844 OHOB 9÷89÷278<?=l7<?Nü 

845 OHOB?CF?FKMD?FMîB 9÷82÷278<?2l45?@ü 

84: O÷C 9÷82÷278<?8l82?@ü 

84; ø?FKHIôKF?FKB?IDBJ?ôIMLB?PCD?CLB�ICFB3 9÷82÷278<?88l99?Nü 

84= øF?PCD?KCJL?FH?OCìMôCFB?CF?FMîBD3?øë?ø?KCL?C?DoBEMëME?�IBDFMHO?MF?FHHn?DHîB?FMîB?FH?ëMOL?FKB?CODPBJ3 9÷82÷278<?88l92?Nü 

84< OHOB 9÷82÷278<?<l78?Nü 

857 OHOB 9÷82÷278<?=l77?Nü 

858 OHOB 9÷88÷278<?:l74?@ü 

852 ýN 9÷88÷278<?9l95?@ü 

859 OHOB 9÷88÷278<?2l9<?@ü 

:9?÷?=<
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>97?êCDBL?HO?GHIJ?BñoBJMBOEB?IDMOô?FKB?ómNN�@ÿ?þOAMOB?mGDFBî
FJCMOMOô?îCFBJMCAD?�FJCMOMOô?îHLIABD�?FIFHJMCAD�?COL÷HJ?IDBJ?ôIMLB��?oABCDB 
MOLMECFB?PKBFKBJ?GHI?PHIAL?ïBOBëMF?ëJHî?CLLMFMHOCA?FJCMOMOô?HO?COG?Hë?FKB 

FHoMED?ïBAHP3?�íKBEn?CAA?FKCF?CooAG3� 
NODPBJBLl?=9:? mnMooBLl?84; 

fShPhRkOkTrhS 
PTOPQMObRss“lll 

_QRSrhSrOUTqV 
oRNNjTVg 

ZqSShSrOPQM 
NUNPMnlll 

sgnhShNPVRPhTS 
RSglll 

[RSRrhSr 
NPqgMSPOgRPR 

LRqSmQhSrOPQM 
mTqVNMlll 

RqTnhPPhSr 
NPqgMSPlll 

RqTnhPPhSrOPQM 
NPqgMSPOoVTglll 

ZMihMjhSrORSg 
VhSRkh”hSrlll 

fOgTOSTPOSMMg 
RSUORgghPhTSlll 

UPQMV 

\] W\] ^\] _\] `\] Y\] Z\] a\] b\] c\] W\\] 

ABCDEFGHIJKHEC FECLJBCEC 

:3=26 5; øOMFMCA?AHôMO?FH?FKB?ómNN�@ÿ?þOAMOB?mGDFBî 

93;86 98 íKCOôMOô?GHIJ?oCDDPHJL 

23586 28 ùIOOMOô?FKB?DGDFBî?ðMCôOHDFME?ÿHHA 

93;86 98 NLîMOMDFJCFMHO?COL?ùBôMDFJCFMHO?ÿHHA?�Nùÿ�?�B3ô3�?KHP?FH?ïJHPDB?COL?îCOCôB?DFILBOF?MOëHJîCFMHO�?KHP?FH?CDDMôO?C?FBDF?ëHJî 
FH?C?DFILBOF� 

532:6 44 

üCOCôMOô?DFILBOF?LCFC 

239<6 27 ûCIOEKMOô?FKB?EHIJDB?CDDBDDîBOF 

:4?÷?=<
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53846 49 mIïîMFFMOô?DFILBOF?JBDoHODBD 

=3896 := mIïîMFFMOô?FKB?DFILBOF?oJHLIEF?ëHJ?FKB?HoBOéJBDoHODB?PJMFMOô?oJHîoF 

438<6 95 ùBìMBPMOô?COL?ëMOCAM�MOô?CDDBDDîBOFD 

;=3=96 :5< ø?LH?OHF?OBBL?COG?CLLMFMHOCA?FJCMOMOô?MOëHJîCFMHO3 

83446 82 þFKBJ 

ÿHFCA?ùBDoHOLBOFDl?=9: 

M JNIEF OANE 

8 OHO?OBB?HJ?CLLMFMOCA?FJCMOMOô 4÷97÷278<?=l52?Nü 

2 øF?PCD?EABCJ?COL?DoBEMëME?FH?CEKMBìB?DFILBOF�D?BñCîMOCFMHOD3 4÷2<÷278<?2l49?@ü 

9 ø?FKMOn?DHîBHOB?BADB?OBBLD?FH?LH?FKB?MOoIFFMOô?Hë?JBDoHODBD3?øF�D?C?PCDFB?Hë?FBCEKBJ?COL 4÷25÷278<?=l92?Nü 
MODFJIEFMHOCA?FMîB3 

4 üHJB?MOëHJîCFMHO?HO?DECëëHALMOô 4÷24÷278<?=l47?@ü 

5 øF?PMAA?ïB?ôHHL?FH?LMDoACG?PMFK?CAA?�IBDFMHOD?OIîïBJ?FH?JBEHôOM�B?Më?FKBJB?MD?COG?îMDDMOô?MOoIF?Hë 4÷29÷278<?=l58?Nü 
JBDoHODBD 

: ðCFCëHAMH 4÷8:÷278<?;l59?@ü 

; FJCMO?ID?LCFCëHAMH 4÷88÷278<?82l9<?@ü 

= ëHJ?FKB?DGDFBî?OHF?FH?ôBF?DFIEn?COL?EJCDK?COL?AHô?HIF 9÷2<÷278<?2l9:?@ü 

< øOëHJîCFMHO?DoBEMëMECAAG?DFCFMOô?õHHôAB?íKJHîB?MD?JB�IMJBL?FH?JIO?FKB?oJHôJCî3 9÷2;÷278<?:l48?Nü 

87 öHP?FH?ôBF?FKB?�JMFMOô?oHJFMHO?Hë?FKB?FBDF?JBHoBOBL?CëFBJ?FKB?FBCEKBJ?CEEMLBOFAG?EAHDBL?FKB?FBDF 9÷8=÷278<?2l92?@ü 
ïBëHJB?BOFBJMOô?FKB?DFILBOF�D?PJMFMOô?oJHîoF?CODPBJ3 

88 mFILBOFD?OBBLD?CJB?OHF?AMDFBL?PKBO?MO?BñoAHJBJ?MOFBJOBF?HOAG?EKJHîB 9÷84÷278<?;l7;?Nü 

82 FKB?DHëFPCJB?MD?ìBJG?MOFIMFMìB3?þOEB?ø?JBCL?CïHIF?FKB?AHôMO?oJHEBDD�?FKB?JBDF?PCD?ìBJG?DMîoAB3?ÿKCOn 9÷82÷278<?:l84?@ü 
GHI� 

:5?÷?=<
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>98?�@ABCDB?JCFB?FKB?ëHAAHPMOô?BOKCOEBîBOFD?ïG?EKBEnMOô?FKB?ïHñ?FKCF 
îHDF?EAHDBAG?JBoJBDBOFD?GHIJ?HoMOMHO3�?ND?C?FBCEKBJ�?FKB?ëHAAHPMOô 
BOKCOEBîBOFD?FH?FKB?Nùÿ?PBJB?IDBëIA?MO?oBJëHJîMOô?GHIJ?LIFMBDl 

NODPBJBLl?=25? mnMooBLl?85= 

ZMRNTSOeTP 
sNNMNNMgmlll 

RPRPqN 
siRhkRTkMmlll 

WogRPM 
ZM[qMNPNmlll 

::?÷?=<
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ZM[qMNP
 
WogRPMNOXRrMlll
 

ZM[qMNP
 

RPVTSrkUOsrVMM 

\] W\] 

WogRPMNOXRrMlll
 

^\] _\] `\] Y\] Z\] a\] b\] c\] W\\] 

srVMM eMqPVRk ‛hNRrVMM RPVTSrkUO‛hNRrVMM 

e`sOfOghgOSTPOqNMOPQhNOVMRPqVMl 

CNFJB]PU A]FEE BERNFAP OKCA]FEE CNFJB]PU	 B^AGKGOKO NJNAP 
A]FEE OKCA]FEE	 BJNGRCE 

NIKC 
_EANRFEZ 

ùBCDHO?ýHF?NDDBDDBLl?NDDMôOîBOFD =3==6 8=34<6 8=3896 73;96 73246 593596 
BñoHJF?MOEAILBD?FKB?DoBEMëME?ùBCDHO?ýHF ;9 852 84< : 2 447 =22 
NDDBDDBL 

mFCFID?NìCMACïABl?CïMAMFG?FH?ìMBP?FKB 8<38=6 9835:6 8=3926 73;46 73:26 2<35=6 
MOLMìMLICA?CDDBDDîBOF?DFCFID?MO?FKB?Nùÿ 855 255 84= : 5 29< =7= 

�oLCFB?ùB�IBDFDl?IoLCFB?JB�IBDFD?JBîCMO 883256 2434;6 8=38;6 73:26 739;6 453826 
ìMDMïAB?ëHJ?CAA?IDBJD <8 8<= 84; 5 9 9:5 =7< 

ùB�IBDF?�oLCFBD?@CôBl?LMDoACGD?JB�IBDFD <3;<6 223<26 8=37<6 73<<6 739;6 4;3=96 
FKCF?GHI?DIïîMFFBL?FH?GHIJ?mGDFBî ;< 8=5 84: = 9 9=: =7; 
NLîMOMDFJCFHJ 

:;?÷?=<
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ùB�IBDF?�oLCFBD?@CôBl?MOEAILBD?C?ACDF 8838<6 2232:6 8=35;6 73:26 73256 4;3886 
IoLCFB?ëMBAL <8 8=8 858 5 2 9=9 =89 

:=?÷?=<
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>92?ðML?GHI?EHOFCEF?FKB?ómNN?mBJìMEB?íBOFBJ?ïG?oKHOB?HJ?BéîCMA?PMFK 
COG?�IBDFMHOD?JBACFBL?FH?FKB?ómNN�@ÿ�?�íKBEn?CAA?FKCF?CooAG3� 

NODPBJBLl?=:4? mnMooBLl?88< 

dMNpOf 
mTSPRmPMgOPQlll 

eTpOf 
mTSPRmPMgOnUlll 

fOQRiMOSMiMV 
QMRVgOTVORSglll 

’qMNPhTSOgTMN 
STPORookU‚Oflll 

\] W\] ^\] _\] `\] Y\] Z\] a\] b\] c\] W\\] 

ABCDEFGHIJKHEC FECLJBCEC 

883296 <; �BD�?ø?EHOFCEFBL?FKB?ómNN?mBJìMEB?íBOFBJ?PKBO?ø?KCL?�IBDFMHOD?JBACFBL?FH?FKB?ómNN�@ÿ3 

973:;6 2:5 ýH�?ø?EHOFCEFBL?îG?NAFBJOCFB?NDDBDDîBOF?íHHJLMOCFHJ?HJ?FKB?óAHJMLC?ðBoCJFîBOF?Hë?òLIECFMHO?JCFKBJ?FKCO?FKB?ómNN?mBJìMEB 
íBOFBJ?PKBO?ø?KCL?�IBDFMHOD?JBACFBL?FH?FKB?ómNN�@ÿ3 

43:96 47 ø?KCìB?OBìBJ?KBCJL?Hë?COL÷HJ?LML?OHF?nOHP?KHP?FH?EHOFCEF?FKB?ómNN?mBJìMEB?íBOFBJ3 

5934;6 4:2 >IBDFMHO?LHBD?OHF?CooAG�?ø?KCL?OH?�IBDFMHOD3 

ÿþÿNû =:4 

:<?÷?=<
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>99?NooJHñMîCFBAG?KHP?AHOô?LML?MF?FCnB?ëHJ?GHI?FH?ôBF?CO?MOMFMCA?JBDoHODB
 
ëJHî?FKB?ómNN?mBJìMEB?íBOFBJ� 

NODPBJBLl?<5? mnMooBLl?=== 

fSOrMSMVRkpOf 
VMmMhiMgORSlll 

fSOrMSMVRkpOf 
VMmMhiMgORSlll 

fSOrMSMVRkpOf 
VMmMhiMgORSlll 

fOSMiMV 
VMmMhiMgORlll 

\] W\] ^\] _\] `\] Y\] Z\] a\] b\] c\] W\\] 

ABCDEFGHIJKHEC FECLJBCEC 

øO?ôBOBJCA�?ø?JBEBMìBL?CO?MOMFMCA?ECAA?ïCEn?HJ?BéîCMA?JBDoHODB?PMFKMO?HOB?ïIDMOBDD?LCG3 3   =4 286 =7 

øO?ôBOBJCA�?ø?JBEBMìBL?CO?MOMFMCA?ECAA?ïCEn?HJ?BéîCMA?JBDoHODB?PMFKMO?FPH?FH?FKJBB?ïIDMOBDD?LCGD3 :3926 : 

øO?ôBOBJCA�?ø?JBEBMìBL?CO?MOMFMCA?ECAA?ïCEn?HJ?BéîCMA?JBDoHODB?MO?ôJBCFBJ?FKCO?FKJBB?ïIDMOBDD?LCGD3 83756 8 

ø?OBìBJ?JBEBMìBL?C?ECAAïCEn?HJ?BéîCMA?JBDoHODB?ëJHî?FKB?ómNN?mBJìMEB?íBOFBJ3 3426  = = 

ÿþÿNû <5 

;7?÷?=<
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>94?öHP?DCFMDëMBL?PBJB?GHI?PMFK?GHIJ?BñoBJMBOEB?PMFK?FKB?ómNN?mBJìMEB
 
íBOFBJ� 

NODPBJBLl?<;? mnMooBLl?==: 

nMVUORRPhNVhMg 

RRPhNVhMg 

‛hNNRPhNVhMg 

nMVU 
‛hNNRPhNVhMg 

\] W\] ^\] _\] `\] Y\] Z\] a\] b\] c\] W\\] 

ABCDEFGHIJKHEC FECLJBCEC 

�BJG?mCFMDëMBL :43<56 :9  

mCFMDëMBL 253;;6 25  

ðMDDCFMDëMBL :38<6   :

�BJG?ðMDDCFMDëMBL 937<6 9 

ÿþÿNû <; 

;8?÷?=<
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>95?øOëHJîCFMHO?EHAABEFBL?ëJHî?FKMD?DIJìBG?PMAA?ïB?IDBL?FH?MîoJHìB 
CLîMOMDFJCFMHO?JBDHIJEBD�?FJCMOMOô?îCFBJMCAD�?COL?HFKBJ?CJBCD?Hë?FKB?ómNN 
�@ÿ?oJHôJCî3?ÿKB?FBñF?ïHñ?ïBAHP?MD?ëHJ?BLIECFHJD?FH?oJHìMLB?ëBBLïCEn

HO?COG?ôBOBJCA�?DFILBOFéDoBEMëME�?HJ?MFBîéDoBEMëME?EHODMLBJCFMHOD3?�@ABCDB 
AMîMF?GHIJ?JBDoHODB?FH?857?PHJLD3� 

NODPBJBLl?97=? mnMooBLl?:;5 

M FECLJBCEC OANE 

8 ýHOB?CF?FKMD?FMîB3 5÷9÷278<?8l59?@ü 

2 ýHFKMOô?FKMD?GBCJ 5÷9÷278<?8l22?@ü 

9 ÿKB?FBDF?MD?OHF?FCMAHJBL?ëHJ?DFILBOFD?FH?DIEEBBL3?ÿKMD?FBDF?MD?C?PCDFB?Hë?îHOBG?COL?OHF?CO?CEEIJCFB 5÷9÷278<?=l77?Nü 
MOLMECFMHO?Hë?C?DFILBOFD?ABìBA?�BDoBEMCAAG?MO?îCFK�3?�KBJB?CJB?FKB?oJCEFMEB?îCFBJMCAD?ëHJ?DFILBOFD� 
ÿKB?2?DCîoAB?�IBDFMHOD?oJHìMLBL?ëHJ?BCEK?DIï�BEF?CJB?HIFLCFBL?COL?LH?OHF?oJHìMLB?C?EABCJ?MLBC?Hë 
PKCF?FKB?FBDF?PMAA?ïB?AMnB?ëHJ?DFILBOFD3?�KBJB?ECO?C?FBCEKBJ?ëMOL?FKB?DFCOLCJLD?FKCF?PMAA?ïB?EHìBJBL 
HO?FKB?BñCî�?ÿKMD?oCDF?BñCî?EHìBJBL?MFBîD?OHF?CAMôOBL?FH?FKB?DFCOLCJLD?�COL?oJBDBOFBL?MF 
LMëëBJBOFAG?ëJHî?FKB?DIooABîBOFCJG÷DIôôBDFBL?EIJJMEIAIî�3?ÿKBG?DKHIAL?KCìB?oJCEFMEB?îCFBJMCAD
CìCMACïAB?FH?FKBî3?ÿKB?ëCEBéFHéëCEB?PHJnDKHo?MD?OHF?OBBLBL?�DMOEB?îHDF?oJBDBOFBJD?LHO�F?nOHP?FKB 
BñCî?DMOEB?FKBG?LH?OHF?CLîMOMDFBJ�3?ÿKB?îHLIABD?DKHIAL?ïB?îCLB?CìCMACïAB?ïG?FBDF?HOAG?COL?ëHJ 
DoBEMëME÷DoBEMCA?MODFJIEFMHOD?HIF?Hë?FKB?IDICA?MîoABîBOFCFMHO?Hë?FKB?BñCî3?ÿKMD?PKHAB?BñCî?OBBLD 
FH?ïB?HïDHABFB3 

4 O÷C 5÷9÷278<?;l85?Nü 

5 ø?PHIAL?AMnB?FKB?ûCOôICôB?NJFD?DBEFMHO?Hë?FKB?óAHJMLC?mFCOLCJLD?NAFBJOCFB?NDDBDDîBOF?FH?MOEAILB 5÷2÷278<?5l74?@ü 
îHJB?JBCLMOô?HooHJFIOMFMBD?ëHJ?DFILBOFD3 

: ø?LHO�F?KCìB?COG?JBEHîîBOLCFMHOD3 5÷2÷278<?2l99?@ü 

; ÿöò?òûN?ÿòmÿ?øm?ùøðøí�ûþ�mû�?ûþýõ?Nýð?ùòð�ýðNýÿ3?ÿöò?m�øûûm?íNý?êò 5÷2÷278<?88l92?Nü 
Nmmòmmòð?øý?N?möþùÿòù?Nmmòmmüòýÿ?Nýð?�øÿö?möþùÿòù?Nýð?óò�òù?mÿþùøòm3 

= BìBJGFKMOô?PBOF?PBAA�?DHîB?MODFJIEFHJ?KCL?MDDIBD?ôBFFMOô?HOAMOB3 5÷2÷278<?87l44?Nü 

< ÿKB?CDDBDDîBOF?MD?PBAA?DFJIEFIJBL?COL?IDBJ?ëJMBOLAG3 5÷2÷278<?87l77?Nü 

87 ýHOB 5÷2÷278<?<l42?Nü 

88 ýMEB?DBFIo3?�MOLHP?PCD?AHOô?BOHIôK�?ïIF?OHF?ïBMOô?CïAB?FH?DBEIJB?DIïDFMFIFBD?LML?OHF?CAAHP 5÷2÷278<?<l2<?Nü 
FBDFMOô?PKBO?oACOOBL?CF?FMîBD3?øF?PHIAL?ïB?OMEB?FH?OHF?KCìB?ómNN?COL?ðCFCëHAMH?HìBJACo3 

82 ýHOB�?ø?ëBAF?FKCF?BìBJGFKMOô?PBOF?DîHHFKAG3?ÿKBJB?PCD?C?AHF?Hë?JBoBFMFMHO?HO?FKMD?FBDF?ëJHî?FKB?oCDF 5÷2÷278<?<l7:?Nü 
DBìBJCA?GBCJD?FKCF?EHIAL?ïB?IoLCFBL3?øF?PHIAL?CADH?ïB?OMEB?FH?KCìB?HOBéDMLBL?îCFBJMCAD?oJBéEIF?COL 
oJBoCJBL?FH?DCìB?FMîB?ëHJ?FBDFMOô?DFILBOFD3 

89 ÿKB?FBDF?DFJIôôABD?PMFK?ìCAMLMFG�?MF?îBCDIJBD?C?AHF?Hë?FKMOôD?FKCF?CJB?IOJBACFBL?FH?PKCF?FKB?DFILBOF 5÷2÷278<?;l48?Nü 
nOHPD?COL?ECO?LH3?øë?PB?CJB?CïAB?FH?FBCEK?HIJ?DFILBOFD?FGoMECA?FBDFéFCnMOô?DFJCFBôMBD?FKCF?ómN 
DFILBOFD?CJB?CïAB?FH?�DIEK?CD?JBCLMOô?FKB?�IBDFMHOD?ëMJDF?FH?nOHP?PKCF?GHI�JB?AHHnMOô?ëHJ�?FKBO 
JBCLMOô?FKB?oCDDCôB�?FKBO?ôHMOô?ïCEn?FH?FKB?�IBDFMHOD�?FKBG÷PB?CJB?ïAHEnBL?ëJHî?LHMOô?DH?ïG?FKB 
JIABD?COL?oJHEBLIJBD?Hë?FKB?CEFICA?FBDF3?ÿKB?�IBDFMHO?MDO�F?BìBO?PJMFFBO?ëHJ?HIJ?DFILBOFD?FH?ëHAAHP 
CAHOô?mHîB?LMDFJCEFHJD?CJB?ìBJG?JBMOëHJEMOô?KMôK÷MOFBJBDF?ëHJ?FKB?DFILBOFD?FH?FKB?oHMOF?FKCF?FKBG�JB 
OHF?CïAB?FH?BìBO?CFFBOL?FH?FKB?�IBDFMHO÷DFHJG?IOFMA?FKCF?LMDFJCEFHJ?BOLD?Io?EHìBJBL?Io?ïG?FKB 
DECëëHALMOô?oJHEBLIJB3?N?ACEn?Hë?oJCEFMEB?îCFBJMCAD?�PB?ôBF?8é2?DCîoAB?�IBDFMHOD?ëHJ?BCEK?DIï�BEF� 
PKBO?ómN?DFILBOFD?ôBF?C?oABFKHJC�?MOEAILMOô?oJCEFMEB?FBDFD��?�KBJB?MD?FKB?B�IMFCïMAMFG� 

84 M?KCìB?OH?CLLMFMHOCA?ëBBLïCEn 5÷2÷278<?;l92?Nü 

85 NF?FKMD?oHMOF?ø?KCìB?OH?ëBBLïCEn 5÷8÷278<?88l77?@ü 

;2?÷?=<
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8: @ABCDB?îCnB?DIJB?DEKHHA?LMDFJMEFD?CJB?CooJHìMOô?DIïDFMFIFB?FBCEKBJ?EHìBJCôB?COL?FKCF?DEKHHA?CJB 
CEFICAAG?oJHìMLMOô?FKB?DIïDFMFIFB?FH?FKB?oBJDHOOBA?CLîMOMDFBJMOô?FKB?ómNN3?õBOBJCA?òL3?ÿBCEKBJ 
ôBF?DIïDFMFIFBD?PKBO?EHîoABFMOô?ómN?FBDFMOô?COL?DFCFB?HFKBJ?FBDFMOô?FKBJBëHJ?DKHIAL?moBEMCA 
òLIECFMHO?FBCEKBJD?DKHIAL?ôBF?C?DIïDFMFIFB?LIJMOô?ómNN?FBDFMOô3 

8; OC 

8= @ABCDB?DoCEB?HIF?LCFC?ëHAMH?COL?@BJëHJîCOEB3?ÿKBG?ïHFK?FCnB?C?AHF?Hë?FMîB?MO?LMëëBJBOF?PCGD3?ø?LML 
OHF?KCìB?BOHIôK?FMîB?ëHJ?ïHFK?PMFK?82?DFILBOFD?FBDFMOô3 

8< N?AHF?Hë?FKB?CODPBJD?PBJB?MO?HOB?oACEB?�M3B3?îMLLAB�?JMôKF?DMLB�3?øF?PHIAL?ïB?OMEB?Më?FKB?HOB?DMLBL 
ïHHnD?PBJB?EIF?HIF?oJMHJ?FH?ïBMOô?DBOF?FH?DEKHHAD3?NADH�?Më?FKB?EHîîIOMECFMHO?ïHCJLD?PBJB?oJBé 
îCLB?ëHJ?FKB?PJMFMOô?oHJFMHO?Hë?FKB?FBDF3 

27 øF?PHIAL?ïB?KBAoëIA?Më?DFILBOFD?PBJB?CïAB?FH?KCìB?FKB?FBDF?�IBDFMHOD?MO?oJMOF?CAHOô?PMFK?oMEFIJB?ACïBAD 
�DMîMACJ?FH?�ûm�3?óHJ?DFILBOFD?FKCF?KCìB?C?CILMFHJG?oJHEBDDMOô?LMDHJLBJ�?KBCJMOô?FKB?MFBîD?ïBMOô 
JBCL?FH?FKBî?ECO?ECIDB?EHOëIDMHO3?mHîB?DFILBOFD?LH?ïBDF?PKBO?FKBG?ECO?JBCL?FKB?�IBDFMHOD?COL 
CODPBJ?EKHMEBD3?mFILBOFD?DKHIAL?ïB?FBDFBL?HO?FKBMJ?MODFJIEFMHOCA?ABìBA�?COL?DHîB?DFILBOFD?CJB?CïAB 
FH?JBCL?CF?C?ëMJDF?ôJCLB?ABìBA3 

28 ø?ëBBA?BìBJGFKMOô?PBOF?ìBJG?PBAA3?ýH?EHîoACMOFD?FKMD?GBCJ?l� 

22 ND?CO?Nmð?IOMF?PB?DKHIAL?KCìB?C?DIïDFMFIFB?DH?PB?ECO?FCnB?FKB?DFILBOFD?FH?C?�IMBF?FBDFMOô?oACEB 
�IDF?AMnB?CAA?Hë?FKB?ôBO?BL?DFILBOFD?ôBF?FH?FBDF?MO?C?�IMBF?BOìMJHOîBOF3?üG?DFILBOFD?CJB?BñoBEFBL?FH 
FBDF?MO?FKB?EACDDJHHî?PMFK?HFKBJ?FKMOôD?ôHMOô?HO?CJHIOL?FKBî?é?MFD?JMLMEIAHID?COL?IOëCMJ3 

29 ø?KCìB?OH?EHîîBOFD?HFKBJ?FKCO?ø?PHIAL?AMnB?FH?DBB?C?AHOôBJ?PMOLHP?HJ?C?JBLIEFMHO?MO?DBDDMHOD?FH 
ïB?FBDFBL3 

24 ñ 

25 O÷C 

2: üG?HOAG?EHOEBJO?MD?FKCF?DFILBOFD?FCnMOô?FKB?ómNN?CJB?Hë?C?PMLB?JCOôB?Hë?LMDCïMAMFMBD?COL?PKG?CJB 
PB?CLîMOMDFBJMOô?FKB?DCîB?FBDF?FH?CAA?Hë?FKBî� 

2; ø?ëBBA?FKB?FJCMOMOô?ëHJ?FKMD?oJHEBDD?MD?HìBJAG?EHîoAMECFBL3ø?LML?FKB?FJCMOMOô?îHOFKD?ïBëHJB?CEFICAAG 
CLîMOMDFBJMOô?FKB?FBDF3?øë?GHI?EHIAL?LH?C?DKHJF?5?îMOIFB?ìMLBH?HìBJìMBP?Hë?KHP?FH?CLîMOMDFBJ?FKB 
FBDF?DH?FBCEKBJD?EHIAL?CEEBDD?MF?CD?C?JBëJBDKBJ�?ø?PHIAL?KCìB?IDBL?MF3?úIDF?LH?C?DMîoAB?BñCîoAB?Hë?C 
FBCEKBJ?CLîMOMDFBJMOô?FKB?FBDF?PMFK?HOB?DECëëHALBL?oJHïABî?COL?KHP?FH?oJHoBJAG?CLîMOMDFBJ?FKB 
PJMFMOô?oHJFMHO3?mHîBFKMOô?�IMEn?COL?BCDG?ëHJ?FBCEKBJD?FH?CEEBDD?MO?HIJ?ïIDG?DEKBLIABD3?NADH 
îCnB?GHIJ?PBïDMFB?BCDMBJ?FH?OCìMôCFB?DH?PB?LHO�F?KCìB?FH?DBCJEK?ëHJ?FKB?JMôKF?AMOnD�?ø?DoBOF?PCG?FHH 
îIEK?FMîB?FJGMOô?FH?ëMOL?FKB?AMOn?FH?AHô?MO?COL?FKB?oJHEBDD?FH?AHô?MO3 

2= FKBJB?DKHIAL?OHF?ïB?DBoCJCFB?ECJLD?HJ?DFJMoD?MF?DKHIAL?CAA?ïB?MO?HOB?ïHHnABF3?ABDD?EKCOEB?Hë?îCFBJMCA 
ôBFFMOô?AHDF3 

2< mFILBOFD?KCìB?øò@?øODFJIEFMHOCA?COL?ÿBDFMOô?NEEHîîHLCFMHODl?>IBDFMHOD?MO?FKB?ÿBDF?êHHnABF?�MO 
ïHAL�?é?DKHIAL?CADH?ïB?CìCMACïAB?ëHJ?DFILBOFD?FH?ùòNð?CAHOô?MO?FKBMJ?mFILBOF?ùBDoHODB?êHHnABF?é 
HFKBJPMDB�?CDDBDDîBOF?MD?ìBJG?CILMFHJG?ïCDBL3?õBO?BL?DFILBOFD?FCnMOô?FKB?ómN�?PMFK?øò@ 
CEEHîîHLCFMHOD�?ECO?ùòNð?COL?ûømÿòý?AMDFBO?FH?oCDDCôB?÷?FBñF?ïG?EAMEnMOô?HO?FKB?�DoBCnBJ?MEHO�3 
mHîB?Hë?FKB?ómNN?�IBDFMHOD?÷?MODFJIEFMHOD?MO?ïHAL?ECO?HOAG?ïB?JBCL?FH?DFILBOFD?COL?CJB?�IMFB 
ABOôFKG�?ïIF?CD?CooJHoJMCFB�?C?DFILBOF?DKHIAL?ïB?CïAB?FH?JBCL?CAHOô?CD?PBAA?CD?C?FBCEKBJ?JBCLMOô 
CAHIL3?mFILBOFD?HOAG?KCìB?FKB?HooHJFIOMFG?FH?AMDFBO�?OHF?JBCL?�IBDFMHOD?CïHIF?FKB?oCDDCôB� 
FKBJBëHJB�?FKBMJ?ABCJOMOô?DFGABD?CJB?MOKMïMFBL3?�B?FBCEK?HIJ?nMLD?FH?IDB?EAHDB?JBCLMOô?DFJCFBôMBD� 
IDMOô?FKB?oCDDCôB?FBñF?COL?�IBDFMHOD?é?MF?MD?CADH?CïHIF?îBBFMOô?øò@?FBDFMOô?CEEHîîHLCFMHOD?COL 
ôMìMOô?DFILBOFD?FKB?HooHJFIOMFG?FH?DKHP?PKCF?FKBG?nOHP?FH?FKB?ïBDF?Hë?FKBMJ?CïMAMFMBD3 

97 ø�AA?oJHìMLB?ëBBLïCEn?OBñF?GBCJ?PKBO?ø?KCìB?FH?CLîMOMDFBJ?FKB?ómNN—@BJëHJîCOEB?NDDBDDîBOF3 

98 ómNN?ðCFCëHAMH?MD?CO?MODIAF�?FKB?KHDoMFCA÷?KHîB?ïHIOL?FBCEKBJD�?MOEAILMOô?îGDBAë�?PBJB?JB�IMJBL?FH 
oJBoCJB�?EJBCFB�?EHîoABFB?COL?IoAHCL?îCOG?KHIJD?Hë?PHJn?HO?HIJ?oBJDHOCA?�OHF?PHJn�?KHIJD3 

92 ø?FKMOn?FKB?ómNN?MD?PCG?FHH?CLìCOEBL?ëHJ?FKB?oJHëHIOLAG?LMDCïABL?DFILBOFD3 

99 ø?PHIAL?AMnB?FH?DBB?CO?IoLCFB?FH?FKB?DFHJMBD?COL?îCFBJMCA3 

94 ø?LH?OHF?ëBBA?MF?PCD?OBEBDDCJG?FH?EHAABEF?FKB?îCOMoIACFMìBD?ëHJ?8é2?�IBDFMHOD?MO?BCEK?CJBC3?ÿKMD?FHHn
BñFJC?FMîB?COL?CAA?ïIF?8é2?�IBDFMHOD?OBBLBL?CEFICA?îCOMoIACFMìBD3?ÿKB?DFILBOFD?KCL?C?ìMDMICA?�HO 
oCoBJ?�?COL?FKMD?DFBo?PCD?IOOBEBDDCJG?ëHJ?CLîMOMDFJCFMHO?Hë?FKB?FBDF?COL?ø?ëBBA?OHF?KBAoëIA?ëHJ?FKB 
DFILBOF3 

5÷8÷278<?<l2=?@ü 

5÷8÷278<?4l22?@ü 

5÷8÷278<?9l4=?@ü 

5÷8÷278<?9l9<?@ü 

5÷8÷278<?9l98?@ü 

5÷8÷278<?8l55?@ü 

5÷8÷278<?<l72?Nü 

4÷97÷278<?2l4<?@ü 

4÷97÷278<?8l27?@ü 

4÷97÷278<?88l52?Nü 

4÷97÷278<?88l44?Nü 

4÷97÷278<?87l52?Nü 

4÷97÷278<?=l55?Nü 

4÷97÷278<?=l9:?Nü 

4÷2<÷278<?<l5<?@ü 

4÷2<÷278<?;l2:?@ü 

4÷2<÷278<?;l82?@ü 

4÷2<÷278<?4l59?@ü 

4÷2<÷278<?9l54?@ü 

;9?÷?=<
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95 ø?FKMOn?MF?îCG?ïB?KBAoëIA?FH?KCìB?C?oACEB?FH?EAMEn?OH?JBDoHODB?PKBO?BOFBJMOô?CODPBJD?MOFH?FKB 
EHîoIFBJ3 

9: ýH?CLLMFMHOCA?EHîîBOFD3?ÿKCOn?GHI3 

9; øF?PHIAL?ïB?OMEB?Më?üCOCFBB?íHIOFG?EHIAL?KCìB?ôHFFBO?îB?C?DIïDFMFIFB?FBCEKBJ?PKMAB?M?PCD 
CLîMOMDFJCFMOô?FKB?FBDF?ïBECIDB?þOBEH?òABîBOFCJG?CLîMODFJCFHJD?FHAL?îB?FH?�IDF?ABCìB?îG?CML�?PMFK 
îG?ABDDHO?oACOD?COL?FKB?JBDF?Hë?îG?DFILBOFD?COL?ôH?CLîMODFJCFB?FKB?FBDF3 

9= NODPBJD?OBBL?FH?ïB?MO?ïHñBD?ëHJ?CAA?�IBDFMHOD3?øë?îG?DFILBOFD?CJB?ôMìBO?DBOFBOEBD?DFJMoD�?FKBG?LH 
OHF?IOLBJDFCOL?ïBECIDB?FKBG?CJB?HOAG?HO?C?oMEFIJB?DGîïHA?ABìBA3?NAA?PHJLD?COL?OH?oMEFIJBD?LHBD 
OHF?PHJn?CF?CAA3?óHJîCF?ëHJ?îG?DFILBOFD?MD?KIôB?DH?Më?GHI?EKCOôB?FKB?ëHJîCF?Hë?FKB?FBDF?COL?îCnB?MF 
LMëëBJBOF?FKCO?oMEFIJBD?PMFK?PHJLD?MO?C?ïHñé?FKBG?CJB?AHDF?MO?FKB?ëHJîCF?EKCOôB?COL?ECO?OHF?DKHP 
PKCF?FKBG?JBCAAG?IOLBJDFCOL?COL?nOHP3 

9< �KMAB?ø?CooJBEMCFB?FKB?BëëHJFD?FH?CDDBDD?øOð?DFILBOFD�?COL?FKB?CFFBîoFD?FH?CAMôO?FKBî?FH?FKB?CôB 
CooJHoJMCFB?EIJJMEIAIî�?ø?DFMAA?LH?OHF?ëBBA?FKCF?FKB?FBDF?MD?CO?CEEIJCFB?JBoJBDBOFCFMHO?ëHJ?PKCF?îG 
DFILBOFD?ECO?LH3?ø?Cî?CEFICAAG?Hë?FKB?îMOL?FKCF?COG?nMOL?Hë?DFCOLCJLM�BL?FBDFMOô?LHBD?OHF?oJHìMLB 
CO?CEEIJCFB?oMEFIJB?Hë?îG?DFILBOFD?LIB?FH?FKBMJ?IOM�IB?COL?PMLB?JCOôB?Hë?CïMAMFMBD3 

47 ñ 

48 ÿKB?DGDFBî?PCD?FHH?DAHP?FH?oIF?MO?JBDoHODBD?CëFBJ?FKB?FBDF?HOAMOB3?ÿKMD?FHHn?îHJB?FMîB?FKCO?FKB 
FBDF?MFDBAë3 

42 ÿKB?ìMLBHD?PBJB?C?ìBJG?KBAoëIA?JBDHIJEB3 

49 ø?PHIAL?AMnB?C?OHFMëMECFMHO?HO?PKBO?îCFBJMCAD?CJJMìB?CF?FKB?LMDFJMEF?ABìBA?COL÷HJ?PKBO?FKBG?DKHIAL 
CJJMìB?CF?FKB?DEKHHA?ABìBA?DH?FKCF?ø?ECO?BODIJB?îG?DFILBOFD?KCìB?C?PMLB?PMOLHP?PKBO?FBDFMOô3?ø 
îMDDBL?HìBJ?C?îHOFK?Hë?FMîB�?LIB?FH?OHF?KCìMOô?îCFBJMCAD?IOFMA?NoJMA?8DF3 

44 ýHOB?OBBLBL 

45 øF?PHIAL?ïB?BCDMBJ?FH?KCìB?FKB?DFILBOFD?�IDF?CODPBJ?FKB?�IBDFMHOD?HOAMOB?IDMOô?CO?MoCL?HJ 
EHîoIFBJ3?ÿKMD?PHIAL?DCìB?FMîB?ëHJ?FKB?FBCEKBJ?ëJHî?OHF?KCìMOô?FH?ëMAA?HIF?FKB?ïHHnABF�?COL?FKB 
HOAMOB?oHJFMHO3?ÿKB?FBCEKBJ?EHIAL?FKBO?ìMBP?FKB?DFILBOFD?CODPBJD?CF?FKB?BOL?COL?îCGïB?ëMAA?MO?HOB 
ïIïïAB?DKBBF3?ø?�IDF?ëBAF?AMnB?FKBJB?PBJB?C?AHF?Hë?îCFBJMCAD?ëHJ?FKB?DFILBOFD?FH?ïB?DBBMOô?oACEBL?MO 
ëJHOF?Hë?FKBî?COL?ëHJ?C?AHF?Hë?îG?nMLD?MF?PCD?JBCAAG?LMDFJCEFMOô3?öCìMOô?ABDD?îCFBJMCAD?MO?ëJHOF?Hë?FKBî 
DHîBKHP?PHIAL?îCnB?MF?BCDMBJ?ëHJ?FKBî?FH?EHOEBOFJCFB?HO?�IDF?CODPBJMOô?FKB?�IBDFMHOD?CF?KCOL3 

4: ø?ëMOL?JBCLMOô?FKB?AHOô?oCDDCôBD?LMëëMEIAF?ëHJ?îG?DFILBOFD3?�B?IDB?DKHJF?oCDDCôBD?COL?FKBO?CDn 
�IBDFMHOD?CïHIF?FKB?DKHJF?oCDDCôBD3?üG?DFILBOFD?KCìB?DMôOMëMECOF?EHôOMFMìB?MDDIBD?COL?BìBO?Më?FKBG 
CODPBJ?FKB?ëMJDF?�IBDFMHOD?EHJJBEF?MF?LHBD?OHF?îBCO?FKCF?FKBG?ECO?JBîBîïBJ?CAA?FKB?MOëHJîCFMHO?ëJHî 
C?AHOô?oCDDCôB3?�B?PHJn?HO?FKJBB?FH?ëMìB?DBOFBOEB?oCJCôJCoKD?ïBëHJB?EKBEnMOô?IOLBJDFCOLMOô3 

4; �KBO?BOFBJMOô?DFILBOF?JBDoHODBD?Më?ø?EKHDB?FH?JBìMBP?FKB?CODPBJD?MF?EHîoABFBAG?FHHn?îB?ïCEn 
FKJHIôK?FKB?FBDF3?ø?FKMOn?MF?PHIAL?ïB?ïBOBëMEMCA?Më?FKBJB?PBJB?C?îHJB?BëëBEFMìB?PCG?Hë?JBìMBPMOô 
PMFKHIF?KCìMOô?FH?EAMEn?ïCEn?FKJHIôK?FKB?BOFMJB?FBDF3 

4= ÿKB?LMëëBJBOF?ëHJîD?Hë?FKB?FBDF?�N�?ê�?í�?BFE3�?DBBî?FH?KCìB?LMëëBJBOF?ABìBAD?Hë?LMëëMEIAFG3?mHîB?ëHJîD 
CJB?KCJLBJ?COL?îHJB?EHîoABñ?FKCO?HFKBJ?ëHJîD?PMFKMO?FKB?DCîB?ôJCLB?ABìBA3?ø?LHO�F?IOLBJDFCOL?PKG 
MF�D?OHF?CAA?FKB?DCîB?�IBDFMHOD?MO?C?LMëëBJBOF?HJLBJ?ëHJ?FKB?LMëëBJBOF?ëHJîD3?øF?MD?OHF?ëCMJ?FH?FKB?DFILBOFD 
FH?OHF?FBDF?FKB?DCîB?EHîoABñMFG?ABìBA?Hë?�IBDFMHOD3 

4< òìBJGFKMOô?PCD?ëMOB�?PBAA?BñoACMOBL�?COL?ø?ëBAF?DBEIJB?Hë?PKCF?ø?PCD?LHMOô3?ÿKCOn?GHI?ëHJ?GHIJ 
MOìCAICïAB?DIooHJF3 

57 õBFD?BCDMBJ?FH?CLîMOMDFBJ?BìBJG?GBCJ�?ïIF?�IBDFMHOD?CJB?ôBFFMOô?KCJLBJ3?mFILBOFD?PMFK?DBìBJB 
EHôOMFMìB?LMDCïMAMFMBD?CJB?ôIBDDMOô?FKBMJ?PCG?FKJHIôK?FKB?FBDF?îCnMOô?FKB?DEHJB?MOìCAMLéMO?îG 
HoMOMHO3?ðHO�F?JBCAAG?nOHP?KHP?FH?ëMñ?FKCF?PMFKHIF?oIFFMOô?DIï�BEFMìB?FBCEKBJD?MO?EKCJôB?Hë?DFHooMOô 
FKB?FBDF?PKBO?FKBG?nOHP?ôIBDDMOô?KCD?ïBBO?LHOB3 

58 �JMFMOô?oJHîoFD?PBJB?ìBJG?LMëëMEIAF?ëHJ?DFILBOFD?FKMD?GBCJ3?øF?PCD?OHF?C?FHoME?Hë?MOFBJBDF?ëHJ?îCHDF?Më 
OHF?CAA?Hë?îG?DFILBOFD3?ÿKBJBëHJB�?BìBO?FKHIôK?PB?PHJn?HO?PJMFMOô?BìBJGLCG�?FKBG?ïBECîB?DFIEn 
COL?EHIAL?OHF?PJMFB?ëHJ?FKB?oCDDCôBD3?üCOG?OBBLBL?EHCñMOô?FH?ëMOMDK?DBDDMHO?93?øO?oCDF?GBCJD?FKB 
DFILBOFD?PBJB?îHJB?PMAAMOô?COL?CïAB?FH?JBDoHOL÷?EJBCFB?C?PJMFMOô?oJHîoF?ëJHî?FKB?MOëHJîCFMHO 
oJHìMLBL3 

4÷2<÷278<?9l8;?@ü 

4÷2<÷278<?9l84?@ü 

4÷2<÷278<?8l5;?@ü 

4÷2<÷278<?8l2<?@ü 

4÷2<÷278<?8l89?@ü 

4÷2<÷278<?82l9;?@ü 

4÷2<÷278<?88l57?Nü 

4÷2<÷278<?88l29?Nü 

4÷2<÷278<?88l8=?Nü 

4÷2<÷278<?=l85?Nü 

4÷2<÷278<?;l58?Nü 

4÷2<÷278<?;l4=?Nü 

4÷2<÷278<?;l9<?Nü 

4÷2<÷278<?;l75?Nü 

4÷2=÷278<?87l45?@ü 

4÷2;÷278<?4l4:?@ü 

4÷2:÷278<?5l7=?@ü 

;4?÷?=<
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52	 ÿKMD?FBDF?MD?CO?CïDHAIFB?�HnB�?�HI�JB?PCOFMOô?DFILBOFD?PMFK?DBìBJB?LMDCïMAMFMBD?FH?CODPBJ?�IBDFMHOD 
FKCF?îCOG?ôBOBJCA?òL?DFILBOFD?PHIAL?OHF?ïB?CïAB?FH?CODPBJ�?øë?FKB?oCJBOFD?PBJB?FH?DBB?FKMD 
OHODBODB?FKBG?PHIAL?ïB?øJJMFCFB��?ø?PHIAL?AHìB?FH?DBB?DHîBïHLG?ëJHî?FKB?DFCFB?EHîB?COL?FJG?FH 
CLîMOMDFBJ?FKMD?FBDF?COL?DKHP?îB?KHP?MF?JBCAAG?PHJnD?ëHJ?nMLD?PMFK?DBìBJB?LMDCïMAMFMBD?MF�D?EHîoABFB 
COL?IFFBJ?OHODBODB 

59	 øF?PHIAL?ïB?KBAoëIA?Më?FKB?DFCFB?FHAL?oJMOEMoCAD?FKBG?OBBLBL?DIïDFMFIFBD?FH?EHìBJ?EACDDBD?PKBO?GHI 
PBJB?CDDBDDMOô?DFILBOFD3?NADH�?ø?LML?OHF?AMnB?KHP?FKB?JBìMBP?oCJF?Hë?FKB?DIïîMFFBL?CODPBJD?KCL?FH 
ïB?LHOB?HOB?EAMEn?CF?C?FMîB3?mH?ø?PCDFBL?C?AHF?Hë?FMîB?PKBO?ø?îCLB?8?îMDFCnB?COL?KCL?FH?EAMEn?FKJI 
CAA?Hë?DBDDMHO?8?FH?îCnB?8?EKCOôB3?ø?PMDK?PB?EHIAL?DIïîMF?FKB?EKMAL�D?CODPBJD?CD?PB?LML?FKB?FBDF 
ïBECIDB?ôHMOô?ïCEn?CëFBJ?PCD?ìBJG?FMîB?EHODIîMOô3?øF?FHHn?CïHIF?25?îMOIFBD?oBJ?EKMAL?oBJ?DIï�BEF 
CJBC3 

54	 òûN?PCD?FHH?AHOô?PMFK?FHH?îCOG?oCDDCôBD?FH?JBCL3?ÿKB?DFILBOF?PBJB?ïHJBL?COL?ïBôCO?FH?AHDB 
MOFBJBDF?BìBO?PMFK?JBôIACJ?ïJBCnD3 

55	 OHOB?CF?FKMD?FMîB3 

5:	 ø?PHIAL?AMnB?FH?KCìB?CEEBDD?FH?îHJB?oJCEFMEB?îCFBJMCAD?ëHJ?îG?DFILBOFD?FKCO?FKHDB?CìCMACïAB?HO?FKB 
ómNN?oHJFCA3 

5;	 ÿKB?FJCMOMOô?îHLIABD?PCD?IDBJ?ëJMBOLAG?COL?BCDBL?FKB?DFJBDD?Hë?CLîMOMDFBJMOô?FKB?ómNN3 

5=	 NAA?Hn 

5<	 ÿKB?FBDF?MD?îCLB?ëHJ?CILMFHJG?ABCJOBJD3?øF?LHBD?OHF?FCnB?MOFH?CEEHIOF?DFILBOFD?PKH?CJB?CïAB?FH?JBCL 
ëHJ?FKBîDBAìBD3?ÿKBJB?CJB?oHJFMHOD?Hë?FKB?FBDF?FKCF?CJB?HìBJAG?PHJLG?MB3?êHFK?FKB?ñéCñMD?COL?FKB?Gé 
CñMD?ïBôMO?CF?é4?COL?MOEJBCDB?FH?4?ïG?IOMFD?Hë?HOB3?ÿKBJB?CJB?oHMOFD?oAHFFBL?CF?3333?�MLD?KBCJ?ïACK� 
ïACK�?ïACK�?ïACK�?ïACK3?þIJ?moJMOô?êJBCn?PCD?8=?é?223?òìBO?FKHIôK?FKB?FBDFMOô?PMOLHP?HoBOBL 
ïBëHJB?moJMOô?êJBCn�?FBDFD?LML?OHF?CJJMìB?HO?HIJ?ECîoID?IOFMA?FKB?PBBn?CëFBJ?moJMOô?êJBCn�?JBLIEMOô 
FKB?FBDFMOô?PMOLHP?ëHJ?ID3?øO?FKB?JBDoHODB?ïHHnABF�?FKB?CODPBJD?CJB?ACïBABL?N�ê�?í�?ð�?KHPBìBJ 
PKBO?CODPBJD?CJB?BOFBJBL?MOFH?FKB?EHîoIFBJ�?FKBJB?CJB?OH?ABFFBJD?CDDHEMCFBL?PMFK?FKB?CODPBJD 
COL?OHFKMOô?FH?EAMEn?HO?ëHJ?ýH?ùBDoHODB3 

:7	 �MFK?îG?øOð?�DBìBJB÷oJHëHIOL?EHôOMFMìB?ABìBA��?îBLMECAAG?ëJCôMAB?FBBOéCôB?DFILBOFD�?ø?KCìB?ëHIOL
FKB?DFCOLCJLM�BL?FBDF?�?LCFCëHAMH?�FBCEKBJéLBDMôOBL?CF?C?ìBJG?ïCDME?ABìBA�?FH?ïB?CïDIJL3?üG?nMLD?CJB 
ëIOEFMHOMOô?COGPKBJB?ëJHî?9?é?24?îHOFKD?EHôOMFMìB?ABìBA�?24?îHOFKD?ïBMOô?�IMFB?C?ôBOBJHID 
DFJBFEK�?ø?LH?OHF?ëBBA?MO?îG?KBCJF?ø?Cî?�IOLBJFBCEKMOô�?FKBî3?üG?nMLD?CJB?CAA?MO?PKBBAEKCMJD� 
LMCoBJD�?OHOéìBJïCA�?OH?DMôO?ACOôICôB�?9?CJB?FHFCAAG?ïAMOL�?HOB?DFILBOF?KCD?C?JCJB?LMDHJLBJ?�?KCD 
OH?KCOLD?�?MD?CADH?=76?LBCë?MO?ïHFK?BCJD3?mKB?LHBD?OHF?PBCJ?KBCJMOô?CMLD?ïBECIDB?DKB?FCnBD 
FKBî?HIF?�?FJMBD?FH?BCF?FKBî3?mBìBJB?oMEC3?mBìBJCA?KCìB?DBìBJB?�FCEFMAB?LBëBODMìBOBDD3�?9?@IBJFH 
ùMECO?DFILBOFD?AMìB?PKBJB?moCOMDK?MD?FKB?LHîMOCFB?ACOôICôB3?øë?FKBG?LHO�F?nOHP?PKBO?FKBMJ?LMCoBJD 
CJB?PBF�?PKCF?Cî?ø?ôHMOô?FH?FBCEK?FKBî?CïHIF?FKB?DHACJ?DGDFBî�?JBoJHLIEFMHO�?ôBHîBFJG?�?FKB 
�ILMEMCA?DGDFBî�?ø?PHIAL?AHìB?îG?DIoBJMOFBOLBOF?ìMDMF?îG?JHHî�?îBBF?îG?nMLD?�?DKHP?îB?KHP?FH?LH 
C?ïBFFBJ?�Hï?FKCO?PKCF?ø�î?LHMOô� 

:8	 øO?JBôCJLD?FH?FKB?CEFICA?FBDFD�?FKB?NAôBïJC?FBDF?PCD?ìBJG?PHJLG3?mFILBOFD?CJB?CAJBCLG?PBCn?MO 
ìBJïCA?DnMAAD?COL?FKBG?LMDBOôCôB?ëJHî?FKB?FBDF?�IMEnAG?PKBO?MF?DBBîD?IOOBEBDDCJMAG?PHJLG3?ø?PHIAL 
AMnB?FH?DBB?CF?ABCDF?FKB?LBDEJMoFMHOD?Hë?EKCJFD?ïB?DKHJFBJ?COL?KCìB?FKB?�IBDFMHO?ïB?DFCFBL?CëFBJ?FKB 
LBDEJMoFMHOD?Hë?FKB?CODPBJ?EKHMEBD3?NADH�?MF?PHIAL?ïB?C?oHDMFMìB?EKCOôB?Më?FKB?EHJJBEF?CODPBJD?PBJB 
OHF?ïHALBL?MO?FKB?FBDF?ïHHnABF3?ÿKB?ïHHnABF?ECO?ïB?CPnPCJL?FH?PMAA?JBCLMOô?COL?FJGMOô?FH?EHOEBCA 
CODPBJD3?ø?FKMOn?DHîB?DCììG?DFILBOFD?îCG?ïB?FBîoFBL?FH?AHHn?ëHJ?CODPBJD?MO?FKB?ïHHn?Më?FKBG?ECFEK 
C?ôAMîoDB?COL?DBB?ïHALBL?FBñF3 

:2	 óHJ?FKB?PJMFMOô?oHJFMHO?ìMDICAD?DKHIAL?ïB?oJHìMLBL?CD?îCFBJMCAD3?øF?PCD?ìBJG?LMëëMEIAF?FJGMOô?FH?ëMOL 
CooJHoJMCFB?ìMDICAD?ëHJ?DFILBOFD?FKCF?OBBL?MF?FH?CODPBJ3?øF?PCD?FMîB?EHODIîMOô?ëHJ?FKB?FBCEKBJ?COL 
EHOëIDMOô?ëHJ?FKB?DFILBOF3 

:9	 ýHOB 

:4	 ø?PHIAL?AMnB?FH?JBEHJL?FKB?CODPBJD?HO?oCoBJD?COL?DBOL?FKB?MOëH?FH?FKB?DFCFB3 

:5	 <FK?õJCLB?òûN?�N�mBDDMHO?8�?øFBî?�4?ýHIO?íACIDBl?>IBDFMHO?PCD?PHJLBL?MO?C?PCG?FKCF?îG
DFILBOFD?KCL?C?KCJL?FMîB?IOLBJDFCOL?FKB?DnMAA3?<FK?õJCLB?òûN?�N�mBDDMHO?83?øFBî?�88?@JBoHDMFMHODl 
>IBDFMHO?OBBLD?FH?ïB?JBPHJLBL3?�CD?EHOëIDMOô?FH?îG?DFILBOFD3?mIïDFMFIFBD?PBJB?oJHìMLBL?ëHJ?HOAG 
2?LCGD?HIF?Hë?87?LCGD?Hë?FBDFMOô3 

4÷2:÷278<?9l4:?@ü 

4÷2:÷278<?9l44?@ü 

4÷2:÷278<?8l45?@ü 

4÷2:÷278<?8l87?@ü 

4÷2:÷278<?82l27?@ü 

4÷2:÷278<?88l7:?Nü 

4÷2:÷278<?87l74?Nü 

4÷2:÷278<?;l5:?Nü 

4÷2:÷278<?;l4=?Nü 

4÷25÷278<?:l97?@ü 

4÷25÷278<?5l87?@ü 

4÷25÷278<?4l84?@ü 

4÷25÷278<?9l8;?@ü 

4÷25÷278<?9l78?@ü 

::	 öCìMOô?îHJB?oJCEFMEB?BñCîoABD?MD?BñFJBîBAG?OBBLBL3 4÷25÷278<?2l29?@ü 

:;	 NDDMDF?HO?EJBCFMOô?PJMFMOô?ìHECïIACJG?oMEFIJB?PHJL?ECJLD÷EIFHIFD?FH?ïBFFBJ?CDDMDF?FKB?DFILBOFD?PMFK 4÷25÷278<?2l8<?@ü 
FKBMJ?CODPBJ?EKHMEBD3 

;5?÷?=<
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:=	 ý÷N 

:<	 O÷C 

;7	 ø?KCìB?CAPCGD?�IBDFMHOBL?PKG?FKB?PMOLHP?ëHJ?FBDFMOô?KCD?moJMOô?êJBCn?MO?FKB?îMLLAB3?mFCFMECAAG 
DFILBOFD?PMFK?DMôOMëMECOF?EHôOMFMìB?LMDCïMAMFMBD?JBôJBDD?CëFBJ?C?ïJBCn3?ø?PCD?OHF?CïAB?FH?ôBF?CAA?îG 
DFILBOFD?CDDBDDBL?ïBëHJB?moJMOô?ïJBCn?COL?ø?LBëMOMFBAG?DCP?FKB?JBôJBDDMHO?Hë?DnMAA?CE�IMDMFMHO?Hë?FKB 
DFILBOFD?FKCF?PBJB?FBDFBL?CëFBJ?FKB?ïJBCn3 

;8	 ÿKB?EACDD?PHJnBL?PMFK?C?oCJC?HO?MùBCLG�?PKMAB?FKB?FBCEKBJ?CLîMOMDFBJBL?FKB?ómNN?MOLMìMLICAAG?FH?C 
DFILBOF3?òmò÷Nmð?FBCEKBJD?OBBL?CO?BñFJC?oACOOMOô?oBJMHL?FH?MOoIF?FKB?DFILBOF?CODPBJD?MOFH?ómNN 
HOAMOB?COL?FH?PHJn?HO?øò@D3?üG?DFILBOF?EHIAL?HOAG?FCAn?MO?2?HJ?9?PHJL?DBOFBOEBD�?ìBJG?KCJL?FH 
IOLBJDFCOL?KMî�?COL?GHI?EHIAL?OHF?JBCL?KMD?KCOLPJMFMOô�?ïIF?KB?EHIAL?FGoB?MF?MOFH?ôHHôAB?LHED?HJ?C 
�HJL?LHE�?ïIF?FKMD?PCD?OHF?CO?CAAHPCïAB?CEEHîîHLCFMHO?ëHJ?ómNN?�JMFMOô3?êG?CAAHPMOô?FBCEKBJD?FH 
IDB?FKB?ómNN?HOAMOB?DGDFBî?CëFBJ?DEKHHA?FH?MOoIF?FBDF?CODPBJD?PHIAL?ïB?ìBJG?KBAoëIA3 

;2	 ÿKB?ìBJïHDB?ACOôICôB?DIJJHIOLMOô?CAA?Hë?FKB?îCFK?�IBDFMHOD�?ëJB�IBOFAG?PMFK?FKB?�IBDFMHO?ïBëHJB 
FKB?ABOôFKG?LMDEJMoFMHOD?Hë?FKB?ôJCoKD�?îCnBD?MF?CAîHDF?MîoHDDMïAB?ëHJ?FKB?DFILBOFD?FH?BìBO 
JBîBîïBJ?PKCF?FKB?�IBDFMHO?PCD?CDnMOô?COL?FKBG?BOL?Io?PMFK?C?ïACOn?DFCJB?HO?FKBMJ?ëCEB?CëFBJ 
FKHDB?ôJCoK?LMDEJMoFMHOD3?ÿKB?îIAFMoAB?JBCLMOô?oCDDCôBD?COL?�IBDFMHOD?CïHIF?ôHMOô?FH?EHAABôB?CADH 
DBBî?C?AMFFAB?MODBODMFMìB?FH?FKHDB?DFILBOFD?PKH?îCG?OHF?KCìB?FKMD?HoFMHO3?øF?PHIAL?ïB?DH?îIEK 
BCDMBJ?ëHJ?FKHDB?DFILBOFD?PKH?ECO�?FH?BOFBJ?FKBMJ?CODPBJD?LMJBEFAG?MOFH?FKB?EHîoIFBJ3?õJCoKMED 
EHIAL?ïB?îIEK?ïBFFBJ?COL?MO?EHAHJ3?mFILBOFD?EHIAL?CADH?LH?FKB?PJMFMOô?LMôMFCAAG�?PKMEK?FKBG?CJB 
LHMOô?îHJB?COL?îHJB?MO?DEKHHA3 

;9	 ý÷N 

;4	 óIJFKBJ?FJCMOMOô?MO?FKB?ðCFCëHAMH?FBDFMOô3?ø?nOHP?MF�D?OHF?FKB?oCoBJ?ïCDBL?ómNN�?ïIF?ø?KCL?OH?ëHJîCA 
FJCMOMOô?COL?KCL?FH?CLîMOMDFBJ?FKB?ðCFCëHAMH?FH?C?DFILBOF?FKCF?PCD?OBP?FH?FKB?DEKHHA3?ø?ëMOL?BOFBJMOô 
FKB?JBDoHODBD?MOFH?FKB?DGDFBî?C?PCDFB?Hë?FBCEKBJ÷?MODFJIEFMHOCA?FMîB3?ø?ëMOL?KCìMOô?FH?EJBCFB?FBDF 
îCFBJMCAD?FKB?ìHECïIACJG?PHJLD?�oJMOF�?EIF�?ACîMOCFB�?COL?EIF?FMîB?EHODIîMOô?COL?DKHIAL?ïB?ôMìBO 
FH?ID?CAJBCLG3?�B?DKHIAL?OHF?KCìB?FH?EJBCFB?FKB?îCFBJMCAD�?FKBO?ACFBJ?FH?ïB?CDnBL?FH?JBFIJO?FKB 
îCFBJMCA?FKCF?ø?EJBCFBL3 

;5	 OHOB 

;:	 íHODMLBJMOô?HIJ?DFILBOFD?CJB?øOFBAABEFICAAG?ðMDCïABL?COL?CJB?JB�IMJBL?FH?FCnB?FKB?ómNN�?ø?ECO 
KHOBDFAG?DCG?FKMD?CDDBDDîBOF?MD?HOAG?CO?CooJHoJMCFB?FHHA?ëHJ?FKHDB?PMFK?îMOMîCA?MOFBAABEFICA 
LMDCïMAMFMBD?�PKMEK?MO?îG?ECDB?PBJB?FPH?HIF?Hë?FKB?8;?ø?FBDFBL3�?ø?KCL?AHP?EHôOMFMìB?DFILBOFD?ôIBDD 
FKB?EHJJBEF?CODPBJD�?GBF?FKBG?KCL?OH?MLBC?PKCF?ø?PCD?DCGMOô3?öHP?ECO?FKMD?JBCAAG?CDDBDD?HIJ 
DFILBOFD�?�B?OBBL?DHîBFKMOô?ïBFFBJ?�HJ?OH?îHJB?DFCFB?FBDFMOô�333IOFMA?FKBO�?ø?PMAA?EHOFMOIB?FH 
CLîMOMDFBJ?FKB?FBDF?FH?FKB?ïBDF?Hë?ü�?CïMAMFMBD3 

;;	 òìBJGFKMOô?PHJnBL?HIF?PBAA?PKBO?ABCJOMOô?CïHIF?FKB?ómNN?FKJHIôK?FKB?îHLIABD?COL?FJCMOMOôD?CD 
PBAA?CD?PKMAB?FKB?FBDF?PCD?CLîMOMDFBJBL?FH?DFILBOFD?COL?ACDFAG?MODBJFMOô?FKB?DEHJBD?FH?FKB?EHîoIFBJ3 
ÿKB?HOB?FKMOô?FKCF?ø?ïBAMBìB?PCDO�F?HOB?Hë?FKB?�IBDFMHOD?MO?FKMD?DIJìBG?PCD?ëHJ?OBñF?FMîB?FH?DoBEMëG 
PKMEK?ëHJî?FH?IDB?LBoBOLMOô?HO?FKB?DFILBOFD?CïMAMFMBD÷LMDCïMAMFMBD?COL?ABìBA?Hë?ABCJOMOô3 

;=	 ÿKB?oCôB?oJHìMLBL?ëHJ?FKB?PJMFMOô?oJHîoF?DKHIAL?OHF?ïB?CFFCEKBL?FH?FKB?ïHHn3?øF?DKHIAL?ïB 
CìCMACïAB?CD?C?DBoCJCFBL?DKBBF?ëHJ?FKB?DFILBOF3 

;<	 üHDF?Hë?FKB?m�ò?DFILBOFD?LH?OHF?KCìB?FKB?JB�IMJBL?�EHîoJBKBODMHO�?JBCLMOô�?COL?îCFK�?DnMAAD?FH 
IOLBJDFCOL?FKB?EHOFBOFD?COL?LH?PBAA?HO?FKB?ómNN3 

=7	 ÿKB?PMOLHP?DKHIAL?ïB?AHOôBJ�?FKB?DFHJMBD?DKHIAL?ïB?HO?C?LMDE�?COL?HFKBJ?oJHëBDDMHOCA?LIFMBD
DKHIAL?OHF?ïB?JB�IMJBL?LIJMOô?FKB?FBDFMOô?PMOLHP�øò@m�?NJFMEIACFMHO�?COL?íHîîIOMFG?êCDBL 
øODFJIEFMHO÷óMBAL?ÿJMoD� 

=8	 ÿKBJB?DKHIAL?OHF?ïB?COG?FBCEKBJ?ôCFKBJBL?îCFBJMCAD?ëJHî?FKB?EACDDJHHî3?øë?CO?CJBC?JB�IMJBD?C 
JIABJ�?FKBO?C?oCoBJ?JIABJ?DKHIAL?ïB?DIooAMBL?MO?FKB?oCEnBF?Hë?îCFBJMCAD3 

=2	 ø?Cî?ìBJG?oABCDBL?PMFK?CAA?FKB?MOëHJîCFMHO?COL?îCFBJMCAD?FKCF?PBJB?ôMìMOô?FH?îB3?ÿKOCOn?GHI?�� 

=9	 �B?KCìB?CLîMOMDFBJBL?FKB?ómNN?FBDFD?PMFKHIF?LMëëMEIAFMBD3 

=4	 ÿKB?�ICOMFG?Hë?HJCA?JBCLMOô?Hë?FKB?îCFK?oJHïABîD?MOìHAìMOô?ôJCoKD?COL?DAHoBD?PCD?FHFCAAG 
MOCooJHoJMCFB3?ýHF?HOAG?PCD?FKB?PJMFFBO?EHOFBOF?LMëëMEIAF?ëHJ?îB?CD?C?FBCEKBJ�?PMFK?CO?CLìCOEBL 
LBôJBB?FH?oJHEBDD�?îG?DFILBOF?PCD?CïDHAIFBAG?AHDF3?öB?BìBO?EHîîBOFBL?FKCF?KB?EHIAL?OHF 
IOLBJDFCOL?FKB?EHOFBOFéÿþþ?AHOô?COL?ÿþþ?EHOëIDMOô3 

4÷25÷278<?8l52?@ü 

4÷25÷278<?8l58?@ü 

4÷25÷278<?82l5<?@ü 

4÷25÷278<?82l42?@ü 

4÷25÷278<?82l8<?@ü 

4÷25÷278<?87l5=?Nü 

4÷25÷278<?=l9:?Nü 

4÷25÷278<?;l4:?Nü 

4÷25÷278<?8l75?Nü 

4÷24÷278<?=l4=?@ü 

4÷24÷278<?5l4;?@ü 

4÷24÷278<?5l95?@ü 

4÷24÷278<?4l9;?@ü 

4÷24÷278<?9l5;?@ü 

4÷24÷278<?2l44?@ü 

4÷24÷278<?2l48?@ü 

4÷24÷278<?2l8<?@ü 

;:?÷?=<
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=5	 ÿKB?òûN?8÷2?CJB?FHH?AHOô?3?ÿKB?JBCLMOôD?CJB?BñFJBîBAG?AHOô3?øF?MD?LMëëMEIAF?ëHJ?FKB?DFILBOFD?îCOFCMO 
FKBMJ?ëHEIDD3 

=:	 ýHOB?CF?FKMD?FMîB3 

=;	 ýHOB?CF?FKMD?FMîB 

==	 øF?PHIAL?ïB?OMEB?Më?PB?EHIAL?�IDF?BOFBJ?HO?FKB?EHîoIFB?FKB?DFILBOF?JBDoHODBD?CD?PB?CJB?FBDFMOô 
FKBî3?øF?MD?oHHJ?IDB?Hë?FMîB?FH?oIF?FKB?JBDoHODBD?HO?oCoBJ?COL?FKB?ôH?ïCEn?COL?BOFBJ?HO?FKB 
EHîoIFBJ3 

=<	 ÿKMD?MD?FKB?ëMJDF?FMîB?M?CLîMOMDFBJ?FKMD?FBDF3?�KBO?ø?PBOF?FH?FKB?FJCMOMOô�?M?ëHIOL?MF?FH?ïB?ìBJG 
MOëHJîCFMìB�?ø?ëHIOL?FKB?oJCEFMEB?FKCF?PB?LML?CF?FKB?FJCMOMOô?FH?ïB?ìBJG?KBAoëIA�?COL?FKB?MODFJIEFHJD 
BñoACMOBL?FKB?oJHEBDD?PBAA3?ÿKBG?PBJB?ìBJG?MOëHJîBL?COL?oJBoCJBL3?ø?ëBAF?EHOëMLBOF?MO?CLîMOMDFBJMOô 
FKMD?FBDF?ïBECIDB?Hë?FKB?FJCMOMOô?COL?FKB?DIooHJF?ëJHî?FKB?ìMLBHD3 

<7	 ý÷N 

<8	 NAA?MD?Hn 

<2	 ómNN?PMAA?ïB?HOAG?ëHJ?DFILBOFD?FKCF?ïB?CïAB?FH?EHîîIOMECFB?COL?ECO?JBDoHODB?CF?ABCDF?DHîB?Hë 
�IBDFMHOD3?NADH�?KCD?FH?ïB?LBDMôOBL?þýû�?ëHJ?DFILBOFD?PKH?ECO?oCJFMEMoCFB?CODPBJMOô?COL?FKB
BñoBEFCFMHOD?ëHJ?DFILBOFD?PMFK?DMôOMëMECOF?EHôOMFMìB?LMDCïMAMFMBD?PKH?ECO?PJMFB?�ø?KCL?DFILBOFD?OHF 
BìBO?KHAL?FKB?oBOEMA� 

<9	 ÿKB?LMJBEFMHOD?ëHJ?DIïîMFFMOô?FKB?JBDoHODBD?EHIAL?ïB?BñoACMOBL?ïBFFBJ3 

<4	 ÿKB?PBJB?DBìBJCA?�IBDFMHOD?FKCF?PBJB?ìBJG?EHOëIDMOô?ëHJ?DFILBOFD3?ø?OHFBL?HO?HOB?oCJFMEIACJ?îCFK 
oJHïABî?HO?FKB?9JL?FBDF�?BCEK?DFILBOF?ø?FBDFBL?CODPBJBL?FKCF?�IBDFMHO?MOEHJJBEFAG?PMFK?FKB?DCîB 
MOEHJJBEF?CODPBJ3?øO?îG?HoMOMHO?FKMD?îCnBD?FKCF?C?ïCL?�IBDFMHO?Më?5?DFILBOFD?Hë?ìCJGMOô?ABìBAD?CAA 
îMDDBL?MF3?ø?KCìB?DBìBJCA?DFILBOFD?PKH?PMAA?JBDoHOL?PMFK?FKB?ACDF?FKMOô?FKBG?KBCJ3?ÿKBJB?PBJB?îCOG 
�IBDFMHOD?PKBJB?�E�?PCD?FKB?EHJJBEF?CODPBJ?HO?CAA?FKJBB?ÿCDn?ëHJ?FKB?MFBî3?þOB?DFILBOF�D?ECDB?KB 
oJHôJBDDBL?FKJHIôK?CAA?FKJBB?ABìBAD?EHJJBEFAG?COL?ø?nOHP?FKCF?FKB?JBDIAFD?CJB?MOCEEIJCFB?CD?FKBJB 
PCD?OH?MOFBOFMHOCA?EKHMEB3?öMD?ôH?FH?JBDoHODB?MD?�í� 

<5	 ÿKB?ómNN?@BJëHJîCOEB?ÿCDn?NLîMOMDFJCFMHO?PBOF?DIEEBDDëIAAG?MO?îG?HoMOMHO3?ø?LML?OHF?BOEHIOFBJ 
COG?oJHïABîD?CLîMOMDFBJMOô?FKB?FBDFD3 

<:	 ø?ëBBA?FKB?ómNN?DHëFPCJB?PCD?ìBJG?IDBJ?ëJMBOLAG?FH?IoAHCL?FKB?DFILBOF?JBDoHODBD3?þìBJCAA?C?ôJBCF 
BñoBJMBOEB 

<;	 mFILBOFD?PMFK?oJHëHIOL?EHôOMFMìB?LMDCïMAMFMBD?DKHIAL?ïB?BñBîoF?ëJHî?FKMD?FBDF3?@BJMHL3?ø?Cî?FCAnMOô 
CïHIF?FKB?DBìBJBéîBLMECAAG?ëJCôMAB?òmò?oHoIACFMHO�?FKCF?FKB?îC�HJMFG?Hë?HIJ?DEKHHA?LMDFJMEF?LHBDO�F 
BìBO?nOHP?BñMDFD3?þOAG?9é5?þí@m?öMôK?mEKHHAD?BìBO?KCìB?FKMD?FGoB?Hë?òmò?EACDDJHHî3?ÿKBDB 
DFILBOF�D?ECO�F?MLBOFMëG?FKB?OIîïBJ?�8��?FKB?ABFFBJ?�N��?C?EHAHJ�?FKBMJ?OCîB�?PCAn�?FCAn�?BFE3?ÿKBG?ECO�F 
BìBO?DMF?FKJHIôK?C?FBDF?AHOô?BOHIôK?PMFKHIF?KCìMOô?C?DBM�IJB3?NOL�?ÿöNÿ�m?þ�N�3?ûBF�D?ëHEID?HO 
FKBMJ?CïMAMFMBD3?NëFBJ?C?GBCJ?Hë?PHJnMOô?PMFK?îG?ïAMOL÷LBCë?DFILBOF?PKH?MD?MO?C?PKBBAEKCMJ?COL?CF?CO 
MOëCOF?ABìBA�?DKB?ECO?OHP?KHAL?KBJ?HPO?ïHFFAB?PKMAB?LJMOnMOô?KBJ?ëHJîIAC�?ÿKCF?MD?CîC�MOô3?ûBF�D 
EBABïJCFB?FKCF?COL?ïIMAL?KBJ?DnMAAD?Io?ëJHî?FKBJB3?ýHF?ôMìB?KBJ?CO?CAôBïJC?�IBDFMHO?FH?CODPBJ3?ÿKCF 
MD?EKMAL?CïIDB3?øF?MD?îHJCAAG?PJHOô3?�HIAL?GHI?ôMìB?GHIJ?:?îHOFK?HAL?ïCïG?C?9JL?ôJCLB?JBCLMOô 
oCDDCôB?PMFK?EHîoJBKBODMHO?�IBDFMHOD?FH?CODPBJ�?ýH�?GHI?PHIALO�F3?NOL?GHI?PHIAL?ïB?HëëBOLBL 
Më?COGHOB?BADB?FJMBL?FH?ôBF?FKBî?FH?CODPBJ?FKHDB?�IBDFMHOD3?êBECIDB?øÿ?øm?HëëBODMìB3?�HI�JB?OHF 
BìBO?ôMìMOô?FKBî?C?ëCMJ?EKCOEB3?�þK�?BGBéôC�B?CF?FKB?JMôKF?CODPBJ?DMOEB?GHI?ECO�F?îHìB?GHIJ 
KCOLD3?òìBO?FKHIôK?GHI?EHôOMFMìBAG?LHO�F?BìBO?nOHP?GHIJ?HPO?OCîB3?NOL?GHI�JB?ïAMOL333?�?ÿKCF?MD 
HëëBODMìB?COL?PJHOô�?NDn?CO?MOëCOF?C?ôBHîBFJG?�IBDFMHO?COL?ôIBDD?PKCF?GHI�JB?ôHOOC?ôBF�?üHDF 
AMnBAG?�EKMAL?LML?OHF?JBDoHOL3�?NOL?Më?FKBG?BGB?ôC�BL?CF?FKB?JMôKF?CODPBJ�?FKBO?MF?PCD?C?EHMOEMLBOEB3 
üG?DFILBOF�D?LH?OHF?KCìB?C?ìHMEB?�îBOFCAAG?HJ?oKGDMECAAG��?DH?ø?KCìB?FH?ïB?FKB?HOB?CLìHECFMOô?ëHJ 
FKBî3?óHJ?DFILBOF�D?PMFK?DBìBJB?COL?oJHëHIOL?LMDCïMAMFMBD?�MOëCOF?EHôOMFMìB?ABìBAD?PMFK?îBLMECA 
MîoCMJîBOFD��?õø�ò?ÿöòøù?ÿòNíöòùm?ÿöò?þ@ÿøþý?ÿþ?ò�òü@ÿ?ÿöòü?óùþü?ÿöò?ómNN3 
ðCFCëHAMH?MD?�IDF?CD?MOCooJHoJMCFB3?NôCMO�?FKBDB?DoBEMëME?DFILBOFD?MO?@JHëHIOL?EACDDJHHîD?LHO�F?BìBO 
nOHP?FKBMJ?HPO?OCîBD3?mH?MF?MD?KMôKAG?MOCooJHoJMCFB?FH?FBDF?FKBî?HO?DFCOLCJLD3?òDoBEMCAAG?9?FMîBD?C 
GBCJ?PMFK?LCFCëHAMH�?ÿKBG?CJB?ïCJBAG?CF?oCJFMEMoCFHJG?ABìBAD?LIB?FH?FKBMJ?îBOFCA?COL?îBLMECA 
MîoCMJîBOFD3?mH?LHO�F?FBDF?FKBî?PMFK?MîoHDDMïAB?BñoBEFCFMHOD3?ÿKB?LCFC?JBEBMìBL?ëJHî?FKBMJ?FBDF 
DEHJBD?PMAA?ýò�òù?ïB?CEEIJCFB3?�MFK?MOCEEIJCFB?LCFC�?FKBJB?MD?OH?oIJoHDB?ëHJ?FKBî?oCJFMEMoCFMOô3 
�KHBìBJ?MD?JBCLMOô?FKMD�?oABCDB�?ø?PBAEHîB?GHI?FH?îG?EACDDJHHî3?òDoBEMCAAG?Më?GHI?KCìB?OBìBJ 
ìMDMFBL?C?oJHëHIOL?JHHî?ïBëHJB3?ÿKB?îC�HJMFG?Hë?FKB?�HJAL?LHBD?OHF?nOHP?îG?DFILBOFD?BñMDF3 
íKCOôBD?OBBL?FH?ïB?îCLB3?üG?DFILBOF�D?DKHIALO�F?KCìB?FH?ECFBJ?FH?FKB?HFKBJ?oHoIACFMHOD?Hë?òmò 
FKCF?FKB?ómNN?MD?LBBîBL?CooJHoJMCFB?ëHJ3 

4÷24÷278<?2l89?@ü 

4÷24÷278<?2l77?@ü 

4÷24÷278<?8l44?@ü 

4÷24÷278<?82l5<?@ü 

4÷24÷278<?82l95?@ü 

4÷24÷278<?87l82?Nü 

4÷24÷278<?<l2:?Nü 

4÷24÷278<?<l8;?Nü 

4÷24÷278<?;l5<?Nü 

4÷29÷278<?=l5<?@ü 

4÷29÷278<?9l9<?@ü 

4÷29÷278<?9l9=?@ü 

4÷29÷278<?9l98?@ü 
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<=	 @ABCDB?MOEAILB?CF?ABCDF?FKB?MFBî?OIîïBJ?MO?oJMOF?HO?FKB?êJCMAAB?ìBJDMHO3?ø?IDBL?FKB?FCEFMAB?îCFBJMCAD 4÷29÷278<?2l5:?@ü 
PMFK?îG?DFILBOF?PMFK?C?ìMDICA?MîoCMJîBOF3?ø?LH?OHF?JBCL?êJCMAAB�?DH?MF?PCD?ò�ÿùòüòû�?KCJL?FH 
ëMôIJB?HIF?PKCF?îCFBJMCAD?PBOF?PMFK?PKMEK?�IBDFMHOD� 

<<	 ÿKB?FBDF?MD?OHF?CooJHoJMCFB?ëHJ?îHDF?øOð?DFILBOFD3?øF?MD?FHH?LMëëMEIAF?COL?FKB?îCFBJMCA?MD?OHF?JBABìCOF?FH 4÷29÷278<?2l5:?@ü 
îG?DFILBOFD3 

877	 ø?CFFBOLBL?FKB?ómNN—@ÿ?ëCEB?FH?ëCEB?FJCMOMOô3?NF?FKB?FJCMOMOô�?ø?PCD?FHAL?FH?DECëëHAL?CF?MFBî?8?ëHJ 4÷29÷278<?2l52?@ü 
mBDDMHO?83?ø?PCD?FHAL?FKCF?Më?FKB?DFILBOF?JB�IMJBL?DECëëHALMOô?CF?MFBî?8�?COL?ôHF?FKB?CODPBJ?EHJJBEF� 
FH?îHìB?HO?FH?MFBî?23?þO?FKB?HOAMOB?oACFëHJî?FH?IoAHCL?JBDoHODBD�?ø?EHIAL?OHF?IoAHCL?CODPBJD?ëHJ 
MFBî?2?Më?FKB?DFILBOF?OBBLBL?DECëëHALMOô?HO?MFBî?8?COL?ôHF?MF?EHJJBEF?PMFK?DECëëHALMOô3 

878	 ÿKB?FBDF?PCD?ëMOB�?FKB?FJCMOMOô?PCD?C?AMFFAB?FHH?AHOô3?öHPBìBJ�?FKB?ôBOBJCA?EHîïMOCFMHO?Hë?FBDFD� 4÷29÷278<?2l9=?@ü 
FJCMOMOô?COL?îBFKHL?Hë?FBDFMOô?CJB?EHODMLBJBL?ëMOB3 

872	 øF?PHIAL?KBAo?Më?FBCEKBJD?ECO?JBEHìBJ?HJ?JBDBF?FKB?oCDDPHJL�?MODFBCL?Hë?CDnMOô?DHîBHOB?BADB?FH?LH 4÷29÷278<?2l74?@ü 
MF3 

879	 O÷C 4÷29÷278<?2l72?@ü 

874	 �HI?DKHIAL?KCìB?FKB?DFHJMBD?JBEHJLBL?ëHJ?DFILBOFD3 4÷29÷278<?8l5;?@ü 

875	 mHîB?Hë?FKB?oCDDCôBD?KCL?EHOëIDMOô÷EHOFJCLMEFHJG?DBOFBOEBD3?moBEMëMECAAG�?FKB?DHEEBJ?DFHJG3 4÷29÷278<?8l2;?@ü 

87:	 ÿKMD?MD?FKB?ëMJDF?FMîB?ø?CLîMOMDFBJBL?FKB?ómNN?COL?FKHIôKF?MF?PCD?ìBJG?PBAA?oACOOBL?COL?DIooHJFBL 4÷29÷278<?8l2;?@ü 

87;	 ÿKB?MOëHJîCFMHO?MO?FKB?ómNN?MD?FHH?LMëëMEIAF?ëHJ?FKB?îC�HJMFG?Hë?DFILBOFD?HO?C?îHLMëMBL?EIJJMEIAIî3 4÷29÷278<?8l22?@ü 
üHDF?Hë?FKBî?LH?OHF?JBCL?COL?KCìB?EHîoJBKBODMHO?FH?FKB?ABìBA?Hë?FKB?oCDDCôBD3?üCOG?Hë?FKBî?ðþ 
ýþÿ?PJMFB?HJ?IOLBJDFCOL?oCJFD?Hë?C?oCJCôJCoK3?ø?ëMOL?FKB?îC�HJMFG?Hë?FKB?îCFK?FH?ïB?FHH?LMëëMEIAF?ëHJ 
HIJ?DFILBOFD?CD?PBAA3 

87=	 øF?PMAA?ïB?ìBJG?KBAoëIA?Më?DEKHHA?oJHìMLBD?DIïDFMFIFB?FBCEKBJD?COL?C?FBDFMOô?JHHî?PKMAB?FKB?EACDDJHHî 4÷29÷278<?82l28?@ü 
FBCEKBJ?CLîMOMDFBJBL?FKB?FBDF?MO?HJLBJ?FH?oJHìMLB?C?�ICAMFG?HOB?FH?HOB?FBDF?CLîMOMDFJCFMHO?PMFKHIF 
LMDJIoFMHO?ëJHî?EACDDJHHî?OHMDBD?COL÷HJ?HFKBJ?ïBKCìMHJ3 

87<	 øF?MD?ôJBCF?FKB?PCG?MF?MD3 4÷29÷278<?88l44?Nü 

887	 õJBCF?BñoBJMBOEB� 4÷29÷278<?87l44?Nü 

888	 üHJB?FJCMOMOô?îCFBJMCAD?ïBëHJB?FBDFMOô3 4÷29÷278<?87l47?Nü 

882	 ø?FKMOn?FKB?FJCMOMOô?PCD?ôHHL?BOHIôK?FH?CLîMOMDFBJBL?FKB?FBDFD3?3 4÷29÷278<?87l9:?Nü 

889	 ý÷N 4÷29÷278<?87l84?Nü 

884	 ø?KCìB?OH?CLLMFMHOCA?ëBBLïCEn�?ïIF?ø?FKMOn?FKB?ómNN?MD?oBJëBEF?ëHJ?îG?DFILBOFD?PKH?PHIAL?oJHïCïAG 4÷29÷278<?<l2:?Nü 
oCDD?HIF?Më?FKBG�L?KCìB?FH?FCnB?FKB?JBôIACJ?ómN?FBDF3 

885	 þOB?LMëëMEIAFG?FKCF?PB?KCL?PMFK?FKB?ómNN?FMîBAMOB?FKMD?GBCJ?PCD?FKCF?FKB?DFCFB?EHIOFBL?DoJMOô?ïJBCn 4÷29÷278<?<l27?Nü 
CD?C?FBDFMOô?PBBn3?ÿKMD?JB�IMJBL?HFKBJ?FBCEKBJD?FH?KBAo?îB?FBDF?îG?DFILBOFD?DMOEB?FKBG?CJB?KMôKAG 
EKCAABOôMOô?COL?FCnB?C?AHF?Hë?FMîB?FH?EHîoABFB?FKMD?CDDBDDîBOF3 

88:	 �KBO?MF?EHîBD?FH?JBìMBPMOô?FKB?FBDF?ïBëHJB?DIïîMFFMOô?MF�?ø?ïBAMBìB?GHI?DKHIAL?ïB?CïAB?FH?DBB?CAA?FKB 4÷29÷278<?=l89?Nü 
�IBDFMHOD?COL?JBDoHODBD?HO?þýò?oCôB3?ÿKMD?PMAA?CAAHP?FBCEKBJD?FH?LHIïABéEKBEn?COL?îCnB?DIJB 
FKCF?BCEK?�IBDFMHO?KCD?ïBBO?îCJnBL?COL?îCJnBL?EHJJBEFAG?PMFKHIF?KCìMOô?FH?EAMEn?FKJHIôK?BCEK 
COL?BìBJG?�IBDFMHO?CôCMO3?ÿKMD?PMAA?îCñMîM�B?BëëMEMBOEG?COL?oJBìBOF?COG?îMDDéEAMEnD?PKMEK?EHIAL 
JBDIAF?MO?CO?MOìCAML?DEHJB3 

88;	 ø?ïBAMBìB?FKCF?FKB?FBCEKBJ?ôCFKBJBL?îCFBJMCAD?DKHIAL?ïB?ôMìBO?FH?FKB?DEKHHA?oBJ?BCEK?ôJCLB?ABìBA?HJ 4÷29÷278<?;l5=?Nü 
MF?DKHIAL?ïB?LBABFBL?CAA?FHôBFKBJ3 

88=	 O÷C 4÷29÷278<?;l55?Nü 

88<	 ÿKB?òûN?DFHJMBD?JBCL?FH?FKB?DFILBOFD?CJB?PCG?FHH?AHOô?FKBG?AHDB?ëHEID?PKBO?JBCLMOô?FH?FKBî3?ÿKB 4÷29÷278<?;l47?Nü 
PJMFMOô?oHJFMHO?MD?IDBABDD3?ø?CADH?ëBBA?FKCF?MF?îCnBD?OH?DBODB?FH?ïIïïAB?MO?CODPBJD?FH?�IDF?FIJO 
CJHIOL?COL?KCìB?FH?MOoIF?FKB?CODPBJD?HO?FKB?EHîoIFBJ?MF?MD?LHIïAB?PHJn 

827	 ND?DFCFBL?ïBëHJB�?FKB?HOAG?DIôôBDFMHO?ø?KCìB?MD?ëHJ?FKB?FBDF?îCFBJMCAD?�DFILBOF?ïHHnABFD�?EIFéHIFD� 4÷29÷278<?;l87?Nü 
BFE�?FH?KCìB?ïBFFBJ�?DFILBOFéëJMBOLAG�?oMEFIJBD?�DHîB?PBJB?OHF?ìBJG?ôHHL?é?ìBJG?KCJL?ëHJ?FKB?DFILBOFD 
FH?MLBOFMëG?PKCF?FKBG?PBJB�?BFE3��3?üCGïB?DHîB?�JBCA�?oMEFIJBD?øý?íþûþù�?ýþÿ?�IDF?ïACEn?COL 
PKMFB3 

;=?÷?=<
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828	 NAA?DBEFMHOD?Hë?FKB?ómNN—@ÿ?DKHIAL?ïB?oJBDBOFBL?MO?êJCMAAB�?ÿKMD?DKHIAL?ïB?C?ôMìBO?COL?OHF?C 
JB�IMJBîBOF?ëHJ?FBCEKBJD?FH?îCnB?oJMHJ?FH?ómNN—@ÿ3?ýHF?HOAG?CJB?PB?FBCEKMOô�?PJMFMOô?øò@D� 
îBBFMOôD�?DIooHJFMOô?DFILBOFD�?COL?FBDFMOô?PB?DKHIAL?ýþÿ?ïB?JBDoHODMïAB?ëHJ?oJHLIEMOô?êJCMAAB?ëHJ 
C?mFCOLCJLM�BL?FBDF�?ÿKMD?MD?�ýNííò@ÿNêûò?COL?DKHIAL?ýþÿ?ïB?HîMFFBL?ëHJ?COG?DBEFMHOD� 

822	 �BAA?HJôCOM�BL3 

829	 ý÷N 

824	 ý÷N 

825	 ÿKBJB?MD?FHH?îIEK?MOëHJîCFMHO?ëHJ?BLIECFHJD3?ÿKBJB?MD?OH?JBCDHO?FH?EHîoMAB?DH?îIEK?MOëHJîCFMHO 
ëHJ?C?FBDF?DH?DMîoAB3 

82:	 ÿKB?FBJîMOHAHôG?�CAA?FBDFD�3?ÿKBDB?DFILBOFD?KCìB?DMôOMëMECOF?EHôOMFMìB?LMDCïMAMFMBD?COL?GHI?CJB?IDMOô
CLìCOEBL?ìHECïIACJG3?NADH�?BìBJG?HOB?Hë?îG?DFILBOFD?MD?CADH?ACOôICôB?LMDCïABL?�CD?MF?MD?CAîHDF 
CAPCGD?oCJF?Hë?C?EHôOMFMìB?LMDCïMAMFG�3?ÿKB?òûN?DFHJMBD?CJB?PCG?FH?PHJLG333FKBG?AHDB?ëHEID?CëFBJ?FKB 
ëMJDF?oCJCôJCoK3?øë?DFILBOFD?EHIAL?AMDFBO?COL?HJ?JBCL?DHîBFKMOô?FKCF?AHOô?COL?EHîoABñ�?FKBG?PHIALO�F 
ïB?BAMôMïAB?ëHJ?CAFBJOCFB?CDDBDDîBOF3?ÿKB?�m?öMDFHJG?òþí?�DMOEB?CAA?îG?DFILBOFD?FHHn?FKMD?FBDF�3 
ÿKB?�IBDFMHOD?PBJB?ëCMJAG?ïJMBë�?ïIF?FKB?DCîB?FBJîMOHAHôG?PCD?OHF?IDBL?MO?ïHFK?FKB?JBCLMOô?COL?FKB 
�IBDFMHO3?óHJ?BñCîoAB�?FKBJB?PCD?HOB?�IBDFMHO?FKCF?FCAnBL?CïHIF?�ôCD�?FKBO?FKB?CODPBJD?IDBL?FKB 
FBJî?�ëIBA�3?ÿKCF?MD?EHOëIDMOô3?øD?MF?C?ACOôICôB?CDDBDDîBOF?HJ?C?KMDFHJG?CDDBDDîBOF�?üCOG?Hë?FKB 
�IBDFMHOD?PBJB?CADH?ìBJG?EHOEBoFICAéBìBO?FKB?ëMJDF?oCJF3?øO?ôBOBJCA?DFILBOFD?PMFK?DMôOMëMECOF 
EHôOMFMìB?LMDCïMAMFMBD?CJB?EHOEJBFB?FKMOnBJD3 

82;	 8� ø?ëBBA?FKCF?MFBîD?FKCF?CDn?CïHIF?JKGîMOô?PHJLD÷PHJL?DHIOLD?CJB?ïMCDBL?FHPCJLD?LBCë÷KCJLéHëé 
KBCJMOô?DFILBOFD?PKH?IDB?Nmû3?mHîBFMîBD?FKB?DFILBOFD?nOHP?FH?AHHn?ëHJ?PHJLD?PMFK?FKB?DCîB 
ABFFBJ?BOLMOôD�?HFKBJ?FMîBD?FKBG?LH?OHP3?ÿKBJB?PCD?HOB?MFBî?MO?oCJFMEIACJ?HO?FKB?;FK?ôJCLB?òûN?�ø 
ïBAMBìB?MF?PCD?mBDDMHO?2�?FKCF?CDnBL?FKB?DFILBOF?FH?MLBOFMëG?C?PHJL?FKCF?KCL?FKB?DCîB?DHIOL?CD 
COHFKBJ?PHJL3?ÿKB?PHJLD?LML?ýþÿ?KCìB?FKB?DHIOL?DoBAABL?FKB?DCîB?PCG3?2�?üCFK?�IBDFMHOD?PMFK 
ôJCoKD?ECO?ïB?ìBJG?PHJLG?COL?FMîB?EHODIîMOô3?ÿKBJBëHJB?MF?PHIAL?ïB?ïBOBëMEMCA?FH?KCìB?FKB 
�IBDFMHO?CDnBL?FPMEBééïBëHJB?FKB?ôJCoK?MD?JBCL�?COL?FKBO?CôCMO?CëFBJPCJLD3 

82=	 íCJLD?COL?DFJMoD?DKHIAL?ïB?BAMîMOCFBL3?NAA?MFBîD?DKHIAL?ïB?MO?FKB?oJBDBOFCFMHO?ïHHnD3?�KBO 
CLîMOMDFBJMOô?FKB?PJMFMOô?FBDF?Më?C?DFILBOF?JB�IMJBD?FKB?IDB?Hë?oMEFIJB?ECJLD?FKB?oMEFIJB?ECJLD?DKHIAL 
ïB?CìCMACïAB?HO?FKB?@HJFCA?PMFK?FKB?CïMAMFG?ëHJ?FKB?FBCEKBJ?FH?oJMOF?FKB?ECJLD�?FKCF?PCG?CAA?DFILBOFD?PMAA 
ïB?IDMOô?FKB?DCîB?oMEFIJB?ECJLD3 

82<	 �KBO?ôMìMOô?FKB?òûN?oHJFMHO?Hë?FKB?FBDF?�BABîBOFCJG�?FKBJB?CJB?FHH?îCOG?oCDDCôBD?HOB?JMôKF?CëFBJ 
COHFKBJ3?mFILBOFD?BCDMAG?AHDB?MOFBJBDF�?COL?MF?MD?LMëëMEIAF?FH?nBBo?FKBî?HO?FCDn3?ø?PHIAL?KCìB?FH?FCnB 
îCOG?ïJBCnD?ïBECIDB?FKBG?PHIAL?ôBF?LMDEHIJCôBL?PMFK?CAA?FKB?oCDDCôBD?FKCF?KCL?FH?ïB?JBCL?FH 
FKBî3?ø?CADH?ëBBA?MF?EHîoJHîMDBD?FKB?MOFBôJMFG?Hë?FKB?FBDF?ïBECIDB?FKB?DFILBOFD?CJB?FH?HìBJPKBAîBL 
PMFK?FKB?oCDDCôBD?FH?ôMìB?C?PBAA?FKHIôKF?JBDoHODB3 

897	 øF?PCD?LMëëMEIAF?FH?oACEB?FKB?oMEFIJBD?MO?LMDoACG?Hë?FKB?òûN?JBCLMOô?oCDDCôBDéBDoBEMCAAG?PKBO?FKBJB 
PBJB?2?oCDDCôBD3?mHîB?DFILBOFD?OBBL?FH?KCìB?FKB?oMEFIJBD?Io?EAHDB?DH?FKBG?ECO?DBB?FKB?oMEFIJBD 
COL?FKMD?MD?LMëëMEIAF?FH?LH?PKBO?JBCLMOô?FKB?2?oCDDCôBD3?øF?PHIAL?ïB?ïBFFBJ?FH?KCìB?FKB?oMEFIJBD?HO 
FKB?DCîB?oCôB?CD?FKB?JBCLMOô?oCDDCôBD3?øF?PHIAL?ïB?ïBFFBJ?FH?AMîMF?FKB?CîHIOF?Hë?EIF?Hë?îCFBJMCAD 
COL?CADH?FH?oACEB?FKB?oMEFIJBD?HO?FKB?DCîB?oCôB?CD?FKB?JBCLMOô?oCDDCôB3 

898	 ÿKBJB?PCD?FHH?îIEK?JBCLMOô?MOìHAìBL?MO?FKB?NAô3?òþí3?mFILBOFD?ïBECîB?AHDF?CD?MOëHJîCFMHO?PCD 
JBCL3?ûBDD?JBCLMOô?PMFK?PJMFMOô?JBDoHODB3?ÿKBJB?OBBLD?FH?ïB?îHJB?oMEFIJB?DIooHJF?ëHJ?DFILBOFD?FH 
LBìBAHo?FKBMJ?HoBO?PJMFMOô?JBDoHODB3?mFILBOFD?EHIAL?ëHJîIACFB?DBOFBOEBD?ïCDBL?HO?oMEFIJB?LBFCMAD 
COL?FKBO?PJMFB?C?oCJCôJCoK3 

892	 ø?PHIAL?AMnB?FH?FKB?oMEFIJB÷ECJLD?ëHJ?HoBO?JBDoHODB?PMAA?ïB?oJHìMLBL?FH?ID3 

899	 üCOG?Hë?FKB?îCFK?�IBDFMHO?FBCEKBJ?oJHîoFD?PBJB?DH?MOEJBLMïAG?PHJLG?FKCF?ø?KCL?C?KCJL?FMîB 
ëHAAHPMOô?FKBî3?ÿKMD?LHBDO�F?CDDBDD?îCFK3 

894	 ÿKB?ómNN?MD?C?FHFCA?PCDFB?Hë?ìCAICïAB?FBCEKMOô?FMîB3?üHDF?Hë?FKB?CJBCD?FKCF?CJB?CDDBDDBL?CJB?OHF 
JBABìCOF?FH?FKB?OBBLD?Hë?îG?DFILBOFD�?JBCLMOô?ABìBAD?CJB?FHH?KMôK?COL?PHJLMOô?MD?oIJoHDBAG 
EHOëIDMOô?COL?îMDABCLMOô?PKBO?JBCLMOô?FKB?oJHîoFD?FH?DFILBOFD3?üCFK?ìHECïIACJG?MD?OHF?JBABìCOF 
COL?FHH?KMôK3?ÿKBJB?MD?OH?EIJJMEIAIî?HJ?FBCEKMOô?îCFBJMCAD?FKCF?CAMôO3?øF?MD?C?oHHJ?CDDBDDîBOF?COL 
CooBCJD?FKCF?PKHBìBJ?oCJFMEMoCFBL?MO?LBDMôOMOô?FKBDB?FBDFD?oJHïCïAG?OBìBJ?FCIôKF?MO?CO?òmò 
EACDDJHHî3?ø?AHìB?PHJnMOô?PMFK?îG?DFILBOFD?COL?FCnB?oJMLB?MO?KBAoMOô?FKBî?ïB?FKB?ïBDF?FKBG?ECO?ïB� 
ïIF?PKCF?FKBG?CJB?FCIôKF?OBBLD?FH?ïB?ëIOEFMHOCA?COL?JBABìCOF���� 

4÷22÷278<?<l55?@ü 

4÷22÷278<?<l4;?@ü 

4÷22÷278<?=l44?@ü 

4÷22÷278<?:l7;?@ü 

4÷22÷278<?2l7;?@ü 

4÷22÷278<?87l9=?Nü 

4÷22÷278<?<l25?Nü 

4÷22÷278<?<l29?Nü 

4÷22÷278<?=l44?Nü 

4÷22÷278<?;l5=?Nü 

4÷22÷278<?;l25?Nü 

4÷22÷278<?;l84?Nü 

4÷22÷278<?;l87?Nü 

4÷28÷278<?=l75?@ü 

;<?÷?=<
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895	 øF�D?CïHIF?FMîB?FKCF?GHI?oJHìMLB?FJCMOMOô?îCFBJMCAD?ëHJ?FKMD?FBDF�?õBO?BL?KCD?îCDDMìB?CîHIOFD?Hë?FBDF 
oJBo?îCFBJMCAD�?ïIF?PB?KCìB?FKB?DCîB?2?�IBDFMHOD?oBJ?DIï�BEF�?DMOEB?278:�?PKMEK?LHO�F?BìBO?ïBôMO 
FH?EHìBJ?PKCF?MD?BñoBEFBL?FH?ïB?HO?FKB?FBDF?CEEHJLMOô?FH?FKB?ïAIBoJMOF3?ÿKBJB?CJB?OH?IOMëHJî 
oMEFIJBD?HJ?JBCA?CDDMDFCOEB?ëHJ?PJMFMOô?oJHîoF?23?ÿKBJB?DKHIAL?ïB?îHJB?îHLBAD?Hë?KHP?FH?IDB 
oMEFIJBD�?KHP?FH?DEJMïB�?COL?oMEFIJBD?oJHìMLBL?ëHJ?FKB?CEFICA?FBDF3 

89:	 NF?FKMD?FMîB?BìBJGFKMOô?KCD?ïBBO?EABCJ�?JBDHIJEBëIA�?COL?DIëëMEMBOF?MO?FBJîD?Hë?JBDHIJEBD�?FJCMOMOô 
îCFBJMCAD�?COL?HFKBJ?CJBCD3 

89;	 ómNN—@ÿ?oJHôJCî?DBBîD?Hn?FH?îB3 

89=	 ómNN?êMHAHôG 1l?øFBî?5�?ÿCDn?2l?mHîBFKMOô?EKMALJBO?MOKBJMF?ëJHî?FKBMJ?oCJBOFDéFKB?oHOGFCMA?oMEFIJB? 
MD ïHFK?C?AHIDG?oMEFIJB?COL?ïCL?BñCîoAB3?üG?DFILBOFD?CAA?îMDFHHn?FKB?NîBJMECO?mMôO?ûCOôICôB?COL 
DHîB?EKHDB?�KCMJ�?CD?HooHDBL?FH?FKB?EHJJBEF?JBDoHODB�?�BGB?EHAHJ�3?@MEn?C?LMëëBJBOF?EKCJCEFBJMDFME?HJ 
CF?ABCDF?C?LMëëBJBOF?COL?LMDFMOEF?KCMJDFGAB?��FHonOHF��?�ïJCML�?HJ?�KMôK?oHOGFCMA��3?ómNN?�m?öMDFHJGl?ø 
�IBDFMHO?DHîB?Hë?FKB?îCFBJMCA?EKHMEBD3?üHDF?Hë?îG?NEEBDD?DFILBOFD?LHO�F?nOHP?FKBMJ?DMïAMOô�D 
OCîBD?ïIF?FKBG?CJB?DIooHDBL?FH?nOHP?úHD�?üCJF��?�CD?KB?JBCAAG?FKCF?MîoHJFCOF?FH?�m?öMDFHJG� 
NOL?DH?îIEK?ëHEID?HO?FKB?moCOMDK?NîBJMECO?PCJé?ø?FKMOn?FKBJB?CJB?HFKBJ?FKMOôD?îHJB?MîoHJFCOF?ëHJ 
DFILBOFD?FH?ïB?BñoHDBL?FH÷nOHP?CïHIF?�m?öMDFHJG3?óHJ?îG?DFILBOFD�?FKB?FJCLB?oHAMEG?COL 
HIFDHIJEMOô?�IBDFMHOD?PBJB?PCG?HìBJ?FKBMJ?KBCLD3?ø?CADH?ëHIOL?øFBî?<�?ÿCDn?9?FH?ïB?FHH?PHJLG?COL
EHOëIDMOô?ëHJ?îG?DFILBOFD3?mBDDMHO?2�?øFBî?8�?ÿCDn?9?PCD?oHHJAG?�ìCôIB�?PHJLBL?COL?îIEK?FHH 
CïDFJCEF?ëHJ?îG?NEEBDD?DFILBOFD3?ø?IOLBJDFCOL?FKB?oHMOF?Hë?MF?ïIF?ïBFPBBO?FKB?ìHECïIACJG?ïBMOô?FHH 
ìCJMBL?COL?FKB?COCAGFMECA?FKMOnMOô?JB�IMJBL�?FKBG?PBJB?FHFCAAG?AHDF?COL?EHOëIDBL3?ÿKBJB?PBJB?DBìBJCA 
�IBDFMHOD?FKCF?îG?DFILBOFD?ïAMOLAG?ôIBDDBL?COL?ôHF?AIEnG3?�ND?ëHJ?FKB?FBDFMOô?PMOLHPl?FKB?�IBDFMHO 
BCJAMBJ?HOAG?KCL?C?GBD÷OH?CODPBJ?ëHJ?�PCD?FKBJB?BOHIôK?FMîB?FH?EHîoABFB?FBDFMOô�3?üG?CODPBJ?PHIAL 
KCìB?ïBBO?�ïCJBAG�3?øë?FKB?DEKHHA?EHIAL?JBEBMìB?FKB?îCFBJMCAD?BìBO?C?PBBn?BCJAMBJ�?MF?PHIAL?KBAo3 

89<	 @MEFIJB?DIooHJFD?DKHIAL?ïB?MOEAILBL?ëHJ?öMôK?mEKHHA?�JMFMOô3 

847	 ÿPMEB?HO?FKB?oJMOFBL?ëDCC?GHI?ECO?DBB?FKJHIôK?FKB?oCôBD3?ÿPMEB?C?DFILBOF?OHFMEBL?DKB÷KB?EHIAL 
DBB?FKJHIôK?FH?FKB?OBñF?oCôB?COL?HOEB?MF?ECIDBL?LMDFJCEFMHO?COL?C?PJHOô?CODPBJ3?þOAMOB?MD?ôHHL
�IDF?OBBLD?ìMDICA?DEBOCJMH?BñCîoABD?HJ?ìMLBH?îHLBAD3?>IMEn?AMFFAB?�PKCF?FH?LH?Më�?�B?EHIAL?EKBEn 
ïCEn?HO?�IMEnAG 

848	 øF?MD?ìBJG?LMëëMEIAF?FH?CLîMOMDFBJ?FKB?ïJCMAAB?CDDMôOîBOF3?íIJJBOFAG�?FKBJB?MD?OH?oJMOF?HO?FKB?ïJCMAAB 
oCôBD3?ÿKBJB?CJBO�F?BìBO?oCôB?OIîïBJ?FH?CDDMDF?FKB?FBCEKBJ?LIJMOô?CLîMOMDFJCFMHO3?øF�D?oJBFFG?EJC�G 
FH?KCìB?�BJH?oJMOF?HO?FKB?oCôB3?øF?DAHPD?LHPO?FKB?ëAHP?Hë?FBDFMOô3 

842	 ÿKMD?FBDF?LHBD?OHF?CEEIJCFBAG?CDDBDD?DFILBOFD?HO?NEEBDD?@HMOFD?PMFK?AHP?EHôOMFMHO3?ÿKBJB?OBBLD?FH 
ïB?CO?CAFBJOCFB?CDDBDDîBOF?ëHJ?ÿüö?COL?m@üö3?ÿKB?FBDF?MD?ôJBCF?ëHJ?FKB?òüö?oHoIACFMHO3?ÿKB 
êJMôCOEB?MD?LBDMôOBL?FH?FBDF?KMôKBJ?ëIOEFMHOMOô?DFILBOFD?COL?oJHìMLBD?C?EKBEnAMDF?ëHJ?AHP?DFILBOFD� 
FKCF?PHIAL?ïB?îHJB?CEEIJCFB?BìBO?MO?FKMD?DMFICFMHO3?mHîB?m@üö?DFILBOFD?ôIBDD?HO?FKB?�IBDFMHO 
COL?oHMOF?PMFKHIF?BìBO?AHHnMOô?COL?ôBF?EHîoAMECFBL?�IBDFMHOD?JMôKF?COL?MF�D?ëJIDFJCFMOô3 

849	 øF?PCD?ìBJG?DAHP?MO?AHCLMOô?FKB?JBDoHODB?MOëHJîCFMHO3 

844	 mHîB?Hë?FKB?�IBDFMHOD?CJB?FHH?�PHJLG�?COL?PCG?FHH?AHOô3?mFILBOF?ëHEID?COL?EHîoJBKBODMHO?PHIAL 
MOEJBCDB?Më?FKB?�IBDFMHOD?PBJB?DFJCMôKF?ëHJPCJL?COL?FHH?FKB?oHMOF3 

845	 ÿKBJB?CJB?FHH?îCOG?JBCLMOô?oCDDCôBD?ëHJ?FKB?òûN?COL?FHH?îCOG?Hë?FKB?DCîB?FGoB?Hë?�IBDFMHOD?HO 
FKB?NAôBïJC?ómNN3?N?DKHJFBJ?FBDF?PHIAL?ïB?CooJHoJMCFB?COL?îHJB?îCOCôBCïAB3 

84:	 ÿKBJB?OBBLD?FH?ïB?C?îHJB?HïìMHID?FJCMOMOô?îHLIAB?ëHJ?DEKHHA?EHHJLMOCFHJD3?øF?FHHn?ëHJ?BìBJ?FH?ëMOL 
FKB?MOëHJîCFMHO?PB?OBBLBL?FH?EHîoABFB?FKB?DFILBOF?AMOnMOô3?ýHF?LMëëMEIAF?HOEB?PB?ëHIOL?FKB 
LMJBEFMHOD�?ïIF?ëMOLMOô?FKBî?FHH?CO?BOFMJB?LCG?Hë?PCDFBL?FMîB3 

84;	 êBECIDB?îCOG?Hë?îG?DFILBOFD?KCìB?CILMFHJG?oJHEBDDMOô?LMëëMEIAFMBD�?FKB?CîHIOF?Hë?AMDFBOMOô?FKBG 
KCL?FH?LH?PCD?ìBJG?LMëëMEIAF3?ø?FJG?FH?FBCEK?IDMOô?FKB?îMOMîIî?CîHIOF?Hë?ACOôICôB?ïIF?FKB?�IBDFMHOD 
PBJB?ìBJG?PHJLG?COL?MOEHODMDFBOF?PMFK?PKG?îG?DFILBOFD?CJB?IDBL?FH3?ø?PCD?CADH?HOAG?CïAB?FH?IDB 
FKB?HOAMOB?DGDFBî?IDMOô?EKJHîB3 

84=	 @BJKCoD?EHHJLMOCFHJD?ECO?ïB?BOEHIJCôBL?FH?îCnB?DIJB?FKCF?FKB?CLîMOMDFJCFHJ?Hë?FKB?DIï�BEF?CJBC?MD 
CADH?FKB?FBCEKBJ?Hë?JBEHJL?3?øF?MD?LMëëMEIAFG?FH?FBDF?DFILBOFD?MO?CJBC?FKCF?GHI?CJB?OHF?ëCîMAMCJ3?óHJ 
BñCîoAB�?Më?HOB?LHBD?OHF?FBCEK?òOôAMDK?�?KHP?LH?FKBG?nOHP?Më?FKB?PJMFMOô?îHLBA?PCD?IDBL3 

84<	 õHHL?úHï?MO?CAA� 

857	 øF?PCD?BCDG?FH?MîoHJF?BìBJGFKMOô?MOFH?FKB?DGDFBî3 

4÷28÷278<?4l5=?@ü 

4÷27÷278<?82l7;?@ü 

4÷8<÷278<?87l5=?@ü 

4÷8<÷278<?9l94?@ü 

4÷8<÷278<?9l29?@ü 

4÷8<÷278<?:l42?Nü 

4÷8=÷278<?:l89?@ü 

4÷8=÷278<?9l97?@ü 

4÷8=÷278<?87l2=?Nü 

4÷8=÷278<?87l85?Nü 

4÷8=÷278<?87l87?Nü 

4÷8=÷278<?87l75?Nü 

4÷8=÷278<?<l9=?Nü 

4÷8=÷278<?<l7<?Nü 

4÷8=÷278<?=l8<?Nü 

4÷8=÷278<?=l8;?Nü 
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858	 @ABCDB?CAAHP?FBCEKBJD?FH?ïB?CïAB?FH?DBB?FKB?JBDIAFD?DH?FKCF?�AMnB?ôBOBJCA?BL?FBCEKBJD�?PB?CJB?CïAB 
FH?IDB?FKMD?MOëHJîCFMHO?MO?oACOOMOô?HIJ?ABDDHOD?COL?ôHCAD3?íNý?�ò?õòÿ?ÿò�ÿ?êþþ�m?COL 
DIï�BEF?FJCMOMOôD?FKCF?CJB?CAMôOBL?FH?FKBDB?DIï�BEFD� 

852	 NëFBJ?LHMOô?FKB?HOAMOB?îHLIAB?PCD?OHF?MOëHJîCFMìB?FKMD?GBCJ?DMOEB?ø?KCìB?LHOB?FKB?DCîB?FKMOô3?øF 
PCD?C?AHF?Hë?FMîB?FH?OHF?KCìB?COG?EKCOôBD3 

859	 ýHOB 

854	 ÿKBJB?CJB?FHH?îCOG?PHJLD?MO?FKB?�IBDFMHOD?ëHJ?DFILBOFD?PMFK?AMîMFBL?CFFBOFMHO?DoCOD3?ÿHH?îCOG 
LMDFJCEFHJD 

855	 ýþýò 

85:	 ø?PCD?OHF?ôMìBO?CAA?DFILBOF?FH?ïB?FBDFBL?MO?FKB?ïBôMOOMOô?IOFMA?FPH?PBBnD?ACFBJ3?ø?FKBO?KCL?FH?FBDF 
îHJB� 

85;	 ÿMîB?LBîCOLD?FH?CLîMOMDFBJ?COL?òýÿòù?JBDIAFD?CJB?HOBJHID3?ÿKBJB?CJB?CLLMFMHOCA?FMîB?LBîCOLD 
éé?ïBGHOL?�JBôIACJ÷OHJîCA�?ABDDHO?oACOOMOô?éé?FH?oJBoCJB?EACDDJHHî?îCFBJMCAD?ëHJ?DFILBOFD?ýþÿ 
FBDFMOô?COL?ýþÿ?MO?C?EACDDJHHî?PMFK?FKBMJ?�JBôIACJ÷OHJîCA�?FBCEKBJ3?ÿKB?�FBDFMOô?PMOLHP�?MD 
CïDHAIFBAG?FKB?PHJDF?oCJF?Hë?FKB?DEKHHA?GBCJl?FBCEKBJD?LHO�F?ôBF?FH?FBCEK�?nMLD?LHO�F?EHOFMOIB 
ABCJOMOô�?COL?OH?HOB?AMnBD?FKB?�BìBJGFKMOô?MD?HO?KHAL?IOFMA?FBDFMOô?MD?LHOB�?CFFMFILB?FKCF?oBJìCLBD?FKB 
DEKHHA?BCEK?GBCJ?LIJMOô?FBDFMOô3 

85=	 ø?LHO�F?JBîBîïBJ?PKBJB?HOAMOB?FKB?LCFB?OBBLBL?FH?ïB?EKCOôBL3?mHîBPKBJB?MO?FKB?îHLIABD�?FKB 
LCFB?278=?PCD?ïBMOô?IDBL?MODFBCL?Hë?278<3 

85<	 ø?PCD?AMDFBOBL?FHH?COL?FKB?JBDoHODB?PCD?HOB?FKCF?JBCAAG?LMLO�F?ôMìB?îB?FKB?CODPBJ?ø?PCD?BñoBEFMOô3 
ø?PCD?AHHnMOô?ëHJ?C?oMEFIJB?JBDHIJEB?FH?IDB?ëHJ?FKB?AMDF?Hë?ìHECïIACJG?PHJLD?ø?OBBLBL3?öHPBìBJ�?ø 
PCD?ABëF?PMFK?FKB?MîoJBDDMHO?FKCF?ø?PCD?HO?îG?HPO?COL?FKCF�D?OHF?C?ôHHL?ëBBAMOô?PKBO?CLîMOMDFBJMOô 
C?DFCFB?FBDF3?øF?PHIAL?ïB?ôJBCF?FH?KCìB?C?JBDHIJEB?FKCF?HOB?ECO?�IDF?IDB3?ÿJGMOô?FH?ëMOL?FKB?JMôKF 
oMEFIJB?FH?ëMF?ìHECïIACJG?PBJB?FMîB?EHODIîMOô?COL?EKCAABOôMOô3 

8:7	 ø?ëBAF?FKCF?ëIOLD?DKHIAL?ïB?oIF?MO?oACEB?ëHJ?DIï?ëHJ?DFILBOF3?øF?MD?OHF?ëCMJ?FH?FBDF?DFILBOFD?PKMAB?GHI 
CJB?EHOLIEFMOô?EACDDBD3?Më?PB?LHO�F?LH?MF?ëHJ?ôBOBJCA?BLIECFMHO?DFILBOFD�?PB?DKHIAL?OHF?LH?MF?ëHJ?HIJ 
m�ò?DFILBOFD3?òìBJG?GBCJ�?PB?KCOL?Io?PMFK?OH?DIï?PKBJB?PB?KCìB?FH?FBDF?FKB?DFILBOF?MO?FKB 
KCAAPCG?PKMAB?PB?KCìB?FH?ABCìB?LHHJ?HoBO?FH?îCOCôB?EACDD3?ó�OLD?DKHIAL?ïB?CìCMACïAB?ëHJ 
DIïFMFFILB?ëHJ?FBDFMOô 

8:8	 �IBDFMHOD?PBJB?FH?PHJLG?ëHJ?îG?ABìBA?DFILBOFD 

8:2	 OHOB 

8:9	 ÿKB?CLîMOMDFJCFMHO?Hë?FKB?ómNN?MD?EHODIîMOô?FHH?îIEK?MODFJIEFMHOCA?FMîB3?ÿKB?ómNN?òûN?FBDF?MD 
IOOBEBDDCJMAG?AHOô3?øë?oHDDMïAB�?MF?PHIAL?ïB?ïBOBëMEMCA?ëHJ?HIJ?DFILBOFD?FH?EHODMLBJ?CDDBDDMOô?PMFK 
ëBPBJ?MFBîD?oBJ?FBDF3?moBEMëME?üMDFCnB?ëHIOL?HO?FBDFl?òûN?õJCLB?:?óHJî?ê?mBDDMHO?2?øFBî?2?3333?ÿKB
DBOFBOEB?�úCOB?MD?ëIOOG?COL?DKB?MD?DîCJF3�?MD?C?JIOéHO?DBOFBOEB3?ÿPH?EHîoABFB?DBOFBOEBD?CJB
�HMOBL?FHôBFKBJ?ïG?FKB?EHO�IOEFMHO?�COL�3 

8:4	 øF?PHIAL?ïB?ôJBCF?Më?FKB?HOB?DMLBL?îCFBJMCAD?ECîB?oJBéEIF?COL?FKCF?FKB?PJMFMOô?oMEFIJBD?PHIAL?ïB 
oJHìMLBL?FH?FKB?FBCEKBJD?CD?PBAA3 

8:5	 >IBDFMHO?oJHîoFD?DKHIAL?ïB?JBCL?ïHFK?ïBëHJB?COL?CëFBJ?FKB?CODPBJ?DBABEFMHOD?CJB?JBCL?CAHIL?é 
OIîBJHID?DFILBOFD?PCOFBL?îB?FH?JBoBCF?FKB?�IBDFMHOD?CëFBJ?ø?JBCL?FKB?FKJBB?CODPBJD�?BDoBEMCAAG 
HO?FCDnD?2?COL?9?PKBJB?FKBJB?MD?îHJB?MOëHJîCFMHO?ïBMOô?JBCL?CAHIL3?ÿKBG?ëHJôBF?PKCF?ø?CDnBL3 

8::	 êJCMAAB?EIFHIF?ECJLD?PBJB?LMëëMEIAF?FH?IDB?COL?CAîHDF?IDBABDD3?ÿHH?îCOG?MFBîD?PBJB?HîMFFBL?ëHJ 
ìMDICAAG?MîoCMJBL?DFILBOFD3?mHîB?�IBDFMHOD?JB�IMJBL?nOHPABLôB?Hë?FKMOôD?DBBO�?MOëHJîCFMHO?FKCF?C 
ïAMOL?DFILBOF?PHIAL?OHF?KCìB?CEEBDD?FH3 

8:;	 ýHOB 

8:=	 ÿKB?JBCLMOô?oCDDCôBD?CJB?FHH?AHOô?ëHJ?FKB?òûN?CDDBDDîBOFD3?�HI?ECO?PCFEK?FKB?DFILBOFD?�DKIF 
LHPO�?PKBO?FKBG?ïBEHîB?ïHJBL3?ÿKBJB?îIDF?ïB?C?îHJB?IDBJ?ëJMBOLAG?PCG?FH?CDDBDD?C?DFILBOF�D 
JBCLMOô?CïMAMFG3 

8:<	 ø?ïBAMBìB?MF?PHIAL?ïB?îHJB?BëëMEMBOF?FH?îCnB?FKMD?C?LMôMFCA?FBDF3?ÿKB?FBCEKBJ?EHIAL?DCìB?C?AHF?Hë?FMîB?Më 
KB÷DKB?EHIAL?MOoIF?FKB?CODPBJD?LMôMFCAAG?PKMAB?CLîMOMDFBJMOô?FKB?FBDF3 

4÷8;÷278<?4l8=?@ü 

4÷8;÷278<?9l8:?@ü 

4÷8;÷278<?9l84?@ü 

4÷8;÷278<?2l5<?@ü 

4÷8;÷278<?2l5;?@ü 

4÷8;÷278<?2l44?@ü 

4÷8;÷278<?2l7;?@ü 

4÷8;÷278<?2l7:?@ü 

4÷8;÷278<?8l5<?@ü 

4÷8;÷278<?8l48?@ü 

4÷8;÷278<?8l9<?@ü 

4÷8;÷278<?8l2<?@ü 

4÷8;÷278<?8l2=?@ü 

4÷8;÷278<?8l22?@ü 

4÷8;÷278<?82l52?@ü 

4÷8;÷278<?82l52?@ü 

4÷8;÷278<?82l58?@ü 

4÷8;÷278<?88l55?Nü 

4÷8;÷278<?88l4;?Nü 
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8;7 ÿKMD?FBDF?MD?FHH?LMëëMEIAF?ëHJ?DFILBOFD?PKH?LH?OHF?�ICAMëG?ëHJ?FKB?ðCFCëHAMH?FBDFMOô�?ïIF?CJB?OHF?JBCLMOô� 
JBEHôOM�MOô?PHJLD�?IOLBJDFCOLMOô÷EHîoJBKBOLMOô?JBCLMOô?oCDDCôBD�?HJ?CïAB?FH?JBEHôOM�B 
OIîïBJD3?íBJFCMO?DFILBOFD?ECO?îCnB?EKHMEBD?COL?HëFBO?îCOICAAG?DBABEF?EHJJBEF?CODPBJD�?ïIF?LH 
OHF?JBEHôOM�B?PKCF?FKBG?CJB?DBABEFMOô3?ÿKMD?JBDIAFD?MO?FBDF?DEHJBD?FKCF?CJB?DnBPBL?COL?OHF 
îBCOMOôëIA3 

4÷8;÷278<?88l4:?Nü 

8;8 ÿKMD?GBCJ�D?PJMFMOô?oJHîoFD?PBJB?HIFJCôBHID3?ø�î?OHF?DIJB?KHP?GHI?BñoBEF?DFILBOFD?FH?PJMFB?�DHîB 
Hë?FKB?DFBoD�?FH?oJBoCJB?ïJBCL?MO?C?FMOG?AMOB3?ÿKB?oJHîoF?JBôCJLMOô?DHEEBJ?PCD?DH?ïJHCL?COL 
EHOìHAIFBL3?�B?OBBL?FH?JBEHODMLBJ?KHP?PJMFMOô?MD?CDDBDDBL3?ø?LH?FKMOn?PB?OBBL?FH?nBBo?MF�?ïIF?ø�î 
OHF?�IMFB?DIJB?FKBDB?PJMFMOô?oJHîoFD?PBJB?ëIAAG?ìBFFBL�?HJ?CF?ABCDF?ëIAAG?ìBFFBL?ïG?DHîBHOB?PKH 
CEFICAAG?FBCEKBD?FKBDB?DFILBOFD3 

4÷8;÷278<?88l9;?Nü 

8;2 õBF?JML?Hë?FKB?CJBC?Hë?FBCEKBJD?BOFBJMOô?FKB?FBDF?LCFC3?mKHIAL?ïB?C?DECO?DKBBF3 4÷8;÷278<?88l24?Nü 

8;9 MF?PCD?BCDG?FH?CLîMOMDFBJ?COL?KCL?OH?îC�HJ?oJHïABîD 4÷8;÷278<?88l8<?Nü 

8;4 �KCF?MD?FKB?oHMOF?MO?FKB?PJMFMOô?oHJFMHO?ëHJ?OHOìBJïCA?DFILBOFD?Më?GHI?LH?OHF?oJHìMLB?FKB?DCîB?@òí 
EHîîIOMECFMHO?ECJLD?ëHJ?BìBJG?DFILBOF�?�KG?LHOF?GHI?EJBCFB?DFCOLCJL?ECJLD?ëHJ?FBCEKBJD?FH?IDB 
DH?FKBG?LHOF?KCìB?FH?EJBCFB?FKBî�?mH?îIEK?FMîB?MD?PCDFBL?MO?LHMOô?FKMD3?ÿBCEKBJD?AHDB?C?îHOFK?Hë 
FBCEKMOô?FKB?EACDD?FH?CLîMOMDFBJ?FKBDB?oHMOFABDD?FBDFD� 

4÷8;÷278<?88l84?Nü 

8;5 ø?JBCAAG?PMDK?FKB?JBCLMOô?oHJFMHOD?PCD?DKHJFBO?FH?�IDF?C?ëBP?oCJCôJCoKD3?üG?DFILBOFD?AHHDB?ëHEID 
COL?EHîoJBKBODMHO?Hë?C?DFHJG?Më?MF?KCD?îHJB?FKCO?5?AMOBD3 

4÷8;÷278<?87l2<?Nü 

8;: ÿKBJB?DKHIAL?ïB?îHJB?oJCEFMEB?îCFBJMCAD3?NF?FKMD?oHMOF�?FKB?îCFBJMCAD?CJB?HAL?COL?KCìB?FKB 
278:÷278;?LCFB?COL?FKBG?CJB?ìBJG?AMîMFBL3?þIJ?DFILBOFD?COL?FBCEKBJD?OBBL?îHJB?JBDHIJEBD?COL 
DIooHJF?FH?oJBoCJB?HIF?DFILBOFD?ëHJ?FKB?BñCîD3?NADH?PB?DKHIAL?KCìB?FKB?ïAIBoJMOF?ëHJ?FKB?BñCîD 
oJBëBJCïAG?CF?FKB?DFCJF?Hë?FKB?DEKHHA?GBCJ?HJ?EAHDB?BOHIôK?DH?MF?KBAoD?LJMìB?MODFJIEFMHOCA?ëHEID3 
NLLMFMHOCAAG�?FBDFMOô?EHHJLMOCFHJD?OBBL?FH?ëHAAHP?DFCFB?ôIMLBAMOBD?CïHIF?LBCLAMOBD?ëHJ?FBDFMOô?HIJ 
DFILBOFD?COL?JBEHJLMOô?JBDoHODBD?MO?FKB?HOAMOB?oHJFCA3?ÿKBG?OBBL?FH?IOLBJDFCOL?FKCF?HIJ?DFILBOFD 
CJB?IOM�IB?COL?FBDF?LMëëBJBOFAG?DH?FKBG?DKHIAL?OHF?oIF?oJBDDIJB?HO?FBCEKBJD?FH?CLîMOMDFBJ?CEEHJLMOô 
FH?FKBMJ?LBCLAMOBD3?óHJ?MODFCOEB�?FBCEKBJD?DKHIAL?OHF?ïB?FHAL?FKBG?ü�mÿ?MOoIF?JBDoHODBD?FPHéFKJBB 
PBBnD?ïBëHJB?FKB?LBCLAMOB?FKCF?FKB?DFCFB?ôMìBD3 

4÷8;÷278<?87l85?Nü 

8;; ôHHL 4÷8;÷278<?87l7<?Nü 

8;= mKHIAL?KCìB?DBEFMHOD?FKCF?CJB?OHF?JBCL?FH?FKB?DFILBOFD�?PKBO?FKB?DFILBOFD?CJB?KMôKBJ?ABìBA3 4÷8;÷278<?87l79?Nü 

8;< ÿKB?îCFBJMCAD?COL?oJHôJCî?KCD?ïBBO?LHOB?�IMFB?PBAA3?üG?HOAG?oJHïABî?MD?FKB?CîHIOF?Hë?FMîB?FH 
CEFICAAG?CLîMOMDFBJ?FKB?FBDF?MFDBAë3?øF?FCnBD?PBBnD?FH?EHîoABFB?COL?FKCF?MD?FH?îIEK?FMîB?FH?îMDD?PMFK 
FKB?DFILBOFD3?ÿKB?FBDF?MFDBAë?LHBD?oJHìMLB?DEHJBD?GBF?FKHDB?DEHJBD?LH?OHF?LMJBEFAG?EHJJBACFB?FH?PKCF 
MD?CEFICAAG?ïBMOô?FCIôKF?MO?FKB?EACDDJHHîD3?ÿKB?FBDF?CADH?LHBD?OHF?CAAHP?FMîB?FH?KCìB?FKB?DFILBOFD 
FKBîDBAìBD?JBCL?oCDDCôBD�?�IBDFMHOD?COL?CODPBJD?HO?FKBMJ?HPO�?PKMEK?FKBG?LH?MO?FKB?EACDDJHHî3 
øO?DKHJF�?MF?MD?CO?MOFJIDMHO?HO?CECLBîME?FMîB?FKCF?MîoCEFD?FKB?DFILBOFD?BOìMJHOîBOF?COL?JHIFMOBD 
JBDIAFMOô?MO?LMîMOMDKMOô?JBFIJOD?ëHJ?FKB?DFILBOFD?FBDFBL?ACFBJ?MO?FKB?FBDFMOô?oBJMHL?CD?C?JBDIAF3?íJBCFB 
C?FBDF?PKMEK?îBCDIJBD?EHJB?oJMOEMoABD�?CïAB?FH?CLîMOMDFBJ?MOLBoBOLBOFAG?Nýð?�IMEnAG?FH?DFILBOFD3 

4÷8;÷278<?87l77?Nü 

8=7 ýHFKMOô�?M?FKMOn?BìBJGFKMOô?MD?ôJBCF 4÷8;÷278<?<l5<?Nü 

8=8 NAA?PBOF?PBAA3?ÿKCOn?GHI3 4÷8;÷278<?<l57?Nü 

8=2 ýHOB?CF?FKMD?FMîB 4÷8;÷278<?<l48?Nü 

8=9 øO?îG?HoMOMHO�?FKBJB?MD?FHH?îIEK?ìBJïCôB?ëHJ?FKB?FBCEKBJ?FH?JBCL?MO?DBìBJCA?MFBîD?HO?FKB?FBDFD3?øF?MD 
FHH?AHOô?ëHJ?DHîB?DFILBOFD?FH?ëHAAHP3 

4÷8;÷278<?<l9<?Nü 

8=4 ÿBDFMOô?PBOF?ìBJG?DîHHFKAG3 4÷8;÷278<?<l9=?Nü 

8=5 OHOB 4÷8;÷278<?<l28?Nü 

8=: ø?FKMOn?FKCF?DIïD?DKHIAL?ïB?oJHìMLBL?LIJMOô?ómNN?FBDFMOô3 4÷8;÷278<?<l8<?Nü 

8=; ÿKB?LMJBEFMHOD?ëHJ?FKB?üCFK?MFBîD?MOìHAìMOô?ëHALBL?FCDn?ECJLD?�ëHJ?DGîîBFJG�?PBJB?EHOëIDMOô?FH 
ëHAAHP3?ÿKB?LMJBEFMHOD?ëHJ?FKB?üCFK?MFBî?MOìHAìMOô?LBEMîCAD?PCD?MOEHJJBEF3?�B?LH?OHF?JBëBJ?FH?FKB 
LBEMîCA?oHMOF?CD?C?�oHMOF�?PKBO?JBCLMOô?FKB?LBEMîCA?OIîïBJ3?óHJ?BñCîoABl?9382?MD?JBCL?�FKJBB?COL 
FPBAìB?KIOLJBLFKD�?OHF?�FKJBB?oHMOF?HOB?FPH�3 

4÷8;÷278<?<l8;?Nü 

8== øO?FKB?ÿNþ?HOAMOB?oHJFCA�?oABCDB?CLL?C?ýþ?ùòm@þýmò?MFBî?DH?FKCF?FKB?HOAMOB?îCFEKBD?FKB?FBDFMOô 
ïHHnABF3 

4÷8;÷278<?<l88?Nü 
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8=<	 mHîB?Hë?FKB?�IBDFMHOD?FKCF?CDn?ëHJ?CLîMOMDFJCFHJ?OHF?FH?JBCL?FH?FKB?DFILBOFD?PBJB?IOëCMJ?FH?FKB 
oHoIACFMHO?FKCF?ø?FBDFBL?CD?FKBG?CJB?OHF?JBCLBJD?COL?PMFK?CF?CO?MîîBLMCFB?LMDCLìCOFCôB3?ø?PHIAL 
CADH?ïB?C?ïBOBëMF?FH?HIJ?DFILBOF?Më?FKB?oJHîoF?ABìBAD?FKCF?PBJB?JBîHìBL?ïB?JBoACEBL3?øë?C?DFILBOF?MD 
OHF?HO?FKB?ðCFCëHAMH?@BJëHJîCOEB?ÿCDnD?COL?OBBLD?DHîB?CDDMDFCOEB�?FKBG?PBJB?IOCïAB?FH?JBEBMìB 
MF?ïBECIDB?Hë?FKB?JBDFJMEFMHO3 

8<7	 òìBJGFKMOô?PBOF?DîHHFK3?ø?AMnB?KHP?GHI?MîoJHìBL?FKB?DGDFBî3 

8<8	 ø?IOLBJDFCOL?KHP?FKMD?CDDBDDîBOF?îIDF?ïB?CAMôOBL?PMFK?FKB?ómN�?ïIF?FKB?FBDF?MD?FHH?AHOô?ëHJ?îHDF 
DFILBOFD?PMFK?LMDCïMAMFMBD3?øF?MD?ìBJG?KCJL?ëHJ?FKBî?FH?DIDFCMO?CFFBOFMHO?COL?îHFMìCFMHO?ëHJ?C?FBDF?FKCF 
KCD?FH?ïB?ôMìBO?HìBJ?C?EHIoAB?Hë?LCGD3?ø?ëBBA?FKCF?ø?ôHF?FKB?îHDF?oCJFMEMoCFMHO?HIF?Hë?DFILBOFD?PMFK 
HOB?DBDDMHO?ëHJ?HOB?LCG3 

8<2	 øF?PHIAL?ïB?ôJBCF?FH?KCìB?C?ôIMLB?ïHHn?ëHJ?EMìMED?COL?DEMBOEB?DH?PB?nOHP?PKCF?FH?FBCEK?FHH3 

8<9	 ø?ïBAMBìB?FKB?�IBDFMHOD?FKB?FBCEKBJ?CDnD?FKB?DFILBOFD?DKHIAL?CADH?ïB?CìCMACïAB?FH?FKB?DFILBOFD?MO 
PJMFFBO?ëHJîCF3?ÿKB?PCG?MF?MD?OHP?JB�IMJBD?ôHHL?AMDFBOMOô?DnMAAD?�PKMEK?îCOG?LH?OHF?KCìB�3?mHîB 
DFILBOFD?PHIAL?MîoJHìB?FKBMJ?DEHJBD?Më?FKBG?EHIAL?CADH?DBB?FKB?�IBDFMHO?MO?PJMFFBO?ëHJî?FH?ëHAAHP 
CAHOô?CD?FKB?FBCEKBJ?CDnD?FKB?�IBDFMHOD?COL?JBëBJ?ïCEn?FH3 

8<4	 NAôBïJC?8�?óHJî?N�?ùBDoHODB?êHHnABF?�775=;�?é?mBDDMHO?2?øFBî?9?é?ÿCDn?2?COL?9?é?FKBJB?MD?C?FGoH?MO 
FKB?�BG?oJMOFBL?ïBOBCFK?BCEK?ôJCoK?é?DCGD?��57?oBJ?LCG�?COL?ø?ïBAMBìB?MF?DKHIAL?DCG?�oBJ?KHIJ3� 

8<5	 üG?ómNN?�òmò?íHHJLMOCFHJ�?LML?C?PHOLBJëIA?�Hï?oJBoCJMOô?ID?ëHJ?FKB?NDDBDDîBOF�?DKB?îCLB?DIJB 
BìBJGFKMOô?PCD?JBCLG3?mKB?JBDHAìBL?CAA?FKB?oJHïABî?FKCF?ø?BOEHIOFBJ?BDoBEMCAAG?PMFK?oCDDPHJLD3 
þOB?DIôôBDFMHO?FKCF?ø?PHIAL?AMnB?FH?oHMOF?HIF?MD?FKCF?îG?DEKHHA?KCD?C?AHF?Hë?KMôKBJ?ëIOEFMHOMOô 
DFILBOFD?FKCF?CJB?ECoCïAB?Hë?FCnMOô?FKB?EHîoIFBJéïCDBL?CDDBDDîBOF�?ø?PCD?PHOLBJMOô?PKG?LHO�F 
PB?AHô?FKBî?HO?FH?FKBMJ?DoBEMëME?FBDF?COL?PKMAB?FKBG?CJB?FCnMOô?FKB?CDDBDDîBOF�?PB?FKB 
CLîMOMDFJCFHJD?PHIAL?MOoIF?FKBMJ?CODPBJD?MO?FKB?ïHHnABF3?øë?PB?CJB?FJGMOô?FH?îCnB?FH?MOEAILB?FKBî� 
ABF?DFCJF?PMFK?FKCF3?ÿKCF�D?�IDF?îG?DIôôBDFMHO3 

8<:	 NõNøýééÿöøm?øm?Nýþÿöòù?üþýò�?ðùNøýøýõ�?ê�ùòN�íùNÿøí�?øýòóóøíøòýÿ?�Nmÿò?þó
ÿN�@N�òù?üþýò�?Nûþýõ?�øÿö?Nûû?þÿöòù?þ�òùéÿòmÿøýõ?ÿöNÿ?õùNðòm?mÿ�ðòýÿm?� 
ÿòNíöòùm?êNmòð?þý?ÿòmÿ?míþùòméé@N�?óþù?@òùóþùüNýíò?øm?N?úþ�ò�?�ýûø�ò 
�òNùm?@Nmÿ�?ýþ�?ÿòNíöòùm?Nùò?øý?N?öNümÿòù?�öòòû?þó?�òð�íNÿøþý�3?@ùò@Nùò 
óþù?N?íþýÿøý�òð?ÿòNíöòù?üNmm?ò�þð�m?óùþü?N?@ùþóòmmøþý?ÿöNÿ?öNm?ûþmÿ?Nûû 
íþüüþý?mòýmò������������ 

8<;	 ý÷N 

8<=	 ýHOB 

8<<	 ø?PCD?ìBJG?KCooG?PMFK?FKB?FBDF3?ÿKB?CLîMOMDFJCFMHO?PBOF?DîHHFKAG?CD?PBAA?CD?FKB?HOAMOB?DEHJMOô3 

277	 ø?KCìB?ïBBO?CLîMOMDFBJMOô?FKB?ómNN?ëHJ?FKB?oCDF?FKJBB?GBCJD�?COL?CF?ABCDF?FKJBB?HFKBJ?GBCJD?DMOEB 
277<?�PKBO?MF?ëMJDF?DFCJFBL�?ø?FKMOn�3?ND?CO?òOôAMDK?FBCEKBJ�?ø?ëMOL?MF?ìBJG?DFJCOôB?FKCF?CF?ýþ?oHMOF?HO 
FKB?òûN?FBDF�?CJB?DFILBOFD?CDnBL?FH?JBCL?ëHJ?FKBîDBAìBD3?üCOG?FMîBD?FKB?ëMJDF?�IBDFMHO?KCD?EKHMEBD 
FKCF?CJB?DH?HïìMHIDAG?PJHOô�?FKB?DFILBOF?HëFBO?LHBD?OHF?OBBL?FH?KCìB?KBCJL?COG?oCJF?Hë?FKB?JBCLMOô 
oCDDCôB3?NADH�?ø?KCL?C?EHIoAB?Hë?DFILBOFD?FJG?FH?�DBB�?FKB?CODPBJD?MO?FKB?DFILBOF?FBDF?ïHHnABF?PKMAB 
ø?PCD?FBDFMOô3?óMOCAAG�?PKBO?JBoHJFMOô?FKB?JBDIAFD?HOéAMOB�?FKB?EKHMEBD?PBJB?ACïBABL?N�?ê�?í?MO?HOB 
oACEB?COL?OHF?FKB?HFKBJ3?øF?îMôKF?CADH?ïB?KBAoëIA?FH?KCìB?C?�EHîîBOF�?DBEFMHO?ëHJ?FBCEKBJ�D?FH?JBEHJL 
IOIDICA?HïDBJìCFMHOD?LIJMOô?FBDFMOô?�ëHJ?BñCîoAB�?DFILBOFD?PKH?DBBîBL?FH?HOAG?DBABEF?FKB?DCîB 
ACDF?EKHMEB?ôMìBO?ëHJ?FKBMJ?JBDoHODB�?HJ?HO?FKB?HoBOéBOLBL?PJMFMOô?PKBO?DFILBOFD?EABCJAG?PBJB 
JCOLHîAG?DBABEFMOô?PHJLD?ëJHî?FKB?PHJL?AMDF�?MODFBCL?Hë?MOMFMCFMOô?FKBMJ?HPO?FKHIôKFD3 

278	 ø?CLîMOMDFBJBL?FKB?FBDF?FH?<?DFILBOFD?�9JLé5FK?ôJCLB�3?ø?CDnBL?îG?CLîMOMDFJCFHJD?DBìBJCA
FMîBD3333PKCF?LHBD?FKB?mFCFB?FKMOn?îG?88?DFILBOFD?PBJB?ABCJOMOô?LIJMOô?FKB?9?PBBnD?�CAA?LCG�?BìBJG 
LCG�?FKCF?ø?PCD?CLîMOMDFBJMOô?FKB?ómNN3?�KCF?CJB?FKB?DFILBOFD?BñoBEFBL?FH?ABCJO?PKBO?FKBMJ 
FBCEKBJ?MD?IOCïAB?FH?oJHìMLB?MODFJIEFMHO?ëHJ?9?PBBnD�?ø?PHIAL?AHìB?FH?KCìB?DHîBHOB?PCFEK?HOB?Hë 
îG?AHPBDF?oBJëHJîMOô?DFILBOFD?FCnB?FKB?ómNN?COL?FBAA?îB?FKCF?FKMD?MD?JBCAAG?FKB?ïBDF?PCG?FH?CDDBDD 
KMD?oJHôJBDD3 

272	 üG?ìMDICAAG?MîoCMJBL?DFILBOF?LHBD?OHF?IDB?ïJCMAAB?ïIF?LHBD?JB�IMJB?ACJôB?ëHOF?COL?LHIïAB?DoCEBL 
AMOBD3?mKB?CADH?JB�IMJBD?EHAHJ?oJMOF?MO?KBJ?LCMAG?PHJn3?N?ACJôB?ëHOF?COL?EHAHJ?HoFMHO?PHIAL?ïB 
CPBDHîB?CD?MF?PHIAL?ïBOBëMF?îCOG?DFILBOFD3?ÿKB?îCFK?oJHïABîD?CJB?ìBJG?PHJLG3?mFILBOFD?FBOL?FH 
�HOB?HIF?CëFBJ?C?ëBP?DBOFBOEBD?ïBMOô?JBCL?FH?FKBî?ABF?CAHOB?C?oCJCôJCoK3?üHJB?FH?FKB?oHMOF 
�IBDFMHOD?�?ëHJ?BñCîoAB?��KCF?oHMOF?LH?FKB?FPH?AMOBD?MOFBJDBEF��?ùCFKBJ?FKBO?C?PKHAB?KIôB 
LBDEJMoFMHO?PHIAL?ïB?KBAoëIA3 

4÷8;÷278<?<l7<?Nü 

4÷8;÷278<?<l7:?Nü 

4÷8;÷278<?=l52?Nü 

4÷8;÷278<?=l58?Nü 

4÷8;÷278<?=l42?Nü 

4÷8;÷278<?=l29?Nü 

4÷8;÷278<?=l8:?Nü 

4÷8;÷278<?=l74?Nü 

4÷8;÷278<?=l77?Nü 

4÷8;÷278<?;l4<?Nü 

4÷8;÷278<?;l7<?Nü 

4÷8:÷278<?88l97?@ü 

4÷8:÷278<?87l82?@ü 

4÷8:÷278<?=l42?@ü 

ÿKB?KCJLBDF?oCJF?PCD?AHôMO?FH?ëDCC?oHJFCA3?øOëHJîCFMHO?oJHìMLBL?ïG?FKB?LMDFJMEF?PCD?IOEABCJ3 4÷8:÷278<?=l8=?@ü 
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274	 3 

275	 OH?ëBBLïCEn 

27:	 øO?FKB?òûN?CDDBDDîBOF�?ø?ëBBA?FKCF?FKBJB?CJB?FHH?îCOG?DFHJMBD?FH?ïB?JBCL?FH?FKB?DFILBOFD?ïG?FKB?FBDF 
CLîMOMDFJCFHJ3?mHîB?Hë?FKB?DFHJMBD?DKHIAL?ïB?JBCL?ïG?FKB?DFILBOF3 

27;	 ÿKB?AHOô?FCDnD?�PKBJB?FKB?�IBDFMHO?PCD?CDnBL?ïBëHJB?ABOôFKG?CîHIOFD?Hë?MOëHJîCFMHO�?PBJB 
LMëëMEIAF?ëHJ?nMLD�?BìBO?CëFBJ?JBoBCFMOô?ïBECIDB?FKBG�L?ëHJôHFFBO?FKB?�IBDFMHO?ïBëHJB?FKB?MOëHJîCFMHO 
PCD?JBCL3?ÿKB?FCDnD?PMFK?ôJCoKD?CJB?CO?BñCîoAB?Hë?FKMD3?ø?FKMOn?FKB?�IBDFMHO?DKHIAL?ïB?CF?FKB 
ïBôMOOMOô?COL?BOL?Hë?BCEK?Hë?FKHDB?FCDnD3 

27=	 @ABCDB?îCnB?FKMD?C?EHîoIFBJ?ïCDBL?FBDF?3?ø?CLîMOMDFBJBL?89?FBDF?COL?KCL?C?KCJL?FMîB?DIïîMFFMOô 
CODPBJD?HOAMOB3 

27<	 ø?FBDFBL?FPH?OHOéìBJïCA?DFILBOFD3?ø?DoBOF?îCOG?KHIJD?oIFFMOô?FHôBFKBJ?EHîîIOMECFMHO?ïHCJL 
oMEFIJBD?FJGMOô?FH?ôMìB?ìCJMBL?CODPBJD?PMFKHIF?ôMìMOô?DoBEMëME?CODPBJD3?mMOEB?FKB?JBDF?Hë?FKB?ómNN 
FBDF?MD?oJHìMLBL?PMFK?DBOFBOEB?DFJMoD?COL?EIF?HIF?ECJLD�?ø?PHIAL?AMnB?FH?ïB?oJHìMLBL?PMFK 
DGîïHA÷oMEFIJB?ECJLD?FH?ïB?IDBL?ëHJ?îG?DFILBOF?FH?DBABEF?ëJHî?ëHJ?FKB?HoBO?PJMFMOô?oHJFMHO3?ø?KCL?FH 
CDn?ëHJ?C?oJHôJCî?FH?ïB?oIJEKCDBL?COL?FKBO?KCL?FH?AHECFB?COL?oJMOF?PKCF?ø?FKHIôKF?PHIAL?ïB 
CooJHoJMCFB?EKHMEBD3?ø?PCD?ìBJG?EHOEBJOBL?FKCF?ø?îMôKF?OHF?ïB?ôMìMOô?FKBî?BOHIôK?HJ?FHH?îIEK 
MOëHJîCFMHO?FH?EKHHDB?ëJHî3 

287	 ýHOB?CF?FKMD?FMîB3 

288	 ý÷N 

282	 ø?KCL?FH?FCnB?CAA?Hë?FKB?FJCMOMOô�?ïIF?ø?LML?OHF?KCìB?CLîMOMDFBJ?FKB?ómNN?FH?COG?DFILBOF� 

289	 øF?PHIAL?ïB?ôJBCF?FH?KCìB?C?LMëëBJBOF?DGDFBî?ëHJ?JBìMBPMOô?FBDF?CODPBJD3?�KBO?GHI?KCìB?8: 
DFILBOFD?FH?BOFBJ�?87?Hë?PKMEK?PMFK?9?LMëëBJBOF?FBDFD�?MF?ïBEHîBD?ìBJG?LMëëMEIAF?COL?FMîB?EHODIîMOô?FH 
ôH?ïCEn?FKJHIôK?BCEK?MOLMìMLICA?�IBDFMHO?FH?LHIïABéEKBEn?MF�?PMFKHIF?FKB?CïMAMFG?FH?DnMo?ïCEn?CKBCL 
FH?FKB?BOL?HOEB?GHI?DFCJF?JBìMBPMOô3?øë?FKBJB?PCD?C?PCG?FH?EKBEn?CAA?JBDoHODBD?CF?HOEB?PKBO 
JBìMBPMOô�?FKCF?PHIAL?ïB?îCJìBAHID3?þJ?CF?ABCDF?C?PCG?FH?DnMo?FH?DoBEMëME?�IBDFMHOD?HJ?ïCEn?FH?FKB 
BOL?PMFKHIF?EAMEnMOô?FKJHIôK?FKB?BOFMJB?FBDF?CôCMO3 

284	 üG?DFILBOFD?KCL?AMîMFBL?oJMHJ?nOHPABLôB?ëHJ?îCOG?Hë?FKB?òûN?oCDDCôBD3?ÿKBDB?oCDDCôBD?LML?OHF 
KHAL?FKBMJ?CFFBOFMHO?COL?DHîB?PBJB?EHOëIDBL?ïG?FKB?DFHJMBD�?FKBMJ?JBDoHODBD?JBëABEFBL?FKMD 
EHOëIDMHO3 

285	 ø?PHIAL?AMnB?îHJB?FJCMOMOô?HO?ðCFCëHAMH3?þOB?Hë?îG?DFILBOFD?PHJnBL?HO?ómNN?ACDF?GBCJ?ïIF?FKMD?GBCJ 
îMôKF?KCìB?ïBOBëMFBL?îHJB?ëJHî?LCFCëHAMH?LIB?FH?ACEn?Hë?îHïMAMFG?COL?DoBBEK3 

28:	 üG?HOAG?JBCA?EHOEBJO?CïIF?FKB?ómNN—@ÿ?MD?MO?FKB?HoBO?JBDoHODB?PJMFMOô?FCDn3?óHJ?BìBJG?FBCEKBJ?FH 
EJBCFB?FKBMJ?HPO?îCFBJMCAD?ëHJ?FKBMJ?DFILBOFD?DBBîD?JCOLHî3?ø?KCìB?DFILBOFD?PKH?LH?OHF?OBBL?COG 
CLLMFMHOCA?CDDMDFCOEB�?COL?ø?KCìB?DFILBOFD?PKH?CJB?OHOéìBJïCA?COL?ECO?HOAG?îCnB?EKHMEBD?HIF?Hë 
FKJBB?oMEFIJBD3?ø?KCìB?CAPCGD?DFJIôôABL?PMFK?KHP?FH?îCnB?FKMD?ëCMJ?ëHJ?CAA?DFILBOFD3?ÿKMD?GBCJ?ø?DoBOF 
C?ôJBCF?LBCA?Hë?FMîB?JBìMBPMOô?FKB?FJCMOMOô?îHLIABD?COL?EJBCFMOô?oMEFIJB?ECJLD?ëHJ?FKB?PJMFMOô?FBDF3 
ÿKBO�?MF?FIJOD?HIF�?HOB?Hë?îG?DFILBOFD?PKH?LHBDO�F?JBCAAG?OBBL?oMEFIJB?DIooHJFD?oJHïCïAG?DEHJBL 
PHJDB?HO?FKB?PJMFMOô?FBDF?FKCO?FKB?DFILBOFD?PKH?�IDF?�ôIBDDBL�?COL?oMEnBL?CO?CooJHoJMCFB?oMEFIJB 
HIF?Hë?CO?CJJCG3?mKB?oJHïCïAG?DEHJBL?PHJDB?ïBECIDB?DKB?PCD?CïAB?FH?FCAn?C?AHF?COL?ìBBJBL?MOFH 
ïCEnôJHIOL?MOëHJîCFMHO?FKCF?KCL?OHFKMOô?FH?LH?PMFK?FKB?FBñF3?üG?OHOéìBJïCA?DFILBOFD?�IDF?KCL?FH 
oMEn?HOB?HJ?FPH?oMEFIJBD3 

28;	 ÿKB?FBCEKBJ?DEJMoFD?CJB?FHH?AHOô?COL?PHJLG?ëHJ?AHPBJ?ëIOEFMHOMOô?DFILBOFD3?ÿKB?FHoMED?DKHIAL?ïB 
îHJB?MOFBJBDFMOô?FH?FKB?DFILBOFD3?ÿKB?PBïDMFB?FH?BOFBJ?JBDIAFD?OBBLD?C?�OH?ùBDoHODB�?HO?BCEK 
�IBDFMHO3 

28=	 ø?PHIAL?AMnB?FH?nOHP?FKB?LCFC?JBôCJLMOô?OIîïBJ?Hë?PHJLD?IDBL?MO?C?�IBDFMHO?COL?MOEHJJBEF 
JBDoHODBD3?øO?îCOG?ECDBD?FKB?�IBDFMHOD?ôMìB?FKB?CODPBJ÷?HJ?KHP?FH?ôBF?FKB?CODPBJ?PMFKMO?FKB 
�IBDFMHO3?øOEJBCDMOô?FKB?OIîïBJ?Hë?PHJLDéééAHHDMOô?FKB?DFILBOFD?CAJBCLG?DKHJF?CFFBOFMHO?DoCO3?üG 
ôIBDD?MD?FKCF?FKB?KMôKBJ?FKB?PHJL?EHIOF?FKB?AHPBJ?FKB?EHJJBEF?CODPBJD3 

28<	 ÿKB?PMOLHPD?ëHJ?CDDBDDîBOFD?Hë?CAA?DFILBOFD?DKHIAL?ïB?BñCîMOBL?FH?BODIJB?BìBJGFKMOô?MDO�F?LIB 
HO?FKB?DCîB?LCG3?øF?PCD?LMëëMEIAF?ëHJ?FBDFMOô?EHHJLMOCFHJD?COL?FBCEKBJD?FH?EHîoABFB?BìBJGFKMOô?COL 
FKB?ABìBA?Hë?DFJBDD?PCD?BñFJBîBAG?KMôK3 

227	 ø?PCD?FKB?DMFB?CLîMOMDFJCFHJ�?FKB?FBCEKBJ?PKH?CLîMOMDFBJBL?FKB?FBDF?KCL?LHOB?DH?ïBëHJB3 

228	 üG?DFILBOFD?PBJB?BOôCôBL?MO?FKB?FBDFMOô?oJHEBDD3 

4÷8:÷278<?:l29?@ü 

4÷8:÷278<?5l7=?@ü 

4÷8:÷278<?4l42?@ü 

4÷8:÷278<?4l2=?@ü 

4÷8:÷278<?4l8=?@ü 

4÷8:÷278<?4l8:?@ü 

4÷8:÷278<?4l72?@ü 

4÷8:÷278<?9l28?@ü 

4÷8:÷278<?9l28?@ü 

4÷8:÷278<?87l4;?Nü 

4÷85÷278<?=l92?Nü 

4÷82÷278<?5l9:?@ü 

4÷82÷278<?4l28?@ü 

4÷82÷278<?88l8;?Nü 

4÷82÷278<?87l2=?Nü 

4÷82÷278<?87l72?Nü 

4÷88÷278<?=l95?@ü 

4÷88÷278<?4l94?@ü 

=4?÷?=<
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222	 �KBO?MOoIFFMOô?FKB?DFILBOF?CODPBJD?MOFH?FKB?HOAMOB?DGDFBî�?KCìMOô?FKB?CODPBJ?HoFMHOD?MO?FKB 
DGDFBî?KCìB?FKB?DCîB?ACGHIF?CD?FKB?ïIïïAB?DFILBOF?CODPBJ?ïHHn?PHIAL?ïB?BCDMBJ?FKBO?KCìMOô?FKB 
DFILBOF?JBDoHODB?ACGHIF3 

229	 ýHOB3 

224	 ø?OBBL?C?ðNÿNóþûøþ?FJCMOMOô3 

225	 @ABCDB?oJHìMLB?oMEFIJBD?FH?ôH?CAHOô?PMFK?FKB?PJMFMOô3?øF?PCD?LMëëMEIAF?COL?FMîBAG?FH?ôCFKBJ?oMEFIJBD 
FKCF?JBACFBL?FH?FHoME?COL?ìHECïIACJG3 

22:	 ø?KCìB?OHF?LMëëMEIAFG?PMFK?FKB?FBDF?HJ?îCFBJMCAD3 

22;	 ÿKB?HìBJCAA?FBDF?�CAA?DIïFBDFD�?FCnBD?FHH?AHOô?FH?ôMìB3?ø?KCìB?8<?DFILBOFD?COL?PCD?HIF?Hë?îG?EACDD?ëHJ 
îHDF?Hë?FKB?LCG?ëHJ?OBCJAG?C?îHOFK?MO?HJLBJ?FH?EKBEn?HIF?FKB?îCFBJMCAD�?ôMìB?FKB?FBDFD�?COL?DIïîMF?FH 
FKB?HOAMOB?DGDFBî3?ðIJMOô?FKMD?FMîB�?ø?ôHF?DMEn?COL?AHDF?îG?ìHMEB�?ïIF?KCL?FH?EHOFMOIB?FH?FBDF?PMFK 
PKCF?AMFFAB?ìHMEB?ø?KCL?CD?ø?PCD?JBEHìBJMOô3?ÿKB?AHOôBJ?oCDDCôBD?COL?EHîoCJMDHO?Hë?FPH?oCDDCôBD 
PCD?ìBJG?LMëëMEIAF?FH?EHîoABFB?PKMAB?ïBMOô?DMEn3?ø?EHIAL?OHF?DFHo?HJ?ø?PHIAL?KCìB?JIO?HIF?Hë?FMîB3 
ðIJMOô?FKMD?FMîB�?îG?HFKBJ?DFILBOFD?PBJB?OHF?ôBFFMOô?JBCA?MODFJIEFMHO?Hë?OBP?MOëHJîCFMHO�?ïIF?LHMOô 
JBìMBP?PHJn?PMFK?FKB?oCJCoJHëBDDMHOCAD3?êBKCìMHJ?oJHïABîD?CJHDB?LIB?FH?ACEn?Hë?DIoBJìMDMHO?PKMAB?ø 
PCD?FBDFMOô3?ÿKBDB?FBDFD?FCnB?FHH?AHOô?ëHJ?C?ACJôB?EACDD3 

22=	 ÿKMD?CDDBDDîBOF?MD?C?PCDFB?Hë?FMîB?ëHJ?=56?Hë?FKB?DFILBOFD?CDDBDDBL�?ïIF?FKBG?CJB?OHF?�AHP� 
BOHIôK?FH?�ICAMëG?ëHJ?FKB?oHJFëHAMH3?mHîBFKMOô?BADB?OBBLD?FH?ïB?EJBCFBL3?êG?FKB?PCG�?C 
DFCîo3333JBCAAG��?öHP?îCOG?Hë?HIJ?DFILBOFD�?MO?FKMD?oHoIACFMHO?BìBO?PJMFB�?ABF?CAHOB?PJMFB?C?ABFFBJ 
COL?îCMA3 

22<	 øO?GHIJ?DIJìBG?GHI?HëëBJ?ABDD?FKCO?HOB?COL?ïBFPBBO?2é9?ëHJ?ïHFK?KHIJD?COL?LCGD3?ÿKBJB?MD?OH 
HoFMHO?ëHJ?8?HJ?835333 

297	 þOB?JBEHîîBOLCFMHO?MD?FH?CAAHP?FBCEKBJD?FH?IoAHCL?DFILBOF?JBDoHODBD?CD?FKB?FBCEKBJ?MD 
CLîMOMDFBJMOô?FKB?FBDF3 

298	 �HI?oJHìMLB?C?PHJL?AMDF?ëHJ?FKB?PJMFMOô�?ïIF?MF?PHIAL?ïB?ïBOBëMEMCA?FH?oJHìMLB?oMEFIJB?PHJL?ECJLD?ëHJ 
FKB?DFILBOFD?FH?IDB?ëHJ?PJMFMOô3?ÿKB?oJBoCJCFMHO?MD?�IMFB?FBLMHID?FH?îCnB?COL?MF?MD?OHF?CAPCGD?BCDG?FH 
ëMOL?HJ?îCnB?FKB?oMEFIJBD?ëJHî?FKB?PHJL?AMDFD?GHI?oJHìMLB?BDoBEMCAAG?PKBO?GHI?LH?OHF?KCìB?C?IDBJ 
ëJMBOLAG?oJHôJCî3 

292	 üHDF?FBCEKBJD?ø?ëHIOL?KCL?MDDIBD?PMFK?KHP?FH?CLîMOMDFBJ?FKB?CLCoFMìB?oHJFMHOD?Hë?FKB?CDDBDDîBOF3 
ÿKCF?OBBLD?FH?ïB?MîoJHìBL3 

299	 ýH?EHOEBJOD3?NLîMOMDFJCFMHO?PBOF?DîHHFKAG3 

294	 ÿKB?HOAG?EHOEBJO?ø?KCL?PCD?FKCF?ø?FBCEK?îCOG?DFILBOFD?PKH?CJB?OHOéìBJïCA�?LH?OHF?JBCL?HJ?PJMFB� 
COL?LH?OHF?KCìB?C?PCG?Hë?EHîîIOMECFMOô?BñEBoF?FH?oHMOF?HJ?îCFEK3?mH?FKB?PJMFMOô?DBEFMHO?PCD 
MOBëëBEFMìB3 

295	 ýHOB 

29:	 íMìMED?òþíl?mBDDMHO?8?øFBî?87?ÿCDn?8?é?FKB?LMDFJCEFHJ?CODPBJ?MD?C?oHJEIoMOB?PKMEK?DHIOLD?DMîMACJ
FH?HoMOMHO?�oCJF?Hë?FKB?�IBDFMHO�3?mBDDMHO?8?øFBî?8:?ÿCDn?2?é?LMDFJCEFHJ?CODPBJ?EKHMEB?Hë?KBAîBF 
DKHPD?C?KBAîBF?BñCEFAG?AMnB?FKB?DFMîIAID?oMEFIJB?òûN?õJCLB?=l?mBDDMHO?8?øFBî?<?ÿCDn?2?é?FKB 
LMDFJCEFHJ?CODPBJ?�ÿKBG?EKBPBL?ôIî�?EHIAL?MîoAG?FKB?DFILBOFD?EKBPBL?ôIî3?øF?îCG?ïB?ïBFFBJ?FH 
DCG?�ÿKB?DEMBOFMDFD?EKBPBL?ôIî3�?mBDDMHO?8?øFBî?89?ÿCDn?9?é?ÿKB?�ëHJ÷CôCMODF�?EKCJFD?DKHIAL?AMOB 
Io?PMFK?FKB?EHJJBDoHOLMOô?oCDDCôBD3?öCìMOô?FKBî?OHF?AMOBL?Io?EHOëIDBL?DHîB?DFILBOFD3 

29;	 ø?PHJn?PMFK?AHP?OHOéìBJïCA?øOð?DFILBOFD3?NLîMOMDFBJMOô?FKB?�JMFMOô?oHJFMHO?Hë?FKB?ómNN?PCD?FKB 
îHDF?EKCAABOôMOô�?BìBO?FKHIôK�?ø?IDBL?FKB?ìHECïIACJG?AMDF?oJHìMLBL?COL?C?ìHMEB?HIFoIF 
LBìMEB÷DPMFEK3 

29=	 ÿKCOn?GHI� 

29<	 ø?ëBBA?EHJJBEFMHOD?DKHIAL?ïB?îCLB?ïG?FBCEKBJD?NmN@?PKBO?FKBJB?MD?C?OBBL�?BìBO?FKHIôK?PB?FJG?FH 
îCnB?DIJB?EHJJBEFMHOD?CJB?OHF?OBBLBL?Më?LMDEHìBJBL?FKCF?C?EHJJBEFMHO?MD?OBBLBL?FBCEKBJD?DKHIAL?ïB 
CAAHP?FH?JBéHoBO?CëFBJ?C?DIïîMFFBL?LCFC?KCD?ïBBO?DBOF3 

247	 ÿKB?HOAG?oJHïABî?ø?KCL?FKJHIôKHIF?FKB?BOFMJB?oJHEBDD?PCD?FKB?BCDB?FH?ëMOL?FKB?HOAMOB?MOoIF?ëHJ?FKB 
FBDFMOô3?üCGïB?MF?DKHIAL?ïB?CF?FKB?FHo?Hë?FKB?ómNN?oHJFCA?PMFK?FKB?OCîB?FBDFMOô?MOoIF?HJ?DHîBFKMOô 
DMîoAB?DH?PB?LHO�F?KCìB?FH?KIOF?CAA?HìBJ?FKB?ómNN?oCôB?AHHnMOô?ëHJ?MF3 

4÷88÷278<?9l49?@ü 

4÷88÷278<?82l52?@ü 

4÷88÷278<?82l47?@ü 

4÷88÷278<?<l72?Nü 

4÷87÷278<?5l4:?@ü 

4÷87÷278<?=l57?Nü 

4÷<÷278<?:l8;?@ü 

4÷<÷278<?4l2:?@ü 

4÷<÷278<?9l85?@ü 

4÷<÷278<?2l9=?@ü 

4÷<÷278<?2l7<?@ü 

4÷<÷278<?88l7:?Nü 

4÷<÷278<?87l7=?Nü 

4÷<÷278<?<l52?Nü 

4÷=÷278<?5l88?@ü 

4÷=÷278<?2l22?@ü 

4÷=÷278<?87l25?Nü 

4÷=÷278<?=l7;?Nü 

4÷=÷278<?;l4:?Nü 

248 ý÷N	 4÷:÷278<?88l9=?@ü 

=5?÷?=<
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242	 @ABCDB?oJHìMLB?FKB?îCFBJMCAD?OBBLD?ëHJ?FKB?FBDF?MODFBCL?Hë?FBCEKBJD?KCìMOô?FH?ëMOL?MF3?@ABCDB?CADH 
ôMìB?DEKHHA?NLîMOMDFJCFMHO?C?ïILôBF?ëHJ?ómNN?DIïDFMFIFBD?3?üG?oJMOEMoCA?JBëIDBL?FH?ôMìB?ID 
DIïDFMFIFBD?ïBECIDB?FKBG?LMLO�F?KCìB?COG?ëIOLD3?øF�D?JBCAAG?DFJBDDëIAA?FJGMOô?FH?FBDF?DFILBOFD?MO?GHIJ 
HPO?EACDD3?NOL?MF?MD?CADH?DFJBDDëIA?PKBO?GHIJ?EHAABCôIB?COL?GHI?KCìB?FH?ôJHIo?ïHFK?EACDDBD 
FHôBFKBJ?PKMAB?HOB?Hë?GHI?FBDF?DFILBOFD3?NADH?ø?ëBBA?FKCF?MF?MD?ïBFFBJ?FH?MOoIF?FBDFD?HOAMOB?PKBO?GHI 
CJB?ëMOMDKBL?FBDFMOô?BìBJGHOB3 

249	 ø?PHIAL?AMnB?FH?JBEBMìB?îHJB?KCJL?EHoG?oJCEFMEB?îCFBJMCAD?FH?oJCEFMEB?PMFK?îG?DFILBOFD?oJMHJ?FH?FKB 
FBDF?PMOLHP?HoBOMOô3 

244	 �BJG?FMîB?EHODIîMOô?PKBO?GHI?CJB?FBDFMOô?HìBJ?87?DFILBOFD�?OH?DIïDFMFIFB�?COL?DHîB?DFILBOFD 
KCL?Io?FH?9?CDDBDDîBOFD3?�MFK?CAA?FKCF?COL?JBCLMOô?HIF?ëHJ?BìBJG?DFILBOF?MD?BñKCIDFMOô3?öCD?FKB 
FKHIôKF?Hë?JBEHJLMOô?HJ?IDMOô?EHîoIFBJD?FH?KBCJ?ïB?C?EKHMEB� 

245	 ø?PMDK?ø?PHIAL?KCìB?ôHFFBO?oJCEFMEB?îCFBJMCAD?FH?IDB?PMFK?îG?DFILBOFD?oJMHJ?FH?ôMìMOô?FKB?�JMFMOô 
oJHîoF?2?ëHJ?FKB?òûN3 

24:	 ÿKB?ómNN?FCnBD?DHîB?FMîB?FH?CLîMOMDFBJ?FH?BCEK?DFILBOF3?ÿKBJB?MD?OHF?BOHIôK?EHìBJCôB?FH?BODIJB 
FKHDB?DFILBOFD?PKH?CJB?OHF?ïBMOô?FBDFBL�?CJB?JBEBMìMOô?JHoBJ?MODFJIEFMHO3 

24;	 OHOB 

24=	 @JHìMLB?DIïDFMFIFB?FBCEKBJD?LIJMOô?FBDFMOô?LCGD?COL÷HJ?oCG?FBCEKBJD?FKBMJ?�25?DFMoBOL?ëHJ?FCnMOô?MO 
CLLMFMHOCA?DFILBOFD3 

24<	 �BJG?LMDCooHMOFBL?FKCF?FKB?�îBCDIJBL?oJHôJBDD�?ôJHIo?LML?OHF?JBoAG?FH?CO?BîCMA?ø?DBOF?JBôCJLMOô 
CEEHîîHLCFMHOD3 

257	 øF?PHIAL?ïB?ìBJG?KBAoëIA?FH?KCìB?C?LBDMôOCFBL?DoCEB?ëHJ?FBDFMOô?DFILBOFD?FKCF?MD?oJBéCJJCOôBL3 

258	 O÷C 

252	 öCìMOô?CLîMOMDFBJMOô?FKMD?FBDF?OIîBJHID?FMîBD?MO?FKB?oCDF?ø?ECO?KHOBDFAG?DCG?CLîMOMDFBJMOô?FKMD 
FBDF?MD?C?�HnB?CF?ïBDF3?ÿKCF?MD?ïBECIDB?MF?MD?ïHFK?FMîB?EHODIîMOô?COL?EIîïBJDHîB?PMFK?CAA?Hë?FKB 
îCFBJMCAD?FKCF?PB?CJB?ëHJEBL?FH?IDB3?mBEHOL?FKB?DFILBOFD?ôBF?ëJIDFJCFBL?PKBO?FKB?DBB?FKCF?PB?CJB 
DnMooMOô?HìBJ?oCôBD3?ÿKBG?CJB?DîCJF?BOHIôK?FH?IOLBJDFCOL?FKCF?FKBG?LML?DHîBFKMOô?PJHOô?HJ?ôHF 
FKB?CODPBJ?PJHOô3?ÿKMD?MD?LBîHJCAM�MOô?FH?FKB?DFILBOFD?COL?ëJIDFJCFMOô?FH?FKB?oBJDHO?ëHJEBL?FH 
CLîMOMDFBJ?FKB?FBDF3?þOEB?CôCMO?ø?DIôôBDF?IDMOô?DHîBFKMOô?DMîMACJ?FH?FKB?üêN?FBDF?ïHHnABF?PB?IDBL 
MO?FKB?oCDF3?ÿKCF?MD?ïBECIDB?MF?MD?DîCAABJ�?îHJB?EHOLBODBL�?COL?BCDMBJ?FH?îCOMoIACFB3?ýHF?DIJB?PKH 
CooJHìBL?Hë?FKB?DFCFB?IDMOô?FKMD?FBDF?FBDFMOô?DGDFBî?ïIF?ø?KHoB?FKBG?ôHF?C?ëMOCOEMCA?PMOLëCAA3 

259	 O÷C 

254	 ø?ëHIOL?FKB?FJCMOMOô?FH?ïB?CLB�ICFB?ëHJ?îB?FH?FBDF?îG?DFILBOF3?ø?PCD?CïAB?FH?ëMOL?CODPBJD?FH?îG 
�IBDFMHOD?MO?FKB?ÿJCMOMOô?üHLD3 

255	 3 

25:	 ø?ëBBA?FKCF?FKB?FBDF?EHìBJBL?C?ôJBCF?LBCA?Hë?îCFBJMCA�?ïIF�?ø?CADH?ëBBA?FKCF?FKB?DFHJMBD?FKCF?PBJB?JBCL?FH 
FKB?DFILBOFD?PBJB?ëCJ?FHH?AHOô?ëHJ?îG?DFILBOFD3?ÿKBG?AHDF?MOFBJBDF?COL?ôJBP?FMJBL?Hë?AMDFBOMOô�?�BìBO 
PMFK?ïJBCnD��?FH?ïB?CïAB?FH?EKHHDB?EHJJBEF?CODPBJD3?ùBCLMOô?FKB?ëMJDF?oCJCôJCoK�?FKBO?KCìMOô?FKB 
DFILBOF?CODPBJ?C?�IBDFMHO?PCD?OHF?FKCF?LMëëMEIAF3?ÿKBO�?KCìMOô?FH?JBCL?FPH?DFHJMBD�?EHîoCJMOô?FKB 
FPH?PBJB?ìBJG?LMëëMEIAF3?ø?FKMOn?FKB?DFILBOFD?PHIAL?BOôCôB?îHJB�?Më?FKBG?LMLO�F?KCìB?FH?AMDFBO?FH 
DFHJMBD?FKCF?PBJB?DH?AHOô3 

25;	 ø?ëHIOL?FKCF?PKBO?DHîB?Hë?îG?DFILBOFD?EKHDB?C?PJHOô?CODPBJ?COL?ø?FKBO?EHìBJBL?CO?CODPBJ 
LIJMOô?DECëëHALMOô�?FKBG?PHIAL?DHîBFMîBD?oHMOF?FH?FKCF?EHìBJBL?CODPBJ3?ÿKBJB?MD?OH?PCG?FH?MOLMECFB 
FKCF3?øF�D?OHF?CO?HoFMHO?PKBO?DEHJMOô?DH?LH?ø?oIF?MF?IOLBJ?FKB?HFKBJ?MOEHJJBEF?CODPBJ?HJ?oIF?MF?CD?OH 
JBDoHODB�?ø?KCL?2?DFILBOFD?LH?FKCF3?ø?LMLO�F?FKMOn?MF?PCD?JMôKF?FH?DCG?FKBG?EKHDB?FKB?HFKBJ?PJHOô 
CODPBJ?DH?ø?îCJnBL?MF?CD?OH?JBDoHODB3 

25=	 FKB?CLîMOMDFJCFMHO?PBOF?ìBJG?DîHHFK?FKMD?GBCJ 

25<	 úIDF?HOB?DIôôBDFMHO?DoBEMëME?FH?FKMD?DIJìBGl?øFBî?�8;?CDnD?CïHIF?�?Hë?KHIJD?DoBOF?CLîMOMDFBJMOô 
ìCJMHID?CJBCD?Hë?FKB?ómNN—@ÿ3?ÿKB?EKHMEBD?CJBl?ûBDD?FKCO?8?KHIJ�?NooJHñMîCFBAG?2é9?KHIJD� 
NooJHñMîCFBAG?9é4?KHIJD�?üHJB?FKCO?4?KHIJD�?ø?LML?OHF?CLîMOMDFBJ?FKMD?EHOFBOF?CJBC3?ÿKBJB?MD?OH 
HoFMHO?ëHJ?8é2?KHIJD3?ø?OBBLBL?FKCF?EKHMEB?ïIF?KCL?FH?DBABEF?BMFKBJ?ABDD?FKCO?8?KHIJ?HJ?2é9?KHIJD3 

4÷:÷278<?8l28?@ü 

4÷5÷278<?9l4<?@ü 

4÷5÷278<?2l4;?@ü 

4÷5÷278<?2l9<?@ü 

4÷5÷278<?8l84?@ü 

4÷5÷278<?82l5<?@ü 

4÷5÷278<?88l29?Nü 

4÷5÷278<?<l48?Nü 

4÷4÷278<?2l72?@ü 

4÷9÷278<?8l4=?@ü 

4÷9÷278<?<l8<?Nü 

4÷9÷278<?<l8=?Nü 

4÷9÷278<?;l52?Nü 

4÷9÷278<?5l4;?Nü 

4÷2÷278<?4l59?@ü 

4÷2÷278<?2l58?@ü 

4÷2÷278<?2l95?@ü 

4÷2÷278<?2l95?@ü 

2:7 OHOB 4÷2÷278<?2l94?@ü 

2:8 ø?KCL?LMëëMEIAFG?MOoIFFMOô?CODPBJD?MOFH?FKB?HOAMOB?DGDFBî�?ECAABL?FKB?KBAo?EBOFBJ?COL?FKBG?PCAnBL?îB 4÷2÷278<?8l5=?@ü 
FKJHIôK?FKB?FJHIïAB?DKHHFMOô?oJHEBLIJB3?øF?PCD?DIEEBDDëIA?COL?ø?PCD?CïAB?FH?MOoIF?CAA?CODPBJD3 

=:?÷?=<
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2:2 ÿKB?�IBDFMHOD?MO?NAôBïJC?8?CJB?FHH?PHJLG?COL?KCJL?FH?JBCL?MO?FCDnD?FPH?COL?FKJBB3 4÷2÷278<?82l25?@ü 

2:9 ø?PHIAL?oJBëBJ?îHJB?oJB?FBDFMOô?îCFBJMCAD3 4÷2÷278<?88l58?Nü 

2:4 ÿKB?oJHEBDD?PCD?BCDMBJ?FKMD?GBCJ?FKCO?ACDF?GBCJ3 4÷2÷278<?88l24?Nü 

2:5 3 4÷2÷278<?88l8:?Nü 

2:: ø?KCìB?LHOB?FKMD?ëHJî?Hë?FBDF?ëHJ?oCDF?=?GBCJD?MF?PHJnD?ëHJ?îB?COL?îG?DFILBOFD 4÷8÷278<?88l42?Nü 

2:; øF?LHBDO�F?îCnB?DBODB?FH?ECAA?FKB?oMEFIJB?EKHMEBD?MO?FKB?CODPBJ?ïHHnABF?�oMEFIJB?ECJLD�?DMOEB?FKBG 
CJB?OHF?DBoCJCFB?oMBEBD�?MF�D?EHOëIDMOô3?�@MEFIJB?EKHMEBD�?HJ?�CODPBJ?ïHHnABF?oCôB?��?PHIAL?îCnB 
îHJB?DBODB3 

4÷8÷278<?87l2=?Nü 

2:= ÿKBJB?MD?FHH?îIEK?JHHî?ëHJ?FBCEKBJ?BJJHJ?PKBO?KCìMOô?FBCEKBJD?MOoIF?DEHJBD?HO?FKB?EHîoIFBJ3 4÷8÷278<?<l4;?Nü 

2:< ÿKMD?PCD?îG?ëMJDF?FMîB?ø?CLîMOMDFBJBL?FKB?CDDBDDîBOF?COL?KCìB?OH?EHîîBOFD?CF?FKMD?FMîB3 9÷2=÷278<?;l27?@ü 

2;7 ýN 9÷2=÷278<?8l84?@ü 

2;8 ÿKB?FJCMOMOô?îHLIABD?DBBî?FH?oJHìMLB?îHJB?MOëHJîCFMHO?FKCO?OBBLBL?CL?JB�IMJBL?FH?CLîMOMDFBJ?FKB 
ómNN3?mMOEB?ø�ìB?CLîMOMDFBJBL?FKB?ómNN?ëHJ?îCOG?GBCJD�?ø?PHIAL?AMnB?C?JBëJBDKBJ?JCFKBJ?FKCO?FKB 
EHîoABFB?FJCMOMOô3 

9÷2;÷278<?:l44?Nü 

2;2 ø?FKMOn?MF�D?EJC�G?FH?KCìB?FH?CLîMOMDFBJ?FKB?ómNN?FH?C?DFILBOF?FKCF?LHBDO�F?DoBCn?COL?MD?ìBJG 
îBOFCAAG?EKCAABOôBL3?øF�D?C?FHFCA?PCDFB?Hë?FMîB3 

9÷25÷278<?2l9<?@ü 

2;9 øF?PHIAL?ïB?OMEB?FH?KCìB?DHîB?MFBîD?PKBJB?FKB?DFILBOF?LHBD?FKB?JBCLMOô?LIJMOô?FKB?òûN?oHJFMHO?Hë 
FKB?FBDF3 

9÷25÷278<?<l57?Nü 

2;4 òOFBJMOô?CODPBJD?HO?ïHFK?C?ïIïïAB?DKBBF?COL?MO?FKB?EHîoIFBJ?MD?IOOBEBDDCJG?BñFJC?PHJn3 
ÿBCEKBJD?DKHIAL?ïB?CïAB?FH?BOFBJ?CODPBJD?DFJCMôKF?MOFH?FKB?EHîoIFBJ?PKMEK?KCD?FKB?CLLBL?ïHOID 
Hë?DECëëHALMOô?FKB?�IBDFMHOD?EHJJBEFAG?JBLIEMOô?CLîMOMDFJCFHJ?BJJHJ3 

9÷24÷278<?=l95?@ü 

2;5 õMìMOô?C?ìMDICA?FBDF?FH?C?DFILBOFD?PMFK?ìMDICA?MîoCMJîBOFD?FKCF?LHBD?OHF?KCìB?FKB?EHôOMFMìB?CïMAMFG?FH 
IFMAM�B?ïJCMAAB?DBBîD?JMLMEIAHID3?òûm?oCDDCôBD?CJB?FHH?AHOô?ÿBDF?DBBîD?oBJëBEF?ëHJ?îG?KMôKBJ 
DFILBOFD3 

9÷22÷278<?;l58?Nü 

2;: ø?ëBAF?ìBJG?EHîëHJFCïAB?CLîMOMDFBJMOô?FKB?FBDF?ëHJ?FKB?DBEHOL?GBCJ3?ø?LH?JBìMBP?FKB?ìMLBHD?COL?îG 
FJCMOMOô?oCEnBF3?ÿKB?DGDFBî?MD?ìBJG?BCDG?FH?IDB3 

9÷28÷278<?5l84?@ü 

2;; ø?ëBBA?FKCF?FKB?DFILBOF�D?PHIAL?ïB?îHJB?DIEEBDDëIA?PMFK?FKMD?FBDF?Më?FKB?oMEFIJBD?PBJB?MO?EHAHJ?COL?FKB 
DFILBOFD?PBJB?ôMìBO?FKB?HooHJFIOMFG?FH?JBDoHOL?IDMOô?C?EHîoIFBJ?HJ?ø?@CL3?ÿBEKOHAHôG?MD?îHJB 
îHFMìCFMOô?FKCO?C?oCoBJ?FBDF?PMFK?ïACEn?COL?PKMFB?oMEFIJBD3 

9÷8<÷278<?87l54?@ü 

2;= ø?LH?OHF?KCìB?COG?EHODMLBJCFMHOD?FH?EHODMLBJ?ëHJ?ëBBLïCEn3 9÷8=÷278<?=l95?@ü 

2;< òìBO?FKHIôK?HIJ?EACDDJHHîD?CJB?ACOôICôBéBOJMEKBL�?FKB?FBCEKBJD?CF?HIJ?DEKHHA?PKH?CLîMOMDFBJ 
FKB?ómNN—@ÿ�? ëBBA? FKCF?HIJ?DFILBOFD? PHIAL? LH? ïBFFBJ? HO? FKB? FBDF? Më?îHJB? DMîoAMëMBL? ACOôICôB? 
COL ìHECïIACJG?PCD?IDBL3 

9÷8=÷278<?9l72?@ü 

2=7 NAA?ómNN?FBCEKBJD?DKHIAL?ïB?CAAHPBL?C?DIï?ëHJ?FBDFMOô?FH?ôMìB?BCEK?DFILBOF?FKB?ïBDF?FBDFMOô 
BOìMJHOîBOF?CPCG?ëJHî?LMDFJCEFMHOD3 

9÷8;÷278<?<l99?@ü 

2=8 ø?KCìB?DFILBOFD?FKCF?DKHIAL?JBCL?FKB?òûN?oCDDCôBD?FKBîDBAìBD�?îCGïB?ïBëHJB?ø?JBCL?FH?FKBî�?CD?ø 
LHO�F?ëBBA?FKBG?oCG?CD?ôHHL?Hë?CFFBOFMHO?FH?îG?JBCLMOô?BìBO?FKHIôK?FKB?JBCLMOô?oCDDCôB?ïHHn?MD 
oACEBL?PKBJB?FKBG?ECO?JBCL?CAHOô?CD?ø?JBCL3?mMOEB?PB?CJB?AMîMFBL?MO?PKCF?PB?ECO?DCG?MF?DBBîBL 
FKBJB?KCD?FH?ïB?C?ïBFFBJ?PCG3 

9÷85÷278<?2l9<?@ü 

2=2 þO?DHîB?FCDnD?FKB?DB�IBOEB?Hë?�IBDFMHOD?DBBîBL?EHOëIDMOô?ëHJ?DFILBOFD3?ø?IOLBJDFCOL?FKB 
EHîoABñMFG?Hë?FKB?FCDn?MOEJBCDBD?ïIF?MF?DBBîD?FKB?EKHMEBD?îCG?KCìB?ïBBO?FHH?LMDFJCEFMOô3?ÿKMD?îCG 
KCìB?ïBBO?LHOB?MOFBOFMHOCAAG?FH?FBDF?ôBOBJCAM�CFMHO?Hë?nOHPABLôB3?mHîB?�IBDFMHOD?JBACFBL?FH 
PBCFKBJ?�DOHP�?PBJB?ìBJG?LMëëMEIAF?ëHJ?DFILBOFD?FH?IOLBJDFCOL?CD?FKB?ìCDF?îC�HJMFG?Hë?FKBî?KCìB 
AMìBL?FKBMJ?BOFMJB?AMìBD?MO?óAHJMLC?COL?KCìB?OH?EHîoJBKBODMHO?Hë?DOHP3?ø?Cî?ìBJG?IOEHîëHJFCïAB 
îCnMOô?Io?FKB?PHJL?ECJLD?ëHJ?FKB?HoBO?JBDoHODB?oCJF?Hë?FKB?PJMFMOô?FBDF3?ø�î?OHF?DIJB?Më?ø?Cî 
oJHìMLMOô?FHH?îIEK?HJ?FHH?AMFFAB3?þJ?Më?îG?LMDFJCEFHJD?CJB?CLB�ICFB3?ø�L?AMnB?îHJB?LMJBEFMHO?HO?FKMD?HJ 
ëHJ?FKB?FBDFMOô?CôBOEG?FH?oJHìMLB?FKHDB?ëHJ?ID3 

9÷85÷278<?=l99?Nü 

2=9 mFILBOFD?KCìB?LMëëMEIAFG?îCMOFCMOMOô?CAA?FKB?MOëHJîCFMHO?ëJHî?FKB?JBCL?CAHIL?oCDDCôBD3 9÷85÷278<?=l2=?Nü 

=;?÷?=<
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2=4 ø?PHIAL?AMnB?FH?JBoHJF?FKCF?ø?ëBAF?oJBoCJBL?COL?EHOëMLBOF?MO?CLîMOMDFBJMOô?îG?FBDF?LIB?FH?FKB?BñEBAABOF 
óCEBéFHéóCEB?FJCMOMOô?ø?JBEBMìBL?ëJHî?ÿJMEMC?m3?MO?ûBB?íHIOFG3?üG?FJCMOMOô?MOEAILBL?MOëHJîCFMHO?COL 
oJCEFMECA?oJCEFMEB3?ø?KCìB?FH?DCG?HOB?Hë?FKB?îHDF?ïBOBëMEMCA?oCJFD?Hë?îG?FJCMOMOô?PCD?FKB?mECìBOôBJ 
öIOF?FKCF?CAAHPBL?ID?FKB?öCOLDéHOéHooHJFIOMFG?FH?ôBF?FH?nOHP?HIJ?ÿNüD3?NADH�?PKBO?PB?oJCEFMEBL 
CLîMOMDFBJMOô?FKB?FBDF?PMFK?FKB?MODFJIEFHJ?JMôKF?FKBJB?PCD?C?ôJBCF?FHHA?ëHJ?îB3?ø?PCD?CïAB?FH?ôBF 
MODFCOF?COL?KBAoëIA?ëBBLïCEn?FKCF?ø?ABCJOBL?ëJHî3?ÿKCF?PCD?HOB?Hë?FKB?îHDF?oJCEFMECA?FJCMOMOôD?ø?BìBJ 
JBEBMìBL3 

2=5 ÿKB?FJCMOMOô?oJHìMLBL?ïG?FKB?LMDFJMEF?PCD?OHF?BOHIôK3?ø?ëBAF?ìBJG?IOoJBoCJBL3?NAA?MOFBJCEFMHOD?PMFK 
FKB?DBJìMEB?EBOFBJ?COL?FKBMJ?FJCMOMOô?HooHJFIOMFMBD?PBJB?ôJBCF3 

2=: þOB?DFILBOF?PCD?EHOEBJOBL?CïHIF?FKB?DFHJG?PMFK?FKB?DPCîo?COL?FKB?oACOF3?öB?CDn?�öHP?LH?GHI 
DFCOL?Io?MO?C?DPCîo��?öB?PCD?CADH?C?AMFFAB?EHOëIDBL?CïHIF?FKB?�IBDFMHO?HO?PKMEK?MFBî?DKHPD 
DHîBFKMOô?FKCF?KCD?FH?LH?PMFK?DEKHHA3?øF?KCL?C?oMEFIJB?Hë?DoHJFD?COL?C?ïHHn3?öB?EKHDB?FKB?ïHHn�?ïIF 
EHîîBOFBL?FKCF?DoHJFD?COL?FKB?ïHHn?ïHFK?KCìB?FH?LH?PMFK?DEKHHA3 

2=; ø?KCìB?OH?ëIJFKBJ?EHîîBOF3?üG?LMDFJMEF?DCP?FKCF?ø?PCD?oJHoBJAG?FJCMOBL?PB?MO?CLìCOEB?ïBëHJB 
KCìMOô?FH?CLîMOMDFBJ?FKB?BñCî3 

2== ø?AMnB?KHP?FKB?FBDF?IDBL?îCOG?ìMDICAD?FH?KBAo?CAA?DFILBOFD?ïB?DIEEBDDëIA3?ø?LH?FKMOn?îCOG?Hë?FKB 
�IBDFMHOD?ëHJ?ëMëFK?ôJCLB?PBJB?FHH?AHOô3?ÿKMD?PCD?C?EKCAABOôB?FH?nBBo?DFILBOFD?ëHEIDBL?COL?HO 
FCDn3 

2=< ø?KCìB?OH?ëBBLïCEn?FH?HëëBJ?CF?FKMD?FMîB3 

2<7 ø?AMnBL?FKB?PKHAB?oJHEBDD?FKMD?GBCJ3?ÿKB?îHJB?GHI?IDB?FKB?oJHôJCî?FKB?ïBFFBJ?GHI?ôBF� 

2<8 êG?FKB?EHîoABFMHO?Hë?FKB?CDDBDDîBOF?ø?ëBAF?ìBJG?EHOëMLBOF?FKCF?ø?PCD?DIEEBDDëIA?MO?CLîMOMDFBJMOô?FKB 
CDDBDDîBOF3 

2<2 øD?MF?oHDDMïAB?FH?KCìB?C?oBJëHJCFBL?PJMFMOô?oCôB?CF?FKB?BOL?Hë?FKB?FBDF?îCOICA?ëHJ?BCEK?DFILBOF 
MODFBCL?Hë?KCìMOô?FH?EIF?MF?HIF� 

2<9 OHOB 

2<4 üG?ïMôôBDFééêøõõòmÿééDFJIôôAB?MD?FKCF?FKBJB?MD?OHF?ómNNéCAMôOBL?EIJJMEIAIî?LBDMôOBL?ëHJ 
Nííòmm?MOEAIDMHO?DFILBOFD?PKH?CJB?MO?EHJB?EHIJDBD3?ø?JBCL?FKB?Nííòmm?DFCOLCJLD?COL?oJMOFBL 
FKBî?HIF�?ïIF?ø?KCìB?KCL?FH?PHJn?BñFJBîBAG?KCJL?FH?FJG?FH?LBìBAHo?MOëHJîCFMHO?CF?îG?DFILBOFD�?CïMAMFG 
ABìBAD?PKMAB?MO?FKB?ôBO?BL?EACDD3?ÿKBO?�ø?Cî?OBP�?ø?EHîB?FH?IOLBJDFCOL?FKCF?FKBG?CJB?ôHMOô?FH?ïB
FBDFBL?HìBJ?�PKHénOHPéPKCF�?�ëJHî?îG?oBJDoBEFMìB�3?úIDF?CD?FKBMJ?OHOéLMDCïABL?oBBJD?KCìB?ïHHnD� 
PHJnïHHnD?COL?ìMLBHD�?BFE3?CF?FKBMJ?ABìBA�?FKB?Nííòmm?DFILBOFD?MO?C?DEKHHAD?FKCF?LHBD?OHF?KCìB?C 
DBoCJCFB?EACDD?ëHJ?FKBî?LH?OHF?KCìB?FKB?DCîB?îCFBJMCAD?CìCMACïAB?FH?FKBî?CD?FKBMJ?OHOéLMDCïABL 
oBBJD3?ø?LH?OHF?nOHP?íMìMED?FH?îCnB?FKMOôD?PHJDB3?ø?KCìB?DoBOF?îCOG?KHIJD?CëFBJ?PHJn?FJGMOô?FH 
LBìBAHo?ABìBABL?íMìMED?îCFBJMCAD?ëHJ?îG?Nííòmm?DFILBOFD3?øë?FKBJB?MD?ôHMOô?FH?ïB?C?FBDF�?FKBJB 
OBBLD?FH?ïB?EIJJMEIAIî?ëHJ?øOEAIDMHO?òmò?ÿBCEKBJD?FH?IDB?�BDoBEMCAAG?PKBO?FKBG?CJB?HIF?Hë?FKBMJ 
CJBC?Hë?BñoBJFMDB�3 

2<5 ýHOB?CF?FKMD?FMîB 

2<: üHJB?MOëHJîCFMHO?CïHIF?FBDFMOô?EHHJLMOCFHJ?COL?FBDF?DBEIJMFG?DKHIAL?ïB?oJHìMLBL3 

2<; O÷C 

2<= ø?FKMOn?FKCF?ìMDICAD?ëHJ?FKB?PJMFMOô?oHJFMHO?DKHIAL?ïB?oJHìMLBL?FH?ID?ëHJ?IDB?MD?OBBLBL3?øF?MD?FMîB 
EHODIîMOô?FH?îCnB?CAA?FKB?oMEFIJB?ECJLD3?ø?IOLBJDFCOL?FKCF?OHF?CAA?DFILBOFD?IDB?FKB?DCîB?FGoB?Hë 
ìMDICAD?ïIF?CF?ABCDF?PB?PHIAL?KCìB?HOBD?FKCF?îCFEKBL?FKB?HFKBJ?ìMDICAD?HO?FKB?FBDF?COL?FBCEKBJD 
EHIAL?îCnB?CLLMFMHOCA?îCFBJMCAD?Më?OBBLBL3 

2<< øF?MD?ìBJG?EKCAABOôMOô?CLîMOMDFBJMOô?FKB?ómNN?PMFK?HFKBJ?DFILBOFD?MO?FKB?EACDDJHHî3?ÿKHDB?DFILBOFD 
CJB?OHMDG?COL?MF?MD?OHF?ëCMJ?FH?FKB?DFILBOFD?ïBMOô?ôMìBO?FKB?CDDBDDîBOF3?ø?LH?OHF?KCìB?C?�IMBF?oACEB 
FH?CLîMOMDFBJ3?ÿKMD?FBDF?LHBD?OHF?îBCDIJB?FKB?FJIB?CïMAMFMBD?Hë?îG?DFILBOFD3?ø?CADH?ëBBA?FKCF?FKB 
LMJBEFMHOD÷oJHîoFD?FKCF?PB?JBCL?FH?HIJ?DFILBOFD?CJB?FH?AHOô3?üG?DFILBOFD?KCìB?ACOôICôB?LBëMEMFD�?ø 
IDICAAG?AHHDB?FKBî?CëFBJ?FPH?DBOFBOEBD33mHîBFMîBD?MF?ëBBAD?AMnB?MF?ôHBD?HO?COL?HO333?øF?FCnBD?îB?CAA 
LCG?FH?FBDF?HOB?EKMAL���?öHIJD?COL?KHIJD3333öHP?MD?FKCF?ëCMJ?FH?FKB?HFKBJ?DFILBOFD���?öHP?AHOô?ECO 
DoBEMCA?OBBLD?DFILBOFD?BOôCôB?PMFKHIF?C?FBCEKBJ�?N?oCJCoJHëBDDMHOCA?MD?OHF?C?FBCEKBJ3���?ø?îIDF 
EHODFCOFAG?DFHo?PKCF?ø?Cî?LHMOô?FH?JBéLMJBEF?FKB?HFKBJ?DFILBOFD?OHF?FBDFMOô3?ø?CADH?LHOF?ïBAMBìB?PB 
CJB?ôMìBO?C?ACJôB?BOHIôK?PMOLHP?FH?FBDF33?NAFKHIôK?ø?ôBF?MF?LHOB?BìBJG?GBCJ?�?�DFMAA?FBDFMOô?OHP��?ø 
ëBBA?ìBJG?JIDKBL3333333333 

9÷84÷278<?4l79?@ü 

9÷84÷278<?2l7;?@ü 

9÷84÷278<?8l49?@ü 

9÷84÷278<?8l87?@ü 

9÷84÷278<?82l25?@ü 

9÷89÷278<?88l5<?@ü 

9÷89÷278<?:l4:?@ü 

9÷89÷278<?2l45?@ü 

9÷89÷278<?88l85?Nü 

9÷89÷278<?=l88?Nü 

9÷82÷278<?:l2:?@ü 

9÷82÷278<?2l4=?@ü 

9÷82÷278<?8l54?@ü 

9÷82÷278<?8l89?@ü 

9÷82÷278<?88l74?Nü 

9÷82÷278<?87l99?Nü 
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977	 þIJ?FBDF?NLîMOMDFJCFHJ?MD?ìBJG?JILB?LIJMOô?HIJ?FBDFMOô?FMîB3?ÿKB?PCG?FKB?FBDFMOô?MD?KCOLABL?OBBLD?FH 9÷82÷278<?87l25?Nü 
ïB?MîoJHìB3?òDoBEMCAAG?DMôO?FKBî?HIF3?NF?FKB?BOL?Hë?FKB?LCG?GHI?ECO?OBìBJ?ëMOL?KBJ3?FKB?DGDFBî 
OBBLD?FH?EKCOôB 

978 ÿKB?ëDCC?PCD?BCDG?FH?CLîMOMDFBJ?FKMD?GBCJ3 9÷82÷278<?87l87?Nü 

972 õHHL?BñoBJMBOEB 9÷82÷278<?=l79?Nü 

979 OHOB 9÷88÷278<?:l7:?@ü 

974 ÿBCEKBJD?OBBL?DIooHJF?ëHJ?IOLBJDFCOLMOô?PKCF?CEEHîîHLCFMHOD?CJB?CooJHoJMCFB3?òñCîoABl?ùBCL 9÷88÷278<?9l4:?@ü 
CAHIL?ëHJ?òûN?MD?CO?CEEHîîHLCFMHO?ëHJ?FKB?ómN�?íCO?C?oJMOFBL?îCFBJMCA?ïB?CO?CEEHîîHLCFMHO?ëHJ 
FKB?ómNN�?ÿKBG?CJB?HooHDMFBD?ïIF?CooJHoJMCFB?ïCDB?HO?FKB?DFILBOFD?OBBLD3 

975 OH 9÷88÷278<?2l8<?@ü 

97:	 �MDK?MF?EHIAL?ïB?CLîMOMDFBJBL?HOAMOB 9÷88÷278<?8l5;?@ü 

97;	 ðHO�F?AMnB?FKB?PHJLMOô?Hë?KCAë?FKB?ôACDDBD?CJB?ëMAABL?é?LMëëBJBOF?PHJLMOô?PHIAL?ïB?oJBëBJJBL?FH 9÷88÷278<?8l4<?@ü 
îMOMîM�B?EHOëIDMHO3?øÿòüm?möþ�ûð?öN�ò?üþùò?ðøóóøí�ÿ?m�øûûm?øý?üNFö?Nýð?ùòNðøýõ3 
mòûòíÿøþým?ÿöò?mÿ�ðòýÿ?íNý?ùòNð?Nýð?Ným�òù3 

97=	 ýHOB 9÷88÷278<?8l88?@ü 

=<?÷?=<
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:4;<=>?@>;@>=>AB;CDEF;@AGDD=;HI@BFIAB1 
JK@L>F>HM;4N4; OPIQQ>HM;4 

ABCDEFGHIJKHEC FECLJBCEC 

J=?AGE?;R;04 01223 4 

S?P>F;R;05 01003 0 

S?C;R;09 01003 0 

SF?HTDFH;R;06 01003 0 

SF>!?FH;R;02 01003 0  

SFDL?FH;R;0" 41403 5 

—?=GDEK;R;07 01003 0 

—G?F=DBB>;R;0N 01223 4 

—IBFE@;R;08 01003 0 

—=?C;R;40 01003 0 

—D==I>F;R;44 01003 0 

—D=E―YI?;R;45 01223 4 

Z?H>;R;49 261703 88 

Z>@DBD;R;46 01003 0 

ZI[I>;R;42 01003 0 

ZE!?=;R;4"   01223 4 

f@A?―YI?;R;47 01003 0 

g=?R=>F;R;4N 01003 0 

gF?KP=IK;R;48 01003   0

S?H@H>K;R;50 01003 0 

SI=AGFI@B;R;54 01003 0 

S=?H>@;R;55 01003 0 

SE=T;R;59 01223 4 

T?―I=BDK;R;56 01003 0 

T?FH>>;R;52 01003 0 

T>KHFC;R;5" 01223   4

T>FK?KHD;R;57 01003 0 

TIRG=?KH@;R;5N 01003 0  

81983 47 
TI==@YDFDERG;R;58 

TD=―>@;R;90 01223 4 

4;U;62
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VKHI?K;WI!>F;R;94 01003 0 

X?AP@DK;R;95 01003 0 

X>TT>F@DK;OD―>F@>B;—G?FB>F;R;99 01003 0 

Y?T?C>BB>;R;96 01003 0 

Y?P>;R;92 01003 0 

Y>>;R;9" 41""3 9 

Y>DK;R;97 01003 0 

Y>!C;R;9N 01003 0 

YIY>FBC;R;98 01003 0 

Z?HI@DK;R;60 01003 0 

Z?K?B>>;R;64 01003 0 

Z?FIDK;R;65 "1"93 45 

Z?FBIK;R;69 01003 0 

ZDKFD>;R;66 01003 0 

[?@@?E;R;62 01003 0 

\P?=DD@?;R;6" 01223 4 

\P>>AGDY>>;R;67 01223 4 

\F?KR>;R;6N 441"03 54 

\@A>D=?;R;68 01003 0 

<?=―;S>?AG;R;20 01003 0 

<?@AD;R;24 01003 0 

<IK>==?@;R;25 41403 5 

<D=P;R;29 01003 0 

<EBK?―;R;26 01003 0 

OB1;XDGK@;R;22 01003 0 

OB1;YEAI>;R;2" 01003 0 

O?KB?;WD@?;R;27 01223 4 

O?F?@DB?;R;2N 01003 0 

O>―IKD=>;R;28 01223 4 

OE―B>F;R;"0 91943 " 

OEL?KK>>;R;"4 01223 4 

]?C=DF;R;"5 
01003 0 

^KIDK;R;"9 41""3 9 

_D=E@I?;R;"6 01003 0 

`?PE==?;R;"2 51543 6 
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`?=BDK;R;"" 01003 0 

`?@GIKRBDK;R;"7 01003 0 

g1O1Z1S1;R;"N 01003 0 

gY;_IFBE?=;R;74 01003 0 

gJ^;Y?Y;OAGDD=;R;75 01003 0 

gO^;Y?Y;OAGDD=;R;79 01003 0 

gJZ^;Y?Y;OAGDD=;R;76 01003 0 

^g;Y?Y;OAGDD=;R;72 01003 0 

—>@?;R;7" 01003 0 

—DKK>ABIDK@;R;7N 01003 0 

gY_J;R;78 01003 0 

JGT?AGP>>;R;8N 01003 0 

]\]JY 4N4 

9;U;62
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:5;<=>?@>;IKHIA?B>;CDEF;FD=>;Y>=DL1;aO>=>AB;?==;BG?B;?QQ=C1,
 
JK@L>F>HM;4N0; OPIQQ>HM;5 

AAB 

CAB 

DEB 

FGHIJ 

KL MKL NKL OKL PKL QKL RKL SKL TKL UKL MKKL 

ABCDEFGHIJKHEC FECLJBCEC 

JJ— 81663 47 

ZJ— 91993 " 

OY— 7212"3 49" 

\BG>F 4212"3 5N  

]DB?=;W>@QDKH>KB@M;4N0 

M JNIEF OANE 

4 OAGDD=;OB?TTIKR;OQ>AI?=I@B 6U5"U5048;6M47;<Z 

5 gOJJ;—DDFHIK?BDF 6U5"U5048;45M25;<Z 

9 ]>?AG>F 6U5"U5048;45M5";<Z 

6 OB?TTIKR;OQ>AI?=I@B;?KH;gOJJ;ADDFHI?K?BDF 6U5"U5048;40M97;JZ 

2 OAGDD=;]>@BIKR;—DDFHIK?BDF 6U5"U5048;40M50;JZ 

" VK@BFEABDFU—DDFHIK?BDF 6U5"U5048;NM22;JZ 

7 fOf;OB?TTIKR;OQ>AI?=I@B 6U5"U5048;NM42;JZ 

N B>@BIKR;ADDFHIK?BDF 6U52U5048;9M08;<Z 

8 O<fZ;]>?AG>F 6U52U5048;7M09;JZ 

40 O<fZ 6U56U5048;6M68;<Z 

44 O<fZ 6U56U5048;6M68;<Z 

45 O<fZ 6U56U5048;45M28;<Z 

49 B>?AG>F 6U59U5048;4M49;<Z 
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46 ]>?AG>F 6U59U5048;44M90;JZ 

42 OAGDD=;]>@BIKR;—DDFHIK?BDF 6U45U5048;5M02;<Z 

4" ?H―IKI@BF?BDF 6U45U5048;45M52;<Z 

47 B>?AG>F 6U45U5048;44M59;JZ 

4N B>?AG>F 6U45U5048;8M2";JZ 

48 ?H―IKI@BF?BDF 6U44U5048;6M24;<Z 

50 ]>?AG>F 6U44U5048;7M00;JZ 

54 fOf;]>?AG>F 6UNU5048;4M25;<Z 

55 B>?AG>F 6UNU5048;4M49;<Z 

59 W>@>?FAG>F 6U2U5048;6M55;<Z 

56 OEQQDFB;g?AI=IB?BDF 9U52U5048;45M2";<Z 

52 OAGDD=;S?@>H;—DDFHIK?BDF 9U42U5048;40M92;JZ 

5" @AGDD=;ADEK@>=DF 9U46U5048;44M4N;JZ 

57 JH―IK@BF?BDF 9U49U5048;9M65;<Z 

5N ]>@BIKR;—DDFHIK?BDF 9U49U5048;9M49;<Z 
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:9;ZIH;CDE;Q?FBIAIQ?B>;IK;?KC;g=DFIH?;OB?KH?FH@;J=B>FK?B>;J@@>@@―>KB-
<>FTDF―?KA>;]?@P;agOJJ-<],;BF?IKRBG>RBF?IK>F;@>@@IDK@;=?@B;C>?F. 

JK@L>F>HM;4N5; OPIQQ>HM;0 

VIWXYZ 
[\JG]^][\GI_``` 

VIWXYZ 
[\JG]^][\GI_``` 
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KL MKL NKL OKL PKL QKL RKL SKL TKL UKL MKKL 

ABCDEFGHIJKHEC FECLJBCEC 

/>@0;V;Q?FBIAIQ?B>H;IK;BG>;TE==RH?C;T?A>RBDRT?A>;BF?IKIKR1 4N1"N3 96 

/>@0;V;Q?FBIAIQ?B>H;IK;BG>;G?=TRH?C;T?A>RBDRT?A>;BF?IKIKR1 521573 6"  

/>@0;G?!IKR;?BB>KH>H;QF>!IDE@;T?A>RBDRT?A>;BF?IKIKR@0;V;AD―Q=>B>H;BG>;DK=IK>;EQH?B>;BF?IKIKR1; 5N1273 25 

[D 571673 20 

]\]JY 4N5 
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CDEF;HI@BFIAB. 

JK@L>F>HM;490; OPIQQ>HM;25 
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KL MKL NKL OKL PKL QKL RKL SKL TKL UKL MKKL 

ABCDEFGHIJKHEC 

/>@ 
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N VB;L?@;G>=QTE=;?KH;>?@C;BD;E@>0;V;HD;KDB;G?!>;?KC;@ERR>@BIDK@1 6U56U5048;6M27;<Z 

8 [UJ 6U56U5048;9M64;<Z 

40 [DK> 6U56U5048;5M08;<Z 

44 [DK> 6U59U5048;4M65;<Z 

45 KDK> 6U59U5048;4M4";<Z 

49 [DK> 6U59U5048;45M24;<Z 

[DK>;?B;BGI@;BI―>1 6U59U5048;44M55;JZ 

42 KU? 6U59U5048;40M07;JZ 

4" JHH;―DF>;!IH>D@;?KH;F>@DEFA>;REIH>@;DK;HITT>F>KB;BCQ>@;DT;?@@>@@―>KB@;?KH;―DF>;Y=E>QFIKB@;IT 6U59U5048;40M07;JZ 
K>>H>H1 

47 [DK>1 6U59U5048;8M2N;JZ 

4N !>FC;E@>F;TFI>KH=C 6U59U5048;8M98;JZ 

48 [DK> 6U59U5048;8M58;JZ 

50 KDK> 6U59U5048;8M0";JZ 

54 KDK> 6U59U5048;NM96;JZ 

55 [DK> 6U59U5048;7M5N;JZ 

59 KDK> 6U59U5048;7M50;JZ 

56 [J 6U55U5048;40M48;<Z 

52 [U? 6U55U5048;8M42;<Z 

5" [J 6U55U5048;NM20;<Z 

48;U;62
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57 [DK> 6U44U5048;7M42;JZ 

5N O>Q?F?B>;DK=IK>;E@>F;REIH>@;@EAG;?@;Y>=DLM;5\K>;TDF;JJ—0;ZJ—0;OY—;FD=>@;EKH>F;BG>;JJ—;B?Y 
5\K>;TDF;B>@B;?H―IKI@BF?BDF@;EKH>F;BG>;]>?AG>F;W>@DEFA>@;B?Y;]G>;AEFF>KB;!>F@IDK;AF>?B>@;?;=DB;DT 
ADKTE@IDK;TDF;YDBG;K>L;7;>[Q>FI>KA>H;B>?AG>F@;QFD―QBIKR;―EAG;HDEYB;?KH;―?KC;1E>@BIDK@1 

9U57U5048;NM52;JZ 

58 ZDK8B;YEFC;BG>;Z>?@EF>H;<FDRF>@@;QGDK>;KE―Y>F;?KH;>―?I=;@D;T?F;Y?AP111DT;ADEF@>;V;G?!>;IB 
―>―DFI2>H;YC;KDL9 

9U54U5048;5M59;<Z 

90 KDK> 9U42U5048;40M97;JZ 

94 ?K;IKH>[;BG?B;=IKP@;BD;@Q>AITIA;BDQIA@;@D;BG?B;L>;HDK8B;G?!>;BD;@AFD==;BD;GEKB;TDF;BG>;IKTDF―?BIDK1 9U49U5048;7M9";JZ 

95 VT;QD@@IY=>0;V;LDE=H;=IP>;?==;DT;BG>;―DHE=>@;DT;BG>;<]R\K=IK>;OC@B>―;^@>F;SEIH>;BD;Y>;F>?HC;?B;BG> 
@?―>;BI―>1;VB8@;@D―>BI―>@;R>B;ADKTE@IKR;LG?B;CDE;G?!>;AD―Q=>B>H;LG>K;BG>C;?F>;F>=>?@>H;?B 
HITT>F>KB;BI―>@1;<=E@0;DKA>;CDE;G?!>;Y>>K;BGFDERG;IB;DK>;BI―>0;IB;PIKH;DT;FEK@;BDR>BG>F1 

9U45U5048;9M4";<Z 

99 KDK> 9U45U5048;4M09;<Z 

96 KDK> 9U45U5048;40M4";JZ 

92 [DK> 9U45U5048;40M05;JZ 

9" [DK> 9U45U5048;NM02;JZ 

97 VB;LDE=H;Y>;G>=QTE=;BD;G?!>;?;@>Q?F?B>;^@>F;SEIH>;TDF;]>?AG>F@1;J=@D0;BG>;@>ABIDK;F>R?FHIKR;[DB 
J@@>@@>H;?KH;W>1E>@B;^QH?B>@;K>>H;BD;Y>;A=>?F>FU>?@I>F;BD;TD==DL1 

9U44U5048;45M97;<Z 

50;U;62
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:46;ZIH;CDE;!I>L;BG>;@I[;gOJJ-<];\K=IK>;OC@B>―;BF?IKIKR;BEBDFI?=@;TDF
 
OC@B>―;JH―IKI@BF?BDF@;QD@B>H;DK;BG>;gOJJ-<];<DFB?=. 

JK@L>F>HM;470; OPIQQ>HM;45 

VIW 

de 

thIWG]ebY_eIW 
beGY\[[fg|YZ``` 

KL MKL NKL OKL PKL QKL RKL SKL TKL UKL MKKL 

ABCDEFGHIJKHEC FECLJBCEC 

/>@ "51863 407 

[D 9 0 3  71 " "9 

:E>@BIDK;HD>@;KDB;?QQ=C:;V;HIH;KDB;K>>H;BD;LDFP;IK;BG>;gOJJ—<];\K=IK>; 01003  0 

OC@B>―  ]\]JY 470 

54;U;62
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:42;`>F>;BG>;BEBDFI?=@;AD―QF>G>K@I!>;>KDERG;TDF;CDE;BD;EKH>F@B?KH;GDL 
BD;AD―Q=>B>;B?@P@;IK;BG>;JH―IKI@BF?BIDK;?KH;W>RI@BF?BIDK;]DD=;aJW],. 

JK@L>F>HM;40N; OPIQQ>HM;76 

VIW 

de 

KL MKL NKL OKL PKL QKL RKL SKL TKL UKL MKKL 

ABCDEFGHIJKHEC 

/>@ 

]\]JY 

[D 

871553 

FECLJBCEC 

517N3 

402 

9 

40N 

55;U;62
 



4 
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:4";`G?B;@ERR>@BIDK@;HD;CDE;G?!>;TDF;I―QFD!IKR;BG>;BEBDFI?=@;TDF;OC@B>―
 
JH―IKI@BF?BDF@.;a<=>?@>;=I―IB;CDEF;F>@QDK@>;BD;420;LDFH@1, 

JK@L>F>HM;4; OPIQQ>HM;4N4 

M FECLJBCEC OANE 

V;LDE=H;?HH;―DF>;!IH>D@;DT;HITT>F>KB;@IBE?BIDK@;IK;LGIAG;BG>;@BEH>KB@;A?K;Q>FTDF―;?B;!?FIDE@;=>!>=@1 6U59U5048;40M07;JZ 

59;U;62
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:47;OC@B>―;[?!IR?BIDK;a—G>AP;?==;BG?B;?QQ=C1,
 
JK@L>F>HM;400; OPIQQ>HM;N5 

Zb]G]\fYfec]b 
GeYGHIYiDAAn``` 

BH\bc]bcYgehJ 
[\WWueJ_ 

{hbb]bcYGHI 
WgWGIq``` 

d\a]c\G]bcYGHI 
A{r 

}JeuW]bcY\b_ 
q\b\c]bcYh[_``` 

ZY_eYbeGYbII_ 
\bgY\__]G]eb``` 

KL MKL NKL OKL PKL QKL RKL SKL TKL UKL MKKL 

ABCDEFGHIJKHEC 

VKIBI?=;=DRIK;BD;BG>;gOJJ-<];\K=IK>;OC@B>― 

—G?KRIKR;CDEF;Q?@@LDFH 

WEKKIKR;BG>;@C@B>―;ZI?RKD@BIA;]DD= 

[?!IR?BIKR;BG>;JW] 

SFDL@IKR;?KH;―?K?RIKR;EQH?B>;F>1E>@B@ 

441003 

FECLJBCEC 

71003 

81003 

21003 

441003 

44 

7 

8 

2 

44 

741003 74 V;HD;KDB;K>>H;?KC;?HHIBIDK?=;BF?IKIKR;IKTDF―?BIDK1 

]DB?=;W>@QDKH>KB@M;400 

56;U;62
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:4N;OY—;?KH;]>?AG>F;^@>F;Z?K?R>―>KB;a—G>AP;?==;BG?B;?QQ=C1,
 
JK@L>F>HM;87; OPIQQ>HM;N2 

D^HeefYEIaIf 
BeeJ_]b\GeJ``` 

Zq[eJG]bc 
hWIJWYu]GHY\``` 

A__]bcY\ 
W]bcfIYhWIJ 

~_]G]bcYhWIJ 
\^^ehbG``` 

~�[eJG]bcYhWIJ 
_\G\ 

i]fGIJ]bcX 
WeJG]bcXY\b_``` 

ZY_eYbeGYbII_ 
\bgY\__]G]eb``` 

d�AYZY_]_YbeG 
bII_YGeYueJl``` 

KL MKL NKL OKL PKL QKL RKL SKL TKL UKL MKKL 

ABCDEFGHIJKHEC FECLJBCEC 

OAGDD=;Y>!>=;—DDFHIK?BDF;aOY—,;E@>F;FD=> 4N12"3 4N 

V―QDFBIKR;E@>F@;LIBG;?;—O_;TI=> 815N3 8 

JHHIKR;?;@IKR=>;E@>F 21423 2 

fHIBIKR;E@>F;?AADEKB;IKTDF―?BIDK 61453 6  

f[QDFBIKR;E@>F;H?B? 401943 40 

gI=B>FIKR0;@DFBIKR0;?KH;@>?FAGIKR;E@>F@ N1523 N 

V;HD;KDB;K>>H;?KC;?HHIBIDK?=;BF?IKIKR;IKTDF―?BIDK1 271793 2" 

[UJ;V;HIH;KDB;K>>H;BD;LDFP;IK;BG>;gOJJ-<];\K=IK>;OC@B>―1 451973 45 

]DB?=;W>@QDKH>KB@M;87 

52;U;62
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:48;OBEH>KB;Z?K?R>―>KB;a—G>AP;?==;BG?B;?QQ=C1,
 
JK@L>F>HM;8N; OPIQQ>HM;N6 

Zq[eJG]bc 
WGh_IbGW 

A__]bcY\ 
W]bcfIYWGh_IbG 

~_]G]bc 
WGh_IbGY\^^e``` 

~�[eJG]bc 
WGh_IbGY_\G\ 

i]fGIJ]bcX 
WeJG]bcXY\b_``` 

DGh_IbG 
GJ\bWpIJW 

~_]G]bc 
WGh_IbGY^ehJ``` 

ZY_eYbeGYbII_ 
\bgY\__]G]eb``` 

d�AYZY_]_YbeG 
bII_YGeYueJl``` 

KL MKL NKL OKL PKL QKL RKL SKL TKL UKL MKKL 

ABCDEFGHIJKHEC FECLJBCEC 

V―QDFBIKR;@BEH>KB@ 491573 49 

JHHIKR;?;@IKR=>;@BEH>KB 441553 44 

fHIBIKR;@BEH>KB;?AADEKB;IKTDF―?BIDK "1453 " 

f[QDFBIKR;@BEH>KB;H?B? 71463 7 

gI=B>FIKR0;@DFBIKR0;?KH;@>?FAGIKR;@BEH>KB@ "1453 " 

OBEH>KB;BF?K@T>F@ 441553 44 

fHIBIKR;@BEH>KB;ADEF@>;?@@>@@―>KB@ 21403 2 

V;HD;KDB;K>>H;?KC;?HHIBIDK?=;BF?IKIKR;IKTDF―?BIDK1 "61583 "9 

[UJ;V;HIH;KDB;K>>H;BD;LDFP;IK;BG>;gOJJ-<];\K=IK>;OC@B>―1 441553 44 

]DB?=;W>@QDKH>KB@M;8N 

5";U;62
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:50;JF>;BG>F>;?KC;?HHIBIDK?=;BDQIA@;CDE;LDE=H;=IP>;AD!>F>H;IK;?;TEBEF>
 
BEBDFI?=.;a<=>?@>;=I―IB;CDEF;F>@QDK@>;BD;420;LDFH@1,
 

JK@L>F>HM;59; OPIQQ>HM;428 

M FECLJBCEC OANE 

4 KDK> 2U4U5048;6M54;<Z 

5 ]G>;OY—@;HD;KDB;G?!>;BG>;BI―>;BD;!I>L;?==;DT;BG>;!IH>D@;Y>A?@E>;BG>F>;I@;BDD;―EAG;IKTDF―?BIDK;BG?B 2U4U5048;4M0";<Z 
BG>C;HD;KDB;K>>H;IK;BG>―;a―EAG;DT;BG>;IKTDF;I@;TDF;JJ—@,1;VT;@>Q?F?B>;!I>D@;TDF;OY—@;A?K8B;Y>;―?H>0 
―?CY>;G?!IKR;?;B?Y=>;DT;ADKB>KB@;?B;BG>;Y>RIKKIKR;DT;BG>;!IH>D;?KH;BG>K;G?!>;IB;YFDP>K;HDLK;YC 
BDQIA;@D;BG>C;A?K;1EIAP=C;=DA?B>;BG>;IKTDF―?BIDK;BG>C;K>>H1 

9 \FH>FIKR;―?B>FI?=@ 6U58U5048;40M65;JZ 

6 [UJ 6U52U5048;9M50;<Z 

2 JB;BGI@;―D―>KB0;V;T>>=;AD―TDFB?Y=>;LIBG;BG>;BEBDFI?=;F>A>I!>H1 6U56U5048;2M60;<Z 

" `>;K>>H;OAI>KA>;BEBDFI?=;?@;?;@EQQ=>―>KB;Y>A?E@>;VB;L?@;IKA=EH>H1 6U56U5048;2M04;<Z 

7 [D 6U56U5048;5M40;<Z 

N [DK> 6U59U5048;4M69;<Z 

8 KDK> 6U59U5048;4M47;<Z 

40 [DK>;?B;BGI@;BI―>1 6U59U5048;44M59;JZ 

44 [D1 6U59U5048;8M28;JZ 

45 KDK> 6U59U5048;8M98;JZ 

49 KD 6U59U5048;8M0N;JZ 

46 KD 6U59U5048;NM92;JZ 

42 [DK> 6U59U5048;7M5N;JZ 

4" KDK> 6U59U5048;7M54;JZ 

47 J;F>―IKH>F;DT;L>Y;YFDL@>F;K>>H>H;BD;IKQEB;?KH;?AA>@@;DK=IK>;?AADEKB@1 6U55U5048;8M47;<Z 

4N [J 6U55U5048;NM22;<Z 

48 [D 6U44U5048;7M4";JZ 

50 [UJ 9U52U5048;45M2N;<Z 

54 [D 9U54U5048;5M52;<Z 

55 KDK> 9U45U5048;4M06;<Z 

59 KDK> 9U45U5048;40M47;JZ 

57;U;62
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:54;`DE=H;CDE;Y>K>TIB;TFD―;?;gOJJ-<];\K=IK>;OC@B>―;T?A>RBDRT?A> 
BF?IKIKR. 

JK@L>F>HM;4"2; OPIQQ>HM;47 

VIWXYGe 
JI[f\^IYGHI``` 

VIWXY]b 
\__]G]ebYGeY``` 

deXYGHI 
iDAAnorYFbf]``` 

KL MKL NKL OKL PKL QKL RKL SKL TKL UKL MKKL 

ABCDEFGHIJKHEC FECLJBCEC 

/>@0;BD;F>Q=?A>;BG>;gOJJ-<];\K=IK>;OC@B>―;BF?IKIKR;BEBDFI?=@;TDF;JJ—@1 401843 4N 

/>@0;IK;?HHIBIDK;BD;BG>;gOJJ-<];\K=IK>;OC@B>―;BF?IKIKR;BEBDFI?=@;TDF;JJ—@1    591"63 98

[D0;BG>;gOJJ-<];\K=IK>;OC@B>―;BF?IKIKR;BEBDFI?=@;TDF;JJ—@;QFD!IH>;>KDERG;IKTDF―?BIDK1 "21623  40N 

]\]JY 4"2 

5N;U;62
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:55;ZIH;CDE;E@>;?;OAGDD=;Y>!>=;—DDFHIK?BDF;BD;?@@I@B;LIBG;OC@B>― 
JH―IKI@BF?BDF;HEBI>@;LIBGIK;BG>;DK=IK>;@C@B>―. 

JK@L>F>HM;4"9; OPIQQ>HM;48 

VIW 

de 

KL MKL NKL OKL PKL QKL RKL SKL TKL UKL MKKL 

ABCDEFGHIJKHEC 

/>@ 

]\]JY 

[D 

221543 

FECLJBCEC 

661783 

80 

79 

4"9 

58;U;62
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:59;OY—;WD=>M;a<=>?@>;F?B>;BG>;TD==DLIKR;TEKABIDK@;YC;AG>APIKR;BG>;YD[ 
BG?B;―D@B;A=D@>=C;F>QF>@>KB@;CDEF;DQIKIDK1,;]G>;OY—;E@>F;FD=>;L?@;E@>TE= 

IK;@EQQDFBIKR;BG>;J=B>FK?B>;J@@>@@―>KB;—DDFHIK?BDF;aJJ—,;LIBG 
JK@L>F>HM;80; OPIQQ>HM;85 

q\b\c]bc 
h[_\GI``` 

\__]bcYGI\^HIJ 
\^^ehbGWYGeY``` 

GI\^HIJ 
\^^ehbG``` 

90;U;62
 



DGJebcfgYAcJII AcJII dIhGJ\f C]W\cJII DGJebcfgYC]W\cJII 

d�AYZY_]_YbeGYhWIYGH]WYpI\GhJI` 

\__]bc 
\__]G]eb\f``` 

WGh_IbG 
\^^ehbG``` 

q\b\cIqIbG` 

KL MKL NKL OKL PKL QKL RKL SKL TKL UKL MKKL 
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WGh_IbGY^ehJWI 

94;U;62
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CNFJBPQR APFEE BESNFAQ OKCAPFEE CNFJBPQR BTAGKGOKOGBJNGSCE NJNAQ 
APFEE OKCAPFEE NIKCGUEANSFEV 

―?K?RIKR;EQH?B> 2012"3 9512N3 61683 41453 01003 441563 
F>1E>@B@1 62 58 6 4 0 40 N8 

?HHIKR;B>?AG>F;?AADEKB@ 
BD;BG>;JW]1 

251573 
6" 

941N53 
5N 

91643 
9 

41463 
4 

01003 
0 

4419"3 
40 NN 

B>?AG>F;?AADEKB 
―?K?R>―>KB1 

2N1693 
25 

9512N3 
58 

91973 
9 

01003 
0 

01003 
0 

21"53 
2 N8 

?HHIKR;?HHIBIDK?=;@BEH>KB@ 
BD;BG>;JW]1 

241"83 
6" 

581543 
5" 

91973 
9 

41453 
4 

01003 
0 

461"43 
49 N8 

@BEH>KB;?AADEKB 
―?K?R>―>KB1 

291993 
6N 

961663 
94 

51553 
5 

01003 
0 

01003 
0 

401003 
8 80 

@BEH>KB;ADEF@> 
―?K?R>―>KB1 

241"83 
6" 

9512N3 
58 

51523 
5 

01003 
0 

01003 
0 

4916N3 
45 N8 

95;U;62
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:56;J@;?;OC@B>―;JH―IKI@BF?BDF0;BG>;TD==DLIKR;>KG?KA>―>KB@;BD;BG>;JW]
 
L>F>;E@>TE=;IK;Q>FTDF―IKR;HEBI>@M 

JK@L>F>HM;425; OPIQQ>HM;90 

DGh_IbG 
rJ\bWpIJ``` 

A__YwWIJs 
ebf]bIYWgWGI``` 

{I\WebYdeG 
AWWIWWI_s``` 

99;U;62
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DG\GhW 
Aa\]f\�fIsYa``` 

w[_\GI 
{IjhIWGWs``` 

{IjhIWG 
w[_\GIWYo\cI``` 

{IjhIWG 

96;U;62
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DGJebcfgYAcJII AcJII dIhGJ\f C]W\cJII DGJebcfgYC]W\cJII 

d�AYZY_]_YbeGYhWIYGH]WYpI\GhJI` 

CNFJBPQR APFEE BESNFAQ OKCAPFEE CNFJBPQR BTAGKGOKO NJNAQ 
APFEE OKCAPFEE BJNGSCE 

NIKC 
UEANSFEV 

OBEH>KB;]F?K@T>F;J@@>@@―>KB;OB?BE@M;?== 991223 521003 215"3 41873 41953 951N83 
?@@IRK>H;B>@B@;?F>;HI@Q=?C>H;LG>K;BG> 24 9N N 9 5 20 425 
BF?K@T>F;@BEH>KB;―?BAG;I@;―?H> 

JHH;^@>FM;DK=IK>;@C@B>―;H>T?E=B@;BD;BG> 9"14N3 951563 61"43 01""3 01003 5"1953 
HI@BFIAB;DT;BG>;OC@B>―;JH―IKI@BF?BDF 22 68 7 4 0 60 425 
AF>?BIKR;BG>;?AADEKB 

W>?@DK;[DB;J@@>@@>HM;J@@IRK―>KB@ 5"1683 561203 218"3 01""3 01""3 641753 
>[QDFB;IKA=EH>@;BG>;@Q>AITIA;W>?@DK;[DB 60 97 8 4 4 "9 424 
J@@>@@>H 

OB?BE@;J!?I=?Y=>M;!I>L;BG>;IKHI!IHE?= 9N1003 9"1003 "1"73 01003 41993 4N1003 
?@@>@@―>KB;@B?BE@;IK;BG>;JW] 27 26 40 0 5 57 420 

^QH?B>;W>1E>@B@M;EQH?B>;F>1E>@B@;F>―?IK 571993 571993 "1003 51003 01"73 9"1"73 
!I@IY=>;TDF;?==;E@>F@ 64 64 8 9 4 22 420 

W>1E>@B;^QH?B>@;<?R>M;HI@Q=?C@;BG> 5"1093 571603 "1N23 01"N3 01003 981063 
K>L>@B;F>1E>@B@;TIF@B 9N 60 40 4 0 27 46" 

W>1E>@B;^QH?B>@;<?R>M;IKA=EH>@;?;=?@B 561N93 5"1803 N1873 01003 01003 981943 
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Table F-1. 2018–19 FSAA—PT: Content and Bias Review Bias Panelist Feedback – ELA & Social Studies 

Strongly 
Disagree 

Disagree 
Neither 

Agree nor 
Disagree 

Agree 
Strongly 

Agree 
Comments 

The Bias and Sensitivity 
Overview Session was 
helpful. 

0% 0% 0% 25% 75% 

Overall, the item review 
process worked well. 

0% 0% 0% 25% 75% 

The Bias and Sensitivity 
Guidelines document and 
Checklist were helpful. 

0% 0% 0% 12% 88% 

The process for providing 
feedback and 
recommendations worked 
well. 

0% 0% 0% 12% 88% 

I had all the materials 
necessary to complete 
this task. 

0% 0% 0% 12% 88% 

The location of the 
meeting and facilities 
worked well. 

0% 0% 0% 12% 88% 

Three things I liked best about this experience/ 

•	 Lots of collaboration and opportunities to dialogue with other educators 

•	 Ms. Quiet was gracious and intelligent 

•	 Open for feedback 

•	 The people and staff; everyone was respectful 

•	 Hotel, hotel staff, Measured Progress staff, and committee members 

•	 The structure of the review process 

•	 Gained understanding of how the questions are made/system in general 

•	 Diverse group of participants 

•	 Location, hotel, and facilitator 
Three things I would change about this experience/ 

•	 Participants had a difficult time focusing on our goal; Many commented on content and were 
not reminded to stay focused on bias and sensitivity 

•	 Too many options; a lot of tasks for ELA 

•	 It can be difficult at times to keep content and bias separate 
Questions I still have/ 

•	 Will the participants receive the revisions? 



  

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
     

 
  

     

 
 

 
     

 
 

  
 

     

 

 
     

 
 

 
     

     

    

   

 

 
 

Table F-2. 2018–19 FSAA—PT: Content and Bias Review Bias Panelist Feedback – Mathematics & Science 

Strongly 
Disagree 

Disagree 
Neither 

Agree nor 
Disagree 

Agree 
Strongly 

Agree 
Comments 

The Bias and Sensitivity 
Overview Session was 
helpful. 

0% 0% 0% 22% 78% 

Overall, the item review 
process worked well. 

0% 0% 0% 0% 100% 

The Bias and Sensitivity 
Guidelines document and 
Checklist were helpful. 

0% 0% 0% 0% 100% 

The process for providing 
feedback and 
recommendations worked 
well. 

0% 0% 0% 0% 100% 

I had all the materials 
necessary to complete 
this task. 

0% 0% 0% 0% 100% 

The location of the 
meeting and facilities 
worked well. 

0% 0% 0% 0% 100% 

• Process 

• Collaboration with a diverse group 

• Extensive and provides justifications  for test 

• Facilitator was great! 

• Well organized 

• Comfort of  hotel/conference center 

• Size of  the group 

• Respectful, professional, friendly committee 

• Gluten  free  food provided 

• Great pace 

• Seeing the VI materials 

• Seeing all grade levels 

Three things I liked best about this experience/ 

Three things I would change about this experience/ 

• Planned out what to achieve each day better 

• Structured discussion with other teachers when work is done 

• Add a Q&A or recap with DOE representation 
Questions I still have/ 



  

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

     

 
  

     

 
  

     

 
 

 
     

 

 
     

 
 

  
 

     

 

 
     

 
 

 
      

Table F-3. 2018–19 FSAA—PT: Content and Bias Review Content Panelist Feedback – ELA 1 & 2 

Strongly 
Disagree 

Disagree 
Neither 

Agree nor 
Disagree 

Agree 
Strongly 

Agree 
Comments 

The Content Overview 
Session was helpful. 

0% 0% 0% 0% 100% 

Overall, the item review 
process worked well. 

0% 0% 0% 0% 100% 

The Content Review 
Checklist was helpful. 

0% 0% 0% 0% 100% 

I understood how to use 
the Depth of Knowledge 
when rating items. 

0% 0% 0% 14% 86% 

I understood how to use 
the Presentation Rubric 
when rating items. 

0% 0% 0% 0% 100% 

The process for providing 
feedback and 
recommendations worked 
well. 

0% 0% 0% 0% 100% 

I had all the materials 
necessary to complete 
this task. 

0% 0% 0% 0% 100% 

The location of the 
meeting and facilities 
worked well. 

0% 0% 0% 14% 86% Tampa would be better 

Three  things I  liked b est  about this experience/  

• Feedback and views from  other educators 

• Location 

• Guidance  from  facilitator 

• Aligning the content with the standards 

• The interaction with those in  different roles, gen ed teachers, admin, etc. 

• Teamwork 
Three  things I  would  change about this experience/  

•   
Questions I still have/  



  

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

     

 
  

     

 
 

     

 
 

 
     

 
 

 
     

 
 

  
 

     

 
 

 
     

 
  

     

     

 

 

  

 

 
    

   

Table F-4. 2018–19 FSAA—PT: Content and Bias Review Content Panelist Feedback – Algebra & Geometry 

Strongly 
Disagree 

Disagree 
Neither 

Agree nor 
Disagree 

Agree 
Strongly 

Agree 
Comments 

The Content Overview 
Session was helpful. 

0% 0% 0% 43% 57% 

Overall, the item review 
process worked well. 

0% 0% 0% 0% 100% 

The Content Review Checklist 
was helpful. 

0% 0% 0% 43% 57% 

I understood how to use the 
Depth of Knowledge when 
rating items. 

0% 0% 0% 0% 100% 

I understood how to use the 
Presentation Rubric when 
rating items. 

0% 0% 0% 0% 100% 

The process for providing 
feedback and 
recommendations worked 
well. 

0% 0% 0% 14% 86% 

I had all the materials 
necessary to complete this 
task. 

0% 0% 0% 0% 100% 

The location of the meeting 
and facilities worked well. 

0% 0% 0% 0% 100% 

Three things I liked best about this experience/ 

•	 Collaborating with peers about content 

•	 Evaluating/understanding DOK 

•	 Facilitator was very helpful 

•	 Sharing ideas and coming up with conclusions as a group 

•	 I liked having all the materials on hand 

•	 Working together in a small group with different types of educators 

•	 Discussion and aligning standards 

•	 Increasing my knowledge of standards and special education testing 

•	 Analyzing test questions with a variety of teachers from around the state 

•	 Learning how the items are rated 

•	 Meeting facilities were excellent 
Three things I would change about this experience/ 

•	 Test items on chart paper or projected on white boards would make it easier to explain an 
edit you would like to include 



 

 

 

  

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

      
 

 
  

     

 
 

     

 
 

  
     

 

 
     

 
 

  
 

     

 
  

 
     

  
     

     

  

 

 

 

 

• It is difficult when the author is facilitating the meeting 

• At times, correcting questions became overwhelming 
Questions I still have/ 

• How will this information be shared and will our responses lead to these changes? 

Table F-5. 2018–19 FSAA—PT: Content and Bias Review Content Panelist Feedback – Civics & U.S. History 

Strongly 
Disagree 

Disagree 
Neither 

Agree nor 
Disagree 

Agree 
Strongly 

Agree 
Comments 

The Content Overview 
Session was helpful. 

0% 0% 12% 13% 75% 
Helpful but not necessarily 
for me to due population of 
students I teach 

Overall, the item review 
process worked well. 

0% 0% 0% 13% 87% 

The Content Review 
Checklist was helpful. 

0% 0% 0% 0% 100% 

I understood how to use 
the Depth of Knowledge 
when rating items. 

0% 0% 0% 0% 100% 

I understood how to use 
the Presentation Rubric 
when rating items. 

0% 0% 0% 0% 100% 

The process for providing 
feedback and 
recommendations worked 
well. 

0% 0% 0% 0% 100% 

I had all the materials 
necessary to complete this 
task. 

0% 0% 0% 0% 100% 

The location of the meeting 
and facilities worked well. 

0% 0% 0% 0% 100% 

Three things I liked best about this experience/ 

• The experience was great; everyone was very involved and respectful; very informative 

• I gained a better understanding of the content and writing of questions 

• Very information; really enjoyed the sessions 

• The group was easy to work with and the facilitator very helpful 

• Everything was very organized 

• Great way to provide feedback on a test 



 

    

  
   

 

  

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

     

 
  

     

 
 

     

 
 

 
      

 
 

 
     

 
 

  
 

      

  
 

 
     

  
      

     

   

 

   

 

 

•	 Hotel much better than Tampa last year 

•	 Hearing other points of view 

•	 Group was collaborative, informative, and goal-oriented 
Three things I would change about this experience/ 

•	 Reviewing the content was difficult and I did not feel I was able to contribute as much due to 
the severe/profound disabilities and extreme medical issues I teach; Reviewing/editing the 
questions still does not make the FSAA any easier to administer; I felt out of place as most 
of the group was school district personnel, DOE staff, principals, curriculum specialists, etc. 

Questions I still have/ 

Table F-6. 2018–19 FSAA—PT: Content and Bias Review Content Panelist Feedback – Mathematics Grades 3–8 

Strongly 
Disagree 

Disagree 
Neither Agree 
nor Disagree 

Agree 
Strongly 

Agree 
Comments 

The Content Overview 
Session was helpful. 

0% 0% 0% 22% 78% 

Overall, the item review 
process worked well. 

0% 0% 0% 0% 100% 

The Content Review 
Checklist was helpful. 

0% 0% 0% 22% 78% 

I understood how to use the 
Depth of Knowledge when 
rating items. 

0% 0% 0% 11% 89% Very helpful! 

I understood how to use the 
Presentation Rubric when 
rating items. 

0% 0% 0% 22% 78% 

The process for providing 
feedback and 
recommendations worked 
well. 

0% 0% 0% 0% 100% Great group! 

I had all the materials 
necessary to complete this 
task. 

0% 0% 0% 0% 100% 

The location of the meeting 
and facilities worked well. 

0% 0% 0% 0% 100% Love it here! 

Three things I liked best about this experience/ 

•	 Personnel, location, and timing 

•	 Able to provide my input based on my experience and the students I work with 

•	 Collaboration and hearing other points of view 

•	 Meeting new people, FSAA has a great helpful staff - always full of smiles 

•	 The breaks made it less stressful 

•	 The location was great; working with familiar people from last year’s session 

•	 Being involved in the process 



   

  

  
   

 
    

  
 

 

   

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

     

 
  

     

 
 

     

 
 

 
     

 

 
     

 
 

  
 

     

 

 
     

 
 

 
     

     

•	 Meeting fellow educators and discussing the materials 

•	 The opportunity to see the progression of skills through the grades 

•	 Diversity of the group made the decision process flow smoothly; we had almost every 
aspect of people who do and don’t work with these students, so we all looked at “different” 
things and come together easily 

Three things I would change about this experience/ 

•	 Lunch on our own 

•	 Work in small groups within the committee 
Questions I still have/ 

•	 How can we address the curriculum even with accommodations/modifications to meet 
students with significant cognitive disabilities and still provide age appropriate 
materials/curriculum> 

Table F-7. 2018–19 FSAA—PT: Content and Bias Review Content Panelist Feedback – ELA Grades 3-8 

Strongly 
Disagree 

Disagree 
Neither 

Agree nor 
Disagree 

Agree 
Strongly 

Agree 
Comments 

The Content Overview 
Session was helpful. 

0% 0% 0% 33% 67% 

Overall, the item review 
process worked well. 

0% 0% 0% 44% 56% 

The Content Review 
Checklist was helpful. 

0% 0% 0% 44% 56% 

I understood how to use 
the Depth of Knowledge 
when rating items. 

0% 0% 0% 22% 78% 

I understood how to use 
the Presentation Rubric 
when rating items. 

0% 0% 0% 22% 78% 

The process for providing 
feedback and 
recommendations worked 
well. 

0% 0% 0% 11% 89% 

I had all the materials 
necessary to complete 
this task. 

0% 11% 0% 22% 67% 

The location of the 
meeting and facilities 
worked well. 

0% 0% 0% 11% 89% 

Three things I liked best about this experience/ 



   

 

 

 

   
    

 

 
 

  

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

     

 
 

     

 
 

     

 
 

 
     

 

 
     

 
 

 
     

  
 

     

 
 

     

• Seeing the care taken for selecting each task and distractor 

• Wonderful experience; gained an understanding of the assessment 

• Facilitator, participants, and location 

• Collaboration with colleagues, facilitator 

• Capturing notes in real time 

• High technology 

• The group and provided materials 

• Working with a diverse team 

• Clear objectives that help our population 

• Comfortable location 

• Working with professionals/peers from different counties, DOE, and Measured Progress 

• Being a part of the process 

• Facilitator was flexible and had a positive attitude 
Three things I would change about this experience/ 

• More explanations would have been helpful at the start 

• Emphasizing the need to keep receipts for reimbursement 

• Make the process more systematic 

• Provide grade level words, Lexile, and all standards to promote understanding 
Questions I still have/ 

Table F-8. 2018–19 FSAA—PT: Content and Bias Review Content Panelist Feedback – Science 

Strongly 
Disagree 

Disagree 
Neither 

Agree nor 
Disagree 

Agree 
Strongly 

Agree 
Comments 

The Content Overview Session 
was helpful. 

0% 0% 0% 33% 67% 

Overall, the item review process 
worked well. 

0% 0% 0% 22% 78% 

The Content Review Checklist was 
helpful. 

0% 0% 0% 11% 89% 

I understood how to use the 
Depth of Knowledge when rating 
items. 

0% 0% 0% 11% 89% 

I understood how to use the 
Presentation Rubric when rating 
items. 

0% 0% 0% 11% 89% 

The process for providing 
feedback and recommendations 
worked well. 

0% 0% 0% 11% 89% 

I had all the materials necessary 
to complete this task. 

0% 0% 0% 11% 89% 

The location of the meeting and 
facilities worked well. 

0% 0% 0% 22% 78% 



     

 

 

 

 
    

 

 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
  

     

 
 

     

 
 

     

 
     

 
 

     

     

 

  

Three things I liked best about this experience/ 

•	 Excellent facilitator; great hotel 

•	 Open discussions about the tasks and items 

•	 The ability to have input into the process 

•	 Interaction between content area experts and educators from various areas 

•	 Understanding what is taught in the grade I don’t teach 
•	 Insight into the test/item development 

•	 Collaboration, shared knowledge/experience 

•	 Having a say in how the questions are worded 

•	 Understanding and participating in the process 

•	 Utilizing this new knowledge in test preparation 

•	 Hearing other perspectives and having opportunities to improve FSAA 

•	 Presenters were very knowledgeable, worked well as a team, and were very respectful 
Three things I would change about this experience/ 

•	 Room in hotel to prepare for departure if not remaining overnight 

•	 Slightly repetitive, but I don’t see a way to change that 
Questions I still have/ 

•	 Will the same people come back next time? 

Table F-9. 2018–19 FSAA—PT: Passage Bias Review 

Strongly 
Disagree 

Disagree 
Neither 

Agree nor 
Disagree 

Agree 
Strongly 

Agree 
Comments 

I was provided clear expectations 
for the goals of the meeting. 

0% 0% 0% 0% 100% 

Overall, the task of reviewing the 
Item Specifications worked well. 

0% 0% 0% 0% 100% 

I had all the materials necessary to 
complete this task. 

0% 0% 0% 0% 100% 

The meeting was organized and well 
facilitated. 

0% 0% 0% 0% 100% 

The location of the meeting and 
facilities worked well. 

0% 0% 0% 0% 100% 

Three things I liked best about this experience/ 

•	 Panel; facilitator; accommodations 

•	 The overall experience; being able to identify obstacles “our” students may face; the 
size/length of the passages 



  

 
  

 
 

 
 

 

 
  

 
     

 
 

 
 

     

 

 
     

 
     

 
 

 
     

•	 Meeting very organize; the  folders and the content were very helpful 

•	 Collaborating with other educators; discussing how passages align with standards; learning 
about ACCESS assessment 

•	 The group  discussion  and input 

•	 Lunch was fabulous; feeling that our input was useful and valued 

•	 The process; seeing and hearing different viewpoints/opinions; working with educators from 
across the state 

Three  things I  would  change about this experience/  

•	 None 

•	 The possibility to see  the pic/map that will accompany the passage; offer this opportunity to 
other educators; parking 

•	 Work on having more consistent technology 

•	 Would like to see some examples of the questions/charts that  go with the passages 

•	 Nothing! 

•	 Technical issues were challenging 

Questions I still have/  

•	 Why  are most of the sentences so short in the passages? 

Table F-10. 2018–19 FSAA—PT: Content Advisory Committee – English Language Arts 

English Language 
Arts 

Strongly 
Disagree 

Disagree 
Neither 

Agree nor 
Disagree 

Agree 
Strongly 

Agree 
Comments 

I was provided clear 
expectations for the goals 
of the meeting. 

0% 0% 0% 0% 100% 

Overall, the task of 
reviewing the Item 
Specifications worked 
well. 

0% 0% 0% 0% 100% 

I had all the materials 
necessary to complete 
this task. 

0% 0% 0% 12% 88% 

The meeting was 
organized and well 
facilitated. 

0% 0% 0% 0% 100% 

The location of the 
meeting and facilities 
worked well. 

0% 0% 0% 0% 100% 



     

 

   

   

 

 

 
  

    

 

 

 

 

    

 

  

  
 

 
 

 
 

 
  

 
     

 
 

     

 
  

     

 
 

     

 
 

     

Three things I liked best about this experience/ 

•	 Working with teachers who have different experiences 

•	 Location; Collaboration with others in my field to develop tests for students; Efficiency in which meetings are 
held 

•	 I really enjoyed having various level/grades in the group (some were not teaching special needs students.) 

•	 Analyzing the tasks; Learning the assessment/creation process; Networking 

•	 Facilitator; Accommodations; Panel participants 

•	 Great teamwork! Excellent feedback! Awesome facilitator! 

•	 I liked having people that were familiar with the process to help things keep moving; The notes being put 
where we can see; Group discussions to see new perspectives 

•	 It was a great learning experience that I want to keep participating in! I like meeting other people. You get to 
see what others are doing in their classrooms.
 

• Awesome ☺

Three things I would change about this experience/ 

• Materials complete (stems, responses, etc.)
 
• There wasn’t coffee & tea during sessions. Really missed the mints. ☺

•	 Have fewer holes in the tasks so we are better able analyze the tasks. 

•	 nothing–nothing–nothing 

•	 I wouldn’t change anything. 

Questions I still have/ 

•	 None. Always enjoy participating! Great group of facilitators. 

•	 Students who use a device to communicate, how do you want them to complete the test, or do they need to 
use their device? 

•	 How long should we allot to take this test? 

•	 Should we be going to a specific place for tests? 

•	 What about our Matrix students? 

Table F-11. 2018–19 FSAA—PT: Content Advisory Committee – Mathematics 

Mathematics 
Strongly 
Disagree 

Disagree 
Neither 

Agree nor 
Disagree 

Agree 
Strongly 

Agree 
Comments 

I was provided clear 
expectations for the goals of the 
meeting. 

0% 0% 0% 0% 100% 

Overall, the task of reviewing 
the Item Specifications worked 
well. 

0% 0% 0% 0% 100% 

I had all the materials necessary 
to complete this task. 

0% 0% 0% 0% 100% 

The meeting was organized and 
well facilitated. 

0% 0% 0% 0% 100% 

The location of the meeting and 
facilities worked well. 

0% 0% 0% 0% 100% 



 

  
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
     

 
 

 
 

     

 

 
     

 
     

 
 

 
     

Three  things I  liked b est  about this experience/  

•	 Pacing while in group 

•	 Learning from colleagues; Seeing what the ESE teachers do to modify for students; The facilitator 

•	 Working with peers as a group 

•	 Being  able to collaborate  with both teachers of Gen. Ed. Math and Sped; Interesting to see the “process”; 
Feeling  like I’ve contributed 

•	 Respectful discussion; Location; Being  involved  in development process 

•	 Opportunity to interact with other ESE professionals  who have experiences  with the test; Opportunity  to view 
sequencing  of objectives/access points across all grades; Opportunity  to make sure special  needs of  my 
students  are not ignored. 

•	 Collaboration  with committee; Exposure to alternate  assessment material; Exposure to various grade level 
assessments 

Three  things I  would  change about this experience/  

•	 Shorter sessions over course of day; Air travel  option regardless of distance 

•	 Warmer temperatures in meeting rooms 

•	 None  at this time 

•	 Raise the thermostat in the  meeting room! Be able to see examples of the graphics, etc. to better understand 
test items. 3 

•	 Increase temperature in the room a few degrees; More time to be able to analyze the content in greater detail 

Questions I still have/  

•	 How can  I be hired to be on the items review committee? 

•	 How can  I become a member of the team? 

•	 Why test students to this extent? 

Table F-12. 2018–19 FSAA—PT: Content Advisory Committee – Science 

Science 
Strongly 
Disagree 

Disagree 
Neither 

Agree nor 
Disagree 

Agree 
Strongly 

Agree 
Comments 

I was provided clear 
expectation for the goals 
of the meeting. 

0% 0% 0% 0% 100% 

Overall, the task of 
reviewing the Item 
Specifications worked 
well. 

0% 0% 0% 0% 100% 

I had all the materials 
necessary to complete 
this task. 

0% 0% 0% 0% 100% 

The meeting was 
organized and well 
facilitated. 

0% 0% 0% 0% 100% 

The location of the 
meeting and facilities 
worked well. 

0% 0% 0% 0% 100% 



  

  
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
     

 
 

 
 

     

 

 
     

 
     

 
 

 
     

Three  things I  liked b est  about this experience/  

•	 Group worked  well together; Great insight and  feedback! 

•	 The discussions; The organization 

•	 Facilitator; DOE rep.; Healthy  discussion  and involvement by  panelists 

•	 Measured Progress’ staff is awesome! Hotel is  nice. 
•	 Location; Process organization; Feel of professionalism 

•	 Collaboration  with teachers at all  levels; Time to analyze the  questions/specs; Specific supporting 
documents/papers 

•	 Working with other teachers  knowledgeable in their specialty content and application  to students 

•	 Prompt; Prepared; Willing to listen  and give good feedback 

Three  things I  would  change about this experience/  

•	 The Temperature 

•	 Have the item specs be like the test above each other instead of beside or flipping  pages  back and forth 

•	 Do Miami or Jackson 

•	 Nothing really 

•	 A/C temperature; Nothing else! 

•	 Only  one: not as cold of a room. 

Questions I still have/  

•	 Will there be  EOC for any other HS course soon? 

•	 None. This is a valuable professional  development experience. Thank  you! 

Table F-13. 2018–19 FSAA—PT: Content Advisory Committee – Social Studies 

Social Studies 
Strongly 
Disagree 

Disagree 
Neither 

Agree nor 
Disagree 

Agree 
Strongly 

Agree 
Comments 

I was provided clear 
expectation for the goals 
of the meeting. 

0% 0% 0% 0% 100% 

Overall, the task of 
reviewing the Item 
Specifications worked 
well. 

0% 0% 0% 0% 100% 

I had all the materials 
necessary to complete 
this task. 

0% 0% 0% 0% 100% 

The meeting was 
organized and well 
facilitated. 

0% 0% 0% 0% 100% 

The location of the 
meeting and facilities 
worked well. 

0% 0% 0% 14% 86% 



  
 

 
 

 
 

 
      

 
 

      

        

 
 

      

  
      

       

Three  things I  liked b est  about this experience/  

•	 The exchange in ideas; The opportunity to contribute; Having the chance to participate 

•	 Very knowledgeable/experienced facilitator; Well set-up room for small group; All  group members participated 
in discussion 

•	 Feel  input is  well recognized; Meeting  different teachers and educators that deal  with the same things; 
Learning new things 

•	 Great presenter; explained clearly 

•	 Collaboration; Active participation; Pacing 

•	 The chance to hear other’s  view. 
•	 The group  leader; Our group—a good cross section  of educators; The overall process 

Three  things I  would  change about this experience/  

•	 Have a form to record the  item specifications checklist for each grade level/items reviewed 

•	 Start meeting/work at 9 AM. Would not feel so rushed. 

•	 Have a “hot” lunch instead  of cold sandwiches  and salads. 
•	 I cannot think of anything, each time the process gets better … great  work! 

Questions I still have/  

•	 None. Thank  you. 

Table F-14. 2018–19 FSAA—PT: Train-the-Trainer, Full Day 

Full Day 
Strongly 
Disagree 

Disagree 
Neither 

Agree nor 
Disagree 

Agree 
Strongly 

Agree 
Comments 

The high level overview of the FSAA 
program was helpful. 

0% 0% 0% 8.3% 87.5% 4.2% didn’t respond 

The review of the FSAA—PT 
administration procedure was clear. 

0% 0% 0% 4.2% 91.7% 4.2% didn’t respond 

The administration videos were helpful. 0% 0% 0% 12.5% 79.2% 8.3% didn’t respond 

The practice administration activity was 
helpful. 

0% 0% 0% 12.5% 83.3% 4.2% didn’t respond 

The questions I had about the 2018 
FSAA—PT were answered. 

0% 0% 8.3% 4.2% 83.3% 4.2% didn’t respond 

Overall the training worked well. 0% 0% 0% 0% 91.7% 8.3 didn’t respond 

Three  things I  liked b est  about this experience/  

•	 The Partner activity 

•	 Listening to partners experiences x 2 

•	 Able to comfortably  ask questions 

•	 Having different presenters 



   
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

     

 
 

 
     

 
     

 
 

  
      

   
     

     

•	 Quick pace, open format for questions 

•	 Pacing, specific details, riders 

•	 Collaborating  with other districts, videos, model of websites 

•	 Face to face X2 

•	 Excellent, clear  presentation 

•	 Healthy options for breakfast, lunch, very  great way to  show us how much you care! 

•	 Relaxed and openness of the training team. Comfortable overall 

•	 Very  informative, well presented, very  thankful I was  able to attend. 

•	 Materials  Provided, resources that will  be available, flow/schedule. 

•	 Ease of getting questions answers 

•	 Experience of the instructors 

•	 Hands on experience, videos, visuals 

•	 Very comfortable and clear 

•	 Questions / Videos / Examples 

Three things I would change about this experience/  

•	 Incorporating more collaboration or movement, as  well  as providing participants time to explore content in 
other ways. Creating  a product of technology? 

•	 PowerPoint for review of material, not new teachers 

•	 More time to practice. 

•	 Adding a  no response piece to the  AVS 

•	 More time on data section, now sure how  to present more, I found the data piece  was challenging. 

•	 Ending time 

Questions I  still have/  

•	 What are “jump drives” used for scanning and security  protocol procedures. 
•	 When getting ready to train teachers, where do I begin? So much information  was shared, Im not sure where 

to start / what  to share. 

Table F-15. 2018–19 FSAA—PT: Train-the-Trainer, Half Day Update 

Update Training 
Strongly 
Disagree 

Disagree 
Neither 

Agree nor 
Disagree 

Agree 
Strongly 

Agree 
Comments 

The FSAA—PT half-day update 
training worked well. 

0% 0% 1.6% 16.4% 82% 

The review of the FSAA—PT 
administration survey results was 
helpful. 

0% 0% 4.2% 25.4% 73.8% 

The FSAA—PT administration training 
points were helpful. 

0% 1.6% 6.6% 29.5% 60.7% 

I have the materials and resources I 
need to conduct trainings in my 
district. 

0% 0% 6.6% 29.5% 60.7% 1.6% didn’t respond 

The questions I had about the 2019 
FSAA—PY were answered. 

0% 0% 6.6% 26.2% 67.2% 

Overall the training worked well. 0% 0% 1.6% 19.7% 78.7% 



Three  things I  liked b est  about this experience/  

•	 Hearing  what  other districts and what  worked  well for them 

•	 Easy  to follow 

•	 Awesome venue 

•	 Small groups 

•	 Sharing from other Districts. 

•	 Loved the key training points handout. 

•	 The review of the survey results, roles of the AAC, and talking  about VAM 

•	 Training key points, copy of PowerPoint, Group activities 

•	 Opening reflection Activity,  informative, venue 

•	 Open session much appreciated. Maybe consider offering  through  adobe connect for veteran trainers. 

•	 Location, focused  on changes. 

•	 Liked the training broken up for new or returning. Likes smaller groups. 

•	 Hotel, Training room/small groups, relevance of the training. 

•	 Collaboration  with other Districts, TAM was final, location, key training  points 

•	 Shorter, great opportunities to  work with others, varied  activities 

•	 Hearing things that have gone  wrong, so we can fix them 

•	 Loved the  hotel, Angie great at Q&A, MP  does  a great job  with feedback and incorporating 

•	 Hit key points, concise 

•	 Good presenters, flow  of training, networking  with districts 

•	 Short and to the  point for us who have completed the full day training numerous times, measured progress is 
always prepared. 

•	 The ability to share with the group  as to  what  worked and didn’t work in your district. The direct feedback  from 
MP  and DOE, the training addressed the needs  of AACs 

•	 Presenters were open to answering questions, materials 

•	 ½ day  update, Q&A opportunities, sharing ideas 

•	 DOE &  MP open to discussion  and feedback 

•	 Statistics from teacher surveys 

•	 Short days, Data provided, facilities 

•	 Short update, updated important fact list 

•	 Location, resources, presenters 

•	 Shortened training for those of us well versed in FSAA—PT 

•	 Location, Venue, trainers 

•	 Incorporations  of the key training points 

•	 Opportunity to talk with other districts, time to think about needs  of the district 

•	 Surveys, asked for AAC/SLC suggestions 

•	 Opportunities to share experiences  with other districts 

Three  things I  would  change about the  experience/  

•	 Please start on time and provide more training materials for new teachers 

•	 PowerPoints that include all slides should be  provided. Slides  were shown that were not included in the 
PowerPoint.  Many  of these were very  important slides. Online  System PowerPoint was not provided. Please 
send participants  both PowerPoints so we have complete  information 

•	 Webinar for next year. Make it a requirement for new trainers only to attend face to face. Have all slides 
presented available in PowerPoint print out. 

•	 Please have the PowerPoint fully  inclusive of the presented materials. Face to face training was not needed  for 
experienced trainers. Online updates  and reminders would have sufficed. 

•	 Have the PowerPoint on the online system to refer back to as I train teachers 

•	 Would be nice to offer an accountability session for FSAA  in conjunction  with this session. Usually  different 
people handle this in Districts. 



•	 Please add the resources for accountability  and VAM to the MP  website so  we can get out teachers to go there 
for all resources. 

•	 Wish the train the trainer presentations  were available earlier, ad I train/update returning teachers is early 
August. Need  online update PowerPoint, missing slides when reviewing  PowerPoint 

•	 Please provide  all slides for the PowerPoint that were displayed on the screen. I had to take pictures  of slides 
that I needed that weren’t provided in the handouts. 

•	 Online  PowerPoint prior to training 

•	 Spent a longtime on lessons learned and sharing out –  keep to 30 min or less. 

•	 Sessions  allowed participants to get off topic or discussions lasted too  long 

•	 Access to materials presented either paper or online to take notes. Its hard to take notes  on  information  when 
we don’t have the full presentation 

•	 Have the training  in Tampa 

•	 Give us the full  PowerPoint 

•	 Provide all slides for PPT, provide  access electronically  as  well. 

•	 Provide paper copy  of complete PowerPoint 

Questions I  still have/  

•	 Why can’t all updates/new  information be presented at  this annual training for Trainers? Need to start training 
teachers right away. Updates for major changes  would be nice to know. 

•	 Why didn’t we get the PowerPoint about the online system? That review  would be a nice resource 
•	 Printed  practice tests 

•	 Thank you for staying positive through criticism 

•	 Why  we cannot be provided with NEW practice materials, more than 2 items per content area, at  least 2  –  3 
items  for session 1. 2  –  3 different ones for session  2. We would even print them out at the district if they 
cannot be  printed  for us. We had a “Library” of practice materials  with FAA and the teachers  were able to use 
many  variations  with their students. With only  2 items the teachers and students get bored doing the same 
things over and over so they  end up not using them at all. 

•	 I hope to see changes that we requested or presented  in the meeting today 
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I.                 Overview 

This document will describe the Information Technology Processing and Reporting Business 

Requirements for the 2018-2019 Florida Standards Alternate Assessment—Performance Task testing 

window in support of providing the Florida Department of Education (FDOE) FSAA—Performance 

Task student assessment test results. 

 

A. Points of Contact 

Title Name Contact Email 

Client Services Program 
Manager 

Larry Ehret Ehret.Larry@measuredprogress.org 

Project Manager Information 
Technology 

Sarah McCain McCain.Sarah@measuredprogress.org  

Manager Information 
Technology Processing & 
Reporting 

Sanjay Iyer Iyer.Sanjay@measuredprogress.org 

Manager Information 
Technology Software Quality 
Assurance 

Scott Duquette Duquette.Scott@measuredprogress.org  

Senior Business Analyst 
Information Technology 

Keira Nevers Nevers.Keira@measuredprogress.org  

Primary Processing Developer Chen Chang Chang.Chen@measuredprogress.org  

Primary Report Developer Chris Lavertu Lavertu.Chris@measuredprogress.org  

Primary SQA Engineer Fred McCassey McCassey.Fred@measuredprogress.org  

Primary Data Analyst Tyler Blouin Blouin.Tyler@measuredprogress.org  

Principal Data & Reporting 
Architect 

Andrea Hebert Hebert.Andrea@measuredprogress.org 

 

B.               Risks 

Any risks shall be identified and recorded in their respective repositories.  All stakeholders shall be 

notified of any risks associated to their responsible area’s and be engaged as necessary.  

C.               Deliverables 

Data file deliverables shall pass all validation rules and formats based on the layout and specification 

document. All printed or online deliverables presented to FDOE shall pass all quality assurance 

testing and validation to ensure accurate and precise reporting results.  

1) Printed Report deliverables shall be delivered to the school Districts of FDOE by carrier, 

packed by school and available using the LENS online portal. 

  

mailto:Ehret.Larry@measuredprogress.org
mailto:McCain.Sarah@measuredprogress.org
mailto:Iyer.Sanjay@measuredprogress.org
mailto:Duquette.Scott@measuredprogress.org
mailto:Nevers.Keira@measuredprogress.org
mailto:Chang.Chen@measuredprogress.org
mailto:Lavertu.Chris@measuredprogress.org
mailto:McCassey.Fred@measuredprogress.org
mailto:Blouin.Tyler@measuredprogress.org
mailto:Hebert.Andrea@measuredprogress.org
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Type of Report 
Num 
Provided 
to State  

Provided 
to District  

Brief Description of Contents 

School Report Online 

Three 
Print blk & 
wht 
Copies; 

Online 

Roster of students in a school by 
assessment 

Basic student demographic 
information, Number of items 
correct by task level, scaled score 
and achievement level  

Student Report Online 

One Print 
Color 
Copy; 

Color 
Online 

Basic student demographic 
information, Number and percent of 
items correct by task level for 
tested assessments, Scaled Score 
and Achievement Level, 
Longitudinal Achievement Levels  

 Table 1.0 Printed Deliverables 

2)      Data files shall be delivered to FDOE via secure FTP where applicable, and available online as 

required. 

Type of Datafile 
Provided 
to State 

Provided 
to District 

Brief Description of Contents 

State Student 
Data File 

FTP N/A 
Basic student demographic 
information and test results 

District Student 
Results 

Online Online 
Basic student demographic 
information and test results 

State Assessed 
Summary Data 
File 

FTP N/A 

Number of Assessed and Not 
Assessed students, achievement 
level, level 3 or above number and 
percent by tested grade, tested 
subject, school and district 

District 
Assessed 
Summary Data 
File 

Online Online 

Number of Assessed and Not 
Assessed students, achievement 
level, level 3 or above number and 
percent by tested grade, tested 
subject, school and district  

 Table 1.1 Datafile Deliverables 

D. Quality Assurance 

All data files and reports identified as a deliverable to the client shall pass internal quality assurance 

measures. The Software Quality Assurance (SQA) team works together with the data processing and 

data analysis teams to ensure that quality data is captured and delivered accurately. Quality control 

checks are being performed by the data processors and data analysts as the data is handed off via 

multiple internal software tools.  Included in the final execution, the SQA team executes test cases 

validating student printed reports and student labels for accuracy in comparison to the previously 

agreed-upon report design specifications. 
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II.            General Information 

A. Assessments 

The table below outlines the FSAA assessments students are eligible to participate based on enrolled 

grade.   

1)      For grades 03–10, a student is expected to participate in all content area tests required at a 

student’s enrolled grade. 

2)      Students enrolled in grades 06–08 have the option to participate in Access Civics EOC 

assessment. 

3)      Students enrolled in high school have the option to participate in Access Algebra I, Access 

Geometry, Access U.S. History and Access Biology I EOC assessments. 

4)      To fulfill educational requirements, students enrolled in high school may submit a Grade 09 or 10 

ELA assessment. 

5)      Only eligible tests identified as “Required” or “Optional” based on a student’s enrolled grade will 

be included in analysis and reporting. 

Student 
Enrolled 
Grade  

Test 
Grade 
Level 

Test Content Area 

ELA Math Science 
Civics 
EOC 

U.S. History 
EOC 

Algebra 
1 EOC 

Geometry 
EOC 

Biology 
1 EOC 

03 03 R R       

04 04 R R       

05 05 R R R      

06 06 R R       

07 07 R R       

08 08 R R R      

09 09 
R* 
(ELA 1) 

       

10 09 
O* 
(ELA 1) 

       

10 10 
R* 
(ELA 2) 

       

06,07,08 07    O^     

11, 12 09 O*        

11, 12 10 O*        

09, 10, 
11, 12 

High 
School 

    O O O O 

*Grade 9 students should take the ELA 1 assessment, and grade 10 students should take the ELA 2 assessment. 
However, FDOE allows flexibility depending on when the student is ready to take the assessment upon completion 
of their course work. Although flexibility is allowed, ELA 1 and ELA 2 are NOT considered EOCs. 
*Students enrolled in grade 10 who submit a grade 09 ELA 1 assessment are not required to also submit a grade 
10 ELA 2 assessment. 
^Civics is intended to be assessed at grade 7 or upon completion of the course. This is an EOC and is allowed at 
grades 06–08. 
R = Required O = Optional 

Table 2.0 Test Content Requirements 

B.               Student Test Administration 

1)      General Item Task Types 

a)      Selected response where a student selects one option 

b)      Multi-select where a student selects more than one option 
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c)      Match/Sort/Merge/Sequence where a student response is correct or incorrect 

d)      Writing Prompt 

2)      Scaffolding 

a)      Task 1 items in Sessions 1 and 2 item sets 

b)      If a student is unable to answer the Task 1 question correctly, scaffolding shall be 

administered by removing one response option. 

c)      After the removal of one response option, the task is presented to the student again with the 

remaining options only. 

3)      Session I 

a)      Item sets 1–16 

b)      Adaptive where each student is administered Task 1 

c)      Task 2 is administered only if the student responds correctly, without scaffolding to Task 1. 

d)      Task 3 is administered only if the student responds correctly to Task 2. 

4)      Session II 

a)      Field-test item sets 17–19 

b)      Non-adaptive where each student is administered Task 1, 2, and 3 in each item set 

c)      Administration of each task is not dependent upon performance on the previous task. 

5)      Session III (ELA – Writing Only) 

a)      Writing stimulus/prompts shall be administered as selected response and open response 

b)      Each student is administered all five (5) selected-response questions and the open-response 

writing prompt. 

c)      Administration of each task is not dependent upon performance on the previous task. 

 

III.        IT Processing Pre-Test Assessment Administration  

Pre-test assessment administration activities shall be completed prior to the test assessment 

administration window. The pre-administration window shall allow for the client to gather the student 

and testing subject data to provide Measured Progress and all other vendors the information to 

administer the test assessments. 

A. Student Roster and Test Data Preparation 

1)      Student registration shall be administered and managed in the ART systems where users are able 

to add students and assign tests. 

2)      Student Test Administration shall utilize the TAO systems testing platform where users are able 

to submit evidence and student assessment results. 

3)      All student assessments are administered with Paper Based Tests. 

4)      Student’s teachers, certified teacher or other licensed professional shall enter the student response 

and evidence of student’s writing results in the TAO systems using the testing platform. 

5)      Student demographics and test assignment shall be provided to Measured Progress IT Processing 

in the pre-defined format and layout specified. 

a)      Each assessed student shall have a unique FLEID number 

b)      Student demographics shall be validated and loaded to ART to enable test assignment 

c)      Test upload shall be used for the initial bulk upload and imported 

d)      Users shall have the ability to add tests for students once the student exists in the system 

e)      AAC clean-up shall commence with a review of imported data to make necessary updates 

accordingly in the FSAA Online System. 
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6)      Test assignment shall allow users to build out expected tests for each grade and subject. 

7)      Test item mapping shall be provided to Measured Progress IT Reporting in the pre-defined 

format and layout specified. 

IV.       Post-Test Assessment Administration  

The test assessment administration window shall be defined and closed prior to processing and 

reporting for Reporting.  The commencement of the testing window shall initiate activity to complete 

all results and reporting to the client. 

A. Performance Task Comparison with Datafolio 

Students may have testing results in both Performance Task and Datafolio assessments.  In the event 

that there are students that have testing results in both testing assessment platforms, the rules for 

retaining results shall be derived based on student test attempts and Not Tested Reason from each 

assessment. 

1)      A single student FLEID shall determine an individual student. 

2)      Comparison shall be derived only when a student has been identified to have test results in both 

assessments. 

3)      Test results from both Performance Task and Datafolio shall be used to determine the record of 

source for student reporting results 

4)      Attempted status shall be derived and used to determine the comparison for each platform. 

5)      The data shall be presented pre-discrepancy for both platforms for analysis and decisions 

a)      Pre-discrepancy results from Performance Task assessments shall be compared to pre-

discrepancy results from AVS Datafolio assessments using FLEID. 

b)      Test attemptedness status is not determined for processing comparison results 

6)      Performance Task results shall be provided by TAO systems from ART 

a)      Item attempt flag shall be used to consider the number of items a student attempted for a 

particular test, with the absence of a Not Tested Reason 

b)      If no items are attempted, the record shall be considered “No Attempt” for comparison 

purposes. 

7)      Datafolio results shall be provided by the AVS platform. 

a)      AVS final progress scores for each of the three progress entries shall be used for comparison. 

b)      If no items are submitted, or the student has a Not Tested Reason, the result shall be 

considered “No Attempt" for comparison purposes. 

c)      Any student with at least one progress entry shall be considered attempted for comparison 

purposes. 

8)      Comparison Rules shall be based on the Performance Task Not Tested Reason, if any, and the 

attempted status compared to the attempted status of the Datafolio test record 

9)      An action for each attempted status and Not Tested Reason shall be assigned to each record 

accordingly 
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Perf Task:  
Testing Platform  
Not Tested Reason 

Perf Task: 
Attempted 

Datafolio: 
Attempted 

Perf Task Action 
for each Test 

Datafolio Action for All Tests 

Blank No No none 
Not Tested Reason: Participating 
in Perf Task 

Blank Yes No none 
Not Tested Reason: Participating 
in Perf Task 

Deceased na No none 
Not Tested Reason: Participating 
in Perf Task 

EOC Deferred na No none 
Not Tested Reason: Participating 
in Perf Task 

Extraordinary Exemption na No none 
Not Tested Reason: Participating 
in Perf Task 

Home School na No none 
Not Tested Reason: Participating 
in Perf Task 

LY<1 yr—ELA ONLY na No none 
Not Tested Reason: Participating 
in Perf Task 

McKay Scholarship Recipient na No none 
Not Tested Reason: Participating 
in Perf Task 

Medical Complexity na No none 
Not Tested Reason: Participating 
in Perf Task 

Participating in Datafolio na No none none 

Participating in FSA 
ELA/MATH/SCIENCE 

na No none 
Not Tested Reason: Participating 
in Perf Task 

Student Absent - Unable to 
Assess 

na No none 
Not Tested Reason: Participating 
in Perf Task 

Student Hospitalized - 
Unable to Assess 

na No none 
Not Tested Reason: Participating 
in Perf Task 

Student not in Tested Grade na No none 
Not Tested Reason: Participating 
in Perf Task 

Student Withdrew na No none 
Not Tested Reason: Participating 
in Perf Task 

Test Administration Violation na No none 
Not Tested Reason: Participating 
in Perf Task 

Blank No Yes 

Not Tested 
Reason: 
Participating in 
Datafolio 

none 

Blank Yes Yes none 
Not Tested Reason: Participating 
in Perf Task 

Deceased na Yes none 
Not Tested Reason: Participating 
in Perf Task 

EOC Deferred na Yes none 
Not Tested Reason: Participating 
in Perf Task 

Extraordinary Exemption na Yes none 
Not Tested Reason: Participating 
in Perf Task 

Home School na Yes none 
Not Tested Reason: Participating 
in Perf Task 

LY<1 yr—ELA ONLY na Yes none 
Not Tested Reason: Participating 
in Perf Task 

McKay Scholarship Recipient na Yes none 
Not Tested Reason: Participating 
in Perf Task 

Medical Complexity na Yes none 
Not Tested Reason: Participating 
in Perf Task 

Participating in Datafolio na Yes none none 

Participating in FSA 
ELA/MATH/SCIENCE 

na Yes none 
Not Tested Reason: Participating 
in Perf Task 

Student Absent - Unable to 
Assess 

na Yes none 
Not Tested Reason: Participating 
in Perf Task 

Student Hospitalized - 
Unable to Assess 

na Yes none 
Not Tested Reason: Participating 
in Perf Task 
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Perf Task:  
Testing Platform  
Not Tested Reason 

Perf Task: 
Attempted 

Datafolio: 
Attempted 

Perf Task Action 
for each Test 

Datafolio Action for All Tests 

Student not in Tested Grade na Yes none 
Not Tested Reason: Participating 
in Perf Task 

Student Withdrew na Yes none 
Not Tested Reason: Participating 
in Perf Task 

Test Administration Violation na Yes none 
Not Tested Reason: Participating 
in Perf Task 

Table 4.0 Assessment Comparison 

B.               Student Assessment Data 

1)      The TAO system shall utilize the Deactivation Tool to determine the deactivation status 

2)      Deactivation is enabled to be set at a district level and used students who are no longer enrolled. 

a)      Deactivation status flag shall be set to “Disabled” 

b)      All records with a deactivation status flag set to Disabled shall be suppressed for processing 

and reporting purposes. 

3)      Item set score shall be derived based on the format of student responses collected from the online 

testing platform 

 

Hierarchy 
Item Set 
Score  

Score Assignment Rule 
Student 
Attempted 
Item Set 

1 blank Item Set Task 1 is Not Attempted  No 

2 A Task 1 Incorrect Yes 

3 B Task 1 Correct with Scaffolding Yes 

4 C Task 1 Correct without Scaffolding and Task 2 Incorrect Yes 

5 D 
Task 1 Correct without Scaffolding, Task 2 Correct, and 
Task 3 Incorrect 

Yes 

6 E Task 1, 2, and 3 Correct Yes 

      Table 4.1 Score Assignment 

a)      Task Student Score 

i)        Each task is scored as correct, incorrect or not attempted 

ii)      Task 1 items are indicated as being scaffolded or not scaffolded 

iii)    A task is considered scaffolded only if the scaffolding indicator is true 

iv)    A task is considered not attempted if the student response is NULL. 

b)      Task 1 Accuracy Scores 

i)        Numerator is the number of included item sets scored where C, D or E 

ii)      Denominator shall be set to 16, else 0 if no item sets exist 

iii)    Percent ([Numerator]/[Denominator]) shall be calculated if the denominator is not 0, and 

rounded to the nearest whole number. 

c)      Task 2 Accuracy Scores 

i)        Numerator is the number of included item sets scored where D or E. 

ii)      Denominator is the number of included item sets scored C, D or E. 

iii)    Percent ([Numerator]/[Denominator]) shall be calculated if the denominator is not 0, and 

rounded to the nearest whole number. 

d)      Task 3 Accuracy Scores 

i)        Numerator is the number of included item sets scored E. 

ii)      Denominator is the number of included item sets scored D or E. 

iii)    Percent ([Numerator]/[Denominator]) shall be calculated if the denominator is not 0, and 

rounded to the nearest whole number. 
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e)      Task 1 Accuracy Scores Scaffolded 

i)        Numerator is the number of included item sets scored B. 

ii)      Denominator is the number of included item sets scored A or B. 

iii)    Percent ([Numerator]/[Denominator]) shall be calculated if the denominator is not 0, and 

rounded to the nearest whole number. 

f)       Writing Scores 

i)        Selected Response Items are captured when the student response is not NULL or blank 

ii)      If an item is NULL or blank, the item is considered Not Attempted 

iii)    Writing prompt is scored using four dimensions (Title, Introduction, Supporting Details 

and Conclusion) rubric. 

iv)    An attempt is considered when at least one item is returned a score ranging 0–3. 

v)      Each raw dimension score shall have a rubric score of 1, 2 or 3. 

(1)    1 = Insufficient 

(2)    2 = Partial 

(3)    3 = Complete 

vi)    A raw score of 0 shall be derived if the student response is blank, no score or non-English 

(1)    B = Blank 

(2)    N = No Score 

(3)    F = Non-English 

g)      Writing Task Accuracy Scores 

i)        Numerator is the number of Writing selected-response items answered correctly 

ii)      Denominator shall be set to 5, else 0 if no Writing selected-response items answered 

correctly 

iii)    Percent ([Numerator]/[Denominator]) shall be calculated if the numerator is not 0, and 

rounded to the nearest whole number 

V.           Participation and Exclusions 

For each assessment required based on student eligibility and for each optional assessment submitted 

in the testing platform, a student participation status shall be assigned to support analysis and 

reporting of student results. An assessment is considered submitted if a form or test report code is 

assigned in the test reporting platform. The participation status shall be based on criteria for meeting 

attemptedness requirements as well as test data provided in the testing platform. 

A. Not Tested Reason 

Not Tested Reasons shall be available in the TAO system using the testing platform to assign specific 

cases where a student may not be tested.  The reasons are pre-defined and only available as a selection 

in the testing platform.  Only one Not Tested Reason may be selected and applied to a student result. 

B.               Student Test Participation 

1)      Test Attemptedness shall be derived based on the participation of student engagement in the 

assessment and shall be set to M = “Meets Test Attemptednes”s status, D = “Did Not Meet Test 

Attemptedness” status or N = “Not Tested Reason”. 

a)      “Meets Test Attemptedness” shall be derived when a student has attempted two or more item 

sets in any category that is not ELA (Reading or Writing). 
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b)      “Meets Test Attemptedness” shall be derived when a student has attempted two or more item 

sets in Reading category. 

c)      “Meets Test Attemptedness” shall be derived when a student has attempted one or more 

selected response items or has a non-blank response to a prompt in the Writing category 

d)      “Did Not Meet Test Attemptedness” shall be derived when a student has attempted at least 

one item, but does not meet the minimum requirement to reach a “Meets Test Attemptedness” 

status 

e)      “Not Tested” shall be derived when a student has no attempts (blank value) to any item sets, 

and there is no Not Tested Reason submitted with the test 

f)       “No Response” shall be derived when a student has been administered the test but has no 

response to all item sets (NULL value), and a Not Tested Reason is not listed. 

Test 
Attemptedness 
Rule 

Testing Platform Not Tested 
Reason 

Participation Status 

Assign Scaled 
Score and 

Achievement 
Level 

M 

Ignore all Not Tested Reasons 
provided, except for 
“Deceased” or “Test 
Administration Violation”, in the 
testing platform 

Tested Yes 

D,N Absent Absent No 

M,D,N 
Deceased* 

Excluded from analysis and 
reporting – Not assigned a 
test participation status 

No 

D,N EOC Deferred EOC Deferred No 

D,N Extraordinary Exemption Extraordinary Exemption No 

D,N Homeschool Homeschool No 

D,N Hospitalized Hospitalized No 

D,N LY<1 yr—ELA ONLY LY<1 yr—ELA ONLY No 

D,N McKay Scholarship McKay Scholarship No 

D,N Medical Complexity Medical Complexity No 

D,N Not in Tested Grade Not in Tested Grade No 

D,N Participating in Datafolio Participating in Datafolio No 

D,N Participating in FSA 
ELA/MATH/SCIENCE 

Participating in FSA 
ELA/MATH/SCIENCE 

No 

M,D,N Test Administration Violation* Test Administration Violation No 

D,N Withdrew Withdrew No 

D No reason provided in the 
testing platform 

Did Not Meet Attemptedness No 

N No reason provided in the 
testing platform or one of the 
selected Not Tested reasons 
exist 

Not Tested Unspecified No 

N No reason provided in the 
testing platform for not tested, 
and every item has NULL value 

No Response No 

*Not Tested Reason Participation Status is ignored for processing and reporting 

      Table 5.0 Participation Status 

C.               Test Invalidations 

1)      Districts shall have the ability to invalidate a test for a student with the option to invalidate the 

test. 
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2)      The invalidated test value shall be stored in the student test result as “Test Administration 

Violation” in the Not Tested Reason. 

D. School Type Reporting 

1)      School types shall be denotated in groups for reporting purposes. 

2)      All student results data shall report based on the testing district code and school code. 

3)      A datafile shall be generated for each school with at least one student enrolled, regardless of 

School Type designation. 

4)      A datafile shall be generated for each School Administration Unit. 

5)      Every student shall be assigned a school type based on the school provided by the testing 

platform and school organization data provided by FDOE. The table below summarizes the school 

type analysis and reporting impact. 

6)      Students identified as “Tested” at private schools receive a student report only. Students are 

excluded from all other reports and data file deliverables, except State Student Results data file 

deliverable. 

7)      Students identified as belonging to private schools are excluded from all aggregations (school, 

district, and state level). 

School 
TypeID 

School 
SubTypeID School Type Description 

Analysis 
Abbreviation 

1 1 Public PUB 

1 11 Charter CHA 

1 14 Vocational-Tech Program VOC 

1 15 Special Education Program SEP 

1 17 Alternative Program ALT 

1 18 Other OTH 

1 24 Adult ADT 

1 26 Correctional COR 

1 27 
Hospital Home bound (District 
Responsible) 

HOM 

3 3 Private PRI 

      Table 5.1 School Type Description 

VI.       Psychometrics Scaling and Scoring 

A. Student Scaled Score and Achievement Level Assignment 

1)      Students with a test participation status of Tested will be assigned a test level scaled score and 

achievement level 

2)      Pattern scoring will be used to assign scaled scores 

3)      Operational items will be used to assign scaled scores and achievement level 

Level  Item Score – For Scaled Score Calculation Only 

Task 1 
Task 1 item is always administered.  If the student gets task 1 correct on 
first attempt, then Task 1 Score = 1. Otherwise Task 1 Score = 0. 
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Level  Item Score – For Scaled Score Calculation Only 

Task 2 

A Task 2 item is administered if the student gets Task 1 correct on first 
attempt  
 
If the student is not administered the Task 2 item, then Task 2 Score = “.” 
(which indicates “missing”) 
Else if the student gets task 2 correct then Task 2 Score = 1;  
otherwise Task 2 Score =0  

Task 3 

A Task 3 item is administered if the student gets Task 2 correct on first 
attempt  
 
If the student is not administered the Task 3 item, then Task 3 Score = “.” 
(which indicates “missing”) 
Else if the student gets task 3 correct then Task 3 Score = 1;  
otherwise Task 3 Score =0  

ELA  
Writing Session 3 SR 

Final Score:  0 = incorrect, 1 =correct 

ELA  
Writing Session 3 WP 

Treat each dimension score as an item. Add “A”, “B”, “C”, “D” to item 
number to differentiate dimension scores. 
 
Final Dimension Score:  0, 1, 2, or 3 (rubric score) 
     Scores of B (Blank), N (No Score), F (Non-English) are scored a 0  

Table 6.0 Item Score Level 

 

4)      Psychometrics will use student item scores to calculate the EAP estimate and will assign a scaled 

score, scaled score lower bound, scaled score upper bound for each tested student 

5)      The approved scaled score cut scores will be used to assign students an achievement level based 

on the scaled score provided by psychometrics 

6)      Records with a perfect incorrect response pattern (i.e., all wrong answers) are assigned to the 

lowest obtainable scale score (LOSS)  

7)      Records with a perfect correct response pattern (i.e., all correct responses) are assigned to the 

highest obtainable scale score (HOSS) 

 

Achievement 
Level  

Achievement Level Label 

1  Level 1 student does not demonstrate an adequate level of success 

2  Level 2 student demonstrates a limited level of success 

3  Level 3 student demonstrates a satisfactory level of success 

4  Level 4 student demonstrates an above satisfactory level of success 

 Table 6.0 Achievement Level Descriptor 

B.               Student Longitudinal Achievement Level 

1)      All Test Grades 03–08 ELA, Grade 09 ELA 1, Grade 10 ELA 2, and Grades 03–08 Math 

assessments are eligible for longitudinal data reporting. 

2)      Up to three academic year achievement levels shall be provided for each student assessed this 

current year and two years prior to this current year assessment, regardless of the grade level. 

3)      Student test records shall be matched year over year by FLEID. 

4)      Each FLEID must be unique to one individual student. 
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VII.  Aggregates and Calculations 

A. Aggregate Data Calculations (School, District, State) 

1)      Aggregation School:  Student’s district code concatenated with school code identifies school. 

2)      Aggregation District:  Student’s district code identifies district. 

3)      Aggregation State:  All students in the FSAA—Performance Task assessment data is identified as 

“FL” for the State aggregations. 

4)      Number of Students Assessed:  Number of students with a “Tested” participation status meeting 

school type inclusion rules. 

5)      Number of Students Not Assessed:  Number of students with a participation status of” Not 

Tested”, “Did Not Meet Requirements”, “Absent”, “Test Administration Violation”, or 

“Hospitalized” meeting school type inclusion rules. 

6)      Number of Students at each Achievement Level:  Number of Students with a “Tested” 

participation status earning the achievement level meeting school type inclusion rules. 

7)      Percent of Students at each Achievement Level:  100 times number of students at each 

achievement level divided by number of students with a “Tested” participation status meeting 

school type inclusion rules rounded to the nearest whole number. 

8)      Number of Students at Achievement Level 3 or 4:  Number of students with a “Tested” 

participation status earning Achievement level 3 or 4 meeting school type inclusion rules. 

9)      Percent of Students at Achievement Level 3 or 4:  100 times number of students at Achievement 

Level 3 or 4 divided by number of students with a “Tested” participation status meeting school 

type inclusion rules rounded to the nearest whole number. 

B.               Aggregate Data Suppression Rules 

1)      Measured Progress shall not suppress the number of students assessed and number of students not 

assessed for the State Summary File only. 

2)      Measured Progress shall suppress achievement level aggregations by district, and/or school in 

order to comply with standard redaction rules. 

a)      If the total tested count is less than 10, suppress the number and percent at each achievement 

level and number and percent of students at Achievement Level 3 or above. 

b)      If all students have the same achievement level and total tested count is greater than or equal 

to 10, suppress the number and percent at each achievement level and do not suppress the 

number and percent of students at Achievement Level 3 or above. 

VIII.                      Specific Reporting Rules 

A. General Information  

1)      Format Data 

a)      Test Subject shall be labelled grouped and ordered by the Grade and Assessment Subject 

 
Report 
Subject 
Order  

Test Subject Label* Assessment 

1 ELA Grades 03–08 ELA 
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Report 
Subject 
Order  

Test Subject Label* Assessment 

2 MATHEMATICS Grades 03–08 Math 

3 SCIENCE Grades 05 & 08 Science 

1 ACCESS ELA 1 Grade 09 ELA 1 

1 ACCESS ELA 2 Grade 10 ELA 2 

2 ACCESS ALGEBRA 1 High School Algebra 1 EOC 

3 ACCESS BIOLOGY 1 High School Biology 1 EOC 

4 ACCESS GEOMETRY High School Geometry EOC 

5 ACCESS CIVICS Grades 06-08 Civics EOC 

6 ACCESS U.S. HISTORY High School U.S. History EOC 

*For ELA and HS ELA assessments, replace “ELA” with “ENGLISH LANGUAGE ARTS” 
for roster headers 

        Table 8.0 Test Subject Label 

a)      Student Name shall be printed on each report 

i)        Format student name in upper case 

ii)      Print [Last name], [First Name] 

b)      Enrolled Grade shall be printed on each report 

i)        Sort order:  If a report PDF file contains results for more than one enrolled grade, then 

order the grade results sequentially by grade within each content area. 

ii)      Always print enrolled grade with leading 0’s when grade is less than 10. 

c)      Enrolled District: [district code]-District Name 

d)      Enrolled School: [school code]-School Name 

B.               Student Report Specific Rules 

1)      Only students with at least one “Tested” participation status will receive a student report. 

2)      Grades 03–08 ELA, Math, and Science will be included in one report with a cover letter 

a)      If a student has a participation status other than “Tested” for a given subject then that 

subject’s report page will have all test result content suppressed and will state “Student score 

not available; if you have any questions, please contact your student’s teacher.” 

3)      EOCs and ELA 1 & 2 content areas will receive a single page report with a cover letter on the 

front and content report on the back 

4)      Each content page/report will have test content specific header  

 
Grade 
Permitted 

Subject Report Page Header 

03–08 ELA Your Student’s Performance on the Grade X English Language Arts 
Assessment 

03–08 Math Your Student’s Performance on the Grade X Mathematics Assessment 

05, 08 Science Your Student’s Performance on the Grade X Science Assessment 

09–12 ELA 1 Your Student’s Performance on the English Language Arts 1 Assessment  

09–12 ELA 2 Your Student’s Performance on the English Language Arts 2 Assessment  

09–12 Algebra 1 Your Student’s Performance on the Algebra 1 End-of-Course Assessment 

09–12 Biology 1 Your Student’s Performance on the Biology 1 End-of-Course Assessment 

09–12 Geometry Your Student’s Performance on the Geometry End-of-Course Assessment 
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Grade 
Permitted 

Subject Report Page Header 

06–08 Civics Your Student’s Performance on the Civics End-of-Course Assessment 

09–12 U.S. 
History 

Your Student’s Performance on the U.S. History End-of-Course Assessment 

  Table 8.1 Report Headers 

5)      Your Student’s Achievement Level 

a)      Print the achievement level description associated with the student’s earned achievement 

level 

6)      Student Accuracy 

a)      Task 1 Not Scaffold  

i)        Always print number of items answered correctly, total number of items with a response, 

and percent. 

b)      Task 1 Scaffold  

i)        Print number of items answered correctly that required scaffolding, and total number of 

items with a response that required scaffolding. 

ii)      If no Task 1 items used scaffolding, then leave blank. 

c)      Task 2 and Task 3 

i)        Per task print number and percent of items answered correctly, total number of items 

with a response, and percent. 

ii)      If no items within corresponding task had a response, then print “NA”. 

d)      Writing Tasks 

i)        Always print number of items answered correctly and total number of items with a 

response. 

ii)      For Grade 3, print a symbol and the footnote “Writing is not assessed in Grade 3.” 

e)      Writing Prompt. 

i)        Always print the rubric score for each dimension component 

ii)      For grade 3, print a symbol in each score and the footnote “Writing is not assessed in 

grade 3.” 

7)      Your Student’s Score 

a)      Print the student’s earned scaled score positioned accordingly within the appropriate range  

i)        Each arrow marker has a group of data score points associated with it which the score 

marker will align. 

(1)    Achievement Level 4 has nine data groups.  

(2)    Achievement Levels 3, 2, and 1 each have eight data groups.  

b)      Print the Test -specific scaled score cuts 

c)      Print the achievement level descriptions 

8)      Your Student’s Achievement Levels Overtime  

a)      For Tests where longitudinal achievement is reported 

i)        Academic year shall be the current school year, for example, “2018–2019”. 

ii)      Achievement Level:  If the student earned an achievement level for the academic year, 

print earned achievement level. 

iii)    If the student did not earn an achievement level for that academic year, print “*” and the 

footnote “Student achievement level not available, please contact your student’s teacher.” 

(1)    FLEID value shall be used to identify individual students year over year 

b)      For tests where longitudinal data are not reported  

i)        Print “Your Student’s Achievement Levels Over Time in the [Content Area] 

Assessment” where [Content Area] is indicated in the table below. 
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Assessment Content Area 
Report 
Longitudinal 
Achievement 

Explanation Sentence 

Grades 03–08 ELA English Language Arts Yes 

Grades 03–08 Math Mathematics Yes 

Grades 05 & 08 
Science 

Science No 

Science is only assessed in grades 5 
and 8.  Therefore, only current year 
scores and achievement levels are 
reported. 

Grade 09 ELA 1 English Language Arts 1 Yes 

Grade 10 ELA 2 English Language Arts 2 Yes 

Algebra 1 EOC 
High School 
Algebra 1 

No 

This assessment is administered 
when the course is completed. 
Therefore, only current year scores 
and achievement levels are reported. 

Biology 1 EOC 
High School 
Biology 1 

No 

This assessment is administered 
when the course is completed. 
Therefore, only current year scores 
and achievement levels are reported. 

Geometry EOC 
High School 
Geometry 

No 

This assessment is administered 
when the course is completed. 
Therefore, only current year scores 
and achievement levels are reported. 

Grades 06–08 
Civics EOC 

Civics No 

This assessment is administered 
when the course is completed. 
Therefore, only current year scores 
and achievement levels are reported. 

U.S. History EOC 
High School 
U.S. History 

No 

This assessment is administered 
when the course is completed. 
Therefore, only current year scores 
and achievement levels are reported. 

       Table 6.2 Longitudinal Achievement 

9) Your student’s performance on the FSAA compared to school, district, and state

a) Print percent based on school type rules and suppression rules.

b) Private school students will only receive state level aggregations.  School and district 
aggregations will be left blank.

10) Online Release shall be generated and produced with the naming conventions where SAYY is the 
school academic year, for example, 1819.

a) A PDF for each school and test grade level will be generated when there is at least one tested 
student enrolled in the school at that grade level.

b) ELA, Math, and Science grades (03–08) will be grouped in one PDF for a school with science 
page (last page) will be blank for grades 3, 4, 6, and 7.

i) FlAltPerformance[SAYY]StudentSchool[grade]Admin[#]_ [discode||schcode].pdf

c) Civics (06-08) will be grouped in one PDF for a school

i) FlAltPerformance[SAYY]StudentSchoolCIVAdmin[#]_ [discode||schcode].pdf

ii) High School grades (09, 10, 11, 12) will be grouped by subject PDFs for a school

iii) FlAltPerformance[SAYY]StudentSchoolELA1Admin[#]_ [discode||schcode].pdf

iv) FlAltPerformance[SAYY]StudentSchoolELA2Admin[#]_ [discode||schcode].pdf

v) FlAltPerformance[SAYY]StudentSchoolAl1Admin[#]_ [discode||schcode].pdf

vi) FlAltPerformance[SAYY]StudentSchoolBIO1Admin[#]_ [discode||schcode].pdf

vii) FlAltPerformance[SAYY]StudentSchoolGEOAdmin[#]_ [discode||schcode].pdf

viii) FlAltPerformance[SAYY]StudentSchoolUSHAdmin[#]_ [discode||schcode].pdf

d) Students shall be sorted in the PDF by Enrolled Grade, Last Name, First Name, FLEID

11) Print Release
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a)  Measured Progress shall provide print files to print vendor for printing and shipping school

packs to the districts

b) Districts shall distribute to each school when there is at least one tested student enrolled in the

school

c) A school may receive more than one package depending on the number of tested students

d) ELA, Math, and Science grades (03–08) will be grouped in one package

e) ELA1 (grade 09), ELA2 (grade 10), and EOCs will be grouped in a separate package

f) Every print package will start with a slip sheet as the first entity (with a blank back page),

followed by the student reports. ELA, Math, and Science grades (03–08)

g) Student Reports will be sorted by Test Grade, Last Name, First Name, and FLEID

h) ELA1 (grade 09), ELA2 (grade 10), and EOC Student Reports will be sorted by Subject, Test

Grade, Last Name, First Name, and FLEID.

i) Blank/missing names are sorted as-is (fully blank names sort to the top).

j) Slip Sheet

i) Florida Alt Performance Task 18–19

ii) Slip Sheet

iii) District Name: State-provided truncated district name

iv) School Name: State-provided truncated school name

v) School Code: District Code – School Code

vi) Grade/Content: ELA/MAT/SCI or ELA1/ELA2/EOC

vii) Report Type: Student Report

12) Only scores from the item sets 01–16 for a test, Writing Selected Response (SR), and Writing 
Prompt Open Response-rubric score - are included

a)  Writing prompt rubric 0–3 scores and description per dimension

Rubric Score Description 

3 Complete 

2 Partial 

1 Insufficient 

0 No 

   Table 8.3 Rubric 

C. Student Roster Specific Rules

1) Test results will be included for all student tests except for private school students and students

assigned “Homeschool” participation status.

a) Students with a test participation status of “Tested” will be listed on the roster with the same

scores printed on the student report.

b) Students with a test participation status other than Tested will be listed on the roster with the

participation status code.

c) Student score section will be blank.

2) Scaled score and achievement level shall only be populated for student with participation status

of “Tested”.

3) Test Accuracy shall only display students with participation status of “Tested”.

a) Task 1, 2, 3, Writing Task Print “[Numerator] out of [Denominator]”

b) If [Numerator] = 0, then print “NA”.

4)  Writing rubric dimension scores (0–3) will always be printed.
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5) For Grade 3 ELA, print “NA” in writing task and prompt columns since writing is not assessed at

grade 3.

6) Online Release

a) A PDF for each school will be generated when there is at least one student enrolled in the

school with a test participation status assigned.

b) All grades and subjects will be grouped into one PDF for a school.

i) FlAltPerformance[SAYY]StudentRosterAdmin[#]_ [discode||schcode].pdf

c) Student data will be listed on the roster by test, enrolled grade, last name, first name, and

FLEID.

d) Each test will start on its own page.

7) Print Release

a)  Measured Progress will provide print files to the print vendor for printing and shipping school

packs to the districts.

b) Districts will distribute to each school when there is at least one student enrolled in the school

with a test participation status assigned.

c) A school may receive more than one package depending on the number of tested students.

d) Every print package will start with a slip sheet as the first entity (with a blank back page),

followed by the roster pages

e) Student data will be listed on the roster by test, enrolled grade, last name, first name, and

FLEID.

f) Each test will start on its own page

g) Slip Sheet

i) Florida Alt Performance Task [SA-YY]

ii) Slip Sheet

iii) District Name: State-provided truncated district name

iv) School Name: State-provided truncated school name

v) School Code: District Code – School Code

vi) Grade/Content: All Grades/Content

vii) Report Type: Student Roster

IX.  Specific Data File Rules

A. State Student Test Results

1) Layout:  FLAlt[SAYY]PerformanceTaskStudentTestResultsLayout.xls

2) File Name:  FLAlt[SAYY]PerformanceTaskStudentTestResults.csv

3) File Type: CSV

4) First row will be a header row containing variable names. Remaining rows will contain student

test results following the layout.

5) Students will be sorted by district code, school code, enrolled grade, tested grade, tested subject,

last name, first name, and FLEID.

6) Remove commas from variable values.

7) Included Students/Tests:  All student tests are included, regardless of assigned participation status

or school type.

B. District Student Test Results

1) Layout:  FLAlt[SAYY]PerformanceTaskStudentTestResultsLayout.xls
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2) File Name:  FLAlt[SAYY]PerformanceTaskStudentTestResults[district code].csv

3) File Type: CSV

4) First row will be a header row containing variable names. Remaining rows will contain student

test results following the layout.

5) Students will be sorted by school code, enrolled grade, tested grade, tested subject, last name,

first name, and FLEID.

6) Remove commas from variable values.

7) Included Students/Tests:  All student tests are included for students enrolled in the district, except

student tests assigned a participation status of “Homeschool” and private school students are

excluded.

C. District Assessed Summary

1) Layout:  FLAlt[SAYY]PerformanceTaskAssessedSummaryLayout.xls

2) File Name:  FLAlt[SAYY]PerformanceTaskAssessedSummary[district code].csv

3) File Type: CSV

4) First row will be a header row containing variable names. Remaining rows will contain student

test results following the layout.

5) Remove commas from variable values.

6) Schools will be listed for an assessment if at least one student enrolled to the school is assigned a

test participation status for the assessment and included in aggregations defined in the test

participation status table.

7) Private school students are excluded.

8) District data will be included (only the district receiving the data file).

9) School data will be listed in alphabetical order by school name, test grade, and test subject.

10) Apply achievement level aggregation suppression rules outlined earlier in this document.

D. State Assessed Summary

1) Layout:  FLAlt[SAYY]PerformanceTaskAssessedSummaryLayout.xls

2) File Name:  FLAlt[SAYY]PerformanceTaskAssessedSummary.csv

3) File Type: CSV

4) First row will be a header row containing variable names. Remaining rows will contain student

test results following the layout.

5) Remove commas from variable values.

6) Districts will be listed for an assessment if at least one student enrolled to the district is assigned a

test participation status for the assessment and included in aggregations defined in the test

participation status table.

7) Schools will be listed for an assessment if at least one student enrolled to the school is assigned a

test participation status for the assessment and included in aggregations defined in the test

participation status table.

8) District data will be listed in alphabetical order by district name, school name, test grade, and test

subject.

9) Achievement level aggregation suppression rules outlined earlier in this document will not be

applied.
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X. Re-run Administrations

A. Re-run Administration Procedures

All submissions during the test submission extension timeframe will be included in the re-run and will 

also include makeup tests, late tests and appeals.   Additionally, appeals submitted until mid-

September that result in a score change will be included. 

1) Student reports will be delivered online and print in fall (exact date TBD)

2) Only new student reports or student reports that contain a student level test score change will

be printed

3) Percent of students at each achievement level will be updated or recalculated

4) The aggregations printed will be based on round 2 reporting

5) Update State Student Test Results data

6) Update State Assessed Summary data

7) Create State Report List data

a) Layout:  FLAlt[SAYY]PerformanceTaskRelease2ReportListLayout.xls

b) File Name:  FLAlt[SAYY]PerformanceTaskRelease2ReportList_FL.csv

c) File Type: CSV

d) First row will be a header row containing variable names. Remaining rows will contain

student list following the layout.

e) Students will be sorted by tested grade, tested subject, and FLEID.

f) Remove commas from variable values.

g) Included Students/Tests: Only student reports are included in list if a student received a

new student report or had a change to their previous student report.

8) Create District Report List data

a) Layout:  FLAlt[SAYY]PerformanceTaskRelease2ReportListLayout.xls

b) File Name:  FLAlt[SAYY]PerformanceTaskRelease2ReportList_[district code].csv

c) File Type: CSV

d) First row will be a header row containing variable names.

e) Remaining rows will contain student list following the layout.

f) Students will be sorted by tested grade, tested subject, and FLEID.

g) Remove commas from variable values.

9) Included Students/Tests: Only student reports are included in list if a student received a new

student report or had a change to their previous student report.

XI.  Non-Functional Requirements

A. Operational Requirements

1) Vendor system

a) Performance shall be satisfactory.

b) Availability shall be uninhibited during the open windows.

c) Security measured shall be in place for the protection of data and transfers.

d) Usability of the system must be satisfactory.

e) Integrity of the system shall be adequate.

2) Carrier vendor timeliness

a)  Material receipt is on time.
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b)  Material delivery is on time.

3) Training

a) Training is performed

b) Training is available and delivered adequately.

4) Systems support, and maintenance is available.

5) Schedules are adhered to (including handoff schedule to and from reporting groups).

a) Scheduled dates are agreed to and adhered to.

6) Resources

a) Availability of personnel must be adequate and permit capacity.

b) Accessibility of systems shall be available for processing and reporting.

XII. Appendix and Approval

A. Approval
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Table H-1. 2018–19 FSAA—PT: Writing Rubric Statistics by Item Number—ELA

Grade Item ID Dimension Dim Max Avg. 
CorrW 
Total 

P0 P1 P2 P3 

04 

466237 Title 1 3 2.08 0.51 4.67 17.70 42.49 35.15 

466237 Introduction 2 3 1.81 0.53 6.00 19.07 63.20 11.73 

466237 Supporting Details 3 3 2.30 0.61 4.23 13.37 30.89 51.51 

466237 Conclusion 4 3 1.81 0.54 8.65 20.96 50.82 19.56 

05 

466016 Title 1 3 2.02 0.53 4.02 13.66 58.68 23.65 

466016 Introduction 2 3 2.02 0.54 5.11 13.42 55.34 26.13 

466016 Supporting Details 3 3 2.00 0.46 4.26 8.99 69.32 17.44 

466016 Conclusion 4 3 1.92 0.50 7.77 15.96 52.62 23.65 

06 

465977 Title 1 3 2.14 0.54 6.28 10.88 45.03 37.81 

465977 Introduction 2 3 2.08 0.55 7.74 12.68 43.85 35.74 

465977 Supporting Details 3 3 1.88 0.56 6.40 24.16 44.91 24.53 

465977 Conclusion 4 3 2.02 0.55 9.14 12.43 46.10 32.33 

07 

466163 Title 1 3 1.96 0.51 5.61 14.89 57.87 21.62 

466163 Introduction 2 3 1.85 0.52 6.37 16.16 63.75 13.72 

466163 Supporting Details 3 3 1.90 0.51 6.43 18.45 53.76 21.36 

466163 Conclusion 4 3 1.79 0.52 7.58 21.12 56.05 15.25 

08 

466780 Title 1 3 1.74 0.46 6.66 45.03 15.64 32.67 

466780 Introduction 2 3 1.87 0.59 7.03 23.63 45.12 24.22 

466780 Supporting Details 3 3 1.88 0.54 6.60 19.45 53.67 20.28 

466780 Conclusion 4 3 1.74 0.57 7.71 27.87 46.79 17.62 

09 

466293 Title 1 3 1.87 0.58 7.19 17.83 55.63 19.34 

466293 Introduction 2 3 1.78 0.60 8.27 19.56 57.75 14.42 

466293 Supporting Details 3 3 1.85 0.55 9.18 19.79 47.81 23.22 

466293 Conclusion 4 3 1.71 0.61 10.32 23.60 50.74 15.34 

10 

466420 Title 1 3 1.74 0.56 7.38 29.57 44.25 18.81 

466420 Introduction 2 3 1.61 0.60 8.84 34.91 42.65 13.60 

466420 Supporting Details 3 3 1.51 0.56 10.08 34.80 49.42 5.70 

466420 Conclusion 4 3 1.51 0.60 11.12 37.11 41.49 10.27 
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Table H-2. 2018–19 FSAA—PT: Writing Rubric Statistics Correlation by Item Number—ELA

Grade Dimension Dim Item ID Title Introduction Supporting Details Conclusion 

04 

Title 1 466237 1.00 0.55 0.56 0.49 

Introduction 2 466237 0.55 1.00 0.58 0.62 

Supporting Details 3 466237 0.56 0.58 1.00 0.58 

Conclusion 4 466237 0.49 0.62 0.58 1.00 

05 

Title 1 466016 1.00 0.63 0.55 0.55 

Introduction 2 466016 0.63 1.00 0.57 0.61 

Supporting Details 3 466016 0.55 0.57 1.00 0.55 

Conclusion 4 466016 0.55 0.61 0.55 1.00 

06 

Title 1 465977 1.00 0.64 0.58 0.61 

Introduction 2 465977 0.64 1.00 0.60 0.66 

Supporting Details 3 465977 0.58 0.60 1.00 0.61 

Conclusion 4 465977 0.61 0.66 0.61 1.00 

07 

Title 1 466163 1.00 0.64 0.59 0.61 

Introduction 2 466163 0.64 1.00 0.67 0.70 

Supporting Details 3 466163 0.59 0.67 1.00 0.69 

Conclusion 4 466163 0.61 0.70 0.69 1.00 

08 

Title 1 466780 1.00 0.54 0.49 0.48 

Introduction 2 466780 0.54 1.00 0.68 0.70 

Supporting Details 3 466780 0.49 0.68 1.00 0.68 

Conclusion 4 466780 0.48 0.70 0.68 1.00 

09 

Title 1 466293 1.00 0.70 0.63 0.66 

Introduction 2 466293 0.70 1.00 0.69 0.74 

Supporting Details 3 466293 0.63 0.69 1.00 0.74 

Conclusion 4 466293 0.66 0.74 0.74 1.00 

10 

Title 1 466420 1.00 0.71 0.66 0.66 

Introduction 2 466420 0.71 1.00 0.77 0.77 

Supporting Details 3 466420 0.66 0.77 1.00 0.79 

Conclusion 4 466420 0.66 0.77 0.79 1.00 
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Table H-3. 2018–19 FSAA—PT: Writing Rubric Statistics Summary by Item Number—ELA

Grade Dimension Dim Max Avg. SD 

04 

Title 1 3 2.08 0.84 

Introduction 2 3 1.81 0.71 

Supporting Details 3 3 2.30 0.85 

Conclusion 4 3 1.81 0.85 

05 

Title 1 3 2.02 0.73 

Introduction 2 3 2.02 0.77 

Supporting Details 3 3 2.00 0.66 

Conclusion 4 3 1.92 0.84 

06 

Title 1 3 2.14 0.85 

Introduction 2 3 2.08 0.89 

Supporting Details 3 3 1.88 0.85 

Conclusion 4 3 2.02 0.90 

07 

Title 1 3 1.96 0.77 

Introduction 2 3 1.85 0.73 

Supporting Details 3 3 1.90 0.80 

Conclusion 4 3 1.79 0.79 

08 

Title 1 3 1.74 0.99 

Introduction 2 3 1.87 0.86 

Supporting Details 3 3 1.88 0.80 

Conclusion 4 3 1.74 0.84 

09 

Title 1 3 1.87 0.80 

Introduction 2 3 1.78 0.79 

Supporting Details 3 3 1.85 0.88 

Conclusion 4 3 1.71 0.85 

10 

Title 1 3 1.74 0.84 

Introduction 2 3 1.61 0.83 

Supporting Details 3 3 1.51 0.75 

Conclusion 4 3 1.51 0.82 
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Dear Parents and/or Guardians, 

This report is a summary of your student’s performance on the Florida Standards Alternate 

Assessment—Performance Task (FSAA—PT). The Florida Standards Alternate Assessment is 

designed to measure the academic skills your student knows and is able to demonstrate with 

respect to the Florida Standards Access Points for English language arts (ELA) and mathematics; 

and the Next Generation Sunshine State Standards Access Points in science and social studies. 

The FSAA—PT is designed to provide tiered participation within the assessment for students 

working on Access Points at various levels of complexity. Each item set is built with three levels of 

cognitive demand—with Task 1 representing the least complex tasks and Task 3 representing the 

most complex tasks. 

At the Task 1 level of complexity, a process called “scaffolding” occurs if a student is unable to 

respond correctly to the initial presentation. The number of response options is then reduced from 

three to two, and the task is readministered to the student. If your student utilized this 

supplementary support, the number of times your student was successful is indicated within the 

Task 1 Student Accuracy section of each content area. This information can be used to help 

support discussions about your student’s current academic abilities and can support and inform 

instructional planning with your student’s teacher. 

For more information about the Access Points and access courses, visit the Curriculum Planning 

and Learning Management System (CPALMS) website at http://www.cpalms.org. For additional 

resources, visit the Project Access website at http://accesstofls.weebly.com and the Department 

of Education FSAA website at http://fldoe.org/accountability/assessments/k-12-student-

assessment/fl-alternate-assessment.stml. 

School: DEM1-Demonstration School 1 

Spring 2019 

THE FLORIDA STANDARDS 

ALTERNATE ASSESSMENT 

PERFORMANCE TASK 

STUDENT AND PARENT REPORT 

Name: LASTNAME, FIRSTNAME 

FLEID: FL000000000000

Grade: 05 

District: DA-Demonstration District A 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Your Student's Performance on the Grade 5 English Language Arts Assessment 

This category represents strong academic achievement. 
Students scoring in this category are able to make 
inferences, consistently relate to more abstract material, 
and differentiate and generalize specific academic skills 
derived from instruction and practice. 

Your Student's Achievement Level 

Complexity Level Student Accuracy 

TASK 1 
• Tasks at this level generally require the student to recall

previously learned information or pull words or phrases directly 
from the stimulus. 

• The student may be asked to: identify, state, label, recognize, 
match, recall, or retell information related to the skill being
assessed. 

• The setting may reference home and school activities with the
use of familiar words or basic content-specific words (e.g.,
sentence, topic, syllable, basic punctuation). 

• Tasks at this level generally require the student to make some 
level of inference beyond recall. 

• The student may be asked to: demonstrate, follow, select, locate, 
read, spell, describe, or define information related to the skill 
being assessed. 

• The setting may reference home, school, and/or community with
a combination of familiar words and content-specific words (e.g., 
main idea, claim, noun, prefix). 

TASK 2 

• Tasks at this level generally require the student to reason, plan, 
or sequence steps to formulate a response. Some tasks may also
require the student to make connections between texts, topics, or 
media. 

• The student may be asked to: explain, compare/contrast,
conclude, categorize, translate, paraphrase, summarize, or
predict information related to the skill being assessed. 

• The setting may reference home, school, community, and/or
global community with a combination of familiar/unfamiliar words 
and content-specific/complex content-specific words (e.g.,
adjective phrase, point of view, detail, personification). 

TASK 3 

Your student correctly answered 16 
out of 16 questions. 

Your student's accuracy is 100%. 

Your student correctly answered 11 
out of 16 questions. 

Your student's accuracy is 69%. 

Your student correctly answered 11 
out of 11 questions. 

Your student's accuracy is 100%. 

3Title 

Introduction 

Supporting Details 

Conclusion 

3 

3 

3 

WRITING TASK 
Your student correctly answered 5 out 
of 5 questions. 

Your student's accuracy is 100%. 

Writing tasks and prompt require students to identify title, 
introduction, supporting details, and conclusion in response to text. 

Your student's response provided a complete title. 

Your student's response provided a complete introduction. 

Your student's response provided complete supporting details. 

Your student's response provided a complete conclusion. 

Scores for each component range from zero to three points earned. † 

Writing Prompt 
Component 

†Score Description 

4 

3 

2 

1 

660 

618 

599 

583 

540 

Level 4 
Students at this level demonstrate an 
above satisfactory level of success with
the Florida Standards Access Points. 

Level 3 
Students at this level demonstrate a 
satisfactory level of success with the
Florida Standards Access Points. 

Level 2 
Students at this level demonstrate a 
limited level of success with the Florida 
Standards Access Points. 

Level 1 
Students at this level do not demonstrate 
an adequate level of success with the
Florida Standards Access Points. 

Your Student's Score 

t 627 

Your Student's Achievement Levels Over Time 
on the English Language Arts Assessment 

Academic Year Achievement Level 

2019 Level 4 

2018 Level 3 

2017 Level 3 

Your Student's Performance on the FSAA 
Compared to School, District, and State 
Percentage of students in each achievement level in your student's 
school, district, and state. 

School District State 

Level 4 11% 12% 20% 

Level 3 44% 40% 36% 

Level 2 32% 40% 25% 

Level 1 13% 8% 18% 

FLEID: FL000000000000 Name: LASTNAME, FIRSTNAME 



 

 

 

 

 

Your Student's Performance on the Grade 5 Mathematics Assessment 

This category represents satisfactory academic 
achievement. Students scoring in this category have 
developed basic academic concepts, frequently relate to 
abstract material, and are able to more closely 
discriminate specific academic skills derived from 
instruction and practice. 

Your Student's Achievement Level 

TASK 1 

• Tasks at this level generally require the student to recall previously 
learned information or pull numbers, shapes, or descriptions 
directly from the stimulus. 

• The student may be asked to: identify, state, label, recognize, 
match, or recall information related to the skill being assessed. 

• The setting may reference home and school activities with the use 
of familiar words or basic content-specific words (e.g., circle, 
addition, graph, pattern). 

TASK 2 

Your student correctly answered 9 
out of 15 questions. 

Your student's accuracy is 60%. 

• Tasks at this level generally require the student to make some 
level of calculation beyond recall. 

• The student may be asked to: demonstrate, follow, count, 
measure, select, or locate information related to the skill being 
assessed. 

• The setting may reference home, school, and/or community with a 
combination of familiar words and content-specific words (e.g., 
geometric shapes, fraction, data table, measurement). 

TASK 3 

• Tasks at this level generally require the student to reason, plan, or 
sequence steps to formulate a response. 

• The student may be asked to: estimate, compute, solve, or classify 
information related to the skill being assessed. 

• The setting may reference home, school, community, and/or 
global community with a combination of familiar/unfamiliar words 
and content-specific/complex content-specific words (e.g., area, 
formula, variable, equation). 

Your student correctly answered 4 
out of 9 questions. 

Your student's accuracy is 44%. 

Your student correctly answered 15 
out of 16 questions. 

Your student's accuracy is 94%. 

In Mathematics at the Task 1 level, 
your student was successful 1 out of 
1 times when response options were 
reduced to two choices. 

Complexity Level Student Accuracy 

4 

3 

2 

1 

660 

617 

600 

586 

540 

Level 1 
Students at this level do not demonstrate 
an adequate level of success with the
Florida Standards Access Points. 

Level 2 
Students at this level demonstrate a 
limited level of success with the Florida 
Standards Access Points. 

Level 3 
Students at this level demonstrate a 
satisfactory level of success with the
Florida Standards Access Points. 

Level 4 
Students at this level demonstrate an 
above satisfactory level of success with
the Florida Standards Access Points. 

Your Student's Score 

t 609 

Your Student's Achievement Levels Over Time 
on the Mathematics Assessment 

Academic Year Achievement Level 

2019 Level 3 

2018 Level 2 

2017 Level 2 

Your Student's Performance on the FSAA 
Compared to School, District, and State 
Percentage of students in each achievement level in your student's 
school, district, and state. 

School District State 

Level 4 5% 4% 20% 

Level 3 34% 28% 30% 

Level 2 48% 52% 28% 

Level 1 13% 16% 22% 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Your Student's Performance on the Grade 5 Science Assessment
�

This category represents satisfactory academic 
achievement. Students scoring in this category have 
developed basic academic concepts, frequently relate to 
abstract material, and are able to more closely 
discriminate specific academic skills derived from 
instruction and practice. 

Your Student's Achievement Level 

Complexity Level 

TASK 1 

• Tasks at this level generally require the student to recall 
previously learned information or pull words or phrases directly 
from the stimulus. 

• The student may be asked to: identify, state, label, recognize, 
match, recall, or retell information related to the skill being 
assessed. 

• The setting may reference home and school activities with the 
use of familiar words or basic content-specific words (e.g., 
weather, energy, liquid, basic body parts). 

Student Accuracy 

Your student correctly answered 16 
out of 16 questions. 

Your student's accuracy is 100%. 

TASK 2 

• Tasks at this level generally require the student to make some 
level of inference. 

• The student may be asked to: demonstrate, follow, select, locate, 
describe, or define information related to the skill being assessed. 

• The setting may reference home, school, and/or community with 
a combination of familiar words and content-specific words (e.g., 
animal facts, heat, light, internal function of organs). 

Your student correctly answered 14 
out of 16 questions. 

Your student's accuracy is 88%. 

TASK 3 
Your student correctly answered 9 out 
of 14 questions. 

Your student's accuracy is 64%. 

• Tasks at this level generally require the student to reason, plan, 
or sequence steps to formulate a response. 

• The student may be asked to: explain, predict, or classify 
information related to the skill being assessed. 

• The setting may reference home, school, community, and/or 
global community with a combination of familiar/unfamiliar words 
and content-specific/complex content-specific words (e.g., life 
cycle, respiratory system, gravity, genes, environmental/global 
issues). 

660 

4 

616 

3 

599 

2 

580 

1 

540 

Level 4 
Students at this level demonstrate an 
above satisfactory level of success with
the Florida Standards Access Points. 

Level 3 
Students at this level demonstrate a 
satisfactory level of success with the
Florida Standards Access Points. 

Level 2 
Students at this level demonstrate a 
limited level of success with the Florida 
Standards Access Points. 

Level 1 
Students at this level do not demonstrate 
an adequate level of success with the
Florida Standards Access Points. 

Your Student's Score 

t 612 

Your Student's Achievement Levels Over Time 
on the Science Assessment 

Science is only accessed in grades 5 and 8. Therefore, 
only current-year scores and achievement levels are 
reported. 

Your Student's Performance on the FSAA 
Compared to School, District, and State 
Percentage of students in each achievement level in your student's 
school, district, and state. 

School District State 

Level 4 11% 8% 25% 

Level 3 37% 40% 31% 

Level 2 42% 40% 27% 

Level 1 10% 12% 16% 



 

 

 

Dear Parents and/or Guardians, 

This report is a summary of your student’s performance on the Florida Standards Alternate 
Assessment—Performance Task (FSAA—PT). The Florida Standards Alternate Assessment is 
designed to measure the academic skills your student knows and is able to demonstrate with 
respect to the Florida Standards Access Points for English language arts (ELA) and mathematics; 
and the Next Generation Sunshine State Standards Access Points in science and social studies. 
The FSAA—PT is designed to provide tiered participation within the assessment for students 
working on Access Points at various levels of complexity. Each item set is built with three levels of 
cognitive demand—with Task 1 representing the least complex tasks and Task 3 representing the 
most complex tasks. 

At the Task 1 level of complexity, a process called “scaffolding” occurs if a student is unable to 
respond correctly to the initial presentation. The number of response options is then reduced from 
three to two, and the task is readministered to the student. If your student utilized this 
supplementary support, the number of times your student was successful is indicated within the 
Task 1 Student Accuracy section of each content area. This information can be used to help 
support discussions about your student’s current academic abilities and can support and inform 
instructional planning with your student’s teacher. 

For more information about the Access Points and access courses, visit the Curriculum Planning 
and Learning Management System (CPALMS) website at http://www.cpalms.org. For additional 
resources, visit the Project Access website at http://accesstofls.weebly.com and the Department of 
Education FSAA website at http://fldoe.org/accountability/assessments/k-12-student-
assessment/fl-alternate-assessment.stml. 

THE FLORIDA STANDARDS 

ALTERNATE ASSESSMENT 

PERFORMANCE TASK 

STUDENT AND PARENT REPORT 

Spring 2019 

District: DA-Demonstration District A 

Name: LASTNAME, FIRSTNAME 
FLEID: FL000000000000
Grade: 10 School: DEM1-Demonstration School 1 



 

 

Your Student's Performance on the U.S. History End-of-Course Assessment
�

This category represents satisfactory academic achievement. 
Students scoring in this category have developed basic 
academic concepts, frequently relate to abstract material, and 
are able to more closely discriminate specific academic skills 
derived from instruction and practice. 

Your Student's Achievement Level 

TASK 1 

• Tasks at this level generally require the student to recall previously 
learned information or pull words or phrases directly from the stimulus. 

• The student may be asked to: identify, state, recognize, match, or 
recall information related to the skill being assessed. 

• The setting may reference home and school activities with the use of 
familiar words or basic content-specific words (e.g., laws, citizen, 
government, United States, historian). 

TASK 2 

Your student correctly answered 12 out 
of 16 questions. 

Your student's accuracy is 75%. 

• Tasks at this level generally require the student to make some level of 
inference. 

• The student may be asked to: follow, select, locate, describe, or define 
information related to the skill being assessed. 

• The setting may reference home, school, and/or community with a 
combination of familiar words and content-specific words (e.g., legal, 
branches of government, jobs, peace, protest). 

TASK 3 

• Tasks at this level generally require the student to reason, plan, or 
sequence steps to formulate a response. 

• The student may be asked to: explain, compare/contrast, conclude, or 
categorize information related to the skill being assessed. 

• The setting may reference home, school, community, and/or global 
community with a combination of familiar/unfamiliar words and 
content-specific/complex content-specific words (e.g., amendment, 
naturalization, population, economy, civil rights). 

Your student correctly answered 5 out 
of 12 questions. 

Your student's accuracy is 42%. 

Your student correctly answered 16 out 
of 16 questions. 

Your student's accuracy is 100%. 

Complexity Level Student Accuracy 

4 

3 

2 

1 

875 

818 

792 

778 

725 

Level 1 
Students at this level do not 
demonstrate an adequate level of
success with the Florida Standards 
Access Points. 

Level 2 
Students at this level demonstrate a 
limited level of success with the 
Florida Standards Access Points. 

Level 3 
Students at this level demonstrate a 
satisfactory level of success with the
Florida Standards Access Points. 

Level 4 
Students at this level demonstrate an 
above satisfactory level of success
with the Florida Standards Access 
Points. 

Your Student's Score 

t 805 

Your Student's Achievement Levels Over 
Time on the U.S. History Assessment 

This assessment is administered when the course is 
completed. Therefore, only current-year scores and 
achievement levels are reported. 

Your Student's Performance on the FSAA 
Compared to School, District, and State 
Percentage of students in each achievement level in your student's 
school, district, and state. 

School District State 

Level 4 11% 25% 25% 

Level 3 42% 42% 36% 

Level 2 21% 19% 19% 

Level 1 26% 13% 20% 

FLEID: FL000000000000 Name: LASTNAME, FIRSTNAME 



 

 

 
 

Dear Parents and/or Guardians, 

This report is a summary of your student’s performance on the Florida Standards Alternate 
Assessment—Performance Task (FSAA—PT). The Florida Standards Alternate Assessment is 
designed to measure the academic skills your student knows and is able to demonstrate with 
respect to the Florida Standards Access Points for English language arts (ELA) and mathematics; 
and the Next Generation Sunshine State Standards Access Points in science and social studies. 
The FSAA—PT is designed to provide tiered participation within the assessment for students 
working on Access Points at various levels of complexity. Each item set is built with three levels of 
cognitive demand—with Task 1 representing the least complex tasks and Task 3 representing the 
most complex tasks. 

At the Task 1 level of complexity, a process called “scaffolding” occurs if a student is unable to 
respond correctly to the initial presentation. The number of response options is then reduced from 
three to two, and the task is readministered to the student. If your student utilized this 
supplementary support, the number of times your student was successful is indicated within the 
Task 1 Student Accuracy section of each content area. This information can be used to help 
support discussions about your student’s current academic abilities and can support and inform 
instructional planning with your student’s teacher. 

For more information about the Access Points and access courses, visit the Curriculum Planning 
and Learning Management System (CPALMS) website at http://www.cpalms.org. For additional 
resources, visit the Project Access website at http://accesstofls.weebly.com and the Department of 
Education FSAA website at http://fldoe.org/accountability/assessments/k-12-student-
assessment/fl-alternate-assessment.stml. 

THE FLORIDA STANDARDS 

ALTERNATE ASSESSMENT 

PERFORMANCE TASK 

STUDENT AND PARENT REPORT 

Spring 2019 

District: DA-Demonstration District A 

Name: LASTNAME, FIRSTNAME 
FLEID: FL000000000000 
Grade: 10 School: DEM1-Demonstration School 1 



 

 

 

 

Your Student's Performance on the Algebra 1 End-of-Course Assessment
�

This category represents satisfactory academic achievement. 
Students scoring in this category have developed basic 
academic concepts, frequently relate to abstract material, and 
are able to more closely discriminate specific academic skills 
derived from instruction and practice. 

Your Student's Achievement Level 

Complexity Level 

TASK 1 

Student Accuracy 

Your student correctly answered 16 out 
of 16 questions. 

Your student's accuracy is 100%. 

TASK 2 

• Tasks at this level generally require the student to make some level of 
calculation beyond recall. 

• The student may be asked to: demonstrate, follow, count, measure, 
select, or locate information related to the skill being assessed. 

• The setting may reference home, school, and/or community with a 
combination of familiar words and content-specific words (e.g., 
geometric shapes, fraction, data table, measurement). 

Your student correctly answered 11 out 
of 16 questions. 

Your student's accuracy is 69%. 

TASK 3 
• Tasks at this level generally require the student to reason, plan, or 

sequence steps to formulate a response. 

• The student may be asked to: estimate, compute, solve, or classify 
information related to the skill being assessed. 

• The setting may reference home, school, community, and/or global 
community with a combination of familiar/unfamiliar words and 
content-specific/complex content-specific words (e.g., area, formula, 
variable, equation). 

Your student correctly answered 6 out 
of 11 questions. 

Your student's accuracy is 55%. 

• Tasks at this level generally require the student to recall previously 
learned information or pull numbers, shapes, or descriptions directly 
from the stimulus. 

• The student may be asked to: identify, state, label, recognize, match, 
or recall information related to the skill being assessed. 

• The setting may reference home and school activities with the use of 
familiar words or basic content-specific words (e.g., circle, addition, 
graph, pattern). 

875 

4 

823 

3 

797 

2 

774 

1 

725 

Level 4 
Students at this level demonstrate an 
above satisfactory level of success
with the Florida Standards Access 
Points. 

Level 3 
Students at this level demonstrate a 
satisfactory level of success with the
Florida Standards Access Points. 

Level 2 
Students at this level demonstrate a 
limited level of success with the 
Florida Standards Access Points. 

Level 1 
Students at this level do not 
demonstrate an adequate level of
success with the Florida Standards 
Access Points. 

Your Student's Score 

t 819 

Your Student's Achievement Levels Over 
Time on the Algebra 1 Assessment 

This assessment is administered when the course is 
completed. Therefore, only current-year scores and 
achievement levels are reported. 

Your Student's Performance on the FSAA 
Compared to School, District, and State 

Percentage of students in each achievement level in your student's 
school, district, and state. 

School District State 

Level 4 0% 8% 20% 

Level 3 45% 11% 40% 

Level 2 45% 38% 28% 

Level 1 9% 12% 12% 

FLEID: FL000000000000 Name: LASTNAME, FIRSTNAME 
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Table J-1. 2018–19 FSAA—PT: Number of Items Classified as “Low” or “High”

DIF Overall and by Group Favored—ELA 

Grade 

Group 

Task 
Number 
of Items 

Number “Low” Number “High” 

Reference Focal Total 
Favoring 

Total 
Favoring 

Reference Focal Reference Focal 

3 

Male Female 

1 16 0 0 0 0 0 0 

2 16 1 0 1 0 0 0 

3 16 3 3 0 0 0 0 

White 

Black 

1 16 0 0 0 0 0 0 

2 16 3 1 2 0 0 0 

3 16 5 3 2 1 0 1 

Hispanic 

1 16 0 0 0 0 0 0 

2 16 4 0 4 0 0 0 

3 16 3 2 1 0 0 0 

Non-Limited 
English 
Proficient 

Limited English 
Proficient 

1 16 3 0 3 0 0 0 

2 16 1 0 1 1 0 1 

3 16 5 5 0 0 0 0 

4 

Male Female 

1 16 0 0 0 0 0 0 

2 16 0 0 0 0 0 0 

3 16 2 2 0 0 0 0 

WRI-MC 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 

WRI-WP 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 

White 

Black 

1 16 0 0 0 0 0 0 

2 16 0 0 0 0 0 0 

3 16 1 0 1 0 0 0 

WRI-MC 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 

WRI-WP 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Hispanic 

1 16 0 0 0 0 0 0 

2 16 0 0 0 0 0 0 

3 16 2 1 1 1 0 1 

WRI-MC 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 

WRI-WP 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Non-Limited 
English 
Proficient 

Limited English 
Proficient 

1 16 2 0 2 0 0 0 

2 16 4 3 1 0 0 0 

3 15 3 1 2 0 0 0 

WRI-MC 5 2 1 1 0 0 0 

WRI-WP 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 

continued 
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Grade 

Group 

Task 
Number 
of Items 

Number “Low” Number “High” 

Reference Focal Total 
Favoring 

Total 
Favoring 

Reference Focal Reference Focal 

4 
Not Economically 

Disadvantaged 
Economically 

Disadvantaged 

1 16 0 0 0 1 0 1 

2 9 2 2 0 1 0 1 

WRI-MC 5 2 0 2 0 0 0 

WRI-WP 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 

5 

Male Female 

1 16 0 0 0 0 0 0 

2 16 0 0 0 0 0 0 

3 16 1 1 0 0 0 0 

WRI-MC 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 

WRI-WP 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 

White 

Black 

1 16 0 0 0 0 0 0 

2 16 0 0 0 0 0 0 

3 16 4 1 3 0 0 0 

WRI-MC 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 

WRI-WP 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Hispanic 

1 16 0 0 0 0 0 0 

2 16 0 0 0 0 0 0 

3 16 1 1 0 0 0 0 

WRI-MC 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 

WRI-WP 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Non-Limited 
English 
Proficient 

Limited English 
Proficient 

1 16 1 0 1 0 0 0 

2 16 1 1 0 0 0 0 

3 15 1 0 1 1 1 0 

WRI-MC 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 

WRI-WP 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Not Economically 
Disadvantaged 

Economically 
Disadvantaged 

1 16 2 2 0 0 0 0 

2 16 3 2 1 1 0 1 

WRI-MC 5 1 0 1 0 0 0 

WRI-WP 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 

6 

Male Female 

1 16 1 0 1 0 0 0 

2 16 1 1 0 0 0 0 

3 16 3 3 0 0 0 0 

WRI-MC 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 

WRI-WP 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 

White Black 
1 16 1 0 1 0 0 0 

2 16 1 1 0 0 0 0 

continued 
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Grade 

Group 

Task 
Number 
of Items 

Number “Low” Number “High” 

Reference Focal Total 
Favoring 

Total 
Favoring 

Reference Focal Reference Focal 

6 

White 

Black 

3 16 4 1 3 0 0 0 

WRI-MC 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 

WRI-WP 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Hispanic 

1 16 0 0 0 0 0 0 

2 16 3 2 1 0 0 0 

3 16 1 1 0 1 0 1 

WRI-MC 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 

WRI-WP 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Non-Limited 
English Proficient 

Limited English 
Proficient 

1 16 3 2 1 0 0 0 

2 16 3 1 2 0 0 0 

3 15 6 4 2 0 0 0 

WRI-MC 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 

WRI-WP 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Not Economically 
Disadvantaged 

Economically 
Disadvantaged 

1 16 1 0 1 0 0 0 

2 9 3 3 0 0 0 0 

WRI-MC 5 2 1 1 0 0 0 

WRI-WP 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 

7 

Male Female 

1 16 0 0 0 0 0 0 

2 16 0 0 0 0 0 0 

3 16 1 1 0 0 0 0 

WRI-MC 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 

WRI-WP 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 

White 

Black 

1 16 0 0 0 0 0 0 

2 16 0 0 0 0 0 0 

3 16 5 2 3 0 0 0 

WRI-MC 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 

WRI-WP 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Hispanic 

1 16 0 0 0 0 0 0 

2 16 1 1 0 0 0 0 

3 16 3 2 1 0 0 0 

WRI-MC 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 

WRI-WP 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 

continued 
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Grade 

Group 

Task 
Number 
of Items 

Number “Low” Number “High” 

Reference Focal Total 
Favoring 

Total 
Favoring 

Reference Focal Reference Focal 

7 

Non-Limited 
English 
Proficient 

Limited English 
Proficient 

1 16 0 0 0 0 0 0 

2 16 5 2 3 0 0 0 

3 14 3 2 1 1 1 0 

WRI-MC 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 

WRI-WP 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Not Economically 
Disadvantaged 

Economically 
Disadvantaged 

1 16 1 1 0 0 0 0 

2 14 3 1 2 0 0 0 

WRI-MC 5 1 1 0 0 0 0 

WRI-WP 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 

8 

Male Female 

1 15 0 0 0 0 0 0 

2 15 0 0 0 0 0 0 

3 15 2 2 0 0 0 0 

WRI-MC 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 

WRI-WP 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 

White 

Black 

1 15 0 0 0 0 0 0 

2 15 0 0 0 0 0 0 

3 15 2 0 2 1 1 0 

WRI-MC 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 

WRI-WP 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Hispanic 

1 15 0 0 0 0 0 0 

2 15 1 0 1 0 0 0 

3 15 1 1 0 0 0 0 

WRI-MC 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 

WRI-WP 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Non-Limited 
English 
Proficient 

Limited English 
Proficient 

1 15 2 0 2 0 0 0 

2 15 3 2 1 1 0 1 

3 14 1 1 0 1 0 1 

WRI-MC 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 

WRI-WP 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Not Economically 
Disadvantaged 

Economically 
Disadvantaged 

1 15 1 1 0 0 0 0 

2 8 1 0 1 0 0 0 

WRI-MC 5 1 0 1 0 0 0 

WRI-WP 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 

continued 
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Grade 

Group 

Task 
Number 
of Items 

Number “Low” Number “High” 

Reference Focal Total 
Favoring 

Total 
Favoring 

Reference Focal Reference Focal 

9 

Male Female 

1 16 0 0 0 0 0 0 

2 16 1 1 0 0 0 0 

3 16 1 1 0 0 0 0 

WRI-MC 5 1 1 0 0 0 0 

WRI-WP 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 

White 

Black 

1 16 0 0 0 0 0 0 

2 16 0 0 0 0 0 0 

3 16 1 1 0 0 0 0 

WRI-MC 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 

WRI-WP 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Hispanic 

1 16 0 0 0 0 0 0 

2 16 2 1 1 0 0 0 

3 16 3 1 2 0 0 0 

WRI-MC 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 

WRI-WP 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Non-Limited 
English 
Proficient 

Limited English 
Proficient 

1 16 1 0 1 0 0 0 

2 16 2 2 0 2 2 0 

WRI-MC 5 2 1 1 0 0 0 

WRI-WP 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Not Economically 
Disadvantaged 

Economically 
Disadvantaged 

1 16 1 1 0 0 0 0 

2 11 2 0 2 0 0 0 

WRI-MC 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 

WRI-WP 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 

10 

Male Female 

1 16 0 0 0 0 0 0 

2 16 0 0 0 0 0 0 

3 16 2 2 0 0 0 0 

WRI-MC 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 

WRI-WP 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 

White 

Black 

1 16 0 0 0 0 0 0 

2 16 1 1 0 0 0 0 

3 16 3 2 1 0 0 0 

WRI-MC 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 

WRI-WP 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Hispanic 

1 16 0 0 0 0 0 0 

2 16 0 0 0 0 0 0 

3 16 1 1 0 0 0 0 

continued 
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Grade 

Group 

Task 
Number 
of Items 

Number “Low” Number “High” 

Reference Focal Total 
Favoring 

Total 
Favoring 

Reference Focal Reference Focal 

10 

White Hispanic 
WRI-MC 5 1 1 0 0 0 0 

WRI-WP 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Non-Limited 
English 
Proficient 

Limited English 
Proficient 

1 16 2 1 1 0 0 0 

2 7 2 2 0 1 1 0 

WRI-MC 5 1 0 1 0 0 0 

WRI-WP 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Not Economically 
Disadvantaged 

Economically 
Disadvantaged 

1 16 2 1 1 0 0 0 

2 13 1 0 1 0 0 0 

WRI-MC 5 1 1 0 0 0 0 

WRI-WP 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 
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Table J-2. 2018–19 FSAA—PT: Number of Items Classified as “Low” or “High”

DIF Overall and by Group Favored—Mathematics 

Grade 

Group 

Task 
Number 
of Items 

Number “Low” Number “High” 

Reference Focal Total 
Favoring 

Total 
Favoring 

Reference Focal Reference Focal 

3 

Male Female 

1 16 0 0 0 0 0 0 

2 16 0 0 0 0 0 0 

3 16 0 0 0 0 0 0 

White 

Black 

1 16 0 0 0 0 0 0 

2 16 0 0 0 0 0 0 

3 16 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Hispanic 

1 16 0 0 0 0 0 0 

2 16 1 0 1 0 0 0 

3 16 2 1 1 0 0 0 

Non-Limited 
English 
Proficient 

Limited English 
Proficient 

1 16 0 0 0 0 0 0 

2 16 1 0 1 0 0 0 

3 16 3 0 3 0 0 0 

4 

Male Female 

1 16 0 0 0 0 0 0 

2 16 2 1 1 0 0 0 

3 16 1 1 0 0 0 0 

White 

Black 

1 16 0 0 0 0 0 0 

2 16 1 0 1 0 0 0 

3 16 3 1 2 0 0 0 

Hispanic 

1 16 0 0 0 0 0 0 

2 16 1 0 1 0 0 0 

3 16 1 1 0 0 0 0 

Non-Limited 
English 
Proficient 

Limited English 
Proficient 

1 16 0 0 0 0 0 0 

2 16 3 1 2 0 0 0 

3 16 3 2 1 0 0 0 

Not Economically 
Disadvantaged 

Economically 
Disadvantaged 

1 16 6 3 3 0 0 0 

2 13 4 3 1 0 0 0 

5 

Male Female 

1 16 0 0 0 0 0 0 

2 16 0 0 0 0 0 0 

3 16 2 2 0 0 0 0 

White 
Black 

1 16 0 0 0 0 0 0 

2 16 1 1 0 0 0 0 

3 16 2 1 1 0 0 0 

Hispanic 1 16 0 0 0 0 0 0 

continued 
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Grade 

Group 

Task 
Number 
of Items 

Number “Low” Number “High” 

Reference Focal Total 
Favoring 

Total 
Favoring 

Reference Focal Reference Focal 

5 

White Hispanic 
2 16 0 0 0 0 0 0 

3 16 1 1 0 0 0 0 

Non-Limited 
English 
Proficient 

Limited English 
Proficient 

1 16 0 0 0 0 0 0 

2 16 4 1 3 0 0 0 

3 13 2 1 1 1 1 0 

Not Economically 
Disadvantaged 

Economically 
Disadvantaged 

1 16 0 0 0 0 0 0 

2 14 3 0 3 0 0 0 

6 

Male Female 

1 16 0 0 0 0 0 0 

2 16 0 0 0 0 0 0 

3 16 2 2 0 0 0 0 

White 

Black 

1 16 0 0 0 0 0 0 

2 16 1 0 1 0 0 0 

3 16 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Hispanic 

1 16 0 0 0 0 0 0 

2 16 0 0 0 0 0 0 

3 16 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Non-Limited 
English 
Proficient 

Limited English 
Proficient 

1 16 1 0 1 0 0 0 

2 16 5 0 5 0 0 0 

3 16 4 1 3 0 0 0 

Not Economically 
Disadvantaged 

Economically 
Disadvantaged 

1 16 1 1 0 0 0 0 

2 7 0 0 0 0 0 0 

7 

Male Female 

1 16 0 0 0 0 0 0 

2 16 0 0 0 0 0 0 

3 16 0 0 0 0 0 0 

White 

Black 

1 16 0 0 0 0 0 0 

2 16 1 0 1 0 0 0 

3 16 2 1 1 0 0 0 

Hispanic 

1 16 0 0 0 0 0 0 

2 16 1 0 1 0 0 0 

3 16 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Non-Limited 
English 
Proficient 

Limited English 
Proficient 

1 16 0 0 0 0 0 0 

2 16 3 2 1 0 0 0 

3 14 2 1 1 3 1 2 

Not Economically 
Disadvantaged 

Economically 
Disadvantaged 

1 16 2 1 1 0 0 0 

2 13 2 2 0 1 0 1 

continued 
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Grade 

Group 

Task 
Number 
of Items 

Number “Low” Number “High” 

Reference Focal Total 
Favoring 

Total 
Favoring 

Reference Focal Reference Focal 

8 

Male Female 

1 16 0 0 0 0 0 0 

2 16 0 0 0 0 0 0 

3 16 2 1 1 0 0 0 

White Black 

1 16 0 0 0 0 0 0 

2 16 1 0 1 0 0 0 

3 16 2 2 0 0 0 0 

White Hispanic 

1 16 0 0 0 0 0 0 

2 16 0 0 0 0 0 0 

3 16 2 2 0 0 0 0 

Non-Limited 
English 
Proficient 

Limited English 
Proficient 

1 16 0 0 0 0 0 0 

2 16 4 1 3 0 0 0 

3 15 2 0 2 0 0 0 

Not Economically 
Disadvantaged 

Economically 
Disadvantaged 

1 16 1 1 0 1 0 1 

2 8 3 2 1 0 0 0 
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Table J-3. 2018–19 FSAA—PT: Number of Items Classified as “Low” or “High” DIF Overall and by

Group Favored—Science 

Grade 

Group 

Task 
Number 
of Items 

Number “Low” Number “High” 

Reference Focal Total 
Favoring 

Total 
Favoring 

Reference Focal Reference Focal 

5 

Male Female 

1 16 0 0 0 0 0 0 

2 16 0 0 0 0 0 0 

3 16 1 0 1 1 1 0 

White 

Black 

1 16 0 0 0 0 0 0 

2 16 0 0 0 0 0 0 

3 16 1 1 0 0 0 0 

Hispanic 

1 16 0 0 0 0 0 0 

2 16 1 1 0 0 0 0 

3 16 2 1 1 0 0 0 

Non-Limited 
English 
Proficient 

Limited English 
Proficient 

1 16 0 0 0 0 0 0 

2 16 1 1 0 0 0 0 

3 16 4 2 2 0 0 0 

Not Economically 
Disadvantaged 

Economically 
Disadvantaged 

1 16 0 0 0 0 0 0 

2 15 2 0 2 0 0 0 

3 3 1 1 0 0 0 0 

8 

Male Female 

1 16 0 0 0 0 0 0 

2 16 0 0 0 0 0 0 

3 16 2 1 1 0 0 0 

White 

Black 

1 16 0 0 0 0 0 0 

2 16 0 0 0 0 0 0 

3 16 3 1 2 1 0 1 

Hispanic 

1 16 0 0 0 0 0 0 

2 16 0 0 0 0 0 0 

3 16 1 0 1 1 0 1 

Non-Limited 
English 
Proficient 

Limited English 
Proficient 

1 16 0 0 0 0 0 0 

2 16 1 1 0 1 1 0 

3 13 4 1 3 0 0 0 

Not Economically 
Disadvantaged 

Economically 
Disadvantaged 

1 16 1 0 1 0 0 0 

2 9 1 0 1 0 0 0 
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Table J-4. 2018–19 FSAA—PT: Number of Items Classified as “Low” or “High”

DIF Overall and by Group Favored—HS Algebra 1 

Grade 

Group 

Task 
Number 
of Items 

Number “Low” Number “High” 

Reference Focal Total 
Favoring 

Total 
Favoring 

Reference Focal Reference Focal 

11 

Male Female 

1 16 0 0 0 0 0 0 

2 16 0 0 0 0 0 0 

3 16 2 0 2 0 0 0 

White 

Black 

1 16 0 0 0 0 0 0 

2 16 1 1 0 0 0 0 

3 16 1 1 0 0 0 0 

Hispanic 

1 16 0 0 0 0 0 0 

2 16 1 1 0 0 0 0 

3 16 3 2 1 0 0 0 

Non-Limited 
English 
Proficient 

Limited English 
Proficient 

1 16 4 2 2 0 0 0 

Not Economically 
Disadvantaged 

Economically 
Disadvantaged 

1 16 2 0 2 0 0 0 

Table J-5. 2018–19 FSAA—PT: Number of Items Classified as “Low” or “High” 
DIF Overall and by Group Favored—HS Biology 1

Grade 

Group 

Task 
Number 
of Items 

Number “Low” Number “High” 

Reference Focal Total 
Favoring 

Total 
Favoring 

Reference Focal Reference Focal 

11 

Male Female 

1 16 0 0 0 0 0 0 

2 16 1 1 0 0 0 0 

3 16 2 2 0 0 0 0 

White 

Black 

1 16 0 0 0 0 0 0 

2 16 1 0 1 0 0 0 

3 16 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Hispanic 

1 16 0 0 0 0 0 0 

2 16 1 0 1 0 0 0 

3 16 1 1 0 0 0 0 

Non-Limited 
English 
Proficient 

Limited English 
Proficient 

1 16 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Not Economically 
Disadvantaged 

Economically 
Disadvantaged 

2 11 1 0 1 1 0 1 
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Table J-6. 2018–19 FSAA—PT: Number of Items Classified as “Low” or “High”

DIF Overall and by Group Favored—HS Geometry 

Grade 

Group 

Task 
Number 
of Items 

Number “Low” Number “High” 

Reference Focal Total 
Favoring 

Total 
Favoring 

Reference Focal Reference Focal 

11 

Male Female 

1 16 1 0 1 0 0 0 

2 16 1 0 1 0 0 0 

3 14 8 7 1 0 0 0 

White 

Black 

1 16 1 1 0 0 0 0 

2 16 3 1 2 1 1 0 

3 6 2 2 0 0 0 0 

Hispanic 

1 16 1 1 0 0 0 0 

2 16 5 3 2 0 0 0 

3 8 2 0 2 0 0 0 

Table J-7. 2018–19 FSAA—PT: Number of Items Classified as “Low” or “High”

DIF Overall and by Group Favored—Civics 

Grade 

Group 

Task 
Number 
of Items 

Number “Low” Number “High” 

Reference Focal Total 
Favoring 

Total 
Favoring 

Reference Focal Reference Focal 

7 

Male Female 

1 16 0 0 0 0 0 0 

2 16 1 1 0 0 0 0 

3 16 0 0 0 0 0 0 

White 

Black 

1 16 0 0 0 0 0 0 

2 16 2 1 1 0 0 0 

3 16 4 1 3 0 0 0 

Hispanic 

1 16 0 0 0 0 0 0 

2 16 1 0 1 0 0 0 

3 16 1 1 0 0 0 0 

Non-Limited 
English 
Proficient 

Limited English 
Proficient 

1 16 0 0 0 0 0 0 

2 16 2 1 1 0 0 0 

3 16 3 2 1 1 1 0 

Not Economically 
Disadvantaged 

Economically 
Disadvantaged 

1 16 0 0 0 0 0 0 

2 15 2 1 1 0 0 0 
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Table J-8. 2018–19 FSAA—PT: Number of Items Classified as “Low” or “High”

DIF Overall and by Group Favored—HS U.S. History 

Grade 

Group 

Task 
Number 
of Items 

Number “Low” Number “High” 

Reference Focal Total 
Favoring 

Total 
Favoring 

Reference Focal Reference Focal 

11 

Male Female 

1 16 0 0 0 0 0 0 

2 16 0 0 0 0 0 0 

3 16 3 3 0 0 0 0 

White 

Black 

1 16 0 0 0 0 0 0 

2 16 3 1 2 0 0 0 

3 16 3 2 1 1 1 0 

Hispanic 

1 16 0 0 0 0 0 0 

2 16 0 0 0 0 0 0 

3 16 3 3 0 0 0 0 
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APPENDIX K—DIMENSIONALITY 
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2015–16 DIMENSIONALITY 

The DIF analyses of the previous section were performed to identify items that showed evidence of 

differences in performance between pairs of subgroups beyond that which would be expected based on the 

primary construct that underlies total test score (also known as the “primary dimension,” e.g., general 

achievement in mathematics). When items are flagged for DIF, statistical evidence points to their measuring 

an additional dimension(s) to the primary dimension. 

Because tests are constructed with multiple content-area subcategories, and their associated 

knowledge and skills, the potential exists for a large number of dimensions being invoked beyond the 

common primary dimension. Generally, the subcategories are highly correlated with each other; therefore, the 

primary dimension they share typically explains an overwhelming majority of variance in test scores. In fact, 

the presence of just such a dominant primary dimension provides the foundation for the reporting and 

interpretation of a single score for each student taking the FSAA-PT. As noted in the previous section, a 

statistically significant DIF result does not automatically imply that an item is measuring an irrelevant 

construct or dimension. An item could be flagged for DIF because it measures one of the construct-relevant 

dimensions of a subcategory’s knowledge and skills.   

The purpose of dimensionality analysis is to investigate whether violation of the assumption of test 

unidimensionality is statistically detectable and, if so, (a) the degree to which unidimensionality is violated 

and (b) the nature of the multidimensionality.  

The dimensionality analyses were conducted using the nonparametric methods DIMTEST (Stout, 

1987; Stout, Froelich, & Gao, 2001) and DETECT (Zhang & Stout, 1999). Both of these methods use as their 

basic statistical building block the estimated average conditional covariances for item pairs. A conditional 

covariance is the covariance between two items conditioned on expected total score for the rest of the test, and 

the average conditional covariance is obtained by averaging over all possible conditioning scores. When a test 

is strictly unidimensional, all conditional covariances are expected to take on values within random noise of 

zero, indicating statistically independent item responses for examinees with equal expected scores. Nonzero 

conditional covariances are essentially violations of the principle of local independence, and local dependence 

implies multidimensionality. Thus, nonrandom patterns of positive and negative conditional covariances are 

indicative of multidimensionality. 

DIMTEST is a hypothesis-testing procedure for detecting violations of local independence. The data 

are first divided into a training sample and a cross-validation sample. Then an exploratory analysis of the 

conditional covariances is conducted on the training sample data to find the cluster of items that displays the 

greatest evidence of local dependence. The cross-validation sample is then used to test whether the 

conditional covariances of the selected cluster of items display local dependence, conditioning on total score 

on the nonclustered items. The DIMTEST statistic follows a standard normal distribution under the null 

hypothesis of unidimensionality.  
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DETECT is an effect-size measure of multidimensionality. As with DIMTEST, the data are first 

divided into a training sample and a cross-validation sample. The training sample is used to find a set of 

mutually exclusive and collectively exhaustive clusters of items that best fit a systematic pattern of positive 

conditional covariances for pairs of items from the same cluster and negative conditional covariances from 

different clusters. Next, the clusters from the training sample are used with the cross-validation sample data to 

average the conditional covariances: Within-cluster conditional covariances are summed; from this sum the 

between-cluster conditional covariances are subtracted; this difference is divided by the total number of item 

pairs; and this average is multiplied by 100 to yield an index of the average violation of local independence 

for an item pair. DETECT values less than 0.2 indicate very weak multidimensionality (or near 

unidimensionality); values of 0.2 to 0.4, weak to moderate multidimensionality; values of 0.4 to 1.0, moderate 

to strong multidimensionality; and values greater than 1.0, very strong multidimensionality (Roussos & 

Ozbek, 2006).  

The use of a training sample and a cross-validation sample is required for exploratory DIMTEST 

hypothesis testing analyses in order to have proper control of the type 1 error rate.   For DETECT, the use of a 

training sample and a cross-validation sample is implemented to decrease the risk of an inflated DETECT 

index in the case of unidimensionality.  In this case, the signs of the conditional covariances will exhibit 

random patterns; but DETECT will still find the clusters that best exemplify the systematic pattern associated 

with multidimensionality by capitalizing on chance. Such random patterns, however, are unlikely to repeat 

themselves in a new independently chosen sample, thus resulting in an appropriately small DETECT index in 

the cross-validation sample in the case of unidimensionality. The disadvantage of using training and cross-

validation samples is that the DETECT index is estimated using a smaller sample size, which, of course, 

increases the noise in the estimator.  When the total sample size is large (for example, 2000 or more) for an 

analysis, the increase in noise is negligible; however, when the total sample size is small, it may sometimes be 

helpful to implement DETECT without using training and cross-validation samples. We refer to this as using 

DETECT with no cross validation.  In this case, the entire sample is used to select the clusters; and the entire 

sample is used to estimate the DETECT index. 

When a DETECT analysis is conducted with no cross validation, extra caution is called for in the 

interpretation of the results.  The critical focus in this case is on the interpretation of the clusters and the sign 

pattern matrix.  In the case of unidimensionality with a small sample size, the items will have been assigned 

to clusters in a random fashion; and there will be evidence of substantial noise in the sign pattern matrix.  

Hence, if the clusters are found to be uninterpretable with substantial noise in the sign pattern matrix, the 

conclusion should be that there is no evidence of substantial multidimensionality, regardless of the size of the 

DETECT index. On the other hand, in the case of moderate to strong multidimensionality with a small sample 

size, the use of the total sample results in the clusters being more interpretable and less noise in the sign 

pattern matrix as compared to when the sample is split into a training sample and a cross-validation sample.  

The interpretation of the DETECT index must still be conducted with caution.  In general, if it is determined 
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that a DETECT analysis without cross validation would be helpful, a run with training and cross-validation 

samples should also be conducted to aid in the interpretation of the results. 

DIMTEST and DETECT require that data sets have full responses without any missing values. 

DIMTEST and DETECT were applied to the 2015–16 assessments for ELA and mathematics in grades 3 

through 8, ELA in grades 9 and 10, and science in grades 5 and 8 – a total of 16 tests.  For all these tests, 

Session 2 consisted of 9 item sets (27 items) that were administered non-adaptively to all the test takers. The 9 

item sets in Session 2 consist of 6 operational item sets (18 items) that all the students took plus 3 field-test 

item sets (9 items).  There also were additional ELA writing-prompt-based field-test items.  These were new 

items that did not have counterparts within the operationally scored items.  Thus, the dimensionality analysis 

of the writing-prompt-based items are treated separately below.  Here we will first focus on the results for the 

operational ELA, mathematics, and science performance-task item sets, plus their corresponding field-test 

item sets. Thus, each analyzed test consisted of 27 items.  Next, we describe the sample sizes for each of the 

analyzed tests. 

For 13 of the 16 ELA, mathematics, and science tests, there were two field-test forms per operational 

form.  Because the total sample size for each test consisted of about 2900 examinees, this resulted in 

approximately 1450 examinees per analyzed test. There were three tests that did not have two field-test forms 

– grade 10 ELA, which had four field-test forms, and grades 3 and 8 ELA, each of which had only one field-

test form.  Since there was only one field-test form for ELA in grades 3 and 8, the sample size was the total 

number of examinees who took the tests, about 2900. For grade 10 reading, two of the four field-test forms 

had approximately 950 examinees each while the other two had approximately 500 examinees each.  Thus, 

only the two grade 10 field-test forms with 950 examinees each were included in our analyses.  

Two sets of analyses were then conducted: (1) DIMTEST and DETECT analyses of the field-test 

forms using training and cross-validation samples, and (2) DETECT analyses of the field-test forms 

conducted without cross-validation.  In the first set of analyses, DIMTEST was applied to each test using 

training and cross-validation samples. For the datasets for which the DIMTEST null hypothesis was rejected, 

DETECT was then conducted in order to estimate the effect size of multidimensionality. The second set of 

analyses was conducted to obtain less noisy estimation of the DETECT item clusterings. For ELA in grades 3 

and 8, analyses were conducted in two ways – first, using the smaller (approximately 1450) field-test sample 

sizes and, second, using the full (approximately 2900) sample size.  This allowed us to better judge the effect 

of sample size in our interpretations of the results for the other tests.   

For the DIMTEST analyses, the null hypothesis of unidimensionality was rejected at a significance 

level of 0.05 for every dataset.  Thus, for every dataset DETECT was used to estimate the effect size of the 

violations of local independence found by DIMTEST. Table 8-2 displays the multidimensional effect size 

estimates from DETECT. 
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Table K-1. 2016–1 FSAA-PT: Multidimensionality Effect Sizes by Content Area 

Content Grade Form 
Number of 
Examinees 

DETECT 
with Cross 
Validation 

DETECT 
with No 
Cross 

Validation . 

Mathematics 

3 
A1 1,423 0.57 0.69 

B1 1,358 0.51 0.60 

4 
A1 1,469 0.48 0.46 

B1 1,435 0.45 0.63 

5 
A1 1,468 0.56 0.71 

B1 1,436 0.78 0.76 

6 
A1 1,475 0.45 0.49 

B1 1,424 0.34 0.46 

7 
A1 1,492 0.62 0.66 

B1 1,463 0.49 0.68 

8 
A1 1,522 0.48 0.56 

B1 1,448 0.48 0.49 

Reading 

3 

A1 1,445 0.47 0.57 

B1 1,353 0.60 0.52 

Common2 2,798 0.54 0.53 

4 
A1 1,471 0.36 0.46 

B1 1,441 0.30 0.36 

5 
A1 1,478 0.29 0.47 

B1 1,440 0.37 0.50 

6 
A1 1,479 0.23 0.45 

B1 1,428 0.30 0.48 

7 
A1 1,495 0.39 0.47 

B1 1,463 0.34 0.47 

8 

A1 1,525 0.32 0.46 

B1 1,460 0.36 0.47 

Common2 2,985 0.39 0.45 

9 
A1 1,558 0.56 0.64 

B1 1,496 0.54 0.60 

10 
A1 983 0.18 0.41 

B1 932 0.57 0.55 

Science 

5 
A1 1,461 0.33 0.44 

B1 1,440 0.31 0.43 

8 
A1 1,518 0.41 0.61 

B1 1,451 0.43 0.56 
1 field test item forms 
2 items common to all field test forms 

Scanning the results, as expected, the DETECT indices for the analyses using cross validation are 

generally lower than the results that did not use cross validation.  A positive bias is to be expected when 

cross-validation is not used due to the statistic’s capitalization on chance.  Even when cross-validation is used, 

the 27-item test length would still induce a small amount of positive bias – about 0.15, estimated from the 

results of Roussos and Ozbek (2006).  When cross-validation is not used, the bias would be expected to be 

still larger.  Of course, random estimation error (random noise) also occurs in the estimation of the DETECT 
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index, and such random error would be expected to be greater in the case where cross-validation is used 

because of the smaller sample size used in calculating the DETECT index. 

Comparing the content areas, ELA and science have similar DETECT indices, while mathematics 

tends to have values that are higher than ELA or science, within mathematics, taking the 0.15 bias into 

account, most of the results indicate weak multidimensionality or moderate multidimensionality on the low 

side of the moderate range.  The highest DETECT index for mathematics occurred for Form B of grade 5, still 

indicating moderate multidimensionality, though on the high end of the moderate range. Thus, overall for 

mathematics, the DETECT index indicates weak to moderate multidimensionality. For ELA and science, 

most of the results indicate very weak or weak multidimensionality.  The highest values occurred for the 

grade 3 and grade 9 tests, which displayed moderate multidimensionality on the low side of the moderate 

range. Thus, for ELA and science, the DETECT index generally indicates very weak (<0.20) to weak (0.20 to 

0.30) multidimensionality. 

In addition to an estimate of the size of violation, DETECT also produces a listing of how the items 

cluster into different dimensions. The patterns were investigated for all the results, both with and without 

cross validation, and a consistent pattern emerged across those results. The analyses with cross validation, as 

expected displayed a substantial amount of noise in the sign-pattern matrices.  Of the 32 analyses, 13 

displayed a strong tendency of forming three clusters corresponding to items having the three keys of “A”, 

“B”, and “C”, respectively.  Another 17 analyses showed only some indication of a cluster or two being 

associated with an answer key.  For two other tests, the clusters did not seem to have any obvious 

interpretation.  If the keys really do have some role to play in the multidimensionality, then we would expect 

the results with the larger sample sizes in the no-cross-validation analyses to confirm such a role.  When the 

no-cross-validation results were investigated, it was found that 28 of the 32 analyses displayed a strong 

tendency of DETECT to form three clusters, each aligned to one of the three answer keys.  Importantly, for 

the two tests with full sample size analyses, grade 3 and grade 8 ELA, not only was the DETECT index nearly 

the same for both cross-validation and no-cross-validation, but the strong clustering tendency was present for 

both tests for the no-cross-validation case.    

These results indicate that the violations of local independence are related to the placement of the 

correct response options. This phenomenon requires further research, the scale and size of which is beyond 

the scope of the standard analyses conducted for this section. The nature of these results indicate that there are 

students who tend to give responses corresponding to a particular key to some degree on at least some items, 

regardless as to whether the particular key is the correct response or not.  Given that the DETECT effect sizes 

are not large, this phenomenon is probably occurring with a small, but still substantial number of students, 

and the phenomenon is present to at least some degree for nearly every item on each test. Such hypotheses 

about these types of results have been confirmed in other testing programs and, thus, warrant further 

investigation here. Until further investigation is conducted, no conclusion can yet be drawn on the 

implications of these results.  
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DETECT was also performed for the operational ELA Session 2 items combined with the writing-

prompt stand-alone and essay field-test items. These field-test items consisted of 5 Writing MC items and a 

writing prompt essay scored on 4 traits using a rubric of 0-3 on each trait. In 2015-16, 6 writing prompt forms 

were spiraled and randomly assigned to each student. Combining all the operational ELA items with the field-

test writing items for each field-test form resulted in 6 forms, each of which consisted of 39 points, with 

approximately 500 students on each form. Each of these forms was then analyzed using DIMTEST and 

DETECT. The DIMTEST null hypothesis was rejected at a significance level of 0.01 for every grade. Table 

8-3 displays the multidimensional effect size estimates from DETECT for Form A (similar results occurred 

for Forms B, C, D, E, and F). 

Table K-2. 2015-16 FSAA-PT: Multidimensionality Effect Sizes by Grade 

for Reading and Writing Combined 

Content Area Grade 
Multidimensionality 

Effect Size 

Reading + Writing 

4 0.96 

5 0.61 

6 0.81 

7 0.64 

8 0.83 

9 0.96 

10 1.04 

Average 0.84 

All the DETECT values indicated moderate to strong multidimensionality. These test forms tended to 

show more multidimensionality than did the operational mathematics, ELA, or science test forms.  How 

DETECT divided the tests into clusters was also investigated to see if there were any discernable patterns 

with respect to item type. The combined ELA/Writing tests clearly showed two dimensions for each grade: 

one for ELA combined with writing multiple-choice items and the other for the writing prompts.  To mitigate 

the possible effects of multidimensionality on scoring, the ELA scale was set by calibrating and equating all 

MC items first and then bringing the writing prompts onto that scale. Please refer to chapter 10 for details. 
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2016–17 DIMENSIONALITY 

The DIF analyses of the previous section were performed to identify items that showed evidence of 

differences in performance between pairs of subgroups beyond that which would be expected based on the 

primary construct that underlies total test score (also known as the “primary dimension,” e.g., general 

achievement in mathematics). When items are flagged for DIF, statistical evidence points to their measuring 

an additional dimension(s) to the primary dimension. 

Because tests are constructed with multiple content-area subcategories, and their associated 

knowledge and skills, the potential exists for a large number of dimensions being invoked beyond the 

common primary dimension. Generally, the subcategories are highly correlated with each other; therefore, the 

primary dimension they share typically explains an overwhelming majority of variance in test scores. In fact, 

the presence of just such a dominant primary dimension provides the foundation for the reporting and 

interpretation of a single score for each student taking the FSAA-PT. As noted in the previous section, a 

statistically significant DIF result does not automatically imply that an item is measuring an irrelevant 

construct or dimension. An item could be flagged for DIF because it measures one of the construct-relevant 

dimensions of a subcategory’s knowledge and skills.   

The purpose of dimensionality analysis is to investigate whether violation of the assumption of test 

unidimensionality is statistically detectable and, if so, (a) the degree to which unidimensionality is violated 

and (b) the nature of the multidimensionality.  

The dimensionality analyses were conducted using the nonparametric methods DIMTEST (Stout, 

1987; Stout, Froelich, & Gao, 2001) and DETECT (Zhang & Stout, 1999). Both of these methods use as their 

basic statistical building block the estimated average conditional covariances for item pairs. A conditional 

covariance is the covariance between two items conditioned on expected total score for the rest of the test, and 

the average conditional covariance is obtained by averaging over all possible conditioning scores. When a test 

is strictly unidimensional, all conditional covariances are expected to take on values within random noise of 

zero, indicating statistically independent item responses for examinees with equal expected scores. Nonzero 

conditional covariances are essentially violations of the principle of local independence, and local dependence 

implies multidimensionality. Thus, nonrandom patterns of positive and negative conditional covariances are 

indicative of multidimensionality. 

DIMTEST is a hypothesis-testing procedure for detecting violations of local independence. The data 

are first divided into a training sample and a cross-validation sample. Then an exploratory analysis of the 

conditional covariances is conducted on the training sample data to find the cluster of items that displays the 

greatest evidence of local dependence. The cross-validation sample is then used to test whether the 

conditional covariances of the selected cluster of items display local dependence, conditioning on total score 

on the nonclustered items. The DIMTEST statistic follows a standard normal distribution under the null 

hypothesis of unidimensionality.  
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DETECT is an effect-size measure of multidimensionality. As with DIMTEST, the data are first 

divided into a training sample and a cross-validation sample. The training sample is used to find a set of 

mutually exclusive and collectively exhaustive clusters of items that best fit a systematic pattern of positive 

conditional covariances for pairs of items from the same cluster and negative conditional covariances from 

different clusters. Next, the clusters from the training sample are used with the cross-validation sample data to 

average the conditional covariances: Within-cluster conditional covariances are summed; from this sum the 

between-cluster conditional covariances are subtracted; this difference is divided by the total number of item 

pairs; and this average is multiplied by 100 to yield an index of the average violation of local independence 

for an item pair. DETECT values less than 0.2 indicate very weak multidimensionality (or near 

unidimensionality); values of 0.2 to 0.4, weak to moderate multidimensionality; values of 0.4 to 1.0, moderate 

to strong multidimensionality; and values greater than 1.0, very strong multidimensionality (Roussos & 

Ozbek, 2006).  

The use of a training sample and a cross-validation sample is required for exploratory DIMTEST 

hypothesis testing analyses in order to have proper control of the type 1 error rate.   For DETECT, the use of a 

training sample and a cross-validation sample is implemented to decrease the risk of an inflated DETECT 

index in the case of unidimensionality.  In this case, the signs of the conditional covariances will exhibit 

random patterns; but DETECT will still find the cluster that best exemplifies the systematic pattern associated 

with multidimensionality by capitalizing on chance. Such random patterns, however, are unlikely to repeat 

themselves in a new independently chosen sample, thus resulting in an appropriately small DETECT index in 

the cross-validation sample in the case of unidimensionality. The disadvantage of using training and cross-

validation samples is that the DETECT index is estimated using a smaller sample size, which, of course, 

increases the noise in the estimator.  When the total sample size is large (for example, 2000 or more) for an 

analysis, the increase in noise is negligible; however, when the total sample size is small, it may sometimes be 

helpful to implement DETECT without using training and cross-validation samples. We refer to this as using 

DETECT with no cross validation.  In this case, the entire sample is used to select the clusters; and the entire 

sample is used to estimate the DETECT index. 

When a DETECT analysis is conducted with no cross validation, extra caution is called for in the 

interpretation of the results.  The critical focus in this case is on the interpretation of the clusters and the sign 

pattern matrix.  In the case of unidimensionality with a small sample size, the items will have been assigned 

to clusters in a random fashion; and there will be evidence of substantial noise in the sign pattern matrix.  

Hence, if the clusters are found to be uninterpretable with substantial noise in the sign pattern matrix, the 

conclusion should be that there is no evidence of substantial multidimensionality, regardless of the size of the 

DETECT index.   On the other hand, in the case of moderate to strong multidimensionality with a small 

sample size, the use of the total sample result in the clusters being more interpretable and less noise in the 

sign pattern matrix as compared to when the sample is split into a training sample and a cross-validation 

sample.  The interpretation of the DETECT index must still be conducted with caution.  In general, if it is 
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determined that a DETECT analysis without cross validation would be helpful, a run with training and cross-

validation samples should also be conducted to aid in the interpretation of the results. 

DIMTEST and DETECT require that data sets have full responses without any missing values. 

DIMTEST and DETECT were applied to the 2016–17 assessments for grade 7 civics and high school U.S. 

history where Session 2 (consisting of 9 item sets) was administered non-adaptively to all the test takers. The 

9 item sets consist of 6 operational item sets that all the students took plus 3 item sets that were unique to each 

of four field-test forms.  The sample sizes for the 6 item sets that were in common across the field-test forms 

were approximately 2500 students for civics and approximately 3800 for U.S. history.  The sample sizes for 

the field-test forms were approximately 650 for civics and 950 for U.S. history.   The 18 points associated 

with 6 operational item sets are below the 20 points generally recommended as the minimum to be used with 

DETECT to avoid undesirable inflation of the DETECT index.  While the field-test forms easily meet this 

criterion (26 or 27 points each), the sample sizes are smaller than recommended for use with cross validation, 

especially for civics.  Thus, the decision was made to conduct two sets of analyses:  (1) DIMTEST and 

DETECT analyses of the common item sets to get as large a sample size as possible, using training and cross-

validation samples, and (2) analyses of the field-test forms conducted with cross-validation for DIMTEST, 

but conducted both with and without cross-validation for DETECT.  For each dataset, DIMTEST was applied 

to each test using training and cross-validation samples. For the datasets for which the DIMTEST null 

hypothesis was rejected, DETECT was then conducted in order to estimate the effect size of 

multidimensionality.  

For the DIMTEST analyses, the null hypothesis of unidimensionality was rejected at a significance 

level of 0.05 for every dataset.  Thus, for every dataset DETECT was used to estimate the effect size of the 

violations of local independence found by DIMTEST. Table 8-2 displays the multidimensional effect size 

estimates from DETECT. 

Before discussing the results, note that the number of items on field-test forms C and D for U.S. 

history was 26, instead of the expected 27, because each form had one field-test item that was determined to 

be flawed and, thus, was not scored.  Scanning the results, as expected the DETECT indices for the analyses 

using cross validation are lower than the results that did not use cross validation.  The former are probably 

negatively biased, while the latter are probably positively biased.  The results for the common operational 

items, while containing less noise, will also be positively biased because of the short test length.  According 

to Roussos and Ozbek (2006), the bias would be expected to be at least 0.20.   
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Table K-3. 2016–17 FSAA-PT: DETECT Results by Content Area—With and Without Cross Validation 

Content Form 
Number of 

Items 

Number of 
Examinees 
Analyzed 

DETECT 
with Cross 
Validation 

DETECT 
with No 
Cross 

Validation 

Civics 
(Grade 7) 

A1 27 694 0.46 0.82 

B1 27 651 1.18 1.41 

C1 27 645 0.82 1.08 

D1 27 577 0.45 0.90 

Common2 18 2,567 0.89 

U.S. History 
(High School) 

A1 27 1,026 0.56 0.78 

B1 27 972 0.65 0.72 

C1 26 961 0.49 0.73 

D1 26 873 0.54 0.64 

Common2 18 3,832 0.89 
1 field test item forms 
2 items common to all field test forms 

For civics, all of the results indicate moderate to strong (0.4 to 1.0) violations of local independence. 

Even with cross validation, the average was about 0.70, about halfway between moderate and strong.  Thus, 

we can conclude that the DETECT effect size can be categorized as moderate for civics. For U.S. history, all 

the DETECT indices indicate a moderate effect size, with the largest being the value for the 18 common 

items, which is expected to be inflated.  Thus, as for civics, the results indicate a moderate amount of 

multidimensionality. 

In addition to an estimate of the size of violation, DETECT also produces a listing of how the items 

cluster into different dimensions. The patterns were investigated for all the results, both with and without 

cross validation, and a consistent pattern emerged across those results. Because the analyses of the 18 

common items for each test had the largest sample sizes and were only conducted with cross validation, their 

results are the most statistically reliable.  For these analyses, for both civics and history, the Task 2 and Task 

3 items that had a key of “C” always formed a cluster separate from the items that had a key of “A.” For the 

Task 1 items with a key of “C,” the history test had no such items among its18 common items; and the civics 

test, the Task 1 “C” items showed evidence of being attracted to both the “A” items as well as to the other “C” 

items. For the items with a key of “B,” the civics test had only two such items, so that no conclusion could be 

drawn; but for the history test, the “B” items clearly clustered with the “A” items. 

The clustering results for the field-test forms, both with and without cross validation, were also 

examined.  As expected, the results without cross validation, because of their larger sample sizes, produced 

less noisy results in terms of the regularity in the sign-pattern matrices.  These results showed a very high 

degree of similarity with the results for the common items.  In particular, in all cases, the Task 2 and Task 3 
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“C” items clustered separately from the remaining items.  Where Task 1 “C” items existed, they tended to 

cluster together with the other “C” items; and the “B” items tended to cluster together with the “A” items.   

These results indicate that the violations of local independence are related to the placement of the 

correct response options. This phenomenon requires further study.  The nature of these results indicate that 

there are students who tend to give correct responses to “C” items (at least for Task 2 and Task 3 items) while 

giving incorrect responses to the other items. Such hypotheses about these types of results have been 

confirmed in other testing programs and, thus, warrant further investigation here. Until further investigation is 

conducted, no conclusion can yet be drawn on the implications of these results. 
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Table L-1. 2018–19 FSAA—PT: IRT Parameters for Dichotomous Items—ELA Grade 3

Item 
Number 

a SE(a) b SE(b) 

179293 1.4507 0.0542 -0.4997 0.0221 

179304 1.2645 0.0617 -0.1988 0.0313 

179308 0.4682 0.0457 -0.3063 0.1152 

257264 1.7752 0.0741 -0.7999 0.0220 

257266 0.8986 0.0458 -0.3958 0.0411 

257268 0.5103 0.0408 0.1113 0.0678 

262777 1.4796 0.0652 -0.9725 0.0284 

262779 1.3759 0.0570 -0.1839 0.0243 

262781 1.1562 0.0649 0.1074 0.0352 

265873 0.8513 0.0343 -0.3026 0.0310 

265877 0.7971 0.0470 -0.4805 0.0572 

265879 0.5790 0.0440 0.8485 0.0570 

265882 1.3438 0.0583 -0.9516 0.0301 

265884 0.6274 0.0344 -0.1283 0.0458 

265887 0.5923 0.0432 1.0072 0.0577 

265893 1.3986 0.0641 -1.0744 0.0321 

265898 0.6410 0.0328 0.3629 0.0388 

265902 0.4145 0.0450 -0.7706 0.1665 

265947 1.7817 0.0814 -0.9938 0.0251 

265949 0.5517 0.0313 0.5071 0.0446 

265950 0.6354 0.0487 1.0393 0.0602 

265962 0.6764 0.0306 -0.4354 0.0396 

265964 0.6130 0.0364 0.1666 0.0491 

265965 0.4337 0.0435 0.4216 0.0907 

Item 
Number 

a SE(a) b SE(b) 

266817 1.8071 0.0877 -1.1033 0.0273 

266821 0.5582 0.0434 -0.7538 0.0984 

266825 0.8039 0.0417 -0.0314 0.0396 

266827 1.2560 0.0488 -0.6140 0.0258 

266829 0.6788 0.0530 -0.1175 0.0744 

266834 0.8849 0.0400 -0.9608 0.0423 

266836 0.8118 0.0380 0.2890 0.0336 

266838 0.7911 0.0597 -0.2545 0.0752 

267318 0.5794 0.0275 0.0732 0.0396 

267320 0.5935 0.0401 -0.1337 0.0645 

267322 0.5076 0.0473 0.9870 0.0769 

268696 0.6292 0.0355 -0.6089 0.0570 

444068 1.4307 0.0530 -0.4599 0.0220 

444101 0.4307 0.0358 -0.5211 0.1003 

444121 0.5384 0.0424 0.6925 0.0604 

444418 1.6821 0.0678 -0.7268 0.0219 

444562 0.7916 0.0432 -0.4157 0.0481 

444588 0.9015 0.0518 0.2518 0.0387 

444968 1.6279 0.0613 -0.5274 0.0206 

444985 0.6780 0.0437 -0.5687 0.0688 

445018 0.8832 0.0656 -0.5523 0.0764 

522500 1.7617 0.0724 -0.7620 0.0216 

522512 0.8482 0.0435 -0.2769 0.0405 

522528 0.4877 0.0399 0.6781 0.0606 
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Table L-2. 2018–19 FSAA—PT: IRT Parameters for Dichotomous Items—ELA Grade 4

Item 
Number 

a SE(a) b SE(b) 

221282 0.8626 0.0473 -0.8887 0.0538 

221288 0.7117 0.0390 0.3386 0.0394 

244384 1.6715 0.0704 -0.9417 0.0238 

244386 1.2043 0.0682 -1.0171 0.0497 

244388 0.6654 0.0394 -0.0651 0.0470 

245006 1.5539 0.0698 -1.1032 0.0283 

245008 0.9594 0.0512 -0.9708 0.0514 

245009 0.5383 0.0370 -0.3630 0.0683 

257092 0.6765 0.0425 0.1178 0.0537 

257096 0.4915 0.0495 1.1853 0.0892 

257204 1.6313 0.0710 -1.0217 0.0256 

257206 0.9718 0.0482 -0.6604 0.0411 

257208 1.2878 0.0637 -0.0978 0.0301 

262717 1.3615 0.0588 -1.0337 0.0296 

262719 1.1355 0.0516 -0.4950 0.0322 

262721 0.9660 0.0517 0.1069 0.0357 

262733 1.1322 0.0495 -1.0593 0.0349 

262734 0.6108 0.0321 0.4278 0.0416 

262736 0.6953 0.0624 -0.7580 0.1144 

265967 1.0809 0.0445 -0.8476 0.0315 

265969 0.6070 0.0360 -0.4532 0.0575 

265971 0.3771 0.0360 0.2580 0.0852 

265981 1.2357 0.0559 -1.1557 0.0351 

265983 0.3529 0.0297 -1.2887 0.1393 

265986 0.4006 0.0325 1.3746 0.0972 

265990 1.9018 0.0802 -0.9059 0.0211 

265992 1.1818 0.0568 -0.5396 0.0337 

Item 
Number 

a SE(a) b SE(b) 

265994 1.1350 0.0877 -1.0337 0.0848 

266003 1.9162 0.0905 -1.1309 0.0247 

266006 0.9068 0.0389 0.8900 0.0342 

266009 0.4024 0.0481 1.5712 0.1195 

266012 0.4426 0.0254 -0.6421 0.0613 

266014 0.5175 0.0329 0.1947 0.0552 

267327 1.9551 0.0881 -1.0354 0.0226 

267329 0.9813 0.0481 -0.6275 0.0392 

267331 0.6437 0.0384 0.7959 0.0457 

267432 1.6366 0.0681 -0.9183 0.0238 

267434 0.9156 0.0401 -0.9631 0.0388 

267436 0.7699 0.0312 -0.0766 0.0313 

267438 0.4964 0.0262 -0.4776 0.0511 

267440 0.6040 0.0274 0.0824 0.0379 

268793 0.5300 0.0457 0.7422 0.0735 

268889 2.1184 0.0975 -1.0431 0.0214 

268896 0.5172 0.0257 0.2925 0.0441 

446693 0.9329 0.0421 -1.0827 0.0415 

446708 0.7441 0.0352 0.2115 0.0356 

446720 0.7328 0.0500 0.3991 0.0518 

521757 1.7378 0.0746 -0.9752 0.0236 

521770 0.6821 0.0374 -0.4645 0.0493 

521783 0.9502 0.0511 0.2474 0.0351 

522739 1.4995 0.0641 -0.9982 0.0268 

522755 0.4844 0.0300 0.2782 0.0501 

522767 0.7060 0.0501 -0.1253 0.0635 
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Table L-3. 2018–19 FSAA—PT: IRT Parameters for Dichotomous Items—ELA Grade 5

Item 
Number 

a SE(a) b SE(b) 

98981 1.4828 0.0627 -0.9931 0.0265

98984 0.8077 0.0450 -0.9923 0.0614

181684 1.6590 0.0908 -1.4230 0.0372

181688 0.7701 0.0367 -0.7085 0.0437

181692 0.7348 0.0420 -0.4386 0.0533

257594 1.6598 0.0715 -1.0066 0.0245

257596 1.0415 0.0472 -0.5159 0.0344

257598 0.4650 0.0355 0.3088 0.0606

262728 1.6001 0.0702 -1.0539 0.0262

262730 1.1223 0.0492 -0.5094 0.0316

266051 0.6195 0.0303 -0.9574 0.0534

266053 1.1780 0.0569 -0.7488 0.0370

266055 0.4559 0.0364 -0.3824 0.0912

266057 1.7105 0.0790 -1.1287 0.0266

266059 0.9980 0.0407 -0.0898 0.0275

266061 0.2689 0.0330 1.9202 0.1776

266063 2.0529 0.1025 -1.1896 0.0247

266065 1.4279 0.0588 -0.5367 0.0246

266066 0.7625 0.0402 0.8626 0.0383

266076 1.6767 0.0762 -1.1075 0.0265

266082 0.3763 0.0356 -0.3671 0.1131

266090 1.1177 0.0448 -0.8312 0.0298

266092 0.4822 0.0316 -0.3848 0.0670

266094 0.7207 0.0438 0.5737 0.0448

266096 1.3998 0.0538 -0.7563 0.0239

266098 0.4331 0.0295 0.5801 0.0568 

266101 0.4484 0.0425 0.6573 0.0787 

266105 1.3040 0.0554 -1.0178 0.0299

266107 0.4273 0.0282 -0.0547 0.0596

266109 0.5602 0.0428 -0.1415 0.0719

266791 1.3924 0.0605 -1.0605 0.0293

266797 0.6666 0.0438 -0.0049 0.0566

266843 1.6825 0.0728 -1.0116 0.0244

266845 1.3056 0.0647 -0.8606 0.0374

267267 0.9297 0.0403 -0.2906 0.0317

267500 1.8262 0.0888 -1.1952 0.0270

267502 1.7168 0.0765 -1.0625 0.0250

267504 1.3847 0.0539 -0.7920 0.0245

267506 0.6879 0.0287 -0.1518 0.0340

267508 0.9262 0.0413 -1.0801 0.0413

268737 0.7748 0.0359 -0.1705 0.0360

268835 1.1319 0.0699 -0.7534 0.0580

268838 0.7085 0.0377 0.4828 0.0373

268973 0.5903 0.0411 -0.8324 0.0886

444895 1.2943 0.0594 -1.1919 0.0347

445090 0.9901 0.0418 0.0209 0.0286

445133 1.2070 0.0499 -0.9426 0.0301

Item 
Number 

a SE(a) b SE(b) 

445195 0.4804 0.0406 0.2694 0.0735 

445404 1.0433 0.0438 -0.3761 0.0300

445510 0.6242 0.0385 0.7101 0.0458

522936 1.5808 0.0761 -1.2298 0.0310

522997 1.1776 0.0457 -0.1748 0.0245

523013 0.8538 0.0485 0.2479 0.0393
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Table L-4. 2018–19 FSAA—PT: IRT Parameters for Dichotomous Items—ELA Grade 6

Item 
Number 

a SE(a) b SE(b) 

153814 0.8431 0.0356 -0.7374 0.0355 

153818 0.8070 0.0470 -0.9298 0.0631 

153820 0.9080 0.0507 -0.0286 0.0404 

257571 1.8096 0.0915 -1.2841 0.0293 

257573 0.9213 0.0430 -0.6843 0.0382 

257575 0.2246 0.0282 0.1833 0.1190 

263023 1.4304 0.0649 -1.1640 0.0310 

263025 0.6437 0.0363 -0.7864 0.0591 

263027 0.6930 0.0395 0.0414 0.0455 

266135 1.1669 0.0436 -0.5530 0.0250 

266137 0.6082 0.0370 -0.0143 0.0493 

266139 0.4135 0.0410 1.2375 0.0937 

266162 1.2932 0.0597 -1.2205 0.0351 

266165 1.1614 0.0465 -0.1030 0.0248 

266168 0.4379 0.0389 0.5256 0.0685 

266172 1.0817 0.0445 -0.8909 0.0316 

266176 0.6520 0.0363 -0.3892 0.0501 

266185 1.0546 0.0583 0.1009 0.0363 

266198 0.8303 0.0326 -0.1612 0.0293 

266200 0.7981 0.0462 -0.2504 0.0499 

266852 1.3021 0.0617 -1.2729 0.0366 

266854 0.3336 0.0263 -0.2687 0.0778 

266856 0.5764 0.0430 -0.3103 0.0694 

267269 0.8267 0.0637 -0.3238 0.0760 

267285 1.6554 0.0970 -1.5629 0.0427 

267287 0.7765 0.0378 -0.8372 0.0458 

267289 1.3961 0.0743 -0.6925 0.0362 

Item 
Number 

a SE(a) b SE(b) 

267311 1.0934 0.0472 -1.0453 0.0348 

267313 0.8678 0.0393 -0.0244 0.0319 

267314 0.6588 0.0451 0.9225 0.0517 

267342 1.1073 0.0438 -0.7632 0.0287 

267344 0.7566 0.0441 -0.8038 0.0614 

267346 0.6537 0.0407 0.5345 0.0456 

267359 1.9841 0.0800 -0.8280 0.0191 

267361 0.6277 0.0347 0.2607 0.0400 

267363 0.4356 0.0411 1.1270 0.0856 

267368 2.0727 0.0957 -1.0764 0.0217 

267370 1.5037 0.0708 -0.7604 0.0297 

267372 0.4732 0.0339 1.2109 0.0720 

267400 0.8796 0.0360 -0.6452 0.0327 

267402 0.3943 0.0302 0.0732 0.0691 

267403 0.3169 0.0369 -0.0202 0.1291 

267581 1.4445 0.0672 -1.2139 0.0321 

267616 1.0523 0.0405 -0.5961 0.0276 

267623 1.2374 0.0447 -0.4174 0.0229 

267627 0.7608 0.0316 -0.3578 0.0329 

267631 0.6269 0.0313 -1.0214 0.0546 

456617 1.7534 0.0730 -0.9350 0.0222 

456629 0.8315 0.0405 -0.2643 0.0365 

456642 0.5700 0.0413 0.3425 0.0546 

523138 1.3379 0.0599 -1.1472 0.0321 

523156 1.4394 0.0666 -0.7772 0.0303 

523169 0.4295 0.0330 0.9944 0.0700 
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Table L-5. 2018–19 FSAA—PT: IRT Parameters for Dichotomous Items—ELA Grade 7

Item 
Number 

a SE(a) b SE(b) 

245649 1.8525 0.0886 -1.2570 0.0262

245651 0.9204 0.0391 -0.3493 0.0319

245653 0.6311 0.0405 -0.1350 0.0586

257775 1.7652 0.0831 -1.2501 0.0270

257777 1.1761 0.0465 -0.2917 0.0257

257779 0.7011 0.0425 0.1161 0.0476

257812 1.8555 0.0694 -0.7143 0.0192

257814 0.6293 0.0443 -0.1472 0.0676

257816 0.5817 0.0353 -0.3079 0.0575

257830 1.0514 0.0507 -0.8556 0.0411

257831 0.6689 0.0389 -0.2669 0.0518

263093 0.6534 0.0302 0.8243 0.0415 

263095 0.6119 0.0487 0.4121 0.0667 

263103 1.5904 0.0636 -0.9516 0.0238

263107 0.7187 0.0411 0.3411 0.0428

266296 1.9068 0.0816 -1.0445 0.0219

266298 1.0011 0.0463 -0.5554 0.0362

266300 0.3895 0.0369 -1.0965 0.1608

266302 2.1931 0.1040 -1.1702 0.0215

266304 1.2809 0.0483 0.0219 0.0220

266306 1.1505 0.0786 -0.4774 0.0603

266308 1.3230 0.0609 -1.3007 0.0352

266310 0.7368 0.0324 0.1605 0.0335

266312 0.7875 0.0511 -0.1332 0.0575

266313 0.8291 0.0321 -0.4409 0.0315

266315 0.4820 0.0321 -0.0056 0.0627

266319 0.8033 0.0316 -0.4777 0.0327

Item 
Number 

a SE(a) b SE(b) 

266321 0.5205 0.0340 -0.4357 0.0719

266325 1.3736 0.0584 -1.1234 0.0297

266327 0.4770 0.0292 -0.4418 0.0634

266329 0.7063 0.0434 -0.0125 0.0501

267265 0.3962 0.0385 0.8723 0.0867 

267266 0.3487 0.0358 1.9728 0.1470 

267393 1.2774 0.0634 -1.4579 0.0417

267395 1.0789 0.0442 -0.5309 0.0302

267397 0.5390 0.0345 0.9882 0.0548

267799 1.7860 0.0796 -1.1479 0.0247

267802 1.1062 0.0493 -1.2506 0.0388

267804 0.8916 0.0334 -0.3863 0.0292

267806 0.7470 0.0311 -0.6763 0.0378

267809 0.6103 0.0301 -1.1609 0.0594

268735 1.8780 0.0860 -1.1773 0.0243

268814 0.6990 0.0367 -0.5204 0.0501

268825 1.4776 0.0707 -1.3430 0.0336

446344 1.7997 0.0789 -1.1153 0.0240

446374 0.2898 0.0280 -1.7647 0.2062

446401 0.7984 0.0407 0.1126 0.0380

446617 1.0556 0.0409 -0.8066 0.0303

446635 1.2142 0.0715 -1.1199 0.0553

446653 0.8381 0.0421 0.2441 0.0349

523237 1.6771 0.0918 -1.5093 0.0365

523267 0.8843 0.0366 -0.4047 0.0322

523280 0.6855 0.0402 -0.0320 0.0489
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Table L-6. 2018–19 FSAA—PT: IRT Parameters for Dichotomous Items—ELA Grade 8

Item 
Number 

a SE(a) b SE(b) 

257838 1.8236 0.0986 -1.3663 0.0325

263148 1.3897 0.0679 -1.2944 0.0367

263150 1.2199 0.0483 -0.1081 0.0241

263167 0.7731 0.0327 -0.5380 0.0360

263169 0.9277 0.0475 -0.3724 0.0422

266345 1.4159 0.0543 -0.6767 0.0237

266347 0.9239 0.0518 -0.7358 0.0542

266349 0.5162 0.0383 -0.0476 0.0702

266351 1.7374 0.0856 -1.2397 0.0296

266353 1.4441 0.0599 -0.4450 0.0242

266355 0.7989 0.0421 0.9746 0.0394

266356 1.1021 0.0488 -1.0839 0.0369

266358 0.4792 0.0285 0.6859 0.0535 

266359 0.6390 0.0471 0.9154 0.0607 

266876 1.7521 0.0818 -1.1422 0.0269

266878 0.9569 0.0470 -0.6979 0.0412

266880 0.6183 0.0376 0.0491 0.0500

266894 1.2414 0.0597 -1.2846 0.0396

266896 1.8461 0.0949 -0.9860 0.0301

266898 0.6656 0.0350 0.5718 0.0394

266911 2.1814 0.0993 -1.0155 0.0208

266913 0.7628 0.0415 -0.6933 0.0523

266915 0.9324 0.0497 -0.0954 0.0387

266928 1.4927 0.0616 -0.9107 0.0258

266930 0.6490 0.0369 -0.5203 0.0557

266932 0.3372 0.0323 1.1176 0.0944

267227 1.6802 0.0673 -0.8125 0.0224

Item 
Number 

a SE(a) b SE(b) 

267229 0.5691 0.0347 -0.3342 0.0578

267231 0.6270 0.0412 0.4677 0.0508

267376 1.3186 0.0528 -0.8206 0.0269

267378 1.4210 0.0716 -0.7156 0.0355

267380 0.7472 0.0477 -0.3517 0.0594

267810 2.1876 0.1020 -1.0559 0.0214

267813 1.5055 0.0669 -1.0866 0.0289

267826 1.2521 0.0497 -0.7767 0.0273

267828 0.4953 0.0268 -0.7912 0.0607

267830 0.6889 0.0296 -0.2733 0.0360

268497 1.7376 0.0775 -1.0576 0.0254

268499 0.7605 0.0388 -0.4834 0.0445

268734 0.9235 0.0574 -0.0265 0.0492

268845 0.6622 0.0312 0.0450 0.0370

268849 0.5972 0.0407 -0.1838 0.0643

268851 0.4438 0.0363 0.9407 0.0676

268882 0.5520 0.0396 -0.2109 0.0754

447230 1.8130 0.0856 -1.1517 0.0265

447247 0.9739 0.0572 -1.2318 0.0642

447262 0.9662 0.0446 0.0769 0.0302

447277 0.9727 0.0436 -1.0739 0.0405

447296 0.7401 0.0352 0.0469 0.0368

447313 0.6569 0.0515 -0.5783 0.0946

523482 1.4370 0.0676 -1.2149 0.0333

523494 0.8148 0.0367 -0.1086 0.0336

523506 0.8587 0.0530 -0.2279 0.0533
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Table L-7. 2018–19 FSAA—PT: IRT Parameters for Dichotomous Items—ELA Grade 9

Item 
Number 

a SE(a) b SE(b) 

96788 1.0076 0.0416 -0.2884 0.0289

183973 1.5503 0.0740 -1.2358 0.0318

183982 0.8168 0.0371 -0.1654 0.0344

183994 0.5160 0.0378 0.4631 0.0593

263363 1.4702 0.0707 -1.2648 0.0339

263365 0.7869 0.0370 -0.3572 0.0389

263367 0.9480 0.0534 -0.1418 0.0430

263422 1.6208 0.0666 -0.8985 0.0243

263424 0.7736 0.0376 0.1513 0.0348

266376 2.0961 0.0991 -1.1003 0.0228

266378 0.5711 0.0327 -0.3722 0.0536

266380 0.6089 0.0391 0.5571 0.0498

266382 0.8894 0.0392 -0.9910 0.0414

266399 2.0774 0.0895 -0.9213 0.0207

266401 0.3747 0.0283 0.4119 0.0636 

266403 0.3598 0.0377 0.4291 0.0955 

266405 0.5353 0.0286 -1.0071 0.0646

266406 0.4084 0.0354 -1.9555 0.1882

266408 0.2118 0.0277 2.6128 0.2955

266410 1.8917 0.0843 -1.0334 0.0235

266412 0.2966 0.0263 0.1736 0.0803

266414 0.2810 0.0355 -0.7909 0.1971

266416 2.0082 0.0920 -1.0635 0.0229

266418 1.3503 0.0683 -0.8374 0.0373

266420 0.4180 0.0321 0.3745 0.0618

266860 1.7121 0.0810 -1.1851 0.0283

266862 0.7423 0.0392 -0.7454 0.0529

Item 
Number 

a SE(a) b SE(b) 

266864 1.0676 0.0673 -0.8108 0.0595

267294 2.1800 0.1055 -1.1225 0.0225

267296 0.7477 0.0347 0.2334 0.0337 

267298 1.1013 0.0655 0.0330 0.0414 

267303 1.8019 0.0857 -1.1758 0.0270

267305 0.6131 0.0331 -0.3660 0.0491

267307 0.7340 0.0455 -0.1490 0.0535

267907 1.9601 0.0904 -1.0852 0.0237

267909 1.1346 0.0534 -1.2685 0.0415

267911 0.6598 0.0284 0.0495 0.0357

267913 0.6602 0.0325 -1.0688 0.0559

267915 0.3935 0.0234 0.3623 0.0569

268628 2.4056 0.1423 -1.3666 0.0261

268689 2.0187 0.0968 -1.1424 0.0242

268691 0.9707 0.0439 -0.3844 0.0334

268693 0.3854 0.0345 -0.1452 0.0953

268958 0.9027 0.0521 -0.2293 0.0474

268959 0.6582 0.0512 -0.2888 0.0824

445359 1.4029 0.0572 -0.8925 0.0270

445371 0.4638 0.0300 0.8997 0.0596 

445383 0.7702 0.0572 0.1026 0.0631 

456665 0.5706 0.0319 -0.0128 0.0488

456686 0.3752 0.0378 1.8056 0.1308

523773 1.6742 0.0666 -0.7945 0.0226

523787 0.8941 0.0408 0.6363 0.0314 

523799 0.8832 0.0669 0.2534 0.0580 
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Table L-8. 2018–19 FSAA—PT: IRT Parameters for Dichotomous Items—ELA Grade 10

Item 
Number 

a SE(a) b SE(b) 

246983 0.9108 0.0346 -0.6528 0.0302

246987 1.1345 0.0562 -0.7165 0.0406

246992 0.4619 0.0344 0.7460 0.0598

257967 0.7804 0.0338 -1.0451 0.0431

257969 1.0010 0.0578 -0.1739 0.0436

257970 0.7739 0.0355 -0.3361 0.0391

266450 1.0058 0.0401 -0.9523 0.0328

266452 0.5258 0.0288 0.6088 0.0470 

266454 0.3041 0.0374 1.8049 0.1658 

266456 1.3503 0.0480 -0.6680 0.0223

266458 0.3953 0.0285 0.5210 0.0607 

266460 0.4410 0.0406 1.2335 0.0896 

266474 1.0750 0.0424 -0.9545 0.0311

266476 0.7111 0.0399 -0.9823 0.0648

266480 1.8059 0.0737 -1.0175 0.0215

266482 0.6705 0.0331 -0.2460 0.0408

266484 0.5948 0.0401 -0.0207 0.0588

266884 1.5666 0.0572 -0.7725 0.0209

266886 0.7161 0.0429 -0.9900 0.0722

266888 0.7585 0.0434 -0.1655 0.0471

266902 1.4379 0.0649 -1.2823 0.0317

266904 0.8588 0.0360 -0.3192 0.0321

266906 0.4605 0.0367 -0.3801 0.0891

267136 1.4184 0.0530 -0.8428 0.0233

267138 1.0701 0.0504 -0.6233 0.0374

267140 0.7033 0.0393 0.7723 0.0402

267141 1.5911 0.0627 -0.9719 0.0230

Item 
Number 

a SE(a) b SE(b) 

267143 1.1844 0.0533 -0.6497 0.0331

267145 0.3297 0.0305 0.5570 0.0758

267164 1.8180 0.0753 -1.0448 0.0218

267166 0.8287 0.0418 -0.8144 0.0487

267168 0.7616 0.0386 0.4124 0.0357

267170 1.3612 0.0599 -1.2462 0.0320

267172 1.5289 0.0637 -0.6969 0.0254

267174 0.7836 0.0442 -0.3884 0.0496

267199 1.8532 0.0798 -1.1154 0.0227

267201 0.6736 0.0388 -1.1471 0.0719

267203 0.7506 0.0402 -0.3123 0.0452

267211 1.9203 0.0756 -0.9168 0.0194

267213 0.8372 0.0396 -0.3853 0.0376

267215 0.6132 0.0383 0.2878 0.0486

268242 1.5164 0.0835 -1.6039 0.0430

268246 1.8896 0.0849 -1.1838 0.0236

268249 0.3753 0.0218 0.6239 0.0611

268252 0.7551 0.0306 -0.6599 0.0355

268254 0.7846 0.0300 -0.3511 0.0306

268812 0.6580 0.0377 -0.0363 0.0481

444430 1.8417 0.0700 -0.8453 0.0193

444443 0.5463 0.0312 0.0033 0.0464 

444457 0.7565 0.0455 1.2540 0.0512 

528516 0.9850 0.0376 -0.7796 0.0302

528536 0.6891 0.0348 -0.1133 0.0412

528550 0.5961 0.0455 -0.4717 0.0890
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Table L-9. 2018–19 FSAA—PT: IRT Parameters for Dichotomous Items—Mathematics Grade 3

Item 
Number a SE(a) b SE(b) 

151599 0.8614 0.0350 -0.5298 0.0345

151602 0.7572 0.0421 -0.4231 0.0551

151604 0.7972 0.0517 -0.1026 0.0605

179019 1.8515 0.0858 -0.9826 0.0245

179043 1.5163 0.0698 -0.5178 0.0278

179045 0.2733 0.0286 1.3181 0.1100

179089 1.2631 0.0541 -0.9183 0.0312

179095 1.5779 0.0768 -0.6175 0.0303

179099 1.0316 0.0502 0.3535 0.0309 

256331 0.8941 0.0384 0.0701 0.0316 

256333 0.7015 0.0444 0.3975 0.0515 

256353 1.1045 0.0466 -0.8660 0.0335

256355 1.2373 0.0541 -0.2139 0.0293

256357 0.6538 0.0414 0.7864 0.0466

261837 0.6638 0.0331 -1.1637 0.0611

261839 0.8589 0.0380 0.0756 0.0344 

261841 0.4873 0.0393 0.4100 0.0749 

261847 1.3621 0.0517 -0.5151 0.0240

261849 1.3215 0.0639 -0.2357 0.0323

261851 0.5519 0.0402 1.7985 0.0769

261859 0.8534 0.0360 -0.7139 0.0379

261861 0.7288 0.0414 -0.5896 0.0599

261863 0.5827 0.0392 0.1872 0.0615

261865 1.1596 0.0489 -0.8752 0.0324

Item 
Number 

a SE(a) b SE(b) 

261867 1.5572 0.0792 -0.6602 0.0328

261869 1.1026 0.0817 -0.9501 0.0821

261871 1.3038 0.0539 -0.8119 0.0285

261873 1.3965 0.0770 -0.8210 0.0419

261875 1.3661 0.0840 -0.6710 0.0498

265030 1.5024 0.0653 -0.9196 0.0273

265032 0.7922 0.0457 -0.9360 0.0665

265034 0.4101 0.0306 0.5538 0.0655

266579 1.0634 0.0491 -1.1363 0.0415

266581 1.2553 0.0537 -0.3525 0.0288

266583 0.6757 0.0396 0.7753 0.0435

267245 1.5963 0.0797 -1.2042 0.0326

267247 0.9030 0.0373 0.1899 0.0298 

267249 0.2183 0.0307 2.4372 0.2480 

268831 1.3553 0.0624 -1.0892 0.0334

429673 1.2868 0.0482 -0.4500 0.0245

429686 1.1516 0.0556 -0.0778 0.0335

429698 0.2294 0.0323 1.7026 0.1618

524217 0.7228 0.0333 -0.9157 0.0489

524232 0.5868 0.0310 0.8637 0.0477 

524248 0.2191 0.0337 2.0015 0.2216 

524263 1.4168 0.0600 -0.8707 0.0277

524275 0.9835 0.0546 -0.8788 0.0553

524287 0.5534 0.0338 0.9274 0.0508
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Table L-10. 2018–19 FSAA—PT: IRT Parameters for Dichotomous Items—Mathematics Grade 4

Item 
Number 

a SE(a) b SE(b) 

151617 1.7904 0.0861 -1.1222 0.0279

151619 0.9042 0.0417 -0.3641 0.0352

151622 0.6444 0.0413 0.0044 0.0546

223540 1.5597 0.0641 -0.8117 0.0244

223545 0.6001 0.0352 -0.2330 0.0522

223547 0.3673 0.0354 1.3565 0.1003

223564 1.2093 0.0543 -0.4518 0.0302

223567 0.7504 0.0429 0.3681 0.0398

245490 1.6475 0.0693 -0.8599 0.0242

245494 0.4841 0.0392 1.3457 0.0855

256365 1.3981 0.0674 -1.2132 0.0361

256367 0.6893 0.0326 0.3018 0.0358

256372 1.6600 0.0825 -1.2154 0.0320

256383 0.6117 0.0307 -0.8987 0.0553

256385 0.7193 0.0371 -0.0528 0.0416

256387 0.8705 0.0547 0.2960 0.0452

261883 2.1523 0.1079 -1.1161 0.0243

261885 0.7507 0.0348 0.0846 0.0338 

261886 0.4522 0.0378 0.3396 0.0731 

261905 1.0453 0.0434 -0.7818 0.0328

261907 0.6149 0.0358 -0.3279 0.0552

261909 0.5436 0.0492 -0.9927 0.1400

262582 1.2645 0.0508 -0.7438 0.0275

262584 0.7679 0.0455 -0.8398 0.0663

Item 
Number 

a SE(a) b SE(b) 

265051 2.2130 0.1207 -1.2427 0.0270

265053 1.3422 0.0718 -1.0276 0.0413

265055 0.7467 0.0368 0.3175 0.0349

265057 1.4283 0.0629 -1.0018 0.0298

265059 0.8648 0.0387 0.1245 0.0311 

265061 0.6536 0.0446 0.5717 0.0513 

265068 1.3283 0.0525 -0.6978 0.0258

265070 0.5808 0.0359 -0.4114 0.0630

265072 0.4741 0.0382 1.3071 0.0771

268415 0.4592 0.0307 -0.7847 0.0818

268417 0.7079 0.0383 0.6906 0.0429 

268795 0.3110 0.0272 0.1312 0.0801 

268891 1.5123 0.0678 -1.0329 0.0292

268895 0.6209 0.0428 0.8884 0.0554 

268898 0.3159 0.0322 1.9994 0.1543 

429761 1.3931 0.0544 -0.6574 0.0244

429777 0.4541 0.0338 -0.5908 0.0900

429793 0.4866 0.0424 -0.3917 0.1010

429816 0.8824 0.0574 -1.1708 0.0762

429831 0.6643 0.0312 -0.7120 0.0461

429855 0.9186 0.0468 0.2883 0.0353

524679 1.2900 0.0587 -1.0960 0.0347

524691 0.9643 0.0436 -0.3070 0.0331

524709 0.7530 0.0450 0.1930 0.0449
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Table L-11. 2018–19 FSAA—PT: IRT Parameters for Dichotomous Items—Mathematics Grade 5

Item 
Number 

a SE(a) b SE(b) 

179119 1.6085 0.0812 -1.3514 0.0353

179121 0.7879 0.0352 -0.2385 0.0337

179123 0.6616 0.0383 1.0806 0.0505

246011 1.5993 0.0776 -1.2777 0.0329

246013 0.6790 0.0310 0.8164 0.0405 

246015 0.2746 0.0347 1.6966 0.1642 

256466 1.7259 0.0692 -0.8265 0.0217

256468 0.4040 0.0277 0.8616 0.0647 

256470 0.7080 0.0499 0.1511 0.0606 

256473 1.0174 0.0444 -0.2505 0.0300

256474 0.2355 0.0295 1.8775 0.1836

256475 1.0475 0.0394 -0.4121 0.0259

256477 0.8832 0.0433 0.3143 0.0334 

256478 0.6358 0.0475 1.1022 0.0585 

256480 1.1492 0.0495 -1.0374 0.0342

256484 0.5419 0.0370 0.8390 0.0567

256492 1.6010 0.0673 -0.9659 0.0252

256494 0.8586 0.0390 -0.0161 0.0313

256496 0.5392 0.0382 0.8517 0.0576

256504 1.1856 0.0478 -0.8343 0.0290

256506 0.5733 0.0316 1.3194 0.0600

256508 0.6367 0.0776 -1.1624 0.2096

262542 1.9902 0.0946 -1.1510 0.0251

262544 1.2369 0.0524 -0.4392 0.0264

Item 
Number 

a SE(a) b SE(b) 

262546 0.5689 0.0350 1.1153 0.0553 

262565 1.4976 0.0706 -1.2407 0.0333

262567 1.0104 0.0428 -0.2961 0.0288

262569 0.6083 0.0388 0.2246 0.0506

262600 1.1584 0.0442 -0.6012 0.0259

262602 0.6848 0.0353 0.8410 0.0419

262604 0.6973 0.0604 -0.2659 0.0984

265194 1.4546 0.0629 -1.0534 0.0290

265196 0.9974 0.0412 0.2023 0.0264 

265198 0.3609 0.0364 2.1884 0.1524 

266564 1.2627 0.0596 -1.2787 0.0389

266566 1.0768 0.0473 -0.5502 0.0318

266568 0.5435 0.0356 0.0140 0.0575

268418 0.6416 0.0338 -0.3130 0.0462

268965 1.0237 0.0451 -1.0705 0.0384

432636 1.6498 0.0737 -1.1000 0.0274

432648 0.8342 0.0374 -0.0933 0.0318

432660 0.5973 0.0387 0.6852 0.0508

524918 1.2365 0.0533 -1.0497 0.0327

524930 0.6337 0.0322 0.0266 0.0401

524955 0.5711 0.0488 -0.7207 0.1116

525008 1.7406 0.0788 -1.1086 0.0266

525032 0.5836 0.0300 0.3158 0.0404 

525044 0.5892 0.0415 0.2095 0.0621 
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Table L-12. 2018–19 FSAA—PT: IRT Parameters for Dichotomous Items—Mathematics Grade 6

Item 
Number 

a SE(a) b SE(b) 

244472 1.5322 0.0611 -0.7910 0.0229

244474 0.2847 0.0265 0.1537 0.0874 

244475 0.4493 0.0414 2.2383 0.1504 

262571 1.5426 0.0601 -0.7227 0.0220

262573 0.6822 0.0350 0.8943 0.0430 

262575 0.4829 0.0460 1.1054 0.0841 

262577 0.8289 0.0351 -0.6801 0.0354

262579 1.1471 0.0563 -0.5406 0.0369

262581 0.6036 0.0497 -0.8150 0.1122

262594 1.5238 0.0661 -1.0030 0.0264

262596 1.4213 0.0687 -0.7232 0.0314

262598 0.9715 0.0516 -0.2132 0.0388

262607 1.5892 0.0853 -0.9892 0.0362

262609 0.8826 0.0443 -0.0715 0.0355

262611 1.8721 0.0856 -1.0578 0.0236

262613 1.6122 0.0825 -0.8603 0.0315

262615 0.9945 0.0511 -0.2932 0.0368

265361 0.9683 0.0402 -0.7861 0.0329

265363 0.4919 0.0316 -0.3727 0.0667

265365 0.7293 0.0433 0.5377 0.0471

265366 1.1562 0.0443 -0.5939 0.0258

265368 0.7139 0.0388 -0.1600 0.0457

265370 0.4720 0.0393 0.3335 0.0747

265371 1.3430 0.0647 -1.2488 0.0360

Item 
Number 

a SE(a) b SE(b) 

265373 0.4206 0.0268 0.0943 0.0561 

265374 0.8033 0.0460 0.3235 0.0445 

265375 1.6957 0.0727 -0.9554 0.0235

265377 0.9571 0.0430 -0.1942 0.0312

265379 0.3210 0.0327 1.1425 0.0991

265392 1.1778 0.0526 -1.0851 0.0345

265394 1.0719 0.0496 -0.6068 0.0353

265396 0.5661 0.0360 0.9836 0.0540

265397 1.1420 0.0480 -0.9129 0.0311

265399 1.0964 0.0475 -0.1542 0.0288

265401 1.3154 0.0773 -0.1498 0.0392

265403 1.5906 0.0649 -0.8485 0.0230

265405 0.4629 0.0294 0.4628 0.0530 

265407 0.8082 0.0510 0.5150 0.0478 

267260 1.1911 0.0484 -0.8195 0.0283

267263 0.6682 0.0454 0.0636 0.0583

268893 1.4069 0.0618 -1.0428 0.0290

432672 1.1781 0.0483 -0.8483 0.0291

432684 0.4128 0.0284 0.1987 0.0607 

432696 0.7090 0.0461 0.1940 0.0555 

432708 1.2929 0.0505 -0.7152 0.0250

432720 1.1261 0.0533 -0.3634 0.0334

432732 0.7868 0.0497 0.0029 0.0508

455105 0.7702 0.0386 -0.1651 0.0395
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Table L-13. 2018–19 FSAA—PT: IRT Parameters for Dichotomous Items—Mathematics Grade 7

Item 
Number 

a SE(a) b SE(b) 

180162 1.1230 0.0455 -0.8495 0.0303

180168 0.7951 0.0419 0.3097 0.0398

244055 1.5076 0.0872 -1.6546 0.0486

244057 0.5119 0.0259 1.3333 0.0630

244059 0.8384 0.0589 -0.2100 0.0699

245396 1.6022 0.0759 -1.2531 0.0314

245403 0.8041 0.0337 0.1975 0.0310 

245405 0.3028 0.0313 1.1769 0.1060 

257325 0.4988 0.0272 -1.1714 0.0725

257327 0.5994 0.0302 0.2179 0.0442 

257329 0.4310 0.0360 1.0276 0.0812 

257342 1.1079 0.0435 -0.7186 0.0285

257344 0.9270 0.0437 -0.1873 0.0351

257346 0.4107 0.0342 1.4625 0.0868

262864 0.7292 0.0334 -1.0065 0.0476

262868 0.8123 0.0495 -0.2901 0.0558

265654 1.1985 0.0550 -1.2391 0.0382

265656 0.6584 0.0300 0.7927 0.0407 

265658 0.5379 0.0427 0.5043 0.0739 

265660 0.8610 0.0347 -0.6132 0.0331

265662 0.6221 0.0326 0.4557 0.0434

265664 0.4927 0.0443 -0.2070 0.1124

265666 1.2437 0.0479 -0.6832 0.0256

265668 0.7868 0.0425 -0.5559 0.0515

Item 
Number 

a SE(a) b SE(b) 

265670 0.1834 0.0269 2.6935 0.3143 

265676 1.4139 0.0613 -1.0756 0.0297

265678 0.4891 0.0284 -0.1171 0.0533

265680 0.3978 0.0321 0.9555 0.0785

266622 1.2665 0.0647 -1.4835 0.0456

266624 0.7270 0.0371 -0.9209 0.0541

266629 1.4229 0.0731 -1.4596 0.0413

266631 0.9126 0.0419 -0.7304 0.0390

266632 0.8990 0.0438 -0.1610 0.0379

268453 0.8185 0.0432 -0.6798 0.0508

268745 1.0740 0.0485 -0.0943 0.0314

268960 0.4787 0.0295 -0.3460 0.0641

432348 1.4913 0.0738 -1.3662 0.0366

432360 0.6941 0.0319 -0.2224 0.0380

432372 0.4433 0.0344 -0.3506 0.0924

432385 1.3299 0.0606 -1.2121 0.0346

432397 0.6139 0.0316 -0.3714 0.0473

432409 0.1084 0.0206 -1.1140 0.4165

525262 1.5718 0.0711 -1.1567 0.0293

525277 0.5742 0.0302 -0.2216 0.0468

525290 0.8266 0.0449 0.0935 0.0429

525364 1.1634 0.0475 -0.8854 0.0302

525379 0.3880 0.0267 0.1811 0.0635 

525394 0.6072 0.0402 0.3893 0.0586 
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Table L-14. 2018–19 FSAA—PT: IRT Parameters for Dichotomous Items—Mathematics Grade 8

Item 
Number 

a SE(a) b SE(b) 

257357 0.8006 0.0346 -0.7689 0.0410

257359 1.3417 0.0743 -0.9048 0.0448

257360 0.8615 0.0501 -0.3079 0.0515

262902 1.2453 0.0599 -1.3118 0.0418

262904 1.2477 0.0568 -0.6444 0.0326

262906 0.9186 0.0560 -0.7115 0.0626

262914 0.6831 0.0308 -0.7040 0.0452

262916 1.0523 0.0526 -0.4898 0.0401

262918 0.7249 0.0438 0.3164 0.0480

262928 0.6447 0.0382 -0.6773 0.0666

262930 0.6300 0.0400 0.1096 0.0565

265708 1.7871 0.0844 -1.1473 0.0283

265712 1.6586 0.0783 -1.1801 0.0306

265714 0.4918 0.0280 0.2506 0.0484 

265716 0.5286 0.0402 0.0185 0.0749 

265718 1.5954 0.0680 -0.9428 0.0267

265720 0.7842 0.0391 -0.2615 0.0409

265722 0.8902 0.0506 0.0683 0.0430

265730 1.5304 0.0696 -1.1254 0.0311

265732 1.4413 0.0661 -0.5614 0.0289

265736 1.6318 0.0703 -0.9637 0.0266

265738 1.2732 0.0666 -0.8021 0.0414

266571 1.1243 0.0520 -1.2160 0.0418

266573 0.6162 0.0384 -1.1800 0.0869

Item 
Number 

a SE(a) b SE(b) 

266575 0.8798 0.0488 -0.5660 0.0524

267236 1.9342 0.1071 -1.3977 0.0331

267238 1.0287 0.0521 -0.9967 0.0472

267240 0.6104 0.0345 -0.0894 0.0495

267271 0.9145 0.0484 -0.0160 0.0387

267273 1.0292 0.0602 -0.5675 0.0519

268854 0.8023 0.0351 -0.8294 0.0423

433433 1.0743 0.0477 -1.0934 0.0396

433449 1.0569 0.0507 -0.6195 0.0392

433465 1.5192 0.0765 -0.1425 0.0285

433626 1.3579 0.0564 -0.8979 0.0292

433638 0.7612 0.0402 -0.4832 0.0494

433650 0.4419 0.0336 0.7693 0.0640

455154 0.8033 0.0410 -0.6527 0.0483

455178 0.8656 0.0535 -0.6445 0.0624

525411 1.0564 0.0415 -0.5921 0.0299

525425 0.5707 0.0325 0.6740 0.0468 

525438 0.3917 0.0408 0.1325 0.1216 

525455 0.9882 0.0409 -0.7852 0.0348

525467 1.1820 0.0567 -0.4452 0.0352

525481 0.7026 0.0492 -0.4625 0.0786

525536 0.9419 0.0395 -0.8081 0.0367

525548 0.6763 0.0354 -0.0322 0.0441

525560 0.8924 0.0550 0.0290 0.0502
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Table L-15. 2018–19 FSAA—PT: IRT Parameters for Dichotomous Items—Science Grade 5

Item 
Number 

a SE(a) b SE(b) 

220632 1.8344 0.0833 -0.7118 0.0250

220671 1.3976 0.0613 -1.1382 0.0292

220676 1.0530 0.0517 -0.9163 0.0435

220687 1.1321 0.0575 -0.5289 0.0409

220769 1.9675 0.0941 -1.1727 0.0230

220771 2.0719 0.1024 -0.8650 0.0238

220776 0.7350 0.0382 -0.0558 0.0410

243643 1.1061 0.0399 -0.5510 0.0261

243651 0.6250 0.0342 0.3470 0.0438 

243654 0.4279 0.0412 0.2301 0.0995 

243705 2.2297 0.1102 -1.1721 0.0209

243708 0.8266 0.0400 -0.7815 0.0463

243712 0.8117 0.0393 0.5357 0.0349

243737 1.6936 0.0841 -1.2929 0.0289

243742 2.7971 0.1401 -0.8248 0.0178

243745 1.2706 0.0582 -0.2498 0.0289

243754 2.3359 0.1154 -1.1520 0.0199

243759 1.8213 0.0761 -0.5553 0.0213

243761 1.1351 0.0546 -0.0005 0.0308

256037 2.1310 0.0913 -0.9481 0.0187

256039 1.4368 0.0634 -0.5189 0.0277

256041 0.4591 0.0345 1.6997 0.0888

262240 1.4306 0.0538 -0.7703 0.0232

262241 1.0388 0.0512 -0.6572 0.0432

Item 
Number 

a SE(a) b SE(b) 

262258 0.8388 0.0338 -0.7795 0.0359

262259 1.4028 0.0670 -0.6741 0.0334

262262 1.0174 0.0547 -0.0959 0.0404

264988 1.9712 0.1098 -1.3980 0.0292

264990 0.9448 0.0487 -1.2176 0.0531

264992 1.0559 0.0451 -0.2454 0.0315

268128 1.5692 0.0744 -0.3348 0.0280

268841 1.4933 0.0729 -1.3152 0.0325

268843 0.7298 0.0398 0.2496 0.0398 

268858 0.6045 0.0376 0.5601 0.0468 

268969 1.7286 0.0744 -0.7322 0.0236

268971 1.2892 0.0540 -1.0549 0.0294

482468 2.1923 0.0998 -1.0480 0.0193

482494 0.5945 0.0324 -0.5312 0.0557

483380 1.0072 0.0498 0.1134 0.0350

527536 1.2997 0.0565 -1.1360 0.0309

527549 1.7493 0.1029 -1.1808 0.0378

527562 0.7833 0.0363 0.4345 0.0335

527578 1.2933 0.0612 -1.3102 0.0360

527597 1.2918 0.0526 -0.5901 0.0278

527612 1.7443 0.0988 -0.6345 0.0356

527676 1.4512 0.0688 -1.2743 0.0319

527690 1.3646 0.0552 -0.5508 0.0261

527704 0.7809 0.0530 -0.9504 0.0867
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Table L-16. 2018–19 FSAA—PT: IRT Parameters for Dichotomous Items—Science Grade 8

Item 
Number 

a SE(a) b SE(b) 

222934 1.2170 0.0525 -1.0783 0.0335 

222940 0.8113 0.0369 0.0917 0.0335 

222947 0.5839 0.0408 1.0959 0.0584 

222968 1.6623 0.0758 -1.1500 0.0277 

222972 0.8455 0.0418 -0.6371 0.0443 

222977 0.4881 0.0358 -0.2710 0.0775 

245056 1.7495 0.0894 -1.3341 0.0311 

245058 0.8180 0.0357 -0.1248 0.0330 

245060 0.4088 0.0350 -0.1027 0.0932 

245073 1.1360 0.0460 -0.8662 0.0310 

245075 0.7083 0.0385 -0.5163 0.0530 

245077 0.5089 0.0361 0.6153 0.0584 

245078 1.6953 0.0982 -1.5449 0.0396 

245080 1.0806 0.0468 -0.7096 0.0335 

245082 0.6798 0.0392 -0.2418 0.0517 

256698 1.2197 0.0460 -0.6015 0.0259 

256702 0.6448 0.0398 -0.5583 0.0665 

262656 1.2060 0.0596 -0.7566 0.0397 

262660 1.8384 0.0853 -1.1438 0.0256 

262662 1.0215 0.0463 -0.4863 0.0341 

262664 0.4821 0.0339 0.5461 0.0572 

262672 0.6292 0.0283 -0.4636 0.0418 

262674 0.8541 0.0421 0.0679 0.0386 

262676 0.3961 0.0397 1.6387 0.1077 

Item 
Number 

a SE(a) b SE(b) 

265090 1.1462 0.0514 -1.1799 0.0377 

265092 0.8668 0.0421 -0.6510 0.0441 

265094 0.5316 0.0352 0.2769 0.0554 

268874 0.7710 0.0341 -0.8939 0.0434 

268976 1.1317 0.0770 -0.5879 0.0616 

268978 0.9044 0.0498 0.0537 0.0397 

424424 1.4463 0.0601 -0.9712 0.0273 

424436 0.9239 0.0408 0.1133 0.0302 

424448 0.3854 0.0361 1.0261 0.0825 

424461 1.7757 0.0813 -1.1333 0.0260 

424473 1.0731 0.0509 -0.6835 0.0378 

424485 0.7383 0.0492 -0.8058 0.0788 

483621 1.8954 0.0904 -1.1813 0.0257 

483636 1.1795 0.0615 -1.0057 0.0449 

483649 0.7025 0.0375 0.0632 0.0410 

484004 1.3808 0.0530 -0.7198 0.0248 

484031 1.6651 0.0870 -0.6621 0.0329 

484053 0.7480 0.0576 -0.8667 0.0985 

527222 1.3818 0.0572 -0.9666 0.0282 

527234 0.6540 0.0379 -0.7390 0.0638 

527246 0.6671 0.0431 -0.2526 0.0604 

527405 1.9157 0.0851 -1.0416 0.0231 

527419 0.7002 0.0333 0.4026 0.0360 

527432 0.7877 0.0501 0.4595 0.0486 
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Table L-17. 2018–19 FSAA—PT: IRT Parameters for Dichotomous Items—Algebra 1

Item 
Number 

a SE(a) b SE(b) 

257693 1.1013 0.0437 -1.1255 0.0341 

257696 0.7533 0.0324 -0.3578 0.0378 

257697 0.4641 0.0312 0.3317 0.0596 

257723 1.1456 0.0388 -0.5590 0.0238 

257725 0.8847 0.0392 -0.0648 0.0336 

257726 0.5591 0.0408 -0.2234 0.0835 

263283 0.6196 0.0315 -0.2720 0.0473 

263285 0.5278 0.0350 0.0731 0.0635 

265824 1.3657 0.0506 -0.9372 0.0254 

265826 0.9607 0.0395 -0.2411 0.0300 

265829 0.5243 0.0370 -0.3622 0.0823 

265857 0.6276 0.0298 -1.4028 0.0643 

265859 1.0743 0.0397 -0.1102 0.0256 

265860 0.5463 0.0349 0.7375 0.0508 

265906 1.2724 0.0447 -0.7573 0.0241 

265910 0.8578 0.0392 -0.4512 0.0403 

265913 0.5715 0.0338 1.1918 0.0512 

265926 1.2115 0.0451 -0.9472 0.0280 

265928 0.9386 0.0382 -0.1765 0.0298 

265931 0.3765 0.0310 0.4093 0.0742 

265934 1.4004 0.0612 -1.3264 0.0335 

265936 1.0322 0.0379 -0.2045 0.0254 

265938 0.5657 0.0349 0.0683 0.0559 

266654 1.2956 0.0476 -0.9101 0.0260 

Item 
Number 

a SE(a) b SE(b) 

266656 0.6744 0.0345 -0.6491 0.0535 

266658 0.6353 0.0379 -0.2077 0.0565 

266660 1.6097 0.0618 -0.9979 0.0233 

266662 0.8270 0.0336 0.0226 0.0296 

266664 0.3997 0.0314 0.8810 0.0679 

266683 0.8414 0.0371 -1.3740 0.0505 

266685 0.8917 0.0337 -0.0075 0.0279 

266686 1.1271 0.0570 0.0215 0.0359 

266700 1.3218 0.0459 -0.7232 0.0231 

266702 1.0334 0.0444 -0.3073 0.0318 

266703 0.7574 0.0482 -0.4074 0.0664 

437000 1.6248 0.0617 -0.9663 0.0227 

437016 0.7705 0.0325 0.0470 0.0314 

437028 0.7577 0.0431 0.1760 0.0454 

438397 1.1290 0.0409 -0.8432 0.0278 

438409 1.0514 0.0427 -0.1970 0.0283 

438424 0.4647 0.0325 1.0596 0.0594 

455313 1.3394 0.0473 -0.7828 0.0235 

525622 1.5196 0.0549 -0.8468 0.0222 

525634 0.5491 0.0300 -0.4176 0.0560 

525647 0.5224 0.0341 0.1888 0.0575 

525795 1.2409 0.0486 -1.0955 0.0304 

525807 0.4233 0.0269 -1.0075 0.0927 

525821 0.7930 0.0375 0.0946 0.0377 
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Table L-18. 2018–19 FSAA—PT: IRT Parameters for Dichotomous Items—Biology 1

Item 
Number a SE(a) b SE(b) 

224592 1.5542 0.0830 -1.5523 0.0372

224599 0.8253 0.0519 -1.8315 0.0906

224606 0.9525 0.0386 -0.1503 0.0293

245877 1.8015 0.0702 -0.9424 0.0202

245881 0.5252 0.0292 0.0191 0.0480

245882 1.0212 0.0570 -0.0549 0.0418

245928 2.7645 0.1438 -1.2882 0.0183

245932 0.6537 0.0417 0.1011 0.0567 

246478 0.6226 0.0281 0.2339 0.0371 

265544 1.8416 0.0848 -1.2646 0.0243

265546 0.8315 0.0364 -0.5262 0.0366

265548 0.6001 0.0342 0.3523 0.0472

265594 2.5821 0.1481 -1.4347 0.0224

265596 1.0735 0.0433 -0.6566 0.0294

265598 0.6363 0.0403 -0.8181 0.0768

266984 1.4622 0.0711 -1.4308 0.0340

266986 1.9202 0.0860 -0.9145 0.0233

266988 0.6268 0.0331 0.1242 0.0416

266990 2.9825 0.1466 -1.1775 0.0160

266992 0.9816 0.0440 -0.6716 0.0354

266994 0.6700 0.0378 -0.2104 0.0507

267008 0.8523 0.0392 -1.3640 0.0484

267010 1.3149 0.0553 -0.7270 0.0289

267012 0.6002 0.0340 0.5292 0.0447

Item 
Number 

a SE(a) b SE(b) 

267020 2.2812 0.1085 -1.2382 0.0202

267022 1.0346 0.0439 -0.6079 0.0318

267024 0.7692 0.0454 -0.7435 0.0652

267032 2.3152 0.1363 -1.5079 0.0268

267034 0.9670 0.0457 -1.1386 0.0441

267036 1.1954 0.0478 -0.0424 0.0254

267043 1.5717 0.0592 -0.8834 0.0217

267045 0.6834 0.0364 -0.6535 0.0554

267047 0.6054 0.0438 -0.9783 0.1040

267049 3.0990 0.1674 -1.2908 0.0168

267051 0.8448 0.0358 -0.4393 0.0334

267053 0.8677 0.0474 -0.4097 0.0484

267055 1.2799 0.0587 -1.3616 0.0352

267057 0.3837 0.0283 -1.6624 0.1384

267059 1.0407 0.0451 -0.0365 0.0309

425930 2.3585 0.1168 -1.2835 0.0204

425944 0.8890 0.0410 -0.8240 0.0411

425959 0.6454 0.0344 0.0418 0.0445

527736 1.7433 0.0809 -1.2957 0.0261

527748 0.7877 0.0318 0.5560 0.0324 

527756 0.7582 0.0523 0.0292 0.0627 

527854 1.9701 0.0901 -1.2317 0.0225

527866 0.4941 0.0314 -1.2587 0.0930

527884 1.4161 0.0785 -0.7844 0.0381
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Table L-19. 2018–19 FSAA—PT: IRT Parameters for Dichotomous Items—Geometry

Item 
Number 

a SE(a) b SE(b) 

257669 1.4937 0.0806 -1.5434 0.0408

257671 0.9499 0.0441 -0.7956 0.0402

257673 0.4404 0.0310 0.9563 0.0662

257711 0.9815 0.0440 -1.1692 0.0416

257713 0.7951 0.0370 -0.1282 0.0374

257715 0.8086 0.0512 -0.0125 0.0535

257717 1.5928 0.0909 -1.6086 0.0417

257719 0.7305 0.0325 -0.1018 0.0358

257721 1.1595 0.0652 -0.1889 0.0398

266520 0.6118 0.0287 -0.7194 0.0481

266522 1.2646 0.0581 -0.2760 0.0316

266524 0.5546 0.0469 -0.2693 0.0979

266526 0.8551 0.0438 -1.5421 0.0603

266528 1.0719 0.0451 -0.3150 0.0297

266530 0.3752 0.0331 0.7725 0.0775

266585 0.9594 0.0439 -1.2256 0.0440

266587 0.4425 0.0274 0.2128 0.0566 

266589 0.3139 0.0338 0.7565 0.1062 

266597 1.1425 0.0543 -1.3526 0.0421

266599 0.4296 0.0286 -0.7420 0.0827

266601 1.0163 0.0511 -0.0843 0.0385

266761 1.5958 0.0762 -1.2765 0.0310

266764 0.7877 0.0363 -0.2071 0.0366

266769 0.6423 0.0406 0.3001 0.0520

Item 
Number 

a SE(a) b SE(b) 

266775 0.6761 0.0320 -1.0355 0.0521

266779 0.9850 0.0492 -0.6042 0.0414

266787 1.0134 0.0594 -0.2612 0.0463

266804 0.9063 0.0432 -1.3436 0.0500

266806 1.2499 0.0530 -0.3694 0.0281

266808 0.8939 0.0554 -0.2685 0.0538

440428 1.5513 0.0686 -1.1130 0.0282

440443 0.6224 0.0328 -0.0935 0.0445

440459 0.6428 0.0441 -0.0627 0.0638

440823 1.8979 0.0984 -1.3587 0.0291

440838 0.6106 0.0326 -0.5690 0.0530

440852 0.9292 0.0491 -0.1794 0.0419

440918 1.3106 0.0530 -0.8704 0.0279

440931 0.6111 0.0338 -0.0154 0.0473

440944 0.4823 0.0386 0.6533 0.0688

455245 1.8605 0.0867 -1.1616 0.0255

455257 1.0501 0.0451 -0.1800 0.0289

455276 0.5794 0.0413 0.0021 0.0668

526263 1.5556 0.0814 -1.4677 0.0370

526275 1.0104 0.0408 -0.0625 0.0278

526287 0.6145 0.0408 0.4788 0.0530

526552 2.1511 0.1077 -1.2319 0.0242

526564 1.1655 0.0550 -0.7020 0.0346

526576 0.6497 0.0480 -1.0082 0.1002
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Table L-20. 2018–19 FSAA—PT: IRT Parameters for Dichotomous Items—Civics

Item 
Number 

a SE(a) b SE(b) 

427700 1.1822 0.0589 -1.3320 0.0436

427722 0.9850 0.0420 -0.2215 0.0310

427827 0.3861 0.0357 0.0661 0.0921

427855 1.4091 0.0558 -0.7501 0.0255

427888 0.8909 0.0461 -0.3598 0.0426

427914 0.5401 0.0427 -0.2975 0.0888

428052 1.9537 0.0815 -0.8285 0.0209

428065 1.5609 0.0922 -0.9253 0.0436

428079 0.8225 0.0433 0.2587 0.0355

428618 1.8301 0.0796 -0.9498 0.0232

428635 0.5945 0.0363 -0.6317 0.0664

428649 0.5577 0.0376 0.5862 0.0528

428765 2.0617 0.1253 -1.4189 0.0322

428779 1.4800 0.0627 -0.6431 0.0260

428795 0.8087 0.0502 -0.6631 0.0645

428824 1.7283 0.0792 -1.0709 0.0262

428837 1.2907 0.0615 -0.6624 0.0339

428860 0.6965 0.0400 0.3490 0.0413

428874 2.5946 0.1403 -1.1578 0.0206

428887 1.2641 0.0568 -0.5664 0.0303

428900 1.9245 0.0821 -0.8877 0.0217

428929 1.0659 0.0594 -0.3942 0.0442

429269 1.0604 0.0486 -0.1795 0.0309

429300 0.8810 0.0521 0.2453 0.0415

Item 
Number 

a SE(a) b SE(b) 

431439 1.5386 0.0844 -1.4163 0.0392

431455 1.0391 0.0432 -0.3028 0.0295

431470 0.7584 0.0433 0.6055 0.0399

431670 1.9750 0.0843 -0.8790 0.0212

431867 1.5429 0.0749 -1.2136 0.0321

431880 0.9066 0.0533 -1.2530 0.0680

431893 0.8443 0.0401 0.4199 0.0331

431907 1.6821 0.0869 -1.2857 0.0321

431922 0.9314 0.0416 -0.4167 0.0348

431935 0.5378 0.0388 -0.1672 0.0711

431963 0.5536 0.0334 -0.1123 0.0528

432009 0.4854 0.0411 -0.0985 0.0864

432298 1.3892 0.0603 -1.0081 0.0298

432311 0.3987 0.0286 -0.0735 0.0683

432324 0.6144 0.0429 0.3056 0.0571

434033 1.7692 0.0860 -1.1664 0.0277

434047 1.2629 0.0552 -0.4859 0.0293

434061 0.3661 0.0326 0.9634 0.0780

517397 0.9597 0.0410 -0.8665 0.0367

517473 0.7488 0.0401 -0.4051 0.0486

517601 0.8224 0.0474 0.5198 0.0408

518887 1.9442 0.0989 -1.2016 0.0266

518899 0.7619 0.0347 0.1794 0.0337 

518911 0.5325 0.0419 0.0449 0.0764 
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Table L-21. 2018–19 FSAA—PT: IRT Parameters for Dichotomous Items—U.S. History

Item 
Number 

a SE(a) b SE(b) 

423220 1.2080 0.0553 -1.2503 0.0350

423286 1.8667 0.0763 -0.4930 0.0201

423300 0.6431 0.0418 0.1096 0.0491

424080 1.8441 0.0923 -1.3222 0.0272

424096 1.8193 0.0816 -0.8365 0.0230

424124 1.2532 0.0620 -0.4273 0.0312

424139 1.2231 0.0618 -0.7033 0.0377

424154 1.3546 0.0511 -0.7391 0.0228

424168 0.5933 0.0429 -0.3553 0.0726

424280 2.0443 0.0848 -0.9630 0.0187

424293 0.6569 0.0361 -0.4474 0.0481

424314 0.7027 0.0419 0.3523 0.0449

424334 2.3055 0.1036 -1.0762 0.0184

424349 1.0021 0.0437 -0.2912 0.0290

424599 0.3867 0.0343 0.8868 0.0788

425387 2.2937 0.1035 -1.0861 0.0186

425402 0.5259 0.0307 -0.2147 0.0496

425427 0.9876 0.0552 -0.2031 0.0416

425445 2.5237 0.1152 -1.0711 0.0172

425460 1.1019 0.0512 -0.6200 0.0324

425477 0.6213 0.0382 0.2053 0.0465

425510 1.7651 0.0871 -1.3147 0.0279

425535 1.3869 0.0549 -0.4324 0.0227

425552 0.8279 0.0492 -0.2572 0.0480

Item 
Number 

a SE(a) b SE(b) 

425756 2.0869 0.0880 -0.9910 0.0187

425771 1.3196 0.0585 -0.4824 0.0266

425787 1.1425 0.0625 -0.2158 0.0363

426853 1.7393 0.0686 -0.8836 0.0202

426873 1.0605 0.0526 -0.6433 0.0379

426990 0.3552 0.0344 -0.5258 0.1218

427065 2.3844 0.1255 -1.3009 0.0220

427489 2.0982 0.0888 -0.9978 0.0187

427506 0.6446 0.0341 -0.1763 0.0418

427535 1.1424 0.0540 -1.3224 0.0390

427551 0.6315 0.0458 -0.5074 0.0787

427571 0.9438 0.0396 -0.2379 0.0297

427584 0.3628 0.0349 0.2733 0.0871

427597 0.6642 0.0338 -0.6074 0.0453

427610 0.8435 0.0423 0.6032 0.0373

517162 1.6007 0.0772 -1.3075 0.0298

517226 1.0394 0.0438 -0.4414 0.0288

517242 0.5223 0.0359 0.9263 0.0600

517864 1.5418 0.0717 -1.2509 0.0290

517876 0.5562 0.0332 -0.9425 0.0687

517888 0.6626 0.0364 0.4720 0.0441

518352 1.4183 0.0555 -0.8667 0.0234

518371 0.8232 0.0421 -0.4649 0.0416

518384 0.5652 0.0403 0.0562 0.0608
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Table L-22. 2018–19 FSAA—PT: IRT Parameters for Writing Prompts—ELA Grade 4

Item 
Number 

a SE(a) b SE(b) D0 SE(D0) D1 SE(D1) D2 SE(D2) D3 SE(D3) 

466237A 0.48839 0.01689 -1.02771 0.03310 0 0 1.33432 0.11313 0.27395 0.06198 -1.60827 0.05128 

466237B 0.64668 0.01585 -0.28956 0.02743 0 0 1.53908 0.07801 0.94208 0.04445 -2.48116 0.05455 

466237C 0.71970 0.02538 -1.10111 0.02639 0 0 0.83591 0.08414 0.05574 0.04931 -0.89165 0.03617 

466237D 0.55929 0.01612 -0.36255 0.02701 0 0 1.24456 0.07729 0.68352 0.05039 -1.92808 0.05259 

Table L-23. 2018–19 FSAA—PT: IRT Parameters for Writing Prompts—ELA Grade 5

Item 
Number 

a SE(a) b SE(b) D0 SE(D0) D1 SE(D1) D2 SE(D2) D3 SE(D3) 

466016A 0.63912 0.01644 -0.74110 0.02668 0 0 1.20875 0.09240 0.85973 0.04971 -2.06848 0.04200 

466016B 0.62025 0.01673 -0.70887 0.02640 0 0 1.00138 0.08701 0.88719 0.05169 -1.88857 0.04208 

466016C 0.56375 0.01244 -0.65790 0.03163 0 0 0.90202 0.10799 1.69719 0.06535 -2.59921 0.05114 

466016D 0.50969 0.01438 -0.52878 0.02907 0 0 0.95089 0.08857 0.99051 0.05861 -1.94140 0.05199 

Table L-24. 2018–19 FSAA—PT: IRT Parameters for Writing Prompts—ELA Grade 6

Item 
Number 

a SE(a) b SE(b) D0 SE(D0) D1 SE(D1) D2 SE(D2) D3 SE(D3) 

465977A 0.58878 0.01883 -0.89894 0.02794 0 0 0.49476 0.08982 0.86716 0.06062 -1.36192 0.04162 

465977B 0.57357 0.01862 -0.77764 0.02717 0 0 0.51831 0.08383 0.79363 0.05884 -1.31195 0.04344 

465977C 0.59627 0.01819 -0.58608 0.02528 0 0 1.45605 0.07893 0.21027 0.04575 -1.66632 0.04656 

465977D 0.57311 0.01774 -0.65194 0.02607 0 0 0.42202 0.08010 0.95757 0.05901 -1.37959 0.04424 

Table L-25. 2018–19 FSAA—PT: IRT Parameters for Writing Prompts—ELA Grade 7

Item 
Number 

a SE(a) b SE(b) D0 SE(D0) D1 SE(D1) D2 SE(D2) D3 SE(D3) 

466163A 0.54731 0.01409 -0.63875 0.02925 0 0 1.18756 0.09311 1.03148 0.05569 -2.21904 0.04985 

466163B 0.59564 0.01405 -0.34742 0.02819 0 0 1.34525 0.08114 1.16919 0.04956 -2.51444 0.05406 

466163C 0.49894 0.01366 -0.57824 0.03043 0 0 1.36284 0.09425 0.83592 0.05668 -2.19876 0.05485 

466163D 0.54562 0.01409 -0.29779 0.02833 0 0 1.49482 0.08012 0.85301 0.04962 -2.34784 0.05681 
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Table L-26. 2018–19 FSAA—PT: IRT Parameters for Writing Prompts—ELA Grade 8

Item 
Number 

a SE(a) b SE(b) D0 SE(D0) D1 SE(D1) D2 SE(D2) D3 SE(D3) 

466780A 0.34689 0.00912 -0.85063 0.03425 0 0 2.79404 0.12520 -2.67258 0.08901 -0.12147 0.09364 

466780B 0.63922 0.01931 -0.45979 0.02418 0 0 1.37037 0.07197 0.26867 0.04374 -1.63904 0.04462 

466780C 0.56866 0.01577 -0.46174 0.02790 0 0 1.35098 0.08428 0.71480 0.05053 -2.06578 0.05105 

466780D 0.59621 0.01727 -0.26350 0.02568 0 0 1.63959 0.07293 0.28852 0.04421 -1.92811 0.05230 

Table L-27. 2018–19 FSAA—PT: IRT Parameters for Writing Prompts—ELA Grade 9

Item 
Number 

a SE(a) b SE(b) D0 SE(D0) D1 SE(D1) D2 SE(D2) D3 SE(D3) 

466293A 0.71329 0.01928 -0.37127 0.02345 0 0 1.16398 0.06688 0.72899 0.04271 -1.89297 0.04250 

466293B 0.76633 0.01994 -0.18599 0.02234 0 0 1.24882 0.05892 0.75428 0.03877 -2.00310 0.04415 

466293C 0.55140 0.01688 -0.38334 0.02696 0 0 1.08207 0.07753 0.65172 0.05303 -1.73378 0.05108 

466293D 0.73675 0.02043 -0.09268 0.02180 0 0 1.26296 0.05536 0.55682 0.03844 -1.81978 0.04521 

Table L-28. 2018–19 FSAA—PT: IRT Parameters for Writing Prompts—ELA Grade 10

Item 
Number 

a SE(a) b SE(b) D0 SE(D0) D1 SE(D1) D2 SE(D2) D3 SE(D3) 

466420A 0.64678 0.01788 -0.34129 0.02242 0 0 1.62175 0.06396 0.13768 0.03849 -1.75943 0.04512 

466420B 0.77139 0.02033 -0.08047 0.01986 0 0 1.66153 0.04982 0.10024 0.03202 -1.76177 0.04356 

466420C 0.71837 0.01804 0.27557 0.02254 0 0 1.92945 0.05074 0.51208 0.03327 -2.44154 0.06441 

466420D 0.76364 0.02003 0.12619 0.02007 0 0 1.68984 0.04595 0.16055 0.03209 -1.85039 0.04885 
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APPENDIX M—CUMULATIVE SCALE SCORE DISTRIBUTIONS
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Figure M-1. 2018–19 FSAA—PT: Cumulative Scale Score Distribution 
Plots Top: ELA Grade 3 Bottom: ELA Grade 4 
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FigureM-2. 2018–19 FSAA—PT: Cumulative Scale Score Distribution 
Plots Top: ELA Grade 5 Bottom: ELA Grade 6 
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Figure M-3. 2018–19 FSAA—PT: Cumulative Scale Score Distribution 
Plots Top: ELA Grade 7 Bottom: ELA Grade 8 
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Figure M-4. 2018–19 FSAA—PT: Cumulative Scale Score Distribution 
Plots Top: ELA Grade 9 Bottom: ELA Grade 10 
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Figure M-5. 2018–19 FSAA—PT: Cumulative Scale Score Distribution 
Plots Top: Mathematics Grade 3 Bottom: Mathematics Grade 4 
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Figure M-6. 2018–19 FSAA—PT: Cumulative Scale Score Distribution 
Plots Top: Mathematics Grade 5 Bottom: Mathematics Grade 6 
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FigureM-7. 2018–19 FSAA—PT: Cumulative Scale Score Distribution 
Plots Top: Mathematics Grade 7 Bottom: Mathematics Grade 8 
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Figure M-8. 2018–19 FSAA—PT: Cumulative Scale Score Distribution 
Plots Top: Science Grade 5 Bottom: Science Grade 8 
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Figure M-9. 2018–19 FSAA—PT: Cumulative Scale Score Distribution 
Plots Top: Algebra 1 Grade HS Bottom: Biology 1 Grade HS
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Figure M-10. 2018–19 FSAA—PT: Cumulative Scale Score Distribution 
Plots Top: Geometry Grade HS Bottom: Civics Grade 7 
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Figure M-11. 2018–19 FSAA—PT: Cumulative Scale Score Distribution Plots

U.S. History Grade HS
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APPENDIX N—ACHIEVEMENT LEVEL DISTRIBUTIONS
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Table N-1. 2018–19 FSAA—PT: Achievement Level 
Distributions by Grade—ELA 

Grade 
Achievement 

Level 
2017–18 2018–19 

3 

1 15.14 13.94 

2 26.95 26.74 

3 35.89 36.69 

4 22.02 22.63 

4 

1 16.42 15.12 

2 24.95 24.23 

3 37.96 39.16 

4 20.67 21.49 

5 

1 17.53 15.87 

2 26.80 26.07 

3 35.13 35.32 

4 20.54 22.73 

6 

1 18.00 17.25 

2 26.20 26.42 

3 34.15 35.92 

4 21.65 20.41 

7 

1 20.50 17.69 

2 22.08 24.91 

3 35.11 34.02 

4 22.31 23.38 

8 

1 16.39 14.99 

2 25.97 24.71 

3 30.62 30.38 

4 27.02 29.92 

9 

1 15.87 15.21 

2 21.69 24.05 

3 41.23 40.20 

4 21.21 20.54 

10 

1 20.47 19.22 

2 21.64 23.02 

3 33.84 34.42 

4 24.05 23.35 
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Table N-2. 2018–19 FSAA—PT: Achievement Level 
Distribution by Grade—Mathematics 

Grade 
Achievement 

Level 
2017–18 2018–19 

3 

1 21.31 18.95 

2 22.31 21.77 

3 31.14 30.05 

4 25.24 29.23 

4 

1 23.38 20.08 

2 20.06 19.74 

3 35.99 36.83 

4 20.57 23.35 

5 

1 20.54 19.46 

2 27.05 25.76 

3 30.28 32.09 

4 22.12 22.70 

6 

1 21.25 21.56 

2 24.61 23.95 

3 29.43 30.97 

4 24.71 23.52 

7 

1 23.47 20.52 

2 23.34 25.13 

3 30.69 28.63 

4 22.50 25.72 

8 

1 20.01 17.21 

2 20.44 20.00 

3 32.57 31.60 

4 26.98 31.19 
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Table N-3. 2018–19 FSAA—PT: Achievement Level 
Distribution by Grade—Science 

Grade 
Achievement 

Level 
2017–18 2018–19 

5 

1 14.57 14.66 

2 29.97 27.64 

3 27.91 29.62 

4 27.56 28.08 

8 

1 15.41 13.13 

2 30.75 28.96 

3 34.28 35.82 

4 19.56 22.10 

Table N-4. 2018–19 FSAA—PT: Achievement Level 
Distribution by Grade—Algebra 1 

Grade 
Achievement 

Level 
2017–18 2018–19 

HS 

1 10.00 11.06 

2 26.53 27.17 

3 40.19 38.16 

4 23.28 23.61 

Table N-5. 2018–19 FSAA—PT: Achievement Level 
Distribution by Grade—Biology 1

Grade 
Achievement 

Level 
2017–18 2018–19 

HS 

1 13.94 13.75 

2 26.47 25.92 

3 39.23 37.24 

4 20.36 23.10 
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Table N-6. 2018–19 FSAA—PT: Achievement Level 
Distribution by Grade—Geometry 

Grade 
Achievement 

Level 
2017–18 2018–19 

HS 

1 17.45 15.36 

2 29.08 28.10 

3 36.61 36.92 

4 16.86 19.62 

Table N-7. 2018–19 FSAA—PT: Achievement Level 
Distribution by Grade—Civics 

Grade Achievement 
Level 

2017–18 2018–19 

7 

1 13.99 11.06 

2 24.77 24.67 

3 32.31 34.21 

4 28.93 30.07 

Table N-8. 2018–19 FSAA—PT: Achievement Level 
Distribution by Grade—U.S. History 

Grade Achievement 
Level 

2017–18 2018–19 

HS 

1 19.80 19.81 

2 17.99 18.57 

3 38.24 36.59 

4 23.97 25.04 
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APPENDIX O—SUBGROUP RELIABILITY
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Table O-1. 2018–19 FSAA—PT: Subgroup Reliabilities—ELA

Grade Group 
Number of 
Students 

IRT Marginal Reliability SEM 

3 

All Students 3,164 0.91 5.62 

Female 615 0.91 5.57 

Male 1,402 0.91 5.62 

Undefined 1,147 0.91 5.66 

Hispanic 736 0.92 5.61 

American Indian / Alaska Native 4 NA NA 

Asian 38 0.91 4.86 

Black Non-Hispanic 592 0.90 5.76 

Pacific Islander 0 NA NA 

White Non-Hispanic 569 0.91 5.50 

Multiracial 78 0.92 5.36 

Undefined 1,147 0.91 5.66 

Limited English Proficient 297 0.91 5.84 

Non-LEP 2,867 0.91 5.60 

Disadvantaged 91 0.92 5.47 

Not disadvantaged 3,073 0.91 5.63 

4 

All Students 3,215 0.92 5.22 

Female 848 0.92 5.19 

Male 1,886 0.93 5.20 

Undefined 481 0.92 5.39 

Hispanic 901 0.93 5.19 

American Indian / Alaska Native 6 0.94 5.35 

Asian 58 0.93 4.56 

Black Non-Hispanic 854 0.92 5.24 

White Non-Hispanic 804 0.92 5.18 

Multiracial 108 0.93 5.31 

Undefined 481 0.92 5.39 

Limited English Proficient 291 0.92 5.55 

Non-LEP 2,924 0.92 5.19 

Disadvantaged 136 0.94 5.04 

Not disadvantaged 3,079 0.92 5.23 

5 

All Students 3,383 0.92 5.24 

Female 956 0.92 5.17 

Male 2,022 0.92 5.23 

Undefined 405 0.91 5.41 

Hispanic 1,032 0.93 5.16 

continued 
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Grade Group 
Number of 
Students 

IRT Marginal Reliability SEM 

5 

American Indian / Alaska Native 6 0.92 5.58 

Asian 74 0.93 4.76 

Black Non-Hispanic 888 0.92 5.37 

White Non-Hispanic 881 0.92 5.17 

Multiracial 96 0.92 5.13 

Undefined 405 0.91 5.41 

Limited English Proficient 261 0.90 5.29 

Non-LEP 3,122 0.92 5.23 

Disadvantaged 148 0.94 5.30 

Not disadvantaged 3,235 0.92 5.23 

6 

All Students 3,282 0.92 5.19 

Female 944 0.92 5.09 

Male 1,925 0.92 5.19 

Undefined 413 0.92 5.43 

Hispanic 942 0.93 5.12 

American Indian / Alaska Native 6 0.91 4.44 

Asian 55 0.93 4.80 

Black Non-Hispanic 880 0.92 5.26 

Pacific Islander 5 0.88 5.28 

White Non-Hispanic 896 0.92 5.14 

Multiracial 85 0.90 5.03 

Undefined 413 0.92 5.43 

Limited English Proficient 247 0.92 5.35 

Non-LEP 3,035 0.92 5.18 

Disadvantaged 135 0.92 4.96 

Not disadvantaged 3,147 0.92 5.20 

7 

All Students 3,404 0.92 5.31 

Female 936 0.93 5.22 

Male 2,104 0.93 5.30 

Undefined 364 0.91 5.58 

Hispanic 954 0.93 5.26 

American Indian / Alaska Native 9 0.93 5.55 

Asian 80 0.94 4.67 

Black Non-Hispanic 920 0.92 5.39 

Pacific Islander 10 0.96 4.79 

White Non-Hispanic 968 0.93 5.19 

Multiracial 99 0.92 5.78 

Undefined 364 0.91 5.58 

continued 
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Grade Group 
Number of 
Students 

IRT Marginal Reliability SEM 

7 

Limited English Proficient 220 0.91 5.60 

Non-LEP 3,184 0.92 5.29 

Disadvantaged 147 0.93 4.98 

Not disadvantaged 3,257 0.92 5.33 

8 

All Students 3,229 0.93 5.18 

Female 917 0.93 5.12 

Male 2,009 0.93 5.18 

Undefined 303 0.92 5.34 

Hispanic 951 0.93 5.19 

American Indian / Alaska Native 10 0.93 5.26 

Asian 79 0.94 4.95 

Black Non-Hispanic 896 0.92 5.21 

Pacific Islander 5 0.83 4.74 

White Non-Hispanic 897 0.93 5.11 

Multiracial 88 0.90 5.04 

Undefined 303 0.92 5.34 

Limited English Proficient 185 0.92 5.55 

Non-LEP 3,044 0.93 5.15 

Disadvantaged 135 0.95 5.06 

Not disadvantaged 3,094 0.92 5.18 

9 

All Students 3,169 0.92 5.32 

Female 898 0.92 5.30 

Male 1,869 0.92 5.29 

Undefined 402 0.92 5.49 

Hispanic 870 0.93 5.18 

American Indian / Alaska Native 9 0.89 5.58 

Asian 52 0.92 4.86 

Black Non-Hispanic 822 0.92 5.33 

Pacific Islander 5 0.83 5.97 

White Non-Hispanic 932 0.92 5.38 

Multiracial 77 0.91 5.30 

Undefined 402 0.92 5.49 

Limited English Proficient 137 0.90 5.20 

Non-LEP 3,032 0.92 5.33 

Disadvantaged 137 0.94 4.98 

Not disadvantaged 3,032 0.92 5.34 

continued 
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Grade Group 
Number of 
Students 

IRT Marginal Reliability SEM 

10 

All Students 3,632 0.93 5.07 

Female 922 0.92 5.00 

Male 1,898 0.93 5.08 

Undefined 812 0.94 5.13 

Hispanic 786 0.93 4.97 

American Indian / Alaska Native 7 0.37 4.42 

Asian 65 0.92 4.49 

Black Non-Hispanic 836 0.91 5.05 

Pacific Islander 6 0.97 4.98 

White Non-Hispanic 1,024 0.93 5.17 

Multiracial 96 0.92 4.90 

Undefined 812 0.94 5.13 

Limited English Proficient 124 0.93 5.00 

Non-LEP 3,508 0.93 5.07 

Disadvantaged 153 0.94 4.83 

Not disadvantaged 3,479 0.93 5.08 

Table O-2. 2018–19 FSAA—PT: Subgroup Reliabilities—Mathematics

Grade Group 
Number of 
Students 

IRT Marginal Reliability SEM 

3 

All Students 3,161 0.92 5.86 

Female 614 0.91 5.60 

Male 1,402 0.92 5.89 

Undefined 1,145 0.91 5.95 

Hispanic 736 0.92 5.86 

American Indian / Alaska Native 4 NA NA 

Asian 37 0.93 5.05 

Black Non-Hispanic 591 0.91 5.93 

Pacific Islander 0 NA NA 

White Non-Hispanic 570 0.92 5.66 

Multiracial 78 0.91 5.52 

Undefined 1,145 0.91 5.95 

Limited English Proficient 294 0.91 6.12 

Non-LEP 2,867 0.92 5.83 

Disadvantaged 94 0.94 5.78 

Not disadvantaged 3,067 0.91 5.86 

4 
All Students 3,212 0.91 5.86 

Female 847 0.90 5.74 

continued 
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Grade Group 
Number of 
Students 

IRT Marginal Reliability SEM 

4 

Male 1,883 0.91 5.87 

Undefined 482 0.90 6.02 

Hispanic 898 0.92 5.87 

American Indian / Alaska Native 6 0.93 6.47 

Asian 58 0.93 5.68 

Black Non-Hispanic 852 0.89 5.89 

White Non-Hispanic 805 0.91 5.70 

Multiracial 108 0.91 5.98 

Undefined 482 0.90 6.02 

Limited English Proficient 292 0.91 6.27 

Non-LEP 2,920 0.90 5.82 

Disadvantaged 133 0.92 5.73 

Not disadvantaged 3,079 0.90 5.86 

5 

All Students 3,397 0.91 5.70 

Female 958 0.91 5.61 

Male 2,030 0.92 5.72 

Undefined 409 0.89 5.77 

Hispanic 1,035 0.92 5.69 

American Indian / Alaska Native 6 0.91 6.03 

Asian 74 0.93 5.42 

Black Non-Hispanic 890 0.92 5.78 

White Non-Hispanic 884 0.91 5.62 

Multiracial 98 0.90 5.58 

Undefined 409 0.89 5.77 

Limited English Proficient 262 0.89 5.89 

Non-LEP 3,135 0.91 5.68 

Disadvantaged 148 0.93 5.66 

Not disadvantaged 3,249 0.91 5.70 

6 

All Students 3,274 0.91 5.68 

Female 941 0.91 5.46 

Male 1,920 0.92 5.70 

Undefined 413 0.91 6.06 

Hispanic 939 0.91 5.60 

American Indian / Alaska Native 6 0.77 4.57 

Asian 55 0.93 5.51 

Black Non-Hispanic 875 0.91 5.74 

Pacific Islander 5 0.82 4.92 

White Non-Hispanic 896 0.91 5.56 

continued 
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Grade Group 
Number of 
Students 

IRT Marginal Reliability SEM 

6 

Multiracial 85 0.91 5.50 

Undefined 413 0.91 6.06 

Limited English Proficient 246 0.89 5.92 

Non-LEP 3,028 0.91 5.66 

Disadvantaged 135 0.92 5.44 

Not disadvantaged 3,139 0.91 5.69 

7 

All Students 3,402 0.90 6.29 

Female 934 0.90 6.11 

Male 2,104 0.90 6.33 

Undefined 364 0.88 6.50 

Hispanic 953 0.90 6.32 

American Indian / Alaska Native 9 0.91 6.57 

Asian 83 0.92 6.05 

Black Non-Hispanic 918 0.90 6.36 

Pacific Islander 10 0.86 5.68 

White Non-Hispanic 966 0.90 6.12 

Multiracial 99 0.90 6.33 

Undefined 364 0.88 6.50 

Limited English Proficient 220 0.89 6.67 

Non-LEP 3,182 0.90 6.26 

Disadvantaged 147 0.91 5.92 

Not disadvantaged 3,255 0.90 6.30 

8 

All Students 3,225 0.92 5.91 

Female 917 0.92 5.85 

Male 2,004 0.92 5.92 

Undefined 304 0.90 6.07 

Hispanic 946 0.93 5.93 

American Indian / Alaska Native 10 0.88 5.59 

Asian 78 0.92 5.70 

Black Non-Hispanic 898 0.90 5.94 

White Non-Hispanic 896 0.92 5.84 

Multiracial 88 0.89 5.84 

Undefined 304 0.90 6.07 

Limited English Proficient 185 0.92 6.14 

Non-LEP 3,040 0.92 5.90 

Disadvantaged 133 0.94 5.97 

Not disadvantaged 3,092 0.92 5.91 
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Table O-3. 2018–19 FSAA—PT: Subgroup Reliabilities—Science

Grade Group 
Number of 
Students 

IRT Marginal Reliability SEM 

5 

All Students 3,390 0.93 5.57 

Female 958 0.93 5.44 

Male 2,026 0.94 5.55 

Undefined 406 0.90 5.98 

Hispanic 1,034 0.94 5.36 

American Indian / Alaska Native 6 0.86 6.60 

Asian 74 0.95 4.78 

Black Non-Hispanic 890 0.93 5.73 

White Non-Hispanic 882 0.93 5.53 

Multiracial 97 0.94 5.44 

Undefined 406 0.90 5.98 

Limited English Proficient 262 0.91 5.83 

Non-LEP 3,128 0.93 5.55 

Disadvantaged 148 0.95 5.51 

Not disadvantaged 3,242 0.93 5.57 

8 

All Students 3,222 0.91 5.88 

Female 917 0.91 5.71 

Male 2,002 0.91 5.93 

Undefined 303 0.91 5.97 

Hispanic 943 0.92 5.94 

American Indian / Alaska Native 10 0.89 5.87 

Asian 78 0.92 5.69 

Black Non-Hispanic 897 0.90 5.87 

White Non-Hispanic 898 0.91 5.81 

Multiracial 88 0.87 5.71 

Undefined 303 0.91 5.97 

Limited English Proficient 185 0.91 6.07 

Non-LEP 3,037 0.91 5.86 

Disadvantaged 134 0.93 5.85 

Not disadvantaged 3,088 0.91 5.88 
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Table O-4. 2018–19 FSAA—PT: Subgroup Reliabilities—Algebra 1

Grade Group 
Number of 
Students 

IRT Marginal Reliability SEM 

HS 

All Students 4,096 0.92 7.06 

Female 730 0.91 6.85 

Male 1,519 0.91 7.09 

Undefined 1,847 0.93 7.11 

Hispanic 679 0.92 6.94 

American Indian / Alaska Native 7 0.83 7.23 

Asian 46 0.90 6.48 

Black Non-Hispanic 706 0.90 7.00 

White Non-Hispanic 742 0.91 7.09 

Multiracial 65 0.89 7.27 

Undefined 1,847 0.93 7.11 

Limited English Proficient 111 0.91 7.03 

Non-LEP 3,985 0.92 7.06 

Disadvantaged 118 0.92 6.85 

Not disadvantaged 3,978 0.92 7.06 

Table O-5. 2018–19 FSAA—PT: Subgroup Reliabilities—Biology 1

Grade Group 
Number of 
Students 

IRT Marginal Reliability SEM 

HS 

All Students 3,550 0.93 6.98 

Female 678 0.93 6.94 

Male 1,468 0.93 7.03 

Undefined 1,404 0.93 6.96 

Hispanic 615 0.93 6.83 

American Indian / Alaska Native 5 0.89 7.92 

Asian 47 0.91 6.43 

Black Non-Hispanic 690 0.93 7.03 

Pacific Islander 0 NA NA 

White Non-Hispanic 721 0.93 7.15 

Multiracial 68 0.91 6.90 

Undefined 1,404 0.93 6.96 

Limited English Proficient 112 0.92 6.96 

Non-LEP 3,438 0.93 6.98 

Disadvantaged 91 0.94 6.81 

Not disadvantaged 3,459 0.93 6.99 
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Table O-6. 2018–19 FSAA—PT: Subgroup Reliabilities—Geometry

Grade Group 
Number of 
Students 

IRT Marginal Reliability SEM 

HS 

All Students 3,093 0.92 7.23 

Female 215 0.89 7.17 

Male 388 0.93 7.27 

Undefined 2,490 0.92 7.23 

Hispanic 196 0.92 7.17 

American Indian / Alaska Native --- --- --- 

Asian 16 0.92 6.99 

Black Non-Hispanic 168 0.90 7.44 

White Non-Hispanic 202 0.92 7.14 

Multiracial 19 0.94 7.25 

Undefined 2,490 0.92 7.23 

Limited English Proficient 42 0.92 7.29 

Non-LEP 3,051 0.92 7.23 

Disadvantaged 32 0.91 7.24 

Not disadvantaged 3,061 0.92 7.23 

Table O-7. 2018–19 FSAA—PT: Subgroup Reliabilities—Civics

Grade Group 
Number of 
Students 

IRT Marginal Reliability SEM 

7 

All Students 3,093 0.92 6.88 

Female 854 0.92 6.72 

Male 1,902 0.93 6.87 

Undefined 337 0.90 7.33 

Hispanic 883 0.93 6.81 

American Indian / Alaska Native 7 0.97 6.65 

Asian 74 0.93 6.36 

Black Non-Hispanic 837 0.92 6.94 

Pacific Islander 10 0.94 6.03 

White Non-Hispanic 854 0.92 6.72 

Multiracial 91 0.92 7.30 

Undefined 337 0.90 7.33 

Limited English Proficient 198 0.91 7.20 

Non-LEP 2,895 0.92 6.86 

Disadvantaged 139 0.93 6.49 

Not disadvantaged 2,954 0.92 6.90 
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Table O-8. 2018–19 FSAA—PT: Subgroup Reliabilities—U.S. History

Grade Group 
Number of 
Students 

IRT Marginal Reliability SEM 

HS 

All Students 3,307 0.93 6.56 

Female 426 0.93 6.28 

Male 911 0.93 6.48 

Undefined 1,970 0.93 6.66 

Hispanic 348 0.93 6.22 

American Indian / Alaska Native 5 0.77 6.21 

Asian 34 0.91 5.55 

Black Non-Hispanic 384 0.92 6.49 

Pacific Islander 4 NA NA 

White Non-Hispanic 514 0.93 6.49 

Multiracial 48 0.90 7.06 

Undefined 1,970 0.93 6.66 

Limited English Proficient 55 0.95 6.22 

Non-LEP 3,252 0.93 6.57 

Disadvantaged 76 0.94 5.58 

Not disadvantaged 3,231 0.93 6.58 
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Table P-1. 2018–19 FSAA—PT: Item Level Inter-rater Consistency 
Statistics by Grade—ELA 

Grade Item 
Number of 
Included 
Scores 

Percent 
Exact 

Percent 
Adjacent 

Percent 
Third 
Score 

Correlation 

4 

466237A 696 89.51 9.91 15.09 0.91 

466237B 696 78.45 21.41 15.09 0.78 

466237C 696 88.79 11.06 15.09 0.92 

466237D 696 76.15 23.56 15.09 0.82 

5 

466016A 662 82.33 17.37 21.15 0.81 

466016B 662 74.32 25.68 21.15 0.78 

466016C 662 87.46 12.54 21.15 0.83 

466016D 662 75.08 24.47 21.15 0.81 

6 

465977A 654 85.93 13.91 17.58 0.89 

465977B 654 77.83 22.02 17.58 0.83 

465977C 654 87.61 12.39 17.58 0.91 

465977D 654 76.91 22.94 17.58 0.83 

7 

466163A 710 87.32 12.39 16.34 0.88 

466163B 710 83.24 16.76 16.34 0.83 

466163C 710 76.06 23.80 16.34 0.79 

466163D 710 80.00 20.00 16.34 0.82 

8 

466780A 663 93.36 6.64 16.89 0.96 

466780B 663 78.43 21.42 16.89 0.85 

466780C 663 73.76 25.94 16.89 0.79 

466780D 663 75.41 24.13 16.89 0.81 

9 

466293A 624 87.18 12.66 28.85 0.89 

466293B 624 79.49 20.19 28.85 0.82 

466293C 624 76.12 23.24 28.85 0.83 

466293D 624 75.16 24.52 28.85 0.82 

10 

466420A 724 83.56 16.30 29.56 0.87 

466420B 724 78.59 21.13 29.56 0.83 

466420C 724 80.94 18.78 29.56 0.82 

466420D 724 81.49 17.54 29.56 0.83 
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APPENDIX Q—DECISION ACCURACY AND CONSISTENCY
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Table Q-1. 2018–19 FSAA—PT: Summary of Decision Accuracy (and Consistency) Results by Subject and 
Grade Overall and Conditional on Achievement Level 

Content Grade Overall Kappa 
Conditional on Level 

Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4 

ELA 

3 0.80 (0.73) 0.62 0.86 (0.76) 0.79 (0.69) 0.78 (0.71) 0.82 (0.76) 

4 0.82 (0.75) 0.66 0.90 (0.82) 0.80 (0.70) 0.80 (0.74) 0.83 (0.77) 

5 0.82 (0.75) 0.65 0.90 (0.82) 0.81 (0.72) 0.78 (0.71) 0.83 (0.77) 

6 0.81 (0.74) 0.64 0.89 (0.81) 0.80 (0.70) 0.78 (0.72) 0.82 (0.76) 

7 0.82 (0.75) 0.66 0.93 (0.86) 0.80 (0.71) 0.78 (0.70) 0.82 (0.77) 

8 0.83 (0.76) 0.67 0.91 (0.85) 0.83 (0.73) 0.76 (0.68) 0.85 (0.82) 

9 0.83 (0.76) 0.67 0.92 (0.86) 0.82 (0.72) 0.81 (0.75) 0.82 (0.75) 

10 0.83 (0.76) 0.67 0.92 (0.86) 0.79 (0.69) 0.79 (0.72) 0.84 (0.79) 

Mathematics 

3 0.81 (0.73) 0.64 0.89 (0.83) 0.77 (0.66) 0.76 (0.67) 0.84 (0.79) 

4 0.79 (0.71) 0.60 0.90 (0.83) 0.70 (0.57) 0.75 (0.68) 0.82 (0.76) 

5 0.79 (0.71) 0.61 0.90 (0.82) 0.74 (0.64) 0.73 (0.64) 0.84 (0.77) 

6 0.80 (0.72) 0.63 0.89 (0.83) 0.77 (0.65) 0.74 (0.66) 0.83 (0.78) 

7 0.77 (0.69) 0.58 0.89 (0.80) 0.69 (0.58) 0.71 (0.60) 0.83 (0.78) 

8 0.80 (0.72) 0.63 0.92 (0.84) 0.72 (0.61) 0.75 (0.66) 0.84 (0.80) 

Science 
5 0.82 (0.75) 0.66 0.89 (0.83) 0.86 (0.78) 0.76 (0.67) 0.82 (0.78) 

8 0.81 (0.73) 0.63 0.88 (0.81) 0.83 (0.73) 0.76 (0.68) 0.83 (0.76) 

Algebra 1 HS 0.82 (0.74) 0.64 0.84 (0.75) 0.82 (0.73) 0.80 (0.73) 0.84 (0.78) 

Biology 1 HS 0.83 (0.76) 0.67 0.92 (0.85) 0.83 (0.74) 0.79 (0.72) 0.83 (0.77) 

Geometry HS 0.81 (0.74) 0.64 0.91 (0.83) 0.79 (0.71) 0.79 (0.72) 0.80 (0.74) 

Civics 7 0.80 (0.75) 0.65 0.90 (0.80) 0.83 (0.73) 0.80 (0.73) 0.72 (0.76) 

U.S. History HS 0.76 (0.76) 0.66 0.75 (0.81) 0.95 (0.76) 0.71 (0.72) 0.72 (0.76) 
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Table Q-2. 2018–19 FSAA—PT: Summary of Decision Accuracy (and Consistency) Results by Subject and 
Grade Overall and Conditional on Cutpoint 

Content Grade 

Level 1 / Level 2 Level 2 / Level 3 Level 3 / Level 4 

Accuracy  
(Consistency) 

False Accuracy  
(Consistency) 

False Accuracy  
(Consistency) 

False 

Positive Negative Positive Negative Positive Negative 

ELA 

3 0.95 (0.93) 0.02 0.03 0.93 (0.91) 0.02 0.04 0.92 (0.89) 0.04 0.04 

4 0.96 (0.94) 0.02 0.02 0.93 (0.91) 0.02 0.04 0.93 (0.90) 0.03 0.04 

5 0.96 (0.94) 0.02 0.03 0.94 (0.91) 0.02 0.04 0.93 (0.90) 0.03 0.04 

6 0.95 (0.93) 0.02 0.03 0.93 (0.90) 0.02 0.05 0.93 (0.90) 0.03 0.04 

7 0.96 (0.95) 0.01 0.02 0.93 (0.90) 0.03 0.04 0.92 (0.90) 0.03 0.04 

8 0.97 (0.95) 0.01 0.02 0.93 (0.91) 0.02 0.04 0.93 (0.90) 0.03 0.04 

9 0.97 (0.95) 0.01 0.02 0.93 (0.90) 0.02 0.04 0.93 (0.90) 0.03 0.04 

10 0.96 (0.94) 0.02 0.03 0.94 (0.91) 0.02 0.04 0.93 (0.90) 0.03 0.04 

Mathematics 

3 0.95 (0.93) 0.02 0.03 0.94 (0.91) 0.02 0.04 0.92 (0.88) 0.04 0.05 

4 0.95 (0.93) 0.02 0.03 0.92 (0.89) 0.03 0.05 0.92 (0.89) 0.04 0.04 

5 0.95 (0.93) 0.02 0.03 0.91 (0.88) 0.04 0.05 0.93 (0.90) 0.04 0.04 

6 0.95 (0.92) 0.02 0.03 0.93 (0.90) 0.03 0.05 0.93 (0.90) 0.03 0.04 

7 0.94 (0.91) 0.02 0.04 0.91 (0.87) 0.04 0.05 0.92 (0.89) 0.03 0.04 

8 0.96 (0.94) 0.01 0.03 0.93 (0.90) 0.03 0.05 0.92 (0.88) 0.03 0.05 

Science 
5 0.96 (0.95) 0.02 0.02 0.95 (0.92) 0.02 0.04 0.91 (0.88) 0.04 0.05 

8 0.96 (0.95) 0.02 0.02 0.92 (0.89) 0.03 0.05 0.93 (0.90) 0.03 0.04 

Algebra 1 HS 0.96 (0.94) 0.02 0.02 0.93 (0.90) 0.03 0.04 0.93 (0.90) 0.03 0.04 

Biology 1 HS 0.97 (0.96) 0.01 0.02 0.93 (0.90) 0.02 0.04 0.93 (0.90) 0.03 0.04 

Geometry HS 0.96 (0.94) 0.01 0.03 0.92 (0.89) 0.03 0.05 0.93 (0.90) 0.03 0.04 

Civics 7 0.96 (0.95) 0.01 0.02 0.93 (0.90) 0.02 0.05 0.90 (0.89) 0.01 0.08 

U.S. History HS 0.95 (0.94) 0.05 0.00 0.90 (0.90) 0.00 0.10 0.92 (0.91) 0.01 0.07 
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